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DURATION: MEASUREMENTS, PRONOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS,
THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

ILSE LEHISTE

Department of Linguistics

The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210-1229, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The paper starts with a survey of. the

linguistic functions of duration. A specific
case is then discussed in greater detail: the
durational structure of Estonian disyllabic
words with a three—way quantity contrast.
Measurements show that the durations of the two
syllables exhibit the following typical ratios
for the three quantities: Quantity 1 - 2/3,
Quantity 2 — 3/2, and Quantity 3 — 2/1.
Listening tests, using white noise signals,
were given to 28 English-speaking and 28
Estonian—speaking listeners. The results
showed that both groups perceive duration
ratios of 2/3 as distinct from duration ratios
of 3/2 and 2/1, but that' they do not use
duration ratios to separate the latter two
quantities.

DURATION: MEASUREMENTS, PHONOLDCICAL
FUNCTIONS, THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

The general theme of this session is "The
role of phonetics in linguistic theory". This
is a vast topic; I, doubt whether I could do
justice to it in anything shorter than a
book-length manuscript. There are two
alternatives--to survey the‘ field at a very
general (and probably somewhat superficial)
level--or to narrow the topic so it could be
treated at reasonable depth. I have decided in
favor of the second alternative, and after a
very brief survey, I will treat one subtopic in
somewhat greater detail. A considerable part
of the past thirty years, I have studied the
temporal organization of spoken language; but
there is still very much left to discover, and
it so happens that I also still have something

new to say.

Let us start with a survey of the various
functions of duration.

.topic before in a fair number of publications,
and I have summarized the results of my own
work, and that of others, in a paper entitled
"The many linguistic functions of duration"
(Lehiste 1984). While new details have been
added to our knowledge since that time, the
general picture does not seem to have changed,
at least not as far as I am aware, so I will
summarize briefly the findings presented in
that paper. References to work by other
scholars, up to the year 1984, will be found in

PI 4.1.1

I have treated this.

that publication; I have added some more recent
references to the bibliography of the current
paper.

As a start, I would classify the linguistic
functions of duration as follows.
1. Duration serves to establish the identity
of a segment.

2. Duration 'serves to specify the meaning of a
word. According to structuralist terminology,
this would be called phonemic duration or
quantity.

3. In many languages, duration is a strong cue
for stress and emphasis.

4. Duration serves to indicate the position of
a linguistic unit within. a higher-level
linguistic unit:

the position of a segment within a

syllable

the position of a syllable within a

word

the position of a word within a phrase

and a sentence ‘

the position of a sentence within a

unit of discourse

5. Duration functions in establishing boundm

. aries between linguistic units.
When we talk about the role of duration in

establishing the identity of a segment, we are

dealing, first of all, with non-contrastive,

intrinsic duration. It is well known that some

sounds are longer than others, all other
factors being kept constant.‘ There are also
language-specific durational phenomena at this
level: subphonemic differences between sounds
can serve to identify the sounds, even though
such differences are not used independently for
contrastive purposes. For example, in English
duration serves as a strong perceptual cue
distinguishing certain inherently long and
,short vowels, and duration of a syllable
nucleus serves as a cue to the voicing or
voicelessness of a postvocalic consonant.

There are also many languages in which
duration can be independently contrastive at
the segmental level; at least that is the
traditional way of analyzing oppositions
between long and short vowels and consonants in
languages like Finnish. I believe, however,
that ‘ in most cases contrastive segmental

duration is further modified by durational
patterns that apply at the next higher



levels—“at least at the level of syllables and

words. Contrastive segmental duration is

integrated into durational patterns that apply

at higher levels.

I will come back to that later in the

current paper, when I present some new data.

Let me mention just now that in Estonian

polysyllabic words, the durational pattern is

normally distributed over a disyllabic

sequence. Thus the durations of the first and

second vowel in minimal triples like saga —

gagggi - gaggg have an inverse relationship:

lengthening of the first vowel is accompanied

by shortening of the second vowel. The

relationship between the durations of the two

syllables appears to play a strong role in the

listener’s perception of the identity of the

word; the durational pattern ‘has the whole

disyllabic sequence as its domain.

One result of the temporal relationships

just' referred to is to keep the duration of

disyllabic words approximately constant--at

least there is a clear tendency for maintaining

something that might be called the "temporal

integrity of the word". This means also that

the duration of a syllable depends on the total

number of syllables within othe word: the

tendency to keep the duration of the word close

to some average level causes the syllables to

become shorter when there is a larger number of

them in the word.

Studies by Nooteboom (1972) and Lindblom
and Rapp (1973) have shown "for Dutch and
Swedish respectively that duration of a

stressed long vowel is longest in monosyllables
and decreases systematically with the addition
of further unstressed syllables. Tarnoczy
showed that for Hungarian already in 1965
(TarnOczy 1965). In a study which I published
in 1975 (Lehiste 1975a) 1 showed that in
English, a stressed syllable nucleus is longest
in a monosyllabic word and shorter in
polysyllabic words; I showed likewise that a
stressed syllable is longer than an unstressed
syllable in the same position, and that a
syllable in final position is longer than the
same syllable in non—final position.

it is thus clear that the position of a
syllable within a word influences its relative
duration. As part of the same study, I also
found that the duration of a test word depends
on the length of the frame in which it
appears: test words were longest in the
shortest frame, and shorter in two long frames
used in the study. The way the duration of the
test words interacted with the duration of the
frames shows that the speakers integrate the
test words into the utterance at the level at
which the time program for the whole sentence
is generated.

I got similar results in my first study of
paragraph structure (Lehiste 1975b): sentences
were _1°nEer when they were produced in
13°18t10n. and shorter when they were part of a
paragraph—mwhich indicates that the temporal
planning extends to units larger than a single
sentence. Furthermore, sentences in final

10

position within a paragraph were longer than

the same sentences when they occurred in

initial or medial position within a paragraph.

This lengthening is part of a more general

process which I have called pre—boundary

lengthening. Pre—boundary lengthening is also

used extensively to indicate the position of

syntactic boundaries within a sentence. I have

carried out several studies of pre—boundary

lengthening, relating it to the rhythm of the

spoken utterance. In this context, I would

like to review briefly my first study dealing

with the disambiguation of syntactic ambiguity

(Lehiste 1973). In that study, listeners were

able to identify correctly such sentences in

which difference in meaning was correlated with

a difference in surface syntactic bracketing.

Successful disambiguation was achieved when the

speakers had increased the interstress interval

that contained the relevant boundary. The

speakers had used several ways to achieve the

same aim; the most straightforward one was the

insertion of a pause, but equally successful

were other means like the lengthening of one or

more segmental sounds preceding the boundary,

i.e. prewboundary lengthening.

My further studies of the relationship

between syntactic and rhythmic structure of

English .sentences lead to the postulation of a

connection between rhythm and syntax that

operates in the following way. Speech is a

rhythmic activity, as are most motor activities

performed by human beings. Stressed syllables

carry the greatest amount of information;

therefore, attention has to be focussed on the

stressed syllables. This is facilitated by

setting up an expectation as to when the next

stressed syllable is likely to occur.

Producing sentences in such a way that stressed

syllables occur at regular intervals
contributes to optimal perception by the
listeners whose attention is cyclically
directed to the points in time at which the
stressed syllables can be expected to be found
(Martin 1972, Cutler and Darwin 1981)-
Furthermore, a disruption of the expected
patternsmnamely, lengthening of an interstress
interval--can be used to convey crucial
information about syntactic structure: the
placement of a syntactic boundary. At least in

Snglish, the syntactic structure of a sentence
is thus to a considerable extent manifested in
the timing pattern of that sentence when
produced orally by a native speaker of the
language. Timing appears to me to be primary;
whatever other cues may be present, they play a
less effective role.

1 base this claim on a study in which it
‘was shown that syntactic boundaries can be
effectively recognized when the test sentences
have been reduced to monotone, thus eliminating
any possible contribution from fundamental

frequency (Lehiste, Olive and Streeter 1976)-
In a later study (Lehiste 1983), 1 confirmed
these results from the point of view 0f
Perception, and provided additional evidence
from the point of view of production.
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In this brief survey of the linguistic

functions of duration, I have discussed the

function of duration in establishing the

identity of a segment; I have talked about

contrastive duration at the word level; I have

also discussed the ways in which duration

functions to indicate the position of a

linguistic unit within a higher-level

linguistic unit, and the ways in which duration

functions to establish boundaries between

linguistic units. I have not talked much about

duration as a cue to stress and emphasis-mainly

because by now this function of duration

appears to be generally known and accepted.

(For a recent treatment of the topic, cf.

Beckman 1986.) There may be other linguistic

functions of duration that I have uninten-

tionally overlooked. But I hope the general

picture is clear: duration plays a part at a

number of levels, and no linguistic description

of a language is complete without reference to

the function of duration within the system.

I would like to return new to a very

specific case in which the role of duration

appeared to me to need further study. This is

the question of the three—way contrast between

disyllabic word structures in Estonian——a topic

that has considerable theoretical interest.

In my first extensive study of segmental

and syllabic quantity in Estonian (Lehiste

1960), I made the observation that the factor

that determined whether a disyllabic word was

in quantity 1, 2 or 3 was word structure-”more

specifically, the ratio between the durations

of the first and the second syllable. Listen"

ers assigned the word to quantity 1, when

speakers had produced the word in such a way

that the ratio was approximately 2 to 3; the

word was assigned to quantity 2, when the ratio

was approximately 3 to 2, and to quantity 3,

when the ratio approximated 2:1. The average

durations of the syllables analyzed in the

study were 106 and 151 msec for words in quan-

tity 1, 295 and 187 for words in quantity 2,

and 435 and 195 msec for words in quantity 3.

Duration of the first syllable is, of

course, contrastive at the syllabic level; the

average durations of the first syllable can be

classified into the three categories of short,

long, and overlong, as has been traditional in

Estonian phonetics and phonology. And the

durational differences are accompanied by

different fundamental frequency patterns. All

three factors are phonetically present; several

linguists have been interested in determining

the hierarchy of importance among these three

factors, and much work has been done in the

description of the three-way quantity

opposition in Estonian. Let me mention here

just the most recent papers by Arvo Eek and

several other scholars associated with the

Institute 'of Language and Literature of the

Estonian Academy of Sciences and Tartu

University (cf. Eek 1983, which contains these

references).

In his very thorough study of 1983, Eek

related the ratios between syllable durations

to 'speech tempo and to fundamental frequency

patterns within the disyllabic sequence.

Basically, words were heard as being in

quantity 1{ when the ratio of the second vowel

and the first vowel was equal to or larger than

1.2. The word was assigned to quantity 2, when

the ratio V2:Vl was between 0.57 and 0.81, and

to quantity 3, when the ratio was equal to or

smaller than 0.43. Differences in tempo and in

F0 played important roles. According to Eek’s

study, quantities l and 2 differ primarily in

duration, since 01 could be turned into 02 and

vice verse. by manipulation of duration alone.

Additional phonetic features are required for

the perception of 03. .

I had a problem with the ratios described

by Eek: they are presented as having a fairly

large range of values, and these values

appeared too precise and too complex. Already

in 1960, I had described the ratios in terms of

simple numbers: 2:3, 3:2, 2:1. It seemed

intuitively obvious to me that contrastive

structures would be based on simple notions;

and it appears that there is some experimental

support to this idea. I would like to

summarize now a paper by Dirk-Jan Povel

entitled "Internal representation of simple

temporal patterns" (Povel 1981).

Povel started from a study by Fraisse

(1946), who had discovered a remarkable

phenomenon in the production and perception of

durations. Fraisse found that subjects who

were asked to produce temporal patterns by

tapping basically used only two durations; the

longer duration was typically approximately

twice as long as the shorter duration, with a

ratio of 2:1. Povel investigated the

limitations present in the perception of

temporal sequences by having subjects imitate

sequences of 150—msec beeps whose onset

intervals were varied in a systematic fashion.

The duration ratios of the intervals between

beeps were ' relationships numerically

expressible as 1:4, 1:3, 2:5, 1:2, 3:5, 2:3,

3:4, and 4:5. (Note that Povel always

presented the shorter duration first, resulting

in ratios smaller than 1.) The results of two

experiments yielded the finding that the only

duration ratio that was correctly reproduced

was 1:2 (i.e. .50). The errors in production

were systematic: there was a tendency toward

the 1:2 interval ratio, so that smaller ratios

were increased and larger ratios were made

smaller. For example, a ratio of .40 was

reproduced as .45, and a ratio of .66 was

reproduced as .49. Under certain special

conditions set up for a third experiment,.

subjects were also able to imitate interval

relations of 1:3 and 1:4 accurately in the

contexts used in the experiment.

Povel carried through his experiments at

Indiana University, and his subjects were

presumably native speakers of American
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English. It is legitimate to ask whether

similar results would be obtained, if the

subjects were speakers of a language in which

duration plays a contrastive role. The

experiments which I an about to report were

carried out to test precisely this question:

are there any differences in the perception of

durational ratios that are correlated with the

linguistic . use of duration in the native

language of the subjects being tested. The

experiments were carried out in collaboration

with Dr. Robert Fox at the Ohio State

University,. and will be described in more
detail in a joint publication (Fox and Lehiste,
in preparation).

Let us recall here that in Estonian, there

exist sets of three minimally contrastive

disyllabic words, consisting of the same

segmental sounds. One measured characteristic

of such words is the durational ratio between

the two syllables, which I had already in 1960

observed and formulated as ratios 2:3 for words
in 01, 3:2 for words in 02, and 2:1 for words

in 03. A considerable literature has grown up
in the meantime; the work of Eek is particu-
larly significant in this context (cf. Eek
1983). There is no doubt that measurements do
not yield very precise ratios, and that there
is a certain amount of variation to be found
under different speech conditions. Other
phonetic factors are likewise present in spoken
utterances, such as the duration of the first
syllable nucleus itself '(relative to some
possible average internal standard) and >the
fundamental frequency contour applied to the
disyllabic sequence. Which of these phonetic
factors is contrastive needs to be established
by means of listening tests—-measurements alone
are not enough.-

The theoretical interest of the problem is
at least two-fold. There have been linguistic
schools that claim that all linguistic
oppositions are binary; sounds can be short or
long, there are no three—way durational
contrasts. Fraisse’s and Povel’s findings seem
to support this point of view. If speakers of
a language with a three-way quantity opposition~
likewise can only identify durational ratios of
1:2, the three-way opposition must be
manifested by other means. If, however,
speakers of such a language can identify
additional durational ratios, especially such
that occur in their native language, then it is
true that the native language of a subject
influences his performance in psychoacoustic
tests. -

Our experimental procedures differed
considerably from those used by Povel, since we
dld not just want to replicate his experiment,
but wanted to uSe stimuli that could be
directly related to Estonian disyllabic word
patterns. We used pairs of noise bursts with
controlled durations. The ratios that we
employed were those found in Estonian
disyllabic words: 2:1, 3:2, 2:3, and 1:2
numerically equal to 2.0, 1.5, .66, and .5. lb
Povel’s study, the first temporal interval was
always shorter than the second; he seems to

have assumed that the ratios 2:1 and 1:2 are
perceived in the same fashion, but since in
Estonian, quantities 1 and 2 contrast, having
the ratios 2:3 and 3:2 respectively, we felt

that this assumption would not be justified.

The ratio 1:2 was included for symmetry’s sake,
even though it is not regularly found in

Estonian disyllabic words.

Each experimental trial consisted of
presenting two such paired signals, separated

by very short pause. The subjects were asked
to state whether the duration ratio of the
first noise sequence was the same as or

different from the durational ratio of the
second noise sequence. There was a 500-msec
pause between each experimental trial.

We wanted to ensure that subjects were
comparing duration ratios and not, for example,

, the durations of the first noise burst in each
sequence. (This would be comparable“ to

assigning an Estonian disyllabic word to a
quantity category on the basis of the duration
of the first syllable.) With this concern in
mind, a second factor was introduced in
constructing the experimental tokens: overall
duration of the noise sequences. In
particular, in half of the noise sequences, the
duration of noise bursts l and noise burst 2
summed to 350 msec. In the other half of the
sequences, the noise burst summed to 450 msec.
Sequences with the same overall duration
(LONG-LONG or SHORT-SHORT) alternated, in
random order, with sequences of different
overall durations (SHORT-LONG or LONG—SHORT).
It was hoped that in this way duration ratio
differences among the experimental trials would
not be confounded with noise burst duration
differences. These factors were explicitly
discussed in the instructions, and examples of
duration ratio differences vs. overall duration
differences were included at the start of the
stimulus tape. Equal numbers of "sames"-and
"differents" were included in the experimental
tape, and subjects were also informed of this
fact so that their responses would not be
skewed in one direction or another. Guessing
was encouraged. In the actual administration
of -the test, subjects were asked to encircle
the appropriate letter (standing for "same? or
"different") on the test sheet.

The test was first administered to 28
subjects at The Ohio State University in
Columbus. These subjects were native speakers
of English, with minimal exposure to languages
in which duration plays a contrastiVe role.'
The same. test, using identical tapes. but
appropriately translated instruction and test
sheets, was administered to 28 subjects in
Tallinn. (The help of colleagues Arvo Eek.
Mati Hint, and Kullo Vende in carrying out the
tests is gratefully acknowledged.) These
subjects had Estonian as their native language,
and they were tested in Estonian. The analysis
of the responses was carried out in Columbus-
Detailed results will be presented in a
separate publication (Fox and Lehiste. in
preparation); below are some preliminary -
results.
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The results are presented in the form of

five tables. The first four tables have the
same structure. The ratio of the first
sequence is indicated on the vertical axis, the
ratio of the second sequence on the horizontaL
axis; the numbers in the cells of each matrix
represent the percentage of "SAME" responses.
Table 1 gives the responses of English

listeners to stimuli in which both sequences
had equal durations.

Table 1

Percentage of "SAME" responses given by
English-speaking listeners' to pairs of stimuli

consisting of a sequence of two noise bursts.

Ratio of the noise burst durations of the first
sequence is indicated on the vertical axis,

ratio of the stimuli of the second sequence on.
the horizontal axis. Both sequences had equal

total duration.

Ratio of second sequence

1:2 2:3 3:2 2:1

Ratio 1:2 93.9 77.7 18.3' 11.6

of 2:3 78.6 92.3 33.0‘ 17.9

first 3:2 18.3 14.7 93.6 91.1

sequence 2:1 14.2 15.2 89.2 93.3
I

Table 2 presents the same information for

English subjects reacting to stimuli in which

the two sequences had different durations.

Table 2

Percentage of "SAME" responses given by
English-speaking listeners to pairs of stimuli

consisting of a sequence of two noise bursts.

' Ratio of the noise burst durations of the first
sequence is indicated on the vertical axis,
ratio of- the stimuli of the second sequence on
the horizontal axis. The sequences differed in

duration. '

Ratio of second sequence

1:2 2:3 3:2 2:1

Ratio 1:2 63.8 50.9 15.2 17.4

of 2:3 51.3 60.7 22.3 13.8

first 3:2 12.1 16.5 69.0 62.1

sequence 2:] 11.6 10.7 52.2 75.4

Table 3 shows the responses of Estonian

listeners to' stimuli in which both sequences
had equal durations; Table 3 thus corresponds

to Table 1.

Table 3

Percentage of ”SAME" responses given by
Estonian—speaking listeners to pairs of stimuli
consisting of a sequence of two noise bursts.
Ratio of the noise burst durations of the first
sequence is indicated on the vertical axis,

ratio of the stimuli of the second sequence on

the horizontal axis. Both sequences had equal
total duration.

Ratio of second sequence

1:2 2:3 3:2 2:1

Ratio 1:2 96.7 89.7 10.7 9.8

of ' 2:3 85.7 95.5 18.8 8.9

first. 3:2 6.7 12.9 97.6 93.3

sequence 2:1 5.8 6.3 93.3 98.7

Table 4 presents the responses of Estonian

listeners in cases in which the sequences

differed in duration; Table 4 thus corresponds

to Table 2.

Table 4

Percentage of "SAME" responses given by
Estonian—speaking listeners to pairs of stimuli

consisting of a sequence of two noise bursts.

Ratio of the noise burst durations of the first

sequence is indicated on the vertical axis,

ratio of the stimuli of the second sequence on

the horizontal axis. The sequences differed in

duration.

Ratio of second sequence

1:2 2:3 3:2 2:1

Ratio 1:2 61.6 52.2 9.8 10.3

of 2:3 45.5 53.7 12.9 8.9

first 3:2 8.9 14.2 68.1 53.5

sequence 2:1 7.6 6.3 ’52.2 73.8

Let us compare first Tables 1 and 3 with

Tables 2 and 4. The cells starting at the top

on the left and descending diagonally show the

identification as ."SAME" of signals in which
the ratios were in fact identical (e.g. caseS‘

in which the first sequence and the second

sequence both had ratios of 1:2). Correct
recognition was evidently more difficult in
cases when the sequences differed in duration:

the percentages in the cells constituting the

diagonal are considerably lower in Tables 2 and

4, also indicating, among other things, that

the two groups of listeners reacted to the

differences in overall sequence duration in the
same general fashion.
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The results presented in Tables 2 and 4

reflect listeners’ reactions to ratios in cases

in which the overall -duration of the stimuli

provided a conflicting cue: they were identi-

fying sequences as "same" in spite of the fact

that overall durations were clearly different.

0n the basis of durations alone, the listeners

should have identified all the stimuli serving

as basis for Tables 2 and 4 as "different”; and

if they had been simply guessing, the scores

would have been close to 50%. It is obvious

that in many cases, listeners were able to

identify ratios correctly even when the signals

differed in duration; the statistical

significance of these results will be discussed

in detail in the forthcoming publication

referred to earlier (Fox and Lehiste, in

preparation).

Let us look now at the four tables from

the point of View of successful discrimination

between the four ratios. Here the results are

likewise quite clear: the listeners, both

English—speaking and Estonian-speaking,

recognized only two contrastive patterns--

sequences that had a first element that was

longer than the second element, and sequences

that had a first element that was shorter than

the second element. This result emerges from

the fact that ratios 1:2 and 2:3 are not distin-

guished from each other, the same being true

for ratios 3:2 and 2:1. The percentage of

"correct positive" decisions is somewhat higher

than the percentage of "incorrect positive"

decisions, but the difference appears not to be

statistically significant.

What about the difference between the

linguistic backgrounds of the two groups of
listeners? Table 5 provides some information
that is relevant in the present context.

Table 5

Average percentages of "SAME" responses given
by English-speaking and Estonian-speaking
listeners to pairs of stimuli consisting of a
sequence of two noise bursts. "Correct
positive" refers to cases in which duration
ratios that were actually identical were
identified as "SAME". "Incorrect positive"
refers to cases in which duration ratios of 1:2
and 2:3 on the one hand, and 3:2 and 2:1 on the
other hand, were identified as "SAME". "Wrong"
refers to cases in which ratios of 2:1 and 2:3,
or 1:2 and 3:2, were identified as ”SAME".

Average Average Average
"correct" ”incorrect "wrong"
positive" positive"

English— 80.3 ‘ 69. 1 16.4
speaking

Estonian— 80.6 70.7 9.9
speaking

————-———

This table presents average percentages,

calculated on the basis of the data presented

in Tables 1—4. Average “correct positive"

decision refers to cases in which, for example,

the‘ ratios of 2:1 and 2:1 were identified as

"SAME". "Incorrect positive" refers to cases

in which, e.g., the ratios 2:1 and 3:2 were

identified 'as "SAME". Average "wrong" decision

gives the percentage of "SAME” decisions

involving pairs of opposite durational ratios

(e.g. 2:1 and 2:3). And it is here that a

difference between English-speaking . and

Estonian-speaking listeners emerges: the

Estonian-speaking listeners appear less likely

to call such ratios "same". The difference of

6.5 percentage points is in fact significant--

and it is the only significant difference

between the two groups of listeners.

Let us return now to the theoretical

questions that were raised at the beginning of

the paper. The listeners seem in fact to have

been capable of distinguishing between shorter

and longer signals, and to have been able to

decide whether the first or the second member

of a sequence was longer. Under the conditions

of this experiment, the listeners did not

distinguish between the ratios 1:2 and 2:3 on

the one hand, and the ratios 3:2 and 2:1 on the

other hand. The linguistic background of the

listeners did not have any effect on this

aspect of the outcome; but Estonian listeners

were much less likely to confuse the ordering

of longer or shorter elements within a sequence

than were English-speaking listeners.

From the point of view of Estonian

prosody, the following conclusions may be

drawn. The results clearly show that words in

Q l, with a duration ratio of 2:3, are

perceived as distinct from words in quantities

2 and 3, with duration ratios 3:2 and 2:1.

These two long quantities, however, are not

distinguished on the basis of duration ratio.

Since under normal conditions listeners do

indeed recognize the difference between words

in quantities 2 and 3, other phonetic factors

must provide the decisive information.

Fundamental frequency contours are the most
likely candidate, but further research may

bring new information and new ideas. The

present experiment suggests that Estonian

should rightfully be considered an accent

language, in which other phonetic factors
besides durational ones play a significant

role. The experiment also demonstrates that

Phonetics does indeed provide crucial
information that must be taken into account

when Questions of linguistic theory are to

receive satisfactory solution.
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ABSTRACT

The ability of a patient suffering from loss of
oral sensibility to produce acoustically accurate
vowels in the presence of a bite-block, both with
and without additional auditory masking, was exa-
mined. The results indicated that in the absence
of oral afferent information articulatory compen-
sation was forced to rely on auditory feedback.

INTRODUCTION

Bite-block experiments have been a popular means
of investigating the articulatory system's compen-
satory abilities, especially regarding the speed

. with which compensation is achieved and the neces-
sity for various forms of feedback. Lindblom,
Lubker and Gay /4/ reported for isolated vowels
almost perfect articulatory compensation for the
presence of a 22 nm bite-block, even when formant
measurements were made at the first glottal
pulse. The question of whether production of
bite-block vowels suffers when sensory infor-
mation from the oral region is suppressed was
addressed by Lindblom, Lubker and McAllister /3/and Gay and Turvey /1/. The former reporteddistorted formant" values when the bite-blockcondition was combined with anesthesia of theoral mucosa; the latter also reported distortion,but only when sensory deprivation also includedtemporo-mandibular nerve-block. The results ofthese two experiments were interpreted by Perkell/6/ as demonstrating the motor system's depen-dence on afferent information to mark out anprosepjory frame of reference.
n one subject was able to a roach nformant values over the course'ofpseveralogymlaIlables, presumably by using auditory information.This led to Kelso and Tuller‘s /2/ logical exten-Sion of the paradigm, with auditory informationnow being eliminated as well through masking with -white noise. For their 5 sub'ects in 'remarkably, _Gay and Turvey's subject ji§gdmggztioned ng_Significant vowel distortion was foundeven under these more difficult conditions. ’These results thus cast doubt on Perkell'sconcept. of an orosensory frame of referencefigderlying_§2mpensatory behaviour.'ng a_ l erent paradigm (unex ect 'stimulation of orbicularis orig) Egnfle7§71231reported undisturbed spontaneous. speech but re-duced compensatory abilities in a patient suf-fering .from absence of trigeminal afferent infor-mation bilaterally followin sfor trigeminal neuralgia. g urgical treatment

These conflicting results impelled us to perform
a bite-block experiment with a patient from our
clinic who showed substantial deficits in oral
sensibility. ’

SUBJECT

Three years prior to the experiment reported here
the patient (male, aged 29, native German speaker
with some Bavarian dialectal influence) suffered
closed-head trauma and whiplash injury to the
cervical cord in a sporting accident. For about
the first month afterwards he was only capable of
monosyllabic utterances, ~but subsequently his
articulatory abilities recovered rapidly, being
essentially normal six months after the accident.
Substantial sensory deficits for the oral region
were observed immediately after the accident,
with no signs of subsequent improvement. Imme-
diately prior to the experiment we examined the
patient's oral sensibility in detail. In all
speech structures where detailed, testing was
pOSSible, namely lower and upper lip, tongue tip
and blade, and mucosa of the oral cavity, thresh-
olds for light touch, two-point discrimination,
temperature and vibrotactile perception were
raised so substantially as to be unmeasurable
with our cuStom—developed equipment for assess-
ment of oral sensibility. No forms at all could
be recognised in a lZ-form test of oral stereo-
gnosis. Less formal testing techniques also
revealed substantial deficits in the pharyngea)
region. As far as the speech system is concerned,
the sensory deficits of our patient were thus
probably more severe than those of Linke's
patient and- possibly also than those of the
subjects j" /1/. /2/ and /3/. It is perhaps also_
relevant to point out that in contrast to these
subjects the sensory deprivation»no longer con-
stituted a novel experience for our patient.Regarding the patient's articulatory abilities wehave mentioned above that they recovered quickly.and at the time of the experiment he had for a
considerable period no longer been considered
dysarthric. Intentional mobility of the tonguefor non-speech tasks had remained impaired,
however (e.g. moving the tongue along the outer
surface of the upper lip on command); yet it is
lWPortant to note that the patient described byLinke showed very similar problems while also
aPPaVGNtly having undisturbed speech articu-lation.
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PROCEDURE

We endeavoured to replicate the procedure fol-
lowed in /4/ as closely as possible, regarding
vowels produced, mode of elicitation and size of
bite-block (although we restricted our inves-
tigation to the larger-size bite-block, i.e.
22 nm). The patient was asked to produce nine
repetitions (in three sequences of three) of the
German vowels /i:/, /u:/ and /aJ/ under the fol-
lowing conditions and in the following order:
(1) initial unperturbed (IU)
(2) perturbed by white-noise at 80 dB delivered

over headphones (MN)
(3) perturbed by a 22 nm bite-block between the

lateral incisors (BB)
(4) perturbed by both white-noise and bite—block

(NM/BB) '
(5) final unperturbed (FU)
(Abbreviations used in Table 1 in brackets)
The subject was asked to produce the vowels as ac-
curately as possible and without delay following
presentation of a card with the target vowel
triad.
The order of the triads in conditions 1 and 5 was
randomized, while in the perturbed conditions all
9 tokens of a particular vowel were spoken as one
sequence with the headphones or bite-block being
removed briefly between each sequence. The order
of the avowels was arbitrarily chosen as An,u,i/
in condition 2, /i,a,u/ in condition 3 and
/u,a,i/ in condition 4.
The order of the perturbed conditions was so
chosen that any learning effects_would lead to a
conservative result in the combined perturbation
condition, i.e. would tend to underestimate the
actual degree of disturbance (if EEYTT

RESULTS

Vowel articulation was assessed by measuring the
first two formants using an LPC-based procedure.
In contrast to earlier investigations the main
results again adopt a conservative approach to
measurement since average values for the steady-
state portions of the vowels were determined (an
exception is the first vowel in the simple bite-
block condition, see below). The results for each
token are displayed in Figs. 1-3 for /i/, /u/ and
/a/ respectively, with the means for each con-
dition being. given in Table 1. The range for the
initial unperturbed condition is also indicated
in the Figures. The results will first be presen-
ted and discussed for each condition, indivi-
dually, followed by assessment of the results of
the experiment as a whole.

White-noise condition

In this condition /i/ and especially /u/ show
evidence of centralisation: for /i/ mean F1 is
raised by 19 Hz and F2 lowered by 97 Hz; for /u/
F1 and F2 are raised by 89 and 119 Hz respec-
tively. 0n the other hand /o/ is relatively unper-
turbed. Under this condition the patient is, of
course, effectively speaking without afferent
information of any kind. The fact that /a/ is
less perturbed may reflect- the fact that it is
nearer than /i/ or /u/ to a neutral "setting",

Table 1

Steady-state F1 and F2 values in Hz averaged over
each vowel in each condition

/i/ /u/ /0/
.51 __F2 E ___F2 2 __F2.

IU 273 2137 311 793 626 1083
MN 292 2040 400 912 628 1119
BB 291 2099 338 865 687 1187
BB/NN 332 2021 418 1176 717 1219
FU 266 2175 298 799 672 1068

particularly for speakers of Bavarian. There is
no evidence of systematic changes in the articu-
latory configuration in the course of the sequen-
ces under this condition.

Simple bite-Block condition

In the bite-block condition the main question is
less whether compensation is achieved but rather
how fast it occurs. In previous investigations
compensation was virtually instantaneous, i.e by
the first glottal period. To put the following
figures into perspective we- cite the estimates
given in /L/ for the formant shifts to be expec-
ted for /i/ and /u/ in the complete absence of
compensatory behaviour with a bite-block of this
size:
For /i/ F1 +250 Hz, F2 —300 Hz
For /u/ F1 +300 Hz, F2 +500Hz.
Looking at /i/ and /u/ in these terms the subject
shows clear compensatory behaviour since means
over all vowels in the sequences are quite close
to the initial unperturbed condition with F1 for
/i/ raised by 17 Hz and F2 lowered by 27 Hz while
for /u/ F1 and F2 are raised by 27 and 72 Hz res-
pectively, i.e these formant values are all less
perturbed than in the white-noise condition.
However, if we adopt as criterion for success
that both F1 and F2 should be within the normal
range then in the case of /u/ this criterion is
only reached in the last vowel of the sequence
and only 5 of a total of 18 F1 and F2 values are
within the range of the initial unperturbed con-
dition. Particularly striking is the fact that
the last four vowels show a progressive and in-
creasingly successful approach to the normal
region.
For /i/ there is a fair amount of variability,
but three of the nine vowels fulfil the cri-
terion, with 10 of 18 F-values within the normal
range. Note, however, that all these remarks
apply to the measurements made in the steady-
state portion of the vowel. For /i/ and /u/ we
also measured a frame of 25 ms at the onset of
the first vowel in each sequence. These values
are indicated by squares in Figs. 1 and 2. The
onset of the first /i/, in particular, was rather
hesitant, being characterized by laryngealized,
low intensity phonation. The precise values were:

/i/ F1 390 Hz, F2 2005 Hz
/u/ F1 421 Hz, F2 1152 Hz

Clearly these are a long way off target.
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This _subject is thus.capable of compensation, but
it is certainly not instantaneous, requiring
tenths of seconds, or even seconds for complete
success._ This suggests a reliance on auditory
information.
The results for /A/ are somewhat uzzlin . We had
expected that the bite-block wguld cguse vir-
tually no articulatory disturbance. However the
disturbance is, in fact, greater than for /i/ and. /u/. F1 and F2 deviate upwards by 61 Hz and 104
Hz respectively, with no sign of an approach to
the_ normal range over the course of the sequence.
Auditorily the Aal productions sounded consi-
derably fronted. This may provide the clue as to
why no compensation is apparent. Unlike /i/ and/u/ the distortion caused by the bite-block wouldnot, in the German vowel system, push the vowelinto a different phonological category. It isprobable that normally this low, back vowel canbe realized acceptably with very little jawopening, hence the observed ' '
bite-block in place. distortion with the

. _ . final2 noise bite-block combined unperturbed
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all tokens of /0/
initial

Range for this condition

Combined white-noise/bite-block condition

Bearing in mind the interpretation offered above

for the /i/ and /u/ results, it is to be expected

in this combined condition that these vowels

sh0uld be even more distorted. Figs. 1 and 2 show

that this is indeed the case. The means in Table
1 show F1 for /i/ raised by 59 Hz and F2 lowered
by 116 Hz, while F1 for /u/ is raised by 107 Hz

and F2 by as much as 383 Hz. This continues a ten-

dency for /u/ to show greater disruption than

/i/.
The distortion is substantial, and there is no

evidence of compensation improving over the

sequence. It is also interesting to note that

these mean values for /i/ and /u/ are quite close
to the values measured at the onset of the first
bite-block vowel, thus reinforcing the inter-
pretation that the subject's compensatory be-
haviour was guided by auditory feedback.
For /a/ the distortion is about the same as in
the simple bite-block condition but with much in-
creased variability.

Final unperturbed condition

Turning,
it is again

finally, to this last, control condition
noticeable that /i/ and /u/ exhibit

similar behaviour since the values tend to clus-
ter around the extreme of the initial normal
range 9p osite to the "perturbed“ region. This
suggests t at the subject has indeed been trying
to compensate, and may even be rather slow in
turning .off the compensatory behaviour. The re-
sults for /a/ are again somewhat different, with
a weaker tendency to depart from the perturbed
region of the F1/F2 space. This again suggests
that in the case of Aa/ simply less effort was
made to compensate, and that apparently the
distorted productions were still considered
phonologically acceptable. One could also note
that the greater distortion for /u/ than /i/
suggests that the subject followed a strategy of
tongue—fronting when trying to cope with the
perturbed conditions. This may, in addition to
the greater jaw opening, have contributed to the
unexpectedly large distortions for flaI.

GENERAL CONCLU§IONS

The results for /i/ and /u/ are clearly very dif-
ferent from those obtained by Kelso and Tuller
/2/. Our results strongly suggest that success in
this type of perturbation experiment crucially
depends on intact oral sensibility. Afferent
information seems, as suggested. in /6/, to be
used to establish a frame of reference for motor
commands. When sensory information is unavailable
and when the natural geometry of the vocal tract
is disturbed by a bite-block the necessary re-
calibration of the frame of reference fails to
take place.
It might have been expected that information from
the temporo-mandibular joint would be more impor-
tant for the establishment of this frame of refer-
ence than information from the oral mucosa. The
results in /1/ and /3/ suggest that this is not
the case. This fact may, however, provide a line

of attack for explaining the major discrepancy

between our results and those in /2/, as well as

the minor discrepancy between those of /1/ and
/3/ regarding the amount of sensory deprivation
necessary to cause vowel distortion.
The reduction in afferent information was clearly .
substantial in all reported experiments; it would
thus be singularly unhelpful to simply put the
different results down to surprisingly large
effects of rather subtle differences in amount of
sensory deprivation. We would like to conclude
with a more concrete proposal:
In the reported experiments it is generally un-
clear to what extent anesthesia included the
pharyngeal region. In our patient substantial
sensory losses extended as far down as the laryn-
geal level. Recalling the unexpected amount of
disturbance for the back vowel /a/ we suggest
that information from the pharyngeal region may
have a prominent role to play in maintaining the
integrity of the orosensory frame of reference as
a whole.
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ABSTRACT

L'examen de l'activité électromyographique des
muscles orbiculairs des levres et élévateur du
voile lors de la production en voix normals de lo-
gatomes CVCVCV. nous a permis ds mettre on evidence
un modéle d'encodage hiérarchisé. L'emission en
voix criée et en voix chuchotée de sequences du
méme type entraine une restructuration de l'orga—
nisation temporelle (2 qets; muscles étudiés:
orbiculaire inférieur, élévateur, palatopharyn-
gien). Ces conditions exceptionnelles présentent un
certain nombre ds caracteres communs: il semble en.
particulier que la programmation opere a plus court
terms, par unites de la taille de la syllabe ou du
segment; les instructions motrices seraient donc
fragmentées. eu lieu d'Etre émises sous forme de
"lists". D'autre part, l'elévateur du voile est
plus sensible que le palatopharyngien aux modifi—
cations dans la situation de production. Une
explication physiologique et linguistique est
proposes.

INTRODUCTION

In two recent publications (Bonnot lBonnet et al.l2|). we brought forward a.lelt:::amount of experimental evidence supporting the con-cept of a temporal hierarchical organization ofspeech ‘production. The utterance (CVCVCV nonsensewords) was partly preprogrammed and Cl constitutedan encoding reference for the whole item. A localreappraisal of timing arose during phonetiondetermining a re-structuration of the electromyo:graphical activity (orbicularis oris sup.' 00$levator veli palatini: LP)‘ on an intrasegmentallevel. The basic motor controls were thus governedby two components operating in two different tempo-ral fields: the sequencing was in charge of theseriation of the units and depended on the macro-structure. The phasing was related to the micro-structure. Its role was to produce the necessaradjustments and to protect the fluency (Kent [3|yGlencross [4]). This theory, which implies thattime is a controlled variable. is compatible witha structural linguistic description because itaccounts properly for the translation betweenabstract dimension and a superficial one. The anprogrammed component carries out the ch:::;and the transfer of units from the phonemic levelto the phonetical level Thia s rocby Bllophonic Specificat1ong, P ess is followed

The model does not exclude biomechanical
effects, but subordinates them to the programming
requirements of the voluntary movement.

These experiments can be integrated to the
framework of a normal use of the possibilities of
the vocal tract. As is pointed out by Lubker ISI,
apropos of the velopharyngeal mechanism, it is temp-
ting to take up a teleological standpoint. The mus-
cular activity and the articulatory gestures are
organized and directed toward the goal of communi-
cation. Of course, speech production depends on tem-
poral and physiological "boundary limits". The per—
former has to take into account the constraints
peculiar to the implemented structures. The velocity
and the accuracy of the various articulators or of
parts of an articulator vary very much, as was shownby Eek [6| and Bothorel [7] among others. Further-
more, the motor task has to be carried out in a
well-defined period. For Lubker I5], "within these
boundary limits. speakers have a great deal ofvariability open to them in their use of the velo-
pharyngeal system." This variability, within orbetween subject(s), can also be linked to specificconfigurations of the tractus (post-operativepatients. dental prosthesis ...) or just to unusualcircumstances. such as local an 'aesth
and whispered voice. 8313 0? 3h°utedBoth latter cases belong, like the pathological-ones, to the "extrinsic variabilit " which is t-:ystindependent of the structure 0: the phonolozgzalaitigfllaznd of the "physiological weight" of thewe are srzhiunits. However. the point here is thatof the hon 2 a natural use of the possibilitiestrols I: a ory apparatus and of its motor con-. can be proposed that the model which 13nfiri:ed above undergoes ‘a drastic restructuringcomes to encounter these requirements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

two Izalzrdsztito test this hYPOthesis, we recorded
BUbJects V° Speakers of French (DA,JFB). The
words in were instructed .to read nonsense CVCVCV

consonant norma1' whispered and shouted voice. TheWe selwe: AP t k 8 RI and the vowel [1 ul.

duration :; 3V the foll°'1“8 Firemeters: acoustical
orbicUIari °V°V= duration of the activity of the
(PPH)- 1 t: 0’18 inf'(°°I)' v and palatopharynseus
sent ass: :0: time Of the same muscles (in the pre-

iraDhical. aZtiwal between ”19 Onset of electromyo-
lation r Vity and the -first periodic oscil-

or the initial V°V°13 ID t kl were of course
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voiceless. In view of comparison. an identical pro—

cedure was used for the voiced Igl and IRI).
Student's t test and, in some cases, Cochran's test
were applied. The coefficient of variation (C.V.=

100.20/x) were calculated. With JFB. we could not
obtain a good signal for LP during this session.

we first noticed that PPH and LP were acting in
a very dafferent way for subject DA. Whereas LP was

very sensitive to the three conditions of produc-

tion, the pattern of PPH remained steadier: in

table 1, it can be seen that the normal, whispered

and shouted mean values of LP are perfectly sepa-

rated. On the contrary, there is considerable over-

lapping for PPH. The statistical comparisons

reached a significant threshold in 12 cases out of
15 for LP, but in only 3 cases out of 15 for PPH.

Total duration of LP (in msec). Subject DA
Normal Shouted Whisp.

i c.v. R c.v. SE c.v.
|p 1545 11.52 1417 3.82 1216 11.73
t 1521 9.69 1403 3.09 1226 11.71
k 1529 10.19 1424 5.54 1260 13.48
g 1698 12.56 1498 5.97 1163 12.53
R! 1549 12.93 1450 5.29 1139 10.15

Ip Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 us
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 p20.05
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p< 0.001

t Shouted vs. .Normal ddl: 18 p10.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 p.¢0.05
‘whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<0.001

k Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 17 NS
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: l7 p‘0.05
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: l6 p‘0.0l

g Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 p¢=0.001
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p‘0.001

RI Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 us
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 p< 0.001
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p< 0.001

TABLE 1 A
Total duration of PPH (in msec). Subject DA

_Norma1 Shouted Whisp.
x c.v. 7: c.v. 2': c.v.

lp 1168 6.91 1236 6.58 1226 7.70
t 1156 16.64 1302 11.94 1094 7.38
k 1385 7.68 1464 1.96 1317 8.27
g 1502 9.04 1512 6.95 1354 1.61
RI 1193 15.37 1395 7.61 1167 5.26

Ip Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 8 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

t Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS
Shouted vs. Whisr. ddl: 8 p<O-.05
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

k Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS
Shcuted vs. Whisp. ddl: 7 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

g Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS
Shouted vs. Vhisp. ddl: 8 NS
Whisp. vs. horm.l ddl: 8 NS

RI Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 8 0.10>.p>0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 8 p<0.01

Hhisp. Vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

TABLE 1 8

NB: the smaller number of items for the "totrl du-

ration of PPH" is due to the following fact: in

most cases, for subject DA. te activity of PPH was

absent or very weak for the nonsense words CiCiCi.

Consequently, we took only into account utterances

with Iul. For a detailed discussion,cf.80nnot Ill.

It can thus be suggested that some muscles are

more directly sensitive to those kinds of extrin-

sic constraints. It can be recognized that PPH

plays a role in the narrowing of the velopharyn-

geal Isthmus (Fritzell Isl; Legent, Perlemuter and
Vandenbrouck I9I), but there is no denying that LP
is the only one which is responsible for the up—

ward gesture of the velum. and to a great extent

for the holding of the closure of the port (see

for example- Bell-Berti Ill). Even if we consider
that Halle's model Illl describing the velar func-
tioning is far from being adequate, we agree with

his suggestion that "the distinctive features cor-

respond to controls in the central nervous system

which are connected in specific ways to the human

motor and auditory systems."

For subject DA, an increase in the acoustical

duration was not accompanied by a concomitant

lengthening of the electromyographical activity.

Whereas the durations were mostly shorter for the

normal nonsense words on the acoustical level, on

the contrary, they were systematically higher when

considering the activity of LP and 001.

It seems thus that a greater duration is not

always straightforwardly correlated with a higher

"force of articulation". The dates obtained from

speaker JFB brought some support: here it is true

that both the acoustical duration and the electro—

myographical activity of PPH increased from normal

voice to shouted voice and finally to whispered

voice. However. in both cases. significant diffe-

rences were found between mean values for whispe-

red vs. normal voice and for shouted vs. normal

voice, but never for shouted vs. whispered voice.

For example, for the nonsense words with lp t kl.

the activity of PPH varied as follows (durations

in msec.): normal voice: 1287-1309; shouted voice:

1594-1609; whispered voice: 1644-1729. The supe-

rior and inferior limits were separated by 285

msec. for normal voice vs. shouted voice, but by

only 35 msec for shouted vs. whispered voice. With

the IRVRVRVI items, the differences were 213 and
15 msec.

It must be added that the activity of PPH was

remarkably similar for the normal and whispered

utterances: the signal was poor and of a very

limited amplitude; the shouted items were charac—

terized by a much richer pattern.

This phenomenon underlines again the separation

of the levels and suggests that duration is highly

conditioned by the 'constraints inherent to the

temporal programming of the sequence. Furthermore,

the values of the c.v. were smaller for shouted

voice and. to a lesser degree, for whispered

voice: it could be that the speaker was "obliged"

to reconsider partly his program, and to reduce

to a minimum the area of variability.
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Total duration of PPH (in msec). Subject JFB

Normal Shouted Whisp.

x c.v. i c.v. i c.v.
Ip 1309 16.83 1609 4.62 1670 11.78
t 1294 13.75 1594 5.10 1644 8.27
k 1287 16.47 1604 6.04 1729 13.57
R]1458 12.06 1671 6.51 1686 7.49

Ip Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 16 p<:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 16 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<:0.01

t Shouted vs Normal ddl: 18 p<:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 16 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 20 p<:0.001

k Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 16 p<:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 26 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 28 p<:0.00l

R] Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 16 NS

Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 20 p<:0.01_

TABLE 2

For DA, the latency times of implementing of LP
were shorter in shouted and whispered voice, in
comparison with normal voice (12 comparisons out of
15 were significant). For DA and JFB, OOI varied
precisely in the same manner, even if all the
comparisons did not reach the significant threshold
of p < 0.05. As could be predicted on the basis of
the behaviour of the total durations, the modifi-
cations in the latency times of PPH were scarcely
noticeable although they followed the same pattern.

It can be concluded that: .
(a) A stronger articulatory energy does not
necessarily manifest itself through an
implementing of muscular activity.
(b) The shouted and whispered utterances can pro-
bably be joined together under the same head.

earlier

Latency time of LP (in msec). Subject DA
_Normal Shouted Whisp.
x c.v. i c.v. x c.v.

Ip 629 24. 405 12.75 370 28.51
t 630 21.91 393 9.98 373 28.90
R 592 23.29 399 13.90 334 22.72
g 717 24.40 491 15.71 336 13.83
R] 476 33.89 296 21.56 357 35.98

Ip Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<'0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p< 0.001

t Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<<0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p4:0.001

k Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 17 pe:0.05
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 17 p2:O.001

g Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 pa:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 p<:0.001
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 17 p<:0.05

R] Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 O.lO>-p;.0.05

TABLE 3

Instead of assuming that in uncommon circum—

stances, the latency time essentially reflects the

global programming of the nonsense word, as it

seems to be the case under normal conditions, we

suggest that the encoding system works within a

shorter temporal window (see also for an acoustical

study of French CVC syllables: Rostolland et a1.

I12I). In our interpretation, the initial latency
partly expresses the read—out time of generative
encoding rules which are specific to the language
in question. However, these rules are dependent on
a rhythmic and accentual frame which is modified
by the constraints inherent to the shouted and
whispered phonation.

CONCLUSION

"Extrinsic variability” constitutes an essen-
tial part of a model of speech production, since
the encoding modalities are conditioned by the
constraints exerted on the muscular (sub—)system(s)
and on the articulatory organs. Our conclusions
allow to extend the notion of ”syllabic segrega-
tion" applied by Kent and Rosenbek I13] to "apraxia
of speech", and by Kent I14], to the acquisition
of language by children. Close connections can
also be established between our results and some
works on "expressivity". Fonagy I15] studied the
articulatory manifestations of hatred and anger.
These sentiments were rendered in the same way in
French and Hungarian, by a series of jerky move-
ments (abrupt transitions). In a cineradiographic
study, Flament I16] looked into the question of
"stylistic emphasis" in French. He came to the
conclusion that there was a marked individualiza—
tion of the articulatory units, in comparison with
a neutral context: the coarticulatory link between
successive segments was strongly weakened.
. It appears that our analysis can be integrated
into a more comprehensive body of facts, regroupiNg
a great number of pathological and exceptional
conditions. Of course, the patterns will be diffe—
rent according to the severity of the disease or
to the weight of the constraint.

All these productions have probably in common
to. provide the subject with feedback information
which is particularly difficult to handle. It could
be that the (normal) subjects “tend to achieve some
kinethetic—tactile feedback by finding articula-
tory landmarks" as was proposed by Rothman I17] for
deaf adult Speakers. Therefore, it can be suggested
that the" instructions are being split up, instead
of being issued in the form a "list".

However, it must be stressed that there is a
great variety of possible "amendment procedures"
(Glencross I18I) and, consequently, a high flexi-
bility of the matching of various kinds of feedbaCkwith the contextual requirements.
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fie first or fie seccnd syllable of fie nansense

word. Tre trisyllables were versicre of " VbV ",

again using all canbinatims of /i/, la/ and /u/ for

fie two Vs,and using all possible patterning: of me

stressed and two unstressed syllables. Tie talkers

produced fie nonsense words in isolation; we malyz—

edfinree moansofeachwordtypespolmbyeachtal-

her.

WeusedfineIlSsystematlbskinslaboratories to

treasure center frequencies of F1 and F2 of fie vow-

els. 'i're measures we report were aka taken frun vo-

wel midpoints. In addition, vowel duratias were ma-

de from waveform displays. 'i‘rese latter neasures ha-

venotyetbeenanalyzed, however, andsowereport

our findings an the formant measurements only.

of preceding corecnants in fie syllable (Farretani

and Kori /4/; Vayra, Avesani and Fowler /13/). Mad-

dieson [9/ reports finat this asynmetrical shorten-

ing pattern is widespread in the world's languages

and is not especially associated with syllable— ti-

ned laxgnmges.

Just as Italian shows only weak and inconsistent

shorteniru at fie syllable level, it also shows weak

and irncmsistent evidence of a foot structure. Nes-

por and Vogel [10/ invoke a left-danina'lt foot stru-

cture to explain patterns of syllable stress in Ita-

lian words. Carpatibly, den 05 /11/ (see also Farre-

tani and Kori /3/; Vayra /14/) report evidence of

rediction of unstressed vowels in Italian— ostensi

MWIEVEWAYOFSIRESS, MMG‘,W£ELHEIGHMDWPCSITIQIINITALIAN

MARIO VAYRA CAM]. A room

Sunla Nomele aperiore

56100 Pisa, mm D“ mm “1183‘“ Rim”. Mi 03755. USA
Haskire moratories, NewHavm, or 06511

W Tke description of Dalian as stress-tinned is

fine experinent investigates fie effects of
stress and truesyllabic vuel—to—vowel coartiarla—
tim in Stamrd Italian. 'ne study replicates evi-
cheefrmmrprevioreworkmltalimaidfinglish
of strum influerees m uetreseed vuuels of fieir
fimldng stressed vocalic cantext. In Italian 5 in
Relish, coarticulatim rm stronger effects on fie
nmt—backdinansimfinnmvuelleight. Incon-
trmt to 3231131, however, ooarticulatory influen-
ces in Italian are armretrical in directim. As
for stress, in fie present study, we find effects
ofsfiessaflymvouelopaming, notalagfie
hunt-back dimnsim. Interestiruly. effects of
summit]. interactwifixeffectsofaml'spo—
sitiminawordorutterunce. Hefinifietasfies—
sed vouel is prodeed with a decreasirngly extzrexe
Jan position finonghout fie word or utterance. 'mis

WWtWRWMc
mecmriosinltalimseedn. and?”

mum

Qn‘sumwasdosigedtoimesfigitefinreeas-
peetsoffiearticulatory organizatimofltalim
speech. vonel—to-vwel ooarticulaticn, word-level
:etnpaeatoryshortenimwspectraldifi‘erem

heansfiessedanduefimsedvmels. Itwmsug-fistedinpartbyfiewtcmeofumprevioxsm
ayre, ForlermdAvesmi [15]), inwvnidxweccm-

pared Item of vuel-to—vowel ooarticrlatim and
snrts-xirnginStaxiardltalimaxiEruliSn. net

them. manning Italian (called “synsne w)

mind‘sifllablosare sai
tenrals. ammatlesnlarin-

24

cansistent wifin several aspects of its prosodic
structure. English words are smetines described as
beirg composed of "feet" caeistim of a stressed
syllable and zero, Ge or two following unstressed
syllables (e.g. Selkirk /12/; Bolinger l2/).(Follo-
wing Selkirk and ofiers we will call a foot like
that wifin the stressed syllaale first: "left dani-
mrnt"). Carpatibly, neasires of coarticulatory in-
fluences of stressed cn u'etressed syllables and of
shorteningofstremdvmelsde toreigboring
uefiessed syllables are bofin asymmetrical, finey
correlate, and bofin mirror fie left-dmninmt foot
structure worm ( Fowler Isl). hat is, stres—
sed vowels coartiurlate (at least on the fruit-back
dinnensif‘311 on) more with, and are shortened mm by,

owing than preceding unstressed syllables. Fow-
ler [5] km interpreted fiese finiings a evidence
that coartiwlatory influences by vowels reflect
cia'odetim'—finat is,over1ap of fie stressed v0-

we: prodetimbyuefiessedsyllablosinfiesa-
vme oot. Becaee a following metressed vowel “co-
;eersoveri‘fie treilingedgeofastrwsedwwel.
enrizessedvmel ismmedtosrnrtenmdit

1131; a ooarticulatory infltance an fie new
:3; letofieextent finatfiesyllableshm‘tem

”if fie ooarticulatory and shortening pattens
describedf for English do, in fact, reflect its

pmnedm loot stneture, finen fiey should mt be
sfbmd mguages identified a wllable fined. In-
“teed, S'ISX'temngslnildbeca-Lfiredtofiesynable
(re-mm serve to maintain ecpal syllaale (irrati—

. c“syllable—mnmad 1W, 1: wel-to-ml
ammot atim oeams at all, it dnuld not reflect

Ihe stricture. either left or rignt dminmt-
fiifim firm previous studies of woken 1-

talim, udingun-m,domtapportfinisP1°‘umotasynmmtmedimage. NordouneysiveKale” picture of fie timing suuztme of It?"
as . Rfifieagners have found sfnrtening of a vowel
“comm/4,. ‘a’re W to fie sylldale (Farretmi

mun . awn. Avesani and Fowler llal). HW-
almso. §Itl$ening is not mistently fund (see

Ber-tine Ill). brewer, it is asymmetricalwith Stinger slnrtening effects of following firm
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bly a characteristic of stressed—timed languages——

and Reopens—van Beinun /8/ finds evidence of vowel

rednetion in spmtareous spoken Italian; Dutch and

Japaese as canpared to \mwel quality in more form-

al styles of speech.

Dewite fiese findings, patterns of vowel-to-vo-

wel coarticulation and shortening in Italian do not

consistently reflect a stress—timing tenderey (Vayra

etal. [ls/.Amongfiireetalkersweexaniredinan‘

earlier sum, ore showed an asymmetrical coarticul-

atim and shortening pattern similar to finose found

inmglish, aeshowedfiereverse asymnetryinboth

coarticulatim and stertening, and fie ofier showed

an asymnetry in coarticulaticn opposite to filat in

his dm'tening patterns. For nae of fie three talk—

ers were measures of coarticulation and smrta'ning

correlated.

Tamers in first sturdy were Piechnontese speakers

of Standard Italian. 0e mpofiesis we considered as

_to wtw patterns of coarticulation and shortening we—

re idiosyncratic to each talker was fiat fine proso-

dic differences in fieir pronnciation reflected fie

presereeinfiespokenStandarfiofangoingconflic—

uel processes of adaptation — outside Tuscan! —to

fie nnrphqinrxnology of fie Flormtine—based Standard

system (represented in fie orfinograpl'v). Accordingly)

in fie present sturdy, we examire patterns of vowel-

to-vowel coarticulatim anmg Florentire speakers

of Standard Italian. In additim, we looked at ef-

fects of stress on vowel qrality anong fiese speak—

ers. 'n'eexperinentwasdesigredtoaskwtefierwe

would see cansistent evidence of a foot structure in

in the coarticulatory and shortening patterns of fine-

setalkers, aid. ifso,w8efinerfiesanetalkers

would show evidence of vowel reduction in absernse of

stress.

mum

Qn‘sdajectswere tvefenele (SandF) andae

'mle (N) native speakers of fie Florentine variety

of Standard Italian. Each of finem produced several

tolere each of 18 different bisyllabic nonsense words

and 27 trisyllabic mnsense words. The bisyllabic

worth were versions of "VbV", in which fie Vs were

Ii], Ia/ and /u/ and in which stress was either m

In finis report,too, we will present Just a subset

ofourfirndingsnsingFiamiFZasneasures.Wehave

mind, in general, finat vowel—to-vowel coarticulato—

ry effects are largely canfired to fie front—back di—

nensim_( finat is, to measures of F2) rafier final to

fie height dinereim (F1), and so we report Just F2

neasures of coarticulation. For its part, stress

has its mjor effect an F1 (see also /3/),and so we

confine our expositim of stress effects to its ef-

fects on F1.

Coarticulatim and F2.

Wefocusedanfixreekindsoffindingsrelatingto

wowel-to—vowel coarticulatory effects. First, we

looked gererally for effects of a context vmel (/i/

[a] or /u/ on F2 of a target mignboring lal. Next

we asked wrether any such effect were asymretrical

so finat carryover effects of a preceding vowel we-

re larger or sneller fina'n anticipatory effects of

a following vowel. If carryover effects are larger

final anticipatory effects, fien, as in English, co—

,articulatory effects in Italian and in fiese types.

of words in spoken Italian would mirror fieir pre-

sumed uetrical left—daninait foot structure (Nespor

and Vogel [10]). Finally we asked whefier coarticu—

latory influences are affected by fie stress of ei—

fier fie cmtext (anarfloul'atingrmel’orffif-‘me

target [a] vowel.

Tablesla'ndapresent finefirmngsfinatadd—

ress finese issues.' All three speakers showed signi-

ficant and large effects of context vowels on F2 of

a reignboring /a/. Across fie talkers, finis main

effect of context vowel accounted for 11-35% of fie

total variatim in F2 of fie target vowel in bisyl—

lablesaid27-379fioffievariatimini‘20ffie tar-

get vowel in tr'isyllables. Neigboring /i/ raised

F20f/a/ascanparedtoitsva1teinfiecmtext

of la/ and /u/; [11/ generally lowered F2 as carpa-

redtoitsvalteinfiecmtextof/al. '

As for asynmetries in coarticulatory effects, no

talker shared a significant asynmetry in eifier fie

bisyllables or fine trisyllables. lbw-aver ae' talker

mowedanerginal tendency in trysyllables for mt—

icipatory effects of a cantext vowel to exceed car-

ryover effects (p: .06), and, in gereral, talkers
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stated numerical differerees in coarticulaticn favo-

ring an anticipatory over carryover coarticulaticn

(see Table 1). 1115, no talker showed a significant

tendency for coarticulatory asymrefi‘ies to reflect

a left-dominant foot structure. This finding is si—

milar to our earlier findings cn speakers of fie
Piedncntese variety of Standard Italian; rmever,s-

peakers in fie present study were no—

recaeistentorewifilfieofierfiminmrprevi—

me experiment.

TABIEI

Bisyllables

Carryover Anticipatory

/i/ la/ /u/ /1/ /a/ IN
S 1671 1625 1653 1632 1563 1537

F 1433 1434 1388 1441 1413 1360

N 1313 1262 1210 1393 1276 1217

Trisyllables
Carryover Anticipatory

/1/ la/ lu/ li/ /a/ N!
s 1651 1621 1572 1711 1621 1560
F 1406 1337 1330 1443 1337 1282
N 1305 1218 1160 1298 1218 1191

Table 1. r2 of la/ in fie omtext of preceding (car-
ryover) and following (anticipatory) li/, [a] or /u/

Table 2 shows fie interactim of stress a’rd coar-
ticulatim m trisyllables. In fiat table, we rave
abtractedourfl-‘Zneasure offietargetvowel la]
Mitmmfiewfimxtof/a/fimitsvdmm
fie context of [1]. A positive difference, fien, re-
flect fie expected fruiting effect of /1/ cm [a]. We
have presented fie difference scores for finree stress
conditims separately. In fie first oolum, fie tar-
get /a/ vowel is stressed; in fie second oolurn fie
cmtext (coartiwlating) vowel is stressed- in fie
third colum neifier is stressed. (So, wizards 1
i'baba and a'baba cmtributed to the first oolum of
difference mores; 'ibaba axi 'ababa cmtr'imted to
fie second colum; iba'ba and aba'ba omtributed to
fie fiiird oolum). ‘I're table reveals two interesting
finiings. (1e is firat fiere are essentially no co—
articulatory influences of mstressed /i/ on stres—
sed /a/. A second is fiat influences muetressed
/a/ are as large from mstressed reigtboring vowels
as firm stressed reighboring vowels. This interacti-
m between stress aid cmtest vowel was significant
for two talkers 31d marginal (p= .11) for a third
'mese findings are interesting in showing that in.
fiese _words,mly uetressed vowels are subject,to
coarticulatory effects, but they receive ooar'ticula—
tor'y inflLences frun neigtbors regardeless of fiei
neighbor's stress level. The first finding is imir
ar to effects fund inEnglish. thforunately S 1-
not have data (11 English words ourparable to’fivzs?
ch the secondfindingwere obtaired.

TABIEZ

Stressed vowel

Target Ia/ Cmbext /1/del Neifier

s 17 130 106
F 11 121 164

N 26 84 141

Table 2. F2 of /a/ in the context of /i/ minis F2

of [a] in fie context of la]. Data average over d1-

recticn of ooarticulatory influaees and represent

trisyllables mly. .

M
To exarfire reduction of mstressed vowels, we loo-

ked mly at fie utterance "aba" and "ababa" twifil
all stress patterns. Table 3 presents our findings.

we find highly significant effects of stress (:1
Flof/al, sachfirat sfiessed la/ isamoreopen

ml (with _a higter F1) than is mstressed /a./.
'l'rese are significant for two talkers in fie bisyl-

lables and margiml (p = .06) for fie firird. They
are simificant for all talkers in fie trisyllables.

threover, fie effects of stress tend to be quite

srbstantial, accounting for 5-3595 of fie total va—
riability in F1 in our malysis of fie "aba" worth
acmssfiefirreetalkersandGO—799éoffievariaee
in F1 in “abate" words. This, as ofiers have fond

(e.g. den Os /11/), we find fiet in Italim, as in
stress titted largJageS, ustressed vowels (at least

the vowel /a./) are abject to reaction.
An uexpected finding in firis malysis was a si-

gnificant effect of vowel positicn in fie word (11
F1. In bisyllables, all three talkers had lower F15
for firel film for initial vowels; the differ‘mce
was siguficmt for two talkers and uarginal for

the sum (p = .08). In trisyllabl'es, fie effect
was significant for all talkers, but it interacted
with vowel stress. Table 4 stews fiiis interactim-
For all fiuee talkers, F1 of stressed vowels decrea-
ses mtcnically across fie word, vhile F1 of m-
stmssed la/ is highest in word-initial positim
and lowest in redial positicn. Tre interactim 18
Significant for two of fie fiuee talkers but fie
pattern is present in all fiuee sets of gems.

TABIE 3

Bisyllables Trisyllables
S Stressed Iketressed Stressed unstressed

1125 925 1093 932
F 1002 916 993 875
N 772 761 801 734
Table 3. Effcts of stress an F1 of [al-

DMIU‘I

If Italian, like English, has left-duninmt 1’0"0t stuntme
here, in in words. the feet are not reflected.

m uculatow asynrretries. Iretead,in the
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words we exanined, coarticulation is largely synme—

trical,with a weak, but fairly consistentmunerical

tendency to favor anticipatory coarticulation. We

have not yet analyzed our- measures of durational

srertening to determine whether they reflect the

left—daninant foot structure or else reflect fie co—

articulatory near syrmetry (or else do neither). Di—

scovering hm shortening is patterned in these words

may help to clarify the relation of shortening to

coarticulation and to metrical structure in words.

In particular, it may help to determine whether the

convergence of all three patterns in English is or

not accidental.

Althougi coarticulatory patterns in F2 do not

suggest a foot structure ostensibly characteristic

of stress-tired languages, neverfieless, effects of

stress itself on articulation of M15 are similar

to its effects in stress-timed languages. Stressed

vowels are not subject to coarticulatory influences

from reighboring vowels along the front—back dimen-

sion and unstressed vowels are less open than stres—

sed vowels. A new finding was that stressed vowels

exert no stronger coarticulatory effects on their

neighbors than do unstressed vowels.

(he way to capture these findings is to suggest

that,as carpared to unstressed vowels, stressed vo—

wels in Italian speech are relatively inpervious to

two kinds of influence: coarticulatory influences

along the frmt—back dimension due to neighboring

vowels (and possibly to consonants as well), and in-

fluences on the height dinensim due either to the

closed jaw position of neighboring consonants or e1—

se to a disposition for fie jaw to return to a rest

position. '

TABLE4

Stressed Unstressed

I M F I M F

S 1178 1112 989 1144 803 850

F 1052 986 942 972 794 859

N 877 800 725 794 701 705

Table 4. The interaction of stress and position

an F1 of syllables in initial (I), medial (M), and

final (F) position in trisyllables.

A final interesting finding was of a ”position

effect" on opening for /a/ across a word. Stressed

/a/s were progressively less open in later syllables

of words. (he hypothesis we have entertained to ac-

count for fie effect (see Table 4) is that it is an

utterance—level (as opposed to word-level) preme-

non that is analogous in sone ways to declination

in flmdamental frequency. That is, just as (other

things equal), flindanental frequency declines over

the course of an utterance, largely following the

decline in subglottal pressure (e.g. Gelfer, Harris,

Collier and Beer /6/),SO do excursions of the jaw

frcm its rest position decline. Both declination

and our position effect, then, might reflect an ar—

ticulatory system that in some sense "winds up" at

the beginning of an utterance and fien "runs down"

gradually as the utterance proceeds. Perhaps carpa—

tible with this view is a weak tendency for our tal—

kers' productions of stressed /i/ and /u/, two clo-

sed vowels, to open incrieasingly across the syllabs

les of a bisyllable or trisyllable.
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THE EFFECT OF SYLLABLE STRUCTURE ON VOWEL DURATION
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ABSTRACT

This production study investigated the influence
upon vowel duration of syllable structure and the
postvocalic consonant. The results obtained showed a
differential effect of syllable structure on the
measured vowel durations as a function of the post-
vocalic consonant. The hypothesis that the amount
of coarticulation between this consonant and thepreceding vowel conditioned this effect was partial-ly confirmed by the results

INTRODUCTION

Vowels are elastic se -gments, they can be com
:nd expanded by the influence of a large nu::::s:fl:g:::s,-iz$lludingdamong others: the number of syl-in e wor , their postion in th:he poSition of the word in the utterancee :::dn::fler and type of the surrounding consonants and thocation of the syllable boundary [7] [b] [5] e

In this contribution we have
tivity of vowel durations to t‘ ~ . we of thes:gtheir interaction: a) the syllable strdztiiitzhzf. t e postvocalic consonant. The effects of thesec ors have been analyzed separately in previousresearch, but their intera '
luch attention. _ ction has not received

investigated the sensi-

The effect of syllable structure on the duration ofvowels is well known. Vowel ‘ 'syllfbles (recently been calleds::::::1§81:JbICIqsede -hortening (CSVS) by haddieson 5y a e ‘0"—influence of the number 0 l Iseen as a tendency towards ‘
the number of seg-
ber of syllables in a word ten
Ients and syllables involved.
The local environment of
influence on its duration.
fonspnan; conditions the dura
use s. or example, the feature of "::::::ant exerts strong effects upon 22::lniuzitih1?vowel Spnsonants~ tend to lengthen the r dOn.

~ , t ereas voiceless consonants have ap :ce inging effect. Another phenooenon may also ‘5 OrtEn'the duration of vowels: the amount of c influencetion. Fowler [1] pointed out that coarticul:::::u::yreflect itself in the short 'en glenundergoes the effect of coartitfiliiizze se t that

the vowel also has an
Thus the postvocalic
tion of the preceding
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of coarticulation

In figure 1 segment i+1 coarticulates with segmun
i. Consequently, its acoustical manifestation will
emerge-during the articulation of segment 1; thereby
shortening the segment i. Seen in this perspectivm
when a segment coarticulates with the preceding ses'
ment, it tends, all other things being equal to
shorten the latter segment. ’

The fiprpose of this paper is to examine the relr
on: ip between the above mentioned closed syllable::::1 shortening effect and co-articulation. In par-e1 d ar, .we want to explore the possiblity that VOH‘

uration varies as a function of the strength of
Egarticulation which in turn is a function of sylla-

c structure. According to our hypothesis, themeasured vowel durations will depend upon the SIPlable structure the stren th ‘ I I
, g of coarticulation "1th

consonant a d . .
Between these two fact0rs_ n the interaction

e will first briefly examine the relationship
b - .etween coarticulation and syllable structure. Manyan e .

invegfiezt§ have been carried out with the aim of
3 ins the factors that affect coarticula-

t' _ .

hdznbe::p£°rtlng as Well as disconfirming evidence

culati ound for sYllable based models of coarti-
on (cf. Sharf

plays a role in artiiughde [9]). Ifresearchers think
[2]) - we can expec
(i.e. vowel followe

the syllable

. Etion Programming - as many
it does (cf. Fujimura & Lovhw

(itbthat a tautosyllabic consonant

labl - Y 8 consonant in the same syl-
thane: {:22 have a~ stronger coarticulatory effect

consonant 13°:iééabic one (i'e- vowel and following

lay predict th “em Syllames). In this case, we

III in a D at a taut°syllabic consonant like the
“tCh word like "peerSden" will coarticu-

l t"Lair-:9 Astrongly than the heterosyllabic /r/ in
- S a consequence the vowel [a] preceding

the r ' n .

"Perelnx. m Peerden" will be shorter than that in

While the c1
sis lakes thfsse; 537113513 Vowel shortening hypothe-

- 8 predicti .
tiate b on it does not differen

of the :gezfth. Sh°“°“i'1s.effects as a function
POStvocalic consonant. Since [5] is
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known to coarticulate much less than /r/ [8] [3],

we would expect the position of the syllable bound-

ary around vowel-s-sequences to affect the vowel

duration to a smaller degree. In other words, fol-

lowing this reasoning, the amount of closed syllable

vowel shortening could, at least in part, depend on

the strength of coarticulation between the consonant

and preceding vowel.

In the experiment to be reported here we will inves-

tigate this hypothesis using duration measurements

of vowels preceding four consonants: /s/, /1/ , /r/

and /m/. We may assume that these consonants do not

coarticulate to the same extent with the preceding

vowel (cf. Sharf & Ohde [9], Klaassen-Don [3]).

Klaassen-Don carried out some experiments in which

she investigated the identification of consonants

on the basis of vowel transitions in VC‘ and CV-

sequences. 0n the basis of the identification scores

she obtained we have scaled (from 0 to l) the conso-

nants under scrutiny: /s/ and /m/ have a value of

0.05 (small coarticulatory effect), /1/ a value of

0.55, and /r/ 0.80.

To summarize, our line of reasoning is the follow-

ing:

Assumption I: coarticulation and shortening are

positively related (cf. Fowler [1]).

Assumption II: the consonants /s/, /m/, /1/ and

/r/ show increasing coarticulatory effects.

Hypothesis: the location of the syllable boundary

conditions the amount of coarticulation between the
consonant and the preceding vowel: tautosyllabic

consonants coarticulate to a greater extent than
heterosyllabic ones.

Prediction: the syllable boundaries around /1/ and

/r/ have stronger effects on the duration of the

preceding vowel than the boundaries around /s/ and

/m/.

Subsidiary prediction: As the overlap between

segments i and i+1 as shown in Figure 1 increases,

the total duration of and i+1 should decrease. If

this is true, and again if the syllable structure

determines the amount of coarticulation, one would

expect the same pattern of differences in VC'dura-

tion as that obtained for the vowel duration for the

four consonants used. In other words, we could

expect increasing differences between the VC dura-

tion for hetero and tautosyllabic consonants: /s/

differences < /m/ differences < /1/ differences <

/r/ differences.

EXPERIHENT

speech material, procedures

The consonants to be used were /s/, 11/, /m/ and

/r/; the vowels were /a/ and /o/. I

Eight pairs of bisyllabic nonsense words were con-

structed, the first member of each pair having a

tautosyllabic consonant, the second having a hetero-

syllabic consonant.

Tautosyllabic Heterosyllabic Consonant

peerSde - pesren

poorSde - po$ren
peel$de - peslen
poolsde - poslen

peemsde - peSmen
poom$de - posmen
pees$de - peSsen
poos$de -. po$sen

These word pairs were embedded in a Dutch carrier

sentence of the form: "jij moet -------- zeggen"
(you should say -‘ ------ ). The carrier sentences

and target nonwords were read aloud by 10 Dutch

speakers (7 male and three female); each speaker

repeated each sentence two times. A number of fill-

er sentences were included in the list. In order to

prevent speakers from voicing the /s/ by assimilat-

ing it with the following /d/, they were instructed

to pronounce /s/ and not /z/; the realization of

this instruction was confirmed by auditive control

and inspection of the waveform. No instructions

were given for the reading tempo. The speech

material was recorded in a professional studio, with

a tape speed of 19 cm/sec.

Measurements

The duration measurements of the vowels were carried

out by means of a speech editing system, which

allows visual and auditory segmentation. 'To that

end the target words were digitized (sample frequen-

cy 10 kHz) and their waveform displayed on a high

resolution screen. Generally the segmentation did

not present great difficulties. Changes in the

amplitude envelope or variations in the waveform,

together with auditory cues, were the main criteria

for segmentation and measurements.- As each subject

produced each target word two times, the total num-

ber of vowel durations to be measured was : 10

(speakers) x 16 (words) x 2 (repetitions) = 320.

RESULTS

In figure 2 we present the durations of the vowels,

pooled over repetitions, vowel type and subjects.

Both main effects were significant at the 0.05 lev-

el. Syllable structure: F(1,9) = 31.27, Consonants:

F(3,27) = 11.50.

Figure 2 shows a clear interaction between sylla-

ble boundary location and postvocalic consonant; an

analysis of variance, carried out on the mean dura-

tions of repeated realizations, resulted in a sig-

nificant interaction: F(3,27) = 14.02 (p < 0.05).

Shifting the syllable boundary to the right of /m/

and /r/ shortens the pre-consonant vowel dramatical-

ly, whereas this effect is much smaller for /l/ and

not existent (not significant at the 0.05 level) for

/s/. The respective F-values of the post-hoc com-

parisons between the two syllabic conditions for

/m/, /r/, /1/ and /s/ were: 23.99, 17.4h, 5.67 and

1.10, the latter being not significant (p> 0.05,

df1=1, df2=27).
The rank order of magnitudes of the effects for

/s/, /l/ and /r/ is fully in line with the strength
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of coarticulatory effects, as assessed by Klaassen-

Don [3]: the effect of [mi is an exception we will

discuss later.

Thus, all three effects under focus in this experi-

ment, viz. syllable structure, consonant type and
their interaction were found to have significant
effects on the duration of preconsonantal vowels.

We also measured the total duration of the vowel-
consonant sequences. '

Figure 3 shows the durations of the VC-sequences
pooled over vowels, repetitions and subjects. Two
main effects are significant at the 0.05 level: con-
sonant (F(3,27) = 15,27) and vowel (F(l,9) = 5.52).
Here too, there is a significant interaction between
the factors boundary location and tv e of c -
F(3,27) = 20.97. .P onsonant.

DISCUSSION

We have investigated the effects of two factors-
syllable boundaries and postvocalic consonant on
vowel duration. The results of our experiment show
main effects of both factors. Preconsohantal vowels
are shorter in closed than in open syllables. Thes
results are consistent with the closed vowel short‘j
ening hypothesis mentioned in the introduction How-
ever, an interaction between the syllable structure
End the postvocalic consonant was also observed
.ne size of the difference in vowel duration betwee-
the two types of syllable stucture (hetero and tau:1
tosyllabic consonants) was not constant for the four
types of consonants examined. Indeed, at last in
three of the four consonants observed the size of
this difference corresponded to the amount of coar-
ticulation expected between the /1,r,s/, based on
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Fig. 3 Nean durations of VC-sequences as a function

of consonant type and syllable boundary

Klaassen-Don's [3] results. Only the durations 0f

the vowels before /m/ did not follow the expected

pattern, since despite its low coarticulatory meas-

ure found by Klaasen-Don [3], large syllable struc-

ture effects were obtained. Our hypothesis on the

relationship between coarticulatory strength and the

effect of syllable structure on vowel duration

clearly does not tell the whole story. Further

research is needed to identify other factors 8150

playing a role in the determination of vowel dura-

tion.

The same can said for the VC durations we measured-

Other factors may play a role, and obscure ten-

dencies as they are not equal in their effects for

the different consonants involved. These factors are

(among others); the lengthening of /s/ when it is
syllable initial, the influence of the following
consonant in the tautosyllabic condition (cf. UmEda

[10]), the lengthening effect of stress, etc. We

may, therefore, not be surprised to see that the
above mentioned expectation on the basis of vowel

consonant overlap is not confirmed by the data given
in figure 3.

CONCLUSION

The results obtained in our experiment suggeSt the
two following tentative conclusions:'coarticulation
and timing phenomena are related, and coarticulation
is sensitive to linguistic structure like 5y1labM
boundaries. These conclusions were derived from our
observation that syllable structure has a differefl'
tial effect upon vowel duration depending upon the
properties of the postvocalic consonant.

Our results show that to arrive at a proper Charac-
terization of the acoustic properties of sPeeCh’ we
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cannot view speech simply as a linear concatenation

of phonetic segments, but we must take into account

its linguistic (i.e. syllable) structure. Research

in the perceptual domain has also revealed the

importance of linguistic structure in determining

subject's perception performance. For example, in a

phoneme monitoring study [6], French subjects showed

a preference for syllabic segmentation. When

presented CV or CVC targets (like /ba/ or /ba1/) to

detect in words whose initial syllable was this CV

or CVC (like 'baSlance' or 'balScon') they reacted

quicker when the syllable structure of the target

matched that of the target-bearing word (like /ba/

in 'baslance').

This production study represents a first step in

identifying the acoustic cues supporting decisions

about the identity of segments and syllables. We

found that syllable structure influenced vowel dura-

tion to varying degrees depending upon the postvocal

consonant. The variability in the syllabic inluenc-

es could have interesting consequences for studies

in speech perception. In particular, since the syl-

lable structure effect in French has only been test-

ed with one class of consonants. (liquids), it is

important to establish whether this effect general-

izes to other types of postvocalic consonants and

syllables or whether it depends specifically upon

the strong allophonic.character of the vowels and

liquids used. We are currently conducting phoneme

monitoring experiments in French with the aim of

determining the role of syllable structure in lan-

guage perception.
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ARTICULATORY DYNAMIC ORGANIZATION OF WORD

PRODUCTION ACCORDING TO CINEMA X-RAY

PHOTOGRAPHY DATA (METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

AND RESULTS OF APPLICATION)

SKALOZUD L.G.

Dept. of Filology, Laboratory of Experi-

mental Phonetics Kiev State University
Kiev, Ukraine, USSR, 252017

The definition of the dynamic ar-
ticulatory organization of words accor-
ding to the cinema X-ray photography
data is based on the comparative analy—
sis of re larly resumed micromovements
(impulses , superglottal (tongue) and
glottal (the pre-laryngal part of the
pharynx) ones, in speech organs. The
analysistiesglted in the definition of

r c o
syIIabIe and thergo%idé§a§%iiaa8f1§h°
the consonantal and the vocalic types
of articulatory activity determined
by them.

It has been proved that the natu-
re of the word entirety can be defined
on the segmental level: syllables as
segments of CVCV word types unite due
to interconnection of modal indications.
This makes up the structural nature of
the word.

In home linguistics word has been
studied both as an entirety and as an in-
tersystematic unit for the last decade.

The entirety of word is understood
as the entirety of a syntagmatic unit;

,the analysis of phonemes and establish-
ment of regularity in their distr
and combination are considered toigggigg
on the entirety of the word and its in-
herent morphological and syntactical cha-
racteristics. Investigations in a number
of languages carried out by L.G.Zubkova
resulted in a series of universal and
typological regularities /1/. Phonemic
structure of the word is acknowledged as
gne of its universal properties. It he

can proved that distribution of phoneE
mes, first of all of consonants and th
ggncratg specificity of their dsition etigging mégpgggouni y with their phones,
typolggiggg natugecal properties, is of

g out regulariti
ganization of word entiretyegnothgh: :r-h
process is one of scantily explored prgctiggs of lin istics and psycholin E -

, as wel as of eneral and e 6“ 3'
mental phonetics. Deiection of d Iggic-characteristic properties of allyghenome-

. entiret

na in a linguistic system is an indes—
pensable condition in defining the enti-
ty of language. In the process of speech
activity, and first of all of its pro-
duction and perception, language exists
as a social as well as a dynamic pheno-
menon, as an individual speech experien-
ce 0: egg personispeeking a living lan-
guag , e exper enoe which -
vestigated./10/ is to be in

method of cinema X-ra hcto -
phy worked out in the Laboraiogy ofgég-
gerimental Phonetics in Kiev Shevchenko
tate University serves to investigate

the perceptive and articulatory sound
manifestation of the word in its dyna-
mics, and not in statics. l4, 5, 7/
b The experimental material presented
ty cinema I-ray photography enables us

0 investigate the last link of speech
production - the direct process of syl-
i:ble formation and uniting syllables

to words as entireties. The object of
§esearch made by means of the cinema
-§ay pictures is in fact transient: it

r; lects results of the production of
e syllable as a most complicated com-

gzgent of speech activity, and at the
me : time, characteristics of sound 898‘
chgrgcéziigitionally called articulatory
semicilly in it. manifest themselves dye

linear succession of c ma -
iizges obtained at the rate ofnze-Sé ray
com 93 Per second, was transformed into
aibggrative schemes, which made it pos-
ry 2° mgegbzggvghzz the interval of eve-

_ ges occurr
superglottal part of the .p..§§‘.%§.§§3
tus.

The detection of d ami‘tory tendencies workingygn t§e8:::::i:ed
y of Russian CV syllables in d1-syllabic words was thof th _ e main objective

ted hgrginema x-ray photographs presen-

Egihggieoi Precessing °f the experimen-

the art;r 31 33 Well as segmentation of

out in aculatOry °°nt1nuum were carried

bed by t§§°§3§§3§ '32high68modes descri-

ticulgge definitions 3: the notions "ar-
vocal: ory dyn3m1°5", "consonantal and

c activity tyP°3"u ”modal and qua-
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litative indication3"used in this paper

are based on the analysis of the micro—

movements occurring regularly in the su-

perglottal and glottal speech organs, but

being differently performed in the arti-

culations of consonants and vowels.Con-

ventional abbreviations TI and PLI mean

superglottal and glottal activity accord-

ingly. The superglottal activity mani—

fests itself by impulsive muscular cont-

ractions of the tongue (in the form of

clasping and unolasping movements). The

glottal activity is relized by impulsive

downward and upward movements in the pre-

larynx zone of the pharynx (PLI). The su—

perglottal activity is different with

consonants and vowels: with consonants

it is intermittent and frequently resu—

med, which results in the development

and the establishment of a certain form

of the tongue (the consonant activity

type); with vowels it is respectively

continuous and leads to the muscular

contraction of the whole tongue, and

consequently to the increase of the su-

perglottal resonator (the vocalic acti—

vity type). The glottal activity (PLI)

is realized uninterruptedly from the be—

ginning of the segment (the syllable,

the word) and up to its completion./6, 9/

The rate of downward and upward mo-

vements in the pre—laryngal part of the

phargnx (PLI) is lower with consonants

and igher with vowels. The rate of mo-

vements (contractions) of the tongue

(TI) at the beginning of a CV-syllable

is higher during the consonant and lower

during the vowel articulation.

The correlation of such parametres

of the tongue (TI) and the pre-laryngal

impulses (PLI) as the rate of develop-

ment, duration, amplitude, synchroniza-

tion - nonsynchronization of matching

have been basic ones for the definition

of a new notion - that of modal articu-

latory indications of syllables and

words. It's according to these indicati-

ons that the consonantal and the vocalic

types of articulatory activity are dis-

cerned. /7/ '
The superglottal activity (TI) is

responsible mainly for qualitative, and

the glottal activity (PLI) for modal vo~

calic indications of the syllable and the

word as entireties. The notion of articu-

latory dynamics implies first of all mo-

des of development of articulatory ef-

forts, modal indications /6, 9
The articulatory dynamics of words

of the’CVCV and cvhv types was analysed

and described by comparing the modes the

consonantal' and the vocalic activities

are realized. The results of the analys-

is are illustrated with the words

fjaga/ and /3£ga/.
According to the obtained data, the

CVCV model is characterized 1) by articu-

latory tension within the first syllable,

which manifests itself both in the cont-

rastive dynamics of its components and

in the greater duration of the syllable

peak (the vowel); 2) by relative separa-

teness of the dynamics of the Ist and

the 2d syllables, which is evident from

the contrast of interruptedness - unin-

terruptedness of the TI cycles and from

the rate difference of PLI at the sylla-

ble boundary.
Though vocalic activity comes to

its maximum at the end of the first syl-

lable, the articulation sonority grows

towards the end of the word: from inter-

ruptedness to greater uninterruptedness

of TI, from the greater to the lower

uninterruptedness of PLI. The continuity

of articulatory dynamics in the word of

the CVCV type manifests itself in two

ways and can be represented 1) by the TI

line in which the growing rate of rene-

wing TI is followed by deceleration and

becomes minimal at the end of the first

syllable, while in the second syllable

the transition from the higher rate to

the lower rate of renewing TI is shorte-

ned; 2) by the PLI line where the higher

rate (interruptedness) in the first syl-

lable is followed by the lower rate and

then, in the second syllable, the rene-

wed impulses grow mcre frequent. Both

lines correlate in rate indications.

A mutual compensation of the two growing

amplification types seems to take place.

This makes the articulatory dynamics of

the word uninterrupted and entire (Fig.0

a- al fiFO
PLI

INDICATIONS:

-° - NDRIIONTAL
CONTRACTIDN

‘ vuncu.
t couTaAcTIou

‘-:’ UNCLASVINS

I uvwnac PL
MOVEMENT

3 Dowuwnn DL
MOVEMENT

-U_ _
o-H— STRONG UN-

cussme on
CONTRACTION

BEYOND IMPULSES.‘
‘- ADVANCE AND
_‘ SACK MOVEMENTS

OF THE TONGUE OI
PMAIYNX WALL

)
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Consequently, the CVCV word t e is one
of the existing organizationsygf the
uninterrupted integrity of the word. The
peak of sonority is next to the second
syllable. This syllable completes the
growth of amplification developed within
the word, making up its high-rated short-
ened final phase. The end of the first
syllable, the moment of its peak is ac-
companied by the growth of amplitude of
PLI and their greater uninterruptedness,
which matches the uninterruptedness of
TI. There is every reason to regard these
facts as manifestation of the growing
tension, as indications incarnating the
unity of syllables as well as stress in
the word of the CVCV type. Maximum of ac-
tivity, both superglottal (tongue activi-
tireangrgligdzl' which is prosodic by na-

, s e stion of stress.€ n able to the realiza-

In the CVCV word t e th
syllables is attained dig to : ggéggalf
gfifrelation of the development of TI and

The integrity the unit of th
ignents in the first syllablg manifgsggm
fsglfmi: :hat stiower rate and duration

a c e
lower rate 0? the dévéfggfigitdgfafitinifind
the initial part of the syllable, chan-
ging further into some other correlation
n which he greater unint
duration) of TI matches t§§r§§§§%giss

interruptedness (brevit ) of PL
development favours theyinitialaigcgf
the syllable to become a vocalic thre-
:figlgiofdthelword peak, owing to a syn-

crate incrzzgiggment of TI and PLI, their

The correlation of th
second syllables in the cvgvfiigg :;get?e
of a ggculiar type. a

e organization mo e1 of
tory dynamics in the CVCg word :;;:c::a-:embles the impulsedeveloping acco -

o the scheme of rising sonority: a barmonious vocalic beginning, when the fi -tsyllable conditions the development ofrsaegtignghgogignantal-vocalic peak comple-word E.the vowgljocalic segment of the

he amplification of the
ghetfirog%§;nce of the stressedpggglablg'to e word type is attained 1) due1a contrastive, mutually compensatinizdziiogfigi syllables according to their

ca ions: the co
giowing tension of the ton:::c(TI? gidthe

.13 £22533“: éiii’rinifihi m“ ”11“the intersyllabic trangitiozYeIgpfiint Ofpromotes the development of modal 1:3toons in the second syllable, which ica-andeggpensate the absence of contras:eemPLI e relative equivalence of TI 32) ignthe first syllable (Fig.2)- andTI 0 d g to a synchronic development 1an LI at the head of the second gyl

34

lable and to the growing rate of deve-
lopment of these mpulses connected with
synchronization; 3) due to further non-
synchronous yet contrastive development
of TI and PLI, as compared with the final
syllabic segment; a maximum of vocalic
intensification of TI is observed, which

metastases metastasis"
component of the syllable increases as
well as the vocalic completion of the
word; 4) owing to the rowing number of
amplifications of PLI three PLI's cor-
relate with a single TI which unites the
end of the consonant and the vowel).

UL-‘gal flrA
I PLI

The growth of amplification and du-ggtigglofithe components in the secondthe cone 3 caused by different reasons:chronousonant grows longer owing to 573'and 81°stactions of the superglottalspeedin al amplifications and theirvowel- g-up before they unite with thewel inc uration and sonority of the V0'. rease in consequence of lengthe‘ning the impulse of the tongue activity
the ha

gomeapreigtgieiheuz°n8ue contraction be—
imult Y interru t

pro-1fgneogilim u: 8 fregugggyggg the

y¥ge '101‘8 0Ea:

takes place~ tht . e beginni ‘oghggevgtglthe end of r1?8r§§ giéigginzy able is notable for a greater
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rate of TI and a lower rate of PLI; the-

ir and is distinguished by the reverse

correlation. Here the consonant shares

with the vowel the function of syllable

formation to a greater extent than the

consonant of the second syllable. Conse-

quently, the beginning of the word is

realized as growth of vocalic activity.

Further, continuity changes into inter-

ruptedness, that is into a synchronous

inclusion of TI and PLI going at a higher

rate. The second segmentof the word,

which involves the beginning of the con-

sonant and the moment of its joining the

vowel, makes up the beginning of the peak

of the word organization. The final word

segment is represented by a vowel, which

dynamics differs by the combination of

maximum continuity of TI (the maximum

lengthening of the contraction phase of

the last TI in the word) and a simulta-

neous maximum interruptedness (frequen-
cy) of the PLI in the word. This results

in the amplification of the vowel, that

is of the end of the second syllable,

and accordingly in the amplification of

vocalic characteristic and in the sono-

rity of the word and. Within the word of

the CVCV type, as well as in the sylla-

ble, acts a dynamic model, i.e. an im-

pulsgmada up by the following scheme of

mate ing superglottal tongue) and glot-

tal (prelaryngal)amplification(F18o )-
Thus pre-laryngal amplifications

play the leading part in making up the

integrity of the word: its common ascen-

ding line (the first stage of develop-

ment) going from higher to lower inter-

ruptedness, that is from lower to higher

frequency of occurance, unites the ini-

tial syllable and the consonant of the

second syllable. Their following resump-

tion adjoins the vowel to the consonant

of the second syllable, making it more

durative and sonorous. The sonority of

the consonant in the second syllable de-

pends on the first ascending line of the

development of PLI. Thus voicing of con-

sonants in the Russian speech is an in-

dication stipulated by the organization

of word as entirety.
The second stage of the resumed

amplifications of PLI is marked by a lo-

wer rate and a greater amplitude of im-

pulses. This stage serves to complete

the prominence of the end of the word.

All said above enables us to main-

tain that the articulatory organize ion

of the word as an entirety (the CVO and

CVGV models) can be defined (at the seg-

mental level) as a phenomenon realized

in the correlation of modal indications

of syllables; within syllables it is

realized in the correlation of consonan—

tal and vocalic activity. The unity of

syllable components as'well as syllables

depends on modal indications.

The analysis which has been carried

out gives reason to maintain that the

described models (schemes) of word arti-

culation are originated and produced as

entireties. These entireties have their

own maxima, and.the shapes of their de-

velopment before and after the maxima

are not identical. The segments of each

model are mutually conditioned. Thus iso-

morphic character of both models mani—

fests itself. There is every reason to

speak, on the one hand, about isomorphism

of the articulatory formation of sylla-

bles within words, and, on the other

hand, about the organization of words.

The segment that embodies the arti-

culatory maximum is most likely the defi-

ning segment in each model. The models

'CVCV and CVUV differ in the way of their
modal organization and position of that

segment.
Changes in the rate of glottal and

superglottal impulsation and ways of the-

ir matching are the crucial mechanism of

realization of the segmental or anization

of the word, the dynamic and ar iculato-

ry structure of the word, as a unit of

speech production.
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ACOUSTIC VARIATION

ABSTRACT

Dialectal variation in Estonian
consonant palatalization as a s
articulation) can be acccénted fggcggary
terms of location of the maximum effect
of palatalization in the time dimension
( prepalatalized" vs "pcstpalatalized")
The same acoustic property can be used .
to describe cross-linguistic variation
in palatalization. The effect of
palatalizaticn is manifested mainly in
rise of the fre uformant. q ency of the second

1. Specification of the Feature
a Idea!a

EEEEEEIIEaEigg in the sfnse of a
ary ar e ation Intern

gigggtic Alphabet (IPA): 5 t gfifgggl
consonants : '-énltgiiipeper- /1 13/) is approached

a a nation has been t
single feature both in thie§;:d as a
transcription system and in the
distinctive feature system of JakcbscnFont, and Balls (the feature so 'I2: 31/. In later distinctive featuresystems palatalization has been definedas a particular feature combination-[+s1§gé -bacrq in Chomsky and Balls./3 / or High, Front in Ladefcged

$2; 3°“o son, Fant, and Ealle
acoustic correlates to thegiogizginct'features. The feature Sharp, by cont ivewith the feature Plain, ‘manifests itaStself in a slight rise of the second -hgr-mant and, to some degree, also or thgher formants‘ /2: 31/. Hence the tweiggggiii arefrelational, based on Oon o the slat
consonants with thg nongiiigiligidSharp)(or plain) consonants, everything el(context, speaker) being equal The asfeature Sharp is defined as inherent(vs prosodic , without any reference tsequence. 'ho_comparison of two point cin a time series is involved“ /2: 13/s

AND TYPES OF PALATALIZATION

ARVI SEPP

gepgitag Dialectclcgy
no a 0 Language and Literature

Tallinn, Estonia, USSR 200106

Fall of the frequency of F1 (formant on
can compensate for F2 rise in percepticfi)
/5: 6/. Ladefoged /4: 75/ also uses
frequency of F1 to specify his acoustic
features Height and Backness which to-
gather define palatalization in his
distinctive feature system. See also /6/and [7/ where concrete lists of simple
phySical parameters and their usual lack
of one-tccone relation with linguistic
gategories (features) have been presentedyeasurements /8: 220/ /9: 150/ /10: 61/
the-f3/ /5: 3/ /12: 10/ have shown that
(th requency of F2 is indeed the main
whoe sufficient) acoustic parameter,conse values differentiate palatalizedH scnants from nonpalatalized ones.vgzgzgisncggtextual and interhspeakeraccounted f0: 52:.been satisfactorily

z:ggtggtt:ual variation has been considered
for n a e. n comparison with valuesfre onpalatalized consonants, F2nanguency values for palatalized consc-(be i, measured at the terminal pointtrag nning or end) of a vowel formant1) Sigicn, are less variable over(2) di ferent vowel environments"ifferent consonants of the same(5) cggégt of articulation"

articfiizgg of different "point of

dentals igiar3§r}§s géabials,. 9 '

male vs femal es ave been proposed for
e speakers. In Russian, thec .

P:§:::l§:e§°1nts °f F2 distributions for
occurred and n”Pal-stalked consonants
1900-2oooa§ 1700 Hz for males, and at
were taken z-f°? remales. (Measurements
beginning o¥1§h§§ the censcnant or at the
sonant to the vowi§f§tlon from the con-
Relation /11= u/.31 .
lute valuesvgigeiidlfrer less than abso-
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inter-speaker variation, they are more

context variable than the absolute values

(because of the contextual variation of

nonpalatalized consonants). Normalization

for F3 frequencies has been attempted in

some cases /11: 4/.
Palatalized and palatal. It is not clear

fifither t e acous ic iiference between

palatalized and palatal consonants (IPA:
c Egg; 3) is that of degree or whether
any aEcustic parameter is involved.
The two sets of consonants rarely cont-

rast within one language. University of

California, Los Angeles, Phonological

Segment Inventory Database shows pala—

lized dental/alveolars and palatals of

the same manner class contrasting in

Irish: 3 and}; /15/. It has been proposed

to distinguish in IPA three degrees of

palatalization /14/, e.g..p n and

(Estonian) A. “ "
2. Accounting for Dialectal and Cross-

Lin istic Variation

nimyage) comparison
may complicate acoustic descriptions by

showing consistent differences, not

accountable for in terms of acoustic

properties (parameters) used to specify

established linguistic features

(distinctions). This may point to the
lack of cross-linguistic acoustic in-

variance cf the distinctive features

(categories) (see discussion of "al-

veolar" in /15/ /16/). Or it may indicate

that distinctive features (cate cries)
cannot account for all audible (non-

ccntrastive) differences /7: 500/.

2.1. Estonian dialects. Both in terms of

linguistic distribution of palatalized

consonants /17/ and_acoustica11y, Esto-

nian exhibits a variety of palatalizaticn

types. Preliminary analysis of spectral

characteristics of palatalizaticn in Y0

Evowel consonant (vowe1)) sequences

frequencies of formants were calculated

using linear prediction analysis /18/),

reveals that palatalizaticn in Estonian

dialects varies with respect to the

following (acoustic) features:
(1) Location of the maximum effect ("fo-

cus") of palatalizatfon in the time

dimension.
(2) Characteristics of coarticulation in

the sequence VCV in different vowel

combinations.
The "focus" is defined either (1) as the

point (interval) in which the frequency

of F2 of palatalized consonants maximally

exceeds that of nonpalatalized\consonants

(in phonologically (near-)minimal pairs)

or (2) as the point of maximum F2 in .

symmetrical vowel environments. Location

of the"focus" on the time axis can be

measured towards the left or right of the

V—C boundary. An earlier "focus" on the

time axis is accompanied by shorter tran-

sition to the following vowel. See Fig. 1

for two (extreme) types of palatalization

contrasting in the location of the maxi,

mum effect (A) at the transition from the
consonant to the following vowel ("post-
palatalized") (B) at the transition from
the preceding vowel to the consonant
("prepalatalized").
2.2. Russian vs Estonian. In both langua-
ges paIaEaIizaticn can distinguish word
meaning. Russian 333 "weight" vs e
"entire". Estonian palfi'vs a " cam".
Russian has been the model anguage for
the acoustic study of palatalization.
Dentals, labials, labicdentals, and in
more restricted environments (not word-
finally) also velars palatalize in
standard Russian. In standard Estonian,
palatalizaticn is limited to the position
immediately after the vowel of the

primary-stressed syllable, and only
alveodentals t s g l can be palatalized.
F2 frequency values corresponding-to

palatalization, assuming a single value

per (phonemic) segment, overlap in the
two languages /19/. Time location of
maximal F2 frequency change is a more

stable characteristic of the difference

in palatalization between Russian and
standard Estonian. The difference can be
expressed in terms of the percentage by
which the frequency of F2 of palatalized
consonants exceeds that of nonpalatalized

consonants (a) at the beginning and (b)
at the end of the consonants:

Russian Estonian
5 alveodentals

(a; 12 24
(b 42 5

(based on data from /5/ and /9/)
In Russian palatalization is manifested

most prominently at the release of the
consonant and at the transition to the
following vowel, if any vowel follows

(although F2 frequency in the preceding

V and within 0 are influenced to a lesser
extent). In standard Estonian, the maxi~

mum effect appears at the transition from

the preceding vowel to the consonant

(presence of the preceding V is obligatory

word-initial C does not palatalize).
The difference in palatalization between

Estonian dialects as well as between

standard Estonian and Russian is similar
to that, expressed with speciar features
in /13/, nasalized : nasal release (post—

nasalized); aspirated : preaspirated.

A general need for acoustic specifica-
,tions to be time-varying /7/ /20/ and
context-sensitive /21/ or in terms of
Jpnger units /22/ has been admitted.
2.2. In summary, one and the same acoust-
ic parane er, he frequency of F2,
distinguishes palatalized consonants from
nonpalatalized consonants in all known
cases (although contextual effects and
normalization for high and low voices
have not been sufficiently elaborated).

wages"
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F2 trajectories-of the word iaig “broad"in Estonian dialects Wordin isolation s1 . . s pronounced 5A3 "postpalatalize "in both cases. ow tempo, female speaker d

w M
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(“*7. a

Points to VQC boundary B
(the last frame she 1:0. re
voiceless eonsonant)_ appeared before

after ten milliseconds.
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"Prepalatalized" £5

17"!

~4-
'TIME

V5ru dialect)
Tartu dialect)

To account for dialectal and cross-

linguistic (non—contrastive) differences,
time-varying values of the same parameter

must be considered.
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LES INDICES acousnoues DU TRAIT DE VUISEHENT

DANS LES occwswss DU FRANcAis PARLE A HUNTREAL

BENUIT JACQUES

Universite du Quebec 5 Montreal
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

H312. 3P8

. . Resume
La distinction des occlusives entre sourdes et sonores
lorsqu'elles sont en position initiale de sgllabe peut
reposer sur’plusieurs indices. En francais, on est ame-
ne a conSiderer le role prépondérant du VUT a cause tie
la tenue voisee des occlusives sonores. D‘autres in-
dices peuvent aussi contribuer a cette distinction' ce
sont entre autres la duree de l'intervalle silencieux’ la
variation F0 de la vogelle suivante, la pente et la diirée
des transitions, en particulier celles de T1.
Nous avons veriiié l'importance de chacun de ces in-
dices sur un vaste échantillon de 1302 consonnes
occluswes initiales de sgllabe accentuée et inaccen-
tuee prononcees par‘quatre sujets francophones neset
vwant a iiontreal. A partir de mesures de fréquences
et de durees faites sur des sonagrammes des com ila-
tions statistiques ont été eifectuées. JLes resullntat
montrent que, parmi les indices qui contribuent a l:
distinction sourde-s. ' onore, le VUT cons ‘
preponderant. erve un role

La distinction des occlusives entre sourdes et sonor
lorsou elles sont en position initiale de sgllabe east
reposer sur pllus‘ieurs indices acoustiques. En francpai:
l’on est amenela'considérer comme indice principal 16
WT selon la definition qu'en donnent Lisker et Abra -
son ill, parce que le voisement débute avant la ru tun
de l occlusion et est compte en valeurs negativesp ore
les occluswes sonores, et qu'il debute aprés la detelzJ I”
gluegctiigcide avec celle-ci pour les occlusives sourdre:zero. ors compte en valeurs positives ou il est égal ti

Divers travaux portant sur le ' '
langues, notamment ceux de FifzefrITecra-‘jere’engeauues
Serniclaes I3], Slis et Cohen [4], Santerre 3t Suen [2],
.Je‘el [6] ont souligné la contribution d'autres n [51’
metres dans la caractérisation du trait de voisepara-
Des parametres sont la durée de l'intervalle silencmem'la variation de F0 au d'ebut de la vogelle suivantleeulxa

Toutefois, les données disponibles ont souvent été
obtenues a partir d'études effectuées sur des corpus
“Wigs. quant a leur dimension ou encore a partir
d experiences de synthese. Notre recherche poursuivait
done on double but: 1° verifier le rendement du VOT et
des autres indices acoustioues dans la distinction de
voisement des occlusives dans le irancais de Montreal
2 verifier ce rendement sur un grand corpus compte
tenu. qu une consonne donnée n'est jamais prononcée
plusieurs fois de la meme maniére.

néiHoooLooiE

Duatre (4) informateurs de sexe masculin ages de 20
Eris, nes et sieves a Montreal et n'agant pas complété
csetudes au-dela du niveau du secondaire ont prononcé
_. 8 phrases de quatre sgllabes. Ceci a permis entre
autres, pour les besoins de la présente etude Ila pro-
duction de 1302 consonnes occlusives sourdes at so-
nores dans les trois positions suivantes:

1-36%???” 9,1 Inteecaiique (AI), illustrée par /n/

2- Inaccesirt‘iipceifla Dame de bottes» [taperdabatk
8 e intervocali ue - .

dans le meme énoncé; q (H), lIIustree par /p/
3- Initials absolue d. . e Phrase (IA ill 3 ' t/

SW" de 4’63 dans le meme énonc)é’. u tree par /
D . .e plus, comme la denivellation et la duree de Ti 50’”dé
aife$ndea”§§ft°? ‘3 5’099”? adjacente, il fallait qu'il g
liques Au a-me reQUIarlté dans les contextes voca-

' 33‘. I88 consonnes étaient-elles suivies de
“’90" Systemic .
/3/,fo/et7u7_ me 083 WWW N. fax, m, W,
Li .

enregistrement des phrases a été effectué dans lesco " .
80231935033113: ngeilleures at on a tiré de chacun un
étroites Le re finde‘s Iarges et un autre a bandes

rée de l'interfialim‘er a semi a l'étude du VOT, de la du-

T1 de la vo all e s.‘Iencieux, ainsi que pour l'étude des
9 e suwante. Le second a servi a l'étude

Dente et la durée des transit‘ des Var' - .
vante, notammem celles de T1ions vers 1a vouelle sui- Pour “$23228 Fo au debut de la vogelle suivante.

- mesur » _ . .
bandes larges et étroigseiéggtgigsgégg Ejltti'vaafige:
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ont et'e effectuées par ordinateur. Les tableaux

montrent les mogennes obtenues (mogennes generales

et mogennes par position ou contexte,selon1e cas) ex-

primees en centisecondes ou en Hz, is nombre de con-

sonnes et les écarts—tgpes par rapport aux mogennes.

RESULTATS

1. Le voT

Le tableau i montre due is VUT a des vaieurs negatives

pour les consonnes occlusives sonores et des. valeurs

positives pour les occlusives sourdes. Les valeurs

positives sont faibles dans les cas de lpl; on peut con-

siderer due, pour cette consonne, le debut du voisement

coincide avec l‘explosion. Par centre, /b/ montre des

VUTs negatifs importants, e1. ce dans les trois posi—

tions étudiées.

Tableau i

VCIT des consonnes occlusives

N M S N M 5

IN 254. +1.1 2.9 II]! 201 -7.2 2.9

AI 106 +0.47 3.9 Al 50 -B.1 1.62

H 104 +1.?? 2.04 11 115 -'.-’.2 3.2

IA 44 +1.02 0.68 IA 36 -6.04 3.2

{U 276 +3.6 2.3 Id! 236 -5.1 3.5

A1 96 +4.1 2.6 AI 7’6 -5.5 3.9

II 128 +3.2 3.0 II 99 -5.5 3.05

IA 52 +3.5 2.6 IA 61 -4.0 3.7

/k/ 216 +3.65 1.95 Ig/ 141 -5.8 3.6

AI 65 +4.3 1.6 A1 75 -6.1 3.5

II 103 +3.4 2.2 || 49 -5.7 3.2

IA 48 +3.3 1.8 IA 1? -5.1 4.9

N : Nombrs de consonnes

M = iiogenne
S = Ecarts-tgpe

Dans le cas des dentales et vélaires sourdes It! at fkr‘,

Par ailleurs, l'sxamen des scarts-tgpes permet de

constater ou'il g a peu de recouvrement dans les en-

sembles, ce oui signifie oue, dans la grands majorité

des cas, le VUT pourra étre un indice suiiisant servant

a distinguer les occlusives sourdes des sonores. Tou-

tefois, on doit neter due is VDT a un comportement

different selon le lieu d'articulation des consonnes:

aussi, il g a lieu de considérer separement la paire /p ~

b/ des paires J’t ~ df et fk ~ gf. Les ecai'te-tgpes

montrent en effet que Ipi peut avoir Lin VUT negatif, on

debut de voisement oui anticipe legerement sur ’

l'expiosion. Néanmoins, la distinction {p ~ 11/ est sau-

vegardée la plupart du temps a cause des valeurs nega-

tives importantes du VUT de 7137. Dans le cas des

paires ft ~ of et 3K ~ gi’, il g a davantage d‘éouilibre

entre les valeurs positives du VUT des sourdes et les

valeurs negatives du VDT des sonores. Des possibilities

de neutralisation subsistent toutefois surtout en posi-

tion initials absolue.

- 2. La durée de l'intervalle silencieux (51)

La duree de l'intervalle silencieux ne peut contribuer a

la distinction de voisement due pour les consonnes en

position intervocalioue. En position initials, en effet,

l'absence de segment precedent empeche de determiner

1e debut d‘un tel intervalle. Le tableau 2 montre que,

en mogenne, l'intervalle silencieux des occlusives

sourdes excede legerement en duree celui de leurs ho-

morganiques sonores. Toutefois, exception faite de la

paire fp ~ bf en position accentuee intervocalioue, la

difference de duree est inférieure a 1 cs. et tous les

ecarts-tgpes sont superieurs a cette valeur. Par con-

sequent, un grand nombre des consonnes sonores de

notre échantillon ont un 81 plus long due leurs homor-

ganiques sourdes. La duree supérieure du 51 des occlu-

sives sourdes est donc une tendance oui se dégage a

partir d'un ensemble d'occurrences relotivement vaste.

Tableau 2 ,

Duree de la tenue des occlusives lics.)

N M S N M S

is VDT montre des valeurs positives, de 3.2 cs. ou plus. .11)! 210 8.9 2.14 lb] 165 8.06 1.56

La debut du voisement marque donc un retard par Al .106 9.5 2.5 Al 50 8.2 1.6

rapport a la detente, ce retard etant légerement plus 11 104 8.4 1.6 11 115 8.02 1 5

important lorsoue la consonne est dans une position

accentuee due lorsou'elle est en position inaccentuee. /t/ 224 7.-31 2.1 [d] 175 6.49 1.53

Les occlusives sonores {of et 79!, pour leur part, out Al 96 7.4 2.4 AI 76 6.6 1.5

des VDTs négatifs, mais les valeurs atteintes sont Ii 128 7.2 1.8 H 99 6.4 1.56

moins importantes que celles montrées par le VDT the

/b/ dans des positions comparables. Pour ces deux 1k! 168 7.3 1.82 [9/ 124 6.8 1.65

consonnes, c'est en position initials absolue due 1e dé- AI 65 7:44 1.84 Al 75 6.9 1.6

but du voisernent anticipe le moins sur l‘explosion. ii 103 7 2 1.8 H 49 6.6 1.76
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3. La variation de F0 au début de la vogelle
suivante

Tableau 4

Denivellation et durée de la T1 de la vogelle suivante

Le tableau 3 montre la variation en H2 de F0 au début Déniuellation (H2) Duree (cs)

do la-vogelle .suivante. Une quantité affectée du signe N M S M 3

plus 0) indioue une pente positive, a savoir que F0

95}. plus aigu au point de contact avec la consonne et IN 224 '2 35 0.35 1.2
qu il baisse ensuite. Dans le cas contraire, la ouantité i 33 0 0 0 0‘
est affectee dun signe 'moins' (-). Un peut observer 9 ‘4 ”-4 29 0-14 0.36
dans ce tableau one is ton fondamental d'une vogelle 8 35 13 38 0.43 1.13
suivant une occlus1ve sourde est plus élevé au point do A 27 33 61 1.05 I 97
contact avec cette consonne. Ce comportement se ma- 3 62 16 39 0.42 1.97
nifeste dans les trms positions étudiées. Par ailleurs, 0 21 3.6 17 0 05 0.21
31 la vogel‘le su1t une' occlusive sonore, la variation de . u 31 3 16 0.14 06
F0 ap'pa‘rait comme etant tres faible. 0n serait donc lb! 197 20 47 0.48 1.08
omens a conciure que la variation de F0 constitue un l" 23 3.4 16.6 0.04 0.2
"19106 lmportant dans la distinction des dcclusives 9 14 2.8 10.6 0.07 0.26
entre sourdes et sonores. Toutefois, les écarts-tgpes S 34 3g 52 097 15

par rapport aux mogennes indiouent que les ensembles A 24 4s 7+0 0 3-,» ,3}
se recouvrent largement, de sarte due plusieurs con- 3 41 36 50 0.96 1.76
sonnes, Darrm les sourdes et parmi les sonores font 0 26 0 0 0". 0')
garielr F0 de la vogelle suivante dans le sens contraire u 35 o 0 0 0

e ce ui indioué par 1es mogennes n] 243 1'
. . . _ _ - 4_5 _

81 la variation de F0 peut ainSI contribuer a la distinc- i 42 6.6 :3 3 32349 (:43

tion deuvoisement des occlusives, son rendement en 9 52' 2 1% 0.06 0:“

es 6 an dans is s ‘ - .7 " ‘ "
attendu, ens contraire de celu1 : 116) 31; g; 1.2 1.75

0.?8 1 4
Tableau 3 o 24 o 0 '

. . , 0 0
Variation de F0 au debut de la vogelle suivante (1H2) u 40 6 32 0 15 0 53

111/ 193 33 4 5 ‘ ‘
N ,1 . - 0 1.36 5.2

S N N S L j; 6 24 1.35 7.6
1? 791:1 :33 :3; e .3 so as 1:0 is

11 7’4 +514 5'3 '3' f3? “3-05 5-3 i :3 78 60 3.03 '605
. _ +

1A 41 +4.1 68 IA 36 -211, a: o 52 65 ‘12 1'65 "77
' ~ u 25 ‘6 45 0.5 1.4

T 246 +5.0 6.2 Id! 166 +0 55 3 5 ,k, 98' 29-7 03“ 0-96
1 as +4.6 7.5 A1 66 ”'5 1'20 _ 199 27,6 56 0.6 1.5

:L 39 +6.2 5.2 11 52 -4'5 5 4‘ L ?g 1.3 7.3 0,3 0.13
O

' .3.8 63 1A 56 -0.? 5.6 e 25 :23 g: 0 12 0'5
lid 1 2.4 2.6

A1 5785 :3}? 3'36 ’9’ ”4 ’05 6.2 ‘3 g? 5‘ V6 1.1 1.5

11 so +714 8'4 ’1' 50 +1.1 6.2 o 7 2? 53 0.96 1.5
1A 48 +43 5‘-, :L ‘7 +0.43 59 u 40 5.7 15 0.21 0.56

. 37 ~15 6.9 ,9, 123 :4 24 0.27 0.8
- 63 1 7 2 o
1 16 5 ' '

4. La transition T1 de la vogelle suivante e 15 17 20 0'12 0'5

. e 15, a7 28 0.46 1.24

Le tableau 4 montre o A 5 2-7 2-04

dénivellation en Hz 131p 1Eraliiecgflsginnfisseic°‘”s‘“is ‘3 3 g? $36 100 2'4 2'09
selon la vouelle suivante. ondes de T' 0 12 13 69 3‘2 2-01

- u 11 0 36 0.5 1.24
0 0
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En general, is VOT positii d'une consonne non voisee

entraine une diminution de la denivellation et de la

duree de T1. Toutefois, on a vu due le 'v’CIT de fp/ est

bref et l'on peut constater due la T1 de la vogelle sui-

vante n'est pas vrairnent diminuee en duree ou en deni-

vellation du iait due la consonne soit sourde.

La denivellation et la dur’ee de T1 de la vogelle sui-

vante contribuent done a la distinction entre oc-

clusives sourdes at sonores, surtout dans le cas des

consonnes non labiales.

Pour ces consonnes, A ~ of et /k » 9/, cos parametres

ont on certain rendement a condition oue la vogelle oui

suit ne soit pas une vogelle dont 1e F1 est has, ce-oui

est le cas de ii} at de fur. Lorsoue le contexts s'

prete, la duree de T1 contribue e la distinction sourde—

sonore parce que les transitions les plus longues sont

toutes, le iait de la consonne sonore. La denivellatioh

de la transition contribue aussi a cette distinction,

toutefois, l'on note des recouvrements d'ensembles oui

sont de nature a limiter le rendsrnent the cat indice.

CUNCLUSlUN

Les releves effectues sur 1302 consonnes occlusives

indiquent une tendance generate pour les sourdes a

comporter tin VDT positii‘ et un intervalle silencieux

plus long. De plus, F0 est plus aigu au debut de la

vogelle suivante et les T] de cette vogelle ont des de-

riivellations moins fortes et des‘durees plus bre'res.

Les occlusives sonores, par contre, ont un ‘v‘DT negatif

et un intervalle silencieux plus bref. De plus, F0 au de-

but de la vogelle suivante ne varie guere et les T1 de

cette vogelle ont des denivellations plus iortes et des

dur'ees plus longues. '
Toutefois, ii s'agit de tendanCes generales et non de

comportements sgstematiques; dans bien des cas, en

efiet, un indice donne varie dans le sens contraire de

celui attendu. Undoit egalement noter l'influence du

lieu d'articulation, de l'accent, de la position ainsi oue

du contexts vocalioue.

En tenant compte de ces faits, l'on peut conclure due 18

WT, la durée de l'intervalle silencieux, la variation de

Fg au debut de la vogelle suivante, la denivellation et

la durée de T1 de'cette meme vogelle sont tous des in-

dices acoustiques pouvant contribuer a la distinction

des occlusives entre sourdes’ et sonores lorsou'elles

sont en position initials de sgllabe. Parmi ces indices,

meme s‘il ne peut 6 lui seul toujours rendre compte de

la distinction de voisement, le VUT reste néanmoins

predominant, parce oue c'est l'indice qui presents 1e

moins de possibilités de neutralisations.
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INVARIANT ACOUSTIC CORRELATI FOR PLACE OF
ARTICULATION IN CATALAN VOICELBS STOPS
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ABSTRACT

TleresultsofanazomticanalysisofCatalanvoiceless
stopsareprwentedanldiscimedintermsofthe
wmgrelfifogopéwe of articulation within

ass 0 so . spectral shape- a
combinationbetweenfreqteigmpeaks intlebtn'stand
starting frequency of the fornnnt transitions - am
temporalpararmters-speciallyVOT-canbe
considered as invariant woustic correlates that
distinguish between labial, dental ml velar place of
articulationinCatalan

1.1}{TRODUCTION

Thetleoryofazousticinvariamepropomdhym ‘
ant Bltnmtein claims that a particular ‘
dinension must show invariant propertiesmionmtl:
speech signal across all languages [1]. Invariant
acoustic correlates for plus of articulationhavebeen
founi so far for English, Fremhani Malafilmstop
comonants[2]buttlereisstillamedtocairyom
{march ongtler languages. Catalan is a Romaine
anguage wi . three non aspirated tmvoiced

contesting bilabial, dental am velar plnmg’
articulation ;1tsvove1 systemcontains seven vowels
msbessed position: [i], [e], [e], [a], [a], [o], [ulanla
schwa [a] appearing only in unstressed contexts.'l'te
pinposeofthispaperistogivetheresultsofan
acoustic _amlys1s of Catalan stops, reviewing bodi
freqmntial and temporal parannters that could
provide mum correlates for plme of articulation
inthislanguage.

MARTIN WEST

DepLoppliedAconstics
University of Salford
Salford M5 WIT, UK.

2. ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

2.1.SUBJECTS AND UTTERANCB

Tln'eennleanltwofennlemtivespeakersof Catalan
fromBarcelomweremkedtorealalisto‘lcarrier
sentemec containing bisyllabic words with initial
v01celess stop-vowel groups in stremed position,
emptfortlnmhwathatwaslmstreseed. Tlneight
Catalan vowels were combimd' with [p], [t] ml [1],
gmngatotal of 1201meramesstulied' .

Tlnreoordings werennie inamchoic coalitions
Egnlmfl tape recorder and a Sennleiser

'oid microphone, planed atconstant
distamefromtlemouth

22. METHOD

The recordings ~were low-pass filtered at 5kliz,
smnpled atlfl kHz anlstored on a PDP-ll computer.
14 coeffiuent LPC spectra were calculated using a
12.8 ms Hamming winlow positioned at tin
consonantal release and mitomatically moved along
hamlmlSnsstepstmfilthestealy-stateoftln
mwasgunfiormant frequemies were extracted
. ana maticpeak-pichng' ' T
inforniation was obtainedfiomm
ofdigitised oscillograms, ml checked formin
the waveformdisplayofa Brt‘el 8: Kjier 2033 narrow
bardunlyser.Nairowbaixlspecti-aweiealsowedto
check the minty of the steady-state formant
freqmncies for vowels.

2.3. nesuus

2.3.1. ReleaseBurst

The releme of Catalan voiceless is accompanied'
byashort burstofwousticmy]?durationvalue

39 58.3.1

averagedmrossallspeakersandvowelcontextsaie»
givenin Table 1:

Min Max Mean SD
[p] 1.1 11.02 3.71 2.17
[t] 1.88 19.22 6.71 3.67
[k] 4.3 ' 46.4 14.12 8.85

Table l: Dm‘ationwlues for bustinms.

Itcanbeobserved thatbtn'stdm'ationis grecterfrom
labialtovelarplmeofarticmationflhissaimu'mflis
observedintledatareportedalsoforCatalanby
Marti [3] ([p]: 8.6; [t]: 13.6;[k]: 20.5ms ); differemes
intle absolute valms mightbe explaimdbytlefmt
tlnt Marti male his neaslnements on spectrogram.
However, this has not been observed for Castilian
Spanish: [p]: 15.38; [t]: 15.62; [11121.86a (Poch [4]),
alanguagawhichshowstlesaneconu'astingplm of

' articulation for stops as Catalan

Freqmmy values were obtained for tie first two
promimntpeaks (KlaaZfintlelPspectrmnwith
thewiniow centerpositioned atthe burstomet; they

_ are shownin Table 2:

K1 K2
1341.91 (321.32) 2060.64 (413.71)

_ [t] 1787.59 (250.68) 3027.74 (508.62)
[1:] 1868.59 (689. 86) 2949.49 (674.43)

Table 2: Binst frequency values and starliard
deviation (in1mm ) in H2 averaged for the two
male speakers moss all vowel contexts.

2.3.2. Voice Onset Time

VoiceOmet Timevalteshaveheenneasm'edfor all

the speakers withtln following results:

Min hiax Mean so
3.68 19.69 11.75 4.09

[t] 7.7.4 44.54 17.35 7.43
[k] 12.27 59.54 28.37 9.76

well known correlation between VOT ani plate of
articulation is maintained. These results agree with
thoeepreviomlygivenbylulia [5] ( [p]: 3; [t]: 16; [k]:
351m) ani Marti [3] ([p]: 10.2; [t]: 16.1;[k]: 26.1w ).

Tleyfollow the sane padern 8 those reported for
Spanish [6] ([p]: 17.18 ms; [t] : 19.75 ms; [k]: 30.01
1115), Italian[7] ( [p] :12 ns;[t]: l7ms;[k]: 30m ),
Fremh[8] ([p]:28.5 - 27.6; [t] 31.4-35.4; [k]: 53-51.?)
or Modern Greek [9] ([p]: 9; [t]: 16; [k]: 30 )although
insonn was absolute valms might differ.

2.3.3. Formnt Transition

Formant transitions will be described by means of two
paramterszstarting freqmmy anl duration from the
onset to the steady-state of the vowel. Both have been
alwawdbyemndningtmstncelsiveLPspecu’a
startingatthe onsetofvoicing. The average starting
frequemies for two male speakers are given moss all
vowel contexts in Table 4:

F1 F2 F3
[p] 333.91 1019.02 2066.08

(79.73) (3911.51) (400.15)
[1] 351.11 1613.5 2640.2

(90.04) (313.96) (236.47)
[k] 353.34 1723.99 2325.74

(102.47) (596.88) (28891)

Table 4: Averaged starting formant freqmnfies in Hz

(starriard deviation in pmentleses) for two male

speakers moss vowel context.

Boththemresultsand Marti[3]showverysimilar
valms for F1 in [p], [t] anl [1:], lower wlues for F2
and F3 inlabial contexts, and higher values for F3 in

contact with the dental stop.

Tramition durations are presented in Table 5. The
extentofthe tramitionlns beentakenfromtheonset

. of tie formant to the steely-state of the vowel. T18
dental consomnt terrls to show longer F2 an! F3

transitions tlnn the labial, while the velar appears to
have longer transitions than tie otter two stops. A

. . . . Mm .

Table3:VOT valtminmsaveragedacrossallvowel mmm‘mmmm [31‘
contexts. '

Itcanbe'wen fromuie table above tlntCatalan
voicelessstopsshowashorttixmintervalhetweentln
comomntal release and the startingof voicing.’l'le
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F1 F2 F3
-[p] 14.4 (8.2) 20.8(4.9) 23.2 (13.6)[i] 18.8(8.8) 25.1 (12.1) 19.6 (9.2)[1:] 25.6 (9) 24.3(65) 23.6 (8.9)
Table 5: Mean duration of consomnt-vowet
muominmsuuniarddeviationinpwemlnses)
averaged across all vowel contexts for two mle

3. DISCUSSION

Acousticdatapmentedsofarwillbediscussedin
terms of its potential role as invariant correlate for
plwe ofarticulation in Catalan stops.

3.1. FREQUENCY CORRELATI'B

approximation to the slnpe of the omet spectrumcould be obtained by plotting tlefreqmmy of tin
bmstagmmttlndifferemebetweenBaIfiFZ
frequerty values at the onset of tramitiom. This is
showaigZ:

aooo -

3000 1

2WD ‘

moo

0 1000 . 2000
F342 HZ

Fig2231mfreqmncy(mvalmoftlntwospectralpeaksmezsm-edinLPspecu-aMsB-Fzometformntfi'eqmmes.

Tledegree of overlappingissimilar totln omobtained when plotting only the first mumt'(Kl)or onlytlnsecomlom (K2) pro peak

ltcanbeseentlnttlisismtacompletelysatisfmtory
clmsification in terns .of place of articulation,
particularlybecauseitfailstonnheacleudiffeum
betweendentalani velarconsomnts. Amomcareful
examimtionoftte manners involved shows tinttln
differeme between Kl for [p] an! [t] is statistically
significant(t- 3)(l)butitisnotso for[t] ani[k].
Similar results are obtaimd for K2: [p] ml [t] show
significantdifferemes (1,-4.1), but[t]a1fl[k]amnot
significantlydifferent. .

As for the onset of fonmnt transition, F2 can
distinguishbetween[p]aIfi[t](t-4.7), butaaintln
onset of tin F2 transition alom fails to sepaate [t]
from [k]. Tl: results for tin onset of F3 tramitions
showasomewlntdifferentpatters:[p]isdistinguislnd
from [t] ( t- 4.9) and [t] differs from [k] ( t- 3.3).
Significantdifferemes are alsofouni between F3-F2
onsetmmfor [q and [1:] ( z- 2.9) butthay do
notappear for [p] an! [t].

Ithasnotbeenpossibletomn'eowspecu-ain
termsoftlnmzu'icsdeveloppedbyBlmteinani
Stevens [11]. An infornnl observation of data
preeenbdinTableZandFig.25uggeststln
predomimme of low freqmnzy spectral peaks for
labialcomomnkanlahighpeakattlestartingfi'eqmmyoftlnseconi fornmtforderdalstops. The
highstanlarddeviationfomninxlrorvelarsu
rangeofl‘l6Hzformvs.628Hzfor[t])memsto
suggesttleconflmmeolaaZina
ugh-medium range of freqmnies. This is in
agreementwithBllnnsteinanlStevemtemplates,tln
more problematic being the dental comomnt

Emmmchanginenergydisu-ibutionbetweentln
btustanttheometoftramitiomitappeats that
d1fferemebetweentlnfreqmyofspectralpeaksin
tlebln'stspectrumaIflattteometofl-‘ZMFS
trans1t10ns are more significantfor [t] (t- 10.9 )than
for [p] (tf‘ 6.5) or [k] (t- 9.2), suggestingastrongerchangeinspectral shape for dental plus ofat'tictdationinfrontof labial or velarstops[2]. '

3.2. TEMPORAL CORRELATES

Bustdmationhasbeenfoufltoprovideamanofdifferentiating betweeuthe three clues of stopsshadied:d1fferemesareagmficantfor[p}{t](t-4.4)(2) an! for [t]-[k] ( t- 4.8), tin duration of the bursttmreasingfromlabialtovelarplazeofarticulation
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Tie same results hold for VOT, with significant
differemesbetween[p}{t] (t-4.l) anievenmore for
[t]-[k] ( t: 5.6). Awarding to time results, botheu
provide temporal womb]: was for plme of
artictdationwithintlnclassofvoiceleesstops. .

Bustdmationani VOT show astrongcorrelation )
(Spearman's rho - 0.6 for ‘10 paired observatiom
althoughno correlationlns beenfouni between VOT
ant m vowel duration in the Catalan stop-vowel
groups stuiied.

'l'ln duration of tie tramitions does not seem to
provideaunforplxeofufiudafionsimeno
significamdifl’eremeswmfotmlbetweentlnthree
clusesofstops.

Finally, a strong correlation ( Spearman's rho - 0.9
for 40 paired observation; ) was foml between total
stop-vowel an! vowel duration, although this is
inlepenientofplme ofarticmltion

1. CONCLUSIONS

In suxmmry, Catalan vmcelees' stops my be
clnrmterizedbyaverybriefreleasebm'stanlashort
VOT,bothimreasinginlengthfromlab1al‘ to velar"
an! by abrupt h'ansitiom into the following vowel.
Freqtmyparametersforthebm'storfortlnsmfing
pointofFZaa3u'ansitiomaloma1-enotableto
discrimimte among the three plans of articulation,
but agroescharacterizationoftlnspectralslmpeat
tincomomntalreleaseanlattlnometofu‘amtiom
combtmng' ' tteparmtersneamedmemtoprmde'
invariantcms forthis phomtic dimension. Inour data
03diffe1enfiationisclwerbetween[p]an1[t]tlnn
between[t]anl[k].

Both burst duration an! VOT can discrimimte
between plme of articulation, these two parannters
being strongly correlated. Differemes 1n VOT
between[t]aml[k]arestron§rtlnnbetween[p]arfi
[t]. Thisseemtosuggestanintermtionbetween
temporalarfifreqmymomtieclmtlntwouldbe
udinconjumtion forttediscrimimtion ofplaeeof
articulation inlepeniently of other fattors stutxedas
vocaliccontenorspeaker variation Thisfaztagrees
withthecomeptofdymmicinvariameproposedby
Blmtein[2]. '

(1)Alltvaloelaregivenfet ps 0.05m30degreeed

heedam. (”fluctuate 'veafarps 0.05am! Tidegrees
dfleedam. :1
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ACOUSTIC OORRELATES FOR PLACES OF ARTICULATION 1N SPANISH

STOP CONSONANTS
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ABSTRACT

. are invariant masticpropertis for plmeof articmation in Spanishplosives. These properties have beenfound in thefirstmsoftlecomonent Tleyaremmen'. _ mlepemlentandcanbeusedso ‘'culation disbngtnshbetweenplmesof

1. INTRODUCTION
Tbsbfiyofinvariantazoustic properties' preaem‘tlnphomcchainisomoftlnminsubjectsingresearchtlntistahngplmeatpreeeminthefieldofphomtics. Stevensam Bltmteinhave fornmlateda

~the°fiofxomficinvarimuntdmm
invariame isthe residtofseriesofacotsficpromg
thatmmseem °°mP°nents oftlnsomllwava;LJaeoisucmvanamacon'es-pommgwamm
phomficmgoryordeumevereammmun ‘acoustic signal 1...! but tamer is vid
integrated acoustic properties that $91,001,:
severaloftlmeconpom' (Sm,81 I.

Severalresear'clnr-shadalmMysuggested m(1974);.Stevens (1975); Pam (1973)) unfciztlzmpropertiesmouatedwithapbomtic feabnemmvanantfromanaeousticpointofview thatistothey areinlepenient of the context‘inwhichwugfeatme‘is prodmed. According to Stevens andBlmtein(l978)theinvmimmesoftheplmeof
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articulation can be chrmterized regarding tle
spectrumat agivenmonnntratlnr tlmvariatiors
through time, as for example, transitions. Thus, a
comeqmrre of formant podtions am burst
Wafer fits; f taken between 10-20
neec. osion o the plosive way show
different charattefistics for each place ofarticulation
The present study follows this lim, an! cement-ates
onSpamsh ploaees. Its aimis todetermim, froman
mamhmnrimtelemnts ofttesounl

mghtclnrmterize‘ tlnthreediff
ofmmation. erentplm

2. CORPUS

Ole-corpieofamlysisiscomisu of2009entence58
syuablemwhtchbtk]alwaysappearintlnpemllbnntesyllablewhichisalsotleominwhichMffllsflnssb'mbnelnsbeenchoeenbecmseit
gamdonlgst‘mm fiber of syllables and stressno .gem; 1940- strmtxmeofSpanish (Navarro

must be emptmized that the corpus amlyaedofgtmpnmflmntspeechsentemeflhisisanimportant
Since the Characteristics of speech sounds varyatcordmgtottetypeofstatennminwlfichtluymfitted (Sheep, Pffeiffer, 1976).
realizationso [ptk]alwaysappearinVCV

$8{1‘3‘31133171131'8CrepresemstlreallophomwhichisThe sbalredlemhoftlnvowelsofSpanish.and cgrpuslmbeenrealizedbyfinformntsflmlefemale Speakers, without strong dialectalhm (stanlard).1_"or therecording, wehave 158dMorita-mod oflmertingtteutterametobeanalfledsaid' Meme—flan hmbn-eofwhichisz'fiemaqmetvoice: '-\. am left',

3- EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS
um m m m . .cha: 1 . rded in an amchou:
11-514 Jim an UHER 4000 Repom. and mm-

W112. Afterwards, the corresponding

spectrogram hm been made with a Voice Print
series7000 sonograph,inbroa1banlaml witha
limrangeof5000lizatthemostData
corresponling to bust, VOT an! transitions lave
beentakenomfromalltlmerecordings.
The valms thus obtaimd, which corresponl to 1200
Spanish Imam, hive been sub'pcted to a
computerized treatment by mam of the SPSS
(ShtisticalhegefortlnSocialSiemes).

4. RBULTS

4.1. Burst

T13 cluttterization of burst in spetrogmns has
beenrealizedregardingits dtn‘ationanltlnrangeof
freqmdeeinwlichitsemrgyspreals. Tlaresuls
obtaimd showtlnttln valmstlmbmstdurationremh
aresimilarinnnleamlfermlewoicesanlalsointle
differentvowels tlntfollow[ptk]. Itsel- tlntstress
doesnotaffecttlfismmticcmeitlnr.0ntlnotler
lull, tlm'eisadifferemebetweenthevalmsfor
:lveragedmationwlichlnvebeenobtaimdineazh

ocive:

-averagedm-ation[p]: 15,384 mac.
- average duration [t ]: 15,267 mac.
average duration[k]: 21,868 mac.

Tm btn'sto1'[k]isz9,65$longertmnt1m01'[p], am
28,5395 longer than that of [t], tln differeme
between[p]arx1[t]beingverymll. .
Fromtlnpointofvww oftlnfreqtemesoverwlncb
mgy’sspread, for all plosives, tln energyofbustis
fomlinabanloffreqmnfiesofabout 2001-12. the
rungs from 800 Hz. to 1000 Hz. in 65-70% of tin
Internet. Busts next to front vowels 1a a
Wemytoinitiatetheemgyinbanlsoffreqmy
whicharemommtlmbmstsbesidebmkvowels,
altlnugh, inbothcases, thesignificantbmlisstilltln
ombetween 800an11000 Hz.1nresmctoftle enlof
burst emrgy, tln limit for [p] lies between 1200 112
an! 4000 Hz. in 86,146% of the moraines. For [t]
b1nstenergyeulsbetween2200flzand 5000112. in
93,7335 of the cases. Am, finally, for [k], between
1200 an! 3500 Hz. in 85,443% of the utter-mes. In
this latter case the emrgy is comentrated between
themlimits, mlihetheauuofm]or[t]thelimiuof
whichcanreach4000llz., orevenintlncaseoflt], to
5000112., asmntiomd above. ‘
There is a clear differeme in duration ml

comentrationofemrgy for [k] as opposed to the otter
two plosives.

4.2. VOT

TlnvaltmobtaimdfortheVOT of[ptk]regarding
tln different elements of variation have been the
following

-[p]: 17,182 mac.
- [t]: 19,757 msec.
-[k]: 30,014 msec.

although there is an imrewing progression between
tlnvaltesfor[p]anl[t]. ltistrmtlnttlndifferemeis
verysmall. Thisisnotthe casetlnvalmoftaO'l‘
of [k]. T13 VOT for [k] ha a duration40,78% greater
thantlntofip] an! 31,905% tlnntlntof [t].

4.3. Transitiors

Spectrographic representations only show a
'contimmrn' ofemrgyinmovermnt itbeing difficult
orevenimpoesibletoestablishaborderlinebetwua
'transition' ani'fonmnt'. Anlevenmoreifwedeal
withflmntspeech Therefore, we havedecidedto
determimtlntangentbetweentlnpointwlnrevowel
emrgybegimm‘ltlnfreqmyvalmtlntlmbeen
obtained 20 rnsec. after ttnbeginningofthevowel.
Thetangentprovides information aboutthedegree of
slope of fornmts ateverypointmler comideration
makingit possible to mun for-1mm directions and
the degree of inclination ofslopes.
Thmfltsshowtlnttlnvalmofttetangentsofl‘l
arealwayssnnllerthanthoeeoftlntangentsoftln
otlnr formnts. The slopesare always more marked
forF2.TlnvaluesofthetangensofF3a1-ealways
intermdiatehetweenthoseofFlarnFZ.
Tbvalmsoftlntangentsarealwaysgreaterwlnntln
vowel follows the plosive rather tlnn proceeding it
Tlnvalmsatwhichthetangentsoftlnformntsfor
front vowels proceeded or followed by but vowels
arehighertlnnthosearrivedatwhenthepreceeding
offollowingvowelisafrontwowel. Thisimpliesthat
tlnslopeoftheforrmntisnnremrkedin
plenonenoncanoccm': tlnvalueoftln tangentis
bigterforbmkvowelswlnntlnpreceedingor
following vowel is front, in which case, slopes are also
morennrked.Thisfactleadsmtocmrlulenottlnt
thdirectionanltlnvalmoftlnslopedonotdepem
only ontlncontoidtmdercomideration, tlntistoeay
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ontlnplazeofufimdationbutalsoonthevowel-tlm
proceedsor followstheplosive. .
Tlnslopesfortlceformantsaljwenttomamtbonly
omthatalwaystakethesamedirectiorrdescemmin
allmes. Thomoftlnformsforthevowels
adjmmrttoRJfollownoregular-patterninthecaseof
Fl.AsforasF2areoomermd,slopesare,ingemral,
desceMent when the vowel is front and nutrient
wlnnthavowelisbmk. TheslopesofFZaretmnlly
descendant with many exceptions. The Fl slopes for
[k] have no regularity and, althoughinsome mesFZ
arnF3tendtoconverge,thisisnottlnamraltrem
so, in relation to tramitions, to establish regularities
for a velar plme of articulation is prmtically
impossible.

5. DISCUSSION

Astmresmtstlnthavebeenobtaimdarecamm
upon tln amlysr's of the behaviour of approximatelythafirst 35-40 msac. oltlnbeginning of plosives, wecannnkeaoomparison betweentlmeanltheresultsthatStevens arrlBltmrsteinlnveobtaimd. Thairfizedwinlow of analysis of 26 mac. imlules practicallytlnsamcomomntalsegmmthantlnomamlpedinthisstulyfortlnmauthors, tlnspectmnofthevelarplan of articulationpments more amplitule inhighfreqmmymats, an! theenergyisdistributed overtlnentirespectrumlntlnresultsobtaimdforSpanish consonants, an dental-alveolar one prmntstl'e larger distribution‘in the energy Spectnrm of tinburst anl second formant transitiom, above, tend togotowardsthehigh zomofthespectrogramthmthesedataseemtoooinide withthoseofStevensanlBltmrstein Accordingtothese authors would giverisetoaspectrmninwhichtln freqm withgreateramplitule are the lower ones (a labial plaza ofarticulation). Inour corpus, thisplme of articulationshows asmaller amount of diffusion of burst energytlnnfor[t],tlnminimmnvalmsofVOTaIfiaregularterfiencyoftramifiomtogototlnlowerzomsoftlnspectrum smh as Stevens and Blumstein propound.Fimlly, for avelar place of articulation, for whichinSpanishtheVOThcsa longerdtn-ationthedata-lofibtsinerlalsgooomcrdltlamwiththoseol’Stevensamlumsternw propo acompmupectrumfor .In our me, although b'ansitiom do not show gr;regularities, .btn'st energy does, a it is alwaysconcentratedmanintermediate zone oftherangeoffrequemes (compact spectrum) ml also, as alreadymentioned, theVOT.

6. CONCLUSION

Viewedfrom tbtlnoryofmousticinvariamefiln
datawhichhavebeenobtaimdinthis stutyfor
Spashplosivesmllowmtostatettmtlmeisirneeda
seriesof integrand motsticpmperties (not only om)thatmanil’estthennelvesinaninvariantnnmnrfor
emhplaceofarticulation Thesepropertiesseemto
mnifestttemelves intlnfirstmc. fromtln
beginningofthebm‘sttotlnonsetofvormng”
oorrmmlingto the vowel.
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ABSTRACT

Speech fundamental frequency estimation
devices are usually designed to suit the
application for which they are intended.
A technique is described which enables the
operation of such devices, which operate
in the time domain, to be quantitatively
compared. It is shown that the use of
this technique enables device operating
parameters to be fine-tuned in a rigorous
manner.

INTRODUCTION

There are many methods available for the
estimation of fundamental period in
speech, and these can be separated into
the following categories as devices which
operate: in the time domain on the speechpressure waveform (Sp), in the frequency
domain on Sp, in hybrids of the time and
the frequency domains on Sp, and directly
from an input gained at the level of thelarynx (see [I] for a review). To date no
one device exists which reliably estimatesfundamental period from speech for allspeakers in all conceivable operatingconditions. Thus the choice of a devicefor_a particular application must be madewithhdue attention being paid to errorsw c are not acce table a ai
which can be tolerates. 9 net those

Generally this_procedure will involve theimplementation of the devices undercuneideration, in hardware or software,and it 'is‘ not always clear whether theresult is operating as intended with aspeech input. Further, many designsrequire an elaborate optimisationprocedure for the particular speakers andset of operating conditions for which thefinal device is destined. These areas aremost time consuming and they often leavethe designer the formidable task ofweighing up the beneficial effect ofaltering a parameter to, for examplereduce output frequency doubling errors:23: it is fgund that this adjustment alsoas an ncrease i '
deinition errors. n voic1ng onset
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Such problems require a quantitativemethod which enables device performance tobe compared using a speech input, of thetype one expects when the device is inuse, against a standard. Then the settingup of a device could be achieved withreference to a quantity defined, ideallyby the designer, for a particular recordedspeech input, and optimisation could. becarried out with quantified feedback as tothe effects that altering parameters hason device performance. Indeed, ifappropriate controls are made availableand the requirements of the users can berigorously defined, thed this optimisationprocedure could become an automatedprocess. This paper describes such aquantitative technique for the assessmentof _time domain fundamental frequencyestimation device performance, and anillustration is given as to how it can beused to optimise device
automatically. parameters

DEVICES STUDIED IN THE TESTS

The technique described below [2 can 0be used with devices which are dgsignedntgproduce a pulsatile output where eachpulse corresponds to an epoch of acousticexcitation due to vocal fold closureSuch devices usually operate in the timedomain, and here an already established 'time domain device is made the sub'estudy. This is a peak-picking'devic:t[§]which has been developed as the inputspeech processing stage of the [PI group4] hearing prostheses for the totalldeaf and profoundly deaf. It is a smalIbattery-powered device which operates inthe time domain producing a pulsatile,,output suitable for these tests. The

which runs under "UNIgfilttgg 12h:department's Masscomp 5500 computers.
This work also r. . squires a ' t 'against which the operation of tseBSESIge-

is based on the laryngograph [6], and the
algorithm used to detect period epochs is
described in [7]. The laryngograph gains
its input directly from the vocal folds by
measuring the current passing between two
electrodes placed on either side of the
throat at the level of the larynx. When
the vocal folds vibrate the current flow
between the electrodes changes and this is
clearly shown in the output waveform from
the laryngograph (Lx), and an example is
shown in figure lb. The main advantages
of using the laryngograph as a standard, a
practice also used in [8], is that it is
unaffected by competing acoustic noise,
and- that the Lx waveform conveys the
periodicity associated with voiced sounds
in a clearly defined manner which can be
simply processed to give a suitable
pulsatile output.

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSES

The methodology used is composed of" two
parts designed to investigate the
one-to-one deviations of the pulse markers
generated by the test and reference
devices -- thus it can be thought of as a
'micro' level comparison. It is
complimentary to a 'macro' level (whole
passage input) methodology which is being
investigated, and the initiation of these
is described in [7]. The two stages,
described in detail in [8], are as
follows:

I) the jitter distribution which
is a histogram of the differences in the
times of occurrence of output pulses from
the reference and the corresponding
time-aligned pulses from the device under
test, and , .

2) the receiver operating
characteristic (R00) which is a plot of
the probability of successful detection of
a vocal fold closure on comparison with
the reference (a HIT) against the number
of pulses generated with no corresponding
pulses in the reference output (FALSE
ALARMS).

The R00 enables a quantitative measure to
be gained as device operating parameters
are altered. The peak-picking device,
under test in this case, has a
user-adjustable gain control which
essentially determines the threshold level
for the generation or non-generation of
an output pulse. When this is altered
there may be a change in the number of
HITS and FALSE ALARMS, and this is shown
by the R00 for the device. Each point on
the R00 is plotted as the percentage of
HITS generated against the number of FALSE
ALARMS. As the gain is altered the points
on the R00 trace out a curve (see figure
5). As the gain is lowered the number of
HITS will increase, but so will the number
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of FALSE ALARMS. In general just one
point for a particular device will specify
the position of the R00 curve which
indicates how detectable the signal is to
the algorithm/device. Device operation
can be ranked since those producing
outputs highly similar to the reference
will have some point on the R00 more
closely approaching the 1 perfect
performance point (FALSE ALARMS = 0,HITS =
100%).

I QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON METHODOLOGY

The data for this work was taken from a
passage recorded by a male speaker (0M) in
the anechoic room at UCL. A two channel
digital (pcm) recording (5p and Lx) was
obtained, and the sentence "We can
learn a little something from the birds,
he said"

, was transferred onto a Masscomp 5500
computer at a sampling rate of 12800Hz
using a 12 bit ADC via a suitable
anti-aliasing filter. The Sp and Lx
waveforms are shown in figure la and lb.

RESULTS

The reference, based on Lx, produces' the
period markers, and the reciprocal of
these are plotted to give a fundamental
frequency with time (Fx) trace in figure
la. The peak-picker also produces period
markers, which are not shown here due to
lack of clarity on this scale, its outputs
for a series of gain settings being shown
as Fx contours (see figures 1d to 1h which
corresponding to gains of 0.03, 0.1, 0.25,
0.5 and 1.0 respectively). In this manner
a visual comparison can be‘ made between
the operation of the peak-picker with
different gain settings, and the
reference, and it can be seen that the
gain appears optimum around .a value of
0.25 .

This value of gain has been used for the
peak-picker in both the jitter histograms
shown in figure 2. They are plotted for
the peak-picker (test device) against the
laryngograph-based method (reference
device) for (a) anechoic speech (figure
2a), and (b) anechoic speech degraded with
white noise, SNR = 6dB (figure 2b). It can
be seen that there is greater deviation
from the zero jitter point with noise
contaminated speech.

The R00 curves for these two speech input
conditions are shown in figure 3. As the
peak-picker gain is increased, a curve is
traced away from the origin. Ideally
optimum gain would result in a point at
(hits = 100%,false alarms = 0). In
practice, however, the optimum will only-
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approach this point and will depend on a
trade—off between number of hits required
against the error rate. It can be seen,
in this case, that point A on the top
curve is a good choice for optimum gain
(point A corresponds to a gain of 0.25)
because a higher gain only results in a
marginal increase in the number of hits
for a considerable increase in the false
alarms. This value also corresponds to
the value determined above for optimum
gain from the Fx contours (see figure lc
to 1h). With the addition of noise device
performance is degraded, and this is shown
by its RUC which is below the other curve
for all gain settings.

From these results, it can be concluded
that the ROC gives a basis for an
automated optimisation and ‘assessment
technique. In the particular case
discussed above optimum gain has been
selected by' observation of the RUC and of
the Fx contours. In practice any
parameter could be optimised automatically
using the RDC method for the particular
application for which _the fundamental
period device is intended.
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A LOGARITHMIC SPECTRAL COMB METHOD

FOR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY DETECTION

PHILIPPE MARTIN

Experimental Phonetics Laboratory
300 Huron Str., Toronto, Ontario,
CANADA M58 2X6

ABSTRACT

The spectral comb methor '~
frequency detection algoritlhms saizgdagsntzlcross~correlation of a modified power spectr eof the speech signal and a spectral c033function with teeth of decreasing amplitudesand variable intervals. In order to reduce uoverall computational complexity and obtai 1econstant frequency resolution, a modifiedapproach is proposed to compute the cross:correlation function usin

‘ . g a logarithm‘Scale for both the amplitude and the frequenéiThe cross~correlation is obtained b ‘ ':umming each spectral peak shiftedtegztthzlyrequency scale by factors of 1, 1/2 1/3nd on the amplitude scale by ractééé'ér l.,...,n dB according to the comb tooth order n.

INTRODUCTION I

fundamental frequency detectionimportant role in phonetica .
s in many aspects of speech analysis, such as

plays an

experimental devices and algorithms hap:::f::d :gecgaff [7], none provide error free, . ,_ a y in the case 0 ‘ “telephonic recordings. The choicc of notse orpitch detector will depend on the aast its structure will define an implir't3rfliculatory model for F0 detection Allnéifpancy between this model and the re21{{l 1 ions of analysis will lead to error 'ac Fundamental frequency detected a in

a specific

Among the numerous methods avadetection, those based on
analysis of the input

ilable for pitch
. short term spectral. a , Signa offer .fggdlfes1stance to noise and provideu2321::tafissgntsfggfin trf the fundamental componegt i:.‘. .‘ . 1c speech input. 'dzawbacks, essentially due to 103::pfigesomdfrrquency resolution which precludes their inoz medical applications, spectral“ pitih

detection appears to be quite attractive for
phonetic and linguistic research.

Most methods of pitch detection based on the
short—time spectrum aim to detect some perio~
dIClty of the fundamental'frequency harmonics.The popular cepstrum approach [1], for instancecomputes the Fourier transform of the logarithm,of the power spectrum. Other methods are basedon a more direct and computationally efficientdirect search for periodicity in the spectrumSchroeder [2] uses an histogram of subharmonicsderived from the spectral peaks, and F0 istaken as the smallest common multiple of theperiods of its harmonic components. Harris andWeiss [31 use a high resolution Fourier spectrumand retain the most numerous equal spacing ofadaacent peaks as fundamental frequencySreenivas and Rao [4] use only high qualitypeaks (well above the noise level), and computetheir approximate highest common factor toobtain the pitch value. Sluyter, Kotmans andLeuwaarden [5], in order to reduce the influencof phase distortion in the peak frequenc emeasurement, utilize a minimum distance critezrion to recognize harmonic pattern and thresulting fundamental frequency. e

THE SPECTRAL COMB METHOD

Eycfiogirgzt with other pitch detection schemese sieve algorithm the 5method [6] is based on a 2 pectral COMb
. direct search ofgzzfionig structure in the spectrum integratizzinf e harmonic frequency and amplitudevalsgmggigns..lgh;s ensures that a correct.‘.' o wi e bt ' ‘ ' '

dicity in the spectro ained even if no perio-
enough, most frequenc ‘.y domainmethods such as the c ‘

‘
epstrum will f ' ‘signal has no harmonics, as for a p::: :ale

To evaluate F _ .
is first "Erogmedge short time 5
meeting an appropr
narrow parabola,
of the spectrum.
related values, u
not interfere

pectrum 1F w :by replacing spectral peakslate selection criterion byand by zeroing the remainingThis ensures that nonmharmonic. sually with low ener willin the overall computation,
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The groomed spectrum is then crosscorrelated

with a spectral comb function C(wp,w) with

teeth of decreasing amplitude and variable

intervals wp.
l

C(wp.p) =1: An
n

The maximum of the crosscorrelstion function

1(wp) is reached when a large number of the

comb’s teeth coincide with the harmonic peaks

of the spectrum. When this value exceeds a

voicing treshold, the corresponding tooth

interval is taken as l/Fo.

1(wp) = Z n exp '-1/8 :F(wp):

(nwp~W>

If :F(w)l is represented by m samples, n*(m*m)

sums and products are necessary to evaluate n

values of the crosscorrelstion function I(w).

In a 1000 Hz frequency range, with a 4 Hz

resolution, this corresponds to

250 I (250*250)= 15,625,000 sums and products.

A FASTER METHOD

Due to the nature of the groomed spectrum and

of the spectral comb, many of the operations

involved in this computation involve a zero

factor. A much more efficient algorithm can be

obtained if only non-zero values were to be

taken into account. This can be done if I(wp)

is evaluated from the peaks of the spectrum

only, whose amplitude and position on the

frequency axis are the only information re—

tained. The cross"corre1ation’ function is

obtained by iteratively adding, for each

spectral peak of :F(w):, parabola

- shifted in frequency according to the

order of the comb tooth n;

- shifted in amplitude by an appropriate

[actor proportional to the comb tooth

order n.

A LOGARITHMIC SPECTRAL COMB

The use of a linear frequency scale ensures

the possibility' of using the FFT to evaluate
the short time spectrum :F(w):. 0n the other

hand, since all computations are performed on

sampled values, a linear frequency scale

creates an uneven frequency resolution in the

contribution of low and high harmonic compo-

nents. Using a logarithmic frequency scale,

all harmonic components will have a similar

impact on the final cross~correlation result.

Furthermore, the operations will only involve

additions and substractions.

Starting from a logaritmic short-time spectrum,

the cross-correlation with a logarithmic

spectral comb function is then obtained by

recursively adding n times

" shifted in frequency by log n

- shifted in amplitude by n dB

Again, a more efficient algorithm will proceed

from the spectral peaks added recursively
after having been shifted by log n on the

frequency scale and by n on the amplitude

scale (n=1, 2,..., n).
With this approach, assuming that each peak is

represented by p values and that n comb’s

teeth are considered, the total number of

additions is reduced to p*n*h , with h= number

of harmonics taken into account. With typical

values of p=16, n=8 and h=8, we have thus 1024

additions to perform to obtain the cross—

correlation function (Each addition involving
an extra address calculation).

The price to pay to implement this logarithmic

approach is the spectral analysis of the
speech input, which has to be obtained either

by a relatively high resolution FFT followed

by a logarithmic mapping of the frequency

scale, or a direct logarithmic DFT. The-latter

solution would be more easily implemented in
hardware form.

Furthermore, the sides of each peak parabola

must be constant on the logarithmic frequency

scale. This suggests a possible improvement in

the computation of the logarithmic DFT : since

the width of each peak is proportional to the
duration of the time window used, shorter

blocks of sampled speech input can be used for

higher frequencies. Starting for example at

+10 Hz at —20 db below a spectral peak at 100

Hz, the equivalent logarithmic width at lOOOHz

will correspond to a frequency width of +100

Hz. Using for instance a Gaussian window, this

would imply a duration of the time window

equal approximatively to 20 times the period

involved, i.e. 20* 1/100 Hz=200 ms and 100 Hz

and 20 ms at 1000 Hz. This variable window

length roughly corresponds to the time reso"

lution of the ear for pure tones.

CONCLUSTON

Using a logarithmic scale for both the amplitude

and the frequency scale of the short-time

power spectrum, the computational effort to

evaluate the cross«corre1ation function in the

spectral comb method is dramatically reduced.

Typically, only 1024 sums are necessary,

compared to more than 15,000,000 sums and
products in the direct approach. This method,

which requires the .Fourier transforn of the

speech input to be logarithmic, seems suitable

for hardware implementation leading to reliable

realutime operation.
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A CLUSTER-SEEKING TECHNIQUE FOR PROSODIC ANALYSIS

(with special reference to Russian sentence intonation)

Leonid A. Kanter, Alexander P. Chizhov, Ksenia G. Guskova

Department of Phonetics,

(English Language Division),
Faculty of Foreign Languages

LeninPedagogicallnstitute

Moscow, USSR 107140

ABSTRACT

A cluster analysis algorithm proposed

by Sammon is used to identify intonational

zones which can be correlated with into-

nemes of Standard Russian.

INTRODUCTION

The need for cluster analysis arises

in a natural way in many areas of phone-

tic research. The goal of clustering me-

thods is to provide a means to discover

structure within a complex body of data

/4/. With regard to intonology the first

use of a cluster-seeking technique was re-

ported in 12/.
‘This paper attempts to analyse the

manner in which intonation 'contours of

five Standard Russian intonation types are

located in the space of acoustic para-

meters.

MATERIAL

The material analysed onsists of the

test phrase En znal - "He knew",

pronounced in dialogical contexts by six-

teen male native speakers of Standard

Russian. The speakers were instructed to

read the phrase with context appropriate

vocal modifications so that they could be

identified as belonging to the following

five intonation types, or communicative

modes: (1) a final statement, (2) a reply

'statement, (3) a general question, (4) an
exclamation.(5) a non-final statement. The
test phrase was read twice in each mode,

whereupon 160 utterances were produced.

Used as test stimuli. the utterances were

then listened to and categorized by a

group of subjects in terms of the set of

intonation types under consideration.

The subsequent instrumental (intono—

graphic) analysis was performed to measure

fundamental frequency (F5), intensity and

duration in 80 utterances selected as

a result of the foregoing listening tests.

‘ procedures.

Fourteen initial parameters of each in-

tonation contour were analysed:
(1) maximum Fo value within the

first 5 llable;
(2 minimum

first s llable;
% value within the

(3 maximum F3

F3

value within the

second syllable;
(4) minimum

second syllable:
5 F at the starting point of

the first syllable (F at the starting

point of an utteranc ;

(6) F at the end point of the

first s lléble;
(7 F at the starting point of the

second syl able;
8 F at the end point of the se-

cond syllafile (Eb at the end point of an

utterancéfi
(9) F at the last turning point of

an utteran e;
(10) maximum P value between the

starting point and the last turning point

inclusive;
(11) maximum value of intensity with-

in the first syllable;

(12) maximum value of intensity with-

in the second syllable;

(13) duration of the first syllable;

(14) duration of the second syllable.

value within the

METHOD

To reduce variance between speakers

the available acoustic parameters were

subject to the following normalization

The fundamental frequency

parameters were normalized by the formula:

(3)N 100-y
yg3) , 1

ymax
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pemoro sHaqem 3* Ha HeBoamaoBamzoM

zn'repme.
BoJIee Tomas cramcmecxaa molten

Emma, eCJm yqec'rb sasncmuocrb mew

Ms) E §(s+4) 11pm @axmecxom anaqe-

mm OT 3 . Bosmoacan n upme Bapnan'ru.

MAPKOBCKAFI MOHEJII: TPAHCTOPI/flfi OT

Monean. 'rpaemopnfi OT ompae'rox Ha

onemmne m: csofic'rBa. Bo—nepaux, HPOIIOJI-

m'remnoc'rr. somaosamx n HeBoKaJmso-

BaBHHX orpesxos peqHx ceaJIoB orpame—

Ha can-3y. BO—BTOPHX, mean: macro cmmaa 3

sanncmoc'rb new snaqezmm nepnona OT 1

Ha cocemmx Bomsoaammx mrepBaJIax

anamsa. Anwomaa samcnmocws, mm m

B mensmefi c'renerm, Hammnaemca mam ana- .

tram-11mm nepnona OT Ha mmepBaJLax, pasne-J

new Henomsonamm yqacmom cmaxa,

npmem ama samenmoc'rb ydmsaem c .yseme-

Imeu mrenbnocm paanemamero HeBomao-

Bannoro yqac'rxa.

IIepBoe E3 am caofic'm xopomo owpaxa—

e'rca caemmefi mapxoncxofi monem, renepn-

pymefi Tpaemopma npnsnana Ton/mm. JIo—

nyc'mvx, q'ro MHHJZMEJIBHaH mna BoKaJmsoBan-

Hm: I: HeBoKaJmsoBamx yqac'rKoB paBHa 3.

BBeJIeM no Tpn coc'rosmm (1,v). (2,v) n

(3.v) mm more snaqenm npnanam

Ton/mm v=o.1.

I‘paQ) nepexonoa MOJIGJm mew mm:

>
Cocwoanna (1.1) n (1.0) asaamrca

Hanansanmz npn.nopoxnennn BoKannsoBannoro

n Resonannsoaannoro yqacrnoa coornemcrnen—

HO. a (3.1) M (3,0) - Roneqaumn.

Hoaropenne COCTOHHEfi (2,1) n (2.0)

nosnonaer renepnponarb yqacrxn Bonanzso—

Bannofi n Resonannsoaannofi peqn mmdofi nun-

HH, donsmefi nan paBHofi Tpeu nHTepBanaM

aHannsa. flan nonnoro ouncaana aTofi monenn

neodxonnmo sanaws Pv(2/2) — Bepoxrnocrs

nepexona no neTne B Raxnoe ms swnx HOBTO-

pfieMHX cocwoannfi, a STOM Pv(3/2) a

. 1 - Pv(2/2).

Bwopoe ma cQopmyxzposaHHHx Bums

CBofiCTB Taxxe momer GHTB onncano c HOMO-

mam Hexowopofi mapKocofi monenz; sma M0-

neab dynew renepzpoBaTb Tpaexwopnn snaqe-

(1.1)——+‘(2.1)‘——~ (3.1)

( m
(3.0)‘——-‘ (2,0) 4—-—-—- (1,0)
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mm nepzona OT. Molten, conepm'r 12 coo-ro-
mfi, coo'rBe'rc-rBymnx. orpydaxennum snaqe-
Hmm 0T 3 . C noc'raroqno xoponmm 11pm-
dmmexmem memo c'ma'a'rb. Irro orpdenHe
snaqemm nepnona OT 3 n 3' Ha cocen—
max nH'repBanax amaa mom o'rmqanca
He douse, q Ha emnmly: ls - s’ng.
Banal; Bepowmoc'm nepexonon P3(s'/s).
onpenemume cpelmmo cnopocws namenem
nepzona B orpyduermofi mane. nomaeu
mapxoBCKym monem; Tpaex'ropnfi nepnona OT. _

005emnerme moneJm 'rpaeKTopnfi npnsna—
Ka Ton/mm n monem 'rpaex'ropnfi nepnona OT
HpHBOJLET R coaonymofi maprconcxofi molten
'rpaexwopnfi OT. Boamome HGPGXOJJH 11 xx
Bepoa'mocm npencwamemi me:

(3,191)"(Sl’2!1)9 P3(373)y

(3:211)"(3‘92v1)9 P3(373)'Pv(2/2)9
(s,2,1)->(s‘,3,1). P3cs’ls)-P (3/2).v
(S,3,1)->(S‘,1,0), P3(375)9
(s,1,0)+(s’,2,0), P3(s7s),
(3,2,0) “(33210), P3(sl/S)'P (2/2))a V
(39210)"(St3’0)1 P3(375) P (3/2),v
(3,390)”(S‘9191)9 P3(573)9

npnqem BO Bcex cmaax ls - s'.<1 .
Coc'romma c paamnmm 3351193143141: s

m HGBOKBJLHBOBaHHHX mrepnaxon momma,
moan o'rpaamb samemocrb snaq'ermfi nepno—
na 0T 33 BORaJmaoBaEmix nnrepnanax, 11mm-
Kamnx C may): cwopon R HeBoKaJmaoBannow
yqac'rlqv.

BseneM meme odoariaqem:
Sn=(sn.in.vn) - coc'rome moneJm Ha n—M

namepme.
Rn — 11M) cnrHaJra Ha n—M nn'repBa-

.ue;
- woman MOTHOCTB Bepomrno-

cm napame'rpon HAT B samen-
Mocm o'r anaqem npzanana
Ton/mm n nepnona OT;

P(Sn+1/Sn) - Bepoa'rnocu nepexona n3 co-
CTOHHEH Sn B COCTOHHEGS '

n+1,

p (Rn/Sn)

B marrec'rne P(S1/So) - P(S1) ec-
Tecmermo Bans pacnpenexenne c panmnm
nepoamocrm m Bcex Henomsonammx
coca-05mm?! n nynenmm neponmoc'rmm m
Bomaonamx.

Teneps aanaqa meaennx OT csomrcn
1c aanaqe onpenenem coc'rommfi noc'rpoemxoi
mapRoBcnofi momma. nammu odpasou coor-
Be'rcrnymmx Hadmennomy peqomy omen.
Bosuom pamme noc'ranomm atrofi sanau.

Mono, Hanpnuep, noc'ramn sanaqy
omcnam Handonee npamxononodnofi 'rpaem'o-
pm OT no Bcefi peaJmaalmn peqoro czrna— V
Jra. JIM more meme-r mancmanponarb
anoc'repnopHyn nepoa'moc'rr. Tpaex'rom:

P(s1,...,sN/R1,...,Rfi); ()
I

N
.

“nQ$(Sn/Sn_1 ) 'P(Rn/Sn)/P(R19 - - -yRN)-

Bra sanaqa pemaefrca 0119mm amopnmom
mnamecrcoro nporpammponam:

I(Sin)- F s, - ’a§§3?§§ ( n 1)+g(Rn,S,s))} z‘n‘N

F(s’,n). F s, — '312339“ n1)+8(RnISvS))

(2)
Sfi - argmgx F(S,N),

3111- I(S;,n), n :- N,.,_,2.

B a'rnx @opwnax:
g(Rn,S,S)_ :- 1n P(s'/s) + 1n p(Rn/s'),
F(S,1) = 1n P(s) + 1n p(R1/S).
Q(S') - moxecnso coc'romfi, n3 ROTOPHX3303:40e nepexon B coc'rome s' .

.prm 13am BapnaH'roM noCTaHoBIcu
sanaqn met-ca Mum/1238mm Bepoamocm
omdrm maxemm OT Ha m -M nnrepBaJIe
aHaJmaa no (Iiparmen'ry peamsamm n3 nepBHXm'+k EHTepBaJIOB. 11m pemenmz 8T0fi73afla"1m. Ran nanec'mo, caemeu- onpenem'rb. Ka-K06 n3 mrepecymnx nae <30d weer‘ MaKcEJEb anoc'rPm1/30) - fizcnpenenerme Bepoa'rnoc'refi Mu omen gmmenpgnczgpoafmm.'IaJmHoro co 081m HTME: 0 0CT 3' 03Haqammee HeBORaJIHaOBaH‘HOCTB m 43:11.:
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19138.79, I: 91119 12, coorne-rcrnymmx mae-

nama'm Boamomm snaqenmm . sm nepno—

3a 3a m-M nn'repBaJIe, 14 3111512.

112m momma nepoamoc'refi 9m co—

dnmfi enema-1' npocymmpona'rb anoc'repnopmie

nepoamoc'm coc'rommfi monem Ha m—M MH-V

TepBaJre, coc'ranmmx am coming. Anocre— '
pnopfiafi nepoamoc'rb coc'rommn Sm .
: (sm,im,vm) onjpenemea‘ca wemmefi (popw-
.nofi: - '

P(sm,im,vm/R1, . . . ,Rm+k)=-P(Sm/R1, . . .,Rm+k)=
m+k

_ E (1/A) ' £1.31 P(Sn/Sn_1)‘P(Rn/Sn) ,
S1,...,Sm_1,

Sm+1 ’ . - - 'Sm+k

r119 A-p(R1,...,Rm+k) . Cympona-

Ime npozsnommcx no new cocrommma Ha
nepBHx m+k nmepnanax, RPOMS m-ro.

' Tenepr. mono mourn anoc'repnopnne '
nepoamoc'rn orpyanemmx anatrermfi nepnona:

P(8m,vm-1/R;l , . . . ,Rm+k)-
niZP(sm,im,vm=1/R1, . . "Rm+k)’ 1<sm$12 ,

m - o
, n anocwepnopnym nepoa-moc'rb TOI‘O, "ITOm—M

mepnax HeBoamaoBannnfi:
P(vm.o/R.,, ..'._,Rm+k) -

= P(sm,im,.vm=0 /R1,...,Rm+k)
m'sm

Budop Handmmero n3 amx I3 ImceJx

onpeneme'r on'mmaxsnoe snaqenne npnsnarca
TOE/HUM n nepnona OT. '

Man, npemraraem met-r01: npmemm n
13 cmae, Roma Tpaemopnn 0T mono onpe-

nem'rb nocaxe aanepmem BBOJIa Bcéfi peaJm-
3am, I: .‘B caryqae onepamnoro onezmnam.

B nepBou cmae onmdma B anaqemmx OT

npammecrm ncmqamcs. Bo BTOPOM cmae

nepoa'moc'rb omdlm nocaxe 4-5 Bomaonan-

. mix nmepnanoa Tame JIOBOJILHO maJIa.

YIEPOIIEHHAH CXEIIAMOIUMMKAIIPIH . '
KOPPEILHIMOHHOI‘O WHOM
Hume npemaraewcx ynpomemm Bantam,”

mica (paxmecxn ycosepmenc'rBoBamiofi
mommmefi Koppemomoro merona, no-
cxcoamcy B Hem npmmme pememfi ocymec'rm-

. GTCE Ha ocnonam_ Gym KOSMHHYIGHTOB aBTO-

Koppemm Ha Tpaemopm OT.

Cnaaxa mm mom cocmoamm moneJm
sn=(sn,in.vn) onpeneme'rcg Bec:

d(Rn,Sn)n Rn(Sn)’ 6cm Vnfl’
A— max R (3), 80.71?! V .0.

n n
8

me A - smpmecm Icono'rama. BaTeM
m Ramofi napu coc'romfi, mew KoTopm/m
130314038}! nepexon onpeneme'rca BGWHE:

3(Rn.sn_1.sn)= { d(Rn’Sn)’ 6cm E"n” 821-1.
_ d(Rn,Sn)~D, ecm Sn=Sn—1i1’

rne D - Tame smpmecxaa KOHCTaHTa.
Tenepb c'raBn'roa sanaqa nozcxa TaKofi

nocnenosa'renmocm coc'romfi Sn, 1snsN ,
cmsammx nonyc'mumm nepexonawx, Kowopaa

mena 6H Handmm Gym:

N
F 5 :1 3(asn~1vsn) .

n:

Bra sanaqa pemaewca amopnmom (2).
Omxcamzfi ynpomemanfi Bapnan'r 1113039-

pmrcn Ha TeCTOBOM ma'repnaJxe 1213 9 @paa.

nponsneceHHHx mama mmopaNm—xemanm M
0m mmopom—wmnnofi; qacmoTa MCeTK-
3am I6 Km, nopsmox odpaTHoro (Immmpa

I4.'tzac'rora cpesa Hq—Qmmpa 1.25 Km,
ma m'repBaJIa aHaJmea 80 MC, mar - 20 MC.

Odnmfi odmem peqoro' cnmaJLa OROJIO 800
HHTepBaJIOB aHaJmsa. SKCHepKMGHTH noxasam

Bucoxym mnemoc'rb amopnma: He drum Hz
ommro omndoqnoro anaqerma nepnona OT.
Hm TOJIBKO Hemoropue comenm omocmeam—
HO npnsnana TOR/HUM Ha cmxax BommaoBaH-
HE): E HBBORBJMSOBaHHIDC yqac'rKoB.

'BAKJIIOIIEHVIE
Hpemapmexmme ancnepmeam roaopm

o nepcnexcmnoc'm npmenemm mapxoacxofi
moneJm m Hanemoro BHJIGJIGHJMI OT. Hpn
a'rom pom. monem dyne'r TeM (Somme, q
menee nmbopmammm mew: nonomsyemoe
nepnmmoe oxmcamxe, q'ro mee'r Mec'ro, Ha—
npmep, B cmae samywrexmofi perm.
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HOW TO GET PARAMETERS OF THE SPEECH PERCEPTION EQDEL

FROM THE RESULTS OF PSYCHOACOUSTIC EXPERIMENTS?

ANATOLY VENTSOV

Pavlov Institute of Physiology
Academy of Sciences of the USSR
Leningrad, USSR, 199034

Analysis of the results of many 3 cho-
acoustical experiments has made usptoycon-
elude that we are dealing with the system
adapting to the parameters of aparticular
set of stimuli and to the instructions,
either given by the investigator or gene-
rated by the subject. In this case the
concept of the continuous psychological
scales seems to be invalid and some new
approach to the description of the sub-
jective mechanisms of speech perception
is needed. To explain usual experimental‘
data a special mechanism including there-
stricted linear scale and means for pro-
gzging the sigrlzalS parameters onto the

s propose . ome reliminary
show the reliability ofpthe suggestze‘idsele‘k;s
chanism..Possib1eways of further detailed
investigation of the mechanism are dis-
ussed.

Any functional model of speech percep-
tion in human must be strictly formulated
and efficient, i.e. it must consist of a
finite set of well defined quantitative
algorithms for speech signal-processing
and making decisionsJOnthe whole the re-
sults of natural speech processing obtained
with the model must be similar to those
of human speech perception. Apparently
these algorithms are to describe the pro—
cesses of natural speech signal transfor-
mation into its internal subjectiverepre-
sentation followed by subjective estima-
tion of the results of transformation and
making decision. To construct the above
algorithms one may study the whole speech
perception system both byzmurophysiologi-
cal and psychoaooustical nethods.Butwhen
interpreting the resultsofpsychoacousti-
cal investigations one must keep in mind

that the part of the system resposible
for making decisions deals with parameters
of subjective but not physical.representa-
tion of perceived signals.

Analysing the results of many psycho-
aooustical investigations one has to con-
clude that we are dealing with the system
adapting both to the parameters of a par-
ticular set of stimuli and to the instruc-
tions, either given by' the investigator
or generated by the subject. There are
reasons to assume that in paired compari-
son exPeriments(0nsound duration percepi
tion, in particular) the subjective esti-
mates of 'longer-equal-shorter' type are
more suitable than others. But when inst-
ructedtodecide'whichof the two is long'
Gwoalternative forced choice procedureh
the subjects still succeed in stimulus
discrimination. Thus instruction itself
may cause a change in the correlation bet-
ween theinternalsystem of the subjective
estimates for each stimulus and subject's
responses to the stimulus. It also appearm
that only by Changing the instruction one
can alter the 'observed' accuracy Of de-
tecting the deviations in stimulus para-
:eters manifested in the value of the dif-

erence threshold when three categorical
:eSPOnses of the 'lcnger-equal-shorter'

3P9 are permitted /2/. ~
816:: 3::;::mnon observation that the clas‘

usually falls i::: :zlmull' experimentse center of theinve‘
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stigatedsignalparameterrange,regardless

of the particular mode of the studied pa—

rameter and the range value applied. Hen-

ce the obtained 'phonemic boundary' '(if

speech-like stimuli are involved) and the

magnitudeofdifferential limen may depend

on thecharacteristicsof a particular set

of signals. Sometimes the influence of sig-

nal parameters and rigid instructions is

so strongly manifested that the subject's

responses do not correspond to the real

physical characteristics of the signals

used. Thus being presented with a‘steady-

state vowel in the given stimulus set the

subject gives under certain_ instruction

the response - {syllable'/1/. It follows

from the above that when responding to

presented signals with predetermined pho-l

netic categories the subjects do not ne-

cessarily perceive those categories. It

seems likely that the categories may be

used as labels to mark the observed diffe-

rences in signal parameters which are not

directly connected with the given phone-

tic categories.Thereforein search of the

nmmerical parametersofthe speech percep-

tion system one should use signals andin—

structions compatiblewiththe natural'con-

ditions of speech perception, because na-

tural speech may be regarded as a very”

specific set of stimuli processed under

almost unknown instructions.

To construct' a reliable model of the

human speech perception system it is ne-

cessary to understand among others the main

principles of the system readjustment to

Changing external conditions whetheritis

the signal set parameters or the instruc-

tionsthatchange.Somepreliminary results

demonstrating the possibility of these

principles investigation were obtained

when we studied the perception of speech-‘

like sound duration with the paired com-

parison method.

The functional model of the subject's

behaviour in the experiment with the con—

stant stimuli method must include a unit

forthecomparison of a tested signalwith

a ‘criterion' whether the identification

or paired comparison takes place.Thesub-

ject uses-his internal 'criterion' in the

identification task or the 'criterion'

given by the investigator in .the form of

thestandardsignalinthe comparison task.

In fact the measurement and comparison of

subjective durations take place in neural

network,soonemusttake into account pos—

sible signaltransformationerrors('noise)

and the threshold character of neuron re-

actions.Thereforeat least three indepen-

dent quantitative parameters of the model

should be taken into account: mean Square

root error (on the supposition of normal

distribution) and difference thresholds

for positive and negative increments of

signal durations. Ithas been shown in /4/

that the only possibility to' get the, above

parameters is to apply in psychoacoustic

experiments'longer-equal-shorter'osame

-different' responses. The classical two

alternative forced choice procedure cannot

give the necessary model parameters.'

While studying sound duration discrimi-

nation with the stimulus sets containing

different standards and the 'same-diffe-

rent' response procedure the familiar re—

sults have been obtained: the difference

threshold has appeared to grow up within-

creasing standard duration, the relative

difference threshold being almost constant

/4/. This effect could be realized in the

algorithm of speech signal'analysis pro-

viding that the continuous nonlinear sub-

jective scale for durations .was introdu-

ced into the algorithm. But when the sub-

jects were presented with a large set of

signals,consistedof several subsets with

its own standard each, they developed the

idea of an undivided set, for which the

single difference threshold (positive and
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negative) was established /5/. Evidently

the rule of relative difference threshold

constancy does not work in the case, which

is totally inconsistent with the concept
of the nonlinear continuous scaleforsub-

jective durations. '
Suppose however th'at.there exist ares-

tricted linear subjective scale and spe-
cial mechanism of projecting parameters

of the particular set of signals-onto it,

which provides effective use of the scale,

with difference threshold being constant

in the units of the scale. Then to obtain

an efficient algorithm we must know what
is projected onto the scale and how it is.
done.

Speaking of what is projected let us
consider two possibilities. 1) Subjective
parameters of a-particular set -of signah
are transformed so that their minimum and

2 maximum values fall onto the initial and '
final points of the scale respectively.
2) The maximum values of negative and po-
sitive differences in the parameter bet-
ween two compared signals fall~ onto the

, above mentioned points of the scale. Ac-
cordingly the difference thresholdsmeasu—
red in experiments are not unlikely to
turn out a constant if related to the
whole experimental range either of signal.
durations or of differences of loompared
signal durations.

' The sign of duration difference in the
signal pair may be changed in two diffe-
rent ways: 1) when signals in a pair are
presented in. the permanent order (stan-
dard-test) throughout the experiment the
test is made longer or shorter than the
standard; 2) when the test signal always
exceeds the standard in duration their
order%in the pair varies(standard-testor
test-standard). 'When the stimulus set is
organized according to the first way the
range of signal durationsisequal to that
of differences in signal-durations.. When

the set is organized according to the se-

.cond way the duration range is a half of
that of duration differences. Now compa-
ring vthe relative thresholds obtained in
both cases we can find out what is projec-
ted onto the suggested subjective scale.

The independent values of the diffe-

rence thresholds were obtained in the ex-

.periments with tonal pulses /4/ and steady
-state vowels /5/. Then the difference
between the positive' and negative thre-
sholds was calculated and used as a measu-
reofthe subjective differential sensiti-
vity. Let us call it' the insensitivity
zone o

\w-0

.05 3 1'

Fig.1

.- 0|
-

.. 0 q a:

The normalized widths of the suggested
zone are plotted on fi'g.1 against the stan-
dard stimulus durations.Thenormalization
was achieved by dividing corresponding
values of the zone‘size either by the sti-
mulus duration range or by the range. of
the stimulus duration differences. The
crosses marktheresults obtained when the
stimuli have been organized according tothe first way mentioned above. The circles
mark 'the results obtained with the stimuli
organized in the second Way, the.filled
ones representing the normalization by therange of_ the stimulus durations and theunfilled-ones - by the range of the stimu‘lus duration differences.Forthe compari‘son the thick‘line represents Ithe norma-

ea Se 60.1.3

Ire the normalization by the range

lized doubled differential limens for the

duration of the gap between two acoustical

clicks obtained in /3/. where the experi-

mental stimulus set was organized accor—

cling to the first way. .

As far as one can judge frmnthepictu-

of the

duration differences brings into a good

agreement the results obtained in a_quite

different experimental conditions. So it

may be concluded thatitis the difference

of the compared signal parameters that is

projected onto the suggested subjective

, scale.

Though the collected data are insuffi-

cient to make any final conclusion, they

nevertheless show a possible way of study-

ing the processes of creatingtheinternal'

psychological representation of natural

speech signals. _It may also be supposed

that in search of the mechanisms of pro;

jecting the signal parameter ontothepro-

posed subjective scale, one must investi-

gate the dynamics ofthesubject's respon-

ses to one and the same stimulus through-

out the experiment.
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Technical University of Wroclaw. Poiandb

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method of metrical

scaling of nonmetric perceptual space of

Polish phonemes perceived by listeners in a

presence of additive disturbances and

frequency distortions. The experimental

material consisted of 10 confusion matrices

of Polish phonemes obtained by means of

subjective tests for 10 various listening

conditions. It was assumed that the confusion

matrices estimate the subjective proximity

between the phoneme._ The Shepard's algorithm

of N-dimensional analysis of proximity [1.2]
was used to establish a space arrangement of
investigated phonemes.

'I NTRDDUCTI‘DN

The over-all effects of additive "distur-
bances and frequency distortions upon the
average intelligibility of human speech are
by now well-understood. Most of the existing
studies present the results in terms Iof the
articulation score, is. the percentage of the
spoken words. logatoms. syllables or phoneme
that the listeners hear correctly. As a
consequence. therefore. all of the listener's
error are treated as equivalent and no
information ‘of the perceptual confusion is
available. Perhaps the major reason that
confusion data are not a popular subject of
investigations is the time and cost of colle-
cting them. An example of the investigations
where phoneme confusion data were used, is '
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the study of Myslecki and Hajewshi [3]

related to the mean conditional 'entropy of

transmission channel (CETC). The base. to

calculate CETC was a phoneme confusion

matrix which. in this case, constituted" an

experimental estimator of channel matrix for

given transmission condition.

The fact that the authors were in

possession of the phoneme confusion matrices

for various transmission conditions are urged

them to a closer look at the problem of

mutual configuration of Polish phonemes in

the listener's perceptual space.

It was decided to applicate the Shepard's

multidimensional scaling technique [1,2] as

to obtain a metrical formalism of the

nonmetric perceptual space of phonemes. In

. this technique it is necessary to determine:

- experimental similiarities of investiga-

ted objects, I

a strategy of conducting the iterative
process,

optimal values of the constant multipliers
for vectors. for the approach to monotoni-
city and to minimum dimensionality.
number of. the iterations before a rota-
tion to principal axes and for termina-
ting the iterative process.

After this it is possible to estabilish a
final resolution consisted of:

1 the minimum number of dimensions of the
Euclidean space required such that the
distances in this space are monotonically
related to the initially given proximity
measures

2‘ an actual set of orthogonal coordinates

for the points in this minimum space.

The aim of this study is to determine the

above mentioned'values and solutions for 36

Polish phonemes.

EXPER IMENTAL PROCEDURE

Subjective measurements were carried out

for 10 different conditions of speech trans-

mission obtained by means of specially

designed model of transmission‘ channel.

Masking noise and another additive distur-

bances of different levels (white noise,

overbearing, hum) and frequency distortions

(band limiting) were introduced to change a

quality of speech transmission.

The test material consisted of phoneti-

cally and structurally balanced logatom lists

(one or two '. syllable nonsense word lists)

that were read by professional male speaker.‘

For each condition of transmission, i.e. for

each. measuring point, four lists of 100 loga-

toms (1520 phonemes) were read. The listen-

ing tests were carried out in a listening

studio by means-of SN-GO Tonsil headphones.

Table l. The transmission conditions and

phoneme intelligibility scores for 10

measuring points.

IS! Iph S/I‘n" S/la" Type of Band

‘ % dBn dB. disturb. limitation

1 73 -3 I I 200+4000Ez

2 75 -3 I I 600+2000Ez

3 86 +3 I I 600+2000Ez

A 87 +6 +6 hum 4004-2500112

5 89 +6 +6 overhear. 400+2500Ez

6 90 +12 +6 hum 400+2500Ez

'I 91 +6 I I 200+4000|lz

8 92 +12 +6 overhear. 400+2500Ez

9 95 +12 +18 overhear. 400+2500Hz

10 99 +30 I I 400+2500Hz

Iph phoneme intelligibility

8/!" signal to white noise ratio

S/la signal to additive disturbance ratio

* 8/11.. and S/Ks were measured indepen-

dently before hand limitation.

X without a disturbance

The listening team consisted of 12 subjects

(age: 20+24) of normal hearing. The measuring

procedure was based on ISO recommendation

(DP 4870. 1976). As the results of this expe-

rimental procedure applied to each of 10

measuring points a phoneme intelligibility

and confusion matrix were obtained (data for

all listeners and 4 logatom lists have been

pooled). Table 1 summarizes the articulation

data obtained for all of 10 measuring points.

The SIN ratios and band limiting conditions

are there also given .

METHOD OF COMPUTAT I ON

Generally .I the problem of multidimensional

scaling is to find It points whose interpoint

distances match in some sense (here, in the

rank order sense) the experimental proximity

measure (here, the confusions between 36

Polish phonemes). In this study all the com-

putations were carried out in accordance with

a program presented in [1.2], where a comput-

‘ing time' conserving strategy was adapted. In

the Ichoosen strategy the iterative procedures

start. with larger values of a constant.

multiplier 01 for vectors for the approach to

monotonicity

class’3(d43)1(x.gu‘2n:)
a:au=----------—------- (1)

d“

where
u-v I

d1: = [F‘(!nk - Xak)2] (2)

21k = coordinate for vertex 1 on axis k

s“ = rank of the proximity measure

s(du)= rank of. the distance (in IT-dimensio-

nal space) corresponding to as:

and a constant multiplier B for vectors for

the approach to minimum dimensionality

5|: 813—5] (XJu'Xnu)
Bu“:------------------- (3)

da:

where _

§=the mean of N(N-1)/2 . proximity measures.
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From ‘this the sufficiently close metrical

Larger values of a and B. promote faster

thDUSh 1985 aCCUI‘ate convergence between the
configuration in the perceptual space and its A formalism of perceptual space of 36 Polish
l-dimensional Euclidean formalism. Next, when J '3 P1101131“5 3'18“ be inferred t° have t“the criterion for terminating (departure from

r'x‘ ., 2 dimensions. The final metrical configurationsmonotonicity) the iterative process I -£5 for the all. of 10- investigated confusion

' '5 I matrices have been reached in the two-dimen-N [-1
. A

2E: "Its“-a‘duna , F? {2 -ts sional Euclidean space with the two multip-,

6'=W <4) 1 '_ Q ”0-"... 0.5 liers setted so that cr=0.2 and B=O. The
' 4 a. 3' ‘4—9‘, I 3.. 1“ a departure from monotonicity 6(n) attained its‘ n , q. ~ .attains its minimum, a rotation to princi a1

’ .' I minimum during the iterations from 49 to 58,axes is f P Fig. 1. Departure from monotonicity 6(n) for A t k.per ormed. The results of the rot-a— the worst (dashed lin ) d b t < 1 - -95 da. y g -'105 3 and its value was between '1.8§lO-° ande an es so id - ' 4tion could not be taken as the final transmission conditio 1111a) '1“.- 3H]
29*10-3' The examples Of the final two-d1-

ns.
.

solution, but they can however be used to
LmlL—I . mensional configurations of 36 Polish phone-estimate the number ., - ,2' ' '‘be an,” t d of dimensions that can To the further calculations for theall of 10 I ‘3' “l mes for the COtSiOfi {lattices N9 10:5 and 1

na 6 . The final solution can then be f .' i are shown in Fig. 2+4.reached (in a "new" reduced con usion matrices it was decided to rotate. t -‘ -0‘5 4" '
ing with a small val f 3P3“) by iterat_ to PrinC1pal axes after the third iterations e 0us 0 -a and B set to 0. The results obtained for 10 matrices after c ,5 .

, Rthe rotation have shown, that the fractions Ix .V , ' . SUMHA Y
CA of variance accounted for b th

' .i '
LCULATIDNS AND RESULTS y e two fir-St In this study an attention was focused on, (in order of their importance) rotated axes

4’
the application of Shepard's multidimensionalAt a start of calculations we have to

were from 0.991 to 0.998-
Fig. 3. Final configuration for matrix M 5

(median transmission conditions)

scaling method to achieve metric formalism

, of Polish phoneme perceptual space. It was

_ determine the values 'Of °‘ and B constant' Im 1
,

u :11’1191‘5- Shepard [1] has Undertaken a '§ r ”El/6 proved that the strategy and the parameterSys ematic exploration of t h ' " ‘ ' ' Ih c ' , ’ ‘ - :1 21 ble
these two parameters e effects of A .4), I ’/ .‘, . .1 values recommended by Shepard , ena

u d Upon a convergenCe, He ”’L’f ("o I Q- :~‘ E-dimensional scaling of . the phoneme _.se however a set of artificial proximity -5 1? . ? ~ _ \ _\L .t' \‘ perceptual _ space. The two-dimensionalmea . . ‘e , ‘ ‘ ‘ , -
ksures. i.e. a known distance function and 9 ‘ ~ “\1 \. Euclidean space was sufficient . for metric

a n - . - . . .
t own configuration' so it was not obviOus, 'L " '0-5 '5 ,I' a!“ \i A representation of arrangement of 36 Polish13.“ his results could be directl d A ' ' ' ’7" " “~ -O.5 “l" 1th is a de arture fromh .y a opted to “U. , 'J ‘____ M“ . . , phonemes w an error, . . pp oneme Perceptual space. For «=0 ' J t icit less than 0 3%B=0.2 reco ‘4 and ' 'w u‘ w. mono on y. . .t , mmended by Shepard, we calculated as

.he 6‘( ) ' ‘ ' . a , . ...... ,n criterion (4) for matrix N9 1 (Worst .- 5 X\ I 1 ~05 _ . . .z
. transmission conditions) , and for t lV 0's —, L' A: 1 r f 3 I .5 > REFERENCES

ma rix ' . . - . 0lg 10 (best l x , : ‘ . .i I . I _5(a) D- conditions). The obtained curves .9 .t .P 0k . 0 .-.t.{l .: f t . a . 3 . .

Si ili number Of iterations, are “he 'd' g 'k "a VI ' -. [1,2] Shepard 12.1., The analysis ofm ar for ’matrices 1. ' , . . : , EL ‘ , . _ .through a Mini and 10 and Pass .i --°.$ M J ~~.;- u. . O~§—-u ' proximity. multidimensional scaling
1 mum for n=3 and then increase -e. A; ~ )’ 3‘ Z‘ ' : a a with unknown distance function.383 n (S ' .z ' I .

Curves fr:: 5118.1 “Ike ”wads“ °f the . if (-s/ \\ [yd Psychometrika, .1962, 27, part I.mate cur 3. . with the ShePard's appro— M,“ _ {‘1 \ It >\ \ pp. 125-140. part II, ”£19446

hen V9 [1] Shows their similiarit)’: A dz ' \ ? . d3" [3] Hyélecki V.. Hajewski V. . Relationsce
, - , .

confl wetican conclude that the investigated £3. .3 . -c '4 .3 between subjective and objectivegura on has no stron ‘ ‘ -’ ,
8 influenCe ' ‘ measures .of speech transmission

Choice of a and fl on the Fig. 2- Final configuration f .' 9 i '‘ multipliers. (best t or matrix H 10 Fig. 4. Final configuration for matrix I 1 quality evaluation. Pros. 6-th FASE
“ ‘ ran - ,
' Emission conditions) (worst transmission conditions) Congr. . 1986, Sopron. Hungary
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CAN HE PREDICT F'2 BY MEANS OF A SIMILARITY MEASURE ?

Denis TUFFELLI a. Haiyan YE

Laboratoire de la Communication Parlée (ICP Unité Associée au CNRS)
INPG—ENSERG 46, Avenue Félix Viallet

38031 GRENOBLE CEDEX, France

ABSTRACT

The prediction of F'2 is an important aspect

for vowel perception. Several prediction models have
been proposed in the recent years. In these studies,

relationships with the Center of Gravity (in
particular with broad band integration) are
important. In this paper we propose a new approach
for the prediction of F'2 by means of measures of
Slnfilarity and/or dissinfilarity. Several algorithms
have been tried including an integration by a
critical distance dynamic programming (GDP) and a
critical distance transformation (CDT). The
evaluation tests are carried out with two kinds of
data: v0wels formants frequencies and synthetic
vowels. The results show that the CDT with a simple
euclidean distance give good results. This
transfonmation could retain the phonetic qualities
of a sound and give us a good spectral
representation for a speech recognition system.

' INTRODUCTION

Previous works have underlined t 'wo interestin
phenonenons: center of gravity of spectral peaks an:
the F'2 of vowels /1—4/. -

The center of gravit '(CG) f0
is the rough estimate by listeners“; attwctegirmggi’
F1 and F2 with one formant Fv. In short a list 3
hears a first sound made up by F1 and F2 then hen?”
asked to vary the Fv frequency of a second soun: ¥s
order to find the "best" Fv.’ If the gap betwe 1n
and F2 is less than 3.5 Barks (so called cr'zr'1 F1
distance) the listener adjusts Fv between F1 :ndc:2
(near the center of gravity) else F1 0 ‘
as the best value for Fv. ’ r F2 ls found

With F'2 the principle is ' '. similar but
first sound is made up by four formants F1 F2 F3t::and the second sound by two formants F1,Fv. The b,
Fv is called F"2 (effective second formant) est

We. found that it is hard '. . to Simulat
these experiments with a machine "operator" ;:s:°th
of a .1istener. It is the aim of this a ead
describe the machine operators we used p per to
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With CG as a first attempt, we could tryt
compare two sounds by an euclidean distance D on h
spectra Rf(F1,F2) and TfLFv) (with pure peaks atF1

F2 and Fv). The best Fv frequency could be defim

as:

D(Fv*) = min D(Fv)
Fv

with any gap, between F1 and F2, the result is F10
F2. 80 by extrapolation on formants with smfl
bandwiths, we consider that this result is nv
correct.

Different hypothesis can be made. For instaM
with F'2 previous works /5/ have lead to th”
hypothesis for F'2 perception:

1) after one broad band integration 3 feaWn
extractor detects F'2 as a parameter for vow
identification.

- 2) F'2 is a by product of a classificatioy
process.
d' I'3) F'2 is a by product of a. similarity 0
issimilarity evaluation of the auditory system-

hypothigistm: paper we have °h°sen the a“
two sounds 51 e will use a distance measure betmv

The ba . and S2, so called afterwards D(S1,fl)
, 515 Parameters will be two spectra Rf and?

with N components on a mel scale.

CCMPLENENTARY TESTS

qualitOf course we measured the machine operawfi
y by the obtained values on F'2 and CG, butt

thonght that it was not ' ' tnOthers tests: . suffiCient. We used

one Tfif-fiPSt °°mplementaPy test is the follomm

boundap' lsteners were asked to determine fl
instancies between vowels pair. That is, h

v'(F~1 :2??? °',‘e V°Wel pair V(F1,F2,F3,F4) 8"

”1 by, formaStF 45), we ”new” intermediate sounds
S nter olat‘ tms

formants had the Values? J~0ns. Therefore

biF1 + (1_bi);:.1
. biFZ : (7-b.)F'2

... e c_
Whe -re bi is a value between 0 and 1.

"Then we d t _ 1

value whiCh . e ermined with the listeners the‘

two vowels vglves the maXimal ambiguity betweent"

and V" We compared the obtained vain”

se 60.3.1
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i with those given by the operators (for one pair

the machine boundary i is roughly determined by the

equality D(V,Ui)=D(Ui,V').

The second complenentary test is the following

checking: with two inputs spectra Rf(F1,F2) and

Tf(F1,Fv#; the best Fv frequency must be equal to F2

(if the amplitudes are the same). This condition

seems obvious but it is not necessarily verified

with dynamic programming based algorithms.

ALGORITHMS PRINCIPLES

A Critical Distance Dynamic Programming Algorithm

(CDP)

' The classic distance measures compare two

spectra ,component by component, at the same

frequency. If we draw a graph with Rf on the x axis

and Tf on the y axis, in this case the followed path

is the diagonal. Some people proposed that any kind

of paths should be possible /6-8/. They used dynamic

programming to get the best path. Each graph node

(with coordinates x,y) had a weight which was

computed by an elementary distance d(Rx,Ty). The

obtained results were not very satisfactory.

Following this idea, we propose here -that an

horizontal or vertical segment is the result of an

"integration" (Fig.1). The maximal lenght of such a

segment is 3.5 Barks, that is the maximal warping

allowed.

To get the best path we try to get a maximum

of an inter-spectrum correlation n which is

weighted by a distortion term. This term measures

the distance to the diagonal. n is a value tied to

each point (x,y) and is defined as:

n = Rx*Ty*( 1 — ((x-y)/alpha)2 )

We can see that the diatortion term:

(1-((x—y)/alpha) )
is maximum on the diagonal and becomes small when

Ix-yl tends towards alpha.

If we take pure peaks at frequencies F1, F2

and Fv, during a "machine experiment" of the center

of gravity, the best path comes through the

horizontal segment (F1,Fv) (F2,Fv) with

Fv=(F1R1+F2R )/(R +R ). Therefore Fv is the‘

mathematical center of gravity. From the best path

we can get Fv. Here we don't compute a real

distance.

A Critical Distance Transformation (CDT)

_The previous technique is an awfully time

consuming one. It is the result of a particular

interpretation of the human experiments from an

algorithmic point of view. Another interpretation

can be that the human results are the consequences

of a particular preprocessing. We applied it to a

spectral preprocessing we are going to describe.

Then -the distance to use becomes simple (for

instance euclidean type on the CDT preprocessed

spectra).
. u

Starting from a. spectrum Sf, we get the

transformed spectrum Sf from the formula:

* x+Cd ‘ 2

s f = max z! s: ( 1 - ((f-x)/alpha) ) (1)

with If-xI smaller than alpha.

The distance to use between two spectra Rf, Tf

N t *-

D(R,T) = I: ll Rf -Tf M
i=1

. If we take a spectrum Sf which consists of two

pure peaks at frequencies F1 and F2 with amplitudes

a1 and a2, we have (providing that F1 and F2 are not

too far and Fv belongs to some frequency range):

* ,

S f = a1(1—((F1-f)/alpha)2) + a2(1-((F2-f)/alpha)2)

*

S f is a parabola with a maximum at the frequency Fv

which is the mathematical center of gravity:

Fv = (a1F1+a2F2)/(a1+a2)

Of course one can find always the center of

gravity with more than two spectral peaks between F1

and F2. At last one can demonstrate that the

resulting distance .is almost linear, in some

particular cases, with the gap between spectral

peaks.

The maximum in the formula (1) does not seem

necessary, but without it we have a too broad

integration in our first experiments. Others

experiments are necessary.

RESULTS

The alpha and Cd parameters, of the previous

section, were tuned to get the best results.

Generally the tuning is very difficult because there

are sharp discontinuities when two formants are

integrated or not.

Moreover we made some modifications on the

previous formulas to improve the results, for

instance with the CDT algorithm:

- when we worked on real signals, the input

LPC spectra were too "soft" for this technique, we

had to add a formants enhancement procedure. 2

— The parabolic terms, like (1-((f-x)/alpha) )

, had to be slightly modified. We improved the

continuity of the curves and we introduced a slight

dissymmetry in the computation.

- We introduced also a slope term in _the

expression of the distance D.

The GOP algorithm was very difficult to tune.

We had to introduce sizable modifications (Moreover

the second complementary test is not verified).
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In Fig.2 one can find a LPC spectrum and a CDT
filtered spectrum of the same signal. 'We can see
that higher-spectral components are well integrated.

We use the results of a previous experiment ' With input FFT spectra, the results are similar.
which has been carried out essentially with' nine ' ’ '
swedish vowels (in Hz) /2/: '

Results with spectral peaks

‘ The correlation coefficient of CDT euclidean
distance with respect to human phonetic judgementv

F1 ‘ F2 F3 F4 F'2(human) are between O.87(test X) and 0.895(test ABX) for the
11 french vowels. This means that CDT has retained a

u 310 730 ,2250 3300 730 great deal of phonetic information.. By comparison
0 400 710 2460 3150 l: 720 the Itakura distance obtained, with this method, theO 360 1690 2200 3390 1720 values O.88(test X), 0.91(test ABX). As an examplea '580 940 2480 3290 960. one can find on figure 3, the distance behavioury 255 1930 2420 3300 2010 between two vowels.
U 280 1630 2140 3310 1730
e 375 2060_ 2560 3400 2370 CONCLUSIONS
ae 605 1550 2450 3400 1960 '
i 255 2065 2960 3400 3210 This study is just a try to predict some

perceptual parameters (Center of Gravity and F'2) by, means of a measure of similarity. These methods canThe estimated F'2 by GDP and CDT (with peaks give us a precise estimation of these parametersas inputs) are as following (in Hz): Through this study, we can see that modelization of
perceptual phenomena can be conducted by differentIF 2(COP) Eabs . F'2(CDT) Eabs ways.

u 742 0.08V 740 0.06 The advantage of our methods is that a priorio 725 0.04 720 —0.01 knowledges about formants are not necessary. So they0 1830 . 0.4 1880 0.58 can'be applied to any spectra, even consonants. Thea 949 —0.07 950 —0.05 application of these.methods to speech recognitiony 2084 0.24 2200 ' 0.58 -is more delicate and is to be tested. The CDPU 1774 0.16 1800 0.24 algorithm does not seem well adapted for that.e 2216 ' —0.45 2340 '- —0.1O . ' . -ae 1938 . —0.07 1770 —O.66 . The phenomena of F'2 is very closely linkedi 3097 -O.24 2980 —0.50 with human phonetic judgement. A preprocessingE 0 19. ‘ (similar to CDT) which can not only retain but alsoEtr —0:45 ' 0.31 enhance F'2 parameter w111 be-certainly a better andm ' _ —0.66 robust preprocessing for speech recognition.
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E r is the total mean absolute error in Bark.Em is maximal error.
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Fig.2a. LPC spectrum of a /i/
y axis: dB, x axis: Mel scale
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est path with
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F1 and F2
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.

Fig.2b. CDT spectrum of the same /i/A path with "integration" y axis: dB, x axis: Mel scale

‘the employed energi

results for both of these experiments (F'2 and CG).More some F'2 values from previous experiments(Bladon & Carlson) seem incompatible 'and may bethese values are also language depending. At last. es are not sufficiently welldefined and are difficult to reproduce. For furtherwork it is necessary to get more accurate waluesfrom human experiments. ' '

Results with synthetic sounds

We have tested the CDT algorithm withsynthetic vowels by using an another criterion(first previous complementary criterion), becausethis method seems to us promising. This criterion isa correlation coefficient with respect to humanphonetic judgements The com ris '
, . on rocdescribed in /10/. - Pa P edure 15
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Fig.1.

=0682fibx t=8366 2b¥ :=BEB2X s=8681 ab, r=a.8863fibx r=a.9838 x r=0.9159
X. r=8.9282 ‘ 1 l IVowel 1 /Q/ tone 9/

, - \! u-
:: r: :: :: NO- ' II.

11...: 2 NVVowel 2 / ¢/

TWO examples of distance behaviour (with a CDT

preprocessing).between a vowel pairs (V and V ).-A
comparison can be made with human phonetic

jUUQenents (cf /10/ for_details). Here we have two

vowel pairs /e/—/¢/ and /9/-/a/. t is an error

nUmber with respect to the perceptual boundary. r is

a correlation coefficient between distances and

Parceptual data. Abx and X are two kinds of

experiments. The zero crossing points are the

discrimination points of the distance D. The arrows

'are human perception boundary. On the x—axis the
numbers of the intermediate sounds Ui (from V on the

left to V' on the right). On the y-axis the value

D(Ui.v')—D(v,u1).
Fig.3.
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ABSTRACT

Variability between speakers, particularly those 1

different sexes, poses problems for speaker- 0

independent speech recognition. Recently, it has

been suggested that much of this variability could

be minimised using a suitable computational model

based on known or assumed details of human auditor

processing. He are attempting to test this notiony

experimentally by resynthesising speech which has

been processed by the model and studying its

perceptual nature.

INTRODUCTION

Current approaches to speech recognition are

characterised by the use of signal and pattern

processing techniques which are “general" in the

sense that little account is taken of the fact that

the input (speech) has some very particular

properties. As a consequence, spectral '

representations are typically used in which the

coordinates are decibels (relative to some referen

level) and logarithmic hertz-frequency, in spite :8

perceptual evidence that the human auditory syste:

uses a loudness-density versus tonality

representation. It is now widely held that the

exploitation of knowledge about human speech

processes (production and perception) is a pre-

requisite for further, significant advances in

_ speech technology, embracing recognition, synthesis

and coding. Indeed, there have been several recent

attempts to embody at least some of the current

understanding of auditory perception into

computational models ("auditory models"L The hope

is that such models may prove to be more effective

as pre-processors for recognition and coding than

are traditional speech analysers.

One area where conventional signal processing and

statistical pattern matching techniques have proved

inadequate is in the handling of speaker variabilit

such as arises from speaker sex and age difference:

This sort of variability poses clear problems for .

speaker-independent recognition. .Recently, Bladon
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and his coworkers [1] have suggested that many of

these differences could be minimised (in vowel 7

spectra at least) using a suitable 'audito

normalisation" model. In Bladon's model :1

:erceptually-motivated "auditory spectruh' (obtaind

y transformations of the spectral coordinates and

convolution with a filter intended to represent

zigizgeial frequency analysis) undergoes linear

believe nhzhe fonality (bark scaled) dimension. He

the model arec, 120;? ‘3‘: n:rm31151n8 Potential °fen
resynthesising speech direct frszszzzlg b: h d
auditorv spectral representation. I a? -3 ifte

Fove:g:::t::c:, resynthesising a one-bark-incremented

appropriate gma e vowel spectrum, but with voicins
listeners to o a female speaker, should induce

quality 0 :eport no change in perceived vowel

"increméntezn he other hand, playback of the
Sh°u1d Yield sligel with the male voicing retained
it may even r ts in perceived quality. Indeed,

transformati: ove possible to effect an automatic
versa w n of male to female speech, or vice

. e are attempting to substantiate these
ideas experimental ly and '
early stages of the workthis Paper PeDOPtS 0“ the

The 'workpzie: Z: structured as follows. First previous
reVieHed u Tgory models and speaker normalisation 15
medel (eésent: implementation of one particular

a y that due t B
described Subse ° laden at 31) 19 than. quently the13 de , resynthesis
the uzfisiZed and a number of problems iden:::;::{°n
nfgpuardn :portant being that certain of the '

acoustic-to-auditeffect ory) transform
inverti:Idata-reduction and so are inherenzlions

e. Finally, some early—results of Y n°“‘
listening ex

, PGPiments usi

are Presented. n8 thé resynthegised speech

AUDITOR! MODELS AND NORMALISATION

There is

realisatizzgsiiezzble Variab111ty 1n the acoustic

speakers [2]. Th e same SpeeCh Sounds by different
the ability to “3, the human auditory system has

perce1Ve as ph°net1¢ally equivalent
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vowels of markedly different formant (and voicing)

structure. This normalisation process implies an

ability to make allowances for different vocal tract

sizes and shapes. In attempting to mimic this

ability in model systems, we might take either of

two somewhat different approaches. One possibility

is to adopt a speech production viewpoint whereby

some dimensional scaling is effected according to

supposed vocal tract characteristics. The

alternative speech reception point of view leads us

to search for an explanation of normalisation

ability on the basis of known or assumed details of

auditbry processing i.e an "auditory model". For

instance, the hypothesis of Potter-& Steinburg [3]

that a particular pattern of stimulation on the

basilar membrane might be identified as a given

sound, within limits independant of displacement

along the membrane, is one possible mechanism for

normalisation.

Auditory models are generally based, at least in

part, on the concept of the auditory filter

originally proposed by Fletcher [N]. He suEEeSted

that the peripheral auditory system behaves as if it

contained a bank of filters, with a continuum of

centre frequencies. The output of such a filter

bank is usually termed an ‘excitation pattern' since

it is meant to represent the degree of activity (or

excitation) evoked by a particular sound at some

unspecified level of the auditory system. Schroeder

suggests that the excitation pattern, E(z), could

Just as well be thought of as mean—squared amplitude

0f the basilar membrane motion at place z [5]— H13

model uses a rather broad auditory filter shape

estimated from the somewhat dated masking

experiments of Zwicker [6]. More recent evidence

from experiments taking into account factors such as

Off—frequency listening suggests that filter shape

Should be much-narrower'[7, 8].

The auditory modelling approach to speaker

normalisation is exemplified by the work of Bladon

9t 81 [1]. In this model, the spectral frequency

axis is transformed from hertz to bark prior to

filtering using the filter shape described by

Schroeder (see [5]). Because of the broadness of

these filters, there is a "smearing" of the spectrum

_Hith a substantial loss of resolution rendering

different realisations of the same vowel more alike

and removing much of the fine detail due to voicing.

Following a conversion from intensity to loudness

density to yield an |'auditory spectrum", a linear

Shift in the bark dimension is effected. From the

data presented, it is apparent that such shifts can

have a normalising effect, by bringing vowel spectra

for male and female speakers into reasonable

coincidence. Following this work, Holmes [9]

attempted to investigate the pérceptual effect of

barkfscaled shifts in formant frequencies using a

Speech synthesis-by-rule system. Preliminary

results suggest that, for some vowels at least, an

approximately constant bark difference betweenF1

and F2 is necessary to maintain phonetic quality.

The principal objection to the Bladon model is the

use (following Schroeder) of a wideband auditory

filter. Klatt [10] has observed that male and

female speech can be made to look similar merely by

Vincreasing the bandwidth of the analysis filter in

the spectrogram. Thus, caution must obviously be

exercised to ensure that vowel identity is preserved

when the variance is reduced in this way. There is

little virtue in making the same vowel from

different speakers appear more alike if different

vowels from the same speaker also look more alike.

It is only to be expected that representations-

preserving gross features only of the spectrum shape

would be more likely to improve similarity between

male and female vowel spectra, since a lot of

information (whether relevant or not) has been'

discarded. It is important to know, therefore, what

information is left in the smoothed spectrum

representation. One way to discover this might be

to conduct listening experiments with speech

resynthesised directly from_the auditory spectrum.-

‘Such resynthesis also offers a means of studying the

perceptual effect of bark-scaled shifting, much as

Holmes has done, but with real (rather than

synthetic) speech.

One difficulty with this approach is apparent. If

the auditory system really does perform a frequency

smearing operation, then the resynthesised speech

will naturally be subjected to this operation. I.e.

the speech will be smeared “twice", hence possibly

invalidating the idea of.testing by resynthesis..

Evidence that the smeared, auditory representation

is adequate to retain vowel identity is given below.

Of course, it may be that a second application of

the smearing has relatively little effect, most of

the data reduction being done on the first '

application. One early priority, therefore, must be

to compare smoothed and unsmoothed speector

perceptual differences.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF THE MODEL

An auditory model based closely on that described by

Bladon et a1 [1] has been implemented on a DEC

MicroVAX computer. As well as "forward'I acoustic-

to-auditory transformations, some provisional

“inverse“ auditory-to-acoustic transformations have

also been included to allow resynthesis. 5

Ferward Transformations

The excitation patterns for the auditory model are

computed as follows. The power spectrum S(f) for the

input speech is computed over (Hamming weighted)

time windows of approximately 32 ms using an FFT

algorithm. The windows are advanced in steps of 8 ms

for each new segment. The power spectrum (with units
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of V2/Hz) is then transformed to a critical band
density (with units Vz/bark) using the formula:

8(2): S[f(z)] . 3g
dz

The mapping between frequency, f, and critical band»- number, 2, is approximated by the expression due toTraunmuller [11]:

. f = 1960(2 + 053)
(26.2§ --z)

Thus, the critical band density is computed from thespectrum by the f -> z mapping'followed by ~. multiplication with the density conversion factor.

Next, an excitation pattern is computed from thecritical band density by convolution with theauditory filter frequency response. The specificfilter used at this stage is Schroeder!s (asdescribed in [5]) but we intend to investigate theuse of different filters. The convolution operationis equivalent to using a filter bank analysis, butis more convenient as the filter shape (as definedby Schroeder) is invariant across the bark scale,and no weighting has to be applied to account forchanges in filter bandwidth.

The Bladon model differs slightly from Schroeder'sin the calculation of the loudness density pattern,which is accomplished by conversion from criticalband density to loudness level density in phone/barkfollowed by a conversion to loudness density inaches/bark. In this work, we have neglected tocompute the loudness density pattern: Justificationfor this omission in terms of resynthesis is thatthe phon curves are fairly flat in the region 200 -u kHz where the formants lie, and thus a.displacement of the pattern along the bark scalewould have little effect on the.spectrum.

Once the excitation pattern has been calculated for.the input segment, its position on the bark scalecan be adjusted before resynthesis in order toinvestigate the perceptual effects of displacement.

Inverse Transformations.______._______________.

Since the filtering (convolution) operation haseffected a data reduction on the original spectrum,it is impossible to recoser the full spectrum forresynthesis. Some indirect evidence that thesmoothed, auditory spectrum is a reasonablerepresentation from which to resynthesise is givenby certain other psychoacoustic findings. Using the.relatively broad Schroeder filters, the physicalformant pattern is smoothed to Just two auditorypeaks. _This characteristic is consistent with the.'"centre of gravity" theory-advocated by Chistovichand Lublinskaya [ 12] as well as with experiments in

-model. Two complet

the matching of two-formant synthetic vowels to tm
full reference vowel - the so—called F-prime
paradigm [13, 1!]. Thus, the auditory spectrum
should in principle be capable of retaining
information concerning vowel identity. Confirmatimof this notion is given in the work of Hermansky at'al [15] who processed all-voiced sentences to showthat a "reduced" spectrum produced by auditoryfiltering (18 critical band filters equispaced inthe bark dimension) could yield "intelligible"speech.

'

The resynthesis operation-involves conversion of tmcritical band density back to a spectral density bymultiplication with the inverse density conversionfactor, dz/df. However, the smearing operation .removes much, if not all, of the voicing'information. For the resynthesis process,therefore, two possibilities present themselves.Either the loss of voicing information could beignored or appropriate voicing could be added. Heintend to explore both of these approaches.

Finally, continuous speech output is obtained frolthe auditory spectra by inverse Fouriertransformation using an overlap-add technique [16L

RESULTS

At this early stage,
initial results from
The oral presentation
extensive testing.
(low-pass filtered
with 12-biteesolu

it is only possible.to give
some informal listening tests
will describe results of more

Speech of telephone qualityat 3.2 kHz and sampled at 8 kHztion) has been processed by the
e sentences have been studied: Imale speaker saying "live wire should be keptcovered" and a female saying "the kitten chased th‘dog down the street“. it the resynthesis stage. 5°extra voicing has been added.

resynthesised.. The speech output was slightlydegraded but speaker identity was retained and'thesentence was clearly intelligible. This observatiOnlends weight to the belief that resynthesising is 8valid technique for testing auditory models. Ifanything, the result extends the observation ofHermansky et al referred to above to speechconsisting of voiced and unvoiced segments.
Subsequently, the effect of processing the male.speech using the model, and including a shift of onebark, was investigated. Again, the speech was 'intelligible but more severely degraded. Hespeculate that this addiprincipally due to destr
between V0101ng-frequency components when a linear
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bark shift follows the non-linear he:tz-t:;ba::re

‘ t impressions, owev ,transformation. Firs t It

rkedly differen .t s eaker identity was ma

:2: no: easily possible to assign a perceived sex to

the speaker with any confidence.

FUTURE WORK

lhe major priority is to conduct more fogmaitate

matching experiments (perhaps uSing stea y-

vowels) with a larger number of listeners.

Informal experimentation so far has notiuieih2dded

voicing. Further work is planned in wh c stral

speech spectrum will be deconvolved by cepm onents'

techniques into excitation and envelope :1: pnedel

The envelope alone will be processed by feVOiCinz

and speech resynthesised with a variety : rs (an;

components appropriate to different spea e

including the natural voicing itselfL

There are, of course, many specific details Ziggrl.

model which could be further tested by resy: for

For instance, there is a good case to be m: e

employing auditory filters of much narriwi (roex)

bandwidth, such as the rounded-exponent a8]

filters described by Moore and Glasberg [ l r
Arguably, in this case, equivalent rectangu a

bandwidth (ERE) would be a more appropriate Gale

frefluency scale for shifting than the bark s .
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min/1mm micron no HACTOTAM CDOPMAHT MBMEPEHHLM ammonm
c OCHOBHHM TOHOM ’

,BAJEPMH IMTJMH

Kathenpa "Bunncnwrenbuaa Texx-mxa"
Yoyx-xoacmfl mexamuecmufigggaga

c'rnnoa, ynmypma,

Knenrumuxauns nuxwopa no ronocy
ec npouecc unearnénxaunn HeKOTOpOfi QM-
avmecxofi cuc'reMH, Ko'ropbm 'rpedye'r noc'ra;
TOuHo Tounoro onpeneneana napamerpos cuc-
Temu. B xaqecwae raxnx napauewpoa moryw
GHTb nears uacworu wopmanm u xx Tpaexwo-
pun. Ogaaxo npouecc nunenenna mopmanm
nocwawouno wpyneH. awn pnaocwn 0653c-
HKDTCE annannem ronoconoro ncrounuxa Ha
Qopmy peuenoro cnrnana u annnHMeM annapa-
Typfl auanuaa. Yher ewux annnunn noanouun
canaurb omudxy uneawnwnxaufln 104 nunwo-
poa uwmuun no Tpaexropnam QopMaHT naponb-
Hon Qpaau c 12.8% no 5.3%.

BBEAEEME

Henonexa momflo npencwaauwb Kan He-
xowopyn @Manuecxyw cucwemy. Peuenofi cur-
Han ecwb upqnyxw erofi CKCTeMH u owpaxa-
em ee KOHeTHHe @uauuecxue ocoGeHHocwn.
B xauecwse uepu napaMeTpon peueaoro Tpa-
Kra momno ycnonbaonawb uacrowu Qopmanwfll

pyxrypnas cxema Buneauweua nepno-
na Qopmaaru noxasaHa Ha @nr. 1. Peuenon
curHan paanenanca @opMaHTHuMM ¢nnbwpaun '
FFn( n . I, 2, 3) Ha QopmaHTHHe nonocu.
B Kamnon nonocé OHHXpOHHO c ocaoanuu To-
HOM hamepsnca nepnqn @opmauwu no mewogy
Khmnanennu n Kbymrepa [2] . Ocuoanon
TOH aunensnca nnxoaum ueTonom no peueBo-
My cum-1am, orpaauuenflomy nonocofi
4,5 KPH [3]

B paaneqxe I Hacwoamefi pado'ru BbIIIOJI-
flea aHaJma norpeun-xoc'refi amenerma uacTo-
Tb] cpopmaH'r. B pasnene 1'1 npenc'ramxena me—
Tonuxa onmmmaauun (bowel-mm (Inmwpon.
Peaynb'ra'ru exonepumen'roa no unenmnqanm
nux'ropa 11am 8 pasnene Ill, paanen IV - aa—
rumuewae.

1. nommmiocm W tumor mm
A. BJIMEHHG POJIOCOBOI‘O MCTO'JHMKB.

Bun BunonHeH aHanna.fiéan$Horo pene-
BOPO cnrHana. Buuncnanacb orudammaa cnex-
Tpa Ha unrepaane owxpuwux (00) n aaxpuwum
(BC) roaocosux csaaox M Ha nepnqne OCHOB-
HOPO Tona (OT) [4] npu uouomm MeTonMKM
nMHefiHOPO npencxaaanna. Marepaanu 00, BC
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me J: I, 2,..., 6 - annexe Qoaemu,m111
Ico'ropofi nmme'rca (11311111111111 6? , L . I,
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A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SPEECH RATE PERCEPTION

Pierre HALLE

Labo, de Psychologie experimentaie.
CNRS, EH55, Paris, FRANCE

ABSTRACT
Speech rate, whether physical or subjective has often

been used as an experimental condition in speech perception
studies, however, subjective speech rate itself has rarely
been studied. One could simply assume that it is conveyed by
the physical syllabic rate or, equivalently, by the periodicity
of the vocallc cycle. This study is an attempt to examine the
effect of intra-syilabic structure on perceived tempo. in
particular, the vowel (acoustic) duration is shown to play a
significant role, at least for producing a slow rate sensation.

INTRODUCTION
The importance of speaking rate in speech perception has

been assessed in numerous studies (111,121,131) providing
evidence that listeners identify speech segments in a rate
dependent manner.

Although a large part of speaking rate variation is due to
changes in the amount of pausing ([4]), it is rather the
articulation rate. l.e. speaking rate in pause free stretches of
speech. which could tune speech perception. The precise range
which conveys rate information to the listener, as well as its
extrinsic versus intrinsic nature, are still controversial
issues. However, it seems clear that a given syllable of
ambiguous phonetic identity with respect to some temporal
cue, only needs the context of adjacent syllables ([2]), or even
no context at all ([51), for correct identification across
different rates.
Since the smallest units conveying rate information examined
so far are the size of the syllable, one may ask whether or not
an even more detailed account of the lntra-syilabic structure
is required to explain the subjective rate of a given utterance.
Indeed, thesyllabic rate should be a prominent factor yielding
the tempo sensation, but we could also take into accountlocally defined factors: the speed of acoustic changes in. unsteady parts like release bursts and transitions, reflecting
the underlying articulatory gesture velocity, and the durationof sustained sounds like fricatives and vowels.

The aim of this study was thus to examine more closelythe possible effects of intra-syllabfc rate manipulation. Inshort, we compared 2 ways of modifying the speech rate: inthe lst one, every portion of an original utterance wasshortened or lengthened by the same factor ("uniformwarping“); in the 2nd one, the warping factor was made
dependent on the local spectral derivative (“non uniform

warping“), ranging from i, that is no warping at all, in the
most unsteady parts, to a fixed warping target specification
in the most steady parts. Thus, as a general rule, steady parts
of vowels (or fricatives if any) were maximally distorted
while transition from silence to release bursts, release
bursts, onset of voicing, fast transitions and the like were
preserved in as much as they were exhibiting fast acoustic
crange. Whether or not the latter warping scheme is closer to
actual human speech production than the former goes beyond
the scope of this study (anyhow, the existing data on speech
production at different rates is quite conflicting, ranging
from the observation that vowels are more elastic than
consonants ([7]), as elastic ([6]), to less elastic (12]). Also,
speakers may adopt very different strategies when modifying
their speech rate).

if our 2 schemes of rate manipulation, in the absence of
any anchoring part which might yield a contrastive effect
([5]), do not influence differently subjective articulation rate,
one could conclude that tempo sensation is conveyed mainly
by the physical syllabic rate, or, equivalently, by the vocallccycle tempo. Unfortunately, this is not apparent from our data.

METHOD
We used an AX experimental procedure to compareuniformly warped A stimuli with non uniformly warped Xstimuli. All A and X stimuli were built from an originalutterance of Japanese. likebukurol, pronounced by a malespeaker. This item was chosen because its syllables werehomogeneous in structure, all one mora syllables with nogeminates. This avoided problems of vocallc or consonantalquantity contrasts which might have interfered with tempoperception.
Four sets of AX pairs were prepared, using a modifiedversion of the SOLA (Synchronized OverLap Add) technique([8]). This technique produces very natural sounding timescaled speech. X stimuli were built from the original with avarying warping factor depending on the local value of thespectral derivative in the original speech and on a fixedwarping target specification, as shown in Fig. i. The latterwas computed iteratively from the desired overall warpingfactor and the spectral derivative curve (see [9]). Overalltime warping factors for A and X stimuli together withaverage syllabic and vocallc durations are reported in TabletThe overall warping factors for X stimuli were chosen on the
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basis of preliminary tests not reported here, so that extreme

X stimuli-of a given set would be close to the hesitation

region. Also, since the processed speech included some silent

portions beyond the region of interest, l.e. the acoustic word

Iikebukurol, we measured the acoustic. length of all the

different versions of likebukuro/ from spectrograms and

energy curves. The 2 clear energy dips which consistently
surrounded the word were chosen for its acoustic boundaries.

Average syllabic duration was taken as the fifth of the
duration defined by these boundaries. in addition, vocallc

durations were estimated from the same spectrograms.

Each of the 4 sets consisted of a randomized sequence of

60 Ax pairs containing 10 each of 6 AX pairs differing by their
X stimulus only. Each pair consisted of a short 500 Hz Deep, 1
second silence, A stimulus, i second silence, X stimulus and 4

stimulus A Xi X2 X3 X4 X5 x6

warping 0.6 0.53 0.56 0.59 0.61 0.64 0.67

SET‘ syllabic length 1556 143.2 150.8 158 163.2 170.4 177.6

vocallclengtn 103.8 70.6 79.8 84.4 88.6 95.2 103.4

stimulus A X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

warping 0.8 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.81 0.84 0.87

5H2 syllable length 207.4 192 199.6 208.2 212.0 219.6 227.8

vocallc length 138.7 107.7 116.1 12431284 134.0 141.5

stimulus A X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

warping 1.2 1.13 1.16 1.19 1.21 1.24 1.27

SET: SWEDIC length 317.8 296.2 305.0 312.6 316.2 324.2 331.2

vocallc length 213.7 204.9 213.4 222.2 226.6 235.5 240.3

stimulus A X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

warning 1.4 1.275 1.325 1.3751.425 1.475 1.525

SET4 SYHBNC length 366 334.4 346.8 358 372 385.6 400.8

vocallc length 245.4 241.8 255.6 269.4 81.6 293 304.4

Table i. Stimuli used in the 4 sets (durations are given in ms).

seconds silence for written response. An extra silence was

inserted every 10 pairs. The subjects, five male Japanese
adults with normal hearing and phonetically naive, were
required to select which stimulus of each pair ”sounded
faster“ by circling a letter on an answer sheet. They sat for
one session per set at 2 days interval.

The result of discrimination tests can be illustrated by
Fig . 2 where the frequency of X being judged 'slower' than A
is plotted on a normal scale against its average syllabic
duration. We assumed that the experimental data could best be
approximated by cumulative normal distributions. The mean

and standard deviation of such distributions were estimated
by computing linear regression lines out of such graphs as in
Fig. 2. This approximation held quite well for all individual
data as well as for the pooled across subjects data. For each
subject and each set, the estimated mean of the underlying
normal distribution approximates the average syllabic
duration of the X type stimulus which would sound just as
fast as the A stimulus of the set. The standard deviation can
be regarded as an index of the accuracy of listener's
discrimination. '

set 4 set 2
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Fig. 2. Example of individual results for listener KH in the ‘

sets 2 and 4. The regression line yields u and a of the

normal distribution best approximating the data.
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RESULTS ‘
Individual and pooled results are recorded in Table II.

Subject UH MH KH WH SR pooled a 155.6
SETI 11 154.0 153.3 157.6 156.5 157.5 157.6 1; 156.74

' o 9.9 8.7 11.2 6. 7.4 7.2 SE 0743

Subject UH 111 KM WI-I 5R pooled a 207.4
SETZ 11 207.9 208.2 215.2 207.8 209.5 210.9 B 209.86

a 14 3 112 114 '90 8.8 9.5 SE 1.54

Subject UI-I Mi-i KH WH SR pooled a 3 I 7.8
11 303.1 313.3 312.7 312.1 310.4 311.6 B 310.32
a 11.1 16.1 122 9.3 56 12.6 SE 1.869

SET 3

Subject UH 1111 KH WH SR lpooled a 366.0
5614 u 3535 361.5 340.1 356.1 343.6] 353.4 E 351.0

' 11 13.2 147 24 101 .111] 18.7 51: 3.957
Table 11. individual and pooled results. The means 11 represent the duration

of the )1 type stimulus which would sound the same speed as the A
stimulus for each set. Standard deviations d are an index of
subjects' discrimination accuracy- The average syllabic of A
stimulus, a, the mean and standard error of u distributionj and
SE. yield the t of Student used for confidence estimation

individual and pooled results are recorded in Table II.
in sets 1 and 2, which contain only shortened versions of the
original utterance, the means exhibit a very weak tendency to
be longer than A stimuli average syllabic duration (t=i.54,
p<0.2 for set i, t - 1.6, p < 0.2 for set 2). This might mean that
shortened x stimuli are judged a little faster than A stimuli
at the same syllabic rate, although this trend is very weak.
in sets 3 and 4, which contain only lengthened versions of the
original. the means are significantly shorter than A stimuli
average syllabic duration (t - 4.002, p < 0.02 for set 3,
t - 3.79 , p < 0.02 for set 4). Thus lengthened x stimuli sound
slower than A stimuli for the same syllabic rate.
In order to 'check the possibility of a systematic bias
introduced by the experimental procedure, a 5th experiment
was conducted: A stimulus was replaced by the original
utterance. and the 6 x stimuli overall warping factor were
ranging from 0.93 to 1.07. The means, for all 5 subjects, were
not found significantly different to the original utterance
average syllabic duration (t - 0.095, p > 0.5), as shown in
Table 111. Thus the experimental procedure was considered as
not introducing any systematic distortion. '

Sub ect UH m l<H WH SR pooled a 259.8
SETS u 270.8 247.3 261.1 252.0 266.7 261.8 B 259.58

a 152 121 126 215 10 11.8 SE 4.4

Table III. Individual and pooled results for the 5th experiment.

DISCUSSION »

From these results, we can hypothesize that thesubjective articulation rate ls affected, at least in the caseof lengthening, by the vowel duration: for the same syllabicrate, x stimuli which have longer vocalic portions than Astimuli (see Table I), and thus shorter consonantal portions,sound slower. Does this rule out the possibility of a competing

effect of relative consonantal shortening 7 If yes, in the case
of shortening, we should observe that the subjective rate is
clearly affected by much shorter vowels in X stimuli than in A
stimuli, but this Is not the case. We then keep hypothesizing a
competing effect arising mainly from the consonantal part of
the syllable, or more precisely from the speed of fast
acoustic changes which reflect consonantal gestures. The fact
that the consonant effect is clearly dominated by the vowel
effect in the case of lengthening, but not in the case of
shortening might be explained by the ratio of consonantal to
vocalic durations In the X type stimulus yielding the same
speed sensation than A stimulus for each set. For each set, the
means of the approximated normal distributions for pooled
data were computed for both syllabic and vocalic durations.
We assumed that both means corresponded approximately to '
the sameuideal 'A-equlvalent‘ X stimulus whose consonant to
vowel ratio was taken as representative of its set. These
ratios, shown in Table IV, are In clear agreement with the
assumption that vowel effect should dominate consonant
effect in the case of lengthening.

SET 1 2 3 4

C/Vf‘atlo 87.4% 67% 41% 34.58

Table IV. Average consonant duration to average vowel duration
ratios for the 'A-equivalent X stimuli' of the 4 sets. _

We should keep in mind that all these stimuli were
manipulated speech. In particular, shortened X stimuli were
manipulated in such a way that the simulated consonantal
gesture was essentially preserved. Somehow, this gave the
feeling of a “careful“ articulation which might have interfered
with the required judgment of speed and could partly explain
the asymmetry of our results.

Finally, if we turn to Nooteboom's research on “internalauditory representation of syllable nucleus durations“ ([101).it appears that our results are in good agreement with hisfinding that listeners are higly sensitive to vowel nucleusdurations. The standard deviations of the normal distributionsapproximating our data (see Table ll), give a quantitativeindication of listeners' judgment accuracy: the order ofmagnitude is 10 ms. Nooteboom reports an even higheraccuracy with which a syllable nucleus duration can beinternally represented.
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Fig. 3. Spectrograms of the portion /kebu/. a) original, b) overall uniform

warping of 0.6, c) overall non uniform warping of 0.59.

CONCLUSION .
To summarize, our experimental data indicates that

intra-syllabic structure of speech may modify the tempo
given by the syllabic rate. Namely, at least in the case of
lengthened speech, it is not only the tempo given by such
periodicity as the approximate one defined by temporal gaps
between consecutive vowels (articulatory) onsets, that
produces the speed sensation, but also, to a substantial
extent, the duration of the steady parts of the vowels.
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ARTICULATORY COMPLEXITY AND THE PERCEPTION OF SPEECH RATE
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ABSTRACT

It.1§ shown that syllable sequences con-
taining complex consonant clusters are
perceived as faster than articulatorily
less complex ones of the same duration
furthermore. that in AX-discrimination the
second test item is perceived as fasten

INTRODUCTION

Although German is supposed to be stress
timed. compression of complex stress feet
to the duration of simple ones is known
not to be complete (21, and thus complex
syllables should be perceived as faster in
contrast to simpler ones of the same dura-
tion [1]. With the following experiments
we want ‘ 'detail. ed to study this effect in more

METHOD

Three five feet sequences i ’ ‘
respect to number of syllabgzgflczioczaih
foot structure, and vowels. but differinc
in foot initial consonance complexity werg
uttered by a native speaker of German with
the stressed syllables in best with
computer-generated metronome signal f
variable frequency. These sequences are in
accord with the phonotactic rules of

erman. The metronome frequency used tcontrol the speech rate was varied '0
:Ezflze ofI 5 tfrom 90 to 110 vbeats pg:

. n his wa ’ ' '
any of the followingyt::ego:efsye items In

a

(1) /' fezte ' ra-te ' fi't' . . . . e 'rozte ' uzt:3: 1‘?::;t: r?a;te'rpi:tevfpo:te¢Fpu-EQ/
: e' p azte' " ' - .

'rpluztel. rpli.te rplo.te

:egment, syllable and foot durations werbzizured on sonagraphic displays (se:w . For the perception experiment we

HANS G.TILLMANN HOLFGANG GROSSER KARL HUBMAYER

Institut fur Anglistik und
Amerikanistik
Universitat Salzburg, Austria

removed lthe first and the last foot from
these fifteen utterances. The utterances
were combined in pairs in the following
way (forming different subtests)- The item
with mean speech rate of set 1 first, i P
f fa.te fi:te 'fozte/ at a rate of 100
eet per minute. followed by one item of

set 2. or one item of set 1 followed by
/ [pazte 'fpizte 'fpozte/ at the mean rate
of 100, Iand both combinations in reversed
order, 1.9.. /'fpa:te'rpi:te' fpo-te/ in
first pOSition and Irazte'Pizte:ro-te'
second. In the same way set 2 was combined
with set 3 and set 1 with set 3, resultin
in 54 stimulus pairs. The stimuli wrr:
p;esented to a group of 19 subjects in Ian

. format (same/different rate of npee h)
six times each in randomized order a c

RESULTS

Acoustical A ‘manta nalysia. Durational Measure-

The measurements of the relevantparts of the utteranc '. es used in
perception experiments were th
broad band sona r '
following g aphic
dentlw
Egeifizessed consonants from the beginningof the Ligatire naisentill voicing onsetof the /1/f b /F/. .Ilp/) or till the endincrease of o struction marked by a clearstressed energy in the higher formantmstressed vowels till the /t/-occlusiomoffset of syllables ,from Irl-onset tillsyllables toiCing of the vowel; unstressedsingle feeillrznset of lfl-frication; and

:ion till the neTt?ne Onset Of lr/-rrica—o . .tzn dtgztion exhibits no difference be'tions. It different segmental composi'demanded b i always slightly longer than(mean 3 1x)y he presented metronome Patelittle Ibit' ;.e. the subject always 15 ametrono s ower than the presentedme pattern. Foot compreSSion 0r

e German
made using

displays. The
segments were measured indepen-
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18.6% between the extreme metronome rates

is in the range of the computed value

(i.e.the relation 110/90: 18.2%). As

expected. the different parts of the foot

contribute differently to this overall

compression: with 22.2% it is stronger in

the unstressed than in the stressed

syllable (16.5%). and in the stressed

vowels with 18.8% it is stronger than in

the prestressed consonants (13.51%

Computed over all rates of speech. single

two-factorial analyses of variance showed

that the duration of the stressed syllable

is significantly determined by the vowel

(F(2.8) = 6.31; p < .05) and the initial

consonants (F(2.8) = 38.22; p < .001):

syllables containing /a:/ and /o:/ (with

durations of 393.7 and 392.3 msec) are

longer than those containing /i:/ (375.3

msec) and /fpl_/—syllables (408; msec) are

significantly longer than /fp_/-sy11ables

(394.3 msec) which in turn are signifi-

cantly longer than /f_/-syllables (359.

msec)). These intrinsic differences at the

foot level are compensated for in the

given material by the reversed effects in

the unstressed syllables (effect of pre-

ceeding vowel: F(2.8) = 11.54; p < .01; of

preceeding consonants: F(2.8) = 71.3; p <

.001): here the /te/ following a syllable

containing /i:/ is longer (247.3 msec)‘

than those containing /o:/ and /a:/ (230.3

and 229.7 msec). and Ite/ following /r_/

(261. msec) is longer than following /rp_/

(227.3 msec) which is longer than /te/

following lfpl_/ (219. msec)

At the segmental level one can see that

even vowel duration is a complex function

of the vowel itself (F(2,8) = 44.39; p <

.001). the prestressed consonants (F(2.8)

= 4.42; p ca. .05). and an interaction of

both factors (F(4,16> = 3.74: p < .05). In

general /a:/ (213.3 msec) is longer than 3

lozf (196.7 msec; with the exception of

lazi and lo:/ following /f/. where both

are not significantly different). which in

turn is longer than /i:/ (171.7 msecL

Perception Experiments j

The results of the different subtests

(see above) are shown in Fig.1-3. For

fUPther analysis the median of the 'same"

response distribution was computed for

every subject in all subtests. A two-

factorial analysis of variance showed a

Significant effect of set combination

(F(2,198) = 13.48; p < .001h

the results suggest that /'fpa:te ./

would have to be produced at a rate of

98.95 to be perceived as fast as /'ra:te

.../ at.a rate of 100 and, not signifi-

cantly differing from this effect. that

/'fD1a:te .../ would have to be produced

at a rate of 98.74 to be perceived as fast

as I'fpazte .../ at a rate of 100. but

/'fpla:te .../ compared with /'ra:te ...l

at a rate of 100 would have to be produced

at the significantly slower rate of 97.5

to be perceived as equally fast. All com-

puted rates are different from 100, the

rate they are compared with (p < .01).

An effect of the order of presentation

within stimulus pairs, clearly visible in

a pretest with real sentences is not to be

seen in the results of the analysis of

variance.

We replicated part of the experiment with

American-English naterial and subjects

(N = 9). The initial If/ in the material

was replaced by /s/. Only the combinations

of set 1 with set 2 and set 1 with set 3

were tested in the same way as before.

The results are shown in Fig.4 and 5. We

can see an effect of order of presentation

in Fig.5: stimulus pairs with the simpler

/'sa:te .../-sequence in first position

(open columns) result in very rare 'same'-

responses that never reach 50%. whereas in

the reversed order (filled volumns) we

have more 'same'-responses. ex.eeding 50%

when the simpler sequence is maximally

faster than the complex one. but both

response functions are cut off at this

stimulus pair (to be seen as well in Fig.4

and to a less degree also in the German

results of Fig.3). This order effect

means that the second-part of the stimu-

lus-pair is heard as faster than the iden-

tical one in first position probalbly due

to a normally given slowing down at the

end of utterances. Because the 'same'-

response function is cut off at the 90-

100, 110-100 pairs the order effect cannot

become visible in the results of the ana-

lyses of variance based on the median

measurements: these do not represent the

actual point of perception of equal speech

rates.

Parallel to the German results the analy-

sis of variance shows a clear effect of

set combination on the median of 'same'-

responses (F(1.68) = 9.23; p < .01):

I'spa:te../ would have to be produced at a

rate of 98.24 to be perceived as fast as

l'sazte .../ at a rate of 100, whereas

/'spla:te .../ would have to be produced

at a ~rate of 96.12 to sound as fast as

l'sazte ...l at a rate of 100' (both

computed rates differing from 100; p <

.01). Because of the reasons mentioned

above the analysis of variance again does

not show a significant effect of order of

presentation. '

It should be metioned that it is not

possible to correlate the data of 'the

perception experiments with the measure-

ments of acoustical segment durations

since the median—based results of -the
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perception experiments do not represent
the actual measure of perceived equality
of speech rate. ;

DISCUSSION

The durational measurements have shown
that there was a good approximation of the
metronome rate at the level of foot dura-
tion. But this durational compression is
seen to work differently in different
parts of the foot. Intrinsic durational

differences of the stressed syllables for
example are compensated for by the dura-
tional behaviour of the unstressed

syllable. Although at the syllable level
there are durational differences due to

the complexity of the initial consonance

up to 50 msec, the complex utterances are

perceived as being uttered at a faster

rate of speech. Clearly this judgement of
the hearer must be based-on a measure of

articulatory movements per unit time.
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ABSTRACT

Variation in p-center location is shown to
be dependent on the segmental compoSJtion
of a syllable in a far more complex way
than assumed by the model of Marcus [2]
that represents a linear combination of

two different linear effects: of the dura-
tion of the syllable-initial consonance
and of the syllable rhyme. The mean
distance of measured P—crnters from one
another in syllable sequences is shown to
be a good indicator of perceived rate of
speech.

INTRODUCTIUN

Alternating sequences of monosyllables
when presented with eQual intervals
between succeSSive acoustical syllable
onsets (so-called isochronous sequences)
are not perceived as haVing a subjectively

uniform rhythm because the perceived onset
(P—centeri of a syllable typically does
not correspond to its acoustic onseL
Generally. it is assumed that the location
of the P-center of monosyllables is solely
dependent on the duration of the initial
consonant(si and that of the Syllable
rhyme as represented by a linear equation
proposed by Marcus [2]
In the folloWing experiments we wanted to
test this hypothesis with systematically
varied materiaL

EXPERIMENT I

Method _
In Simple synthetic' syllables com—

posed of the consonant >m- and the vowel
ja/ segment durations were varied systema-
tically:
25 ima.-syllables with .m; varying in
duration from 40 to 200 msec in steps of
40 msec and fa! :arying from 100 to 260
msec also in steps of 40 msec and 25 Jamf"
syllables With la. varying as before and

m from 80 to 240 msec. again in steps of
40 msec. Finally 5 .mam ~sgllab1es were
sjnthesized With the folluWing segment

durations; 40 msec fmr. 260 msec -a/. M
msec m z 80. 220. 120; 120. 180. 15m
160. 140. 200: and 180. 100. 240. VOWH
duration included two symmetrical transr
tions (from and to m.) of 40 msec each
Fundamental frequency was set at 100 m
for the entire duration of the stimuli dM
amplitude was held constant over tm
steady-state parts. The syllables were
synthesized on a PDP 11550 with a program
based on the Klatt software syntheSizer
[1].

In perception experiments the subjects had
to adJust the timing of these syllables
alternatinq With clicks (5-msec 1 kHz-tone
bursts) in sequences of five Signals with
an overall tempo of 120 signals per minute
to percei;ed isochrony by turning d
potentiometer knob. We decided to use the
time instant bisecting the duration
between two successive clicks was used tu
determine the location of the p-center of
the test :L;llable:

"'1SQC _".

---——
ugllabie sequence

__.__ ~—_ »~
‘ p-center

i
1 sec -.-_...._.._-- «F I

click sequence

All stimuli were adjusted by two subJecb
in alternating cuences beginning withd
click signal as well as in sequences bW
ginninq With the syllable itself six timfl
in each sesSLon. The extreme adJustmenh
were omitted from the analysis. There we”
five sessions for every stimulus. resuP
ting in 40 adJustments {2 sequences ‘ 4
adJustments A 5 soSSions).

Results

The results of Lhe udjudxtmentb flu
Lhe -ma'-syllables pooled over hmm
subJocts are seen In Figure 1_ Two-ffictw
rial analvses of variance revealed high“
significant effects of both duration d
the initial -m- and of the vowel ’d' “
well as.“ siqnificant interaction of t“
effects on P-center location for mi"
subJevts:
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B.P.M. (male): F14.975) = 1432.36; p <

.001; F(4.975) = 70.67: p ( .00“

F(16,975) = 4.19; p < .001;

B.K. (female): F(4.975) = 7453.57; p (

.001; Fi4.975) = 769.23: p < .00h

P(16,975) = 19.64; p < .001.

msec I

an 1

200.

1so«

ion-

50‘

. 1 . . .

to no 120 150 zoo

duration of initial xmf in msec

Fig.1: Variation in p-center position

(ordinate? due to the duration of the

initial /m/ (abscissa) with different /a/-

durations; open circles. unbroken re-

gression line: 100 msec fa/; filled

circles. long dashed: 140 msec: open tri-

angles. short dashed: 180 msec; filled

triangles. dash-dotted: 220 msec: open

rectangles. dotted: 260 msec: enlarged

symbols represent those stimuli dB-pa-

ralleled in the psychoacoustic experiment

Which are represented as crosses

The simple main effects of consonant and

VOWel duration are shown in Table I and II

for both subjects individually along with

the parameters of the regression lines and

the levels of significance for linear and

nonlinear components of trend. As can be

Seen. quite generally there are Signifi-

cant nonlinear components speaking against

the hypothesis of Marcus [2L

For the iami-syllables. the results are

shown in Figure 2 and Tables III and IV in

the same way. Here too. we get significant

effects of vowel duration. of final conso-

nant duration and an interaction of both’

effects for both subjects

B.P.M.: F(4.975) = 71.15: p < .001:

F(4.975) = 24.24: p < .001; F(16,975) =

6.08: p < .001;

Table 1:

Simple main effects of initial lml—dura-

Lion. parameters of the regression lines

and significance of linear and nonlinear

trend components

level of analysis of trend:
significance r a b lin. non

lin

duration

of la/

in msec

100 *‘A .92 19.59 .97 *** ***
AAA _97 g. 62 '85 AAA AAA

140 *** .89 32.92 .94 *** A
AAA '97 20. 49 _84 AAA AAA

180 “*A .91 36.6 .9? AAA AAA
AAA 97 306 .9 AAA AAA

220 *AA .91 39.?4 1.04 *** AA
AAA '9'; 38_ 2'7 .91 AAA AAA

260 *** .93 39.62 1.09 *‘A *AA
AAA _97 31.57 1.05 AAA AAA

here and in the follOWing tables: first

line subject B.P.M..V second line subject

B.K.;
AAA: p .001; “‘1 p ( .01; *: p < .05;

M
A

‘2 n.

Table II:

Simple main effects of iai-duration. para-

meters of the regression lines and signi-

ficance of linear and nonlinear trend

components

level of analysis of trend:

significance r a b lin. non
lin

duration

of /m/

in msec

40 Hi .23 44.14 .11 A” A
“1* .65 25.34 .15 AAA ***

80 *** .4? 83.28 .22 *‘A *
AAA _8'_,‘ 48. 4'7 .31 AAA AAA

120 *‘A .58 10?.69 .29 *AA -
AAA _ ’f 94. 7 _29 'AAA A

160 AA‘ .48 157.69 .23 *** *‘A

*** .86 109.08 .35 *‘* ***

200 *** .53 1?5.ZT .28 AA‘ —

‘** .92 135.15 .36 *‘e —

B.K.: F(4.9751 = 459.47: p < .001:

F(4.975) = 362.79; p < .001; F(16.9753 =

2.22: p ( .01. '
As before we have quite a number of non-

linear effects. Furthermore the syllable

rhyme seems not tO'be an integral part
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100

msec

_-"D—-.

so

100 110 1:0 :20 ago

duration of la; in msec

Fig.2: Variation in p-center DOSition due
to the duration of ia/ (abscissa? with
different final Im/-durations: open
circles. unbroken regreSSion line: 80 msec

/m/; filled circles. long dashed: 120
msec: open triangles, short dashed: 160
msec: filled triangles. dash-dotted: 200
msec; 'open rectangles. dotted: 240 msec:
enlarged symbols: dB-paralleled (crosses)

With respect to the determination of p-
center location. As in open syllables.
there are different influences of vowel
and consonant durations interacting .with
one another in a complex fashion
The results for the :mami-syllables pooled
over both subJects is shown in Figure 3

EXPERIMENT II

Method
Some of the stimuli (those marked in

Figure 1 and 2 by enlarged symbols and the
imaml-syllables) were paralleled With res-
pect to dB-envelope by 100-Hz rectangular
Signals to test the influence of the enve-
lope-parameter. Adjustments were done by
the two subjects of Experiment I in 'the
same fashion

Results

The results for these nonspeech ana-
logues are marked by crosses in Figure 1 -
3. Analyses of variance for both subjects
indiVidually show a speech-nonspeech
effect for -ma!—syllables only for B.R. (p
< .001: the nonspeech analogues always
showing smaller p~center delays). for
lami-syllables for both subJects (p < .01
and < .001 respectively; again smaller
delays for the nonspeech stimuli} and fur
the imam -syllables also for both subjects
1p ,( .0013 but here with different orien-
tation i3.K. as before. 3.P.H. with longer
p-center delays for the nonspeech materi—
al). These latter results deserve further
testing for a final interpretation. .

Table Ilh
Simple main effects of ta —duration. parr

meters of the regreSSion lines and Signr
ficance of linear and nonlinear trem

components

level of analysis of trenm
significance r a - b lin. nm

in
duration
of final

/m/

80 *** .6 -4.32 .24 ‘** A
' *** .76 .01 .1" *‘A -

120 *‘* .52 3.58 .2 *‘A A“
‘A‘ 7 3.83 .18 AA‘ A

160 AAA .49 13.03 .19 *‘A AA
A“ .85 2.92 .22 ‘AA '

200 *‘* .33 21.33 .13 *** *
AA‘ .81 13.18 .22 A“ '

240 *** .33 29.76 .14 *** “
*“* .81 12.77 .22 AAA -

Table IV:
Simple main effects of final im wduration
parameters of the regreSSion lines and
Significance of linear and nonlinear trend

components

level of analysis of trend:
significance r a b lin. non

duration 11“
of /a/

100 “*A .42 5.9 .16 AAA *“
AAA .78 3.51 .15 AAA *‘

140 *A* .34 18.29 .11 AA* *
AAA .?9 9.27 .16 AAA -

180 'AM .31 25,132 .11 MA H”
. *‘A .?7 16.2 .18 AAA -
220 1“ .09 48.23 .03 — ‘*
’fl *** .78 21.25 .19 *** -
200 *‘A .16 47.6? .05 AA AA‘

*AA .7 26.03 .21 AAA -

EXPERIMENT III

In a last experiment the
and their nonspeech counterparts wereconcatenated to a five-item sequenceparalleling those of Ventsov [6] and Omfi[3, 4! in the follow1ng form, yieldinga
sequence of open syllables of 300 msec and
closed syllables of 340 msec duratiom

imamI-syllables

40m260380m2203120m180a160m140a200m100a240m
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200 J

msec

150-

100 ‘

- u I 1 1

1.16.. 0.22.12 12,1].16 16.14.20 20.10.21

durations of /m/,Ja/,/m/ in pitch periods

Fig.3: P-center position (ordinate) due to

the duration of syllable segments (abscis-

sa): initial /m/—duration, /a/-duration,

final /m/-duration (circles); dB-paralle-

led stimuli: crosses

100 —
l-11

I

:Io son :20 :10 360
msec

Fig.4: Percent 'same'-responses to the

Imam .../-sequence (see text; open

columns) and dB-paralleled sequence

(filled columns) in combination . with

click-sequences of variable onset interr

vals

This sequence was combined in pairs with a

click sequence of varying click onset

intervals (from 280 to 360 msec in steps

or 20 msec). 14 subjects judged 10 rando—

mized presentations of these five pairs as

being ,same or different with respect to

rate. The results are shown in Figure L

For both stimulus sets the pooled median

of the 'same'—response distribution lies

near the duration of the closed syllable.

but significantly differing from it {p <

.001; speech: 336. msec. sd = 6.62; non-

speech: 336.3, sd = 6.02). These values

resemble the mean p-center distances of

the used stimuli (speech: 334.26. sd 4

?.24; nonspeech: 334.95. sd = 9.55). ‘

DISCUSSION

Our results clearly show that the location

of the p-center is not simply dependent on

segmental durations of the tested syllab-

le. The psychoacoustic model of Schdtte

[5] which takes the rising auditorily

filtered sound pressure envelope as the p—

center determining parameter gives a bet—

ter prediction of the p-center location

for our /ma/-syllables. But it does not

explain why there are different p—center

locations in the set of laml-syllables

(because they all have the same rising

envelope). And also the speech-nonspeech

differences in our results lead us to the

conclusion that the p—center location in

speech material cannot be accounted for by

a pure psychoacoustic modelling.
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PERCEPTION OF A PROSODIC BREAK: THE CASE OF INCIDENTAL PHRASES IN FRENCH
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An acoustic analysis of the production of

incidental phrases provided a basis for a
perceptual study of prosodic boundaries. A
break is characterized by the introduction
of a pause, a lengthening of the vowel
preceding the pause and a F0 contrast. The
three types of modification were taken as
potential cues and stimuli with 1,2 or 3
cues for a break were synthesized. Sub-
jects had to decide whether the utterance
they heard contained an incidental phrase
or not. Though the pause was the factor
with the greatest weight, it was not in
itself sufficient to induce a significant
proportion of “break" responses. The con-
junction of F0 modification and pause was
necessary to get that result. Interactions
between the three parameters were signifi-
cant. The notion of prosodic configuration
based on the integration of several cues
is proposed to explain these results.

Intonation has often been described as the
succession of F0 patterns and a PO contour as
a "series of targets within an envelope spe-
Cifying F0 range" /7, p.985/. Pitch movements
should be sufficient to convey information
about the internal structure of the sentence
and even about its linguistic meaning /2/.
Some other studies have focused on the rele—
vance of durational cues to the perception of
phrase boundaries /4, 10/.However a number
of recent studies have suggested that, at an
auditory level, separate acoustic features
speCifically durational and spectral cues,
are evaluated and integrated to form a single
percept /l, 3,8, 9/.50, intonation has been
studied from a multiparametric point of view
and th: question of the integration of seve-

a in orma ion source '
tfirnfhas been raised. 3 into a prosodic pat-
T e rst aim of the present ex rim
assess how the acoustic correlaigs ogngrégod;
are processed to produce a perceptual conti-
nuity or, on the contrary, a perceptual
break. In order to determine the nature of
integration processes, it was necessary to
independently vary these acoustic features
Moreover, it is often taken for granted that
the contrast between intonation contours is

primarily based on the direction and ampli-
tude of F0 variations /5/. This hypothesis
will be confrbnted with results derived from
the study of the perception of a prosodic
break in French. If the data pertaining to
perceptual integration are really of impor-
tance, parsing should be accomplished either
as the summation of separate evaluations or
as the weighting of the outputs of temporal
and pitch processors,— depending on the pre-
sence of significant interactions.
A second aim of the experiment is to analyse
if acoustically different prosodic configura-
tions can be judged, under certain condi-
tions, as linguistically equivalent. The
linguistic constraints, for a given language,
can help the listener to construct the seman-
tic interpretation for an utterance. The
variability of prosodic organizations for a
given sentence is nonetheless well known.
Stimuli have, accordingly, been chosen from
the productions of female and male speakers,
in order to evaluate how listener's parsing
strategies are matched with speaker's-produc-
tion strategies, and so to assess the degree
:fg:§fustment of the listeners to the speech

Preliminary experiment
In a preliminary study of the production of
14 speakers, French utterances containing an
inCidental phrase as their second constituent
were compared with utterances with the same
segmental content but no intonational break
This study revealed that the following cha‘
racteristics could be used to differentiate
the two cases :

- Lengthening of the vowel ‘_ precedin the
break (present in 62% cases, it varies9 bet-
ween 30% and 100% of the basic duration of
the vowel in the utter
include a break) ance that does not

- Pause preceding the parenthetical clause or
phrase (present in 76% .
can reach 325 ms) cases, its duration

Eu:::s?p::;1°:ing72he Parenthetical consti-
en in g - . . n

can reaCh 210 ms) caSeS: its duratio
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Continuity contour Incidental Phrase-

F M F M

/o/ duratioh 80 ms 100 ms 125 ms 218 ms

left pause 0 ms 0 ms 290 ms 110 ms

right pause 110 ms 70 ms 120 ms 210 ms

/i/ P value 263—238 Hz 159-152 Hz 192-182 Hz 149-143 Hz

/bo/ val. 222-200 Hz 145-182 Hz 204-323 Hz 130-170 Hz

/deka/ oval. 189/250-260 Hz 120/147-15632 170/244-270 Hz 120/120-160 32

Speech rate 5.08 syl/s
Artic. rate 6.18 syl/s

4.60 syl/s 3.59 syl/s
5.17 syl/s 5.26 syl/s

3.57 syl/s
4.65 syl/s

Table I - Original stimuli: Continuity contour "Thibaut de Caen est la",

Incidental Phrase contour "Thibaut, de Caen, est la', as produced by a fe-

male speaker, F, and a male speaker, M.

- Highest F —peak of the utterance on the

final sylla le of the parenthetical (86%

cases)

Moreover, a comparison of the utterances

containing a parenthetical clause with the

corresponding "normal" utterances revealed

that the strategy that was most frequently

adopted by speakers was a succession Rise +

Rise on the first two constituents of the

utterance containing a parenthetical versus a

Fall + Rise pattern in the other case (76%

cases were of this typeL

The experiment desbribed attempts to :

l) establish the validity of those differen-

ces as potential cues
2) specify their role in the perception of an

intonational break. Is one of the cues prima-

ry or even necessary ? When do integration

processes take place ? The problem is to

determine how the information from various

dimensions of the signal is put together to

produce an interpretation .

3) evaluate the stability of a prosodic con—

figuration through two different realiza-

tions, and the extent of the adjustment of

listeners to speakers.

Experiment: gtimuli
The stimuli used in the experiment were de-

rived from two productions of the utterance:

"Thibaut de Caen est 15“ read by two diffe—

rent speakers (one male, one female). Those

stimuli were then sampled at 10 KHz (12 coef-

ficients) and a LPC analysis was performed

(10 ms window). The relevant characteristics

of the original stimuli are summarized in

Table I.
We have simulated the presence of a parenthe-

tical on "de Caen" using the following modi-

fications of the stimuli without a prosodic

break (Table II):
Sthnflus Nunxm

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12

VJ. 50 0 $0 50 25 25 25 V U 50 0 25

Pause 100 100 0 100 100 0 100 0 100 0 0 0

Eb RR RR RR ER RR RR ERRR FR ERER FR

Table II - Characteristics of the stimuli:
vowel lengthening (ms) before the potential

pause, pause (ms), F0 contour (R: rise, F:

fall).

- Duration of the final vowel of the consti-
tuent preceding the potential parenthetical.

Vowel duration took 3 values : original

value, 25 ms and 50 ms lengthening.

- Presence or absence of a pause before the

potential parenthetical (duration : 100 ms).

(Those values were deliberately chosen as

minimal).

- F0 contour on the first two constituents of

the utterance. F0 contour was modified so as

to reproduce the F0 contour of two utterances

containing a parenthetical taken from the

production of the speakers of the two origi-

nal stimuli. It should be noted that the

strategies used by the two speakers are dif-

ferent (Table I). The three factors were come

bined to produce 12 stimuli per speaker pre-

senting 0,1,2 or 3 cues favoring the break

interpretation.

Subjects and procedure
Four blocks of stimuli were composed (2 x 12-

item blocks per original speaker, each stimu-

lus being presented twice). The stimuli were

randomized within each block. There was a 7-

sec pause between items and a 30-sec pause

between blocks. 16 subjects passed the expe-

riment. The factorial design was as follows:

S * D * P * F * 0

(S: subjectgé D:3voc§lic fiengghening, P:

pause, F: F pattern, 0: presentation order).

Subjects ha to decide whether the utterance

they heard contained an incidental phrase or

not. They were also asked for a confidence-

rating on a 3—point scale. The experiment

proper was preceded by 4 stimuli derived from

the original productions of the speakers. The

answers of one of the subjects were.not ana-

lysed because he could not identify those

stimuli correctly.

Results
All the stimuli were significantly identified

either with one category or the other, except

the stimulus with 50 ms lengthening, Pb con-

tour corresponding to the presence of a pa-

renthetical but no pause. Taking the degree

of certainty into account, the answers were

coded on a 0-1 scale_(0=Non-parenthetical,

high certainty, 1=parenthetical, high cer-

tainty). The results are summarized in Table
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III (the stimuli are classified according to
the number of potential cues and numbered for
easy reference). An analysis of variance
revealed that the order of presentation and
speaker factors had no significant effect, in
spite of the fact that the F0 strategies for
the two speakers were different. A second
analysis was performed, grouping the scores
corresponding to the non significant factors.
The presence/absence of a pause (F (1,14) =
165.7, p<.001), duration of the final vowel
(F (2, 28) = 34.35, p<.001) and F0 contour (F
(1, 14) = 41.3, p<.001) were highly signi-
ficant factors. Interactions between vowel-
duration and pause (F (2, 28) = 10.3, p<.01),
vowel-duration and F0 contour (F (2, 28) = 6,
p<.01) were also significant.

Stflmfli ,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ~12

m .83 .77 .61 .60 .76 .21 .55 .18 .50 .22 .12 .09
sd .05 .06 .15 .10 .05 .08 .06 .06 .07 .07 .03 .03

Table III - Mean scores and standard devia-
tions as a function of the number of conti-
nuity cues (0-1 scale, cf.text).

As expected, stimuli l and 11 were identified
to an utterance containing a break or an
utterance without a break (respectively)
(Figure 1). An examination of the stimuli
containing only one "break~cue" (stimuli 8-10
and 12) showed that the presence of a pause
was the factor with the greatest weight,
though it was not in itself sufficient to
induce a significant proportion of ”break
responses" (st.9). The influence of vowel
length is limited (that factor accounts for a
variation of 20 to 25% in the scores). Compa-
risons on that factor reveal no significant
difference between 0 and 25 ms lengthening
but a difference between these and 50 ms
lengthening. The original Fo continuity con-
tour is sufficient to c0unterbalance the
influence of the other factors (st.4) but the
contour corresponding to the incidental utte-
rancgs-has a smaller influence than ekpected
(st. ).

M83192 ,
The parameters that varied in this experiment
are traditionally considered as cueing a
boundary. Though they were confronted with
partially incompatible indices, the subjects
of the experiment managed to reconstruct a
linguistically pertinent prosodic organiza-
tion : the distribution of their answers was
not due to chance or determined solely by one
of the factors manipulated.Though we noted
that the pause was the factor with the grea-
test weight, the conjunction of F0 modifica-
tion and pause was necessary to induce a
significant proportion of "break responsesm
The hypothesis of F0 pattern as the dominant
cue is therefore not confirmed. F0 contours
have an important effect but only when they
are accompanied by another compatible charac-
teristic. More, the results suggest that

M
ea

n
S

co
re

s

.1. m

1 2 3 4 ' '567 89101112
Stimulus number

Figure 1 - Mean scores and confidence inter-
vals as a function of the number of continui-
ty cues. Stimulus l: 0 continuity cue; stimu—
1us 11: 3 continuity cues; 0-1 scale:
cf. text. -

there is no dominant cue but rather that we
are dealing with a prosodic configuration
based on the integration of several cues.
Though there was no global interaction bet-
ween ? and pause, partial comparisons reveal
a significant interaction between pause and
sharp rise on the first constituent. We may
interpret this in terms of contrast formae
tion: a sharp rise and a pause are integrated”
in one percept and the resulting configura-
tion introduces a contrast between two suc-
cessive chunks of the signal. These results
suggest a parallel processing of duration and
pitch follOwed by a weighting of their out-
puts. The contrastive configuration sets off
the decision process. .

As far as F0 is concerned, the two speakers
used two different strategies : the female
speaker used a sharp rise resulting in a
local contrast in the parenthetical case
whereas the male speaker modified the hierar-
chy between two successive peaks (first peak
higher than second peak in the non parenthe-
tical case, two peaks of equivalent height in
the parenthetical case). The effect of the
two strategies is equivalent. But to account
for the effect of the strategy used by the
male speaker we must posit that a comparison
is performed between two successive peaks'
the two peaks being more than one second
apart. Moreover, this comparison implies that
a reference line (declination line) is taken
into account : the parenthetical case would
indicate that the break is accompanied by a
resetting of the reference line.

The influence of vowel length is less easy to
determine. The effect of this factor in thestatistical analysis shows that it is taken
into account but there is no linear effect 0f
vowel lengthening. We propose that VOWGIlength is not an independent cue but rather aproperty of the configuration : Vowel

100 I Se 61.4.3

lengthening causes the stimuli that include
that characteristic to be judged as better
tokens of the break configuration, provided
this configuration is already established
through other characteristics of the signal.
Of course, the present conclusion applies
only to rather small values for vowel
lengthening.

CONCLUSIONS

The experiment showed that a set of characte-
ristics including vowel length, pause and F
movement may be perceived as a configuration.

It also showed that the F contours that

characterize a prosodic break in production
are not always sufficient to cue that break
in perception. The break is constructed pri-
:marily on the conjunction of F0 pattern and
pause. The significativity of the interaction
between vocalic lengthening and pitch move-
ments suggests that listeners do not proceed
to a mere summation of information. Integra-
tion processes plausibly take place at the
output of the duration and pitch processors,
according to a weighting procedure /6/.
It's worth noting that the responses to the
stimuli derived from the female and male
utterances were on the whole the same. Though
the two speakers used a different strategy,
the Po patterns were characterized by a dif-
ference in F0 level before and after the left
boundary of the parenthetical constituent.
The greater efficiency of F0 movement in the

presence of a pause might be explained in

terms of the suppression of a retro-active
masking /6/, induced by the pause.
The adjustment procedure seems to be automa-
tic. The assumption is made that it is sup-
ported by the integration of the contrast

between successive F0 peaks. _
The experiment reported here is also a con-
firmation that, in order to predict the

effects of a prosodic configuration, a lin-

guistic model of prosody should take into
account, not only fundamental frequency move-
ments, but also pauses and vowel length.
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Herte deg a Von "Ida” um durchschnlttllch
110 ms fiber denen dor a-Versnonen. Nach
dem a 1n "Nlna" wlrd nur 1n exnem Fall e1-
ne Pause gesetzt (b3). Der Hert llegt hler
um mehr als 100 ms fiber den Herten von b1
und b2 und aueh deutllch fiber den entspre-
ehenden Herten der a-Versionen. 3e; 3 re-
rher AL wzrd In den b-Verstonen nach " da”
nur 1n elnem Fall elne Pause gesetzt (b31,
uhne dau SlCh der betreffende uert Resent-
llch von denen der bexden anderen b-Reali-
satlonen unterscheldet. Bet dxesem Spre-
chev zelgt sxch Jedoch 1m nachfolgenden
Nasal ron "melnte" ib1 und b2) eln deut-
llcher Glottalxslerungseffekt. der sowohl
audxtxv als auch am dxgltalen 052111agramm
verlflzlert werden kann. DLe betreffenden
Nasalseqmente welsen Dauern won 111 und
155 ms auf egenflber 52 ms 1n b3. Dxese
Seobachtung egt dxe Vermutung nahe. dan
Glottalls1erunq an Phrasnerunqsgrenzen an-
stelle von Pausenéetzunq und pre-pausal
Lengthening elne dlsambiqulerende Funktlon
Ubernehmen kann. D1es ware systematisch zu
untersuchen. Auch nach dem flnalen Vokal
von "Nina" Lst bei AL 1n den b-Versxonen
nur 1n ennem Fall elne Pause vorhanden.
ohne dan sxch der entsprechende Hert won
denen der belden anderen b-Reallsatxonen
unterschexdet. Auch hier lst nachfolgende
Glottalnsierung zu erwarten

aei den Sprechern HJ und RK lst pre-pausal
len thenxng nxcht festzustellen‘ Dze be-
tre fenden Werte der a- and b-Verstonen
unterschexden Slch nur 1n gerlngem Mane
vonelnanden

Elne weltere Auftélllgkelt in den Dauer-
verhéltnxssen xst in .usammenhang mxt der
Akzentsetzung zu sehen. Die Hauptakzente
llegen durchwegs auf der Jewells ersten
Silbe von "Nzna" In den a-Versxonen und
von "Ida" 1n den b-Ver51onen. Es zelgt

sxch. daB dxe akzenttragenden Sllben nahe-
zu durchgehend héhere Herte aufwelsen als
dle dxrekt verqlexchbaren Herte der 3?-
weils anderen Verszon. Dle exnzige Ausnan-

me b11den dle a-Reallsationen von "Nlna"
des Sprechers NH. 019 Dauerwerte fur dxe

erste Sllbe unterschelden Slch hxer ’nlcht
uesentllch von den Herten der p—Versxonen

Es Lst zu vermuten. dan dxes mxt dem spre-
cherspezifzgchen Rhythmus und Tempo zusam-

menhéngt, d1e vorhergehenden Pausen wexsen
Immerhxn eine relatxv hohe Dauer von ca.

500 ms auL

2. FO-Onset und -Verlauf

Bei den Sprechern HJ and AL wexst der
Schwa-Laut In den a-Versxonen durchgehend
ein Absinken der Tonhéhe zwxschen 20 und
40 Hz auf. wahrend dle verglenchparen F0-
Herte in den b-Versnonen progredxent ver-

lauten oder gerlng abfallen. Buglelch
liegt der FO-Onset der a-Versxonen um bxs
zu 50 Hz héher als der der, b-Versxonen
Allgemein lSt zu sagen dan dle Schwa-Laute
der b-Verszonen aus exner nur .sehr be-
grenzten Anzahl von Stxmmtonperxoden" be-
stehen‘_ an elnzgen Stellen war es uber-
haupt nzcht méglxch. periodenwexse zu seg-
mentzeren

Bel den Sprechern RK und NH verléuft _der

Sehua-Laut in den a-Versxonen progredxent

oder zetgt einen Anstleq. wahrend 1n den

b-Verstonen vor allem Progredienz (in e1-
nem Fall ein lelchter Anstieg um 10 Hz)
bei durchwegs nxedrlgerem Onset zu beo-
bachten 13L

Somit 1§Bt sich bereits ein erstes wichtl-
ges Ergebnls aus der Erhebung der Produk-

txonsdaten formulleren: Sowohl Level- als
auch Fall- und Rise-Bewegungen kénnen an

qlexcher Stelle als Hlttel zur Dnsambx-
guxerung ezngesetzt werden. A13 wesentllch

konsxstenterer Parameter erwexst snch hler
der FO-OnseL
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D1e akzenttragende Silbe von "Nina" weist
im vokalischen Berplch bei allen Sprechern
durchgehend elnen deutlichen Anstleg' um
bls zu 90 H2 auf‘ wéhrond d1e vergleichba-
ren Silben in den b-Versxonen be: eben-
falls deutlxch nxedrigerem Onset 1n allen
Fallen progredxent verlaufem

Dle zweite Silbe von "Nlna" zezgt In den
a—Versionen e1n ebenso deutllches FO-Ab-
sinken um bis zu 100 Hz. In den b-VerSIO-
nen lst dagegen nur eln leichtes Absinkgn
um durchschnlttlich ca. 10 Hz oder exn
progredienter Verlauf festzustellen. auch
hier bei durchgehend niedvlgerem Onset

huch die akzenttragonden Silben Von "Ida"
in den b-Versionen zelgen elne deutliche
Rise-Bewegung. wahrend in den vergleichba-
ren a~Versionen Level- sow1e leichte Else-
und 1e1chte Rlse-Fall-Bewegungen zu sehen
51nd. Ebenso waist die zweite Silbe von
"Ida" in allen b-Versxonen exn deutllches
AbSInken auf. In den a-Versionen flndet
sich dagegen 1n erster L1n4e Progredlenz.
abgr auch e1n lelchtesbsxnken und e1n
lelchter Anstieg des Stlmmtones

3. Lflfiensitét

Hier sind in erster Linie die an den ak-
zenttragenden lben gemessenen db-Werte
sowie Jene an den damit direkt verglelch-
baren Stellen der Jewe1ls anderen Versio-
nen interessant, also die jewells ersten
Silben von "Ida" und "Nina". Dabei war zu
erwarten‘ daB dle db-Werte der hauptak-
zenttragenden Silben wesentlich héher sex-
en als die der nicht akzentuierten: (Eln
Unterschxed von ca. 6 db ist mLt etwa dop-
pelt so hoher bzw. nledrigev Lautstarke -
gleinhzusetzem

Was die erste Silbe von "Nina" betriffh
so hat $1ch dles durch die erhobenen Daten
voll bestétigt. wéhrend insbesondere bei
den Sprechern MH und HJ in der evsten 811-
be von "Ida" das erwartete Ergebnis nicht
vorliegt. Dieser Umstand deutet darauf
hin, dafl pei diesen Sprechern 1m initialen
Teil der AuBerunqen wesentlich stfirker mit
FO-dund Dauerverhéltnissen disambiguiert
e .

ZUSAMHENFASSUNG

Die erhobenen Produktionsdaten von vier
Sprechernuzeigen in deutlicher Welse. daB
Dauerverhaltnlsse, FO-Bewegunqen und F0—
Onset sowxe die Intensitét phonetische Pa-
rameter zur Dlsambiguzerung strukturell
ambiger Satzpaare 51nd. Daher ist auf der
Ba51s der hier ermittelten Daten eine
Grundlage fUr die Generierung von Teststi-
mull bzw Testkontinua-gegeben. be: denen

_d1e genannten Parameterwerte so verandert
warden sollen. daB es mbglxch wird. genau—
er zu untersuchen. unter welchen Bedlngun-
ggn Ambiguitét bzw. DisambuiguLtét resul-
tlerL

I
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Lexical effects in phoneme monitoring: '

Facilitatory or inhibitory?
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Abstract

This paper addresses the questions of how and when lex~

ical information influences phoneme detection in two phoneme

monitoring experiments. In the first. the position of the stop

consonant. target (word initial. before uniqueness point. after

uniqueness point. word final) and the lexical status of the tar-

get bearing item (word or nonword) were manipulated to pur-

sue the temporal question. A contribution of the lexical level to

phoneme detection (reflected by large RT differences between

targets in words and nonwords derived from the words) was

found only when the target came in the two positions after the

uniqueness point. In a second experiment. the contribution of

the lexicon was made incompatible with the bottom—up evi-

dence for targets by placing them in words where they did not

belong ( p’ target substituted for ,| producing "stimupi“).

No inhibitory effect of the lexical level was obtained even in

cases where the target and substituted phonemes differed min-

imally. These results taken together indicate that the lexicon

exerts its effect only after word recognition and as positive

feedback suggesting strong limitations in the way in which lex-

ical information can affect speech perception.

Introduction

No-one would dispute the claim that we recognize words

on the basis of an analysis of the speech sounds of which

they are composed. Controversial. at least in psycholinguis-

tic circles.,is the inverse claim that our perception of speech

sounds dependslupon the words they make up. In this paper.

we will evaluate these claims about the relative importance of

bottom-up and top-down processes mediating between the

sublexical and lexical representations. To arrive at a proper

description of the information flow between these two levels.

we will address the questions of how and when the lexical and

sublexical information'sources are brought together.

To investigate these questions we used the phoneme mon-

itoring task in which subjects are asked to detect as quickly

as possible previously specified phoneme targets that appear

in sentences or lists of words. Previous research [1.4.6.7] has

ShOWn that phoneme detection latencies are sensitive to lex-

ical variables indicating an influence of the lexical level upon

Speech perception as reflected by the phoneme detection pro-

cess. Our objective here is to examine empirically two opposed

accounts of such lexical effects.

ln autonomous models of language processing [3] it is

assumed that bottom-up processes produce their output au-

tonomously; top-down lexical information is not allowed to in-

fluence the bottom-up mechanisms responsible for phoneme

Perception. In order to account. nonetheless. for the pres:

ence of lexical effects in phoneme monitoring. "race models

Laboratoire de Psychologie Ezperimentale

Université Rene Descartes and EPHE

Ton Dijkstra

Max-Planck—Institut fiir

Psycholinguistik

Nijmegen, The Netherlands

[1.2] and "dual code models" [4] have been developed in which

phoneme identification can be made on the basis of two dif.

ferent "outlets" or representations: a lexical and a sublexical

level. In a race model account. there are two independent

ways in which a phoneme target can be detected. The first

target detection procedure depends upon the computation of

a sublexical representation. ln the second, target detection

depends upon lexical access which makes available the phono-

logical information associated with a particular accessed lexical

entry. There is a race between these two processes with the

one that reaches completion first providing the phoneme de-

tection response. The presence or absence of lexical effects is

explained in terms of the outcome of the race between these

two independent and competing outlets.

Interactive activation models are designed to account

for the integration of multiple sources of information or con-

straints in speech perception. The most explicit model con-

structed within this framework is TRACE [5]. ln TRACE

there are several levels of interconnected processing units cor-

responding to distinctive features. phonemes and words. The

critical interactive aspect of this model is that word units can

provide top-down feedback to phoneme units by increasing

their level of activation. Hence, phoneme recognition (the mo-

ment 3 phoneme reaches a criterial level of activation with re-

spect to the other phonemes) depends on both the amount of

bottom-up activation from the distinctive feature level and the

amount of top-down activation from the word level. Subjects

responding in the phoneme monitoring task are assumed [8] to

make direct and exclusive use of activated phoneme units. The

presence or absence of lexical effects in phoneme monitoring

is explained within the TRACE framework by varying lexical

contributions to the phoneme's activation.

Althoughethese two basic model types are radically differ-

ent in nature. they make many of the same predictions and

appear to be consistent with most of the data available in the

phoneme monitoring literature. Given this state of affairs. it is

critical to collect additional performance data that will allow

us to further constrain these types of models. In particular. it

is essential to determine how and when the lexical level con-

tributes to the speech analysis,as reflected by the phoneme

monitoring task.

In order to trace the time-course of lexical effects. we se-

lected targets in four different positions with respect to the

uniqueness point (UP) of the word. The UP was defined

as that point at which a word's initial part is shared by no

other word listed in a phonetic dictionary. Nonwords were

created from these target-bearing words by changing one or

more phonemes. but keeping the target's local phonemic en-

vironment as constant as possible. The differences in detec-

tion times between phoneme targets in the same position in

matched words and nonwords provided an approximate mea-

sure of the lexical contribution.
.
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EXPERIMENT I

Subjects
‘ Thirty-eight undergraduates at Nijmegen University. all na-

tive speakers of Dutch. were paid to participate in the experi-
ment.

Materials and procedure
The test stimuli consisted of 120 words and 120 matched

nonwords. The target phonemes( p . t .or k )occured in
four different positions within target-bearing words (word on-
set. before the UP. after the UP and word offset) and nonwords
(nonword onset. before the nonword point. after the nonword
point and nonword offset). The nonword point (NWP) is that
paint at which the item ecomes a nonword moving from its
beginning towards the end.

_ Target-bearing items were embedded in counterbalanced
lists made up of other words and nonwords not containing the
target phoneme. Twelve such lists. each containing 60 items.
were created and divided into two blocks for counterbalanced
presentation to the subjects. For each list subjects were asked
to detect as quickly as possible one of the three targets (spec-
ified by means of a visual display).

Results

. . ‘Mean reaction times (measured from the burst of item-
initial targets and from closure for the targets in the remaining
three posmons) were computed for each subject and each ex-
perimental item. All responses less than 100 ms. or greater
than 1000 ms. were not included in the computation of the
means. Three subjects with more than 15 '0 errors were also
excluded from the analysis. Figure 1 shows the results for words
and nonwords broken down according to target position.

.‘nn

ITEM TYPE

- macs

50°. EIIIIWOFE‘":
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I WCRDOH‘IT BEFC-R AFTER up WORDOFFSET

PHONEME TARGET POSITION

Fig. 1. Mean RTs for words and matched nonwords
as a function of phoneme target position

_ An analysis of variance showed that the two in i
IeXical status and target position both were highly asingrfiffliec‘iilrist'
by subject (F.(1,_34) 371; p .001; F.(3.102) ' 136' p.001) and by item (F2(1.9) 48.2, p . .001; F.(3 2'7)
p < .001). _The_ interaction between these two effects'was'also highly significant (F(3.102) . 168. p ., .001). Post-hocffimpffrlsfnfluslnsl the Scheffé test (S-method) revealed that

ee ec o eXIca status was si nifi
for two target positions after UP. cant (at the '01 level) only

Discussion '
This experiment has shown a ' '' . . clear interaction between -get pOSItlon. and leXIcal status of the target bearing item Thedifferences in detection latencies between targets in matched

words and nonwords increased as the targets appeared lal£IIII_ ~
the word: This increase is not linear: the differences for tlii.
two positions after the UP were significantly larger than than
for the initial positions. I
' The global pattern of facilitation. in particular. the sharp:
increase in facilitation after the UP. is consistent with both the
autonomous and interactive models. For the former. the lexical
level can influence phoneme detection only after the phono
logical code associated with the target bearing word has lieu
.uessed. This code is normally assumed to become available
a! a discrete moment in time once the word has been recog-
II-Zed. that. is. after the UP. In TRACE, the strength of lexical
feed-back increases with the level of activation of the lexical
units containing the target phoneme. Hence. the lexical leiil
is involved from the beginning of the perceptual process. liuI
its.effects build up gradually and continuously as the lexiul
units themselves receive more activation. The activationol
the target-bearing word should increase dramatically arounl
the UP. and as a consequence so should the lexical influenri
on the phonemes.

In the following section we want to examine more closel
how lexical information affects phoneme monitoring. In Pal
ticular. we want to explore whether the lexical level can exec
not.onl_y a facilitatory effect as in the first experiment but alsi
an inhibitory effect upon the phoneme detection proceduie
In order to test for this latter possibility. we created a situatioi
in which the leXIcal information was made incompatible will
the bottom-up evidence for the target. Subjects were ask.
to detect a target phoneme that appeared in the place of an
other phgonfleme situated after the UP (e g. replacing the t I

Simplicité by the target phoneme d giving "simplicirlé‘j
The two models described above appear to make diflei

ent claims concerning the existence of inhibition effects.‘1lr
interactive activation model predicts that a phoneme arriviiii
after the UP (such as the t in simplicité) receives excitatof
feed-back from the lexical level. This phoneme in turn inhibil!
the otherlphonemes (such as the substituted d-) that occir
at this pomt in the sequence. The decreased activation Ievelo‘
the target phonemes (I'd ) should translate into slower detec-
tion times as compared with those to detect the same phone"!

d in another nonword such as "fimplicidé" where the targtl
phoneme should submit to neither excitatory nor inhibitory it
lluences from the lexical or phoneme levels respectively. A“
consequence. any difference between the detection times la
the identical targets d, in the same local phonemic environ
ments_ I ‘dje ' in the direction of slower detection times It{
the former type of nonword "simplicide'" would constitute evi
dence for mediated lexical inhibition effects.

The autonomous race model does not allow for inhibitorl
effects of this type. Since the two competing response outlets.
leXical and pre-lexical. function independently, the lexical cod!
cannot affect'the elaboration of the pre-lexical code. Further
more. the leXical code cannot contribute to the detection it
sponse for the target in "simplicide'" since this phoneme W891is not contained in the lexical code for the word correspondlfll
to the initial part of this nonword. As a consequence the NI'
get is always detected on the basis of the. pre-lexical code I“-
both nonwords leading the autonomous race model to prediCl 2

dl Ce L et Ctlo
llO lereii be ween tile d e n tlllles "l the two tyf

EXPERIMENT ll

Subjects
Eighteen students of the University of Paris V. all Hall"

. speakers of French, participated voluntarily in this experiment-
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Materials and procedure

The test items consisted of 12 matched pairs of three- or
four-syllable nonwords containing targets (4 pairs for each of
the three targets: /d/. /t/. /k/). The‘inhibitory nonwords
(INW) were constructed by replacing phonemes located after
the UP in words by the target phoneme. Thus. for example.
from the word "simplicité" whose UP lies well before the target.
a INW item "simplicide’" was derived. in which the target-
phoneme /d/ replaces the original phoneme /t/. Replaced

and target phonemes differed only in the feature of voicing.

Matching neutral nonwords (NNW) were derived from each
INW by replacing the initial phoneme of INW items by another
phoneme of the same manner of articulation {: g.. from the
INW "simplicide’" the NNW item "fimplicidé" has created).
All nonword-point:- for NNW items were located before the
end of the second syilaole. well before the target phoneme.

Eighteen target-bearing words (six for each target type)
were also included to confirm the existence of lexical facilitation
effects: in half of these the target-phoneme was located before
the UP (for example. "ouverture" ("opening") with the tar et-
phonerne /t/). the other half with the target after the UP ffor
example. "profitable" with the target-phoneme jt) These

targetvbeariiig words and nonwords were embedded in am nf

three experimental lists of 64 items each (32 words and 32

nonwords). '

Results
Less than 5 % of the responses were eliminated for the

computation of the means (latencies smaller than 100 ms. or

longer than 1000 ms.). Figure 2 summarizes the means for

both the words and the nonwords.
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ITEM TYPE

Fig. 2. Mean RTs for inhibitory and neutral nonwords

and for words with target before and after UP

An analysis of variance performed on the nonword data

indicated that neither the factor nonword type nor the type of

tarset-phoneme (/d , /t/, /k/) introduced significant .effects

(F < 1 in both casesj. The interaction between the factors was

also not significant (F(2.34) 2.16. p ,> .10). Furthermore,

there was no difference in the percentage of errors or omissmns

for the two nonword conditions. An analysis of variance for

the words. however, showed that the difference between the

two conditions (before and after UP) was highly Significant

(F.(1.17) 55.40. p .4 .0005).

Discussion
In this experiment. we have investigated whether the lex-

ical influence: observed to be highly facilitatory after the UP
in the first experiment. can also be inhibitory when the lexi-
cal information is incompatible with the target to be detected.
The results provided no evidence for such inhibitory lexical ef-

fects. but did replicate facilitatory lexical effects. Predictions

of inhibition are implicitly made in the interactive activation

framework. but are excluded by the autonomous model. As a
consequence these results appear to be more compatible with

the autonomous model. The absence of inhibition. although
problematic for interactive models can. nonetheless. be ex-
plained within this framewor . Acrording to such an account.
the bottom-up activation of the target phoneme is so effec-

tive that the inhibitory influence of the replaced (appropriate)
phoneme does not show up. The strength of the bottom-

up activation dominates and hides the ephemeral inhibitory

lexical effect. If this account is correct. then one might ex-
pect inhibitory effects to vary as a function of the strength
of bottom-up activation. We are now in the process of ex-
ploring the possibility that inhibitory effects will emerge with
acoustically less clear targets.

The two experiments taken together suggest an asymmetry
in the way lexical information can contribute to the bottom-up
analysis underlying phoneme detection. The results presented
here indicate that the lexicon exerts a facilitatory but not an
inhibitory influence upon bottom-up processing after word
recognition. Thus. these results show strong limitations in the
way in which lexical information can affect phoneme process-

ing that must be taken into account by both interactive and
autonomous models.
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ABSTRACT ~ The present study uses the gating
paradigm to investigate the initial speech sound
([55) in spoken word recognition. Results are
presented for spoken words and consonant-vowel
(CV) syllables, which both show recognition-of the
ISS in the first 30 msec. Acoustic analyses of
the ISS show similarities between the words and
syllables and are consistent with the templates
proposed by Stevens a Blumstein (1). .It is
suggested that the time course of ISS perception
indicates the need to change present models of
spoken word recognition.

INTRODUCTION
In a previous investigation of initial speech
sound processing we confirmed that listeners could
identify the initial speech sound in CV syllables,
consisting of a stop consonant plus the vowel /a/
in the first 30 msec after onset (2). This was
paralleled by similar performance for initial
consonant recognition during the first 30 msec in
words. The present study investigates the same
effects but examines in more detail the time
course for speech sound recognition during the
initial 30 msec for individual sounds.

STIMULI
A set of 12 English consonants (including the six
stops) plus the vowel /a/ were recorded by a male
speaker onto a computer based speech storage/

‘editing system. In addition, a set of words
beginning with similar consonants were recorded.
A subset of these words included words which began
with a stop consonant plus the vowlel la/ (eg.
tartan; gardener; particle). The stimuli were
digitised at 36KHz sampling rate with filters for
input/output set at 12KHz. Each syllable and word
was visually displayed and segments in increments
of 10 msec, were marked and labelled. The
endpoint of each gated stimulus was made to the
nearest zero crossing point to avoid audible
clicks. The gated stimuli were output to audio
tape in sequential order (ie. 10, 20, 30 etc msec
presented in order) with 4 seconds between each
presentation. For example, the first.10 msec
stimulus was produced (gate 1) followed 4 secondslater by the 20 msec stimulus (gate 2) etc. For
the CV syllables, gates in increments of 10 msec
from 10 to 100 msec were recorded. For the spoken
words, 10 msec gate increments were used for the
first 6 gates ( ie. to 60 msec of the word afteronset ) and then incremented in 30 msec gates tothe completion of the word. That is, for the

words, gate 7 was 90 msec in duration from onset
while gate 8 was 120 msec etc.

PROCEDURE
All subjects were given minimal practice to
familiarize them with the task. The words and
syllables were given in separate test sessions
using different sets of subjects. The subjects
were University undergraduates with normal hearim
(N: 23 per test ) who were paid for their
participation. Subjects were instructed that thfl
wouldghear short bits of’a speech sound which
wou d increase on succeeding trials and that thfl
should write down their response after each
presentation. Subjects were instructed to guess
if unsure since recording a response per trial we
mandatory. They were also told that the syllabh
or word could begin with any consonant sound in
English and their task was to identify the initid
consonant for the CV syllables and the initial
consonant and the whole word for the word stimuli

RESULTS -
While the full set of CV syllables and words were
presented to the subjects only the results for tm
stimuli beginning with the stop consonants are
presented here. Figure 1 shows the results for
the 6 stop consonants plus the vowel /a/. The
cumulative percentage of subjects who obtained
correct initial consonant recognition without
subsequent errors are shown for each gate
duration. For comparison. the results of our
previous experiment (2) for tha same CV gates
presented as part of a closed set of 6 alternatWe
responses are also presented. The figure shows
Similar performance patterns for open and closed
set responses. The open set performance reaches
an asymptope slightly later ( at about 40 msec
)than the closed set performance which reaches fl
asymptope at the 30 msec gate. '

Figure 2 shows the contribution of two of the CV
syllables to the curve including the best result(
from /ta/) and the worst result ( from /ga/)- TMfigure presents the percentage of subjects whoobtain correct recognition as a function of gate'duration. In the case of /ta/ all subjects have
correctly recognised the initial sound correctly
at the 20 msec gate, while for the /ga/ only 4‘have recognised the sound at the 20 msec gate 6“
at the 40 msec gate 80% of subjects haveidentified the initial /g/, .333
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The results for the identification of the 158 in

words were similar to those for the CV syllable;

Figures 3 and 4 present the results for tartan

and "gardener“ for comparison with Ita/ and [gal

in figure 2. In figure 3 -"tartan"-,_the initial

/t/ is correctly recognised by the majority (84%)

of subjects at the first gate (10 msec), while the

/9/ in ”gardener" requires about 6O msec for
equivalent performance levels. This shows a _

similar pattern as shown for gate recognition in

syllables. In both /ta/ and "tartan", the initial

lt/ is correctly recognised by most subjects at 10
msec while the /g/ requires about 60 msec for

"gardener" and about 40 msec for /ga/.

'Figures 3 and 4 also show the vowel and word

recognition points for the words. The overall

results for the word gates is similar in pattern

to the word gates reported by Grossjean (3).

Figure 3 shows the /a/ sound in "tartan" is

recognised\by only 4% of sujects by the GO msec

gate while in figure 4 , about 30% of subjects

recognise the vowel at 60 msec. Both words '

however,réquire 90 to 120 msec for the majority of

subjects/to correctly identify the /a/. Despite

similar word durations "tartan" is recognised by

the majority of subjects by about 570 msec, while

recognition for gardener is delayed until 690 to
720 msec.

DISCUSSION
In a previous study (2) we reported that
recognition of the initial speech sound occurred

for both syllables and words containing initial

stops in about 30 msec. Acoustic analySis

revealed the patterns suggested by Stevens &

Blumstein (l) and Blumstein & Stevens (4) for

these durations. It was aTso noted that the same

acoustic patterns were also present for the 10 and

20 msec gate stimuli where subjects were able to

recognise the initial sounds at better than chance

level. Similar templates were also found for the

stimuli in the present study which is conSistent

with the reports by Blumstein & Stevens (4) and by

Kewley- Port, Pisoni, & Studdert-Kennedy (5) that

the information is sufficient to recognise the

initial speech sound. The present study extends

these findings to the case of word recognition and

indicates that the initial speech sound could play

and important role in lexical access. _These

results suggest that the word recognition process

begins much earlier than the 100 to 200 msec after

word onset as suggested by Marslen-Wilson (6).

That is, at least for stops in the word initial

position, lexical access may begin around 30 msec

after word onset. This finding probably needs to

be incorporated into theories of the time course

of lexical access and word recognition and would

certainly provide a time allowance suffiCient for

elaborate search procedures in these processes.
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ABSTRACT

The ability of language disordered pre-school
'children to perceive speech masked by noise and
to use contextual cues is. investigated and
compared with the same ability'shown by two
other groups: a matched group of normally
speaking pre-school children and a group of
normally speaking adults. The scores. on the
perceptual tasks are correlated with the
pre-school subjects' performance on different
language tasks such as syntactic production,
comprehension and awareness as well as on
verbal short term memory.

INTRODUCTION

in the perception and interpretation of linguistic
messages two types of processes are considered:
data driven, or bottom-up processes, and concept
driven, or top-down processes. The processes
work simultaneously, but disturbances in the
signal may cause one of the processes to
dominate occasionally. This compensatory
mechanism was described for reading in an
interactive model by Stanovich Hi.
When interpreting m (listening),
compensation for the constantly present but
varying noise results in a more or less heavy
reliance on top-down strategies. When
interpreting writing (reading), heavier reliance
on top-down strategies occurs when e.g.
misprinting makes word decoding difficutt.
However, poor readers with poor decoding ability
(poor bottom-up strategies) are said not always
to compensate by a more efficient use of
contextual cues (top-down strategies).
Therefore, an interesting question is whether
poor readers and children running the risk of

becoming poor readers, i.e. language disordered

pre-school children, show the same reluctance
or inability to use top-down Strategies in
spoken language when bottom-up strategies are
insufficient.

PURPOSE

This study is part of an investigation on languallE
disordered and normally speaking pre-schoo
children's reading and spelling acquisition (cl
Magnusson & Nauclér,,/2/). The aim of the stud,
reported here is to examine language disorders!
pre-school children's ability to use contextua
cues when the signal-to-noise ratio in speechl
too high to permit data processing alone.
The questions to be answered are the following:
- Are language disordered pro-school childret
able to understand speech masked by noiset
the same extent as normally speaking childrenol
the same age in the absence of contextual cues?
- Do language disordered pre-school children
benefit from contextual cues to the same extent
as normally speaking children do? _
- If not - what specific linguistic deficiencies
are mainly preventing their use of contextual
cues?

TEST ITEMS

Ten words, masked by white noise, occurred in
the final position of 20 sentences designed so 35
to make the masked words non-predictable in 10
cases and 'highly predictable in the other 1°
cases. The test items were selected from a
material that has been developed by Axelssorl

/3/, based on Kalikow et al. /4/. All the words
were familiar to Swedish pre-school children
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and differed in length and structure as is shown

below:

6- sagen (the saw)

7- vas (vase)
8- bordet (the table)

9- saxen (the scissors)

10- trad (thread) .

1- svans (tail)

2- sang (bed)
3- ljus (candle)
4- katten (the cat)
5- fbtterna (the feet)

SUBJECTS

The subjects were 39 language disordered and 39

normally speaking pre-school children and eleven

normally speaking Swedish adults.

The two groups of pre-school children were

matched on an individual basis as to sex, age, and

non-verbal cognitive level. In each group there

were 27 boys and 12 girls.

The mean age in the language disordered group

was 6 years, 3 months, and in the normally

speaking group 6 years, 4 months.

The mean of the non-verbal cognitive level,

measured by Raven's coloured matrices, was

16.74 (SD. 3.8) in the language disordered group,

and 16.87 (SD. 3.6) in the normally speaking

group.

PROCEDURE

The 20 test sentences were randomized and tape

recorded and presented individually to the

_ children and as a group task to the adults. The

task was to identify the masked word, but in

most cases the subjects responded by repeating

the whole sentence, which made it possible 'to

register whether the context proceeding the
masked word had been correctly perceived.

RESULTS

The scores on the two identification tasks , i.e.

the identification of predictable or

non-predictable masked words were calculated

separately‘for the language disordered group (LD

group), the normally speaking group (LN group)

and the adult group (AN group). The scores

differed both within the groups and between the

QI'OUps, as can be seen in table 1. In all the

/

groups the ' predictable words showed
significantly higher scores (M = 8.8, 9.4 and 9.8

resp.) than the non-predictable words (M - 5.4,
5.8 and 6.9 resp.). This indicates that all
subjects, regardless of group, take advantage of
the contextual cues.

Table 1. Identification of non-predictable

and predictable words in the’ language dis-

ordered (LD), linguistically normal (LN),

and adult (AN) groups.

Un-predict. word Predict. word

LD LN AN LD LN AN'

Mean 5.4 5.3 6.9 8.8 9.4 9.8
SD. 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.4 1.0 0.4
Var. 3.6 3.7 3.9 1.9 1.0 1.2
Min. 1 1 2 4 e 9
Max 9 9 9 10 1o

Comparing the results for the non-predictable

words in the three groups it is evident that the

LD group scores lowerthan the LN group and the

AN group. Although the difference between the

pre-school groups is not significant, it

illustrates the negative effect of language

disorders on interpreting speech in noise.

The LD group also scores lower than the LN group,
which in turn scores lower than the AN group

when the task is to identify predictable words.

The difference is significant between the LD

group and the LN group and between the LD group

and the AN group but not between the LN group

and the AN group. Thus, the normally speaking

subjects, whether children or adults, benefit
significantly more from contextual cues than the

language disordered subjects do.

Figures 1-3 show the frequency distributions

for each of the test items of the two

identification tasks in the LD group (fig.1), the

no of 5:

40

30

20

10

12345678910'tern
Fig.1. Number of subjects in the language dis-
ordered group (N-39) who identify non-pre-

dictable (white columns) and predictable (black

columns) words, correctly.
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Fig. 2. Number of subjects in the normal lan-
guage group (N-39) who identify non-predic-
table (white columns) and predictable (black

columns) words correctly. ‘

LN group (fig. 2), and the AN group (fig. 3). It is
apparent from any of the figures 1, 2, or 3, that
more subjects identify the test words correctly
when contextual cues are provided.

NO 0155

10

5

item
12345678910

Fig. 3. Number of subjects in the adult group

(N-11) who identify non-predictable (white
columns) and predictable (black columns)
words correctly.

Some of the words are more difficult to identify
without contextual cues than others, as 9.9.
words no 5 (fbttema) and no 7 (vas), which are
hard for all the groups, and words no 8 (bordet)
and no 10 (trad), which are penalising for the
two pre-school groups. On the other hand, word
no 6 (sagen) is correctly identified by all the
adults in the non-predictable task.
Apart from the fact that some of the words are
harder to identify than the others in a
non-predictable context it is also to be seen in
figures 1 and 2 that the influence of the
contextual cues on the words to be identified
varies in the pre-school groups. On one of the
test items, no 4 (katten), the LD group does not
benefit from the contextual cues at all, as their
scores are the same as in the non-predictable
task. Not even the AN group makes full use of the
context, as is shown for items no 3'and no 8 in
figure 3. However, the majority of the pre-school
children, Le. 25 of the subjects ( 64%) in the LN
group and 16 (41%) in the LD group make full use
of the contextual cues. This can be seen in table

Table 2. Number of children identifying predic-
table and non-predictable words.

Number of predictable words

1

h
q
m

g
m

w
M

,
N

um
be

r
of

no
n-

pr
ed

ic
ta

bl
e

w
or

ds

1 25101941

2, in which it is also shown that the top scores
in the predictable task cannot. be inferred from
the scores on the non-predictable task- Only vet)
low scores (1 and 2) on the non-predictable task
seem to imply poor or incomplete use 01
contextual cues on the predictable task. There is
nevertheless, a correlation between the
performance on the predictable and
non-predictable tasks in both the LD_ group (.60)
:gd)the AN group (.60), but not in the LN group

Since the LD group performs worse than the
matched LN group on both the predictable and
non-predictable tasks it seems appropriate to
look for the cause in the LD group's deficienl
linguistic competence. However, there are no
correlations found between the performance of
the two pre-school groups' performance on the
predictable or the non-predictable tasks and
their scores on linguistic tasks such as syntactic
production, comprehension and awareness. As the
stores of the LD group and the LN group overlap
consrderably, the scores of the worst performers
(N=8) and the best performers (N=11) werecalculated separately. There were no
correlations between language tasks and “19
predictable or the non-predictable identification
tasks among the worst performers, but there W31s
fit very high correlation between the predictable
Identification task and two of the syntactic
measures (.97 and .91) among the best
performers. as well as a moderate correlation
with short term memory (.63).
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DISCUSSION

The data in the present study allow us to make
the following comments on the questions which
were posed in the beginning of the paper:
Language disordered pre-school children are not
able to understand speech masked by noise to the
same extent as normally speaking children of the
same age in the absence of contextual cues. This
is in accordance with the results obtained by
Brady et al. /5/ in a study where good and poor
readers listened to speech in noise. The authors
were able to conclude that the poor readers' low
performance was due not to vocabulary but to a
perceptual difficulty, and that "poor readers
require more complete stimulus information than
good readers in order to apprehend the phonetic

shape of spoken words." (p. 21)
Language disordered pre-school children do not
benefit from contextual cues to the same extent

as normally speaking children do. This does not
necessarily imply a general inability to use
contextual cues. Rabbitt l6/, in a study of adults,

found that recall of items presented without
noise was inpeded if subsequent items were
presented in noise. Thus, it might have been the

case in 'our study, that the sentences that

preceded the masked words were hard to

perceive for some of the subjects and therefore
did not facilitate the identification of the test
words.

Syntactic ability and short term memory seem to
be important factors for the use of contextual

cues. The scores obtained by the subjects who
performed best on identification of predictable

words (i.e. subjects from both the LD and the LN

9r0ups) correlat with syntactic ability and short
term memory. No such correlation is found for
the subjects who performed low on the
identification of predictable words. This implies

that the low performing subjects are a
heterogenous group as regards syntax and
memory. Some of them do not have sufficient
syntactic ability and memory to perform the
tasks successfully, while others have these
abilities but do not use them.

The variation of syntactic ability and memory in
the low performing group shows that these
factors are not the only determinants for the
ability to use contextual cues in identification
tasks such as reported in this study.
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ABSTRACT

A gating task was used to study the long-short
vowel oppositions in Dutch. It is shown that then
duration of the vowel segment is an important
cue to identify the long vowels. Also, an effect
of the spectral differences between the vowels
of an opposition pair was found.

INTRODUCTION

One of the striking characteristics of speech is
its variability: the acoustic fine structure of
a given speech segment varies considerably
depending on many different factors. One such
factor is the rate at which speech is produced.
Yet listeners appear to have little difficulty
in understanding speech correctly accross a wide
variety of speech rates. Several theoretical
explanations have been given of this fact. The
theory of invariability states that the vari-
ability in the speech wave is only a surface
phenomenon, and that invariants can be found. On
the other hand, the theory of normalization
postulates that listeners perceive speech sounds
correctly by taking into account the acoustic-
phonetic context.
Several studies have shown that the interpre-
tation of speech segments depends on the acous—
tic-phonetic context. For example, Johnson and
Strange (1982) asked subjects to identify vowels
in tVt syllables. The syllables were spoken in a
neutral carrier sentence at a normal and at a
fast. speech rate. The subjects heard the
syllables in isolation, in a rate-appropriate
carrier sentence, or in a rate-inappropriate
carrier sentence. Vowels spoken at a normal
speech rate were always identified accurately..
This was not the case for the vowels in the
fast-spoken syllables. The context in which the
fast-spoken syllables were presented had a
significant effect on the number of errors made.
Analysis of the errors revealed that most of the
errors were confusions of intrinsically long
vowels with their spectrally similar short
counterparts. -
Van Bergem and Drullman (1985) tried’ '-
cate this effect for the Dutch langggggphe
replication failed; no confusions of long and
short vowels were found. A possible explanation
for this 'null' result is that the effect of
context is totally obscured by the high
geifiorrapce of the listeners.

o o nson and Strange (1982) and van
and Drullman (1985) used an identificatiofieiggg
in their experiments. This task does not give
detailed information about the process of vowel

identification. Therefore, we have chosena
different method. The task used in the presmt
experiment employs an extension of the gatmq
paradigm (Grosjean, 1980), somewhat similarto
that of Salasoo and Pisoni (1985).
The purpose of our study was to investigatetm
suitability of the gating task for the studyof
perceptual confusions between spectrally simila
long and short vowels.

METHOD

Wests.

Subjects were 18 students, who were paid “1
their serVices. All subjects were native spefl'
ers of Dutch, with no reported hearing loss.

III II] in n a

The Dutch language has four spectrally simflfl
long—short vowel pairs. Twelve monosyllabfi
pairs of nouns were selected for each vowel pafl
(e.g. /tak/-/tu(k/, /bot/-/b3t/. /pen/-/pIn/ and
/p¢l/-/poel/). The words were uttered as tm
last word of a nonsense sentence. The sentences
were comparable to those used by Nakatani md
Dukes (1973). In addition, 60 bisyllabic and20
monosyllabic nouns were selected to serve ”
filler words. None of the filler words contain“
any vowel used in the experimental words. Tm
filler words were spoken as the last word ofa
neutral carrier sentence. .
All the sentences were read by a male speakeI
and recorded on audio tape. The sentences “Me
low-pass filtered at 4.5 kHz, sampled at 10kHz
and stored on computer disk. The experimental
and filler words were excised from the stored
sentences with the aid of a digital wavefOm
editor and four points were marked in 6““
experimental word. The first point marked we
end of the initial consonant(cluster): t”
second pOint marked the end of the vocalic WW
tranSition, the third point the begin of “afinal vocalic (vc) transition and finally t”
laSt POint marked the begin of the final
consonant(cluster). Relative to these 5°”markers, additional segment markers for tm
gates were specified. The excised parts ofthe
word were replaced by envelope-shaped sPeeCh
neise. This procedure maintained amplitude N
durational cues of the word, while removing8
spectral cues of the replaced speech segment'
T e gaFe durations of the experimental wordsare
Phinetically motivated: The first gate consiS“
Eniy 0f the initial consonant(cluster)-T

n tial consonant(cluster) and the CV
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transition were presented in the second gate.

Two periodes of vowel signal were added in the

third gate, etc. In the penultimate gate of a

word, the complete vowel, including the VC tran—

sition, was presented. In this gate only the

final consonant(cluster) was replaced by noise.

The last gate of a word consisted of the origi—

nal speech waveform.

It is difficult for the listeners to give a word

as a response to gates in which only a very

short segment of speech is presented. This was

one of the reasons to add filler words. The

speech Segment in all filler words was at least

60 ms long. It is fairly easy to give a word

reponse to such gates in comparison to the many

very short speech segments of the experimental

words. Thus, we tried to make the task easier

for the subjects and we hoped that it would

motivate the subjects to give word responses to

all the gates presented. The filler words had

another important function: it prevented the

subjects from recognizing the main purpose of

the experiment.
The presentation sequence used in the present

experiment differs from that used in other-

studies that employ the gating paradigm. Words

were entered into the presentation sequence in

twelve 'steps'; four experimental and four

filler words at a step. The order of these eight

words was randomized. At the next step eight new

words were introduced in the sequence. The set

ofl words in the presentation sequence then

totals sixteen. These sixteen words were again

randomized. This process was repeated until all

words had been introduced. This presentation

format is halfway between a successive

presentation sequence (e.g. Grosjean,1980) and a
single presentation format (e.g. Cotton &

Grosjean,.1984).
Six stimulus tapes were prepared from the digi-

tally stored stimuli using a 12-bit D/A con-

verter and a Revox A77 tape recorder. Each tape

contained half of the experimental words: two

series of twelve words containing only long

vowels (e.g. /a/ and /o/) and two series of

twelve words containing short vowels (e.g. /I/
and /oe/). The filler words were the same for

all six stimulus tapes. Each tape contained

about 815 stimuli.

' Medusa.

Subjects were tested in groups of three in a

quiet room. Each group heard one stimulus tape

only at a comforting listening level over
Sennheiser HD424 earphones. Each experimental

word was recorded on three different tapes and

"as heard by nine subjects. Thus, the design was

a between-subjects design.
Suhjects were told that they would hear one word

at a time and that a large part of the word was
made unintelligible by noise.
The subjects were instructed to write down the

word they thought they had heard after each

presentation of a stimulus. They were required

t0 guess if they were not certain of a particu-

lar word. The tape ran without interruption; the

interstimulus interval was 4.5 seconds long..

Every Page of the response form contained 70

numbered lines, for each response a line. Two

cue tones were used to signal the subjects to

turn to the next page. A short pause was held

after presentation of 280 and 560 stimuli. An

enfiiie listening session took about one hour and

a a f.

RESULTS

Two types of dependent measures were obtained.

First, we computed the 'Vowel Isolation Time'

(henceforth VIT) for all experimental words. The

VIT is defined as the mean amount of vowel

signal in ms needed by seven out of nine

subjects to guess the identity of the vowel

correctly without subsequently changing that

guess. Second, we divided all reponses for each

word and for every gate into three categories:

(a) correctly identified vowels, (b) confusions

with the spectrally similar long/short vowel,

and (c) all other responses. The data are

collapsed over words and over subjects and are

given as Cumulative Response Curves.

We.)—

The mean VITs for the_eight different vowels

are depicted in Figure l.
The VITs were entered in an ANOVA with Long vs

Short vowels (/a/,/o/,/e/ and /¢/ vs. /c/./O/,
/I/ and /oe/) and Vowel as fixed effects. Words

were considered as the random effect.

A main effect of Long“ versus Short vowels

(F(1,88) - 169.78; p < 0.01), as well as a main

effect of Vowel (F(3,88) - 7.59; p < 0.01) was

found. The interaction of both factors was not

significant (F < 1).

WW3—

The Cumulative Response Curves of the vowels /o/

and /0/ are given in Figures 2a and 2b. The

results of the vowels /e/ and /I/ are plotted in

the Figures 3a and 3b. The graphs of the other

vowels have the same general appearance but are

not presented here, because of lack of space.

Looking at Figures 2a and 3a, it is clear that

the long vowels are often confused with their

spectrally similar short vowel counterparts,

especially at the first four gates. This effect

is seen for all four long vowels.

The pattern of results of the short vowels

(Figures 2b and 3b) is completely different from

that of the long vowels. The short vowels are

identified quite accurately, even if only a very

short vowel segment is presented. Another

interesting point can be seen clearly in these

two graphs. Short vowels hardly ever give rise

to confusions with their spectrally similar long

I001 ’
. o e a

a ,8“. .
fl

'5 so: a

E "‘0' a 1‘.2n,

FIG 1. Mean vowel Isolation Times

of the 4 vowel oppostion pairs.Each

mean is based on 12 words and 7 ss.

0 long vowels: 0 short vowels
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FIG. 2a. Presented vowel: /o/.
Responsecurves: 0——0 long vowel

~responses; 0——O short vowel re-
sponses; +-+ other responses.

NUMBER OF SEGMENTS BEARED

FIG. 3a. Presented vowel: /e/.
Responsecurves: 0-0 long vowel
responses; H short vowel re-
sponses: +-+ other responses.
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NUMBER or sums mm.

FIG. 2b. Presented vowel: /O/.
Responsecurves: 0-0 long vowel
responses; I—-O short vowel re-
sponses; +-—+ other responses.

I v I v

2 4 6

. NUMBER OF SEGMENTS HEARED

FIG. 3b. Presented vowel: /I/-
Responsecurves: 0-—0 long vowel
responses; O—-O short v0wel re-
sponses; +-+ other responses.

counterparts. This effect is observed for allfour vowels, though to a lesser extent for theshort vowel /oe/. This finding points stronglyto spectral differences between similar short
and long vowels. In an attempt to evaluate thesespectral differences, we conpared the percentage
of incorrect short responses to long vowels(e.g. /I/ responses with the vowel /e/ present-
ed) to the percentage of correct short responsesto the short vowels (e.g. /I/ responses to thevowel /I/ presented). The data of only the firstfour gates were analyzed. The percentages of re-sponses were first square-root transformed, as
recommended by Winer (1971, p. 399) and subse-quently entered into an ANOVA. Long vs. Shortvowel and Gate were fixed effects. Vowels were
the random effect.
The results are very clear. A main effect of
Long vs. Short vowel (F(l,24) = 27.40; p< 0.01).
As expected, there was also a main effect of
Gate (F(3,24) = 44.00; p < 0.01). The interac-
tion between both factors was not significant
(F(3,24) = 1.77). The outcome of this analysis
indicates that the listeners used the fine
spectral differences between the long and the
short vowel of a pair, and furthermore that they
did so independently of segment duration.
Another interesting result that becomes apparent
from Figures 2b and 3b is the relatively high
percentage of correct vowel responses to the
first gate. Only the initial consonant(cluster)
was presented in this gate (see Method section).
Nevertheless, the identification of the intended
vowel is above chance level. The validity of
this finding is dependent on the defined
boundary between initial consonant(cluster) and
vowel. Still, the data indicate that the
consonant contains coarticulatory information
about the immediately following vowel.

DISCUSSION

This experiment was set up to ask a specific
empirical queStion: can confusions between
spectrally similar vowels, differing mainly in
duration, fruitfully be studied using a gating
task. The results clearly show that this can be
done. Both dependent measures (Vowel Isolation
Times and percentage correct responses) lead
towards the same conclusion, i.e. duration of
the presented vowel segment is an important cue
to distinguish long vowels. It has also become
clear from the analysis on percentage of short
vowel responses on the long versus the short
vowels, that fine spectral differences between
~the members of a vowel pair were used by the
listeners to identify the vowels. Some caution
must be taken with this interpretation, because
an alternative explanation can not be ruled out
completely. It is likely that the gating task
biased the listeners to give more short than
long vowel responses. This effect of bias can be
exPected to be strongest for the shortest speech
Segments and only the data for these shortest
Segments were analyzed. Thus, parts of the
observed differences in response percentages
might be due to bias. '
One aspect of the results still needs to be dis-
cussed. In the analysis of the Vowel Isolation
Times a main effect of Vowel was found. This
effect was mainly due to the vowels /¢/ and
/Oe/. This result can readily be interpreted.
These two vowels have a low frequency of occur-
rence in Dutch and it is likely that this will
lengthen the vowel Isolation Time.

Recently, a follow-up experiment has been car-
ried out to evaluate the presence or absence of
noise in the gates. This time the gates were not
filled with noise but left silent, all other
things being equal. The global pattern of re-
sults of this experiment was similar to the
results of the experiment reported above. This
indicates that the observed effects are robust
effects. Furthermore, a small effect of the
presence or absence of noise was found.We take
this as evidence that the gating task is a very
sensitive measuring method.
Presently, an experiment is being carried out,
in which acoustic—phonetic context is manipu-
lated in a manner analoguous to the experiment
of Johnson and Strange (1982), mentioned in the
Introduction of this paper. Fast-spoken words
are presented to subjects in a rate-appropriate
or in a rate-inappropriate carrier sentence, as
well as in isolation. Assuming that the gating
task is a sentitive method, it is hypothized
that these context manipulations will have a
distinct effect on both the Vowel Isolation
Times and the response curves.
The advantage of using the gating task in such
an experiment is twofold. First, the task
provides a detailed picture of the vowel
indentification process, as has been shown by
the present.experiment. It is reasonable to
expect that even very small context-induced
differences can be found. Furthermore, using the
gating task the 'dependent measure' is the
moment at which the vowel is identified
correctly, and not whether it is identified
correctly or not. This allows for the use of
high quality speech material, and this reduces
the chance that the results of the experiment
depend on the specific speaker and speaking
situation.
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ABSTRACT

Nhen listeners' identifications of speech sounds

are influenced by adjacent sounds is it only the

quantitative phonetic characteristics of these

neighboring sounds that matter or could their

qualitative linguistic identity play a role? We

tested this by leading subjects to restore or

induce the noise-obliterated medial consonant in

V CV utterances by first presenting them with

sevegal prior utterances where this medial

consonant could be heard clearly and was consis-

tently the same. either a /b/ or a ldl. Included

as V were synthetic vowels from the Ii - u/ conti-

nuum. More lu/‘s were identified out of this con-

tinuum in the environment of physically present

' ldl's than lb/‘s. Restored /d/'s had the same

effect (vis-a-vis restored /b/'s), thus indicating

that the influence of context need not operate only

via physical phonetic features. These results

challenge the 'direct realist' theories of speech

perception as well as claims that 'invariant' fea-

tures of speech sounds are to be found by normaliz-

ing these features with respect to the physical
phonetic characteristics of their surroundings.,

INTRODUCTION

There is abundant evidence that listeners
identify speech sounds in part by normalizing them
with respect to their phonetic context [1, 2, 3, 4.

5]. How is this done? Are the physical phonetic
parameters of the context used to adjust
recognition threshholds or is it enough for the

listener just to know the (categorized) linguistic
identity of the context? We investigated this

questions through a series of perceptual tests
involving listeners' identification of synthetic

vowel stimuli in isolation and in consonantal con-
texts. (in what follows, we collapse descriptions

of two of these tests--a pilot study and a main
test. which differ in some details. The descrip-
tion is kept general and details and differences
given only where essential.)

IDENTIFICATION OF VOWELS IN ISOLATION

First, we constructed a 17-step linear stimulus
continuum between the vowels /i/.and lul; see Fig.
1. The continuum endpoints were modeled on the
first 100 msec of natural /i/ and [u] pronounced in
isolation by an adult male native speaker of Ameri-
can English. (Since the 'crossover' from /i/ to /u/
was expected to happen in the middle of this conti-
nuum. some stimuli near the end points were omitted
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IDENTIFICATION OF VDHELS IN CONSONANTAL CONTEXT

Second. we sought to replicate the finding that
this function shifts when the vowels are put in
certain consonantal contexts [6. 7]. Using digital
splicing, we embedded our vowels in nonsense words
of the form libel, /ube/, lidel. /uda/--where the
/be/ and /de/ were excised from the same speaker's
natural utterances of /abe/ and /ada/. in another
forced-choice task, listeners exhibited a shift in
the earlier response so that more /u/‘s were heard
in the context of a following /d/--presumably be-
cause listeners allowed for and factored out the
elevated F2 that alveolar consonants produce on
back vowels [8. 9]. Fig. 3 shows the results from
the pilot test which had 14 listeners and a total
of 28 responses per stimulus and Fig. 4. the re-
sults from the main test with 28 listeners and 8
judgements per stimulus per listener for a total of
224 responses per data point.

IDENTIFICATION OF VONELS IN CONTEXT OF
RESTORED CONSONANTS

Third. we asked whether this same shift in the
function due to consonantal context would appear
even if the consonants were not physically present
in the signal but if the listeners instead just
ima ined that they were. We attempted to make
IisTeners believe that the /b/ in the llb9/. lube/
tokens or the /d/ in the IideA lude/ tokens were
present when they weren't. by using the technique
called "phoneme restoration" [10] where high redun-
dancy of the message induces the listener to “fill
in“ missing elements. The redundancy in our case
was provided by presenting all our stimuli in two
major blocks, one in which the medial consonant was
or seemed to be a /b/. and the other in which /d/
was or appeared to be the consistent medial conso-
nant. To enhance this priming. we also began each
block with a number of tokens in which the conso-
nant was clearly present. In approximately 15 to
20% of the stimuli in each block we completely
replaced the medial consonant by white noise (al-
ways equal in intensity to the average intensity of
the voicing during the consonantal closure).
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The schwa portion of these latter stimuli consisted
of several periods from the center of the naturally
spoken schwa, i.e., a portion with minimal, if any
consonantal 'coloring'. To insure that restoration
of the consonants did not derive from any residual
cues remaining in the schwa, we uSed the schwa that
had originally followed a /b/ in the stimuli where
we wanted a /d/ to be restored by our listeners,
and. similarly, a schwa that had originally
followed a /d/ where we wanted them to restore a
/b/. As foils to prepare listeners for hearing
noise. another 15% of the tokens also contained
noise bursts at various locations, such as during
the intervals between stimuli. over the vowel, or
superimposed on (but not replacing) the consonantal
closure. Listeners were told that the noise bursts
served as distractor to the identification task.

The results from the pilot test are shown in
Fig. 5 (where only a fraction of the entire vowel
continuum was studied). There was an important
difference between the pilot and the main test. In
the former, subjects wrote down the entire VCV
utterance they heard. The results shown in Fig. 5
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are those for which the consonant reported was the

one we were trying to get subjects to restore. The

shift for these tokens is in the same direction as

We believe that these results present a chal-

lenge to the direct realist view of speech percep-

tion which holds that all the information needed to

identify the intended message elements of speech

other higher-order redundancies.
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'ABSTRACT

In the paper we present a list of possible

(existing as well as typologically relevant non; .

existing) consonant sequences in German and the r

unified phonological distributional description.

The works of L.Hirsch-Wierzbicka /7/ and V.Tara; .

mets's group /26/ were used as source materialllor

sketching out phonotactic rules, methodologica y

the work is based on Rannut /17/. The initial ver—

sion was prepared as a computer program which waa

reprocessed and improved to obtain a better fina

result. The aim of the work was to find a set S

maximally similar to the set S of German consonant

sequences, fulfilling the conditionIS—SI<¢, where

e is minimal. The final version of phonotactic res

strictions is presented in the form‘of a context-

sensitive grammar.

1. INTRODUCTION

Consonant sequences in Gergan and.re—

’rities of their formation ave‘pre-

ggifisly been studied and described by Twad—

dell /24/,'Menzerath /11,12/, Moulton /13,

14/, Trubetzkoy /23/, Seiler /19,20/, Ta-

naka /22/, Hirsch-Wierzbicka /17/ and Ta—

ranets's group /26/. Bierwisch /1/, Wurzel

/25/ and Copeland /13/ have described them

by means of generative grammars. In addi-

tion, we have used the data provided by

Kelz /9/, Stock /21/ and Kastner /10/.

The main research object of Twaddell
was the structure of German words consis-

ting of one syllable. He provided the ru—

les of word-initial and word-final conso-

nant clusters. When studying the structure

of consonant sequences in the middle of

the word (he found 394 of them) he came to

the conclusion that their structure follows

certain regularities. Menzerath followed '

the work of Twaddell in studying monosyl—

labic words, Moulton and Trubetzkoy studied

certain aspects of them (Moulton studied
.the correlation between the structure of a

consonant cluster and the length of the

preceding vowel, Trubetzkoy formulated the
distributional rules of the word—initial

consonant cluster). Seiler constructed its

structural formula and the work was comp-

leted by Hirsch—Wierzbicka, who applied a

CONSONANT COIBINATORICS IN GERIAN

MART RANNUT

I inguistics
De t. of Computational L

Institute of Language and Literature

Tallinn, Estonia, USSR 200106

1 load to
uter and added a functions -

:tzgy case. After Twaddell the work in stu

dying word-internal consonant sequences was

‘continued by Tanaka. He examined the struc-

ture of intermediate clusters, which he ge-

fined as clusters between two vowels, n:

taking into account word boundary signala.

From this material he drew 5 statistics y

ant conclusions.

Signlziznets has studied the same problem

with an aim of finding articulatory corre-

lates to the syllable boundary. Bierwisch

and Wurzel have studied certain morphono-

logical aspects of the problem while Cope-

land has given separate distributional ru-

r coda and onset.

les I: our paper we deal with the word-in-

‘ternal consonant sequence as a unit with

own structure. Word-initial and word-

flzal consonant clusters will not be tho-

roughly discussed as there are above-men-

tioned fundamental works available on this

topic. Neither are those clusters difficult

to generate when applying a few additional

rules to the word-internal consonant sequem‘

ces (see p.9). -

2. PRINCIPLES OF DESCRIPTION.

The principles of the description of

consonant sequences are as follows:

1) The composition and occurrence of German

consonant sequences are determined by resu-

larities'part of which are general linguis-

tic while the rest are characteristic of t“
phonological system of the German languash

the latter being primary with regard to the
general linguistic ones.
2) Syllable structure is regarded as prime!
ry with respect to phonemes and capable 0f
dictating phoneme sequences in it (see l5/L
The consonant sequences containing a 51115”
le boundary are restricted by the syllable
structure as well as by consonant sequence
constraints. Such a model can be considered
as a submodel of the model of the-rhythmic
pattern of speech (see /18/). As the struc-
ture of the syllable is influenced by the
morphological component, the deviations re-

sulting from this are regarded as a unnatu!

ral heterogenous set Qn(see p.7);
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3) In working out an integral model of pho-
notactic restrictions we have proceeded

'from word-internal consonant sequences as
they are more regular than word-initial and
word-final consonant clusters. By extending
the restrictions of word—internal consonant
sequences to word-initial and word-final
consonant clusters and applying a few addi-
tional rules-we have obtained a unified
system of phonotactic restrictions of Ger-
man consonant sequences (cf./15,16/).
4) Unlike the above studies which have dealt
with the analysis of consonant sequences
with a view to discovering the rules lying
as the basis for the structure, this in-
vestigation aims at a synthesis of conso- ’
nants by means of a generative model, the
purpose of which is to obtain an adequate
final result with the help of a minimal
number of rules.
5) Considered in the study are only conso-
nant sequences occurring in native German
words while the difference between a German
word and a foreign one has been made on the
basis structure (see /6/). .
6) The structure model of consonant sequen-
ces contains only predominating rules. As
the phonological component is constantly
affected by the environment through the
adoption of foreign words and the phonetic
peculiarities of other languages, added to
its grammar are more and more rules which
can be opposed to the existing ones. At the
same time the language dislodges part of
the rules to retain the leve1_of homogeneity
necessary for its existence. For that rea—
son from the synchronic point of view a
language is a complex of rules opposed to
each other and some of them dominate over
the others. In the case of opposing rules.
considered in constructing the phonological
generator are the rules which dominate over
the others; The choice of rules in this ca-
se has been made with the help of functional
load.

7) The present phonotactic description is
based on Duden's /4/ transcription, contai-
ning the following consonant phonemes:

/pt-k
b .d

pftstS

d3
s cxh

v z 3
m n1 G

r

J/

AS'the consonants d , ti. and do not ap-
Pear in native Germ n consonan clusters,

they are not taken into account in the in-
ventory of our generative grammar.
3) The present work is not concerned with
consonant sequences generated at compound

c°mponent Junctions, regarding only sequen-
ces in the words consisting of stem and af-
f1x(es), The latter are taken from Duden/4/

3. DEFINITIONS

A consonant sequence is an arbitrary
sequence of different consonants within
the boundaries of one simple word.

A consonant cluster is a syllable-in-
ternal consonant sequence. A syllable is a
sequence of phonemes between two successi-
ve syllable boundaries within one word.
Syllable boundary is fixed according to
traditional German grammar.

A fortis structure is.a consonant se-
quence containing stop consonants and/or
affricates. -

A lenis structure is a consonant se-
quence containing neither stop consonants
nor affricates.

A base structure is a sequence of non-
terminal symbols.

A surface structure is a sequence of
German consonant phonemes.

A pronunciation strength structure is
a sequence of non-terminal symbols marking
pronunciation strength classes (see /8/).

4. GENERAL PRINCIPLE OF THE GENERATOR

A generator of consonant sequences rep-'
resents a formal grammar which determines
one phonological subsystem of a language -
the phonotactics of consonant sequences -
and gives its exact description. According
to Chomsky'S/Z/ grammar the consonant se-
quences generator can be described by the
formula D=(I,E,T,P), where D is the conso-
nant sequences generator, E - the ultimate
number of non—terminal symbols (the auxi-
liary symbols of the base structure), T -
the number of terminal symbols (the conso-
nant phonemes of the surface structure)
different from E, P - the ultimate number
of restriction (x) and derivation rules
(Y), which describe the process of genera-
ting consonant sequences and restrict.se~
quences not characteristic of the language,
and I - the initial symbol. .

E comprises the auxiliary symbols of
the first- and second-level base structu-
res (M1,K2,M3,K4,M5, 1.2.3.4,5, G,L,N,V,F,
K,A,B,R,01.Q ). T comprises the consonant
phonemes occurring in sequences.in the sur-
face structure(the 3rd level) of the Ger-
man language (k,p,t.g,b,d,pf,ts,s,f,s,c,xrm.
h,v,z,m,n,n,l,r,J,rn) and a blank or empty
string (5). Different variants are separa—
ted in the description by the symbol (,).
The length of a_consonant sequence, i.e.
the number of phonemes in the sequence bet-
ween two vertical strokes is marked by a
number-following the mark of equation. The
symbol C stands for any consonant phoneme,
* is a string of consonants comprising from
0 to 5 phonemes and * is a string of con-
sonants comprising from 1 to 5 consonant
phonemes.

The generator has been compiled on the
basis of the combinatorical regularities
of German consonant sequences

Se 63.1.2
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and it constructs the existing consonant
sequences whose structure is acceptable to

the phonological system of the German lan-
guage as well as the non-existing consonant
sequences which are typologically relevant
to the existing ones. It also determines
the position of syllable boundary. The work
of the generator is based on the application
of the hierarchical character of the phone?
logical system of the language where re;
strictions are applied on all levels. This
makes it possible with few restrictions to
obtain from 5.5 million potential sequences

( £3 Ck= 23*23‘23*22*21 = 5621154 ) a

result that in number approximately corres-
ponds to the one in reality. The generator
does not pretend to psychological reality
or "natural" processes in the language, but
represents a-black-box-type model in which
the application of phonological rules pro;
vides a result close to linguistic reali—
ties.

5. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE GENERATOR

The formal description of the generator
of German consonant sequences is given in
the form of a grammar where Y marks the de-
rivation rules and X the restriction rules,
and the number following them denotes the
hierarchical level. The number in brackets
refers to the subsection where the respec—
tive operation is presented in more detail.
The rules with the number 0 (e.g. X-1.0)
point out those consonant strings which do
not correspond to the definition of conso-
nant sequences.

Y-l I .. 1 2 3 4 5
(6) 1 —. M1, 6

2 -. K2, 6
3 —> M3, 2
4 —* K4. 6
5 —‘ M5, 6

X-1.0 C —e e

Y—2 M1—‘ L,N,Q1
(7) K2~h K,A

M3-. F,R
K4—. K,A,B

"5" GvLINtv'QZ

X-2.1.1 01‘ Q —o e
2 *A * Ag—. ‘e
3 *BQz—fi 5

*8V —~ e

X-2.1.4 *FB'—o e
*AB*—~ e
*KB*—fi e

X-2.2.1 Q 'R*—o e
N;R*-> c

*KR*-fi e
*AR*—~ e

2 *RK*-O- 5
*RB*-. e
*RA*-o E
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X-2.3.1
2
3

X-2.4

X-2.5

X-2.6.1

v—a.1

(a)

X-3.0

X—3.1

X—3.2.1

X-3.3

X-3.4

X-3.5

x-s.6

x—3.7
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G*-o e

‘CCG -‘ 5
BC -+
AG -t

RG -

FG -‘

*FA*-

"
1
0
0
0
.

m

QIAK*—~ 6
QIKAh-o e

01KK*—— e

c1c2c3c4i—p c, if Q1: B,A

é1°2c3cic5" e 1: c5: N.02.v—

if Cl= 01

J

l,r _

n,m,g,rn,rm

v,z,h

l.m,n

s.f,j,x

b,g,d

pf,ts

~~ k.p.t.¢

*Cicj*-> e, if i=j

*Cn—s e

i
i

l
4

l
i

i
4

x
a»

u
'u

x
-<

z
t‘

0

*Cx*-‘ 6

3C .. e, if Ci v,z,h,1,n,k

nCICZ*—o e, if Cli k,s'

xC*-‘ e, if Ci t,ts

Cc*—‘ e, if Ci l,r,n
*kfi'

epfs

‘cf"

stfe

*tsf* _. e

*pff* «u e

*sf* —o e

4
I

4
l E

6‘

6

E

*mf' ->- E

ecc —o 6

*gm -. e

*bm -t E

*dm -u 5

*km -o 6

'pm -9 6

'fm -> e

*fm -. e

'tsm -. c

'Dfm -‘ e

X—3.11

X-3.12

X-3.13

X-3.14

X—3.15

X-3.16

X—3.17

X-3.18

X—3.19

X-3.20

X—3.21

X-3.22

X-3.23

m5°*“ e x—3.24
*Csm —> 6

*SP*-* 6. if *i e

“cepn '* E x_3.25
*CCkn —. e x—3.26
*tsP*“ e x-3.27
*PfP*-’ e

*kp*-¢-

*tp*+

*¢P*+

m
m

m
m

*fp*~>
mp0102~> e, if Cai t

lpC1C2—> e, if Czi t
rpC102—> e, if Cai t X-3.28
tC a» e '
QItCC -> e

Cpt*-> e

Ccs*—- e

*tk*—’ e X-3.29
*pk*—o e

*pfk*—> e

*tsk*—> e x—3.3o*ykn. a
*fk*—o e
*sk*-» e, if *i e X-3-31
*ck*—p e, if *i e

Cpf*—— e, if Ci m,Ql,r,n

rpfc
- e, if Ci l,r X-3.32

np
- e, if Ci l,r X-3.33

lfc —~ e, if Ci l,r X—3.34
CCs*—> e X-3.35

CCts*—r E X43.36

CltsCC —v e, if 01f n,r,1

*tts* —~ 5 » X—3.37

*kts* _. e

mts* —. e X—3.38

*cr —9 e X-3.39

*SI‘ —. E

*tsr -> G

c c c r —. c 1r cais1 2 3
ik$*_. E X-3.40

*pS*—o e Y-3.2

us“. a
'95“. G
my... e
*pfS*—r 6
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l*—> 9

ms*—. 5

*tss*—> E

rsC*—> e, if Ci t

mg*-> e

*pfz -o e

*tsz -> e

.52
-b E

’

'fz -+ e :

*sz —§ 5

*pz —» e

*tz —p e f
*cz -. e ‘
*pfv —' e \

*fv -> e
!

*pv —. e .

*tv —u 5

*eV —. e

*SCl —. 5

“San —e- e

*Sco —+ e
*pfsC —> E. if Ci t

*tsC —> e, if Ci t

rnC —~ 6, if Ci t

ktC —> e

ptsC —> e

pftC —- E

a*-> e, if C=s,n,02

QICn —~ 6, if C: t,p,ts,f,b,d

0101 —o e, if C=t,d

npn —> e

rmCCC —+ e

rmC —~ <

rmC -> t, if Cli

rnc C
- t, if Cli

C c, if C

C —> e,

o
N

|H
H

o
0
0
v

O

m
m

"
5
5

1 k,t

H
H

C C C

p.

(a)

<
‘<

'-
9 9x991fvl3ymyvp0n,k

H

9 ll0)
N

P
M

O
0
0 :1

ll

('1
'

W
S

U
I

N

c1c203c405—» (, if Csi 1

01-. I,f,nt etc.

Qz—O c,b,h,t,f,.etc.
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VOCALIC CLUSTERS AND THE NATIVIZATION OF IDANWORDS lN POLISH

BARBARA NYKIEL-HERBERT

Program in Linguistics, State University of New York
Binghamton, New York 13901

One significant fact about Polish
phonotactics is that no vocalic clusters
are permitted within a single native
morpheme -- either at the underlying or
phonetic levels of repreSentation.
Borrowed morphemes, on the other hand,
commonly contain sequences of two vowels:
teat; 'theatre', page 'oasis'd jubileusz
'anniversary', aorta 'aorta'. Both
phonological and phonetics vowel sequences
occur at prefixal boundaries in words of
all categories (e.g. pootwierac 'open',
nieostry 'blurred', nausznik 'earmuff'),
but at suffixal boundaries the occurrence_
of vocalic clusters is heavily restricted
and limited almost entirely to words formed
from foreign lexical material (both stems
and suffixes). .

In this paper, I attempt to analyze
and explain the constraints on the
occurrence of vocalic clusters as well as
the strategies that the language employs to
prohibit the violation of these constraints
by loanwords.

The existing analyses of the morpho-
phonological system of Polish convincingly
argue that vowel sequences can appear in
the underlying representations of complex
words of all major lexical categories as a
result of morpheme concatenation [3,4].
Rubach [4] claims that Polish permits, on
the level of phonetic representation, the
occurrence of vowel clusters in nouns but
not in verbs; in his analysis, any
underlying sequence of vowels in a Verb
(except those in the prefixal position) is
reduced to a single vowel by means of Vowel
Deletion Rule, which reads as'follows:

(1) [+syll] -> .93 / [+5y1111v

The above rule explains how a surface form
such as [xrapjé] 'they snore' derives from
the underlying /xrap-a-om/, but it fails to
explain why the vocalic clusters are not
simplified in verbs such as:

(2) ewakuowac 'evacuate'
sytuowac 'situate'
konstytuowac 'constitute'
substytuowac 'substitute'
instruowac 'instruct"
tatuowac 'tatoo'

U.S'.A.

and a handful of others. In a footnote,

Rubach suggests that these Verbs contain

the labiovelar glide /w/ in their

underlying representations and that the

glide also appears in pronunciation, e.g.

gwangglwag, s we wac. This solution

is not workable because it fails to explain

why the glide does not appear in some of

the corresponding derived nouns: there are

no forms such as *ko st uw c a,

*substut uw c'a. A subsequent rule of

glide deletion before consonants cannot be
postulated in the presence of forms such as

[bawvan] 'snowman', [kawtsja] I'depOSit',

[kuwko] 'wheel', [awktsja] 'auction‘, etc.

Since all the verbs listed in (2) are
obviously loanwords supplied with

verbalizing and inflectional morphemes in

order to adapt to the native morphological
system of Polish, it seems simpler to
restrict the application of the Vowel
Deletion rule to etymologically native
verbs. The labiovelar glide that breaks up
the vowel cluster in the verbs of (2) in
some pronunciation styles (but not all) has
then to be treated as inserted by an
optional rule formulated as follows:

V
(3) p —9 -cons . +high

-voc / +back
+round +round V

V
+high
+back

V ____ +round

i.e., the labiovelar glide is inserted
between two vowels if at least one of then
is /u/. Rule (3) is responsible for
labialization not only in verbs such as
those in (2) but also in nouns and
adjectives, for example: ighilléflfllél
'anniversary', akt[uwa]1ny 'currenth
s s w o 'sexuologist'. Note that the
above rule also explains why the glide does
not break up the vocalic cluster in LIQQEEQ
'create'.

Etymologically native nouns and
adjectives never exhibit vowel sequences on
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the level of phonetic representation in
what is considered 'standard Polish'. This
is due to the interaction of several
morphological and phonological factors:

(a).all nominal stems in Polish are
consonant-final

(b) all nominal and adjectival
suffixes are vowel-initial

(c) any sequences of vowels that
appear in the process of
morphological derivation are
eliminated by the independently
motivated phonological rules
(Gliding and yer-Deletion [3]).

The Polish lexicon contains a number
of loanwords which violate the constraint
requiring that all nominal stems be
consonant-final,'e.g;:

(4)
kakao 'cocoa' boa 'boa'
makao 'card game' rodeo 'rodeo'
kamea 'cameo' video 'video'
idea 'idea' stereo 'stereo'
orchidea 'orchid' Mao 'Mao'
gwinea 'guinea'
statua 'statue'

The nouns in column (a) are pronounced with
or without the glide between the two
vowels, but there seems to be no such

~ option for the words in (b), in which the
vowels are always pronounced as a sequence.
The examples in (b) are also undeclinable,
as opposed to those in (a), which do take
appropriate case endings, at least in
informal speech styles. These differences
point to a greater degree of nativization
of the words in the (a) group. The words
in (b) behave as genuinely foreign words,
both - from the phonological and
morphological points of view. They still
have the status of monomorphemic words and
therefore their vocalic clusters remain
intact (cf. teat; 'theatre', fiesta
(personal name), tgast 'toast'). Words in
column (a), however, have been reanalyzed
as bimorphemic with the final vowel
fulfilling the function of inflection.
This operation leaves the stems with a
final‘ vowel, thus creating impermissible
(from the point of view of the native
vocabulary) sequences of vowels across the
stem-suffix boundary. The glide that
appears, at least in some pronunciation
StyleS, at the end of the stems, makes
these stems conform to the ~phonotactic
constraints of the language. The nature of
the glide seems to be determined by the
quality of the stem-final vowel: the
labiovelar glide [w] occurs after back
V°Wels ([kakawo], [statuwa]) and the .
Palatal glide [j] after front vowels
([kameja], [ideja]).

The above reasoning inevitably leads
to the conclusion that the glides in focus
are not inserted by a phonological rule,
PUt are present in the stems in their
Underlying representations, i.e., stems are

'alternation kakag - a
s

consonant-final on both the underlying and
phonetic levels. Consider further the data
below, which offer support for this claim:

(5) kakao - kaka[w]ko (dim.)
'cocoa" kaka[w]ek (dim. gen.pl.)

kamea - kame[j]ka (dim.)
'cameo' kame[j]ek (dim.gen.pl.)

statua - statu[w]ka (dim.)
'statue' stat[w]ek (dim.gen.pl.)

orchidea - orchide[j]ka (dim.)
'orchid' orchide[j]ek (dim.gen.pl.)

as well as the word kafejka - Kafejek
'coffee shop', which is a nativized form of
French gaf_. The suffix employed in these
derivations is the diminutive morpheme -§3,
represented as /—¥k/ on the underlying
level. Note that the glide occurs not only
in intervocalic position but aISO pre-
consonantally. If the glide were inserted
by a phonological rule to break up a
vocalic cluster, then it would have no
reason to before consonants as well.
Obviously, sequences such as -ak-, -uk-,-
£3“, are permissible in Polish, as is
demonstrated by such words as hrakgwag 'to
lack', stggag 'to knock' and those data in
(5) as well.

The glide following vowel-final stems
appears also in adjectives formed with the
suffix -§ki (phonologically /-isk-i/, as
the examples below demonstrate:

(6) Dante dantejski
' Galileo galilejski

Prometeusz prometejski '
Gwinea gwinejski

and the name of the famous street in Paris,
the Champs Elysées, is translated into
Polish as Bela_§liisiehie.

Yet another piece of evidence comes
from the case forms of some of the words
under discussion. The locative case of the
words takes. statue is [kakale]. [statule],
respectively: the segment that appears
intervocalically is the lateral [1] rather‘
than the labiovelar glide. The alternation
between [w] and [1] is regular in Polish
phonology and is considered part of the
anterior palatalization process; the

ESQEEQ'
§£§§§l§ parallels that of - giggle
'school', K219 - hole 'wheel'. It has been
argued [2,4] that the segment underlying
the [w] - [l] alternation is the velarized
lateral /l/; it changes to [1] when
followed by a front non-low vowel, and
otherwise it surfaces as the labiovelar
glide [w]. Thus, the stem-final consonant
(the velarized lateral) has to be present
in the underlying representations of
loanwords discussed here. The underlying
representations of the words w
serum, mums are /kakaz-§k-o/I
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/statu1-¥k-a/, /idej-¥k-a/, respectively.
It has been demonstrated that the

stems which came into Polish as vowel-final

have adjusted to the native phonotactic

constraints by adding a non-vocalic segment

at the end, which segment appears on the

surface of some derivatives and some case

forms. There are also, however, complex

words containing the stems in focus which

fail to show the glide in the crucial

environment on the surface, or where the

glide appears in some pronunciation styles

but not all (no such alternative exists for

the forms in (5) and (6)). Some of these

derivatives are:

(7) kakaowy 'cocoa' (adj.)
ideowy 'ideological'
ideologia 'ideology'
kameowy 'of a cameo'

prometeizm 'Prometeism'
prometeiczny 'Prometeic'

The comparison of the data in (5) and (6)
with (7) points to a morphological factor

in the distribution of the intervocalic

glides: some suffixes (the diminutive -ek

/-ik/,.the adjectivizing -§ki /—1sk-i/, and
the inflectional endings) do not attach to

vowel-final stems that end in a vowel, and

etymologically foreign stems ending in a

vowel must adjust phonologically to comply

with the constraint. What these suffixes

have in common, and what distinguishes them

from the suffixes used in the formation of

the items in (7) is that they are all

etymologically native. It comes as no
surprise then that etymologically native

suffixes attach only to bases whose shape

does not violate the phonotactic

constraints of the language. The suffixes

represented in (7) are all etymologically

foreign except for -w, which nevertheless
functions with the others and attaches
freely to foreign bases (cf. :gkgrgggy
'made on a Jacquard loom', finansowy
'financial', etc.). It can thus be
concluded that the class of foreign
suffixes (and -gwy). do not require
consonant-final bases, and so they can
attach to stems ending in a vowel.

To account for the variation in the
shape of the stem exhibited by the forms in
(5) and (6) as opposed to (7),” one is
forced to consider an allomorphy rule that
adds a consonantal extension to etymologi-
cally foreign stems when these stems are
followed by etymologically native suffixes.
Such a rule, even though phonological in
form, is actually morphological in nature
and applies prior to phonological rules.
(The exact status, form, and function of
illomorphy rules are extensively discussed

n [1].)
As expected, the process of adaptation

of borrowings to the native phonomorpho-
logical system is not uniform for all
items, the time of borrowing and the
frequency of usage being the most crucial

variables: Another important facts that

appears to influence the irate of nativi-
zation of the loanwords in focus is the

level of education of speakers. .The
nativizations (phonological and grammatical

adaptation) are usually met Wlth long and

bitter opposition from the _ded1cated

linguistic prescriptivists who inSist on

preserving the foreign status of loanwords

by adhering to their original pronunci-

ations (which are frequently .simply

spelling pronunciations) and prohibiting

their declension. The here much-discussed

example kakag, for example, is still

considered undeclinable by filgflfllk

Wu! [5] and the pronunci-
atibn with the labiovelar glide breaking up

the final cluster is 'banned [6]. The
diminutive form kakalkg is not even listed

in any of the Polish dictionaries, perhaps
because, as one of the prescriptive

informants pointed-out, "one would not even
know how to spell it". However, since
kakag has a relatively high frequency of
usage, the diminutive form kgkazkg is

gaining popularity among those speakers who
do not necessarily consult a dictionary

before uttering a word.
The word kakag is probably the most

interesting of the loanwords discussed here
because it displays the greatest amount of
variation in its forms and pronunciations.
This variation correlates with the extent
to which the word is perceived as "foreign"
or "native" by speakers. 0n the one end of
the spectrum, there is the prescriptive
pronunciation that does not permit an
intervocalic glide in any form; speakers
with this pronunciation do not generally
decline or diminutivize the word. This
pattern predominates among educated,
language—conscious speakers who have an
awareness of the foreign source of the
work, but it is not representative of the
majority of Polish speakers. At the other
end, there are speakers who have the glide
(or, necessarily, [1] in some inflectional
forms) throughout the whole pattern:
[kakawo], [kakawko], [kakawovi], [kakawem],
etc. This pronunciation style occurs among
speakers with little education and it is
considered nonstandard by prescriptivists.
At the same time, this pattern shows full
nativization to the phone-morphological
system; for these speakers, kakao has the
same status as 3019 'wheel', which is a
native word. In the intermediate group are
mixed~pattern pronunciations: with the
glide in diminutive and inflectional forms;
but without the glide in the citation form
and the adjective kakaowy. . The reverse
distribution (with the glide in citation
and adjective forms, but absent in
inflectional and diminutive forms) does not
occur. Such distribution is predicted by
the analysis presented .earlier: if the
91148 °°Cur§l it is only in forms with
native suffixes immediately following the
stem. Prescriptive speakers do not exhibit
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the allomorphy rule menti' oned ab 'Egey have_ vowel-final representasigns andan; ranyeXIicoq' t jwhich makes diminutive;In ec o '"Nonstandard" speakgg; forms imPOSSIble.do notallomorphy rule either, buthavethteflilsrepresentations for the stems underdiscussion are consonant-fina .appears that the allomorphy1 ruleIt grinsadjusts foreign ste w Chms 5
with the demands of theonggizi they complytransitional devic
loanword nativizati§;. 1n the process Of.The analysis presented 'suggests the following conclugibnégls paper(1) restrictions on the occurrence fvocalic clusters in Polish are of‘gggnological, morphological, and lexicgltures. Crucial factors include thenafive/foreign status of stems andE: fixes, and phonotactic constraints one phonological shape of morphemescl (é) although Polish permits ’vocalictaggserjsOt aggoss prefixal junctures, itboundaries, permit them across suffixal

(3) there is a correlation betweegggigfiengz °%oanword integration andn Eh:voca ic clusters; word 'are more fully nativized will exhibit ¥2$23gocalic. clusters in their variouserivational and inflectional formations.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we report an account of Spanish
American phonological units. The sample con-
sisted of 74460 syllables distributed.in 43306
words. The frequency of occurrence of phonemes
are presented each one labeled according to ar-

' ticulatory features. Dentals have an incidence .
of almost four times more than velars. Palatals
have a low frequency.'Voiced phonemes gave high-
er figures than unvoiced ones. A table is pres-
ented with a ranking order of the first 50 syl-
lables. Thirty one of these syllables are also
words. Included is the percent incidence of
each of the first 50 syllables in initial and
final word position. Type CV is equally distrib-
uted in both positions and CVC tend to termi-
nate words. An observation is made on the most

_frequent articulatory combinations encountered
at both extremes of words.

INTRODUCTION

In this work we intent to address the problem of
segmentation of morphemic units in continuous
speech on the basis of statistical data. Other aims
were to provide useful infonnation for spectrogram
reading and for cross language comparison.
Our system consists of five vowels and seventeen
consonants.‘All but four phonemes IJ/ (spelled y
and fl). ly/ (c_h_). /x/ (,1) and In/ (E) can be
represent with orthographic symbols.
In spoken Spanish the syllabic structure predomi-
nate over the morphemic one. It is also known that
CV constitutes more than 50% of all syllabic types.
The expansion of this pair produces CV+C. CV+V, -
CV+V+C which add over to 90% of all syllabic types
/1/. It is also true that in Spanish there is a
tendency for syllables between words to be fused.;
This and other phonological changes take place ac-
cording to principles that could be determined.
Taking this facts into account we centered our at-
tention into the syllabic segments that are encoun-
tered at both margins of words. Before entering

,into this problem we examined a previous inventory
~ of phonemes and classified the sounds adopting

broad conventional articulatory terms /2/. A more

detailed articulatory with allophonic variants is

presented elsewhere /3/.
The corpus covered 163861 phonemes and 74460 sylla-
bles distributed in 43306 words. The text was ex-

tracted from five modern plays written in conversa-
tional style, by contemporary argentine authors.

UISTRIBUTION OF VOWELS AND CONSONANTS

In Figure 1 we present the five vowels ordered ac-
cording to tongue height. _

°l° .

15.0
15 ' ,.

lO

III I0! IO! M I"!
CLOSE 2%; WEN 295:5 CLOSE

~—.._. ‘
FRONI' CEN'I RN... BACK

Figure 1. Distribution of Spanish vowels
~ by articulatory configurations.

Taking as a referente frontal half closed /e/.
which is the most used sound, scoring 15%, central
/a/ and back closed /0/ follow with relativately
small differences. Closed vowels are less used.
Frontal /i/ by a factor of two and half and back
/u/ by a factor of five. V
In Figure 2 consonants are distributed according
with place, voicing and manner of articulation..
Dentals are produced approximately four time more
than labials, six times more than velars and twen-
ty SlX times more than palatals. Voiced phonemes
are more frequent than unvoiced ones.
As for manner of articulation nasal /n/ is more
than twice more recurrent than labial /m/ While
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palatal /p/ is infrequently produced N' °group of liquids vibrant /r/ is more recgcrgnthihanlateral /l/ but /rr/ is much less pronouncedlgeamori/recgrrentd550ps are dentals /t/ and /d/owe ab' ’
/g/ is less used. y ials /b/ and /p/. Velar

NASAL
/n/7. l

LANERAL
IZ/as

PLAPPED
VIBRANT-i /r/ 5.4

ROLLED
/rr/ 0.4

VOICED LIQUID

Bill“ :To- P
_/H/4o

STOP
unmeoE/I/ 4-5

)gyeguye

NASAL
vomzo-1::hnflla

STOP
'za/an

37°F

{/p/2.7

/7'}'°o‘.'s""

LABIAL
9.4

vomso ———:TOP
vegan /9/ 1.1mi ' l STOP

uvom:01::?k/‘13

‘ 737°a

FRICKTIVE

rwuo{?fla7
NASH.

791/ <12
—UNW —;,;I/cflgx!

MLA‘IIL -—.
1.8

Figure 2. Distribution of Spanish consonants
by articulatory configurations.

in general we observe that a.large number of sounds
re produced at the front of the mouth. Two frontal

vowels plusdentals and labials summate over three
'thirds of all phonemes occurrences.

Voicing is another apparent feature vowels and
VOiced consonants added together make more than
tee fourths of the total occurrences.
at?0mparison_with the Peninsular Spanish pronunti-.
i 0" gave minor deviations which are correlated

72th some differences in the.phonological system

FREQUENTLY REPEATED SYLLABLES

It is noted that the high incidenc -e of certain pho-nemes result from a
syiiabies. gm” °f frequently repeated

Table 1. The first)fifty syllables (with aster—
s

.
isk are also word

Syllables Percent' Syllables Percent

::/* 5.529 /el/* 1.050
e/* 3.920 ro .

/no/* 3.826 :pe: I.§I:
/de/* 2.484 /en/* 01992
/se/* 2.460 [50/ 0.957
/es/* 2.375 /le/* 0.870
/1/* 2.080 _/por/* 0.864
/te/* 2.042 /di/* ‘0.835
/si/* 1.775 Imo/ 0.819
/do/* 1.676 /u/* 0.768
/ta/ 1.649 /ma/ 0.742
Itb/ . 1.598 /be/* 0.687
/la/* 1.518 ' /mi/* 0.679
/me/* 1.489 /ne/ 0.640
/ra/ 1.449 /bi/* 0.620
/sa/ 1.407 /po/ 0.608
/ko/ 1.321 /3a/* 0.596
Ina/ 1.304 /30/* 0.593
lpa/ 1.286 /kon/* 0.589
/e/* 1.249 [90/ 0.585
/ba/* , '1.200 /un/* 0.649
/lo/* 1.193 /mos/ 0.531
/da/* . 1.136 /mas/* 0.529
/o/* 1.075 Ides/ 0.486
lka/ 1.073 Iga/i. 0.474'

'In Table 1 we present the first 50 items which rep-resent 66.3% of the total sam le but
different syllables. Thirty sgven areoggimgg 3; :heCV pair, five by CVC, five by V and four by V0.
The most frequently pronounced consonants are den-tals /d t s n l/ which Summate 27%, labials /m p b/10% and velar /k/ 7%. These consonantal componentsare mainly combined with the three called strongvowels /e a o/. Thirty one of the units listed in'Table 1 are monosyllabic words. These units appearwith a relative much higher incidence 4817% thanbisyllabic 34.7%, trisyllabic 13.0% or tetrasyllab-ic words 3.1%. However when looking at the numberof different words which in the total sample are3993, we found that those formed by one syllable

are only 3.3% while those of two are 34.8% ofthree 41.2% and of four 17.1%. ’
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SYLLABLES AT BOTH MARGINS 0F WORDS

To count syllabic sounds located either at the

onset or at the offset of words, we took again a

sample formed by the first 50 syllables. Most of

these items resulted from bisyllabic words. The da-

ta are displayed in Table 2 and 3.

The units in Table 2 represent 74% of the total cor-

pus and 1.7% of the different syllables initiating

words. The range of scores is in the order of 1 to

20. To facilitate the inspection of our data we

have divided the table in two sets of 25 syllables.

The first from 9.8 to 1.0% and the second from 0.97

to 0.49%. In the first set we see thatvowelaloneor

in V0 pair are the most frequently produced sounds

' initiating syllables. Open vowel /a/ 9.8% is first.

Vowel /e/ alone and combined with a fricative in

Ies/ and a nasal in /en/ summate 10.4%. Back closed

vowel /u/ alone and /us/ make 3.8%. With lower

scores isolated vowels /o/ and /i/ appeared also in

the first set; The rest of the list is completed by

three labials /p b m/, four dentals /t d s n / and

one velar /k/.

Table 2. Syllables in initial word position

CV: 35.838 CVV: 4.229.

/pa/ 3.697 /rre/ 0.720 /bue/ 1.307

/ko/ 3.070 /rra/ 0.559 /tie/ 1.051

/pe/ 2.878 /mo/ 0.501 /pue/ 0.716

/to/ 2.143 /ti/ 0.492 /kie/ 0.635

/di/ 2.072 75e/ 0.492 /bie/ 0.591

/ka/ 1.987

/de/ 1-959 v: 18.566 cvc: 3.997
/sa/ 1.964

/se/ 1.575 /a/ 9.802 /des/ 0.971

/po/ 1.315 /e/ 3.334 /kon/ 0.725

/na/ 1.293 /u/ 2.542 ltam/ 0.649

/ma/ 1.172 /0/ 1.602 /ten/ 0.604

lme/ 1.114 /i/ 1.284 lpor/ 0.595

'/te/ 1.033 /pen/ 0.452

/ba/ 1.002
/mi/ 0_917 vc: .965 ccv: 1.5978

/bi/ 0.890 les/ 4.735 /kla/ 0.819
/ke/ 0.877 len/ 1.378 /tra/ 0.778
/mu/ 0.872 /us/ 1.307
/be/ 0.774 /al/ 0.868 CVVC‘ 0'693
/no/ 0.747 /an/ 0.675 /kuan/0.693

Among the labials stop /p/ articulated in pair with
strong vowels constitute the favourite combination.
Follows a voiced stop in /bue bal and a nasal in
/ma me/. In the category of dentals stops /t d/ in
/to te ti/, /di de/ and fricative /s/ in /sa se/
ranked first. Velar /k/ appeared relativately often

in /ko ka/. Subtotals are vowels 26.9, labials 12.2

dentals 12.1 and velars 5%. . .

Most of the consonantal sounds listed in the first

set appeared again in the second but in pair with

vowels of lower incidence or in CVC or CCV context.

The distribution of all items is quite even. This

time initial vowels—with exception of /al/ and

/an/-were not registered. Fricative /s/ was also

missing but another dental in /rra rre/ and a pal-

atal in /5e/ entered in the list. Subtotals are:

vowel 1.5, labials 5.8, dentals 5.6 and velars 3.7%.

Syllables in Table 3 represent 70% of the total _

sample and 1.8% of those terminating words. In this

list scores are ranging from 5.3 to 0.49%. This

proportion, close over 1 to 10, is practically half

of the range observed in Table 2. In this table we

observed a clair predominance of dentals. This cat-

egory covers abouttwo thirds of the total percent-

age listed in the table. The first eleven scunds

in CV pair are dentals. Also, in CVC all but two,

belong to this category. Stops /t/ and /d/ frica-

tive /s/ nasal /n/ and vibrant /r/ combined mainly

Table 3. Syllables in final word position

CV: 55.064

/do/ 5.308 /xo/ 0.863 7nas/ 0.559
/ra/ 4.435 /ga/ 0.738 /tas/ 0.550

/ta/ 4.122 /ke/ 0.734 Ires/ 0.541

/ro/ 3.450 /5a/ 0.671 /noS/ 0.510

/t0/ 2-989 /ma/ 0.671 /Sir/ 0.510

/na/ 2.801 /po/ 0.514 /mas/ 0,492

0

0

/te/ 2.788 /xa/ , .505

/da/ 2.743 /tj6/ .505 v: 3.083

/no/ 2.667

/se/ 2.193 /i/ 0.608

/mo/ 2.112 /mOS/ 1.696

/sa/ 2.027 /ted/ 0.944

lgo/ 1.785 /nes/ 0.801

Ide/ 1.383 /ses/ 0.796

/ne/ 1.351 /tar/ 0.734

CVVC: 1.145

/pues/0.598

/bien/0.555

/ko/ 1.239 /des/ 0.626

/ba/ 1.159 /dos/ 0.622

/be/ 1.025 /ser/ 0.617 CCV: 0.496

/ka/ 0.989 /saS/ 0.577

/si/ 0 957 /ron/ 0.564 /bre/ 0.496

with the strong vowels scored each an average
close to 10%. Labials /m/ in [ma mos ma mas/ and
/b/ in (ba be bien bre/ follow with 4.7 and 3%
respectively. Among the velars stop /k/ and /9/
ranked in /ko ka ke/ 2.8% and in /go ga/ 2.4%.
Fricative/x/ in /xa/ 1.3%. Palatals in [3a/ and fljb/
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scored only 0.6 and 0.5% res
vowels are found in this lis
In comparing Tables 1, 2 and
eighteen of the items are com
Nine are words /a i ke de te
percent of the items in Table

- either in Table 2 or 3. Among
words,/la lo el le 0 un/ whic
grammatical function (articles
quently occur as isolated one s
was also noticed than when form
segments eleven words /es me e
kon/ appeared in initial positi

a mas da/ were located at the

pectively. Two isolated
t /a/ 2.4% and /i/0.6%.

3 we observe that
mon to the threelists.
se ba be no/. Forty

1 are not found
these there are six
h because of their
and pronouns) fre-
yllable words. It
ing part of larger
0 en por di u mi bi
on and five /si do

end of words.

FINAL REMARKS

The range of frequentl
at both margins of wor
Enitiating words.
ombinations of CV type are almos ‘agiggtedyghgls CVE is more frequegteggimifiagiig. e . .initial positian. , CVV and CCV are mainly in

s or distribution of articulator co ' ‘we differentiate four significant gategnSEIOTioare prevalent at the onset of words: a) Vowelsalone and in V0 pair /es/ and /en/; b) Labials[p b m/ plus strong vowels. The third category15 formed by dentals combined with strong vowelswhich are limiting both sides being three timesmore frequent at the end of words. Velar /k/ isSimilarly distributed at both extremes.
Monosyllabic words that are part of larger lexicalunits are more frequentl occ ' - . . .
in final position. y urring 1" 1n1t‘a1 than

y repeated syllabic sounds
ds is tce as big for those
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DATEN DER PHONOLDGISCHEN STATISTIK ALS INDIZ FUR DEN GRAD

DER SPRACHVERWANDTSCHAFT (AM BEISPIEL URALISCHER SPRACHEN)
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Uberblick fiber ein Projekt zur einheit-

lichen Erforschung, Beschreibung und Ver—

gleichung der Lautstande in den-urali-

schen Sprachen; Hinweise auf den Grad der

wechselseitigen Verwandtschaftsverhélt-

nisse dieser Sprachen im Spiegel der pho—

nologischen Statistik.

*

AUSFUHRUNGEN

(1) Um eine Vergleichbarkeit der Phonem-

systeme der einzelnen uralischen (finno—

ugrischen) Sprachen vornehmen zu kfinnen,

habe ich vor einigen Jahren ein Beschrei—

bungsmodell /1/ entworfen, das nach ein—

heitlichen Prinzipien aufgrund der phone-

tischen Eigenheiten der einzelnen Laute

unter Berficksichtigung der phonologischen

Relevanz eine Klassifizierung ermfiglicht;

ich bediene mich dabei eines sechsziffri-

gen Codes ffir jedes Phonem. Haben zwei

Phoneme in verschiedenen Sprachen den

gleichen Code, so sind sie phonologisch

identisch, wenngleich es phonetisch unter-

schiedliche Nuancen geben kann, die je-

doch im Hinblick auf das phonologische
System irrelevant sind.
Main Beschreibungsmodell ermfiglicht des
weiteren-Vergleiche zwischen den einzelnen

uralischen Sprachen resp. Dialekten im
Hinblick auf die Ausgestaltung und Bela—
stung innerhalb der verschiedenen phono-
logischen Korrelationen. Dies kann ffir die

synchron-konfrontierende Betrachtungs-
weise wie auch ffir die diachrone Entwick—
lung interessante Ergebnisse zeitigen.

(2) In einem langfristigen Projekt habe
ich ffir eine Reihe uralischer Sprachen die

Frequenzdaten der einzelnen Phoneme ermit-

telt; der Ausgangspunkt war ein hinrei-
chend umfangreicher Text /2/ von jeweils
ca. 2500 Phonemen, der in allen finnougri-
schen Sprachen vorliegt. Dieser Text ist
zwar insofern ein wenig manipuliert, als
er bewuBt bevorzugt genuin finnougrischen

Wortschatz und keine Fremdwfirter enthélt,

er vermittelt in dieser Hinsicht jedoch

ein gutes Bild fiber die Verbreitung der

eigenstandigen Phoneme der jeweiligen

Sprache (die in der UdSSR beheimateten

finnougrischen Sprachen unterliegen auch

im Bereich der Phonetik/Phonologie einem

starken EinfluB des Russischen, da mit der

Ubernahme von russischen Fremdw§rtern

heutzutage im Gegensatz zu der Ubernahme

von Lehnwbrtern in frfiheren Zéiten auch

"Fremdphoneme" allmahlich in diesen Spra-

chen heimisch warden). Eine vorgenommene

Analyse der Haufigkeit der einzelnen Pho—

neme in elf finnougrischen Sprachen (UNG,

VDG-N, oar-é, KPM, SYR, UDM, CRW, 088,
MOK, ERZ, FIN) liefert ein hinreichend um-

fangreiches Material, um daraus weitere

RUckschlUsse ziehen zu kfinnen: alle Zweige

der finnougrischen Sprachen (mit Ausnahme

des Lappischen) sind vertreten, wobei be-

sonderes Gewicht auf die Analyse der

"kleineren" Sprachen der volgaischen und

permischen Gruppe gelegt wurde. '

(3) Ermittelt wurden die Daten nicht nuf
der Haufigkeit des Vorkommens der Phoname.

sondern such in bezug auf ihre Positiyn
im w0rt und ggf. in der Silbe. Der Unfang
des Materials kann nur angedeutet wyfden.
Die Daten im einzelnen sind in einef Reihe
von Arbeiten /3/ zugénglich gemacht wor-
den. Eine Beschrankung ergibt siqfi bis-
lang noch insofern, als die auBetst wich-

tigen phonotaktischen Daten nocV nicht
ermittelt warden konnten: fur die Fragen
der Distribution und vor allem der Kombi-
natorik ist das von mir zugruude gelegte
Corpus zu gering. In dieser Hinsicht habe
ich auf der Basis umfangreicflerer Corpora
Untersuchungen fDrs SyrjanisChe /4/ Ufld
ffirs Tundrajukagirische (i. e. eine paléo-
sibirische Sprache!) /5/ dchgeffihrt und
vorgelegt.

(4) Die zeitliche Distanz der heutigen
uralischen Sprachen zu der angenommenen
uralischen Protosprache dfisfte ca. 6000

Jahne betragen, die Distarz der heutigeuxw
finnougrischen Sprachen ZJ der finnougri-
schen Protosprache sicherlich auch ca.
4500 Jahre oder mehr. Sprachdenkmaler
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liegen - und auch das nur fUr eini e -
chen — erst seit wenigen Jahrhundegteipsgrzudem oftmals in einer Form, die eine pho—'
nologische Analyse stets mit vielen Fra-
gezeichen versehen lassen muB, soweit es
die alteren Sprachzusténde betrifft.
Pnonetisch zuverléssige Aufzeichnungen
die dann.auch eine phonologische Analyse
ermoglichen, liegen erst seit Ende des vo-
rigen Jahrhunderts vor. In dieser Hin-
sicht ist die Situation in der Uralistik/
Finnougristik betréchtlich ungfinstiger als
in anderen Sprachfamilien.

(5) In der Uralistik haben seit Beginn
dieser wissenschaftlichen Disziplin die
Lautforschung und die Etymologie eine tra-
gende Rolls gespielt, wobei beide Berei—
che in wechselseitiger Abhangigkeit zuein-
ander stehen. Bei meinen Untersuchungen
zur Frequenz der Phoneme ist mir daher der
Gedanke gekommen, daB sich in den ermit-
telten Ergebnissen — wenn sie nur entspre—
chend interpretiert werden - beim Ver-
gleich zwischen den einzelnen Sprachen
auch Bfiokschlfisse auf den Grad der wech—
selseitigen Verwandtschaft ziehen.1assen
muBten, oder anders ausgedrUckt: in den
Daten mfiflte sich der Grad der Verwandt-
schaft widerspiegeln:
Nenn es zu einem "Lautwandel" kommt, so
geschieht dies ja nicht durch die Erset-
zung eines Phonems durch ein beliebiges
anderes, sondern das dem Lautwandel unter-
worfene Phonem veréndert sich nur in einem
oder 1m Verlaufe der Zeit in einigen wani—
gen seiner Merkmale, d.h. ein Lautwandel
W18 etma /t/ > /s/ beinhaltet eine Spi-
rantisierung, Artikulationsstelle und an—

. dare Eigenheiten bleiben aber (zunachst)
erhalten, k6nnen sich sehr wohl aber im
Verlaufe von weiteren Wandeln verandern.
Im Bereich der uralischen Sprachen sind

-diese Wandel schwer nachzuvollziehen, da
es - vie schon erwahnt - an alteren Sprach-
denkmalern mangelt; lediglich die Mfiglich-
keit einer relativen Chronologie, wodurch
er51chtlich wird, daB der eine Lautwandel
dem anderen vorausgegangen sein muB, laBt
gew1sse Rfickschlfisse zu.

(§) Meine Idee ist die folgende: da bei
einem Lautwandel nicht alle Charakteristika
eines Phonems betroffen sind, weil die ein-
zelnen Sprachen sich unterschiedlich.ver-
halten, mDBte es mdglich sein, bei der Auf-
Splitterung der einzelnen Charakteristika
der Phoneme deren statistische Frequenz-
daten zu vergleichen: Sprachen, die geméB
dfim Stammbaummodell enger verwandt sind,
m9Bt§n dann grfiBere Ahnlichkeit in den sta—
tistischen Daten aufweisen et yice versa.

(Z) Der knappe zur Verfflgung stehende Raum
laBt nur einige wenige Beispiele zu. Be-
trachten wir zum Beispiel das Verhaltnis
*0" Vokalen (VOC) zu Konsonanten (CNS):
ach dem fiblichen, den Verwandtschafts-

grad widerspiegelnden Stammbaummodell
gibt sich folgendes Bild: er
Sprache VOC CNS ‘ (in %)

UNG 41,72 58,30
VDG-N 39,65 60,38
osr-é 39,82 60,18
KPM 42,00 58 00
svn . 41,24 58,77
UDM 42,26 57,72
58w 41,33. 58,67
688 42,21 57,80
MOK 39,31 60,69.
582 39,00 61,01
FIN 43,25 56,73

im Vergleich dazu zwei nicht—uralische
Sprachen:

*DEU 37,85 62,17
*JUK—T 42,61 57,39

guf dfir Basis von elf finnougrischen
prac en er alten wir ein ' -

wert von en Durcnschnitts

41,07 %_voc ./. 58,93 % CNS,
mozu beispielsweise die Nahe oder Ferne
Jeder der untersuchten.finnougrischenh
Sprachen in Relation gesetzt warden kann.
Ordnet man diese Daten jetzt nach den
:requenzwerten, ergibt sich folgende Rei—

ung:
FIN - *JUK-T - UDM - Ens - KPM -
UNG - 68w - svn - DST-§ - von-N -
MDK — ERZ - *DEU
(0) Es ist natfirlich evident, daB ein ein-
21ges Kriterium nicht ausreicht. Es sollen
daher einige weitere Ergfinzungen gegeben
werden, um die Methods zu verdeutlichen.
Bei einer Klassifizierung der Vokale nach
der Zungenstellung (Offnungsgrad) ergibt
sich fur den Anteil der Vokale mit hoher
Zungenstellung folgendes Bild: “
(a) Auflistung (b) Auflistung

gem. Stammbaum gem. Frequenz

UNG 12,98 51 so UDMVOG-N 22,90 43,47 ' syn
oar—é 19,25 42,35 *DEU
KPM 39,85 39'55 KP”SYR 43,47 34'58 F1"UDM 51.60 28,95 *JUK-T
C 24.36 ERZ
68W 18,75 22,90 VDG-N

RB 8,45 19,25 DST-§
MDK 18,30 18'30 ”0KEHZ 24,38 16'75 5””12,98 UNG
FIN 34,88 8,45 688

*DEU 42,35
*JUK-T ' 28,95

Die 'aus'dem Rahmen fallenden" Daten ein-
zelner finnougrischer Sprachen lessen sich
bei Kenntnis des Phoneminventars und der
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Lautgeschichte teilweise recht leicht in—

terpretieren.

(9) Es sei des weiteren ein Beispiel ange-

fflhrt aus dem Bereich des Konsonantismus:

Analyse nach der ArtikulationSart, in die-

sem Fall der Anteil der Fricativae (in %

aller Konsonanten):

(a) Auflistung (b) Auflistung

gem. Stammbaum gem. Frequenz

UNG 24,23 37,33 svn
VOG-N 32,53 35,54 UDM
DST-9 30,77 34,13 CRB

KPM 33,45 33'89 CR“
33,45 KPM

SYR 37'33 33 21 E82
UDM 35 54 v

' 33,15 MOK
a 33,33 32,53 voe—u
633 34,13 30,77 DST-S

, ~4-323 2;:
532 33 21 '

' 24,23 UNG
FIN 26,26 15,29 *JUK-T

*oeu 28,86

*JUK—T 15,29

(10) Ana der Ffille des Materials kann ich

hier nur einen kleinen Ausschnitt vorle—

gen, die Untersuchung und Analyse sind

auch noch nicht abgeschlossen. Gleichwohl

scheint mir schon jetzt deutlich zu sein,

dafl mit dieser Methode in Verbindung mit

_den Verfahren, die ich an anderer Stelle

l4, 6/ beschrieben habe, ein neuer Ansatz

geschaffen wird, um zur Aufklfirung stritti—

ger Probleme in der LautforschUng beizu—

tragen. Das von mir eingangs erwéhnte Be-

schreibungsmodell /1/ mit Verwendung des

Code-Systems erméglicht eine rasche Orien-

tierung, die bei der weiteren Untersuchung

besonders phonotaktischer Fragen nfitzlich

sein kann.

(11) AbschlieBend sei die vorléufige Aus—

sage gemacht, daB sich die in der Forschung

einhellig angenommene genetische Klassi-

fizierung der finnougrischen Sprachen such

in der Frequenzstatistik widerspiegelt.

ABKURZUNGEN

CR3 ' bergéegemissisch
CRW wiesenceremissisch
DEU deutsch

ERZ eriamordvinisch

FIN finnisch

JUK-T tundrajukagirisch

KPM komgpermjakisch

MOK moksamordvinisch v

051-3 ostjakisch (Dialekt von Serkaly)
SYR syrjfinisch

UDM udmurtisch, votjakisch

UNG ungarisch

VOG-N vogulisch (n6rd1. Dialekt)
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the work is to show how much and where
the spoken chain is constrained by paradigmatic
neighbouring effects. The constraints strength is
evaluated in information theory terms by the ratio
between the average mutual information of phonetic
symbols pairs and the entropy of the phonetic
sequence. Positional variation of the symbols
predictability is evidenced by evaluating the strength
measure along a probabilistic phonetic word model,
which takes into account the phonological knowledge
about the syllable structure. The parameters of the
model are estimated from a phonetic sequence training
corpus obtained by automatic translation and syllabic
segmentation of a training text data base.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in automatic speech recognition
technology [1][2] have lead to a statistical point of view
of linguistic message analysis. Such approach can
easily bring to new tools to be utilized in verifying
linguistical hypothesis.

Along this study the phonetic message is regarded as a
sequence generated by a symbolic information source
whose alphabet consists of the italian language
phonemes set. As the symbols emitted by a source.arc
not completely predictable they convey information;
such quantity will be so much greater as the symbols
have little probability. The time average of the
information is called entropy. and represents a global
information about the source predictability and is
measured in bits/symbol. This number represents in
fact the average number of binary cho’ices necessary
to ”guess" the next symbol once the past ones and the
statistical behaviour of the source are completely
known. It is clear that more constrained .are the
sequences emitted by the source and smaller wrll result
the entropy.

The phonetic sequences are constrained by many low
and high level factors like syllable structure. smtax and
semantic: a perfect knowlege of them Will. bring us to
the true entropy of the language. Ignoring some of
them will produce higher entropy values, and the
difference indicates how much the omitted knowledges
conditionates the allowable symbol sequences. . .

Since our interest is to evaluate the neighbouring
effects strength, a comparison between the entropy
values obtained supposing known or notIKhe last symbol
emitted is done. In order to analyze if and. how the
phonotactical constraints varies with the posrnon Inside

a generalized word model. the entropies will beevaluated for every morphological state of the model,giving rise to non-stationary entropy functions. It is tobe highligthed that this approach results innovativewith respect to a stationary source model [3].
The following section illustrates how themorphological knowledge is organized in a datastructure representing the phonetic information sourceas a markov source. Section III will give the analiticalformulas for computing the constraints strenghtmeasure and section IV will illustrate how the phoneticconditional probabilities to be utilized in such formulasare estimated. Finally, the results of the analysis arepresented in section V in form of istograms of thecomputed quantities,

II. THE WORD MODEL

The word source model (WSM) that will be nowdescribed is just an economic way to represent thephonetic non stationary conditional probabilities whichare needed for evaluating the entropy functions brieflydescriber above. In oder to take into account theneighbouring effects and the morphological wordstructure, the phoneme probabilities will be treated asfunctions of the following four events: 1) Previousphoneme (pp); 2) Syllable number (sn); 3) Syllabicmorphological state (ss) 4) Syllable position whit respectto the lexical stress (a).
The dependece upon the syllable number and positionwith respect to the stress can be modelled by the

transition diagram of Fig.1, where Soi represents a
syllabic source model (SSM) for syllable number i whichprecedes or contain the stressed vowel of a word (a=0),
Sli represents SSMs (a=1) for’ syllables following the
stressed vowel and the arcs between the modelsindividuate the allowable transition between syllables.
Note that transitions from Soi to Sli+1 or to the lower bar
(representing end-of-word symbol emission) may occur

Flg. 1 - Word Source Model main structure
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only after a stressed vowel. thus assuming the existence

of only one stressed vowel for word. The only exception

is for apostrophed words. which are treated as prefixes

and modeled by means of the upper backward transition

of Fig.1.
In order to represent the syllabic morphology. every

SSM is then substituted with another transition diagram

which exploites the allowable phoneme class sequences

- as described in [4]; such graphs are drawn in Figg. 2 and

3 for the s0 and 31 type SSM respectively. These
diagrams identify the italian syllabic structure by

means of an outlined syllabe state number (indicated as

‘ss before) and phoneme class label superimposed over

the transitions: back transitions for apostrophed words

are not shown. _ .
The previous phoneme conditioning is also not

represented in Figg. 2-3; the SSM adopted Will then

have. for any ss shown. as many states as the number of

different phonemes (pp) which can be emitted by the

WSM while it executes a transition ending in such

position.
At this point it should be clear how the four

conditioning events have been encoded inside the .WSM.

‘It remains to emphasize that the set (a,ns,ss,pp) is in fact

a markov source state identifier, whose outgoing

transitions are described not only by the phonetic

symbol identity but also by the destination state to be

reached. In the following the transition probabilities
' will be indicated as P(tila,ns,ss,pp) where i spaws from 1

to the state outgoing number of transition.

III. CONSTRAINTS STRENGHT MEASURE

As anticipated in Sect. 1, the amount of symbol
predictability due to the previous one is evaluated by
means of the difference between the source entropy Ho

and the conditional source entropy H1. This quantity is

called average mutual information (Im) of the symbols

pairs emitted by the source and it also will be a function
of the word morphological state, thus having .

(1) Im(a.ns,ss) = H0(a.ns,ss) - H1(a.ns,ss)

Let us now considerate the behaviour of 1m as a

function of the entropy values. If the knowledge of the
last symbol emitted by the source do not increase the
sequence predictability the conditional entropy value
H1 results equal to H0, and the zero value of the mutual

information can be regarded as rig—constraints, on the

symbols sequence. On the other hand. Im assumes the

maximum value H0 when H1 results zero, indicating that
the previous symbol knowledge impose an unique.

mm; for the next .one. Le. a maximum phontactical

constraint strength condition. In oder to derive an

omogeneous strenght measure along the WSM states, the
IIn is normalized by the entropy Ho thus havrng the

normalized average mutual information

(2) IN(a,ns.ss) = In(a.ns.ss)/Ho(a.ns.ss)

whose values spawn between zero and one for the cases

of null or absolute sequence predictability. '

As the entropy is the expected value of the

information emitted by the source and having defined

the information received after a transition in the model

has taken place as the base 2 logarithm of the inverse_of

the transition probability. the entropies computation

formulas once given the parameters of the model are

-
-
-
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Fig. 3 - Syllabic Source Model transition diagram for S‘I

(3) Ho(a.ns.SS) = 2iQ(p(tila.nS.s§))

(4) H1(a,ns,ss) = Ejp(ppj/ams.ss)2iQ(p(ti/ppj,a,ns.ss))'

where Q(a) = aLg2('lla).
The non stationary functions (1)-(4) can be

statistically averaged over their arguments, in order to

point out the dependencies from syllable number or
syllable state or stress relative position only, or even 'a

global value. Here below follows the formulas for obtain
such values, for a generic non stationary function
R(a.ns.ss):

R(a,ns) = Z,,p(ssla,ns)R(a,ns.ss)

R(a,ss) = Znsp(ns/a,ss)R(a,ns,ss)

11(8) = Z“Znsflssms./a)R(a.ns.ss)

R = 23,12,152,sp(a,ns,ss)R(a,ns,ss)
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IV. MODEL ESTIMATION

This section illustrates the estimation method for the
probabilities values that appear in the above formulas
by using a knowledge of the world.

A set of 14 text files were selected from newspapersnovels, textbooks. giving a total of 4981 wordsoccurencies and 2073 different lexical items. These fileswere phonetically transcribed and then syllabized inagreement to the rules described in [4] by a computerprogram. thus obtaining a set of phonetic wordsequences (referred as DBl) whose composition reflectsthe function and content words frequency of occurencewhich is proper of the language.
The WSM is then utilized as a parser, individuating thepaths inside the model that generate the‘ phoneticsequences belonging to the training corpus. This is astraightforward operation since every- word in thelexicon corresponds to an unique path in the model; asimple count of the number of times that each transitionhas been crossed during the training corpus analysisallows. .us a maximum likelihood estimation of theprobabilities values. In fact the'ML estimate can beexpressed _by the ratio of the counts of the joint eventand the conditioning one; the number of times countthat a state (or a set of states) has been visited is easilyderived by summation over the counts of the outgoing

tranSitions.
As a first result. Fig.4 reports the stationary sourceentropies Ho and H1 variations while the source is being

trained with the phonetic sequences. As knowledge isadded.. the new created transitions makes the WSM amore informative source. But larger is the data basealready analysed and lesser will be the probability ofobservtng new events; this consideration motivates thesaturation effect visible in Fig.4. This entropiesbehaviour validates the results that will be given belowas significative for our investigation purposes. even ifobtained from a relatively modest data base size.
.As a_ side experiment. a secondary database DBZ wasderived from DBl by elimination of duplicate words, thusobtainig a list of equiprobable lexical items. This list isthen used in a separete model estimation forcomparison purposes.
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Fig. 4 - WSM entropies as function of the training corpus size
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Tab. | - Stress position dependent and global Information values

v. RESULTS
Let us begin to examinate results derived fromanalysis: Formulas (1)-(4) were evaluated and Dd:information. matricies statistically averaged over theirdimenSions in order to dealwith‘ more readable series.The first two columms of table] give the entropy andmutual information values as function of the syllabletype only: by using the syllable type probability in thelast row of table 1 as‘wheigths in a further averagingthe stationary values of column three are obtained. Thecomparison of the entropy values reveal the syllableswhich follows the stress are less informative withrespect to the type 0 ones (the difference is more thanone bit/symbol) and exhibit a phonotactical constraintsstrenght nearly doubled. This fact is easily explainedremembering that in italian the stress is often placednear the end of the lexical root. so type 1 syllablesmainly belongs to a closed set of suffixes. Columns fourto srx of Table I report the values obtained by using DBZpistodiitmmgi corpuls..hThe lexical items equiprobabiiitys on a Si tentro .' '

0 syllable typ); g py increase, mainly due the

A more accurate feeling on the symbols predictabilitychanges is given in Fig. 5. where the non~stationaryfunctions (1)-(4) expected values with respect to thesyllable state number are reported in form of istograms.allowing an easier visual evaluation of the results. Black
bars refer to type 0 SSM and grey bars to type 1 ones;
Table I values are computed from Fig. 5 ones by means of
the SSM probability wheighting reported in Fig 5.e. As
an example consider the a) plot, which refers to the
WSM entropy H0(a,ns). Also if the first three type 0
SSMs exhibit nearly equal entropy values, their
contribution to the value reported in Tab.I are unequal
because of their different frequency of occurence.
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Fig. 5 - information values as function of the syllable number
and type:

a) - Entropy Ho (ems)
b) - Conditional Entropy H1 (ems)
e) - Average Mutual Information Im(e,ns)
d) - Normalized Mutual Information IN(a.ns)
e) - Syllabie Probability P(a,ne)
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By looking to Fig 5.a, it can be noted that the type 1

SSMs entropy is quite constant. while type 0 SSMs

entropy decrease more quickly after syllable number

three; about the same effect can be noted also for H1 (Fig

5.b). This result can be explained by thinking that the

statistical composition of syllables which follow the

stress is nearly the same for every syllable number

because it originates from the same suffixes joined with

word roots of different lengths. For what regars type 0

SSMs entropy decrease, a motivation can be the word

roots progressive fading in SSM statitical composition

with the syllable number increase, making room for the

influence of a closed set of inflectional morphemes.

Figg. 5.0 and 5.d shows the average mutual information

values, and it is possible to appreciate how the

normalization of Im whith respect to H0 is important in

giving the exact measure IN of the constraints strenght

variations. The neighbouring effects become strongher

in a linear fashion as function of the syllable number

for both the syllable types. The unitary value means an

absolute predictability, and this is obvious for syllable

numbers to which no word in the training corpus has

given contribution!

The use of DB2 as training corpus do not give much

additional information; just an entropy increase can be

noted, mainly for the initial syllables whose statistic is

heavily influenced by the high frequency short words.

As a final analysis it is interesting investigate on the

constraining power of the SSM states as they are

evidenciated in Figg. 2-3; for this purpose the expected

values with respect to the syllable number of the

functions (1)-(4) were calculated, obtaining the plots of

Figg. 6-7 for syllable types 0 and 1 respectively.

Fig 6.a shows the values of the conditional entropy: it

is possible to note an information decrease among the

state numbers which are destinations of the consonants

belonging to the initial consonant cluster (states

number 2-4), while their constraining power shown in

Fig 6.b by means of IN(a=l.ss) is nearly equal. The state

following an unstressed vowel (#5) is sligthly more

informative than the one following a stressed vowel

(#7), and exhibits a predictability just a little bit weaker

than the latter. For what regards the after-vowel

consonant cluster, its information contribute is very

low. Fig 6.c reports about the probability of occupancy

of the SSM states. which is in agreement with the high

frequency of occurence of short syllables.

The states numbering of Fig. 7 reflects the type 1 SSM

morphology of Fig. 3. The entropy and predictability

distributions are given in Figg. 7.a and 7.b; the states

probability values of Fig. 7.c evidenciate the great

prevalence of CV syllable structure for type i SSMs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The word and syllable structures driven non

stationary statistical analysis of phonetic chains has

highlighted a heavy disuniformity in the phonotactical

constraints strenght as a function of the inside word

syllable position. Although this effect could be foreseen

from morphology, its quantification can result very

useful in the area of automatic speech recognition for

very large lexicon systems. Future work will be

addressed towards the use of the WSM as a language

model for an automatic phonetic recognizer.

c)

1 2 a e 5 e 7 e a

Fig 6 . Information values as function of the slate number

for syllable type 0

a) - Conditional entropy H1 (0,ss)

b) - Normalized mutual Information IN(0,ss)

c) - State probability P(o.ss)
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c) - State probability P(1,ss)
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THE FEATURE [FLAT] IN CROSS-LANGUAGE PERCEPTION
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ABSTRACT
The legitimacy of [+/- flat] has been repeatedlydiscussed (Jakobson et al, 1969; McCawley, 1972;J. Ohala, 1985). One argument offered in justifica-tion consists of unified acoustic-perceptualcorrelates in spite of distinctive articulatorycharacteristics. Following an earlier suggestionand an empirical test, this paper examines the ex-tent to which [+/- flat] of one language is heardas [+/- flat] in another language when the articula-tory correlates in the two languages are different.Languages chosen were Arabic (pharyngealization) andBengali (retroflexion); each language has a tradi-tional orthography which indicates the [+/— flat]

distinction. Speakers of the two languages listenedto both Arabic and Bengali nonce words contrasting
[+/- flat] consonants between vowels and transcribedthese according to the orthography of their language.Subjects accurately perceived [+/- flat] in theirown respective languages, but [+ flat] consonantsof one language were rarely heard as [+ flat] in
the other. Also, Bengali listeners often identifiedArabic [-flat] as the corresponding Bengali [+flat]
consonants. Thus, the unity of perceptual corre—lates for [+/- flat] appears to be questionable.

N ODUCTION
I TR Amon the sef of distinctive features roposed

lin Prelim naries ], was the distinction lat
verses lain: [+flat] segments manifested I'a down—
ward sh t of a set of f0 mants or even of all the

s co ed to lain
ggrggfigg.inTfigep§ggggg mfeafure Fgflat] engompassed
1a ialization, pharyngealization, and retroflexion,
which were held to be similar in acoustic/auditory
effect and never phonologically contrastive in the
same language. The utility of the proposedfeature
has been challenged, both on formal [2], and sub-
stantive grounds [3]. McCawley argued against the
feature as requiring as many descriptive and inter-
pretive levels as taxonomic phonemics, while other
authors noted that all three articulatorymanifest-
ations of [+ flat] are not in strict complementary
distribution [4]. In Chomsky & Halle's feature
set, [+/- flat] was discarded. J. Ohala [5], how-
ever, noted several reasons for the usefulness of
the feature, including distributional similarities,
effects on neighboring segments, and phenomena of
borrowing and sound change.

Ferguson [6] proposed an empirical test of
the perceptual unity of [+ flat] consonants, in-
vestigating the perceptual judgements of Arabic
Pharyngealized consonants and South Asian retro-
flex consonants, since speakers were readily avail-
able and the respective orthographies afforded re-
presentation for the hypothesized [+/— flat]
distinction.
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Feder [7] conducted a cross-linguistic percep-tion test of [+/- flat] using Arabic and Hindi
words and nifie Arab listeners. Stimulus wordswere
recorded by a number of native speakers of each
language. In order to reduce the influence ofArabic vowels which co-vary with the [+/— flat] ,
consonant distinction, all CV stimulus words wereedited to include only a very short /i/ or /a/.
Arab listeners usually responded correctly on
Arabic words, but they rarely heard Hindi retro-
flex stops as [+ flat], although more such identi-
fications occurred when the following vowel was
/a/ (16%) than when the syllable contained a high
vowel (2%). Feder concluded that a more refinedcross-linguistic test of [+/— flat] was needed.

METHODS

The present experiment was designed tofurthertest the perceptual unity of the feature [flat]
with speakers and listeners from the same language
areas tapped by Feder. However, there wereseveral
methodological differences.

First, rather than reducing influence of thevowels surrounding [+/- flat] consonants, we
sought to include as much naturally-occurring in—
formation as possible. It has often been noted
that the auditory effects of retroflexion are
more striking on the vowel preceding [+ flat]
consonants, while for pharyngealized consonants,
although both preceding and following vowels may
be affected, the more prominent auditory effects
typically occur on the following vowel. In order
to give listeners from both language groups equal
opportunity to perceive these effects, the
[+/- flat] contrast was placed in a medialposition
between two similar vowels in a CV—V format.
Duration of the adjacent vowels was notmanipulated

Second, we used only a single, male speaker
of each language in recording the stimulus tape,
but relied on a number of native speakers of each
language as listeners (11 Bengalis and 13 Arabs),
who transcribed recorded tokens in their entirety
according to the convéntions of their respective
orthographies. By asking listeners to transcribe
the whole "word", we hoped to obtain informationabout potential vowel effects of the [+/~ flat]
distinction, as well as data on consonant percep-
tion per se. Finally, in the present experiement,
all stimulus items were nonce words in both
languages. By excluding real words, we intended
to avoid potential semantic effects and focus
listeners' attention on the phonetic correlates
of [+/- flat].

Items contrasting [+/- flat] consonants
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consisted of three minimal pairs in each language

(lkitil-lkitil, Inidil-lnidil, and léagal—éacal)

and one non—minimal pairing, because of real—word

constraints, Arabic Inadal—lrada/ and Bengali

/kada/—/rada/. The stimuli were created by digiti-

zing and splicing the target "words“ which were

spoken in a frame sentence. Arabic tokens were

recorded by a male speaker of the urbanPalestinian

dialect, while the Bengali speaker was a native of

Calcutta, India. Each token was repeated tentimes,

then randomized onto a stimulus tape containing

items in both languages.

Spectrographic analysis of the stimuli showedthat

theacousticcorrelates‘of [+ flat] were generally

more pronounced in the Arabic than in the Bengali

tokens. This was particularly true when Arabic

[flat] consonants occurred between two high vowels.

For example, Arabic /nidi/ showed a steep risein

(the second format of both the first and second

instances of /i/, a consequence of pharyngealiza-

tion described by earlier acoustic analyses [8,9].

Bengali /nid1/ differed from its plain counterpart

less dramatically in the location of vowelformants,

but manifested a rather salient difference inlocus

and amplitude of the release burst for /d/ in com-

parison to /d/.
Listeners were not told that they would behear-

ing two languages, but were instructed to write as

closely as possible, in their own language, the

speech on tape. They were told that they would

hear possible but non-occurring words in their own

language, and that the recorded words had been pro-

cessed by a computer.

RESULTS

' Table 1 shows each group of listeners' responses

to flat and plain (dental) stops in eitherlanguage.

In tallying responses, only the value of the fea—

ture [+/- flat] was considered, disregarding other

misperceptions (e.g., of consonant voicing). For

both [+ flat] and[- flat] consonants, listeners

were much more accurate when judging their own

language. Each group correctly perceived [+ flat]

consonants in their own language over 90% of the

time. Yet only rarely were [+ flat] stops of one

language identified as the corresponding [+ flat]

stops in the other. Arabs heard Bengali retroflex

stops as pharyngealized Arabic It] or [d/ less

than 8% of the time .- As Table 1 shows, except for

' one subject's unscorable responses, Bengalis

never heard the Arabic emphatic /t/ or /d/ as

retroflex.
When listening to [- flat] stops in their own

language, neither group of subjects erred more

than 3% of the time. Arab listeners also had a

relatively low error rate on Bengali plain stops,

misidentifying them as [+ flat] only 10% of the

time. On the other hand, Bengalis perceivednearly

half of the Arabic [- flat] stops as retroflex. A

t-test revealed that Bengali listeners had a sig-

nificantly higher rate of false-positive responses

(i.e., misidentification of [- flat] consonants as

[+ flat]) in this cross-linguistic task (t=5.l7(df

22), p<0.001, 2-tailed).

One possible source of the Bengali listeners'

bias for hearing plain stops as retroflex might

lie in the pronunciation of Arabic by the speaker

we recorded. It may be that he sometimes

pronounced_the Arabic 21222.5t0P5 with an alveolar

place of articulation, since no distinction between

dental and alveolar stops exists in Arabic, allowh

for free-variation. If our speaker pronounced the

Arabic pléip stops as alveolar, then Bengalilisten-

ers' frequent misidentification of these stops as

retroflex is not surprising, given that Hindispeak-

ers perceive American English alveolars as retro-

flex 912 of the time [10].

We also examined the influence of vowel context

on listeners' errors. Results are shown in Tablez,

which lists percent errors for each set of stops

and each group of listeners. As can be seen, for

[+ flat] consonants, neither group's errors were

much affected by the surrounding vowels. But, for

[-flat] consonants, each group of listeners was

affected by vowel context, but only when not per-

ceiving their own language. As in Feder's earlier

xperiment, Arabs more often mistook Bengali

f-flat] stops for their pharyngealized It/ or Id]

when the Bengali plain stops were presentedbetween

low vowels (t=3.72(df 12), p<0.01, 2-tailed).

Since in Arabic, /a/ is fronted to [a] in the con-

text of [- flat] stops, Arab listeners, hearing a

[- flat] consonant surrounded by low back vowels,

transcribed the consonant as [+ flat]'

Bengali listeners, in contrast, made more errors

in judging Arabic [- flat] stops when these were

surrounded by high vowels (t=4.17 (df 10), p<0.001,

2-tailed). Thus, Arabic plain stops were most of-

ten heard as retroflex when in the context of /i/.

This pattern of errors is somewhat surprising, .

given the more pronounced acoustic effects of ret-

roflexion on the high second formant of /i/ rather

than on the already low formant structure of /a/.

At present, we have no explanation for this para-

doxical result.

DISCUSSION

Our findings have demonstrated that while both

Arabic and Bengali speakers accurately perceive

the phonological feature [+ flat] in their own
languages, they rarely identify [+ flat] in the
other language. This result argues against the

proposed unitary acoustic/perceptual correlates of

[+/— flat] as a phonological feature.
In particular, the large percentage of false-

positive responses by Bengali listeners would seem

to challenge the distinctiveness of the proposed

acoustic correlates of [+ flat]: Since Bengali

listeners most often heard Arabic plain stops as

retroflex when in the context of a high vowel, one

might infer that for a Bengali listener, the pro-

posed acoustic correlate of lowered formant
structure is not a necessary cue for judging a

consonant as [+ flat] (Cf. [10]).
While our findings as a whole did not confirm

the proposed cross-linguistic identification, we

are not yet ready to discard the notion of [+ flat]
as a class of perceptually similar sounds. Our

reservation is based not only on the conflict of
these experimental results with earlier explana-

tions of sound change [5], but also on limitations

in the scope of the present study. We tested only

a small set of stimuli in two languages, which in-

cluded other phonetic distinctions as well as the

consonant contrasts. Perhaps a more thoroughly
controlled test, including other [+ flat]
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segments (such as labialized consonants) and
minimizing co—varying phenomena would yield a
more unified picture of flat perception, with
greater cross-linguistic agreement.
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Table 1: Perceptual Confusions According to
Native Language of Listeners '

STIMULUS

Arabic Bengali Arabic Bengali
[+flat] [+flat] [—flat] [-flat]

RESPONSE

1. Arabic—speaking listeners (2076 responses)
[+f1at] 90.2% 7.9% 2.3% 9.5%

2. Bengali—speaking listeners (1756 responses)

[+flat] 0.0%3 92.0% 47.3% 2.32

a
One Bengali subject consistently added an

extra syllable for 3/4 of the Arabic I + flat]
stimuli. These unscorable responses are omitted
from the table.

Table 2: Percent Listener Errors in Identificati
of [+/— flat] Consonants on
According to Vowel Context

Arabic Bengali Arabic B
[+flat] [+f1at] [-f1at] [5212:]

/i/ /a/ /i/ /a/ /i/ /a/ /i/ /a/

1. Arabic—speaking listeners

0.0 19.6 99.6 84.6 0.4 4.2 0.4 18.5

2. Bengali-speaking listeners

89.0 95.4 7.3 8.6 62.7 31.8 4.1 0.4
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UNIVERSELLE WECHSELEEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCEEN DEN

EINHEITEN MIT SONANTISCHEN MERKMALEN

IRINA MELIKISCHVILI

Institut far Orientalistik
Tbilissi, Georgian, UdSSR, 380062

ZUSAMHENEASSUNG

In Beziehuns zu entspreohsndsn Phonemen

(von Typ w,y,n,r,7/q,g,h) hebsn die re-

sonantsn differenziellen Merkmsle sinen

sekundaren. markierten Charekter. Diese

Beziehunsen lessen sich in impliketivs

Universalien formulieren.

Dis Untersuohung dsr Weohselbezi-

ehungsn von sonoren Phonemen und ent-

sprechsnden Resonanzmerkmelsn (Bezfi-‘

slioh dee Zusemmsnhenses von verschie-

dsnen Realisationsn von sonantisohsn

Einheiten vgl. [i] ) otfenbart sine be-

sondere Rolls von Sonanten im Anibau

dsr Phonsmsystemen. Dis bekennte Unive-

rselie von R. Jakobson: Spreehen, die

die espirierte - nichtaspirierte Phone-

me unterssheidsn, enthaltsn auoh das

Phonon /h/ [2], hat ksinen isolisrten

Cherekter und stellt einen Sonderfall

dsr Realisation einss umIessenden Pri-

nzips dsr. Disses Prinzip bestimmt

noch sine Reine von andsrsn Sonderuni—

versalien, die folgendsrwsise formuliert

warden kSnnenz
1. Die Sprachs, die labialisisrte.

Phoneme besitzt, en$hfllt such das bila-

bials sonore Phonon vom Typ lwl. Wir wol-

len bstonen, dass die Voraussetzung dsr

Labielisation dsr labiale Sonant, nicht

aber das dents-labiels Phenom vom Typ I

/v/ bildet. _
2. Die Sprache, die palatalisierte

Phoneme besitzt, enthfilt auch das palata-

le sonore Phonon vom Typ /y/.

3. Die Sprache, die nasale Phonems

besitzt. enthalt auch das sonore nasale

Phonsn von Typ /n/ [b] o

4. Die Sprache, die rstroflexe Pho-

neme besitzt, enthfilt such den sonoren I

Vibrant vom Typ /r/. Au: die MSichkeit

disssr Gsneralisation hat uns D.I. Edel-

mann hinsswiesen. Wir dsnken, dass das

Vorhandensein des retroflexsn /;/ in den

Spraohsn mit der Korrslation dsr Retro-

flexion (wis z. B. im'ludschisohen,

Paratsohi, Ormuri, Bengali) Spricht nicht
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gesen diees Gsneralisation. Allem Ansche-
in nsch kann das Resonanzmerkmel auoh mit
entsprechendem Grundphonem kombiniersn.
Im Jakutischen. zum Beispiel, sxistiert
das palatalisierts Phonem /y‘/ nsben dem

nichtpalatalisierten /y/.

Vermutlich kann des Phonon /1/ die
Voraussetzuns dsr Velerisation sein, ob-
wohl hier dsr Zusammenheng nicht so an-

sohaulich eusgeprfigt ist.

Win nshmen den Gesichtspunkt an, der

die larynsale und pharyngele Phoneme zu

dsr Sonantenklasss zfihlt and dis entspre-
ohenden Merkmsle dsr Pharyngelisation,

Aspiration, Glottalisetion els ihre Meta-

morphismen betraohtst. Im faucalsm Raum,

dsr die pharyngalen und larynsalen H8h1en

vereinigt, kann man drei Typen dsr I

Artikulation untersoheiden: Verschluss,

Verengung und Ausdehnung Pg . Es sibt

Sprechsn mit sehr reiohem System feucaler

Konsonanten, wo diese Artikulationsartsn

in allen drsi fauoalen Hauptzonen auftre-

ten: das sind obsrpharyngele, untsrphary-

ngals und laryngale Phoneme mit Versch-

luss, Vsrengung und Ausdehnuns. Als dif-

fsrenzielle Merkmale aber kannen in sinsr

Sprache zugleich nachstmsguch nur drei
faucale Merkmels nsbeneinendsr bestehsn.

Dis Msrkmals dsr Versngung: Uvulariseti-

0n.-Pharyn5alisation, Emphatisation er-

schsinen in einer Sprachs niemals slei—

chzsitig und so kSnnen wir sis in sinem
Msrkmal vereinigen. Die Bezsiohnung

"Emphetisation" betraohten wir als Bests
far disses Merkmal, wsil sie keinen Hin-
wsis an: die Stalls dsr Artikulhtion enp
than. 30 k3nnsn wir nach dsr Art dsr
Artikulation drei feucale Resonanzmerk—

male unterscheiden: Glottalisation (reu-
oaler Vsrsohluss), Aspiration (faucele
Ausdehnuns). Emphstisation (faucale_Ver-
enguns). Die sntspreohenden feuoelsn so-
noren Phoneme bezeiohnen wir els fauoale
Phoneme nit Verschluss, Ausdehnuns und
Verensuns ohne Artikulationsstelle zu

prEzisisren. Bei Soloher Lasuns k3nnsn -
wir mshrere Schwierigkeiten vsrmeiden,

die bei der Peisieruns der Artikulati—
onestslle sntstehsn. Das Phonem /h/ wird

in einigen Spreohen als laryngaler, in

enderen els pheryngalsr Laut bezsichnst

(z. B. in mehreren inanisohen Sprechen
wird /h/ ale pharyngllel quelifizisrt [51).
Die moisten Spraohen mit dem Merkmal

dsr Glottalisation haben den laryngelen

Vsrsohlusslaut /?/, absr sinigs wie 2.3.
das Georsisohs, Swanischs, Ossetische

enthalten keinen lerynsalen Verschluss,

hsben absr den pheryngalen Versohlussla—

ut / 9/, den wir zum Vertretsr des fau-
oalsn Vsrschlusses zfihlsn. Also k3nnen
wir bszfiglich des faucalen Raumss folgs-
nde Generalisetionen fornulieren: I

5. Die Spraohs, dis aspirierte Phonems

besitzt, enth§lt auch das Phonem vom Typ
lh/ (mit feuoalsr Ausdehnung - Universa-
lie von R. Jakobson).
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6. Die Sprache, die glottalisierte Pho-

neme besitzt, enthilt auch das Phonem

van Typ /?/ odar [9/ (mit faucalem Ver-

chluss).

7. Die Sprache, die emphatisierta oder

pharinsalisiarte Phoneme besitzt, enthfilt

such das Phonem vom Typ /§/ (nit faucaler

Verensuns).

Alla diese Universalien sind vom

selban Typus and stellen die Realisation

einss allsamainen‘Prinzips dar: Resonante

differenzialle Merkmale sind sekundfir,

markiert in Bezug zu entsprechenden line-

aran sonoren Phonemen. Sonantische Phone-

me stallen sine Qualle von vielen diffe-

renziellen Merkmalan dar, die den mini-

malen Konsonantismus und Vokalismus modi-

fizieren und erwaitern. In dar Tat haben

alle Herkmala, die mit dem minimalen

Konsonantismus and Vokalismus kombinie-

ran, den sonantischan Urspruns. Es ist

erwahnunsswart, dass diese Eintailung

der Merkmale- in primfire (die am Anibau

des flinimalsystams teilnehmsn) und seku—

ndfire oder sonantischa ist in Einklang

mit den Ersebnissen der axparimentellen

Untarsuchung der Lautperzaption: Ant der

sansoran Ebena warden die primfiren Markp

male nicht wahrganommen, in besonderen

Vetltnissen aber kSnnan die sonantischs

an Merkmale wahrgenommen warden Bfl.

Also hat die Ganzheit, die zusam—

mensesetzte Einheit in der Wechsalbeziah-

uns von sonoran Phonamen and antspreche-

nden Merkmalen einan primfiren Charakter.

Das muss wiederum die Afisseruns einer al-

lgemeinen Gesetzmfissigkeit sein, die sich

an! allen Ebenen der Spracha offenbart.

So haben, zum Beispiel, die morphologiseh-

an Markmale stats laxikalische Entsprechp

unsen. Darauf baruht die kontaxtuella se-

mantische Analyse der grammatischen Kate-

gorien - da wird mittels der entspreche-

ndan lexikalischen Umgebung die Bedeutung

der grammatischen Kategorien festgestallt.

Man kann die Afisserung dieser Gasetzmfi-

ssiskeit'auch in andaren Gebientan der

Sprache suchen.

Universalian von diasem Typus haben

such diachronischa Implikationen. Ohne

der Rekonstruktion der antsprachsndan li-

nearen Sonanten k3nnen in den Sprachen

kaine Resonanzmerkmale rekonstruiert war-

den. Rakonstruktion dar Merkmala der As—

piration und Glottalisation, zum Beispial,

fordert die Rekonstruktion der entspech-

enden faucalen Phoneme. So bilden diesa

Generalisationen noch zusfitzliche Argume-

nts far die Rekonstruktion der faucalen

Phoname 1m Gemeinindoauropaischen.
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MOMQMHBHMVI CDHDPHHX comacnux, CBHBaHHHS C pBBJII/NMHMM

' ll

QOHETMHGCKMX OHCTGM H0 npmaflaxy "BOKBJIBHDCTL‘ EDHCOHSHTHDCTL

C.B.Bpomnefi

MHCTMTyT pyccxoro aauxa

AH CCCP

3ByKM Knacca coaopnux namm cneummu-

qecxym MHQopmaumm o6 ypoBHe "Bonansnocmu —

RDECOHEHTHDGTM" conocTaBnnemux no smomy

npuanaxy cmcmem, ocodeHHo cymecmneunym

nun mmxporunonormm.

Hpu msyuenwm paanmqma QoHeqecxmx

CMCTCM nonpmaHaKy "BORanLHDCTB- KDHCD-

HaHTHDCTL" B roBopax pyccxoro Hauxa, roe

no 3ToMy HpMBHBKy'HPDTMBOHOCTQBHEHH pyc-

came HCHTpaaHS (u.). donee KDHCDHaHTHHe,

m nepmiepnfinue (H.), donee BOKBHLHHS ro—

BOpH [i], odaapymmnocs, HTo BByKM Enacca

coHopHux cnocodnm naBaTL o npmaHaxe "BU-

K83LHDCTB-— KUHCOHBHTHDCTL" cneumgmqecxym

ungopmaumm [2]. 0H8 ocmaaanaCL HeyuTeHHofi

npm oduunoM auxoTommuecmoM zenenmm soynon

H8 n38 xnacca—- rnacnue n cornacuue- 3

padomax, HOCBRMEHHHX cpaBHMTeao-Tmnono-

rmqecuomy conocmasnenum CMCTEM no awomy

npmsaaxy ,cp.[3; 4; S].
CneuMQMuHocmb smofi MHQopmaumm oocro-

mm B TOM, VTD anymm Knacca coHopm, 3 oo-

nmume om ruacaux M wyMHux-cornacaux, Bapb-

MpwQfi He CTDflLRD no umcny 8AMHMQ (QOHeMx

pasnmuammmxca B conocwaBnHeMux cmcmemax,

CKDnLKD no coomnowenmm y xamnofi M3 @oueu

Knacca coHopHux ronoca (Tooanbuoro sne-

MeHTa) M wyua,-— T.e. He no KonmuecmBy, a

no xaqecmay. Taxmm OGpaBDM, Bapbmpyewca

CTGHEHL "couopaocrm doaopaux", mum nomen—

uuan nx agyunocmu, owpamafi pasnnuua cuc-

TEM no npmsfiaxy "BDKanLHOCb- KOHCOHaHT-

HO0Th".

Pasuocmb noméuumana oayuHocwm CUHDp-

Hux He 3 manofi cmeneHm onpenenflem odmmfi
xapaxmep aauxa Kan Gonee aByuHoro mum me-

Hee aByuHoro B uncmo amnupnqecxux oueHKax

npm aynMTMBHOM ero BOGHpMfiTMH. Ha ypOBHe

CMCTEMH pasnnuua B cmeneHm BonanmaoBaH-

HDCTM cooopnmx axonnmunpywmca B mx noam-

umoHHoM noneoenun. B donee BDKEHLHHX cuc-

Temax B CDCTEB nosmumoaaux monm¢mxaumfi
coHopnox ¢oHeM ooam asynw donee BDKaflL-

HOPO xapaKTepa: CHDPDBHE coHopHme, Hecno-

PDBHC roacnme m name cnoroBoe rnacnoe; B

apyrmx, Gonee HOHCDH8HTHUX,- B mx coCTaB

onaT myMHue cornacnue M HynL anyxa. Kam—

naa oTAenLHaa cogopnafi @oaema mmeeT cnofi
cneqmqecumfi H860p MOAMQMRauMfi, uomopme

maam@ecmnpymm ee BoxanLHo—Koacouanwuufi
noTeHuman.

PyGHofi cnmpanw 3 donee ocoHaHTHux

(u.) cmcmemax peanmayemca uadmoneHTanLHuM

[a], npDflBflflmwMM coda 3 oannx nouomenmnx

Ham mymnufi cornacnun (cp. Ha oue cnoBa

m nepen Pnyxmmm Hanmqme napHoro rnyxoro

[@1), B npyrmx (nepen ruacuumm M CUHDpHH-

MM)—- Kan coHopHufi, nepen HDTOPHM BBDHKME

M rnyxme wyMHue paanmuamTca: cp.[c Baofi
-Ge[3 Bo]né, [c Bplaq- defs BQJaué.
B donee BOKEHEHHX (H.) cucmemax Pyonofi
cnmpanw upeTuBneH caHo BDKBHMSOBEHHHM

donaduannuum CDHDpHHM Dd] npm Hecnoroaom

[fi] B xouue cnoBa m cnora (po[§], BepéfiF
38), a B Hoqane cnoBa nepen cornaCHuM are

(panama puanusyemca CJIDI'OBbIM [y], cp.[yWKs
[y]nond. B COOTBETCTBMM o By] momew no-

fiBflfiTbCH [B] nadmoneHTansHmfi, HD oH'npo-

Hanger ceda BAe Kan CDHDpHHM B nmoux
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ycnosmax, Hg oroymaacs nepen rnyxmmm co-
PHECHHMM, op. fl8[BK]a, ‘finjepén...[6].

TBepaomy CMHUHD-HpDXDflHDMy GoRoBomy
couopHomy [n] B Gonee BDHaflBHNX (H.) cuc-
memax B noaunmm HoHua cnoBa m cnora coor-
BETCTByET Hecnorosofi Pnacaufi [y] MAM [Ml-
3§y§ Gonee coHopHufi, ueM [n], cp, na[§],
nanKa MAM nag“), néEWJKa. son as aauenu

.peme momHo BCTPE?MTB u 3 Havana cnoBa ne-
pen rnaCHHMM ([fioans, [wé]mans).

¢oHema §j>'. B Hexomopux Gonee KDH-
COHaHTHHX (u.) roBopax [J] momem Bucmy-
HaTb Ho oecweffi? nepeA ruacumon nepenflero
pane ([JMJ5SHL, Ljéjua = Pena). Coonanenme
B amom nonomeamn L}] M [x7 camaerenscmay-
em 0 snaummenbflon cone TpEHMH Kan KOMHO-
HEHTB apouxynaumn U] , qTo npnonmmaem ero
K wyMHHo cornacnmm, cp. paanuuenme nepen
TEKMM [ ] aBOHKOCTM-PflyXOCTM wyMHux :
6e [3 (fr/11pm, H0 cgflpeiz. (dos rmpm, c ru-
pefi). B sm CMCTEMaX [J] Bmcwynaem B pH-
ny mpyrmx myMHux marxmx cpenneasmquux co—
rnacnux: [P'tj—[KHJ-[J] -[x“]. BByK [x’fl
"desronocoe J " [7:L— aBqT Bo MHDPMX H.
pyccxnx POBDa, a Taxme B pawn qacmm HO-
cnwenefi numepamypaoro nponaaomeama 3 o-
ue cnosa M @pasu: oTKpofk’fl , cxop€[k’fl .
awom HpOfiBflHETCH Texan CTEHEHB wymnocmn
g], Kowopaa Bupamaemca B ornyweflmu. B ro-

Bopax me Gonee BOKanLHHX (H,) @oHeMa <J>
peanmayercfi 3 DCHOBHOM B Buns Hecnoroaoro
Pnacaoro [fl]. CHEGHH BupameHHocmb KoHco-
Hanoaux CBoHCTB aBonMT B uacmu ceBepHo-
pyccmmx H. PDBDpDB K ero yrpawe B namepno-
HaJlLHDM nonoexermm (.zzy/MfaajT. “115M431";

Maaecwna onocodnocmb CDHOpHHx Blnpe-
neoax onHoM cmcremu menams cooe Eavecwso
B AOBonLHo WMPUKDM nuanaaoae. 3T0 odbflc-
Haemca TEM, umo, oonanafl HeQOHDHOPqcKDfi
aBoHKocTLm, CDHDpHHe woryw necmu ceda or-
HocuTenLHo STDPD npusnaxa AUBUHLHD csodoA-
H0. He CDBHBAEH npm STOM c nPyPMMM asyua-
MM [8]. CymecTBeHHo, onfiaxo, qTo paMKM
swofi cnodonu pasnnunu Ann M. m H. P030903
B cucmemax donee HDHCDHHHTHDPD Tuna (H.)

conopnue B cocencwxe c wyMHHMM TepHmT ‘030m ssyqnocwb, cnmpafimmsnpymmca; B nosu- 1non Konua cnona nocne cornacaoro mower
npomcxoanws nonHaa yTpaTa mx,,cp. pyfnfl
(pydnb), mm[c!] (mmsns). B Gonee Roxana—
m (H.) cmcmeMax menL mx nosenefima
npyrafi. Bases umeem macro ycmneane sByw—
Hocrm, umo npnoonmm K paszmrmm nodouaofi
cooroiocmn, 9p. pi[6n'§]:p§[oonfl :pffofinfl;
acmfa’ H’J: mfa’ba’] , a Tamxe npnmepm TM-
na [an'Hji :@1:1’H]37 (may); [apac/f :
[hpmjfl (pmm), wnpoxo MSBecTHueB H. Banan-

Hux rosopax.
Ana Gonee BOHEHLHHX (U.)PDBDpDB xa-

paxmepnu paauoodpasuwe npeodpaaonaflua,
CBHBEHHHG c CDHDpHHMM cornacnumm:

I) Cneqnuecxoe HUBEAQHME CDHOpHHX
B namepsoxanLHom nonomemum: uepenonaame
xx 0 HyneM anyKa. Cp. some 06 yTpaTe [i]
B aTofi noamumm. Mupoxo npencmasneno Taxoe
orcywcwsoe MHTepBoganLHoro anyxa fiv]([wflL
cp. Hopfoixa, nLéixa, caM[o%]p,
npf Mjnbuo, n p[éo]. Bnnmnc COPHGCHHX B
H. roBopax saXBaTuBaeT M He coHopHue cor-
nacaue, HO coaopnue B BTDM npouecceflzsym
noBHo, Ha HepBOM MECTE. Hpuqmay STDPO coe-
Ayem Bnnems B cnadofi BopameHHocmm anecs y
COHOpHHX mx ocoHanTHHx csoficma.

2)'B coqemaHmu wyMm c CDHOpHHMM u
coueTaHmnx nayx conopx wmpoxo npencmaa—
neflu pesynbmawu npoueccos accmmmnaumw,
cp. zonrne COHDpHHe Ha mecwe couewanma
anonxux aydflux c COHDDHHMM, OGBEAMHGHHHX
odmmm macrom oopaaOBaHMa: [AH]>-fnfi]
(na’L’naJo), [6M]>[im] (0[MM]8/H); pasHoHa-
npanneaaue npeodpaBOBaHMH coqewanna [n’afl
(cp. npnme H Tuna [n’nflfiaoh, npéfiinifluxé
a menace 6 [n’n’jm (So/[H’uflo BM. 603151-10
(c npenmecmxywwefi accmmmnfiumefi no mar-
Kocon). Bo Bcex nonodamx onyqaax axrunm—
samopom npoueccoa nanawmca coHopHue.

3) Mmpouaa BaaMMHaa MEHG couopuux.
Oduquo one ocymecmsnfiewon B coceocroé c
CUHOpHHMM m mmeem onpeoeneHHyw ynopfino-
qeunocmn. Home BCEPD Hadnmnaemca Bsammnaa
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nena conopnnx [H’], [nt],[j]. Hpnnepn ma—

non menu nepen [nj nnoroqncnennn, cp. n -

ce[.n’]nn1c, noné[n’] max. nnennplflnnn ,

npé[fi]nnn, mné[n']nn, c§[fi]nnn... 3Tn me

conopnne noryT 38MEHHTB npyr npyra nanny,

rnacnunn n Ha Konue cnon, cp. paCCTofinfln—

nne, né[nfknbnan, napm6®e[fi], ropnocTa[H{L

npfioma[n’]; TDHLKD B amnx nononennax ocy-

mecnsnnemcn nena [p'] n [Hf]: nocrn[p’],
noTé[p{], Bé[n’]ennn, a Tanne nena [J] n
fiyfl : cnpofiyjennn, np6flfl].vPene-— B cocen—

.' ] , fl/ -
CTBe c neconopnnnn, cp. KpHLMK a,Ko[c n e-

Bnme, 6pn[nn]a,[n3]nTBnna.
finnennn 2) n 3) rpynn Tanxe nenocpen—

crnenno CBnaanu c Buconon cwenenbm Roxann-

30B3HHOCTM conopnnx. Manecwno, qTo conop—

nnfi nepen onenymnnn conopnnn nponanocca

anyqno, Tan Kan ne Tepner B anon nosnnnn

cnoefi cBnan c nenmpon cnora-— rnacnnn:

npn nponsnecennn cnora on Kan 6n BMMBEETCE

B cnenynnnfi COHaHT. B nnanenmnnx CMCTeM8X

H. Tuna, rne coHopHne odnanamw anaaenL—

nun nomenunanon BBqocTn n cansannofi c

nnn AAMTEHBHDCTLB Tonanbnoro anenenTa [9].

nerno nponcxonnm odoennnenne nByx conop—

nnx B onnon anyqannn c yTpaTon cneunmnqec-

nnx TEMGPUBHX xapanmepncwnn onnoro n3 co-

nopnnx, cocmannnmnnx coneTannn. Te me Ka-

qecTBa conopnnx-— cmnsnan Roxannaosannocmb

n nnnrensnocms BDKBHBHDPD onenenra npn

cnadofi BHPSMSHHOCTM nx Tendposon cneun-

@nKn-— CHUCDGCTByDT nx cmenennm B aynn-

TMBHOM BOCHpMfiTMM, qTo B eBom ouepenL

DGBHCHHCT n nx Bncoxym BapMBGCHLHDCTB B

peqn. Bce awn ocodennocmn CMHBHO Bonann-

.aoBaHnnx conopnux cToaT B npnnofi cBnan c.

AByeAnnofi BDKaaD-KDHCOHaHTHDfi npmponofi
conopnnx: npn cnnbnon Bonannaonannocmn nx

Bonansnan OGmHOCTL depem Bepx nan nonco—

HaHTnofi cneunmnxofi, cnnaannofi c xapanTe-

pon nperpann.

4) B coqemannnx c nocnenymmnnn TBep-

nunn aydnnnn, rydnnnn n aannenednnnn na

necwe nnrnnx [ni], [pf], {H’]/Bncrynamm

TBepnne [n], [p], [H], cp. 60[nn]o ,

66[nn]e..., né[pn]nfi, BéEBGJa, Befpx],

qeooefpr]é..., Méfnnje, pafnn]e... 0TBep—

nenne conopnnx-— Taxne cnnneTenLcmno nx

CMflLHOfi Bonannaonannocmn, nocnonbny ycTa—

Haeno, qwo qen aByqnee conopnnfi, TeM

nerve on ympaaaeT nnrnocmb [IO; 6].

Coownonenne ronoca n wyna B aBynax

xapanmepncwnxax conopnnx, connenammmx awn

npnsnann, HBnHeTcH napaneTpon oqL no-

GMHBHHM. Mnenno noaToMy conopnne cnocoonn

TDHHD pearnpoBaTL H8 ypoBenL BDKBHBHDCTM-

nonconanwnocmn @oneTnuecxon cncwenn. B
'CMCTEMEX 50388 BDKaflbHHX, FAB HPEACTEBHE-

no GUHBMEE uncno rnacnnx Qonen n onn npo—

aa donbnym @ononornqecnym HeaaBncn-

MDCTB, conopnne npnonnnammcn no coonn

CBDfiCTBaM n uncmnn rnacnnn; B cncmenax me

oonee nonconanwnnx, c donbmnn uncnon co-

rnacnnx @onen n donee paBBnTofi naTeropnefi
TBepnoCTn—nnrxoCTn, conopnne, HaDGOpDT,

no CBDMM npnsnaxam connnammcn c cornac-

nnnm. Kpone TOPO, pasnoe cooTnonenne ro-

noca n nyna y pasnnx anynon amoro nnacca

noCTaTqo nnnnsnnyanbno HpOHBHfieTCfi y

paannx conopnnx B paMKax nx oomefi na—

nennon BDKGHBHDCTM B onnnx cncwenax nnn,

naooopom, nonnnennofi-— B Apyrnx. Tax, npn

odnen anaunTenLHofi BOKaflMBDBaHHDCTM 33y-

HUB, npencwasnfinnmx ionenn (n) n <3) B H.

roBopax, Bncoxoe conopnoe KaneCTBo (n)

npoaneTcn B Gonbnen cmenenn na ceBepo—

BOCTOKE, Torna Kan nanoonbman Bonannao-

BBHHOCTB (B) xapaxmepna npennynecTBenno

nnn PDBOpOB mro-sanana. Axmyannaaunn Tex

axe CBOMCTB (J) B aTnx axe rpynnax H. rono-

poo nponnnnemcn B paannqnnx mopnax ee no-

Benenna, umo, no—Bnnnnony, manna oTpamaeT

He onnnanonym CTEHEHL nx BnpanenHDCTn.

HnnanyanLHoCTL nponsnennn cnoKCTB noon—

mennon BUKaflLHDCTM npnBonnT n Henonnony

caaneHnm no roBopan nopnnna cnenoBaHna

oonopnnx no npnanany Hapacmanna (nndo yGH’
BSHMH) sqnoCTn. C aTofi Tounn apennn
paannqnn B peannaaunn conopnnx B pasnux
cncwenax TpedymT nanLnefimero HpMCTaflLHUPO
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nsyqennn.

YunTnBan c CDBDRyHHOCTB aBEflEH-r
nux nannnx, cnenyew caaTL nenecooopaa-
nun npn Tnnonornuecnon nsyqennn nannonnx
cncwen no npnsnany "BUHEHLHOCTb- nonco-
HaHTHOCTL" ocooo BHAEflfiTb noxasannn 33y-
KDB unacca conopnnx. Cnocoonne B cneunmn—
qecxon Qopne oTpanaTL BDKSHBHO-HDHCDHBHT-
nun yPOBCHB gonemnuecnon CMCTeMn B uenon,
conopnne noryT nocTaToqno oTweTnnBo cnrna-
nnanpoBaTL o paannqnnx CMCTeM no aToMy
npnanany, name npn 0THDCMTEHBHO nesnaun—
TEHBHDfi nx BnpaneHHDCTn B npenenax odnen
nnxomonnn: rnacnne- cornacnne. Hoswony
noxaaannn sworn Knacca BBynoB nawm Boa—
nomnocTL CDHOCTBBHHTL finnsnoponcneennne,
B Ton qncne nnanenmnne oncmenn, rne awn
Tnnonornqecnoro xapaHTepa pasnnqnn Bnpa-
menu oonqno He CTDHL oTneTnnBo, 0THDCHCB
x THE naannaenon MMKpDTMHOHDPMH. ConoCTaB-
Henna Honodnoro pone odnqno nenawmcn Ha
ypae HBHHDB, c MCHDHLSOBEHMEM nun anon
nenn nnmepaTypnnx cncwen. Ho aTn cncmenn
He Bcerna GNBamT nocmamouno npencnaBn—
TEHBHHMM nun HBHHS B nenon, nncnnnoro nan
cononynnocws ero nnaneKToB, nocnonbny 0T-
nenbnne nuanenwn MOPyT snaqnmensno ornno-
HHTLcn or nnTepaTypHoro. Tan, no nsnecw-
Hon nnane BOKaflBHDCTM-KDHCDHBHTHOCTM ena-
Bnncxnn nsnuonnx CMCTEM [3] pyccnnfi nnTe—
pawypnnfi aanm cTonT dnnne Boex n Handonee
EOHCUHBHTflomy- nonbcnomy. Unnano cmenens
BOKaHLHOCTM roBopoB Bonoroncnon rpynnn
ceBepnoPo Hapeunn, nanoonee Bnnennmnnxcn
no CBoefi BDKBHBHOCTM cpenn H. roBopoB
Pyccnoro H3HK6, noaBonnna on pacnononnTL
nx B nenocpeACTBennoM cocencmne c ynpann-
CKMM HBHKDM, aannnammnn H8 BTDH nnane cpe—
HMHHDC MECTD.

HnTepaTypa.
I. SaxapoBa K.¢., OpnoBa B.P. Ana-

neaoe unenenne pyccnoro Hanna, M.,Hpo-
CBemeHne, I970.

2. Byomnefi C.B. Paannqnn B cwenenn
BOKEHMBOBBHHDCTM conopnnx n nx ponb B
npoTnBonocmaBnennn nenTpanLnnx n nepnme—
pnnnux PoBopoB.- B KH.: AnanenTorpamnn
pyccnoro nanna, M.,Hayna, I985.

3. Mcaqenxo A. DEBT Tnnonornqecnoro
anannaa cnannncnnx H3HKDB.-— Honoe B nnn-
PBMCTMKG. Bun.E, M.,I963.

4. fleBHOB M. Hacoxn B paanon na @0-
Honornqnnwe cncmemn H8 esnun. Comma, I960

5. Cnannqna B. Tnnonopnn cnannncnnx
HSHKDB n B ocodeHHDCTn pyccxoro C.. ,

I — MoSkalxcka V. Vyvoy yazyka. Sonbor stati.
$323111 pedagogicke nakladatels'hvi. Praha,

6. BacnnLeBa A.K. 0 BEKOHOMGPHDCTHX
Boannunonennn B pyccxnx roBopax wro-aa—
nanflon 30Hu cnnpanmnofi napn [B]-— [w].-—
B nn.: flnaneKTonornqecnne nccnenoBaHnH
no pyccnony nanny. M.,Hayna, I977.

7. ABHHECOB P.M. O KEUECTBB aanne-
nednofi @pnnaTaofi cornacnofi nepea rnac-
nnnn nepennero pnna B pyccnon nanKe.-—
flonnanu n coodmennn MHCTnTyTa nannoana—
nnn AH CCCP, M.,I952, m 2.

8. Bapanoncnan C.A. 0 cornacnnx @o-
nenax pyccnoro Henna, He amuennnx B
noppennnnm no rnyxocmn-anonxocrn n TBep-
nocmn—MHPKOCTM.—— B nH.: HpodneMH Teope-
aecnofi n npnnnannofi HMHPBMCTMKM n ody-
uenne nponanowennm. M.,I973.

9. TpaxnepoB A.H. Ocnane Bonpocn
Teopnn cnora n ero onpenenenne.-— BH,
I956, n 5.

IO. Bpon 0. PoBopn n sanany DT Mo—
canbcna. HP.,I9I6.
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RESUME

En nous fondant sur les donnéos do no-

tre étude experimentele des phonemes’nasé

aux et de notre enquete effectuée en 1972
5 Paris, nous pouvons conclure que la na-

salisstion en francais et les tendences

modernes de l'évolution continue des pho-

némes nssaux concordant de facon univogue

evec les universauxxdes nassles propos 3

par Ch.Ferguson et que la langue frsnoei-

se est une des langues qui peut servir

d'illustration a ces universauxx

Apres‘evoir mené a bien des recherches
sur le systems des voyelles et des semi-

voyelles de la langue francaise a l'aide

des méthodes de phonétique expérimentale

I1], nous avons décidé d'approfondir l'é-
tude des phonemes nasaux du francais con-

temporain et d étsblir certains rspports
entre les données de nos recherches conc-

ernant les nasaux et 1es Universaux des

naseles de Ch.Ferguson/2/. Dans ce but,

en 1972, nous svons fait enregistrer 1e

meme texts h 40 personnes d'origine fran-

gaise, hebitsnt Eerie, d'fige et de profe- ,
ssion différents..
Des quinze universaux edmis per Ch.Fergu-

son, nous nous contenterons d'exnminer

les universaux des consonnes nasales pri-

maires.?CNP" et des voyelles nasales "VN".

D'aprés Ch.Ferguson, la "GNP" est le pho-
néme dont l'allophone est représenté per
la nasale sonore occlusive. c'est a dire

1e son dont l'articulation est le resul-

tat de l'occlusion complete dans la cavi-

té buccal (appical, labiale), quand 1e
voie de la cavité nasale est litre et 1es

cordes vocales vibrent.
Leg resultats de nos recherches, obtenus
race aux méthodes de l'analyse spectrale,

aila radiographie_et a la tomographie,
nous permettent de constater 1e feit que

les consonnes nasales primaires, "GNP" du
francais sont justement les memes que ce-

lles décrites par Ch.Ferguson (voir radi-

ogrammes et tomogrammes).-
Les autres universaux des consonnes nasa-

les ne seront pas eXaminés dans ce rappo—

rt et nous passerons directement auxxvoy-

elles nasules "VN".
Ch.Ferguson considers que le voyelle nasa-

le est un phoneme dont l'allophone caract-

éristique provient du résultet du passage

de l'air expulsé par les deux cavités -

buccale et nesale svec vibration des cord-

>es vocales. Si dans la langue il n'y a pas

d'autres voyelles nasales avec des signes

contraires, cette voyelle peut avoir un

allophone avec occlusion dans la voie buc-

csle ou nesale sans vibration des cordes

voceles.
Il taut ajouter a la definition de l'arti-
culation des "VN" que le mouvement de 1's-

baissement du voile du palsis est toujours

accompsgné de l'élergissement de la région
palatopharyngale,.de l'augmentation du vo-

lume general de la chembre de résonnance
et du relachement dos cordes vooales et

que les fentes entre les cordes vocsles

s'élargiesent. L'effet acoustique de ces

mouvements articulatoires est 1'abaisseme-

nt des fréguences du spectre acoustique,

conditionn par l'augmentation du volume

des résoneteurs.Ainsi la comparaison des
universaux de Ch.Ferguson eveo ceux dé nos

recherches nous fait considérer que le ré-

sultst de nos experiences sur les naseles

coincide avec celui de Ch.Ferguson.
D‘apres le Xe universel de Ch.Ferguson, si
dans la langue il exists des voyelles ne-

sales, l'existence deé consonnes nasales
est indispensable. Le langue francaise est

l'illustretion de ce fait; dans le systbme
de la langue francaise, i1 y a 4 voyelles

nasales et 2 consonnes nasales.
Selon 1e XIe universel de Ch.Fergueon‘ 1e
nonbre des voyelles buccales ne peut etre
inférieur au nombre des voyeiles naseles,
1e fsit que nous rencontrons dans la land
gue francsiss, ou les voyelles buccales
sont au nombre de 11 et les voyelles nasa-
les de 4. De plus, apres la disparition de
1'opposition des phonkmes ldé - E /, les
voyelles nasales ne sont plus que 3. La
déphonologisation de la nasale /6é/ a été
démontrée par nos recherches effectuées,
en 1972 sur 4O personnes habitant Paris,
mais originaires du Nord de la France/B/o
Nos experiences ont montré que malgré la
confusion complete des phonemes /o"é - E/s
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une différence minimale ' 'touggurs, maia la fonctiggygigggnzggggstegee/623301;§7safiogmn phoneme a l'sutre-
. s considéron ' .deg fauses de la déphonologisatgogudgggé/$28 fiozgrgflggge des fonctions grammatica., sons u ' _une répétition fréqugngecg'fifilmegzovggu?me dens différents contextes, ce quf e3:-:: 23m%§:€ cgnfgsion et puis 1s disparitie e opposition. No -note is confusion des usuavqnsphonemes -32:3: $2333; egalfment une “£32m: ge-. e ar culstion

délabialisation et une réductggzegsenougsieeggs zgyilées nasales. m
en e u XIIe universal

son est que la frequence d'empggicgegeigu:elles buccales doit etre toujours plus 62igzé: que cells des voyelles nassles. Lsfai§.e rangaise illustre clairement ce

L'importsnce du XIVe universe
l'origine des voyelles nasale: :2: 33:30-urs le résultat de la disparition des

GNP (consonne nassle primaire).
Dans la langue francaise, les "VN" sont
justement de cette origine. Au moment de
la disparition de la "GNP", 1e trait de
gasslité de "GNP" passe sur la voyelle
uccale precedents et s!ajoute aux-compo-

santes du phoneme buccal, ce qui nous do-
nne un ensemble nouveeu de traits distin-
ctifs de la voyelle nasale. L'anelyse ac-
oustique des voyelles et des consonnes
nasales, e montré que les indices acous-
tiques de "VN" ct "GNP" - les formants
has, sont identiques. L'identité des in-
dices acoustiques des "VN" et "GNP" con-
firme bien que les voyelles nasales pro-
ziennent du.résultat de la disparition

es GNP" of de l'assimilation regressive
:eugui correspond a l'universel de Ch.Fe-'
gisgggsfu sujet de la genése des voyelles

on ormément aux Universaux do Oh -
gen, 11 convient de dégagsr que: 1§e§§u
ormation des "VN" de la langue frangaise

est le résultat-de la disparition des
GNP"; 2) 1e nombre des "VN" est inferi-

gur eu nombre des "ON"; 3) 1e fréquence
e 1 emploi des voyelles bucceles est tou-

Jours plus élevée que celle des voyelles
ggzslee, car les voyelles buccales sont
gzsagggp plus nombreuses que les voyelles

nous fondant eur les données de notr
étude des phonemes nasaux, nous pouvonse
conclure que la nasalisation en frangsis
et les tendsnces modernes de l'évolution
cgntinue des pnonemeg nasauxn (la dispa-
r tion du phoneme /oe/) concordant de fa-
con univoque avec les Uhiversaux des ne-
iales proposés par Ch.Ferguson. Ainsi la

angue frengaise est une des langues, qui
gent serv1r d'illustration des universsux

es nasales.
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ABSI‘RACI‘

lyzed differences in vowel quality were percep-tually significant. Subjects had to adjust thevowel quality in words produced by an interactiverule-synthesis computer program. The purpose withthese investigations was to describe and quantifythe relations between vowel quality and influencesof stress and position.

WIQI

In this study we focus on the concept of vowelreduction, here taken to mean the reduction inphonetic contrast between vowels. For a number oflanguages it has been found that the vowel spaceis reduced as the level of stress placed upon thevowels is reduced. Acoustic studies by Tiffany/l/, Shearme & fblmes /2/, Delattre /3/ Stalham-mar, Karlsson 5. Rant /4/, Koopmans—van Beinum /5/and others have shown that vowels in unstressedpositions are displaced towards a more central(neutral) position in the vowel plane. A number offactors contribute to obscure vowel color inspeech, see for example the study by Delattre(ref. /3/) who lists factors such as stress,rhythm, duration and contextual assimilation.

PRESENT SI‘UDY

The aim with the present study was to study indetail some of the factors that contribute tovowel reduction in Swedish. We need a better un-derstanding of these problems to improve the qua-lity Of synthetic speech, a typical impressionbeing that synthesizers often over-articulateunstressed syllables.

TEST Hmmmsxs

'lhe phonetic context that will influence theformant pattern of a given vowel in a two-syllableword is: i) surrounding consonants, ii) the neu-t1‘31 position of the vocal tract, and iii) thesecond syllable, especially its vowel nucleus.
We focus on one aspect of the reduction phenom-9'10?" is there a difference in formant patternWeen two vowel samples of' the same duration,one stressed and the other unstressed but of equal

duration due to final lengthening? If there is adifference, could it be accounted for in terms ofvarying degrees of contextual influence?Four types of two-syllable words were chosenwith the following structure: The lexical stresson the initial or the final syllable, with dentalconsonants surrounding the analyzed vowel: CVC’SZ.'SlCVC. 'CVCSZ and Sl'CVC, with V = the shortSwedish vowels /a,i,e,u/ and C-C = /s-l. l-s, s-s/, 51 and $2 =first and second syllable. Thismeans that each analyzed vowel was placed eitherin initial or final position or in a stressed orunstressed syllable in an invariant consonantalframe. The words were read in isolation with nocarrier phrase.

MAM-{INS MERIMH‘L'.‘

We were also interested in testing the percep-tual significance of the results from the acousticanalysis by means of an interactive matching para—digm. 'Ihat is, how reliably would subjects be ableto adjust FlF2-values for given synthetic wordsin order to match to some internal criteria? Anumber of phonetic details can be tested with thistype of interactive matching paradigm, using thespecially developed rule synthesis program ((hrl-son a Granstrom, /6/). As long as the quality ofthe speech is acceptable to the subjects, segmen-

uated. (he could, for instance, let the subjectsmanipulate duration, pitch, intensity, etc. Fewmatching experiments of this type have been re-ported /7//8/ on segment duration. fister /9/also used the Carlson 8: Granstrom rule-synthesisprogram to systematically map typical features ofthe speech of deaf children.

WERIMENT: AMLYSIS OF NATURAL SPEm-I

A high-quality recording was made of four soled-ish male speakers from the Stookholm area readingtwice a list of 38 lexically meaningful words withno carrier phrase in an anechoic chamber. Thewords contained the short vowels /a,i,e,u/ andwere constructed as described above. Formant fre-quencies and vowel durations were measured manual-ly. The sample point for the formant measure waschosen by means of broad—band spectrograms in themiddle of the vowel segment. The actual measure-ments were made from narrow—band spectral sec-tions. In a few cases of uncertainty, the measure-ments were adjusted after comparison with selec—
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tive inverse filtering which was used to display
. . . e

one single formant ringing at a time and enabl

measurements in the time domain. Based on 2:11:21;

atic comparisons with measurements on syg mant
vowels, we estimated/thgoagzcuracy of the o

urem ts to be + — . .

mes; iterwas impossible to always find conten:

words of the right format, a few proper names wile

used. Also the demand on invariant CVC—syllath

forced us to modify the consmantal frame for C.2
different vowels, but still only use dentals. rd
were for the most words /s—1, 1—s, s-s/.' ACCEkex-i
ingly, a comparison across vowels has to be t _

into accomt the difference in consonantal coar
ticulations that occurred.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. VUNEL ANALYSIS

To find out the sensitivity of formant perturo-
bations to changes in word material, a set of
words.were tried with variation of consonantal
frame: /s,1,d,t/ as well as a change of vowel
nuclei in the other syllable. Theispread turned
out to be small and the tendencies the same.

Therefore, it was decided to con51der the influ—

ence of the different dental consonantal frame
negligible and base mean values of the entire word

' ial.
hsgynfifaecring the vowel in stressed or unstressed,
initial or final CVC-syllables, we obtained vowel
durations ranging from 70 to 190 msec.-Comparing
vowels in final unstressed syllables With vowels
in initial stressed syllables, we were also able

I I I I I I I I I I I I I

2500 - -

i ”[i/ Z
2000 I "-.._p\ _

' """" 1.9!. ‘
I .031? I

1500 - 3.5" ~

' 93f. 2
1000 - , -

E I I
‘J‘. ‘ I

500 _ I I l I l l l I I I I I I

200 300 1000 500 600 700 80

F1 (Hz)

Fig. 1. Results from the analysis of real speech.
Mean values of first and second formant of the
short Swedish vowels /a,i,e,u/. 4 male speakers,
8—40 samples/point. -

initial final (position)
stressed o n
unstressed + *
( syl lable)

'nfluence of stress in those cases

t: :zugetgfrium did not differ between vowels,
:1: , word categories gsand 3, which both got

. I ' around 1 msec.

duratigr; valuiie mean values of first and second

formintsgare shown. As can be seen, the unstressed
initial and final vowels are displaced away from

the target values of the stressed vowelS. 1b;- the

short /e/ and /i/, it is eVident that the un-

stressed initial samples (0) are displaced differ.

ently compared to the unstressed final samples (11)

as the arrows indicate. This difference could be

expressed as a difference in coarticulation. the

unstressed vowels coarticulate With the consonan.

tal frame, i.e., they move towards the dental

locus of approximately_350/1650 Hz for Fl/FZ,
while the unstressed final vowels are reduced
towards a more neutral place in the vowel plane

(500/1500 Hz). Formant values for the initial
stressed vowels (+), that are of the same duration

as the finally lengthened unstressed vowels (11)
are thus not identical. Duration is thus not the
sole determinant of the degree of reduction. These
tendencies are not as evident for all .the vowels,

probably depending on the relative pOSition of th:
target, the consonantal locus and the neutra
vowel. For the /a/ vowel it is thus not possmle

to distinguish a perturbation caused by neutrali;
zation or by coarticulation as both effects ml

and raise F2. _

lwiioiher way of showing this effect for /e/ is
to plot F2 as a function of vowel duration, see
Fig. 2. As can be seen, the duration aloneicanno:

predict the formant value. The stressed initia
vowel (+) has approximately the same duration
value as the unstressed final vowel (:11), but
speakers choose different formant values depending

lllllllllIllllIIIIlII

I l1800

1700

1600 ~ ** "

1500 -

A 11.00
-

F2
(H

z

1300 -

lllllIlIllllllllll

so 100 150 200 25°
DURATION (msec)

Fig. 2. Second formant value as a functioi'iilggrf1
vowel duration for the short vowel /e/- read-
point represents the mean value of the two
ings of each speaker. _

initial final (position)
stressed o 11
unstressed + *
(syl lable)
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on the syllable context (in terms of stress andposition).
'Ihe intention was to maintain an invariant C-Cframe for each vowel (for the four-word catego-ries). me to the demands for meaningful words,the consonantal frame differs somewhat for thedifferent vowels, but still being dental. 'Ihus,for /a/ and /e/: /s-1/, for /i/: /1-s/ and for/u/: /s—s/. This causes the differences in vowelduration. /a/ and /i/ become shorter than /a/ and/e/ as they are followed by a voiceless consonant.One might also wonder whether all speakersbehave in the same way. An analysis of individualperformances for the four speakers shows that thetendencies vary. Two of the speakers, one ofwhich was used in an earlier study show cleartendencies /lO/. The other two speakers perform abit differently. (he shows less Fl-perturbationsand the other has small vowel areas in general.The vowel /u/ differs appreciably between'thespeakers, probably due to sociolect differences.

MATCHING MERIMENI

As a complement to the acoustic analysis, aninteractive rule—synthesis program (see ref. /6/)including an OVE III formant synthesizer, was usedin a matching experiment. The task of the subjectwas to listen to synthetic words taken from thelist of previously analyzed material, and by meansof a joystick connected to the computer, adjustthe quality of one vowel at a time in a word tomake it sound as natural as possible. This inter-active method has been used earlier for durationstudies (ref. /8/). For this experimental set—upthe x- and y—coordinates of the joystick wereprogrammed to give the F1- and F2—values of thesynthetic vowel that was tested. The quality ofthe vowel could thus, instantly, be changedlbymoving a cursor around in a grid pattern on theterminal screen. Different scaling and offsetValues were used for each test word in order toavoid learning effects. A minor modification ofthe duration rules made the unstressed finallylengthened vowel of equal duration as the initial-
ly stressed vowel.

With this paradigm it is possible to get valu-
able information about the perceptual importance
Of acoustic parameters. Here, where one aim is to
improve the synthetic speech with regard to the
Vowel dynamics, it is especially interesting
trying to optimize the setting of the synthesisParameters directly, using the rule synthesis.

The test was run in the following way: The
SUbject had a list of test words with one vowel ineach word marked. The task was to listen to aSynthetic version of one word at a time and adjustthe plmetic quality of the marked vowel to sound
as natural as possible. The subjects were first
instructed on the task of moving the joystick andlisten to the result. The test demanded some
effort in terms of concentration by the subjects30 it was felt necessary to limit the word list.

same type of test as for the reading list was
made to evaluate the influence due to differentdental C-C frames, comparing /s—1/, /1-S/ etc.

variation in matching did not change system—
.atically with the different frames. Therefore, the
mean Values are pooled over the entire word list.

1‘

Preliminary tests with phonetically untrainedsubjects showed that they could manage the taskquite Well. However, in order to keep the variabi-lity as low as possible, it was decided to usephonetically non—naive subjects.
The matched formant values were automaticallystored by the program and could be analyzed imme—diately after each session.
Eight subjects participated, among them thefour speakers in the previous tes . Each subjectperformed two matchings on a list of 25'words; oneto three words for each vowel and word category.The amount of words were limited to a selectedpart of the reading list as the test was ratherexhausting.

WING EXPERIMENT. RESULTS AND DISCUSSICN

'Ihe results from the matching experiment areshown in Fig. 3 where the mean values of the firstand second formants are plotted. The vowel areasare smaller than for the the spoken samples, cf.,Fig. 1, but the same tendencies can be seen,although to a lesser extent. Thus, the unstressedfinal /e/ is matched differently than the initialstressed one, the former moving towards schwa, thelatter towards the dental locus.
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Fig. 3. Results from the matching test withsynthetic words. Mean values of first and secondformant of the short Swedish vowels /a,i,e,u/. 8subjects, 16-48 mtchings/poin .
initial final (position)

stressed o 3::
unstressed + *

A number of reasons can account for the dis-crepancy between the two tests. The syntheticquality will probably affect the matchings depend—
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ing on the subject's acceptance of the voice qual-
ity. As only F1 and F2 were manipulated while
higher formants were kept constant, especially the
F2 of high, front vowels will differ from F2 of
natural vowels. 'lhe matching session was experi—
'enced as a difficult but manageable task by the
subjects. Also the spread between subjects was
small. In conclusion, the method seems to be

useful for this type of optimizations.

SW

The first and second formants were measured for
four Swedish short vowels /a,i,e,u/ in varying
context, the purpose being to investigate factors
of vowel reduction, such as stress, position and
duration. 'Ihe vowels were placed in stressed and
unstressed, initial and final"syllables in two—
syllable words.

The result supports the findings in the pre—
vious pilot study by Nord (see ref. /10/). A
tentative explanation to the distribution of for—
mant data is that the perturbations are caused by
contextual influence of surrounding consonants and
in unstressed final position by a neutralization
gesture, which in this word list material with no
carrier phrase also belongs to the immediate con-
text. If we do not reach for a phonological rule
to explain the observations, specifically regard—
ing the unstressed short /e/ in final syllable
position, we could formulate the vowel reduction
process in the following manner: irrespective of
their duration, unstressed vowels coarticulate
strongly with context: in non—final syllable posi-
tion with surrounding phonemes and in final sylla-
ble position with a neutral position corresponding
to a centralized schwa vowel. 'I‘nese tendencies
were seen in varying degrees, probably depending
on the relative locations of vowel targets, schwa
and consonantal loci. ‘

A supplementary study was performed using syn—
thetic speech in order to evaluate the perceptual
importance of formant perturbations in the reali—
zation of vowels in varying contexts. During the
experiment, subjects were exposed to synthetic
words of the same structure as in the previous
experiment. The task was to adjust the quality of
one vowel in each word by means of a joystick,
connected to the rule-synthesis program, control-
ling the first and second formant of that partic-
ular vowel.

'Ihe results from this test were compared with
the previous analysis. 'lhe same tendencies were
seen, although to a lesser extent. This was proba-
bly due to the design of the experiment. As only
two formants were manipulated, there were some
difficulties in finding suitable vowel qualities
during the matching procedure. Also the synthetic
quality of the stimuli might have had some influ-
ence on the subjects’ matching strategies. Al—
though the task was rather difficult, subjects
performed well with small deviations. One conclu—
sion from this test is that the matching procedure
using synthetic stimuli is an efficient way of
evaluating perceptual cues and testing theories of
speech dynamics.

/1/

[2/

/3/

/4/

/5/

/6/

/7/

/8/

/9/

/10/
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REGIONAL DIFFEREMZES IN THE REALIZATION (1“ STANDARD GERMAN VOWELS

ANTI‘I IIVONEN

University of Helsinki
Helsinki, Finland

ABSTRACII

'lhe socially high standard regional realization of
German vowels shows systenatical differences in
quality of monophthongs and diphthongs, in vowel
duration and height of F0. Especially the speech
varieties spoken in Vienna and in East Middle
German area are canpared with each other.

METHOIB

For the comparison of the vowel qualities a F1/F2-—
plane has been used in which the scales are
presented linearly between 200 and 510 Hz,
logarithmically above 510 Hz (practically the mel—

298

' Y1 : m
0 Q:

400

F1 (Hz)
588

698

7W

800
my) 900

F2 (Hz)

scale is simulated). Instead of plottig the vowel
means on the Fl/Fl-plane as dots a vowel quality is
described as a circle of 1 Bark size around the
mean value of the vowel type (see Fig. 1 and /l/).
The Bark-circle, based on the critical band concept
/2/, and considered as a mobile (not as a fixed
entity): freely moving on the Fl/FZ—plane, is used
assuming that it is capable to show the psycho-
acoustic vowel distances. An IBM and MSX carpatible
computer program BARKFlFZ is used for plotting.
The formant measurements were as follows:
1) SPS—method developed by M. Karjalainen. FET—
spectrum analysis has been carried out with a time
window comprising either one glottal period or 30
ms. The monophthonqal vowel formant-s have been"

- 2M

1:
11’ 390

C: .
fl- 0.

400

F1 (Hz)
5M

6H

m

m

990
Sxel s)

F2 (Hz)
Fig. 1. The means of German long vowels on the Fl/Fl—plane. The representation of vowels as dots(1a) does not show whether their distances are audible or not. 'Ihe representation as freelymoving 1 Bark Size circle (1b) shows that the distance between the close and mid vowels isaudible. The lines indicate the boundaries of critical bands (cf. Zwicker 1961).
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a male speaker/(arm and Zurich/26 years old/univ. teacher

cm" DIPHIHONGS (sum GEM")
Fig. 2. A diphthong can be presented as Bark-circles on the F1/F2-plane in 10 ms time intervals/au/ in glauben in North German (2a) shows a shorter gliding than that in Swiss German (2b).
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Fig. 3a. The system of 15 German monophthongs of
East Middle German on the basis of 5 male speakers.
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Fig. 4a. Comparison of the short monophthongs
between East Middle German and in Viennese German.

measured at the temporal mid point of the vowels.
2) Mainly diphthongs were analyzed by means of the
LPC-method (SSP-method) available at the University
of Kiel (Institut fiir Phonetik und digitale Sprach—
verarbeitung).

QUALITY OF NDbDPHTHOI‘KES

The vowels of five male informants from East Middle
German area (Halle/Ieipzig, ENG) and from Vienna
were compared with each other. A material consis-
ting of (5+5)x90 isolated one syllable words was
analyzed. Each vowel class of the 15 primary
stressed monophthongs and 3 diphthongs comprised 5
word examples. All the informants had university
background as students or teachers. The five
speakers from EM; area were students or teachers of
speech science and therefore they can be assured to
be good representatives of Standard German.
The means of the EMS and Viennese monopthongs (Fig.
3a and 3b) and their comparisons (Fig. 4a and 4b)
show following main differences.
'Ihe long monophthongs have almost the same quality,
but Viennese German (=ViennG) has a more back qua-
lity in /u:/ and /o:/ (or possibly they are more

0: y: Ff‘l'

c- UCD'UT ‘ T"Y

0' . .0: - too
8' Q (g 00 _ 5&1. (In)

8 . ' m,

It 5x5xl§=375 ' m

a 0a 0 short -ooc
HealeWienna) . long _

oo'oo ' zinc Humaniota' T T ' so,“
5 III! speakers Iron Uienna

GEM)! IONOPHIHONGS

Fig. 3b. The system of 15 monophthongs of Viennese
German on the basis of means of 5 male speakers.
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GM)! LONG IONOPHIIIONGS

Fig. 4b. Clamparison of the long monophthongs
between East Middle German and in Viennese German.

round because of their longer duration; cf. the
chapter on duration). /i:/ and /e:/ have a slightly
closer quality in ViennG than in an. The open / :/
tends to be clos'er in ViennG than in EVE. /a:/ is
more open in ViennG than in M.
The short monophthongs are considerably more
centralized in EM; than in ViennG. This- concerns
also the vowel /a/. The differences are in the
cases of /I/, /U/ and /./ more than 1 Bark. In the
cases of /a/, / / and /Y/ almost 1 Bark. only in
/6/ the difference is smaller.
The vowels /a/ and /a:/ of ViennG show almost the
same quality /a/ being slightly more fronted (but
notcentralized). In DIG the difference between the
series /i:, :, u:/ and/e:, (6:, o:/ cowl-“1595
practically only 1 Bark which means psycho-acousti-
cally the smallest possible distance.
When the formant data from Rausch /3/ (see Fig-. 5)are plotted on the Bark Fl/FZ-plane it can be See“that they shm very similar nonopllflmgal struc-3:31:m t2]:H51:data obtained here. The back-

_0 ' ontants in Rausch was probablyWest Middle Geman (WI/B). Also the data conoemig
the means of three informants from Berlin in J¢r"'
gensen /4/ Show similar structure in spite of the
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Fig. 5.~ The system of 14 German monophthongs on the
basis of data from Rausch (1972).

considerable differences in the test arrangements.
It is remarkable that the comparison with the re—
sults obtained by Delattre /5/ shows that the best
monophthongal vowel structure on the basis of
listening synthetic F1&F2 stimuli corresponds more
to that ofViennGthantothatofI-MDor WIG (=
results by Rausch). /a/ is not centralized but
slightly fronted compared with /a:/. /I, Y, U/ are
only slightly centralized like in ViennG. Delattre
does not tell, whether his listeners came from the
South. It can also be argued that the synthesis of
lax vowels is no easy task. If the 14 ,vcmel
qualities obtained by Delattre represent some kind

of deep'structure of German rnonophthongs in general
we can say that the centralization of the Middle?
and North German vowels depends on the rapid speech
delivery, i.e. on the performance (cf. durations):
Fig. 7a shows that the centralization of the short

monophthongs is even stronger in the vowels of a

male speaker from Hamburg (North German). The
series /I, Y, 0/ is more open than the series /i:,
¢:. o:/. The series /€. $.3/ comes close to /a:/.
Fig. 7b shows that the monophtongal system of a

Swiss male speaker resembles much that of ViennG,

but his /u:/ has a lower F2 on an average.
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Fig. 7a. The idiolectal system of monophtongs of a
North German male speaker from Hamburg.
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Fig. 6. The system of German 14 monophthongs on
the basis of synthetic stimuli (Delattre 1965).

QUALITY OF 'DIPHTHONGS

The glide of diphthongal quality is described in
two idiolects by means of starting and end point of
the glide (Fig. 8). The means of 5 words for each
class of diphthongs were analyzed. The diphthongs
of a male East Middle German speaker show minor
span of gliding than that of a male Viennese
speaker. The same feature distinguishes also 'the
North German and the Swiss speaker in Fig. 2. A
more explicit quality seems to be a common feature
for the monophthongs and diphthongs in ViennG. In
both varieties of German the first element of /ai/
is a front vowel. whereas that of /au/ is a back
vowel. In /ai/ of EM; that vowel is a , in /ai/ of
ViennG 0?. In ViennG the first element of /oi/ is
more a central than a back vowel.

RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE DURATION OF VONEIS

Fig. 9 shows that the relative duration of the 15
monophthongs in EMS and in ViennG is similar, but
the absolute durations are much shorter in M. The
quantity quotient - Ve/V was 2.3 in EMS and 2.1 in
ViennG.
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Fig. 7b. The idiolectal system of the monophthongs
of a male Swiss speaker from Aargau and Zurich.
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‘ Fig. 8. The idiolectal qualities of the diphthongs of an East Middle'German male speaker (8a) and .a male speaker of Viennese German (8b). The lines conbine the mean values of their short/long -'=vowels. The circles show the starting and end points of the diphtlwngal glides. '

Comparison of two idiolects showed that the di-
phthongs were ca. 10 % longer than the long mono-
phthongs in EMS and ViennG.

FUNDAMENTALFREDUENZYQFVUVELS

Fig. 10 shows that the fundamental frequency of the
monophthongs in ViennG is systematically higher
than in HIE. The short and long close vowels are
higher than the other monophthongs in Vi'ennG. This
might be in connection with the 5 degree openness
systen of vowels in the Viennese German Dialect.
'Ihe variation of the F0 height is smaller in Em.

COI‘CLUDIm REMARKS

The following features are characteristic for
East Middle German (and probably also for North
German): centralization of the short monophthongs,
smaller dispersion of the total vowel area, shorter
gliding of the diphthongs, shorter duration of all
types of vowels, lower level of F0. 'Ihe Viennese
Geruan vowels (and probably those of South German
in general) are more explicit in quality. Following
explanations can .be considered: l) more careful

O 5xule(Vienna)_ ,
W . “meddle/hm”) MIHHI

Y I U 8 a a (nyzi u:.o:'c: a: a:a:

Fig. 9. mrations of the 15 mnophthongs in Fast .Middle German and Viennese German contrastively.
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Fig. 10.
East Middle

pronounciation of ViennG becafs‘e of the dialect/
Standard diglossia; 2) more rapic' a delivery
of East Middle German and North Ge: ; 3) dif-
ference in the articulation base; 4) 5’ degree vowel
openness systan in Viennese Dialect and its inter-
ference in the socially higher speech form. Further
details in /6/. ' -
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SOME ACOUSTIC OBSERVATIONS ON HALF NASALS IN SINHALESE
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ABSTRACT

Sinhalese is one of the Indic
languages and is spoken in Sri Lanka. The
present study is intended to explore the
phonetiC' characteristics of half nasals
in Sinhalese. From the exaninations of
the acoustic analysis making use of -a
minicomputer and a linear prediction
algorithm, some phonetic properties ‘can
be clarified as follows. It appears that
a half nasal consists of a nasal murmur
portion, a voiced oral murmur portion, a

burst and a transition portion to the

‘ following vowel. From the spectrum
analysis, it can be examined that

frequencies of the first formant (Fl) of
the nasal murmur portion are slightly

higher' than those of the oral murmur
portion. It has been able to distinguish

places of articulation by making use of

spectrum features of the nasal murmur
portion. -

INTRODUCTION

Sinhalese is a national language of Sri
Lanka, and is spoken by about 11 million.
people, or 75 percent of the population,
living mainly in the southern and western
two-thirds of the Island of Ceylon [1].
It .is said that Sinhalese is an
Indo-European language descended from
Sanskrit, and this language was brought
to the island by settlers from northern
India in the 5th century B.C.[l]. There
have been pointed out several problems
connected with Sinhalese which arouse the
interest of the linguists, e.g. Sinhalese
is notable among the major Indo—Aryan

languages' of the past and present in
having no aspirate stop phonemes nor
clusters [2], literary Sinhalese is very
different from spoken Sinhalese [3], etc.

One of them is the phenomenon of "half
nasals". In the intervocalic positions,
there occur medial clusters composed of

nasal plus voiced stop. There are two

types of the first nasal element. One is
often referred to as the single nasal and

the other is referred to as the doubled

nasal. The two types present a contrast,

s06 JAPAN

e.g., /kands / ’trunk’. : [ksnnda /
’mountain'. In regard to voiceless
stops, there are no such oppositions in
the same position, only the normal type
of cluster with doubled nasal occurs. In
such cases, however, the doubled nasal is
written with a single letter according to
the convention. The length of the nasal
in a cluster of single nasal plus voiced
stop varies from normal to very short
[2]. It has been customary in Sinhalese
studies to treat the single nasal in
'these 'clusters as a special class of
sounds to which was given the name "half
nasal"‘ and this is in accord with the
traditional Sinhalese orthography, which
uses special signs for the "half nasals"
and the regular nasal letters for the

"full (doubled)' nasals" in the same
position. From a synchronic point of
view, there can be two different
phonological interpretations. . Some

linguists regard them as independent'
phonemes. For example, Jones [4] treats
them as separate independent phonemes. 0n
the other hand, others regard them as

consonant clusters. For example, Coates

and De Silva [2] criticize Jones’ view'as
it is an unnecessary complication of the

phonemic system, increasing the number of
consonant phoneme by nearly 20 percent,
and treat them as consonant clusters with
a single nasal, ‘ contrasting with a
doubled nasal in similar clusters.
However, the literature on the phonetic
detail of half nasals is quite limited in
quantity and quality. The present study
is intended to explore the phonetic‘
characteristics of half nasals through
acoustic investigation. One of our main
concerns is to confirm if the articulator
is already ready for the place of
articulation during the first nasal
element.

ACOUSTIC-ANALYSIS

Material

Lists of words were prepared, which
contained four types of half nasals [ mb,
ad, ad, ng ] in the intervocalic
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5% position. Each half nasal -
_| was receded

E1 and followed by 5 vowels / i. e.pa. o. u 32::ion:nf:::e:he Ezgandzdpss 2f lurmur Table 1. Analysis frequency values (in articulation ( bilabial, dental and velar

11 / leading to five different V.CV2 the 3500 samples of data ( :g; orm. From Hz) and standard deviations of the first ) are presented in Table 2. The

21‘ COUbinatlon, where v, is the same vowel waveforms including both mur ‘3°°_ )o formant for the former portion and for properties of murmur of ordinary nasals

p, as V;. The list includes meaningless were sampled ‘manuall . mur P°rt1°ns the latter portion (means and standard are reported as follows ( > = higher

‘1 words. Each word was written in Sinhala E h - y “51“? a cursor, deviations). frequency than ).

‘ scripts. nc :urmur portign was excised with 27
F1 frequency values: [9] ) Tn] ) [m]

15 s . . transfo::m:ngrrw)n 2:: :1? fast Fourier Former Portion Latter Portion F1 bandwidth values: [9] > [n], [m]

W . ubJeCts analysis was applied to 0:22;: firszzction Mean 4(§;D.) Mean (8.0.) It is assumed that the differences in F1

1 One sub' t , Spectrum. The optimal Prediction 0 ded
values are ' presumably related .to ‘

Jec (M,30) who was born in was estimated 1 ' - or er F1 290 (37) 215 (21) differences in the size of the coupling 1

H Kurunegala and brought up in Kegalla the to b 26 h n a preliminary experiment I section at the velo—pharyngeal passage 9

2 northeast of Colombo which is the capital and dis l Tdese spectra were aFalyZed
and of the pharyngo-nasal tract [6],[6]. i

of_ Sri Lanka, served as informant for cor Pdiye on the P10tter. . Formants Although these are characteristics of L

:hls inveStigation. The subject came to com;:::§n Egg. tzh Speftr§1 peaks .were - Table 2. Analysis frequency values (in. ordinary nasals, it has been also

san a! fOreign research student on order polynomial : uzziutlgn of hlsher Hz) for the nasal murmur portion of half reported that the murmur portion of

atpagiz: gavernment scholarships and were method. We adoptgd th: 1 the Muller . nasals for each place. of articulation voiceless nasals in Burmese shows the

f . a niversity of Foreign Studies Prominent peaks of owest three I (means and standard dev1ations). same tendency [7]. The mean values of F1 3

or. 91x months for Japanese language first f murmur spectra as the
of bilabial half nasals, dental half

traininz. Recording was made five months ( F2 °rmant ( F} )u the second formant ' Bilabial Dental -Ve1ar nasals and velar half nasals are 256 Hz,

after he had arrived in Japan, ) and the thlrd f°r"“t (F3 )- Mean (8.0.) Mean (3.0.) Mean (5.0.) 294 Hz and 339 Hz, respectively. In

Procedure RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
. zhigugzslysis, retroflex half nasals are

-

, as they are considered to make

.
_ F1 256 29 294 43 339 35 the matter com licated. It can be said

Four lists were prepared, each containing Fro: the wavefor... It was observed that ( ) ( ) ( ) that there isp a tendency for F1 of

a subset of the words including half a §1f nasal 1‘ '“b‘legmented into four F2 1009 (139) 1338 (169) 1051 (92) bilabial half nasals to be slightly lower

nasals at the intervocalic position and Portlon‘; a P°rti°n 0f periodic repeated ‘ than those of dental and velar half

:om: of them were nonsense words.’ Each czform: adjac?nt t0 the preceding F3 2607 (225) 2787 (129) 2700 (104) nasals. [m] < [n], [p] < [9] are

or 799 appeared four times in the waveform portion at quasi periodic —--- —__— — statistically significant ( p < 0'01 )'

recording. Therefore. 80 tokens in all ( t' s allowing to the former The mean value 0f F2 0f dental half

:0 times of half nasa1s x 5 different filing"! '3 "811 Protrusion upon a 31 112 (42) 151 (51) 175 (39) nasals is 1338 Hz. Those of bilabial .

Th: 1::t0n8 x 4 times ) were analyzed. wavefogns-mzfzh wzzeforms and fluctuated ‘ half nasals. velar half nasals are 1010 i

the 2 were read by the informant in assumed th t :h e protrusion. It i. I Hz and_1054 Hz. There is a tendency for W

.soun proof room of the phonetic b a 8 small protrusion is a
F2 of dental nasals to be slightly higher

gtxgio of Osaka University of Foreign p:;:§°nof :he plosive. The fluctuation
than those of bilabial and velar half ‘1

tapesesgnOSak;é Japan. The material was to be a :ragzitbe Protrusion is assumed falls off rapidly after the first formant nasals. Both [p! > [m] and [g] > [g] are E}

using a hi :1 AC AT5?°° FaPe recorder, vowel' From thlon p°Ft10n to the next , and is very weak in the middle- and statistically significant ( p < 0.01 ). 1

distance 5 Ytzensitive microphone. The~ earlier two :_precise observation on high-frequency range. The mean values In the framework of Jakobson, Fant and

about 30 o .e nlcrophone was set at that the forlPOP 100?. it was found out and standard deviations ( SDs ) of the Halle [8], distinctive features were also

instructed tcm. The informant was repeated wavegr P°rtion has rather steady first formant of both portions are defined by acoustic aspects. Dental

natural tom 0 :ead the material at a letter ort_orms in comparison with the presented in Table 1. The mean F1 value nasals have an "acute" feature and, when

word and 1P; w th a pause after every presence p f Ion. This implieg the of the latter portion is 215 Hz and that the second formant "is closer to the

’ ".t the same loudness. Portion 0 continuous tone in this of the former portion is 290 Hz. The third and higher formants, it is acute."

Acoustic An 1 . Charactériaté this is one of the ' latter portion has lower F1 than the Velar nasals have a "compact" feature and

a yslg portion :hics of. the nasal murmur former ’portion. This is statistically when the first formant "is higher (1.8.

Acoustic anal 36 ~ 141 m e duration of this portion is Significant ( p < 0.01 ). This closer to the third and higher formants),

Laborator DYses were made at Doshita intensit Bic. 0n the other hand, the indicates that the latter portion has the phoneme 13 more C0DP§Ct"- Therefore, J

Science if apartment. of Information than ct o {the latter portion is less only very low frequency energy. This we tried to distinguish dental h§1f h

waveforms were sgto _University. Speech latter 2- the former portion, The - corresponds with the fact that the low nasals by means of the higher frequencies t

of the ta e Eitized from the output Waveform5p°r ion has quasi repeating _ frequency value of F1 in comparison with of the second formant, and separate velar f

low-pass filt recorder. A JEIC 3118 continuati though . it shows the the adjacent segment is one of the half nasals from bilabial half nasals by H

anti-aliasin (rth with 70 dB/oct for say eachon of Per}0dicity, that is to characteristics of voiced plosives. 0n means 0f the higher frequencies 0f the f

set to 8 98k" e cutroff frequency was differs "azeform is quite similar but the other hand. it was remarked that the first formant. . . . h

16-channe1. lsitand a .DATEL DAs-250 especieli eac other in some ways, former portion has several resonances Table 3 represents classification a

4-microsecond . A/D .converter of Periodic V In the energy. The quasi below 3500 Hz and anti-formant. It was matrix of the group clasSification and -

for digitizatgampling period were used gradual d waveforms of this portion show assumed that the former portion is the the percent of correct classifications of

converter whiChion. Through the A/D the burstegreasing ehergy with the aim of ' nasal murmur portion. Therefore, a half discrimination analysis. The left column

U_200 Iinicom twas connected to a .FACOM that thi or a P10sion. This indicates nasal is sub—segmented into a nasal represents source, and the uppermost row

direct access“ er at the common bus with vibrat- 5 Portion is the portion of murmur portion, anoral murmur portion, a represents Judged groups after. analysis.

at ~every 54 mode, speech data samples plosivIon of the vocal folds of voiced burst and a transition portion to the The percent of correct classifications'in

Sampling ) .microsecond ( 18.5 kHz burst 63% which precedes the release next vowel. These observations indicate total are 73 x. This shows tolerably high

cartridge—d' were stored into a durat‘ 0 the Voiced plosives. The that a half nashl is a kind of performance. In order to obtain better ‘

for aboutisc of 2—negabyte in real-time In a§§9t9f this portion is 13 ~ 43 msec. . prenasalized voiced plosive. . A resolution. all of the first, the second, é

Individual utt minute continuously, Fouri 1 Ion to these observations, fast . In the next analysis, we examined if the third formants and bandwidth of the d

digital m terances were Input from a Pred'er~ transform ( FFT ) and linear} ‘h the nasal murmur portion of.a half nasal first formant were used as variables. for 1

.0 “W ‘
_ awn on an - . -C rum str mean values and standar evia ions 0 e are P e an e n a e -

plotter. It was found out that each hi1: n°t1Ced that the latteru::::::h h It “:8 formant; and band—widths of the nasal percent of correct classifications in

very low-frequency energy. Theasenzgg: murmur portion for each place of total are 93 x. It can be said that each
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Table 3. Classification _ matrix REFERENCES
V ' : Fl F2,F3,Bl

( ariables , ) [1] K. Katzner,<(The Languages of the

Horld)), Routledge & Kegan Paul, revised

edition 1986.
[Mb] [Hi] [9‘] [2] W. A. Coates, M. W. S. De Silva,

[lb] 19 0 l 95 X "The Segmental Phonemes of Sinhalese”,
University of.Ceylon Review 18, 163-175.

1 95 3 960.
[Hi] 0 19 1 [3] M. W. S. De Silva, "Sinhalese", in
[98] 1 1 18 90 3 T. A. Sebeok (ed.)<<Current Trends in

Linguistics>>,Mouton, 1969.
TOTAL 20 20 20 93 3 [4] D. Jones,<<The Phoneme: Its Nature

and Use>>, W. Heffer & Sons, 1950.
[5] 0. Fujimura, “Analysis of Nasal

group of the place of articulation is Consonants", <<J. Acoust. Soc. Am>> 34,
effectively discriminated. These results 1865-1875, 1962.
indicate that the nasal murmur portion of [6] D. Recasens, "Place Cues for Nasal
the half nasal includes necessary Consonants with Special Reference to
information to distinguish place of Catalan", <<J. Acoust. Soc. Am.)) 73,
articulation. This confirms the view 1346-1353, 1983. .
that the articulator is already ready for [7] M. Dantsuji, "An Acoustic Study on
the place of articulation during the the Distinction of Place of Articulation
murmur portion of the first nasal for Voiceless Nasals in Burmese", <<Folia
element. ' Linguistica>> 21(forthcoming).

[8] R. Jakobson, G. Fant, M. Halle,
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS YPreliminaries to Speech Analysis",

<<Technica1 Report>)l3, Acoustic
So far as our informant is concerned, the Laboratory MIT, 1952.
properties of half nasals in Sinhales
have been clarified as follows. A [half
nasal is sub-segmented into .a,/nasa1
murmur portion, a voiced ora1//murmur
portion, a burst and a transition portion
to the next vowel. The plosive element
keeps voicing before /ré1ease of the
consonantal constricti n2 These results
indicate that a ha, nasal is a kind of
prenasalized voi d plosives. Bilabial
half nasals, den al nasals and velar half
nasals coulg/be distinguished by means of
a step-w} e discriminant analysis
utilizin the value of F1, F2, F3 and 31
of t nasal murmur portion, and this
con;'rms the view that articulator is
ready for the place of articulation
during the first nasal element.
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THE ANCIENT INITIAL ”VOICED” CONSONANTS IN MODERN NU DIALECTS

CAO JIANFEN

Institute of Linguistics .

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

5 Jianguomennei DaJie, Beijing; CHINA

ABSTRACT

The Ancient Initial ’Voiced’ Conso-

nants in Modern Chinese Uu Dialects have

phonetically become completely voiceless

cosonants when they are in isolated

monosyllaoic words or in the first

syllable of polysyliabic words. howeveriin

running speech» _they conditionally

alternate between, typical voice and

complete voicelessness.

INTRODUCTION

Phonologicallyithe most important +eature

of the Modern Chinese Uu Dialects is the

retention of the Ancient Initial Voiced

Stop Consonants(i.e. 51f- izifiie‘tc.) in its

consonant system. The stop consonants of

Wu can be divided into three categoriesl

voiced» voiceless unaspirated; and

voiceless aspirated /1/. This division is

well known in the linguistic circle both

in China and overseas. However; what is

the phonetic value oi the I.V.C. in flu is

a controversial issue in the linguistic

circle. ' - -

Betore the 1920’s» linguists did not seem

to distinguish phonological category from

phonetic(or physical) nature of the I.V.C.

They tended to believe that there must

exist vocal cords vibration during the

pnonation o+ these consonants. In the

1920‘s; the famous linguists ciu Fu and

Zhao Yuan Ren /2/ suggested that the

voiceo, consonants of Wu are not really

voiced: out begin with a voiceless sound

and tinish with a voiceo glide. They are

marked with the diacritlc lfi /! such as lpfi
r6 .w /. It means that there is not vocal

cords vibration during the closure; but a

whiff" of voiced breath between ' stop

release and toliowing vowel(s). Bernhard

Karigren /3/ regarded this breath as a

slight ‘voiced aspiration‘ 'and directly

transcribed it with the diacrltlc /‘ /s

suth as /6 :d':g’/. Sinse then: the.above

statements have become the dominant

theory.Early in the 1980‘s; in order to

exam the real nature of this so-called

‘voiced giide’i the present author

'*

,analysis.

investigated these consonants in the Chang

Yinsha dialect of Du with spectrographic

The result /4/ showed that

there is not any ‘voiced glide’ or ‘voiceo

a5piration’ between the stop release and

following vowe|(s) when these consonants

are in isolated monosyllaoic words or in

the first syllable of polbsyllabic words»

but the tone pattern oi these syllables is

duite different from that of those

syllables beginning with corresponding

voiceless consonants.In running speech: on

the other hand; the phonetic vaiue.o+ the

I.V.C. conditional|y7 alternate between

typical voice and complete voicelessness.

The condition at this alternation is the

syllables tone pattern. when it _is

pronounced with a ‘Yang‘ tone (FE j) /*/i

the real value o+ the I.V.C. is complete

voicelessnessi when it is pronounced with

a ‘Yin" tone (m n) /*/J or neutral tone;

the value of the consonat is typical

voice. In spite of above evidence:

linguists of the traditional school are

still sKetlcal to what the. spetrograms

snowed. cater: the aoove_ result_ was

veriiied by the measurement o+ the air

flow through the glottisl Supraglottal

presure and suog ottal presure /**/. Fig.1

(see p.2) shows a few recordings of these

air +iow and air presure with the related

spectrograms. There the word Idaoflgbegins

with /d/ of the I.V.C. Both the air +low

and .tne air presure recordings and the

spectrograms show clearly: that in the

isolated word or in the first syllable of

the polysyllabic word Idao za/ fl g i

the value of /d/ is the same as the

corresponding voiceless /t/ in word ltao/

a ! out the syllable Keeps its ‘Yang‘

tone. while in the bdlysyilaoic word /cie

dao/ ”fl 5 the ‘Yang‘ tone of the syllable

changes to neutral tone which is the same

as that o+ syllable ltao/ain Idle tafll'

fl 3’ and the value of /d/ becomes'typlcal

voice. Sinse 1953: the present author has

investigated about 15 subdialects of Wu:

recorded about 30 speaxersi utterances;

including isolated words» short sentences

and conversations: The spectrograms of

these utterances show that the situation

of the I.V.C. in these dialects is almost

Se 65.4.1 - 169
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(d)

& E fl !
Fig.1 The records of (a)a1r flow through glottis,(b) subglottalpresure (c) supra lottal re 'spectroérams. g p sure with (d) the related

the same as it is in Chang Yinsha dialect.
On the bases of the above investigations:
we posit two hypotheses. First: i“ we view
the situation from isolated words: the
phonetic value of the I.V.C. in wu has
become completely voiceless: its abstract
distinctive function in a word has been
taken over by the ‘Yang‘ tone Pattern of
the syllable. Secondly: if we view them
from running speech: the value of the
I.V.C. alternate between 'voice and
voicelessness. In this case: distinctive
role of the 1.V.C. in a word is played by
the phonetic value of the 1.V.C. or by the
‘Yang‘ tone pattern of the syllable: and
this regular alternation seems to as
dependent on the stress type of relevant
syllaple ln speech.

EXPERIMENTS

In orcer to test above hypotheses: a
perception test and a synthesized speech
test: as well as a spectrographic analysis
were carrlec out.

o

Perception Test

in this test: one female SpeaKer of a bu
dialect pronounced 5a pairs 0+
monosyllaoic words which begin with
I.Y.C. and the corresponding
voiceless consonants respectively; another

" "!
a? t ‘

l. s.
‘ V.

:1’

§
ll _

I " b
' e

M a ti lg ‘

female native. speaker of the BeiJins
dialect pronounced 126 monosyllaoic
Beijlns words with the tone pattern
similar to the ‘Yang’tone pattern of Wu.
Their recorded utterances were mixed up
in random order on the same tape. The"!
13 subjects were asked to listen to the
tape recording and determine which words

Deain with voiced consonants and Uhic“
ones the voiceless consonants. The result
IS very interesting. Our subjects have
different background and their responses
are quite different: but snowed the same
rule operates in different aspects.
The first type of the subjects: who are
phonologlsts and familiar .wlth the UH
Dialects: nave a great degree of asl’eeme"t
in their responses. ~They judge both Of
those words beginning with the I.V.C. and
most of the Beijing words as besinning
with the voiced consonants. It seems that

what, is significant for these supJectsis
the sense of voicing: but not the presence
of vocal cords vibration. It also seems 10
be the case: that they tend to perceive
that there is vocal cords vibration during
the consonant of a syllable wltn a ‘Yans’
tone: even though its spectrograoni‘
correlate is the same as that 0* the
COPPESDDndina voiceless consonant.
The second type of the subjects are both
phonologist . and pnonetician. Their
responses show inconstantiy. The tYPiCa
supject is a pnbnetlcian: but he has the
WU dialect background. he said he "a“

17° Se 65.4.2

tried to Judge these words by means of

physloioglcal or physical cues. However:

he still judged about 16 x of consonants

of the Beijing words as voiced consonants

by mistake. ‘So it seems that he still

could not avoid being motivated by the so-

cailed voicing sense which likely to be

caused by the ‘Yang-like' tone pattern of

these words.
The third type of the subjects is a

student. in phonetics. At that time: he

just graduated from an English department:

knew nothing about Chinese Phonology and

the Nb Dialects: so his judgement could

only be in terms of the acoustic or

physiological characteristics of these

consonants. The accuracy of his judgement

reaches as high as 95%. He commented that

he thought almost none of these initial

consonants were voiced. That is true.

Actually: the value of these so-called

voiced consonants here is the same as that

of the corresponding voiceless consonants

according to their spectrograms: and those

consonants of Beijing words here are

douotiessly complete voicelessness. Uhy

did the majority of the subjects

consider that there was vocal cords

vibration during the phonetion of these

consonants? The only explanation seems to

come from the ‘Yang‘ tone or ‘Yang-ilke’

tone patterns of these syllables. Because

this tone pattern generally has either a

lower pitch or a lower beginning: it is

'easy to give a sense of voicing. Moreover:

this pattern is always accompanied by the

I.V.C. in the monosyllabic words. This is
,a phonological rule of wu. Consequently:

the subjects who are familiar with the
.sounos of wu are used to this rule. .Ones

they hear a syllable with a ‘Yang‘ tone:
they will naturally identify its initial
consonant as being voiced: as if there

exists vocal cords vibration during the

phonation of the consonant. 1

Synthesized Speech Test

The oata in this test come from the
spectrographic measurement of the

voiceless consonants: vowels and the tones

of Ho. A procedure of synthesis by-rule
15/ is used to produce the test samples.
First: the consonant and vowel data and

the ‘Yin’ tone data .were input to a
computer: consequently: a syllable with

a ‘Yin‘ tone was produced and it sounded
like a word beginning with a voiceless

consonant in Wu. Secondly: while the

consonant and vowel data remained

constant: but a ‘Yang’ tone data replaced
the ‘Yin’ tone data. As a result: a
syllable with a ‘Yang‘ tone was produced
and it sounded just like a word beginning

with the 1.V.C. in wu. Followed this
procedue: we got a series of word pairs.

In 1935: the tape recording of these words

r:l'
& a Q: E ,B E

F1332 The spectro§rams of (a) the monosyllybic word 8 (white) and
dE (handre (b) the sentence fiflfifi B (I dislike to eat

unmmxb)meRMmmn$mfia(megghmby

that hen is more white){
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was piayed at the Third Meeting of the

Linguistic Society of China, and the

audiance was asked to Judge them without

any Knowledge of -the source of these
sounds. As the result: those linguists

did. Judge those words with a 'Yang‘ tone
as oeginning with voiced consonants. This
result indicates that the sense of voicing

which perceived by these audience is

caused by the ‘Yang' tone of the syllaoles
instead of the value of the initial
consonant. -

Experiment of Running Speech

In this experiment» a series of syllables
beginning with the I.V;C. were put in
comparative context" of different
sentences: to opserve how the variation of
phonetic value of the I.V.C. depend on the
changes of the syllaple’s tone and stress
type. This test involved several

‘suooialects of wu; Fig.2 (see p.3) is a
sample of this variation. here the /o/ of
lbs/Bis an I.V.C.; and the /p/ of /pa/§Ws
the corresponding voiceless consonant.
when they are pronounced in isolation: the
spectrographic correlates of the lo/ and
the lp/ are the same. it means that the
I.V.C. /o/ is voicelessness. however: when
the word is in' running SPEECH! the

value of the /b/ varies. In sentence (o);
as you might have noticeor there is
oovious voice car during the closure of
/o/ in ldidoa/fia as snown in its
soectrogram; it is typical voice. But in
sentence (c)l'the spectrographic correlate
of /b/ in lc'ilf/ fi loa/ B is the same as
that of lol or /p/ in (a): it is
completely voiceless. Compare (a) and (c):
we can see that what causes this variation
is the different changes of tone and
stress in this two sentences. In sentensce
(p), ldid lea/3 B is a pisyllaoic word.
the syliaoie loa/ is unstressed and its
‘Yang‘ tone has Changed to be ‘Yin‘ tone.
In this case: the distinctive function of
the ‘Yang'_tone has lost, and it must pe
-replaceo oy something else. Conseouentlyl
.the feature of voice pecomes neccessary;
In contrast: the Iditfli/ba/ain sentence
(c) is a sqect-preoicate structure: the
syllaoie lba/ E is the predicate here and
has to pe stressed; so the ‘Yang‘ tone
pattern remains unchanged and tease i s
distinctive function; therefore: the value
of lb/ need not oe changed in this case.
This example supports ‘our second
hypothesis and clearly indicates that the
alternation of the 1.V.C.’s value in
running speech regulary matches the
changes in_tone and stress type of those
syllaples where they located. This
aiternation can pe tormuiized py the
foiiowing rules!

C
I.V.C. '-—* Z-volcel / #--—V +(CV)D 3

C V
1.0.C. --' E+voice2 / V +-*E-stress]

Here the zero in (cv)0 means the numoers
from. zero to any other integer, so the
a v+(CV)U s means any isolated
monosyllaoic or polysyllapic woros. The

V
V+ E-stress] means the I.V.C. is in

running speech and must he in an

unstressed syllable.

,

CONCLUSION

This paper has tried to clarify two points
aoout the I.V.C. in Wu. Firstl
spectrographic analysis indicates that the

-1.V.C. in the Modern Uu Dialects has
become completely voiceless. They are Just
the retention of the apstract distinctive
category of the original phonological
‘voice‘ rather than real physiological
vocal cords vibration. Our perception test
and the synthsized speech test show that
the voicing sense of these syllables is
caused. by the-‘Yang’ tone 'pattern and
motivated oy the perceptual mechanism.
Secondly» in running speeCh} there are
alternate variants between typical voice
(and complete voicelessness. ‘The condition
of this alternation is the rule of the
tone sandhi and the stress type in
particular suodiaiects.

NOTES

[*l The ‘Yang‘ tone is called [53 i in
Chinese and the ‘Yin‘ tone is m j
Generally, the ‘Yang’ tone has either a
lower pitch or a lower beginning: while

the ‘Yin‘ tone has a higher pitch or a
higher Beginning in Mu.
/**/ This test was taxen under Prof. P.
Laoefoged‘s guidance in 1983.
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JAW KINEMATICS IN~ HEARING'IMPAIRED.SPEAKERS
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ABSTRACT

This study examines jaw movements as a function of

vowel height and stress in real-word phrases produced by

deaf and hearing speakers. There were statistically signif-

icant main effects for vowel height in nearly all measures

for all speakers. However, there were no statistically sig-

nificant main effects for stress. The hearing speaker distin-

guished stressed and unstressed segments by maintaining

the jaw in a lowered position for a longer period in the.

stressed vowels. With few exceptions, kinematic values

for the hearing and the deaf were comparable.

INTRODUCTION

Persons who sustain severe-profound congenital hear-

ing loss learn to produce speech using limited residual

hearing as well as information derived from visual and

kinesthetic sources. Acoustic cues accompanying changes

in stress are perceptible to even the most profoundly im-

paired [1]. With respect to visual andkinesthetic infor-

mation, deaf speakers frequently place their articulators

fairly accurately especially for places of articulation that

are highly visible, but fail to coordinate articulatory move-

ments [2]. However, the overall timing of the articula-

tory event is longer than normal. Unfortunately, the locus

of this timing difference at the articulatory level cannot

be recovered. Existing cineradiographic data on hearing-

impaired speech production [5,6,7] is equivocal having ex-

amined either a limited set of utterances (owing to the

methodology) or'having averaged across speakers with dif-

ferent etiologies. Also, some [8,9]'argue that differential

vowel productions by deaf speakers are made with extreme

movements of the jaw, a visible articulator, as a substitute

for the more appropriate but less visible tongue configu-

ration. Thus, the present study examines kinematics of

jaw movements in deaf subjects with particular focus on

vowel and stress effects.

'This work was ‘supported by NIH Grants N5-13870 and NS-13617

to Haskins Laboratories.

New Haven, CT 06511, U. S. A.

'METHOD

Subjects The subjects were three congenitally, severely-

profoundly deaf adult females (mean pure tone average

for .5, 1, and 2 kHz 90 dB+ ISO in the better ear), and a

hearing adult female who served as a control. All of the

deaf subjects received their early training in oral schools

for the deaf; two of the subjects, D1 and D2, were main-

streamed in hearing schools. No subject had any addi-

tional handicaps. Using a rating scale for intelligibility

[10] deaf speakers 1 and 2 could be characterized as difii- '

cult to understand although the content could be, under—V

stood. Deaf speaker 3 was difficult to understand with

only isolated words or phrases intelligible.

Procedure Articulatory movements in the vertical di-

mension of the jaw, the lower lip, and the upper lip were

recorded tape using an optical tracking system. Acoustic

recordings were obtained simultaneously and all signals

were digitized. Velocity records for the different articula-

tors were obtained and a number of measurements made:

amplitude, duration, and peak velocity of raising and low-

ering movements. In some cases, jaw lowering and rais-

ing was not executed as a single uninterrupted movement.

Rather, the jaw maintained a lowered position for a short

period of time. In these instances, the lowering and rais-

ing movement was taken as the interval of uninterrupted

movement and the ”hold” phase was analyzed separately.

Linguistic material The stimuli were short phrases of

English words containing a labial medial consonant [p, b,

i, v, m, w] flanked by one high (or close) [i] and one low (or

open) [a] vowel, respectively. The noun ”Pa” was paired

with the verbs ”peal, beep, meet, weed, feel, veto”; the

noun ”Bea” was paired with the verbs ”pop, bop, mop,

want, farm, varnish”. The words were produced in the

carrier phrase ”And it”. (e.g., ”And Pa peals it”) with

sentence stress occurring on the noun or on the verb. Five

repetitions of each utterance type were recorded, giving a

total of 120 tokens for each speaker (6 consonants * 2

vowels * 2 stress patterns * 5 repetitions). '
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- RESULTS

Movement duration The effects of vowel and stress on
kinematic measures of jaw movements were tested using a
2-way analysis of variance for repeated measures for each
subject. Significant differences in main effects reported
below arei0.01.

Movement durations of the jaw lowering gesture for the
first vowel, the raising gesture into the medial consonant,
and the lowering gesture for the second vowel were made.
Overall, the means and standard deviations for the deaf
speakers are similar to the hearing speaker. The duration
of the jaw lowering gesture for the first vowel was signifi—
cantly longer for both hearing and deaf subjects when the
vowel was open. There was also a strong vowel effect on
the duration of the raising gesture for the medial conso-
nant and the lowering gesture for the second vowel for all
speakers. Again, duration was longer when the vowel was
open. Thus, all movement durations were significantly
affected by the vowel for the speakers.

Turning to the effects of stress, the results are much
more variable. In particular, it was not always the case
that stressed segments were produced with movements of
longer duration than unstressed ones. For the lowering
gesture of the first vowel, there were no significant stress
effects for any subject. The raising gesture for the me-
dial consonant was significantly effected by stress for Deaf
speakers 1 and 3; for the hearing speaker and Deaf speaker
2, the effect was not significant. Finally, the lowering ges-
ture for the second vowel was significantly increased in the
stressed condition for the hearing speaker but there were
no statistically significant differences for any of the deaf
speakers.

Thus, most of the movement durations were not sensi-
tive to stress variations for any of the speakers. Since this
finding was somewhat unexpected, at least for the hear-
ing speaker, we analyzed the ”hold phase”. Deaf speaker
3 differs from the other subjects in this measure as her
durations are significantly longer. Statistically significant
differences in ”hold phase” for the hearing speaker were
noted i.e., longer for the open than for the closed vowel

‘and also longer for the stressed than for 'the unstressed
condition. Only for Deaf speaker I was there a significant
effect of vowel;for Deaf speakers 2 and 3, the effect was not
significant. Stress was not significant for the hold phase
for all three deaf subjects.

174

Movement displacement These measurements show that
the values for the hearing and the deaf subjects again do
not differ in any systematic manner as to the absolute Val.
ues; this is also true for the standard deviations. Vowel
quality had a significant effect on all displacements for all
subjects. Displacements were greater for the open than
for the close vowel. The effect of stress on jaw-displace.
ment was more variable and not consistent. The lowering
movement for the first vowel was significantly greater in
stressed syllables than in unstressed ones for Deaf speakers
1 and 3. The difference between stressed and unstressed
segments was not significant for the hearing subject and
Deaf speaker 2. The raising gesture for the medial con-
sonant was unaffected by stress in all speakers. Similarly,
the lowering movement for the second vowel was signif-
icantly longer in the stressed condition for the hearing
subject and Deaf speaker 3; for the other two Deaf sub-
jects, 1 and 2, no difference was found. The results for
displacement thus indicate that movement amplitude was
always larger for the open than for the close vowel for all
subjects. The stress effects were more variable and mostly
non-significant.

Movement velocity For peak velocity, it is, again, not
necessarily the case that the hearing subject and the deaf
subjects differ in any systematic way. Noteworthy is t
Deaf speaker 3 executed the raising gesture of mgr:
for the medial consonant with a very low peak velocity.
Vowel quality had a significant effect on peak velocity of
jaw lowering for the first vowel for all. speakers. Peak
velocity was higher for the low vowel. The difference in
peak velocity between stressed and unstressed segments
was significant for the hearing subject and Deaf speak-
ers 1 and 3. The effect of stress was not significant for
Deaf speaker 2. Also the closing velocity for the medial
consonant was higher for the open vowel for all subjects;
However, stress had no significant effect for any speaker.
Finally, peak velocity during jaw lowering for the second
vowel was significantly faster for the Open vowel compared
to the close VOWel for all subjects. As for stress, stressed
segments were produced with a faster lowering gesture for
the hearing subject and Deaf speaker 3. For Deaf speakers
1 and 2, this effect was not significant. Again, there Was
a clear and consistent vowel effect on peak velocity 0‘ jaw
movements; the open vowel [a] was produced with higher
“31°C“! than the close vowel [i]. Stress mostly affectedthe lowering movements of the jaw which were produced
with higher peak velocity in stressed segments.
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DISCUSSION

The results of this study indicate that vowel qual-
ity has a strong and reliable effect on jaw movements in
speech. That is, the open vowel [a] was consistently pro-
duced with jaw movements of greater amplitude, longer
duration and higher peak velocity than those associated
with the vowel [i]. This, was true, in general, for both the
hearing and the deaf speakers.

The effect of stress on jaw movements was, on the other
hand, much less reliable and consistent. In many cases,
there was no discernible difference between stressed and
unstressed segments for either group of talkers. However,
the hearing speaker reliably differentiated stressed and un—
stressed vowels by the ”hold phase” of jaw lowering. This
phase was longer for stressed than for unstressed vowels.
Peak velocity of jaw lowering was also reliably higher for

the hearing subject and Deaf subject 3; also, Deaf speaker

1 had a higher peak velocity of jaw lowering for the first

vowel in the stressed productions.
The hearing subject in the present investigation did

not show stress .effects on jaw displacement. This differs

from previous results for normals [11,12,13,14] and may

be due to methodological differences. This study did not

use reiterant speech or nonsense syllables. Further, the

present results suggest that speakers can choose among

different strategies in producing stressed and unstressed

segments. Thus, at the articulatory level, the hearing

speaker differentiated stressed and unstressed segments by

a longer ”hold phase” of the jaw gesture in the stressed

condition while holding movement times and displacement

constant. By inference, vowel duration was longer in the

stressed syllables. While the hearing subject differenti-

ated stressed and unstressed segments, the deaf speakers

did not do so. At the same time, the deaf speakers showed

reliable vowel effects. Overall, the kinematic measures of

jaw movements did not differ between the hearing and

the hearing-impaired speakers. Only Deaf speaker 3, the

least intelligible, differed in that some measures were sig—

nificantly longer than those for the other subjects.

These data refine some of the notions frequently re~

ported to characterize deaf speech. In fact, deaf speakers

do coordinate fairly accurately articulatory movements as

evidenced by the results of this study for jaw and lip con-

trol. This is not too surprising since movements of the

. lips and jaw are visible. Moreover, we found no evidence

that these hearing-impaired subjects distinguished vowel

height by exaggerated jaw' displacement. Durations, dis-

placements and peak velocities did not differ remarkably

among the subjects in the present study. Thus, the slow

speaking rate of the deaf is not necessarily due to the fact

that they move their articulators more slowly than hear

ing speakers. Deaf speaker 3, the least intelligible, had

speech that was characterized by pauses between words
reflected in the measures of the jaw hold phase and the
interval from onset of jaw lowering for the first vowel to
offset of jaw raising for the medial consonant. i‘However, it
is significant to note that this speaker is not distinguished
from the other deaf talkers, or the hearing speaker,in any
of the other measures.

Variability has often been reported as one of the hall-
marks of the speech of the deaf [15]. The results of the
present study do not show any good evidence of such vari-
ability in kinematic measures of a highly visible articula-
tor. Moreover, we obtained similar results in our study
of laryngeal—oral coordination [16]. We argue that this is
the result of examining articufators which inherently have
few degrees of freedom such as the jaw or laryngeal ab-
duction/adduction. Measures for an articulator such as
the tongue may show more variability. However, the na—

ture of articulatory variability in normal speakers is far

from understood and is most likely substantial. Results

of stress implementation indicate that several strategies
are available. We argue that an understanding of normal
articulatory variation is a necessary prerequisite before we
can hope to understand speech in disordered groups.
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ABSI'RACI‘

A new method for the treatment of acquired
total deafness in adults is under probation in
Sweden since 1983. 'Ihe Vienna Cochlear Prosthesis _
is an extra—cochlear system comprising a single-
channel implant with its active electrode placed
in the round-window niche. 'ihe device functions
on the basis of electrical stimulation of the
cochlear nerve.

'Ihe present study reports on acoustical anal-
yses of fundamental frequency of two patients’
recorded readings of a familiar text consisting of
89 words and an unfamiliar text of 56 words. 'lhe
recordings were‘ nnnade pure—implant and post-implant
after 1, 3. 6. 12 and 24 months. We have also made
recordings of the patients when ‘they read the text
without and with the implant.

The analyses made included the speech rate,
phonationn time as well as the mean and the stand-
ard deviation of the fundamental frequency. 'lhe
results are shown in forms of FO-histograms. the
main effect found is an improvement in lib-control
which means a lowering in mean F0 and a more
normal I‘D-distribution. A shift towards a more
mrnnnal rate of articulation is also found.

-

WION

A cochlear implant is a new twhnical aid for
the deaf based on direct electrical stimulation of
the auditory nerve. An implant provides only
limited auditory information but still most im-

' planted patients report benefits by the implant.
Ebchmair-Desoyer /1/ gives details about a ques-
tionnaire to patients with one year’s experience
of a single—channel implant. The patients derived
benefits in: ,

1) Provision of environmental (non-speech) sound.
2) Provision of speech sounds as an aid to lip

reading.
3) Improved speech production.
4) Reduced awareness of tinnitus through distrac-

tion and/or suppression effects. ‘

There are only a few reported studies which
deal with aspects of speech production rather than
speech perception of cochlear implantation with
deafened adults. One reason to this research ori—
entat ion is perhaps that.."many persons with an
acquired hearing loss. as the result of an infec—
tion or through accident, continue to have great
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problennis in receptive communication even after
extensive training and the selection and fitting
of prosthetic aids. In contrast the effects of
acquired deafness on speech quality are far more
subtle... Changes when they do occur tend to be
acquired gradually.“ /2/. Nevertheless, those
studies in the cochlear implant literature dealing
with adventitiously deaf patients’ speech produc-
tion have reported some improvements in speech
production after implantatim.

GiANGESINSPEEXI-IWITHUSECFANW

In a study of four." patients Iler—Kirk and R!-
gerton found that an improvement in voice parame-
ters and fundamental frequency had taken place
after implantation /3/. Waters studied the speech
production of three cochlear implant wearers /4/.
He assessed their speech pre-therapy and post—
therapy and post—therapy while using the implant
for six months. All three patients were judged to
have improved production of speech after using
their implants for six months. Not only the voice
quality, which became less harsh and tense, im-
proved but also overall timing and pitch control.
Ball and lson reported on a patient that showed a
frequency range that approached normal with marked
reduction in irregularity after electrical stimu—
lation /5/. East annd (boper used a questionnaire
one year following implantation for assessing the
device /6/. 'lhe implant wearers and their, fami-
lies remarked that the improved modulation of
speech volume when using the implant led to in-
creased self—confidence. Plant and 5ster (ref.
/2/) found in a case study of a Swedish female
speaker two years after implantation that ..."a
number of changes had occurred, after implantation.
At the prosodic level these included a more nomal
range of fundamental frequency, improved I'D-con-
trol in signalling emphatic stress contrasts and
improvements in durational aspects."

An'interesting and important question is. how-
ever, whether this improvement is attributable to
speech training effects or to the information pro-
vided by the implant. Iler-Kirk and Eflgerton (ref.
/3/) analyzed speech samples of two men and two
women reading a standard passage with and without
their implants. The aided condition for the male
patients resulted in a lower mean so and- reduced
variability in intensity level. The female pa-
tients showed a higher mean m and an increase in
intensity variability. These results represent
positive changes for all patients compared to nor-
mally hearing persons of the same sex.
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Subjects
A cochlear implant is of interest only to those

patients who are deaf but still have an active

cochlear nerve. No benefit from hearing aids is a
criterion for operatic: as well as a strong moti-
vation. 'lhe implanted patients must have auditory
memories which exclude those who are born deaf.
'lhe two patients in this paper are a man born in
1930 and a woman born in 1955. They were both
deafened post-lingually, the man at the age of 17
and the woman at the age of 26. Both had used
their extra-cochlear implants for two years at the
time of the last recording of their speech. Since
the operation. they have obtained speech training
one hour weekly including breathing and phonatim
exerCises.

Materials
The recordings were made when the patients read

a standard passage of 89 words. This text became
over time very familiar to them since they read it
at the time of recurrent testing that occurred
prior to operation and l. 3. 6, 12 and 24 months
after operation. The two patients were recorded
when they read the standard passage and an unfami-
liar text of 56 words two years after implantation
in order to study the direct feedback effect of
the implant.

Recordings
The recordings were made in a sound-treated

test room. A TEN: 11—3340 four-channel tape re-
corder was used. A contact microphone attached to
the patients' trachea recorded the synchronous
larynx signal.

DATA ANELXSIS
Instrunmtal analEis

The fundamental frequency behavior was analyzed
by using a computer program developed by S.
Ternstrbm of the Dept. of (hnmunication and Music
Acoustics. This fundamental frequency distribution
analysis uses the tape-recorded signal from the
omtact micropl'me placed at the patient's larynx.
The program gives graphic printouts of I‘D-contours
as a function of time (pitch contour), mean F0,
the most common frequency. standard deviation and
m—histograms with statistics.

WILTS AND DISCUSSION
Memental fr analysis

The results 0; the FO—analysis of the pre-im—
plant reading and the three readings up to two
years after implantation are presented in Table I
for the female patient and Table II for the male
patient. The measures show a cmsiderable lower-
ing in mean F0 for both patients. The pitch be-
comes more correct compared to normally—hearing
persuxsofthesameageandsex. 'lhereisalsoan
noticeable decrease in standard deviations (SD)
that. especially for the male patient. means that
his intonation has improved. His intcnation pre-
lmplant was uncontrolled and extremely lively.

ID—histograms obtained for the standard passage
pre- and post—implant of the female patient are
presented in Fig. 1A. Fig. 2A shows the FO-histo—
grams of the male patient. In Fig. 1A the pre-
lmplanrt histogram is more positively skewed than

the post—implant histogram two years after opera—
tion. A positive skewness is typical for mmal
distribution (see ref. /2/, p. 71). The post-
implant histogram is more symmetrical due to a
tendency towards instability and unperiodicity in
the vocal cords that can be seen in the area
around 100-150 Hz. Fig. 2A presents a post-implant
histogram that is more peaky than the pre-imp1ant
histogram that is more diffuse indicating a wider
range of commonly occurring frequencies.

Mean so so (Hz)
Pre-implant 265 .39 53 .40
6 nmths post—impl. 221.72 43.93
12 nonths post-inpl. 238.65 45.81
24 months post-impl. 219.67 46.15

Table I. Fo-measures for the female patient.

Mean F0 SD (Hz)
Pre-implant 161 .48 36 . 38
6 months post-impl. 141.71 23.95
12 nonths post-impl. 138.49 23.92
24 mmths post-impl. 144.40 27.72

Table II. I‘D-measures for the male patient.

Durational aspects
_ r[he I‘D-analysis also calculates the total dura-'

tlon of the speech sample, the per cent of pauses
overZOOmsecandthepercént ofpauses under200
msec. Fran these measures, the phonation time can
be estimated which is done in Tables III and IV.

Daraticn, sec Phomtime, sec
Pre-implant _ 38.43 22.60
6 months post-impl 40.22 20.12
12 mmths post-mp1 36.05 17.71
24 months post-impl 34.78 17 .87

Table III. Duration time for the fanale patient's
readings of the standard passage.

Duration, sec Homtime. sec
Pre-implant 27.24 14.46
6 months post-impl. 37.69 20.45
12 months post-mp1. 33.01 16.21
24 maths post-impl. 36.64 17.31

Table 1‘]. Duration time for the male patient's
readlngs of the standard passage-

Ihe results show that the two tients' phma"ticn times 24 Tmnths after implanttaaiion have mvedtowarIds'nomIal values. Their results can be can-pared With that obtained by a normally hearing 40-year old female, native speaker of Stockholm 935'ish. In this case the p‘rmation time was 16.77
sec. The results obtained no years after 11113133“tation for both patients indicate, therefore. a
gift towardea more normal rate of articulation-
f male patient 5 speech pre-implant was V937.ast and mechanical. Already after 6 mths' post-lmplant, an extension in duration and [imammm?“ belobserved. Over time he nenages t°. panel and ' We .5intonation ”gauablghrasuig that i 5 m
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Table V. Fanale patient's readings.

FAMILIAR Tm
Without implant
With implant
UNFAMILIAR Tm

Without implant
With implant

Duration. sec Phon.time. sec

37 .‘90
34.78

25.61
22.87

18.76
17.87

11.23
9.53

Table VI. Fanale patient's readings.

amiLI'M. text «Ii/thou and with the impunt.

FAMILIAR TEXT ‘ Mean F0 (Hz) SD (Hz)

Without implant 170.58 38.23

With implant 144.40 27.72
UNFANELIAR TEXT .

Without implant 176.86 45.45

With implant ‘ 163.97 39.50

Table VII. Male patient's readings.

FAMILIARTEDCI‘ Daration, sec Phon.time, sec

Without implant 36.09 11.96
With implant 36.64 17.31

' UNFAMILIAR Tm
Without implant 20.95 7.07
With implant 21.00 I 6.27

Table VIII. Male patient's readings.
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Direct feedback effect of the inplant
'lhe implant gives the subjects a direct feed-

back of their own voice prodtntion. 'lb study this
effect an analysis was made on the readings with
and without implant, both on familiar text and
unfamiliar text. The day of recording the pa-
tients came in the morning without their implants
on. They read both texts without implants before
they put them on and adjusted them to an appro-
priate level. After half an hour when the patients
chatted with the experiment leader, the aided
readings were recorded. In Tables v-VI the re-
sults for the female patient are shown and in
Tables VII-VIII for the male patient. Fig. 13 and
1C shows the different histograms for the female
subject’s readings of the familiar and the unfami—
liar texts. 'Ihe histograms of the male subject’s
readings are presented in Fig. 213 and 2C.

'lhe results from Tables v-VIII and Figs. 18 and
1c and 23 and 2c show that both patients' funda-
mental frequencies decrease when the implants are
switched (In. There are also changes in duration
and phcnation time for both patients in the aided
readings that indicate more normal values. The
histograms of the man's voice show in the two
aided readings a more peaky distribution that
indicates a more controlled behavior. 'lhe histo-
grams 'of the woman‘s voice, Fig. 18, however,
shows distributions that in the aided readings
become more symmetrical that indicates that her
voice sometimes becomes unstable and creaky.

FINAL DISCIJSSIW

The results of the I‘D-analyses in this study
show that both patients derived benefits in im-
proved speech production thanks to their single-
channel implant. The follow-up recordings show
that the improvements are immediate and permanent.
'lhe most noticeable change seems to be a lowering
in mean fundamental frequency to a more normal
value considering age and sex. The implant pro-
vides some limited spectral information especially
in the low frequencies. timing and intensity. The
female patient 3 voice becomes sometimes with the
implant very pressed and creaky. This is probably
due to the fact that she strains her voice in
order to get some low-frequency feed-back. .

The most positive changes, however, occur in
the male patient's speech. '[he benefits for this
patient appear to derive from timing information
provided by the implant. 'Ihe pre—implant recor-
ding reveales a high tempo together with an uncan-
trolled intonatim. In the part of the experiment
when the implant is switched off, he returns to
this way of speaking. After implantation it is
obvious that the patient modifies and plans his
speech production consciously. The possibility
that the improvements in speech production is a
result from the training provided can probably be
excluded. All the measures and the histograms
show that the implants have a direct feedback
effect on both patients' speech production.

The implant is superior to ordinary speech-
training devices. as for instance visual indica-
tors, which are big. heavy and limited to clinical
use. The patient will very often relapse into old
habits as soon as he leaves the clinic. As the im-
plant is wearable. it is always present and offers

continuous training and monitoring to the pa-
tients. ‘

Like previous studies dealing with the speech
production of cochlear implant wearers, this study
shows that improvements in durational aspects, a
more normal range of fundamental 'frequency and an
improved FO—control occur with an implant. The
implant is an effective speech device as it offers
feedback and voice control.
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'IHE IDENTIFICATION OF SYNI'HEYI'IC VOWELS BY PATIENTS

- 031113 A SINGIE—CHANNEL (XXI-Em IMPLANT

EVA AGELFORS AND ARE RISBERG

Department of Speech Communication and Music Acoustics

Royal Institute of Technology (K'IH). Box 70014
8-100 44 mm. SNEDEN

ABSTRACI‘

Vowel perception in a /bV:b/—context of pa—
tients using a single-channel extra—cochlear im-
plant developed in Vienna has been studied by

means of synthetic speech. Three patients were

asked to adjust the first and second formant of a

synthetic vowel sound so that they perceived the

sound as a given long Swedish vowel. 'Ib study the

effect of training, the experiment was made at two

sessions about a year apart. Normal hearing lis-

teners identified the vowel sounds generated by

the subjects. The results of the experiment were

analyzed in confusion matrices and as Fl-E‘Z plots.

A clear. effect of training could be seen. Three

years after implantation the best subject could

adjust the frequency of F1 and F2 quite close to

the correct values.

IN'I‘ROIUCTIQ‘I

It has long been known that stimulation of the

auditory nerve with a weak electric current re-

sults in auditory sensation. During the late fif-

ties the first experiments were made to use this

effect in an aid for the deaf. Since the

beginning of the seventies, House at the Ear

Research Institute in Les Angelses has been im-

planting deaf subjects with a simple single chan-

nel cochlear implant /1/. At the same time re-
search and development has been going on at sev—

eral laboratories both on single—charmel and mul-

ti—channel devices. In a single-channel cochlear

implant, the electrode is either placed in the

middle ear close to the round window, or inserted

a few millimeters into the cochlea. In a multi-

.channel device, the electrodes are placed in the

cochlea at different positions along the basilar

Illenbrane.

In a single—channel implant, it seems that only

time—intensity information in a speech signal can

be transmitted. In a multiple-channel device, some

frequency selectivity might be obtained by stimu-

lating different nerve endings along the basilar'
menbrane.

Ming the last years very good speech under-

standing without the support of lipreading has-
been reported from subjects using both single-
channel and multi-channel devices. The good speech
understanding reported from subjects using single-

chamel devices seems to indicate that they have
some possibility to identify vowels. This has been
studied by Doyle et a1. /2/. They used natural
vowels that had been equalized in duration and
loudness. They concluded that "The vowel features
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of F0 and/or F1 (or information related to them)
accounted primarily for the vowel confusions made
by these single-channel cochlear implant sub-

jects".
Dent /3/ studied vowel discrimination by sub—

jects that used the same implant as in the above

study (the House implant. ref. /1/). 'Ihe results

show that "monosyllables containing high back syl—

lable nuclei and, to a lesser degree, those con—

taining high front syllable nuclei, can be dis-

tinguished from monosyllables containing low syl-

lable nuclei".
White /4/ studied vowel discrimination by one

subject using another type of ,intra-cochlear sin-

gle-channel implant. He found a clear evidence

that the subject used first formant information in

discriminating betWeen synthetic vowel pairs or

identifying vowels in natural speech. However, he

did not find any evidence that the subject could

use information from the frequmcy of the second

formant. That this to some extent is possible has

been reported by the Vienna group /5/. The aim of
the experiment described here is to shed more

light on this problem.

METHOD

In the Swedish cochlear implant project, a

single-channel implant developed in Vienna and

manufactured by 3M in the USA is used /6/. The

project is run at the Department of Audiology of

the South Hospital (Sidersjukhuset), Stockholm, in

cooperation with our department. After implan-

tation the subjects go through a longer, struc—

tured training and test program. Testing is made

1, 3, 6, 12, 24, and 36 months after surgery. In

the test battery measurements of frequency and

time discrimination and speech—perception ability

with and without simultaneous lipreading are in-

cluded. Here results on a vowel-identification
experiment with three subjects is reported.

Subjects
Sfiject l was born in 1955. She had a progres-

sive hearing loss that resulted in total deafness

in 1981. She was implanted in 1984. She is an
excellent lipreader and two years after implanta-

tion she had achieved some ability to understand

speech without simultaneous lipreading.

Subject 2 was born in 1930. He become deaf in

1947 as a result of meningitis. He is a poor

lipreader and has never used a hearing aid. He was

implanted in 19%.



&iect 3 was born in 1932. He becane deaf due
to the effect of an ototoxic drug in 1977. He is a
resonably good lipreader and uses a hearing aid in
his left ear. His right ear was implanted in 1986.

Effect of training
Directly after implantation the subjects have

great difficulties in using the information from
the implant but this ability gradually develops.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows frequency discri—
mination ability for a sinusoidal signal with the
frequencies 125, 250. 500, 1000, and 2000. The
figure shows the results for subject 2 at the test
sessions 1. 3. 6. 12 and 24 months after implanta-
tion. From the beginning changes in frequency
could only be detected for the lowest frequency,
125 Hz, but after 12 months, frequency discrimi-
nation ability was around 2-5 % for frequencies up
to 1000 Hz. In the same way, the ability to ideh—
tify speech sounds gradually improves.

. [Tu—-14 int—T —
S0: ’ ' :
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a’ 20: _
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Fig. 1. Results from measurements of frequency
discrimination ability for a sinusoidal
signal by subject 2 at test sessions 1, 3, '
6 and 12 months after implantatim.

Test equipmnt and test procedure
In the experiment the text-to—speech equipment

based at the (NE II synthesizer was used /7/. This
is a cascade synthesizer with four—formant cir—cuits. The frequency of the two lowest formants
could be controlled by a joy—stick and at the sametime the subjects could see the movements of thefor1nants on an F1-F2—disp1ay. Ho frequency cali—bration was given in the plot, and none of thesubjects had any knowledge in acoustic phonetics.
Formant three and four were set by the computerprogram at the frequencies that was typical forthe intended vowel, see Table I. The test vowelswere the long Swedish vowels in context /bV:b/.The formant frequencies of the nine vowels areshown in Table I. The fundamental frequency varia-tion was the same for all vowels.

. The coduear implant was coupled to the synthe-Sis equipment over the line input of the implant.It was explained to the subjects that they bymoving the joy—stick were to locate a specific

vowel on the display. By pressing the space bar
they could listen to the vowel in a /bv:b/ con-
text. They were then allowed to play around with
the joy—stick for some time. When we were sure
that they had understood the task, one of the
vowels was randomly selected and given in ortho—
graphic form in a syllable /bV:b/. The syllable
was presented once with the formant frequencies of
the vowel given in Table I. The subjects were then
asked to ad just the joy-stick until they thought
that the intended syllable was produced. Whenever
they liked, they could listen to the synthetic
syllable they had adjusted but they could not
listen to the target syllable. They had to use
their internal memory of the intended target.

Table I. Formant frequencies for the nine long
Swedish vowels used in the experiment.

Vowel Formant frequencies, Hz.
F1 F2 F3 F4

[0:] 653 1000 2500 3200
[ e: ] 3 50 2200 2800 3450 _
E i: ] 280 2200 3000 3700
Eu: 3 350 770 2800 3300
[ml 350 1750 2450 3 150
E)” J 300 2000 2400 3400
[0:] , 390 700 2400 3250
[21:] 380 1750 2300 3350
[62] 450 . 1975 2550 3400

The matching for all nine long Swedish vowels
presented in random order was made twice during
each test session. The subjects were not told had
well they had been able to adjust the formant
frequencies of the intended vowel. Fbr subjects 1
and 2 testing was made 12 and 24 months after
surgery and for subject 3, three and 12 months
after surgery. To get reference data five normal
hearing subjects from our department were tested
with the same program. They all had some knowledge
in acoustics phonetics but as no frequency cali-bration was shown on the F1—F2 plot, it was-diffi-cult for them to use previous knowledge. The same
five subjects were used in a listening test where
the task was to identify the vowels in the sylla-
bles produced by the implanted subjects-

RESULTS AND DISGJSSIQI

The results from the experiment are shown as
gross confusion matrices for the three subjects inFig. 2a-2f. In the matrices, the vowels are ar-
ranged after increasing Fl based on the means of
the results from the normal hearing subjECtS' Thesubmatrices for vowels with about the same F1 areindicated. In Fig. 3a—3d the F1-F2-plots forsubjects 1 and 3 are shown and the area where the
normal hearing subjects placed their vowels is
indicated.

. A clear improvement over time can be seen 959e-cially in the results for subjects 1 and 3. SeeFig. 3. This does not result in an increase in
per cent correct identified vowels in the listen-ing test with normal hearing persohs- Threemonths after implantation subject 3 has almoSt no
Sbllity to identify the vowels but one year afterimplantation he makes clear differences in «3d5?ing the formant frequencies but most of them are
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Fig. 2a-f. Results from listening tests with five normal hearing persons. Gross vowel confusion matrices
made by three cochlear implant subjects in the experiment at different times after implanta-
tions. The vowels are arranged after increasing frequency of the first fonnant.

still far away from the correct yalues. Three
months after implantation 17.4% of his vowels were
correctly identified in the experiment and 12
months after implantation 9.6% was correctly iden-
tified. Fig. 2f and Fig. 3d, however, show that
he adjusts the frequency of the first formant
close to the correct value.

The results of subject 1 are good 12 months
after implantation and are improving one year
later. It is clear that she uses F2—information in
finding the vowel on the display, see the vowels
/i:/ and /y:/ in Fig 2a. All F2—values for these
vowels are placed at high frequencies. For one
/i:/— and one /y:/—vowel, however, F1 is placed
too high. In the experiment three years after
implantation almost all vowels are placed close to
the correct targets.

Sibject 2 has limited ability to perceive vowel
information and he does not show any improvement
in the experiment two years after implantation.

With subjects 1 and 2 a simple pitch-scaling
experiment has been made. Subject 1 can scale

50—10093 25-49% D o-24% correct

9616c}; up to 2000 Hz but subject 2 only up to about
z.

It is apparent that a single—channel cochlear
implant presents the central processor with an
abnormal pattern of the acoustic signal. Timing
information is reasonable well preserved but fre-
quency information is very different from normal.
From the beginning the subjects have great diffi—
culties in interpreting the information but
through learning they gradually improve their
ability. Variations are, however, great between
the subjects.
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PHONETICALLY BASED NEw METHOD FOR AUDIOMETRY: THE 5-0.3 MEASURING SYSTEM
- ‘ USING SYNTHETIC SPEECH

MARIA 6651: 611303 OLASZY

Dept. of Phonetics
Linguistics Institute
Budapest 1250 Pt. 19. Hungary

ABSTRACT

A special phonetically based method in gen-

erating artificial monosyllabic words was

developed for audiometric measurements.

Using this synthesized material, the hear-

ing capacity and the speech perception and

understanding level of children can be

judged easily. It is very important to ex-

amine regularly the hearing capacity or

children and the evaluation of speech

understanding level from the point or view

of learning writing and reading in school.

The speciality of our artificial words is

in their lowhredundancy acoustic structure

and in the special frequency structure.

INTRODUCTION

There is a close connection between the

articulation and perception bases of the

process'or speech acquisition. The initial

development of perception and understand-

ing abilities precedes that of speech pro-

duction, but this difference between them

subsequently decreases: their further de-

velopment is assumed to take place in a

permanent interaction. The bases of speech

perception and understanding is hearing;

this does not mean, however, that good

hearing automatically ensures the normal

processing of speech perception/under-'

standing. That is why regular examination
of hearing and understanding is very im-

portant, particularly in the early years
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when acquisition or the mother tongue is

in progress. The identification or speech

production problems is easier than that of

speech perception/understanding ones. The

normal communication situations provide a

better opportunity for adults to detect

the speech errors of children, revealing

articulatory or grammatical problems. How-

ever, pegcgptign_and[o£ gngegstanding[gom-

prghgngign_dit£igultieg can gema1n_hidgen

Regagsg gr_vgriogs_sgpplgmgntagy_and_cgm-

pensgtgry gtgategigs or children. This

fact leads to delayed diagnosis and to dir-

ficulties in carrying out the appropriate

corrective procedures. There are a lot of

well-known problems related to the hearing

measurements and mass screening oi chil-

dren between the ages of 3 and 7. What are

the criteria that a suitable method for

auditory screening or these small children

has to meet? First: the signal that is

given to the child's ear should be natural

and familiar for him. Second: the measur-

ing task should be easy'to understand,

that is, we should make it easy for the
child to understand what he has to do dur-

ing examination. Third: the measuring meth-

od should yield the highest possible a-

mount 0: information about the hearing me-

chanism operative between 200-8000 Hz.

Ehsss SXBQstétl°2§_filfi_€ll_!2t_h2 2Q! 29!
gcgegning prgegdgrg:_the_0:0:fi_szs£eg.
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METHOD AND MATERIAL

0n the basis of the results of a percep-

tual examination of Hungarian speech

sounds whereby the values of their invari-

ant cues are determined [1], the process

of speech understanding can be further

studied: the hearing mechanism and the lev-

el of recognition of words can be examined.

The examination of the two processes can

be combined if we produce speech material

which only involves acoustic values corre-

sponding to invariant features (or hardly

more than that). This condition is satis-

fied by computer-generated, artificial

speech based on perceptual data.

Speech as an auditory stimulus is familiar

for children, and repeating sound-se-

quences is a natural task when the child

acquires his first language, and repeats

the words of his mother. Human speech is

suitable for judgement of understanding

level, but the speech-audiometric results

cannot give exact data about the hearing

capacity or about the extent and type of

impairement, because natural speech is

very redundant as to its frequency struc-

ture. The redundancy of speech means that

speech sounds contain far more building

elements than would be necessary for under-

standing. That is why natural speech can

be understood in the case of certain hear-

ing impairements: the redundant elements

give an opportunity to guess the meaning.

Our specially synthesized words contain

only the necessary frequency components of

each sound. The difference between the nat-

ural and synthesized words is only in the

redundancy of the frequency structure (cf.

Fig. 1). In spite of this difference they
sound very similar. The speech perception

threshold proved to be the same as the nor-

mal one obtained by using natural words.

How does the screening function of the ar-

ing has to analyse data of quantity E to

understand the word bus. But the acoustic

dB
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Fig. 1. Acoustic structures of nat-

ural and synthesized German word Busch

structure of natural speech is highly re-

dundant, i.e. it contains significantly

more information (data) in the speech

than is necessary for its safe recogni-

tion. But the word Egg contains data of
quantity §_y. The data surplus (z) becomes

stored and can be immediately called out

in case of any kind of ’disorder' (9.3.
noise), to provide supplementary informa-
tion. 0n the other hand the word 235 we
synthesize hardly contains more informa-

tion than the necessary quantity g. There-
fore,1n case there is some ’disorder’ at
any point in the recognition process (heafi
ing loss, central problem), gix would
make identification possible, but g itself
does not, where comprehension will be mis-

taken (to some extent). Th2 gogpzeflefisl°fl
flf—afilasal aeau2n2e_csniainins iniozma-
lign 5 £eguirgs_the_p£oge§sing gf_all_1g-

IQIm2t1°2 ln_3_22t£qgtly_sgund_f2shignu
e.g. by the help of normal hearing.
To provide a basis for the G-O-H method,
a special test material was constructed

the words were as follows: (i) the mono-

syllabic words should have two or three

speech sounds without consonant clusters,

(11) the words should contain speech sounds

where the frequency parameters seem to

serve as an acoustic cue for their identi-

fication, (111) the test material includes

three types of words containing only high-

frequency sounds (like [sy:z]; words con-

taining onl/ low-frequency sounds (like

[bu:]); words containing both high and low

frequency sounds (like [bus]); (iv) an ef-

fort was made to collect a material ex-

hibiting almost all Hungarian speech

sounds in different sound-contexts and

phonetic positions, (v) most of the werds

should be familiar for children of ages

3-7, however, the sample should also in-

clude a few items that are meaningless

sound-sequences for the children. Atten-

tion was also payed to the order of the

words: low-frequency and high-frequency

words alternate with one another. So all

children have an experience of success,

because they can understand and repeat

correctly at least every second word. This

is important for good co-operation between

the child and the examiner.

The three frequencies (500, 1000, 4000 Hz)

used in pure tone audiometry seem to be

very insufficient for the evaluation of

speech understanding level. In normal hear-

ing the acoustic information received at

hese frequencies accounts for some 60% of

understanding. This means that, in cases

of hearing losses at other frequencies,

the child - screened and judged to have

normal hearing - cannot understand speech

correctly. Our G-O-H method solves this

problem as well. Experiments were carried

out with the G-O-H test material in clinic

and day-care-centers with the participa-

tion of 400 normal-hearing and 150 hearing

impaired children. People with normal hear-

qually well. But the hearing impaired pa-

'tients cannot correctly understand the-

synthesized words because of the lack

of redundant building elements.

RESULTS

Speech synthesis gives us an opportunity

to define the desired frequency bands in

speech sounds. These facts lead to the

perceptual/understanding differences be-

tween the normal hearing and impaired

hearing listeners. For example, a high

frequency hearing impaired child with

hearing loss above 5000 Hz cannot under-

stand the word [sezl] ’wind’ if the noise

component of the initial consonant of the

word is above 5000 Hz. In this case, the

child receives acoustic information that

he identifies as consonant like [f,h] or

Lt] depending on the extent of the hear-

ing loss of the child. In the case of a

slight hearing loss above 5000 Hz, the

child will identify the sound-sequence as

[fe:l] ’he is afraid of sg’ which is an

existing Hungarian word. In the case of

somewhat more severe loss of hearing above ‘

5000 Hz, the child will identify the :

sound-sequence as [hezl] which has no mean-

ing in Hungarian, and with more severe

loss he will identify, instead of the

spirant [s], a stop consonant like [t,p]

or [k]. In the case mentioned, the child

identifies the word as [te:l] ’winter’,

because it is a frequent item in childrafs

vocabulary (Figure 2 shows a German ex-

ample). From the answers of the listeners'

judgements can be made about the extent

of their hearing losses. The answers are

regular consequences of hearing losses,

they are not results of imagination. (Ex-

periments with filtered words confirmed

us about these regular changes in percep-

tion.) Mass-measurements were carried out
tificially produced words work? Let us sup- which involved $4 meanin f llabic
pose that the system of speech understand- ' g “1 monosy

Hungarian words. The criteria for choosing

ing understand both human speech and the together with a control pure-tone audio-

special synthesized artificial words e- metry corresponded to he results gained
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by the G-O-H method. This method, however,
gave information about the understanding

level as well. (In some cases the child
did not co-operate in pure-tone audio-
metric examination, but he repeated the
artificial words of the G-O-H device, so
his hearing could be measured.)
Ila

3513 km
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Fig. 2. Changes of possible responses

in the case of different hearing losses

The possible answers of normal-hearing and
impaired listeners were predicted theoreti-
cally on the basis of perceptual investiga-
tions concerning the acoustic cues of Hun-
garian speech sounds. Then, laboratory and
clinical experiments were carried out, and
the theoretically established types were
slightly revised on the basis of the data
obtained. Finally, the possible answers
were arranged on an answer sheet according
to the degree of hearing losses (Table 1).

Table 1. The Hungarian answer sheet (part) of the G-O-H s

Twenty monosyllabic German words have been
developed so far in our laboratory. These

synthesized words _are suitable for
application the G-O-H method in German too.
Experiments were carried out with German-
speaking children in kindergartens in Aus-
tria.

For the everyday use of this procedure,

a measuring set has been developed. This

portable case contains a playing system,
a tape with the artificial words, an an-
plifier, a headphone and answer sheets.
More than 150 of these sets with G-O-H _
system are being used in Hungary. To carry
out the examinations there is no need for
any expert, physician, phonetieian or au-
diologist; it can be used by nurses, kin-
dergarten teachers, speech therapists and
so on.

The G-O-H method is a good tool for (i)
finding out whether the child is mature
enough to acquire writing and reading,
(11) detecting hearing problems, (iii)
learning if the child with speech errors
has perceptual problems too or not, (1V)
detecting dyslexia, i.e. the disturbance
in writing and reading.

ystem for measuringthe hearing capacity from 200 H2 to 8000 H2

u.
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The possible answer categories are the REFE.ENCE
following: I. good hearing; II. slight
hearing problem; III. hearing problem is
probable; IV. hearing problem is certain,
urgent clinical examination is required.

merése,
. [I] 563?: Méria; Magyar beszédhangok £6115-

a kisérleti eredmények gyakorlati
alkalmzésao Magyar Fonetikai F‘izetek 15.
1986, 3-100,
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ENCODING WITHOUT GRAMHAR: PHONIC ICONISM IN ENGLISH

ROGER W. WESCOTT

Linguistics Program
Drew University, Madison, NJ 07940, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

In recent decades, interest in phonic
iconism (or sound-symbolism) has revived.
Phonologists have "re-discovered" direct map-
ping from sound to sense in the absence of
conspicuous and arbitrary grammatical mediation.

Although phonic iconism is presumably
detectable in all spoken languages, it is most
easily demonstrated in languages that are wide-
ly used, well recorded, and intensively ana—
lyzed. Consequently, most examples of iconism
in this presentation will be drawn from spoken

~English.

The presentation will conclude with cita-
tion of analogous_examples of phonic iconism
from other languages, some of them Indo—
European and some non-Indo—European.

MICROLANGUAGE AND ALLOLANGUAGE

Hicrolanguage is the name given by George
‘Trager to that core of spoken language which is
subject to obvious and well known grammatical
rules. /1/ In the view of Transformational
linguists, this core is, in fact, the whole of
language. But Trager also recognizes pre-
language, or “baby talk;" paralanguage, includ-
ing exclamations; and metalanguage, or verbal
art. Although he offers no cover-term for these
three domains of speech, I refer to them as allo-
language and define them as speech that violates
the rules of canonical utterance (while. in some
cases, developing other rules peculiar to
itself). /2/

ARCHAIC PHONOSEMY

. 'The reason, I think, why so many languages
can and do slight grammar is that grammar, unlike
utterance or meaning, is only a means for multi-
plying the links between expression and content
and does not in itself constitute either the ex-
pression or the content of spoken communication;
Consequently, when language can minimize or dis-
pense with grammatital mediation, it often does.

Direct mapping from sense to sound, without
grammatical mediation, is sometimes referred to as
phonosemy. Its ubiquity among the world's lan-
guages may be explained as a retention by those
languages of an older and simpler manner of self-
expression alongside one that is more recent and
more complex. /3/

TYPES OF ICONICITY

Despite Ferdinand de Saussure's insistence on
the arbitrariness of language, there is increasing
evidence that all languages contain what Charles
Peirce called icons, or utterances that mimic. /4/

In relation to any given utterance, however,
the reality mimicked may be of any one of three
types. The first such type of mimicry is primary
iconism, exemplified by onomatopes like buzz or
hum. The next type is secondary iconism, exempli—
fied by syllabic phonesthemes like the -ash in
bash, dash, and gash. And the last type is terti—
ary iconism, exemplified by infantile reduplicants
like booboo, doodoo, and googoo or by palindromes
like pop, £25, or cock. Words exemplifying primary
iconism imitate non—linguistic reality; those ex—
emplifying secondary iconism imitate.other words;
and those exemplifying tertiary iconism imitate
(or, more precisely, repeat) segments of them-
selves.

One of the most striking areas of primary
iconism in all spoken languages is that of bird
vocabulary--words for birds themselves as well as
for their vocalizations. Most birds that are
small and produce high-pitched notes are repre-
sented, at least in part, by lexemes containing
high front vowels. English examples are bird-
names like pewee and siskin; verbs like chirrup
and twitter; and echoics like cheep! and tweet!

Secondary iconism is well illustrated by a
group of rhyming monosyllabic English nouns all of
which denote something truncated: bump, hump,
lump, stump, clump, etc.

Tertiary iconism of the reduplicative type is
relatively straightforward in its structural deri-
vation. But palindromy is more complex as regards
the processes that give rise to it. It may be of
any of fOur different subtypes, as follows: '
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A. progressive

l. additive: pop (pa
2 . replacive: bub < bud

B. regressive

3 . additive: Nan (Ann
5. replacive: Bob<Rob /5/

SEMANTIC PROCESSES

The semantic processes that produce iconic

forms in English are of three types: monadic,

dyadic, and triadic.' Monadic processes produce

forms that are not readily paired with other
forms in an antithetical relation. Such a pro—

cess is the use of the so-called "muffled" or'
"blurred" vowel la] in the verbs muffle and
blur.

Dyadic processes produce forms that are

readily paired with corresponding forms in an

antithetical relation. Such a process is the
alternation of dorsal stops with dorsal frica-
tives in pairs like the following:

hack vs. hash

crack vs. crash

smack vs. smash

stack vs. stash

In each of the above cases, the form ending
with a stop has a punctive force, expressing

instantaneous action, while the form ending in

a fricative has a durative force, expressing

the result of the action. [6/

Tradic processes, like dyadic ones, gener-

ate antitheses. But, in addition to antithe-

tical meanings, thev also generate a neutral
meaning, intermediate to the other two. An

example is provided by the three nicknames gal,
Hank, and Harry, all hypocoristic variants of
the forename Henrv. In this case, the form con-

taining the lateral is (or at least once was)

diminutive. and that containing the vibrant is
(or was) augmentative, while the form containing
the nasal is, like its more formal source,
neutral. [7/

PHOXIC PROCESSES

Phonic processes yielding iconic effects are
of two major types—-phonosemic (or microlin-
guistic) and phonetic (or allolinguistic).

Phonemic processes, in turn, may be monadic,
dyadic, or pluralic in subtype. An example of a
monadic phonosenic process is the nasalization
that adds sonority to the verb clink (from
click). An example of dyadic process is the de-
rogatory voicing in the verb snivel (as against
sniffle). An exaaple of a pluralic process is
the labialization, apicalization, palatalization,
and velarization encountered in the four provin-
cial Sritish nouns crapsxcrits=crutchines=
cracknels, all denoting the cooked pig's intes-
tines known in Sorth Azerica as chitterlings (and
usually pronounced chitlin's). /8/

Three purely phonetic processes that nor-

mally go unrepresented in the standard orthography

are:

gemination. as in [enni] for any;

glottalization, as in [APow] for oh-oh; and

pharyngealization, as in [halri] for hurry /9/,

PSEUDO—MORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSES

Although, in most cases, allolanguage elimi—

nates microlinguistic morphology completely, in

others it substitutes a reduced and deviant mor-

phology. This pseudo—morphology may be either re-

placive or additive.

Replacive pseudo-morphology is particularly
evident in American slang, where it takes two
highly specific forms. One is replacement of any
consonant or consonant-cluster by /z/ (a process
which I have nicknamed "zazzification") , as in
zillion for million, billion, or trillion. [10/

The other is replacement of any syllabic nucleus--
whether monophthong or diphthong--by /uw/, written

00 (a process which I have nicknamed "ooglifica-
tion"), as in oogly for ug y. /11/

Additive pseudo-morphology takes four forms,
two of which are absent from microlanguage. These
four are prefixation and suffixation (both present
in microlanguage) plus infixation and interfix-
ation (both absent). Examples follow.

1. prefixation: smelt from melt

2. suffixation: kiddo from kid

3. infixation: Burp from pup

4. interfixation: pit-a-pat from pat(ter) /12/

The most distinctively allolinguistic of'sucb
affixes are syllabic prefixes consisting of a post-
alveolar consonant and a stressless blurred vowel.
Examples follow:

derivative source or cognate

kathob, "vague thing" thob, "be credulous"
gazook, "tramp" zook, "prostitute"
chewallop, "bang!" wallop, "hit hard"
jamoke, "fellow" make, "dull person" [13/
yazunk, "plop!" zonk, "to strike"

Such formative processes produce pseudo-
morphological results. One of these results is the
echo—compound, consisting typically of a pleremiC.
or obviously meaningful, base-word followed by 3
cenemic. or relatively meaningless, time-tag-
Examples follow:

roly—poly (plump)
hur1y~bur1y (battle)
eenie-meenie (one, two...)
palsy—walsy (excessively friendly)

One thing that is noteworthy about such groupings
is that the initial consonants of the time-tags

190 P0 3.1.2

themselves form an apophonic series, ranging from
surd through sonant and nasal to glide in the
bilabial category. /14/

Another pseudo—morphological phenomenon is
what I call a word—chain. Word-chains typically
consist of three-word phrases, in which the
first and third word lack phonic overlap but
which are linked by phonic overlap with the
second word. This overlap is either time fol-
lowed by alliteration or alliteration followed by

'rime, as below.

healthy, wealthy, and wise
grunt, groan, and moan /15/

PHONOSEMIC CORRESPONDENCE

One of the characteristics of allolanguage
is a closer relation between sound and sense
than obtains in microlanguage. Even in allo-
language, however, there is a disjunction of
scale, in accordance with which a number of
quite different phonic devices can produce a
single semantic effect. 0f no effect is this
truer than of diminution, which can be achieved
by syllabic elision, by cluster-reduction, by
high-fronting of vowels, by lateralization of
vibrants, by occlusivization of nasals, or by
velarization of labials. Examples follow:

1. Ed <7 Edward
2. Kit < Christopher
3. tip < top
4. Sa11y< Sarah
5. Peg < Meg
6. dunk < dump

In a few cases, these devices may even be pitted.
against one another. An example is the name
Susan, which, when hypocoristic, may take either
of two forms. One of these, S23, is more dimi-
nutive in terms of syllable-count, while the
other, Suzie, is more diminutive in terms of
vowel quality.

SEMANTIC WEIGHTING

A majority of the semantic categories in
language generally are dyadic, involving such
familiar pairings as nominal vs. verbal, subject
vs. object, or active vs. passive. Allolanguage
exhibits just as many such pairings as does micro-
1anguage. But it weights them emotively in a
more discriminatory direction, showing clear pre-
ference for diminutive over augmentative forms
but for derogatory over plauditory forms.

SEMANTIC CROSS-CURRENTS

Some allolinguistic forms exhibit simultan-
eously positive and negative manifestations of the
same semantic category. In the category of size
(or seniority), the 17th century nickname Poll(y)
is a striking example. In terms of its consonant-
ism, it is doubly diminutive. In terms of its
'vocalism, however, it is augmentative. Reading

from back to front, it means, literally, "(litt1e)
little big little Mary."

SEMANTIC FADING

Other allolinguistic forms, though distinc—
tive as markers of non-canonical material, have so
little intrinsic meaning as to be, in Glossematic
terms, cenemic. Examples are the labial-onset
prefixes in the following slang terms:

pizazz, "zest" (cf. zazzle, "sex appeal")
bazoo, "snout" (cf. kazoo, "mouth resonator")
fadoodle, "nonsense" (cf. doodle, "to scrawl")
vabooml "a thunderous sound" (cf. boom)
magoo, "custard pie" (cf. goo, "slime") [16/

PHONIC ICONISM OUTSIDE ENGLISH

The polarity of high-front vowels versus low
and/or back vowels seems universally to correlate
with that between small and large. Indo—European
examples are:

German Misch-masch: "heterogeneous mixture"

Italian bimbo, bambolo: "baby, child"

Russian pif da paf: "slam—bang"

Bihari din—un: "a day or so"

Non—Indo—European examples are:

Estonian vinderdi-vanderdi: "to and fro"

Basque bilin-balan: "ding—dong"

Mandarin ching, chung: "light, heavy"

Proto~Polynesian i?i, oho: "small, large" /l7/

In no language, however, is the diminutive]
augmentative polarity more closely correlated with
vocalic apophony than in English, where we en-
counter it equally often in derivative linkages
like sip from sup and in echoic compounds like
zig—zag and see-saw.
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ESTONIEN ONOMATOPOEIA: A TYPOIDGICAL APPROACH
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a classification

of Estonian onomatopoeic words worked out

by the author. The inventory of Estonian

onomatopoeia (735 onomatopes) is examined

within the framework of the universal

classification of onomatopes worked out

by S“ Voronin.

INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen growing in-

terest in the study of various iconic as-

pects of language. Of particular interest

is the emergence of typological studies in

the field of phonosemantics. The ground-

work for typological studies in the field

of onomatopoeia was laid down by s. Voro-

nin in his universal classification of

onomatopes /1/.
Onomatopoeia as a phonosemantic sub-

system can be viewed as modelling extra-

1 nguistic acoustic phenomena by means of

the phonological structure of words in a

given language. Accordingly, onomatopoeia

is approached from the extralinguistic

point of view, the classification of ono-

matopes being based on the typology of

extralinguistic sounds. It should be em-

phasized that an onomatope as a model is

a double approximation of an extralinguis-

tic sound /2/. At first the extralinguis-

tic sound'is channelled by the human ear

and then the model is built up by means

of the phonological structure of a lan—

guage. The linguistic sign being a linear

entity, the individual properties of a

complex sound can only be conveyed succes-

sively. The extralinguistic and typologie-

81 approach in the study of onomatopoeia

brings to the fore the deep-set universal

isomorphic features that otherwise would

not be self—evident.
The present paper is an attempt to

apply the principles of the universal

classification of onomatopes to the study

of Estonian onomatopoeia. The subject is

of considerable interest since Estonian,

as well as other Balto-Finnic languages,

is noted for its rich repertoire of ono-

matopoeic and descriptive resources /3/.

A CLASSIFICATION OF ESTONIAN ONOMATOPES

CLASS A. INSTANTS
%y%%_;; Instants

a ern 1

LAT/HAS DENT
{PLOS+)A§SON 2

FRICSIB +v‘o’<:+1=xos(s)

< AFFR

ERIC
Examples: IKK-TAKK - tick-tack (of a

clock); K PS - a light clicking sound;
KLUKSuma - to make a sound like water

flowing unevenly out of an opening, esp.
in the throat; NAPS - snap, the sound of

closin the jaws quickly; SIDistama - (of
a bird? to make a succession of short rap-

id sounds, twitter; VIDistama - (idem).

CLASS B. CONTINUANTS
Type II. Tonal Continuants

Pattern 2

cons '+ WK: (+co1vs‘s))
Examples: PIIP-PIIP - beep-beep, the high-

itched tone of a motor horn or telephone;
UUT-TUUT - toot-toot, the low-pitched

sounds of a horn: SIITSuma - (of young
birds) to cheep; VIIKSuma - (of small
birds) to make a thin high-pitched sound,

to squeak.

Pattern 3

<cous+). 96c + soT/NAS DENT

Examples: UNdama - to hoot (of sirens,

communication lines); LLLLLLL - (occas.)

fhe monotonous sound of communication
nee.

T e III. Pure Noise Continuants
Fagtern I

ERIC“ LAT i mos
T—LOS + (SON +) VOC + W

Examples: SISisema -.to give a high-pitch-

ed prolonged sibilant sound, hiss; SOSis-
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tama - to whisper; IbHisema - tb make the
sound of tempestuous flames; SIUH - thesound of cutting through the air with a
high-pitghedhghistling noise, swish- KAHi-sema a o w s er gently thro h theleaves (of wind), to swish (ofuglothes);karSOSS - the sound of an object enteringsand, swish- HABisema - (of wind) to whis-per gently through the leaves.

Type IV. Tone-Noise-continuants
Pattern 5

FRIC' i=4 FRIC“m+voc+fim

Examples: VIHisema - to make a noismoving very fast, whizz, to whistlee(6¥wind); VISisema - to make a continuoushissing sound (of wet logs burning), fizz-VIUH - (of an object) the sound of whizz-,ing through the air; HUEisema - to make aigzedgll cogtinuoui buzz; SUMisema - tomono onous owflight), buzz. hum (of bees in

CLASS C. FREQUENTATIVES
ype . uaSi- us an equentatives

ern 6

PLos+ SONLAT \/51% ( ) + voc + R + PIos(s)FRIC l‘-——JI
(AFFR

Examples: (P)RAKSuma - to make s d -peated explosive sounds (of ice,ub:::i::logs), crack, crackle; KRAKSti - with asudden sharp explosive sound (as of break-ing). crack; PLARTSti ~ the sound of abody falling into water or sth. wet hit-ting a surface and being flattened- LARTS-ti - With a noise of sth. wet hitting asurface and being flattened- SIRTSuma -to make short sharp sound(s (of smallbirds or insects), chirp; T RTS - a shortsharp, usu. unpleasant low-pitched soundof a horn or a brass instrument.
gype VI. Pure Frequentatives

ern 7

(CONS+) (SONLAT) + 656 + R
Examples: URisema - (of a do ) to makdeep rough throaty sound, grgwl; TIRigega- (of an alarm clock) to make a high-pitched continuous vibrating sound, (of atelephone) to ring; P6Risema - (of an en-gine to make a deep continuous vibratingsound by a succession of quick strokes(of the drum) to roll; SIRistama (of smallbirds) to si in a trilling manner, (ofa grasshopper to chirr; sema - tomake a sound as of tearing (of cloth, pa—per); KORisema - (of dry peas moving in abowl to emit a hollow continuous soundmade by a succession of quick strokes;

PLlRisema - to make a continuous ha
pleasant dissonant blaring noise, rsh un-

Type VII. Tonal Frequentatives
8. ern

(PLOS+) R + V66 (+PLOS(S))

Exam les: KRIIKSuma - to make a rgrat ng sound (of a badly-oiled'gogigggggcreak; KROOKSuma - to make a deep lownoise such as a frog makes, to croak-PRAAKSuma - to make the ch
cry of a duck, to quack: Rgifiggggiftégmake a harsh reedy cry of a crake); RUI-
same - (Of a pi ) to make d
sounds, to grung. eep throaty

gype VIII. grequentatives
e Oise uasi-Conti

Pattern 9 nuants

FRIc‘+ 956 + R
fl::::::::::ii

Examples: SURisema - to make a contdgll vibrating sound, to whirr; R5Hin§8§fR H - (of a pig) short rough sounds inthe throat; SORR, SORR, SORR — regularVibrating sounds made by the whirr of theSpgpging-wheel; HURisema - (of big in-vibrating Egggda continuous low-pitched

Type IX. Frequentatives
Tone—Neise Quasi— 'Pattern 1O Continuants

FRICLAB + V56 + R
Examples: VURR VURR - °wh1221ng sounds made b r: ulggpgibigtgié-ing of a spinning-whee ; VSRRa-VORRa -the sound of t e rapid motion of a thresh-gggzmachine; ama - to make a vibrating

HYPERCLASS AB. INSTANTS-CONTINUANTSgypesx. Tonal Postpulse Instants-Contin-
Pattern 11

(mos ) (+SONLAT)+V66+SONNAS/MT+(PMS (5))
Sub-t e A. Short

Examples- TfiNPSuma to. . - make:ggnd: when striking with a h§§5§a§ign$ullec ; PONTSatama - (of a soft heavy Ob‘eaVily with a resounding
to make re eat

Engigaiant soundsx as 0f metal ggrigggg
sgringedmizgiéuiLO¥§Suma - (of playing a

endull resonant sounds,tgop;§ggkf repeated
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Sub-type B. Prolonged

Examples: PLDNNima - to play a stringed
instrument carelessly or informally, esp.
without skill; PIMM-PAMM - slow and re-
peated deep resonant sounds of a large
bell; KILL-ROLL - clear resonant sounds
of small bells; TILL - a prolonged high-
pitched ringing sound (as of a small bell).

Pattern 12

PLOS (+SONLAT) + 766

Examples: PIU-PAU - repeated resonant
sound of bells, resoundin discharges of
guns; PLAU - (of the door the sound of
sudden shutting with a bang.

Type XI. Pure Noise Postpulse
Ins an s-Continuants
Pattern 13

LAT :3. ,.
PLOS (+SON ) + VOC + FRIC

Examples: KAUHti - the sound of a sudden
fall into water, splash; PLAUHti - the
loud sound of a sudden fall into water;
TSUHH-TSUHH — a nursery name for a railway
train (imitation of the sound of a steam—
engine).

T e XII. Pure Noise Prepulse
Instants-Continuants
Pattern 14

a V (S)
FRIC + VOC + PLOS

Examples: SAPSima - to strike softly with
a branch of twigs; SOPS — the sound of a
soft blow with a birch-twig.

Type XIII. Tone-Noise Prepulse

Instants-Continuants

Pattern 15

V \J
FRICLAB + voc + PLOS(S)

Examples: VOPSti - the sound of a swish-
ing blow; VIPutama — (dial.) to make
swishing blows with a branch of twigs;
VAPP, VAPP - (of an owl) the sound of
fluttering movements with wings.

T e XIV. Pure Noise-Tonal Prepulse-Post-
puEse Instants-Continuants
Pattern 16

FRICSIB + V66 + SONNAS (+PLOS)

Sub-type A. Short

Example: SUNPama - to make a muffled
sound as in wading through deep snow or
we er.

Sub-type B. Prolonged

Example: SUMMima - to wade splashingly
through water.

T e XV. Tone-Noise - Tonal Prepulse-
Postpulse Instants-Continuants
Pattern 17

V \/
FRICLAB + voc + SONNAS

Sub-t e A. Short (not found in Estonian;
cf. Eng. zonk - (slang) the sound of a
short resonant blow (esp. on the head).

Sub-type B. Prolonged

Examples: VINGuma - (of a bullet) to make
the sound of moving quickly through the
air; VONGuma - (of breaking ice) to make
a booming sound.

HYPERCLASS CAB. FREQUENTATIVES
QUASI—INSTANTS-CONTINUANTS
T e XVI. Tonal Postpulse
QE§§I=Ifi§tants-Continuants
Pattern_18

(PLOS+) R + V66 + SONNAs/LAT (+PLOS(S))
L_____________3

Sub-type A. Short

Examples: PRANTSti — the sound of a re-
sounding vibrating blow caused by a heavy
fall; RONTSatama - (of a heavy object) to
fall with a muffled vibrati blow; TRAM-
Pima - to step heavily with he feet;
MURTSti - the sound of a thundering bang.

Sub-t e B. Prolonged

Examples: PR5MMima - to knock.violent1y
on a door with one's fist; TRUMNima - to
bang forcefully (on a door).

T e XVII. Pure Noise Postpulse
Quasi- ns ants-Continuants
Pattern 19

PLOS + R + V66 + FRIC“

Examples: PRAUH - a loud noise made by a
violent blow, fall or break, crash; KRIUH-
KRAUH - the sound of sudden rapid tearing
of cloth.

Type XVIII. Pure Noise Prepulse
Quas1- ns ants-Continuants ,
Pattern 20

FRICSIB (+SONLAT) + V66 + R + PLOS(S)

Examples: karSORTS - the sudden noise of
a pencil penetrating paper; SLORTS - the
sound of a liquid fal ing on a surface.
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DISCUSSION

The distribution of onomatopes within
different types of onomatopoeia varies
considerably. The most numerous types in
Estonian are I and X (161 and 126 onoma-
topes respectively), which make up 39 per
cent of the whole inventory. They are fol-
lowed by types V (88), II (76), III (69)and VI (67) totalling 40.8 per cent. The
remaining types cover about one fifth of
the material. Estonian is poorly represent-
ed in Types XIV and XV. No Estonian exam-
ples for Sub—type A, Type XV, could be
found in our material.

In modelling extralinguistic sounds
the principle of homogeneity between the
acoustic parameters of the extralinguistic
sound and the corresponding phonemotypes
is observed. This is one of the reasons
why in onomatopoeia typologically isomor—
phic features dominate. As regards allo-morphic features, they could be brought
about by a variety of reasons. A possiblesource of allomorphism lies in the phono-
logical redundancy of several types ofonomatopes. For example, to render purenoise .in princigle, only one voiceless .fricative ls nee ed; but Since the maJori-ty of roots contain more than one conso-nant, the other can be considered to beredundant. Phonological redundancy may bemanifested differently in various lan-
guages. Firstly, an extra (redundant)
voiceless fricative may be supplied, e.g.
SUSisema. Secondly, consonants can be
found which do not fulfil any echoic func—tion, e.g. the /k/ in KAHisema; cf. the
Japanese designations of swishing, rus-tling movement kasa-kasa, goso-goso.
Thirdly, the extra consonan may Signal
sound-symbolic values, e.g. the labial/p/: the protrusion of the lips in PUHuma- to blow.

Another possible source of allomor-phism lies in the non-stable nature of
affricates. In a group of Estonian onoma-topes the initial affricate has undergoneassibilation, and consequently the initialfricative sibilant in these onomatopes(Types I, V, and X) can no longer echo theplosive character of the sound.

A characteristic feature of EstonianTonal Continuants and Tonal Frequentativesis the occurrence of doublets with longvowels and diphthongs. The onomatopes withdiphthongs denote somewhat shorter sounds.e.g. KIIKSuma KIUKSuma; KRIIKSuma KRIUK-Suma. The phoneme /s/ which occurs finallyin the combinations -ks, -p§ and-ts, e.g.KLUKSuma, NAPS, PRANTSTi is of expressive
character, and serves the purpose of in-tensifying the meaning of the word. In afew onomatopes the "natural" order ofqualitativeuelements is reversed, e.g.MURTSuma, KURisema. A parallel to thisphenomenon can be found in the Nenets ono-matopes mircedas’and mirneles’which havesimilar meanings (in Nenets 7r/ does notoccur in the initial position).

Finally, it should be pointed out
that although in onomatopoeia auditory
motivation prevails, the majority of ono-
matopes manifest the phenomena of sound-
symbolic interference as Well. As a rule,
labial and guttural sounds in the desig-
nations of the sounds made by birds and
animals denote the place of articulation.
Sound-symbolic interference is especially
strong in the designations of bubbling,
e.g. PULisema. VULKSuma, MULKSuma.In such
onomatopes the presence of an initial la-
bial appears to be more important than
that of an initial plosive. Thus, strong
sound-symbolic interference is a force
that makes the patterns of onomatopes
more complicate. A characteristic featureof Estonian is the fact that the phoneme/v/ occurs initially in a number of onoma-
topes. In addition to its auditory value
the initial /v/ in Estonian onomatopes isusually also sound-symbolically motivated.B way of conclusion it should besaid t at the typological study of onomat-o oeia is an emer ing area of research andi remains to be fioped that new studieswill bring to light interesting facts invarious languages of the world.
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Symbols

CONS - consonant
PLOS - plosive
AFFR - affricate
FRIC - fricative
EIB - sibilant

- t e phoneme rSON - sonorant I INAS - nasal
DENT - dental
LAB - labial
LAT - lateral: /l/A — voiceless (e.g. FRICA- voicelessfricative)
v - voiced (e.g. FRIC - voiced fric-ative)

VOC - short vowel
VOC ‘ diphtho or 1

- "either?§.orn ong vowel
brackets for optional components
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ABSTRACT

The problem of descriptive units is
of paramount importance for any typology.
Isomorphism (similarity), which revails
over allomorphism (dissimilarity in the
iconic (onomatopoeic and sound-symbolic)
words of any two (unrelated) languages,
cannot, as a rule, be revealed on the
level of individual phonemes. The paper
is a first report on the implications
for typological phonosemantics of a
notion introduced earlier by the author
- the notion of the phonemotype (i.e.,
a "semantically loaded" acoustic or
articulatory type of phonemes). The
phonemo/type as a unit is shown to
possess a number of unique features.

The emergence of the new linguistic
science,phonosemantics (dealing with the
iconic, i.e., onomatopoeic and sound-
symbolic, system of language), necessit-
ates the elaboration of typological pho-
nosemantics, or a phonosemantic typology
of the world's languages /1/.
Linguistic iconism is an absolute lan-
guage universal, and the scope of the
iconic system in language is, contrary
to popular sentiment, extremely great
/2/. This system does not include exclu-
sively words that are felt to possess a
phonetically motivated connection bet—
ween sound and sense - it also embraces
all those countless words where in the
course of historical development, this
connection has become obscured but
where it can be uncovered with the aid
or "deep down" etymological analysis
guttressed by "external" typological
ata.

Invading the realm of iconicity, the

researcher, like Alice in Wonderland,
probes a world where many things are "so
different" and "so unlike"; prepared to
relinquish some of the hallowed age-long

linguistic shibboleths and willing to
work out a new set of values, the explor—
er presses on in his quest.
Phonetic (phonological) typology and
semantic typology are venues for the stu-

dy of sound and, disconnectedly, sense.
The blazing gap is there - to be bridged
by phonosemantic typology exploring the
sound/sense connection in the lexis of '
different - primarily unrelated - langu-
ages.
The problem of descriptive units is of
paramount im ortance for any typology.
Isomorphism similarity), which revails
over allomorphism (dissimilarity in the
iconic words of any two (unrelated) lan-
guages, cannot, as a rule, be revealed on
the level of individual phonemes (inst—
ances like the English ting and Indone-
sian ting, both signifying the sound of a
small bell, are very infrequent ). This
paper is a first report on the implica-
tions for typological phonosemantics of
a notion introduced earlier by the author
- the notion of the phonemotype (i.e., a
"semantically loaded" acoustic or arti-
culatory type of phonemes) /3/.
Taking by way of illustration a number of
onomatopoeic groupings, I shall attempt
to retrace the steps in arriving at the
notion of the phonemotype in phonoseman-
tio typology.
Illustration 1: Instants /4/. These ono-
matopes designate pulses (the pulse is an
instant sound like a tap, tick, click or ,
knock). Cf. examples from four languages
(of diverse language families), viz. Eng-
lish (Eng.), Estonian (Est.), Bashkir
(3.), Indonesian (Indon.) /5/.Eng. tap,
tick, pat, pop, click, clop-clop, chop:
Est. tikk-takk - tick-tack (of a clock),
kop-kop - imitative of tapping on the
door, klobisema -;to go clop-clop (of
wooden shoes), plogisema - to click:
chatter (of teeth); B. tap - instantane-
ous sound of hard object falling to the
ground, dok - dull knock or tap (on the
door), qup - sound of object striking
wood, kelt-kelt - to tick; Indon. tuk —
imitation of knocking, tak - sound of a
stone striking wood, bap - imitative of
an object falling on a soft surface, bak
- a pat; sound of fruit falling on the
ground, lepik - sound of matchbox falling
on the floor. Listing the initial con—
sonants in the roots of the enematopes
cited, we find them to be: /t,p,k,k,d,b,
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t 5/; the root-final consonants are:
/ p,k,t,g,b/. H/ere we see a great diver-
sity of phonetic types: dentals, labials,
velars; voiced and voiceless phonemes:
stops, and even an affricate. The diver-
sity within the initials list, as also in
the finals list, is thus evident - but
misleading. For in this diversity there
is an underlying unit (less obvious but
nevertheless tangible): what unifies
these consonants (both initial and final)
is the fact that they belong to one and
the same type, viz. plosives (7tj‘/ is
an affricate - but on this see below).
Acoustically, plosives are essentially
pulses, and it is only natural that they
are used in onomatopoeic designations of
a pulse. (As to affricates, the initial
element here tends to be of a pulse-like
nature; thus affricates, too, are a natu-
ral - if somewhat less accurate - ren-
dering of a pulse.) Hence plosives (as
well as affricates in onomatopes desig-
nating pulses are not purely phone-
tical, asemantic groupings

- they are
"semantically loaded", and charged with
the delicate task of conveying meaning;
whenever an onomatope designates a pulse,
it is primarily the plosives that do the
semantic job for the entire onomatope.
Plos1ves in Instants are an example of
what I term the phonemotype. Summing u
the essential components that go to ma e
up the onomatopes cited above, we come
to the general pattern followed (with
remarkably few deviations) in the form-
ation of onomatopoeic roots designating
the pulse in the most diverse langua ea.
In terms of phonemotypes, the general
pattern for Instants is as follows (for
symbols, see below):

£§g§ + V50 + PLOS.

Illustration 2: Tonal Post-Pulse Instants-
Continuants /6/. These onomatopes design-
ate a complex sound - basically the
combination of a pulse followed by a re-
sonant tone (e.g. the ringing sound pro-
duced by string or bell). Of. Eng. tang,
ting, ping, bang, twang, clam, knell
(0.E. cnyllan); Est. tinn - high-pitchedringing sound (of a string) plo tame
- to ring (as of a string p ucked , pumm
- powerful resonating blow (as with a
fist), till - prolonged high-pitched
ringing sound (as of a small bell); B.
tan - sound of metal struck, ton - imit-ative of resonant sound produced by
heavy obaect striking smth hollow, ten -ringing sound (as of metal struck light-ly), den-den - faint ringing sound (of astring); Indon. letan - sound of hammeron metal, ting - so of a small bell,
bong - imitation of sound produced by
beating a large drum, lebam - loud sound
of object falling on resonant surface,
bum - sound of a gun or bomb. The root-

initial and root-final consonants in
these examples are, respectively, /t,p,b,
k,d,tI / and /n,n,m,l/. The case for the
initials is the same as in the above-
mentioned Instants: they belong to the
plosives phonemotype, and they render the
initial pulse. The case for the finals is
that they are all sonorants: acoustically,
sonorants are predominantly tonal enti-
ties; it is therefore only natural that
the sonorant phonemotype is used in ono-
matopoeic designations of tone. In terms
of phonemotypes, the prevailing general
pattern for Tonal Post-Pulse Instants-
Oontinuants is this:

mrros + v60 + SONNAs/I‘AT.

Illustration 5: Pure Noise Continuants
/7/. These onomatopes designate pure noise
- that is, various hissing, swishing,
whispering sounds. Cf. Eng. hiss, hush,
huff, flush, slosh, swish, swash; Est.
sahisema - to rustle, husisema - (dial.)
to hiss, kahisema - to whisper gently
through the leaves (of wind), to swish
(of clothes), habisema - to whisper gent-
ly through the leaves (of wind); B.ysyl-
dau - to hiss (of a goose or a snake),
bysyldau - to hiss; to whisper, syj -
swishing sound (caused by rapid movement),
saalau - (dial.) to whistle (of a bullet
Indon. desah - imitation of sound of
polishing; the rustling of leaves in rain,
sis - hissing, lesus - a whisper, kesik -
rustling; whispering, kesu-kesi - leaves
rustling in the wind. A cursory overview
of root-initial and root—final phonemes
gives a bizarre and discouraging picture-
But a closer look yields two systematic
subpatterns. Subpattern one is furnished
by the entire English material and art
of the Estonian sahisema, husisema andIndonesian (desah, sis) material: theinitials /h,f,s/ and the finals /s. I, h/ - different as they are, they all
fall into the category of voiceless fric-
atives. Subpattern two does not have

fricatives for both initials and finals.but it doesconsistently have one fricat-ive - either initial or final - coupledpractically with any other final conso-nant (as in Est. habisema, B. syj) or.
respectively, any other initial consonant(as in Est. kabisema) or even with n0
ginal/initial consonant whatever (seendon. kesu-kesi, B. ysyldau). The zig-zag puzzle of the subpatterns resolvesinto the follo
pattern, Wing comprehensive general

me" + voc + ERICA
ERICA (CONS) ‘

The purport of this is that for the"pgrtrayal" of pure noise at least onevglceless fricative (initial or final) iso igatory in the onomatopoeic roots of a
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given language (though some languages,
like English, evince the redundant fea-
ture of employing even two voiceless
fricatives,.initial and final). The voice-
less fricative phonemotype, in itself
acoustically pure noise, is the echoic
correlate of pure noise designated by
onomatopes of this kind,
It is hoped that illustrations 1,2 and 3
help to trace the logic in isolating the
notion of the phonemotype.
One of the fundamental principles at
work-in the domain of onomat0poeia (and,
mutatis mutandis, sound symbolism) is
the principle of homogeneity: structural
acoustic elements of the referent sound
(i.e., the sound designated) are iconic-
ally rendered, in the corresponding ono-
matope. by structural phonetic elements
belonging to the same acoustic type.
Phonemes in the onomat0poeic root are
thus correlated with the elements of the
referent sound - but indirectly, via the
phonemotype, the latter acting as a go-
between or intermediary /8/.
Given the acoustic structure of the re—
ferent sound (together with the known
phonetic peculiarities of the language
in question) we can safely predict (in
approx. 80-90 per cent of all cases) the
phonemotype pattern of corresponding
onomatopoeic roots (though not its con-
crete phonemic realization). The crucial
unit in an onomatope's structure is,
then, the phonemotype — and not the pho—
meme 0

O O

The articulatory phonemotype in sound-
symbolic words, though differing some-»
what from the acoustic phonemotype of
onomatopes, is fundamentally the same
entity as the one outlined above (a de-
tailed analysis calls for discussion in
a separate paper).

t O

t

The phonemotype in the iconic vocabular
of languages possesses a number of big
specific features. To name just a few:

- The phonemotype is a semanticized
entity.

— It is a two-faceted entity, both
phonetical and semantic. (Here one might
even be tempted to introduce the sesqui-
pedalian term "phonemosemotype", or re-
ther "phonosemotype").

- The phonemotype is able to dis-
sect phonological space in a manner im-
possible for phonemes, a manner peculiar
only to itself; cf. the phonemotype of
labials in designations of rounded shape:
the fundamental phonetic dichotomy of
consonant/vowel is here irrelevantt 9/

- The phonemotype is a psycholinguis—
tic reality. _

- It is, further, inter-disciplinary
in essence.

- The phonemotype is a cross-lin-
guistic phenomenon.

- Being basically an ontological en-
tity, it may be, and is, employed as a
methodological instrument.

Further evolvement of the notion entails
discussion of such problems as fuzzy sets
and language as choice and chance.

a t

t

The notion of the "semantically loaded"
phonemotype (coupled with that of ono-
‘matopoeic patterns) leads us to realize
the intrinsic limitations of the long-
standing belief that root morphemes,
though divisible phonetically or seman-
tically, are allegedly indivisible pho-
neto-semantically. Root morphemes can to
a large extent be structured in terms of
phonemotypes.
As demonstrated by recent research,
units like the phonemotype are proving
themselves adequate instruments not only
in language-specific phonosemantics, but
also in typolo ical phonosemantics /10/
as well as in ypological paleolinguis-
tics. For the latter, of. Prof.R.Wes—
cott's view: "... sound correlations in
... language families of great internal
time depth must be formulated either sub-
phonemically, in terms of articulatory
or acoustic features, or transphonemical-
ly, in terms of morphoPhonemes" /11/.
This transphonemic reference is, as has
been shown, the very essence of the pho~
nemotype, instrumental in tapping the
largely untapped iconic (onomatopoeic
and sound-symbolic) resources of the
world's languages.

Symbols

CONS - (any) consonant
PLOS - plosive
AFFR - affricate
SON - sonorant
NAS - nasal
LAT - lateral : /l/ A

A - voiceless : FRIO -
, voiceless fricative

short vowel
brackets for.optional componentsr~

< 8
V l

l

W
/1/ Vide: S.V.Voronin. Fundamentals of

Phonosemantics. Leningrad, 1982. (In
Russian).

/2/ O.Jespersen. Symbolic Value of the
Vowel i. - O.Jespersen. Linguistics.
Copenhagen, 1933; G.Ramstedt. Veber
onomatopoetische wfirter in den altai-
schen Sprachen. - J.Soc.Finno-Ougri-
enne, No 55, 1951; A.M.Gazov-Ginzberg.
Is Language Imitative by Origin?
(Evidence from Common Semitic Stock
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of Roots). Hoscow, 1965. (In Russian) /11/ R.Wescott. Pr°t°11n5u13t1°3’ The
i B.A.Serebrennikov. Miscellanea. I. - itugiogfiopfifiiglgfiggigizhf3-3Ehfid
V Sovietskoye rinno-ougrovedeniye, ,° 8 1 ti of Is

% 1976’ NO #' (In Russian). Origins an: Exgnglsogf the §§:a%grki1 /3/ Vida: S.V.Voronin. English Onomato- and Speec . 1 280 N
V es. (Types and Structure). Unpub- Acagemyggg Sciences, V° ' ' ew
if ished. M.Phil.Diss. Leningrad, for . .

1969. (In Russian).
/4/ Ibid.; S.V.Voronin. Fundamentals

for a Universal Classification of
OnomatOpoeias. - Phonetics-85. Pa-

: pers Presented for 11th Interna-
l tional Congress or Phonetic Sciences.
{ Moscow, 1985. (In Russian).
(3 /5/ For material, see largely: S.V.Voro-

X

?

nin. English Onomatopes; I.B.Bratoes.
Acoustic Onomatopes in Indonesian.
Unpublished M.Phil.Diss. Leningrad,
1976. (In Russian); L.Z.Lapkina.
English and Bashkir Acoustic Ono-

matopes. Unpublished M.Phil.Diss.
Leningrad, 1979. (In Russian); E.
veldi. Estonian Onomatopes: A Clas-
sification. - L istica. Tartu,
1986. (In Russian

[6/ Vide: S.V.Voronin. English OnOmato-
P980

/7/ Ibid.
/8/ Ibid.
/9/ 01.: Ye.I.Kuznetsova, S.V.Voronin.

Symbolism in Designations of Round-
edness. - Systemic Description of
Germanic Vocabulary, vol.4.'Lenin-
grad, 1981. (In Russian).

/10/ Vida inte lie: 0.A.Kazakevich.
Single-Syl able Sound-Imitative
Ideophones in Zulu. - Papers in
Structural and Applied Linguistics.
Moscow, 1975. (In_Russian); A.Ju.
Afanasyev. Problems in Semantic
Evolution of vocabulary. M.Phil.
Dias. Abstract. Leningrad, 1984.
(In Russian); O.D.Kuleshova. The
Text and Its Phonosemantic Struc-
ture. M.Phil.Diss. Abstract. Moscow,
1985. (In Russian); I.A.Mazanayev.
Chief Groupingsin Sound Symbolic
Words. M.Phil.Diss.Abstract. Lenin-
grad, 1985. (In Russian): L.A.Komar-
nitsksya. Subjective and Objective
Sound Symbolism in English. M.Phil.
Diss.Abstract. Odessa, 1985. (In
Russian); L.F.Likhomanova. Semantic
Filiation or English Iconic Verbs
Movendi. H.Phil.Diss. Abstract. Le-
ningrad, 1986. (In Russian); S.V.
Klimova. verbs of Obscure Origin in
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary.
(Elements of Etymological Phono-
semantics). M.Phil.Diss.Abstract.
Leningrad, 1986. (In Russian);
T.Koibayeva. Sound-Symbolic Words

in English and Ossetian. M.Phil.
Dias. Abstract. Leningrad, 1987.
(In Russian).
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ERINCIPLES OI INTONATIONAL STRUCTURING OF THE SPONTANEOUS MONOLOGUE

NATALIA BARDINA

Russian Language'Department
Odessa‘State'University
Odessa, Ukraine, USSR 270015

ABSTRACT

The spontaneous speech intonation has
generally been viewed'as a'modification,
or a version of the intonational struc-
ture of an audible written text.'In’ac-
tual fact, being of different nature,
these systems possess intrinsic proper-
ties enabling them to regulate their
elements' structuring and functioning
capability.

INTRODUCTION

The 20th century linguistics has focused
epon'language as a system of historical-
ly evolved means of communication. Model-
ling language stratificationally has pro—
ved, however, to be imperfect and perfun—
ctory'in a great number of aspects, with
the worked—out model failing to incorpo—
rate all facts of authentic human commu-
nication.
Attempts‘to make linguistics' subject
matter more expanded and comprehensive,
which brought about the emergence of spe—
ech016gy'and psycholinguistics in parti-
cular, ought to be'giVen credit to as
constructive and generative.
On the other hand, it should be noted
that an apprOach to subsystems dissimilar
both qualitatively and functidnally will'
call for diversity of the research'method
applied. An element of'a system cannot'be
forcibly transposed into a different sys-
tem wherein it is likely‘to ac uire new'
qualities. Such ecclectics cou d lead to
an inadequate analysis of the object‘under
etudy’as its integrity, structure and'dy-
namism are supposed to be reflected by
each element analysed.
A series of experiments carried out by
the Experimental Phonetics Laboratory,
University of Odessa, made it possib e to
establish specific features of spontaneous
speech which manifest themselves through
a direct conjugation of mental continuum
and discrete language means.
The monologue seems to be the most spon-
taneous in this respect, being disting—
uished on the precept of independence of
motivation and stability of concept, as

well as its tendency toward informational
adequacy alongside with the programme's
:imultaneous composition and implementa-

on.

PSICHOLINGUISTIC PRINCIIIES‘OF INTONATION
DIVISION IN.SPONIANEOUS HONOLOGUE

The basic divergence of the spontaneous
monologue from other types of speech sub-
systems lies in its intonational structu-
ring. In an extemporaneous speech its in-
tonation functions as a means of convey—
ing expression along with other language
units, thereby reflecting the mode in
which semantic categories within a des—
cribed extralinguistic situation are be—
ing grouped in a speech/thought stream.
It has been established experimentally
that, on being represented graphically,
i.e. deprived og its intonation, a spon—
taneously generated utterance is often ,
perceived as inconsistent and meaningless
even by the speaker himself.
In reading, intonation patterns "wander
over the grammatical surface of language"
/1/, thus effectuating‘a mediated segmen-
tation of sense pointed out and included
in the text by the author. Figuratively
speaking, the difference between the spo-
ntaneous speech intonation and reading in-
tonation is similar to that between a li—
ving bear's skin which is essential for
keeping the animal alive and enables one
to make Judgement concerning the condi-
tion of the whole of the animal's body -
and a fur—coat made from this skin Just
to be sold. In fact, intonational segmen-
tation of a spontaneous monologue points
to the "apportioned" character of text
composition. .
In all existing speech generating models
the function of intonation stands in need
of a clear definition, being wrongly tre-
ated as identical to functioning of purely
articulatory means. it the same time, an
analysis of authentic monologues has sug-
gested that communicative and expressive
components of intonation emerge at differ
rent levels of speech generation and are
subject to diverse psycholinguistic phe-
nomena. '
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A generalized communicative and intonati—
onal model of a phrase is issued as far
back as the communication level where a
generally subjective sense is modelled.
For instance, an individual wishing to ob-
tain information conceives a notion of a
question which is normally followed by the
emergence of an intonational question mar-ker preceding the utterance of an undeter-mined "a-a-a..." tSPe'with a rising tone,wheregpzn the question is modelled into anartic ted language form.
In the process of semantic and grammaticalprogramming based 0n the primary semanticpattern including separate words and theirpotential correlations /2/, intonation' 'acts as a part of an operational‘unit be-longing to this level, i.e. a syntagma.Effecting the same expressive function,:3: :gggnggioggl andigenantic‘aepects of'a come terde ' -terfacial within a system. pendent and intagmas that provide the transposition of'a

giicitlyhcgzginuous text.
e psyc o guistic significance of tsyntagma has been displayed by L.A;Chi:zo-vich and 1.1.Leontiev, whereas this unit'sintonational and syntactic dualism hasbeen neglected only to lead to identifica-tion of the syntagma with c.0sgood's fun-ctional class or'a no of a sentence.is both grammatical and semantic pregnan-ming, as well as motor programming occurwithin a syntagma'/5/. with intonation be-ing far more variable than'syntactic andlexical units, it is only through a cam-lex analysis of‘a speech‘unit or "k"£535 some thought-formation functions'oflanguage could be observed "at the output?

FUNCTIONAL TYIES OF INTORLTIONAL—SEHANTIC
UNITS

Intonational and semantic variabil ‘these "blocks" having been analysedt’tggirfunctiOnal'heterogeneity'has'been estab-lished. The spontaneous speechfcreativecomponents acting as both linear”and meterprogramming units, i.e. syntagmas'per soare opposed by certain conjunctions lini-ing words and cliches'whose fom' diversitis provided by the diversity of psycholinz

considerable automatism and often convey
no modality into the utterance; while
they are being uttered, the speaker is
busy planning the following utterance
which results in a noticeable change of
intonation characteristics, such as ten-
po abatement, a shorter fundamental fre-
quency range and intensity range, as well
as undivided tone contour and dynamic
structure; is a rule, linking words over-
lay syntagmatic borders making them dif-
fusive, as the'operational unit's junc-
tion line lies, in fact, "under" the lin-
king'words which make no part of either
syn agma: nus mess are dune a 06 en -omasao; a‘npodsn, caassu.'nam‘anrs'ngg.

The information obtained from liste-
ners' reports upon hearing these diffu-
sive syntagmatic border audio strips
seems to be rather contradictory: dis-
_dunction areas were detected either beforeor after linking words, or both. Some lis-teners deemed it necessary to call atten-tion to the ambiguous status of these
words. In the process of reading the sameexcerpts, the informants qualified link-ing words as parenthetical and expressingthe speaker's personal estimations of theutterance. This is what determined the 'relevant intonational'expression."The use of linking words is supported bythe speaker-listener'antinomy: within agyntagma, the essential sense is marked1y discrete language means,'whereas thentroduction of words conveying new in-formation obscures the message being per-cgived. Hence, the spontaneous speech 15
i. teeterized by rhythmization of senses,nigicggtaégggnatiggigf more and less sis-

s w phra-gigframgwgrk. a syntagma or ‘

sec n 'type of the spontaneous mono-:ggue automatized units includes'condun't one used in complex and compound sen-Hences of disjunctive'class /4/: a, Inn;6%. agar, Korna (and, on, but; 11, when)h c. his automatization is not caused:v°zelerq by the same provisions as moti-aa e the use of’linking words. The con-unigions listed above seem to emerge in2: thdividual's‘conscience as far back 85en 9 Primary record level. Their emer-
galce marks JunctiOns between the princi-fs fsyntegmas, i.e. microthematic unitS-as Ogithe linking words, they functionto or culatory units‘only and thus b81035
junatgore' superficial" leval than con-mongl ons and syntagmas. In a spontaneousrect"°gue' conjunctions effectuate "d1-grammigonnections of inner and motor prO'fect t 6 levels, which is similar in ef-i e _rglthe function of linking'words.o;e£1a.1n°'ins the linear expansion leveLfilliny 8 Syntagmatic border lines andS in hesitation pauses. Intonation-"first of .. - “$39: conauncti311" 'generally", etc.) Possess Wlder melody ragga 3§°wgiir2§tir§§§§cgz a
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able rise in the acoustic force of the ut-
terance. Thus, an increased loudness along
with an abated tempo of the conjunctibn‘
"u" ("and") in a narrative monologue act
as a marker for spontaneous speech.
The third type of operational units op-
posed to syntagmas is the cliche, i.e. an
intonational/lexical/grammatica1 phraseo-
logical unit belonging to the motor level.
These may be both general and idiolectal
units created by frequent repetitions or
habitual word combinations used by the
speaker. Occasionally,‘cliches‘may enfold
syntagmas positionally, covering up to 80
per cent of units in some microthematic’
unities; yet they do not equal syntagmaS'
functionally since they are not fashioned
in an actual speech act. .
Cliches are‘determined by distinct intona-
tion characteristics, 1.8. a short funda-
mental frequency range, a tone'contour wifi
distinguishable termination tone modifica-
tions, a short intensity range, a faster
tempo, etc. Since equal characteristics
are possessed by syntagmas containing'fa-
miliar, or thematic information at the
whole text leVel,one can assert that the
familiar/novel opposition in the spontane-
ous monologue is also associated with a'
partial discharge of the linear program—
ming process as well as an accent shift to
the articulatory level.
In the event of multisyllable cliche units,
these may parcel out melodically into 3 to
4 phonetic-word segments, the latter fact
being caused by the isochronism of intona-
tional segments. This parcellation'is of
superficial, or motor'nature. the cliche's
dynamic integrity pointing to its intacta
ness as a separate operational unit. Con-
sequently, the s ontaneous'monoldgue's ins
tonational varia ility is caused, primari-
ly, by the functional heterogeneity of its
formative units along with the value dis—
parity of the motor programming and linear
prognostication units.

SEMANTIC AND SYNTACTIC FACTORS OF
INTONATIONAL STRUCTURING

Along with the abovesaid features common
for all spontaneous monologues, their in-
tonational structuring is'determined by
the peculiar component grouping for the
described situation in the speaker's con-
science. The syntagma's capacity and cone
tent as well as minimum and maximum melo-
dical and dynamic distribution within it
are determined by the semantic'and syntac-
tic aspeCts of the utterance; the synta-
eme's general tone model depends on how
independent semantically and syntactically
it is, e.g. the tone used for autosemantic
units will be falling and falling—rising
while the rising and rising-level tone
will convey synsemantic units. '
The way a correlative semantic category is
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formed into a separate syntagma depends,
above‘all, on whether the'speaker's con—
science is focused on it or not and whe-
ther other semantic categories are rele-
vant or irrelevant for the utterance.
in experimental investigation of the apes
~ntaneous monolbgue's syntagmatic structu-
ring has'brought about conclusions con»
cerning two essential iseues, i.e. into-
national and semantic structures' symmet-
ry within a syntagma and the syntagma's
intonational variability determined by ‘
its semantic and syntactic purport. It was
established that a disjunctive intonation-
al presentation of the described situa-
tion's components'is determined by these
categories' semantic types ‘as well as
their informativenese. Thus, a neutral,
or standard intonatiOn similar to the
like‘units in reading is typical for syn-
tagma situatiOns including all the nece-
ssary components of the semantic structure
arranged neutrally. The purport of this
type of syntagmas lies in the nomination
of a complete situation or event which re-
sults, in the majority of cases, in the
fact that these syntagmas are previously
centrived and initiate a microthematic
unity acting as'a kind‘of antecedent, or
folIOw a protracted pause. All syntagma
situatiOns operate on a falling or level
melody scale with a rise-fall termination
alternated by a falling termination (full
stop) in reading. Separate words carry no
accentuated stress. The whole dynamic
Structure attenuating with the'maximum
emphasis laid on the initial syllables,
the final stressed vowel stands longest.
The subject-predicate syntagmas may in-
clude a varied number of princi l,or ele-
mentary and auxiliary, or non-e ementary
categories. A distinctive feature allow-
ing'to‘oPpOse this type of syntagmas to
other types is the imperative accentuation
of'the‘subject and the predicate which ob-
viously points'to the speaker's conscience
focusing On these principal situational
components. As a rule, the‘subaect in this
type of syntagmas'is expressed by a seman-
tically autonomous word, while the redi-
cate's content 1 presented by qual fica-
tive r lations: 31855 Bonn Hacr 0 one;
1613/.” nporpama oases nurspecnas .
All syntagmas of this type possess a
double-peak intonational structure, with
the melodical and dynamic curves being
isomorphous. In reading, the segments re-
producing qualificative syntagmas do not
hold‘a specific intonation structure.
Words 11kebuenn, sacronnso ("very". "30?
etc. expressing a higher degree of attri-
buted quality, are accentuated on a regu-
lar basis. This points out the fact that
the lexical meaning_of a separate word is
realized more distinctly in reading, while
this word, along with the syntactic arran—
gement of the utterance, determineS‘the
bhoice'of an intonational structure, with
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with the semantic and syntactic'factor re-
treating to the secondary plane.
The intonational prominence of action

"verbs in short stories disguises the ab-
sence of norm-premeditated dependent“wordh
forms. The rising-falling termination tone
used to shape up a vacantsvalence verb
syntagma provides an opportunity to allege
that this type of predicate could'operate
as‘an autosemantic unit in the apes er's
conscience.
The logical and intonational division of
the predicate may stand out as a specific
feature of the spontaneous speech. the
two-component predicate including a modal
element like some. syxso, aeooxozfimro
(possible", "necessary") plus an ini-
t ve.
An expanded subject in the spontaneous
speech prevails as an independent sense-
intonation unity. Apparently'this may be
determined by the fact that the subject or
object attribute acts, in effect, as a
disguised'predicate while a syntagma is
capable of including a single vectorial
(predicative) element only, with the pro-
gramme unfolding extemporaneously.
In a number of cases, an insufficiently
informative subject "attracts" the vari—
ous predicate elements like auxiliary
verbs, linking verbs with modal, phase
and emotional meaning, adverbial modifi-
ers, demonstrative pronouns. etc. In the
vector syntagmas thus formed, it is the
predicative elements that carry the maxi-
mum sense, with the subject's'position
being optional and determined, for the
most part, by the tendency toward phone-
tic and sense rhythmisation.
The data obtained in the prosess of our
investigation revealed the syntagma being
center-oriented in extemporaneous concep—
tual speech. This is caused by the fact
that sense accentuation is expressed by
intonational accentuation in a progres-
sively unfolding speech. Consequently,
an informatively prominent object is'ge-
herally represented by a separate synta-
gma.
It should be noted that the predicate-ob-
Ject division and subject-predicate syn-
tagmization are ensued by the same pheno-
mena, i.e.. provided the emergence of an
object expressed by an'explanatory clause
be rather indeterminate, the predicate
syntagma is adjoined by the "object in-
d x" -- the conjunc ion ("that"):gpencrama, are cures, aro/ .nyuan,

YT .Besed on the regularity of this pecu-
liarity of intonational segmentation, one
can assume that explanatory verbs are res
cognized by the speaker'not only as lexe-
mes but as syntaxemes'as'well; in other
words,'the verbs' semantics includes
their valences in the mind of the speaken
Therefore, the dialectic unity of the
speech stream's discreteness and continu-
ity brings about the emergence of assym-

metric syntagmas wherein the intonation
value is shifted to the right of syntac-
tic structures. ‘
the tendency of the spontaneous monologue
toward centinuity is materialized in the
conduct of the acoustic‘cOnstituents. In
extemporaneous speech, the opposition of
logical and hesitation pauses appears to
be practically obliterated, as it is
these types of pauses that mark the Junc-
tions of payoholingnistic units. The '
purely syntactic pauses observed in read-
ing appear to be non-existent in sponta-
neous speechn If the speaker relates some
facts that he‘is'well aware of and con-
vinced in ("communication of events"),
neglectful of whether these facts are to
be correctly apprehended, it is only phy-
siological pauses that he is likely to
make in the speaking process. The use of
linking verbs, conjunctions and "super-
fluous" pronouns reduces the number of
hesitation pauses censiderably.
Fundamental freQuency variation depends
on the syntagmas' autosemantics/synseman-
tics and their modality as well as indi-
cates the significance of the semantic
categories in'utterance generation and
compensates for grammatically inadequate
structures.
The type 0f dynamic curve is called forth
by the reproducibility of the intonation-
sense unities in the text.
The spontaneous syntagma's tempo arrange-
ment depends on the probability of the
subsequent unit's emergence. whereas in
reading it is the isochronal factor that
is more operative.

CONCIDSION

Generally speaking, the spontaneous mo-
nologue's intonational structure is mo-
delled by the direct’thought-formation
and extralinguistic apprehension process
whereas a usage-bound interface of lexi-
cal, grammatical and intonational means
can be observed in reading.
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AKYCTMHECKOE BHPAEEHME "EHOQHOTO" XAPAKTEPA CHDHTAHHOW IEQK

AREA EAPMYT

Macrnwyw ssuxoeeneana
Ananemna HayK YCCP
KmeB, CCCP, 252001

IEBDME

Guonraaaaa pews pacarpnBaeTcH KER

GOGTOHEIEH E3 51030.8, uuexonmx OHPGILGJIBH-

END HPOGOM‘IBGKYD crpyx'rypy H xapam‘e-

pnsynmnxca cemaurnqecxofi Henonnorofi.
Enoqnufi xapaxrep cnoawaauofi pequ noano-

user rosopameuy cwpomrn peqofi moron

'KaK Henpepuanyn cemanrnqecxyn uenn.

Buck GHOHTaHHOPO reKcTa He uonuocrsn

Koppennpyer c cuHTarmofi. Dayaannuoe BH-

qneaenue dnoxa cosnaer ero qerxne axy-

cTzqecKne rpaanuu.

BBEHEHME

Hpouecc peqeoopasosanua n mopmnposanme

cuucnosofi crpyKTypH'BucxaaunaHnH-ocy-

mecrsnaewca Kan cosnaane BHyrpeHHefl upo—

rpammu /A.A.flbonwsen; B.A.DarpymeB/. On-

HospeMeHHocrs cosnanua BayrpeHHefi upo-

rpauuu peqn,'au00p nencnqecxnx openers,

Koppexnua peqn g ace aro npoannsewca 3

Dane Taxnx qepr, Kax neKcmqecKaH n ce-

maarnqecxax nonropsemocrs aneueuwoa pe-

qu. ee crpyxrypnaa n cuucnoaaa Hesanep-

mennocrs. npepaéaaocrs, camonepednaaaue,

Yroqaeane. passacuenne n neuonneaue'cxa-

saaaoro panee, Hanzque Henpoexrnsnux cun-

TaKczqecKnx Koacrpynunfi, xesnmauuonuafi

naysauna, Hapymeane csnoorn aneuenron

Texcma. Hpn TaKOM cwucnoaom u cnawaxcnqe-

OKOM uocrpoeunn Texcra Haxoxnenue oupene—

neHHofi enzanuu /npenno:eHna, reap. imasu/

oqL saYaTenLHo. Mccnenoaarenn pyc-

cxofi paarosopaofi peqn yxaauaanu Ha anom-

HOCTB oupenenenna rpannfi upennoxenna B

CHOHTaHHOM TeKcTe /A.B.mannpo; 0.A.Han—

Teaa/.
CnnTHufi peqeeofi TBKOT qnenmrcg naysamn

paannqaofi unumennaocrn Ha donsmme nun

mensmne owpesxu - dnoxu cuouraanofi pequ.

3TH od$exrnnno npencrasnenaue B peqn ..

crpyxrypnue ennnmuu He coanananw Hm c

Qpasofi /upennoxeaueM/, an o aTarMofi. an

co cnoaocoqeraazem nun cnosom. Bmecre o

TeM dnoxn peqn odnananr donsmefi nun mens—

mefi cmucnoaofl camocroarensnocrsn, annancb

cpencTBom paaaeprunanna peqesofl fieuu.

MATEPMAH MCCHEflOBAHMH

YKpaanaa cnoaraHHaa /Henonrorosnenaaa/

peqs Gena sauucana 0T 8 unwopmauros B

pasnnqaux curyannfix; upn odcyxneuuu arpo-
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Texanqecxux BOHpOOOB Ha codpanuu arpoao—

MOB Kouxosa /KnecaH oduacrL/; BOOHOMK—

Hanna Marepn o Bofiae /sanuos upoeeuena ee

OHHOM uoma /eRacau odu./; deceua co

cuyxamefi 3 es yqpexueauu /qepHuroacKag

odu./; pasroaop Ha yuuue qerupex Kouxoa—
q /qepxaccxaa odu./. Bo Bcex cuyqaau

yxpauHcKzfi 333K duu pouHuM aauxom undop-

manroe. Hpeucraaueno 5 ecKnx n 3 Myx-

cxux rouoca.

Hpnmep cuonraHHoro Texora: 1/300 MG/ Ham

Bououa Ta Bienme /540 MG/ rm /260 MO/ ra—

Ke apodua /70 MO/ xopHa /70 MG/ OTaK,BiSB—
my me Ha... /100 M0/ Ta Hauepy x 1 Ha...

/320 MO/ Ha re re fi issapn /1000 MG/ Ta

Taxufi mecruuirposufl /230 MC/ qaeyHenL /220

MG/ 1 me /280 MO/ 1 us /150 MG/ Ha rpm pa-
3n /230 MG/ Tpeda /380 M0/ To BOHK owners
Ta KEIYTB /180 Mc/ a /160 Mc/ cxopo /170

MG/ uauo dynamo /I40 mc/ saxouory form /70

MG/ Hi eaxapeae Hi samxeapeHe /230 M0/.
Text: Our Volodya made a millstone. So

used to grind the grain with it. Then

would put the flower into a six litre pot

and boi it to make soup. And the children

were sitting and waiting. When shall have

the soup? and in it there was neither

meat nor any fat.

Ho JlaHHHM nepuen'rmaaoro aHaunsa oupeueue-

nu meuouuqecxne HSMeHeHHH u naysauua Tex-
era; no uaHHuM uncrpymeurauLHoro aaauuea
yxaeaHa uuuweubuocrb nays /Mc/; Tenn pequ
MHQOpMaHTa /=cpeunss Beuuquna uuureunaocru

cuora /Mc/, roaausnufi umauasou /Tn/, wax-
cumausnue BeuuquHu q.o.T. /Pu/, EHTeHCKB-

HOCTB SByaHH /MM/.

PEBYHLEATH HHTOHOTPAQHEECKOIO AHAHMBA

B cocraa duoxa mower ouurb or I no 9 do-

newuqecxux cuoe /dousmee Rouuqecreo cuoa

ecrpeqaeuca peuKo/. Hexcuqecxaa uuuHa duo-

xa Haxouurca a npamofi 3aeucumocru or TeM-

ua peqn undopmaara: npu douee ducrpom

Temne uuuHa duoxa oqHo doubme. Cueuyem

umeus B Buuy odycuoaueHHocrL remua pequ

ncuxouoruqecxumu OGOOGHHOCTHMM roeopume-

r0, curyauuefi u Temofl odmeHua. Haupumep,e

paccxaae o cede, o ceoefi padore u CBMBS

Temu pequ roaopamero /xenmnaa/ duu paBeH

197,3 MG /duox oouepxur B cpeuHeM 1,98

cuoea/3 npu BenouHoeaHHom pacoKase o pou-

HHX, norudmux BO BpeMH Bofiau /peqL unorna

nepedxsaerca nuaq/, Temu pequ sameuueH-

Hufi — 223,1 MG /du0K paBeH 2,42 cuosa/3

cnouwaaaaa peqh Ha codpanun, upedynmafl
0T roeopamero /Mquua/ ydexuenus cuyma—
Teuefl, Kmeua douee ducrpufi TeMn - IIBZG

MC /duox paBeH 3,31 cuoea/. Xouz BO Bcex

TeKcTax Hemauo duonoe, umewmnx no onHOMy

cuoey. B CpeuHeM duox couepmur 2-3 ®0He‘
Tuqecxnx cuoea. B maroaaunu OnaBHHCRKX

uuueparypHux seuKoB /HMKouaeBa/ ormeqeuo

uaysauLHoe BequeHeHue nocueuaero cuOBa

Qpasa. Tauoe we asuenne HaduwuaeTCH n B
CHOHTaHHOfi pequ. Hpu euom Hepeufio HaPY’
mawrcs ceMaHTuqecxue u rpawmaruqecxue

CBHSM: naysa noeeuaeuca memuy onpeneflfi‘
DMMM M onpeueuHeMHM cuoBOM /niu upO-

Bfifi /I50 MO/ dypsu; ... niu nepmy-Jlinmy
/230 MO/ KyuLTypy/; memny npenuKaTOM K
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cydteKTOM pequ, /a_Bu mo/ caMi/.roeopu—

Te?//, a «pyrom/ uic//; nepeu odcrogreun-
creom /...MoxHa noxararuca /390 Mc/ Ha
piqui//... a a npaunn /326 MG/ 3 ropcode-

31//.

Muanmausaufi duox, cocrosmufi M3 ouHoro

cuoea, qame Boero npeucraBueH mexuome-

TMGM, conaom, meoronmenneM/Hy, Tax, cos,

i, aue, a. H/. BpeMH asyqanua ouHoouoro-

Boro duoxa oduq yBeunqo.- 310 M0 upu
cpeunecuoroaofi uuureunuocru pequ 212 M0;

296 Mo npu 187 MG n T.u./. Hpu erom mec-

ropacnouoxeune duoxa B pequ - a Haqaue,

cepeuMHe nuu Koaue doaoadaaua — He BAKE-

6T Ha ero uuureuaaocrb. B ouHocuOBHOM

duoxe, nmewmeM 3—5 cuoros, MOKHO npocue-

numb renueauun K ymeHLmeHun cpeunecuoro—

Bofi nunreusaocru B Haqausnofi nosuunu. B

peqOM Texcre MOKHO Haduwuarb uocueuo—

Baueuhnocrb ouHocuoeHux duoxos, undo me

qepeuoeaaue douee uuuHHoro peqeeoro duo-

Re 0 Hecxounxumn xparxumu. Ormeqeao, qro

roaopamufi usmeaaer Temn sByaMH KpaTKMX

duoxoe TaKHM odpaaoM, qro uuureusaocrb

eeyauH Kaxuoro us uocueuOBaTeuLHo pac-

nouoeHux duoxoe uoqrn anaflunaerca. Hpu

cemanrmqecxu paBHofi Harpyaxe duoxoe cyme-

cyeT ux remnopaubnoe ynouodueHuezposxa-

qYDTBOH B flpadoei /I22,4 Mp/, posxaqynun—
03 B Bouoronomi /IO2,2 Md/. posxaqywrbca

B CMiui. nou'MaTe /I20,8 MC/. BHaquTeus—

Has BapHaTHBHOOTB B axycrnqecxofi'crpyx-

TYpe duoxa umeeT KaK myHKuuoaaubHoe, Tax

u COGCTBeHHO KOHcyKTuBHoe aHaqMe,

BaxHoe nun peqoro noroxa. B saaepmanmefi
qaoru duoxa mower darn npeucraeuea Bocxo-

nfimufi nun poanafi TOH Ha cpeuHeM TOHanBHOM

Ypoane, onpeueuaemufi' KaK HenouHoe easep—

meHne /omuuaHne npououena pequ/. Ha K0-

HeqHOM yuapuom ruacHOM moxer OHTB npeu-

craBueHo Bocxouame—Hucxouamee usuxeuue

Tone, rue Hucxouemufl TOH oxaarueaer He

dousme 1/3 aByKa u He Buuaer Ha uepuen-

THBHYD xapaKTepMcruKy ruacaoro KaK BOO-

xouflmero. HOBOHLHO nocueuosareunnofi HB-

uaeTcH seaucmwocrs, npu Koropofi Haqauo
cueuywmero duoxa roaausao Hume sasepme-
HMH upeumecueynmero duoxa. Rpm eTOM nay—

sa, paeueufinmafi duoxu, MOxeT OHTB nun-

TeuLHofl, OqB uuureubaofi w Kparxofl. B

cuoaraHHofi peqn BoeMozHu TaKme pasuuqe

Buua cooraomeaua Konua upeumecreywmero u

Haqaua nocueuynmero duoxoe.

Tonausaue nemeHeHua B duoxe, cocroameM

us HeGKonBKKX cuoe, qame Bucrynawr a BM-

ue aouaoodpasnoro Konrypa c BHCOKHM 3a-

BepmeHweM. Hoeouuno qerxo upoanuaercs

Romnencupymmufi xapaxrep BpeMeHHHX, uuaa-

muqecxux n TOHanBHHX xapaxrepucrux.

AHanMS qacrouaoro unanaeoaa duoxoa cuon—

TaHHofi pequ, npoaeueHHufi B CREEK 0 deman-

TMKOfl Texcra, noeaouuu ycranoamrb dous-

myo qaorornocws duoxoa c umauasoaom 15-

20 um; duoxu o ysxuM uuanaaoaom /10 HT

u meHBme/ couepxaun undo Beounyn KOH-

cmpyxunn, undo consu m qacruuu, T0 ecus

cemaHTuqecKn u maronauuonao ouuuqauucn

or ocaoeaoro TBKCTa. Buoxn c douee mupo-
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RKM TOHaHBHHM nuanasouom oxasuaaca map—

KepaMM Haqana mpaau, ycTaHoaneHHofi aynu-

TKBHHM HyTeM.

MHTGHOMBHOOTB cuonwaHHofi peqn upeBumaeT,

no HamuM HadnwneHMHM, nareacnaaooms unwe-

paTypHofi peqn. B Kaxnom Onoxe ouoawaaaofi

peqn yaennqeaue amnnuwynu unrencusuocrn-

nonqepxnaaeT MH®OpMaTMBHufi /cemaHae-

cxnfi/ ueHTp, BHflBHfiEMHfi na®opmaamom.

Amnnnryna HHTeHOMBHOGTK oqens Bapmarnaaa,

maxcumansuaa Benuqnaa z ee mecwononoxe-

Hne B Onoxe pnHo upencxasyemo. Bmecre

c TeM moxno ormerurs HeKowopoe qepenoaa-

HMS nareucuaaux K cnadonawenonnnux yqacT-

ROB pequ a onuou GnOKe. Ypoaeas unwan-

cnaaocrn B sanepmeann Onoxa nocTaTqo

sucox z oduqao cooraewcrayer Buboxomy TO-

Hannnomy saaepmenum. Moxno Taxxe crue-

TKTB Konowpyxrnnaoe Tarorenue uzKa HH-

Teacuaaocwn K Haqany onoxa. Maren-

cuaaocrs Bosazxaer B KaInOM Onoxe mana-

qanLHo, Bennqnna ee coownocuma c cemanwn—
Ko-KommyHHKaTHBHofi Harpysxofi onoga,
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ATTRIBUTION OP RUSSIAN LITERARY PARAPHONETICS

Zh.V.GANIYEV

MOSCOW STATE PEDAGOGIC INSTITUTE

OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES,USSR, 119034

ABSTRACT

What remains in the significant

after the language-specific informa-

tion is "taken away" - viz types and

number of gap fillers, prolongation of

vowels and consonants, unusual vowel

variations at the end of sense—groups,

non-linguistic pauses etc. - functions

in conformity with the general norms

of human behaviour as part of language

etiquette. '~,'

17- ..

INTRODUCTION .
A full description of text.phonetics

includes, apart from the positional rea-

lization of phonemes and_proscdic means,

a specific "remainder" which means types

and number of non-linguistic speech gap

.fillers, prolongation and distinctive

segment variations at the end of speech

segments etc. At the level.of phonetics

a linguistic message is-accompanied by

parentheses and non-linguistic segment

variations (paraphonetic means). An in-

vestigation of reading and unprepared

speech (an interview and.text rendering,

10 hours of taped materials in total)

has shown that the Russian literary

language speakers, examined in the ex-

periment used in their unprepared speech

from 15 to 20 different paraphonetisms

per minute. In reading this figure is

8-10 times less. Paraphonetisms are as

if attached to the end of speech segments

and are, therefore, of supersegmental na-

ture, even though they do not accompany

phonemes as tone or intensity do. Like

social and situational variations of ex-

plicative means, paraphonetic phenomena

are never rigidly determined by stratifi-

cation and/or situational factors. Yet,

one may speak of a certain regular corres-

pondence and subsequently of a sociolin-

guistic value of probability correlations,

as applied to paraphonetic phenomena.

PARENTHESES

a) w. observe introduction of g; sounds
(refered as er'ling later on in the paper)

in all types of unprepared speech as a

sign of reflection (hesitation) in a cer-

tain emotional state which can range from

emotional strain to neglect of the situa-

tion. In the overwhelming majority of ca-

ses these sounds are of incomplete forma-

tion and are considerably less intense

than linguistic sounds.(This is additio-

nally indicated with round brackets). Not

any erPing strikes one's ears with one and

the same effect. There are moderate types

and there are "monstrous" types which can

be heard right away and are unpleasant (Of.

[(3), (m) andEazuezmn'i],[a:ufa:m]. Na-
turally enough first types are more fre-

quent). Er'ing also depends on the func-
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tional state of the examinees. They had

different attitudes towards their inter-

viewers and the experiment itself since
their social experience made then assess
differently one and the same situation
even though the experiment took place in
surroundings quite usual for them, i.e.
they were interviewed at the plant, in
the theatre or in the college where_the
informants work or study. Horeover no-one
of then had not met the interviewer befo-
re. One part of them who were young work-
ers from InscOI enterprises were somewhat
embarrassed in their speech behaviour, ta-
king the interview as something unusual.
By intuition they tried to improve the
aestheticism of their speech and er'ed in
answering questions and rendering me text
far less frequently than those who were
more at ease, i.e. students and actors.

Students proved to be more at ease
of them all: their noticeable unpleasant
er'ing accounts for 40 per cent of all pa-
rentheses. In actors and young workers
moderate and hardly noticeable er'ing ac-
counts for two thirds of all parentheses.
It is probable that part of the non—too-
pleasant-foroear er'ing was controled by
the speaker. Be as if shifted off his
responsability for his unpleasant mumbling
onto the interviewer, as if saying: You
ask me a question and I ponder and search.
You can see that, so Just have patience.
laybe in different, less nervous surroun-
dings, when they had no strict necessity
to follow the thread of the—interview
their er'ing would be more moderate in
terms of quality and quantity.
b) Prolongation of vowels (final vowels
mostly) is a phenomenon similar to er'ing.
Prolongation of consonants is somewhat
further from er'ing as vocal phenomenon
since also voiceless consonants can be
prolonged. Prolongation of vowels is ob-
served most often in the con:unctionsu10,n

‘parasite words wy,301', in certain prepo- ’
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sitions and the particle 370. Sometimes
it is also observed in personal pronouns.
Prolongation of speech-sounds is observed
in the unprepared speech roughly as often
as er‘ing (100 times an hour). Vowels are
prolonged 4 times more often than conso-
nants. At any rate, correlation between
the numer of cases of er'ing and the pro-
longation of speech-sounds in individual
informants proved to be inversely propor-
tional: those who abused of er'ing used
prolongation less frequently whereas those
who er'ed less often and unnoticeably pro-
longed speech-sounds more frequently.
c,d) Physiologically the phenomena of the
breath and voiceless explosion of vocal
cords are similar to prolongation of con-
sonants. The breath is held subconsiously
when speech sounds are on the verge to
appear and the stage of control selection
of speech units is not yet finished. Cord
explosions are due to similar reasons.
Six hours of unprepared speech yielded
70 cases of breath holding phenomenon.
This phenomenon is practically non-exis-
tant in the speech of those who are used
to answer questions and to solve speech
problems. Naturally enough, best of all
these requirements are met by students.
As to the voiceless explosion of cords.
most cases of this phenomenon are observ-
ed in those who have a habit to hold
breath.

e) Noisy sighs when inhaling or exhalingo
similar to noticeable er'ing, are out of
Place and indestrable in the context 0f
official surroundings. The experiment has
shown that er'ing and noisy sighs have a
statistical correlation: when choosing
the next words in unprepared speech young
workers produced noisy sighs twice 1855
fTGQUently as students and actors did-
f) When the front of the tongue comes un-
stuck from the hard .palate and the sides

:: the t0118116 come unstuck of the checks
9? produce smacking which fills the
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pause necessary to ponder over a phrase.

Besides this, smacking typical of a tired

reader when he starts a new paragraph.

Snacking, if audible, is Just as unplea-

sant as mumbling. Snacking can mean both

neglect towards interlocutor or disappoint-

ment with the subject of the discussion.

Actors use smacking_to create an image

vof uncultured Philistine. At the last

stage-of the experiment after 40-45 minu-

tes of work the informants were asked to

read aloud two texts (one of them Jocular,

as if produced by this very Philistine

and the other, a serious one where the in-

formant immitates a new announcer). The

informants were getting tired as they

were reading the second text after the

first one. This was evidenced by the num-

ber of smacking in the students and work-

ers, but not the actors. Those actors who

use smacking to make the speech more co-

lourful smacked practically in the Jacu-

lar text every time they took the breath.

Reading the announcer text none of them

smacked at all. And yet, unprepared speech

of actors produced different results. Here

all of them smack. The experiment has

shown that students smacked more than

others (twice as frequently as_actors

and 8-9 times as frequently as young

workers). ’

8) Nonelinguistic pauses are also known

as hesitation pauses, pauses of pondering

or word selection etc. Retelling a six-

hundred-word text the workers had more

such difficulties than young intellectu-

als: the workers had 50 and almost 50 per

cent more of non-linguistic pauses if

compared with the actors and students

respectively. If it is reasonable that in

conformity with official etiquette e si-

lent pause (er'ing for example). then
this etiquette was more strictly observed

by the young workers. The number of their

silent pauses is 8 times as great as their
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er'ing. The same indices for actors and

students are 2.2 and 5 times respectively.

VARIATIONS

Unlike parentheses, variations are_hot

sighs of reflection, selection or hesita-

tion. There paraphonetic phenomena are

widely spread in reading and are socially

determined as sighs of speech careless-

ness. ' v

a) localization is probably the most harm-

ful variation for the etiquette and it

is considered to be even vulgar. Nasali-

zation does not depend on the vicinity

of a nasal consonant. It is produced by

air escaping simultaneously through na-

sal and mouth cavities (...rpannunossufi
npaanflnx Kuufifib. This is caused by a care-

less pre-emptive lowering of the soft

pulate (and the tongue) before the speech

segment is ended. The actors did not

have any nasslization at all when reading,

even though in general this phenomenon

was registered 600 times in the course

of the experiment. Both reading and un-

prepared speech of the workers account

for 80 per cent of all nasalization ca-

ses. In each individual group the females

nasalized pre-pause sounds 5-6 times more

frequently than the males. ‘

b) The speech organs wanting to take

their neutral position pre-emptively "de-

mobilize" post-stressed high vowels at

the end of sense-groups: flapuc,a nae TBOH'

Hapuuccfg?Bmacusue ouunou[n’fiiflpporue
uocxsnuu w rocrn cronnufimetc. In reading

such phenomena are much less frequent

than in unprepared speech (1:5). Profes-

sional young actors read without any

"demobilization" at all. The students

account for 10 per cent of the cases,

the remainingIQO per cent are accounted

by the workers. The actors account for

15 per cent of all cases of "demobiliza-

tion“ in unprepared speech. Students and

young workers account for the remaining
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30 and 65 per cent of cases respectively.
furthermore it should be mentioned that
high vowels deformation is predominantly
typical of females.

c) Hamming at the end of sense-groups is
also anothei result of speech careless—
ness. It is produced when vocal cord con-
tinue to vibrate whereas the lips are al-
ready closed in the neutral position. 180
cases of strong and the same number of
weak cases of hemming were registered in
the experimentu roponem), nesymxnm),
o xenursde(u).npo [H’a36(u)] etc.
This phenomenon prevails in the females
of all social groups. Also it is less
marked in students and most important in
workers.

CONCLUSIONS

The experiment was conducted with infor-
mants part of when are actors speaking
professionally stage Russian. others are
Russian language students who had studi-
ed Russian orphoepy and expressive rea-
ding and still others are workers who
have no special knowledge in Russian or-
phoepy. All the informants can be consi~
dered young people by the standards of
Soviet psycology. All of them had spent
their early years in loscow (such selec-
tion allowed to prevent undesirable dis-
torsions of results). Each of the three
groups consists of an equal number of
informants having general secondary edu-
:ation at least. The groups were equally
ievided into males and females. The ex-
periment has shown that paraphonetics in
speech is governed by the general norms
of huna._behaviour as part of the speech
etiquette. lherever the linguistic norm
is based, among other things. on aesthe-
tic factors. via those of taste,'cu1tu-
rel tradition, pretige of established
standards, the non-linguistic norms are
somewhat similar to linguistic norms or
rather to the nest elementary norm of
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usage.

Apparently innate, since they mani.
fest their existence in nonplinguietic
functioning of the speech apparatus,py
raphonetic means are, in fact, dependent
on the current conventions. Reactionato
them are conditioned by historically
formed attitudes of the nation to sped;
fic verbal behaviour patterns.
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ABSTRACT

Perception by American subjects of
English iambic and trochaic words spo-
ken by L learners of English whose
native tgngues were Russian,Chinese and
Kirghiz_has shed some light both on
universal and specific properties of
English word stress. The results seem
to be helpful in practical pedagogical
work.

INTRODUCTION

In English word stress,as is well known,
one can find the whole array of phonolo-
gical problems: first and foremost, it
plays an important role in organizing,
recognition and discrimination of words.
Another problem concerns the existence
of degrees of stress. A specific feature
of English stress is
full grade quality vowels in pretonic
and post-tonic syllables. In the latter
case Gimson /2/ speaks about prominence
of unstressed syllables. Then a question
arises as to whether these two linguis-
tic notions have anything in common with
linguistic experience of Englishspeakers.
An experimental study conducted by Nadi-
bsidze /5/ provided no evidence in sup-
port of the existence of four distincti-
ve degrees of stress in AB and seemed to
confirm the view expressed earlier by
Zinder /7/ that discrimination of the
degrees of stress in phonetic terms is
hardly possible. It may only have phone-
mic value. ~

the occurrence of‘

of word
stress have been mostly connected withits
perceptual aspect, human linguistic ex-
perience being in its centre, as Bondarko

Recent findings in the domain

/1/ puts it. Within the frame of such an
approach one can place studies on percep-
tion of distorted word accentual patterns.
It is a widely known fact that target-lan-
guage word accentual patterns suffer great
changes in the speech of foreign language
learners. Experimental perceptual studies
of such patterns have become popular and
contribute both to understanding stress
as a language universal and to providing
guide—lines in practical pedagogical work.

METHODS AND MATERIAL

The present study was aimed at investiga-
ting the perception by American subjects
of accentually distorted words in non-na-
tive pronunciation.The non-natives chosen
for the experiments were Russian, Chinese
and Kirghiz speakers. The languages they
represented either distantly resembled
English or crucially differed from it in
terms of stress function in the phonetic
systems of the languages under study as
gill as in the stress pattern manifesta-

on.

Russian word stress is known to be an ef-
ficient means of combining syllables of a
word into a close-knit unit. The existen-
ce of stress in Chinese has been proved
by experimental investigations /6/. How-
ever, the viewpoint depriving Chinese of
both the word in its classical form and
word stress is not uncommon /4/. In a vo-
wel harmony bound word of the Kirghizlan-
guage the main stress is traditionally as-
signed to the last syllable. Coexistence
of two prosodic layers/stress and vowel
harmony/ seems to be doubtful.
Cross-language investigation in this stu-
dy was-not an end in itself.Cross-1angua-
ge interference has been used here as a
natural means of modifying the accentual
struiture of a word in a predictable di-
rec on.
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The inventory of linguistic material con-
sisted of 135 English iambic and trochaic
words, two syllable in size, with all the
monophthongs possible both in stressed
and unstressed syllables. The words were
embedded in a contextually neutral carri-
er-phrase. The material was recorded by
two Americans, two Russians, two Chinese
and a Kirghiz speaker. The tokens produc-
ed by Americans were used as refinance ma-
terial. While recording the material,care
was taken to ensure that the target-words
were in a phrase-nuclear position. The
tone was falling.
The team of trained phoneticians has cho-
sen a set of 500 stimuli both close to
the standard stress patterns and deviant
from them.
The first listening test /Experiment If
was designed to test American subjects on
their ability to define accentual patterns
in the presented material. The subjects
were American students enrolled in a Rus-
sian language programme at The Leningrad
State University. The procedure was the
following: the subjects were asked to
listen to experimental phrases and define
the accentual patterns of the target
words, i.e. the number of syllables and
stress placement, using the symbols 4-,
--, --. /To keep the experiment withhithe
limits of feasibility, several subsets
were prepared/.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results were evaluated b a sir te .
The stimuli were divided int: twognmaggr
groups: the first, where our subjects dis-
played complete consistency in their jud-
gements disregarding whether they identi-
fied the right or the wrong stress pat-
tern, and the second group where their
responces were inconsistent. /In TABLES
I-IV: $1.32 - American speakers, 83, S4 -
Russian speakers, 85, S6 - Chinese spea-
kers, S7 - Kirghiz speakerl.

TABLE I. Data on the perception of all
the stimuli.

Speakers—fatterns ConsistentJInconsistent
. judgement,% Judgement ,%

The following observations can be made
from TABLE I. There were no wrong judge-
ments of accentual patterns in the stimuli
pronounced by Russian and Chinese summers,
The opposite results were obtained for the
stimuli spoken by the Kirghiz speaker. He
was unable to realize the required accen-
tual pattern, stress phenomenon being ap-
parently of no linguistic importance for

The group of stimuli inconsistently judged
by the subjects was not uncommon even wifir
in the group of tokens produced by Ameri-
can speakers. It is in that group that the
subjects either placed two stress marks in
one word, or shifted the stress mark from
the syllable prescribed by the norm.

TABLE II. Data on perception of consist-
ently judged stimuli.

Speakers Patterns PERCEPTION,%
Standard Non-standard

one double-
stress stress

S1 47 g; 3 35
7- 3 38

32 -7 59 3 38
7- 66 B 26

S3 -7 61 8 31
7- 71 8 21

S4 -7 62 12 26
7- 63 10 27

S5 - -7 59 9 32
S6 1- 49 12 39

'7 23' 2 32
S7 -’-,- 52 6 42

-- 60 4 35

When a t test was applied to the data 01
TABLE II, the values obtained never reach-
ed significance /to a 1.96/, but for all
the speakers the va ues were rather 01°59to-the critical value, especially so forthe Kirghiz speaker. It seems that the
sub ects, when evaluatin the accentual
pat erns of the group unger study, 30“”themselves in an ambiguous situation.ThiS
aggiggityE/orlentropy /H/, was subject to
Hm1n=°§ . n our experiment Hmaxg1'58'

right wrong

31 4- 78 0 22 TABLE III Entro ‘I - py data on th istent-
S2 2: 31’ 8 2; 1y/A/ and inconsistently/B/ dfidgggsstimulio

s3 3: g? 8 1; Speakers H. BITS or INFORMATION
74 97 0 3 A: B3

34 -7 33 0 10 "- '- -- —-
-' 0 12 S1 0 67

s 4- . 0.79 1.11 1.16
5 -4 32 3. 22 g; 0.59 0.60 1.13 1.21

, 32 S4 0.65

-4 59 29 ,g 0.54 0.52 1.17 1.20
S7 0.69 0.48 1.25 1.16
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From comparison of the data it is obvious

that the subjects experienced greater dif-

ficulties when defining the patterns of

the stimuli in group B. To put it figura—

tively, those stimuli possessed a kind of

"eroded", or "loose" structure.
It remained to be seen whether there were

any phonetic grounds for assigning the

stimuli to that group. At the present sta-

ge of the study we were content with eva-

luating the quality of vowels in unstres-

sed syllables by ear.
The stimuli obtained from American speak-

ers were those with full vowels in un-

stressed syllables. It is of interest1hat

the entropy values calculated for all the

stimuli produced by S1 were different for

tokens containing /1/, /a/, on the one

hand, and for full vowels in unstressed

syllables, on the other hand, the values

being 0.66, 0.78, 0.97 for iambic words
and 0.65, 0.65, 0.95 for trochaic ones,
respectively. The occurrence of full vo-

wels in unstressed syllables seems to

bring about ambiguity in defining the

accentual pattern.
Unstressed vowels produced by Russian

speakers were considerably reduced both

in quality and quantity.Nevertheless thee

was a group of stimuli where unstressed
vowels seemed to-be less obscured, where

our subjects displayed a tendency to the

increase of inconsistency.
As TABLE I indicates, inconsistency was

most pronounced for Chinese speakers. The

explanation of this tendency might be the

preservation of tonal features in both

stressed and unstressed syllables, tone I

and tone IV being the most common associ—

ations with characteristics of both syl-

lables of the word, as well as the rela-

tive pitch difference between them, as

judged by ear.
In the experimental words pronounced by

the Kirghiz speaker the unstressed vowels

stood out both for quality and quantity

which led the subjects to perceive them

as stressed.
In planning Experiment I we started from
the idea that a thick foreign accaItwould

obscure the segmental structure and hence

the meaning of the words under study. Our

subjects were, therefore,expected to eva-

luate the accentual structure proper.

EXperiment II was designed to test the
validity of the results of Experiment I.

The experimental material composed of ran-
domly chosen stimuli of both A and B

groups Was presented to a group of 6 sub7
jects in white noise / s/n ratio a -4dB/.
Subjects were asked to tick the word in

the carrier-phrase and mark stress /stres-

sea/. Comparison of data of both experi-
ments is given in TABLE IV.
As can be seen, the subjects' responces

in Experiment I and Experiment II collap-
sed into the same groups with respect to

their consistency and inconsistency.Thus,

the procedure in Experiment I seems tore-
ceive a certain support. /It is worth no-
ting that the data on perception of both
iambic and trochaic words, pronounced by‘
speakers 3-7 as Well as of the whole ex-
perimental set of stimuli of reference
speakers were combined/.

TABLE IV. Data on perception of stimuli
in Experiment I and Experiment II.

PERCEPTION, %
Experiment I Experiment II

Speakers Stan- Non— Stan- Non-
dard -standard dard standard

onekkmmle- one/double-
stress stress

S1, 82 88 4 13 72 1O 18
$3 88 3 9 94 1 5
S4 86 4 1O 86 8 6
SS 78 5 17 69 5 26
$6 77 3 20 70 5 25
S7 81 2 17 68 6 26

In summary, the results of both experi-
ments seem to shed some light on univer-
sal and specific properties of English
word stress. From the point of view of
native subjects' perception the linguis-
tic material was divided into two main
groups. In patterns with [1/ and la / in
unstressed syllables the subjects found
no difficulty in stress placement, though
one might expect phonetic manifestation
of stress to vary in the production of
non-native speakers. These findings can
be treated as manifestations of the uni-
versal character of the stress phenomenon.
In structures with unstressed full vowels,
stress failed to perform its organizing
function. It is this group ofsthmfli that
gives us a hint of the specific nature of
English word stress.The findings reported
here do not contradict what is known about
intimate links of word and phrase prosody
in English. In a once-observed production
of a sentence ' e've got a ‘canteen,‘too% -
the nuclear tone occurred on a pretonic
/according to the norm/ syllable Anna-l.
May not this shift of stress be attribut-
ed to the fact that for the English lan-
guage speaker it is the rhythmic group
and not the word that is of great impor-
tance both in language production.aniper-
ception, as has been put by Kassevich?
/personal communication/.
The reported data seem to have a certain
instructional value for those involved in
foreign language teaching. The knowledge
of the universal and specific nature of
Word stress in a target and in native lan-
guages may contribute to devising a suc-
cessful strategy in word accentual pattern
training. Especially reassuring_ seems to

be the finding that perception of stress
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may not be hindered by its varying phone-
tic manifestation in the speech of L2
learners of English.
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AN EXPERIMENT ION PERCEPTION 0F LITHUANIAN

VOWELS 'BY ENGLISH SUBJECTS

BRONIUS SVECEVICIUS

Experimental Phonetics Laboratory
Vilnius State University
Vilnius, Lithuania, USSR, 232000

ABSTRACT

The English base of perception has been

checked by an experiment on the correspon-

dence between Standard Lithuanian vowels

and Standard English ones. It was found

that the Lithuanian vowels /E/‘ and [1‘1/

were the most difficult for the English

listeners to respond to. It is suggested

that the above vowels are characterized by

some specific features which are not comp

mon in the vowel system of English.

INTRODUCTION

The present experiment was stimulated by a

lack of objective data on vowel perception

in the methods of teaching English pronun-

ciation to Lithuanians. Such experiments

also provide a useful check in elucidating

the process by which vowel sounds of a fo-

reign (quite unfamiliar) language are per-

ceived and compared to the native ones.

According to the theses of perceptive pho-

netics /l/, the perception of segmental

and suprasegmental speech units is based

on the comparison of these with the "stan-

dards". The rules of comparison stand for

a program of operations by which a given

signal is being compared with the stan—

dards.

The linguistic, perceptive basis is formed

in man in the process of mastering a gi-

ven language (dialect). Different language

systems correspond to different perceptive

linguistic bases. '

With this in view, we find it rather dif-

ficult to select a uniform group of naive

listeners with a uniform perceptive basis

of English though all the subjects might-

understand RP and use it in practice.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A tape recording of Standard Lithuanian

monophthongs and two "diphthongoids"p(iso-

lated and in /t/+V position) spoken by an,

experienced phonetician was presented to

25 phonetically naive listeners (first

year students from Great Britain staying

in Minsk State Pedagogical Institute of

Foreign Languages). Each vowel with a nor—
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mal duration was repeated three times and

followed by a two-second pause. An inst-

ruction was played by tape recorder using

RP (the text spoken by an Englishman, a

teacher of English).

The first session of the experiment ended

in failure. The listeners were not adapted

to listen to the signals presented. Then

the second session was arranged in which

the subjects Were asked to listen to the

whole recording twice for audial adapta-

tion before being given an answar sheet.

THE RESULTS

The results of the second session revealed

a group of 10 listeners who were rather

constant in their responses. Basing on the

data obtained we find that all Standard

Lithuanian vowels (including the "diph-
thongoids" /ie/ and /uo/) as perceived by'
the English subjects fall into 3 groups:

1. Vowels that readily find their corres-

pondences in RP. Such Standard Lithuanian

/a-:/u /u3/9 /°:/o /i=/o /é/’
vowels are

/é/.

2. Vowels that are perceived as similar

correspondences in English. Such are Li-
thuanian long ‘diphthongized vowels /e:/,
/&a:/ (which were accepted as the English'
diphthongs /ei/ and /Es/, respectively)
and the "diphthengoids" /ie/. /uo/ recog-
nized BB‘/13/ and /ua/.

3. Vowels that find no correspondences in

English. No regularities were observed in

perceiving the short Lithuanian vowels /i/

and /&/. This may be explained by diffe-

rent spectral as well as prosodic features

for these vowels as compared to the Eng-

lish /I/ and /U/.

The alternative perception of /a/ (marked

by "afla"in most answers) confirms the

tendency of /52/ being retracted to /a/.

The data.obtained suggested some new clues

to the methods of teaching English pronun-

ciation to Lithuanians. These data were

also applied in compiling a simplified

phonetic transcription for a Lithuanian-

English phrase-book /2/.
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ON SOME PEDAGOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE VOWEL SYSTEM IN SPANISH,
REGARDING CZECH LANGUAGE AS THE MOTHER TONGUE

JANA KULLovfi

Faculty of Philosophy
Charles University
Prague, CSSR, 110 00

ABSTRACT On the other hand, auditive analysis by

Comparison of the acoustic structure native speakers of Spanish discourses

of Spanish and Czech v0wels suggest produced by Czech speakers, as well as

that.even in textbooks designed for a experiences:in teaching Czech to Spanish-

wider public appropriate attention speaking population have revealed a more

should be devoted to pronountiation. complicated relationship between the two

vowel systems.

Correct pronountiation of Spanish vowels Comparing the F1 and F2 values of Spanish

has been given only little attention in and Czech vowels we obtain.the following:

Czech instruction books on Spanish. The Czech.vqwsla [71: \i] _ F1 300 _ 500 Hz

authors have mainly relied on the facts F2 2100 - 2700 Hz

that both in Spanish and Czech there_are [e] - F1 500 ~ 700 Hz

five vowel phonemes /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, --F2 1600 - 2100 Hz

/u/ and the vowel position does not [a] - F1 800 - 1000 Hz

affect its auditive characteristics L1], F2 1200 - 1400 Hz

,l2],[3]. major distinctions were seen . [o] - F1 500 - 700 Hz

in the Czech phonological quantity and F2 900 _ 1200 Hz

numerous tautosyllabic vowel groups [P] ‘ F1 300 ‘ 500 Hz

/di- and triphtongs/ in Spanish. In . F2 500 - 1000 Hz

textbooks designed for a wider public Spanish vowels 34:,25j:

there have been only scarce mentions [i] _ F1 202 _ 243 Hz

about Spanish having vowel phonemes /e/ . - F2 2308 _ 2422 Hz

and /o/ with both openffj :LDI and [e] - F1 283 - 405 Hz

Closed [a], [o] combinatoric variants; F2 1822 _ 2349 Hz

Thus the authors usually stated that [a] -_ F1 607 - 729 Hz

in general the Spanish and Czech vowel F2 1012 - 1417 Hz

pronuntiations correspOnd. [b] -‘F1 283 - 505 Hz
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- F2 850 - 1012 Hz

[u] - r: 203 - 243 Hz
F2 576 - 850 Hz

It is evident‘that-11 has considerably

lower values in: Spanish that in Czech.

The Czech vowels F2 values indicate, gene-

rally, mayor dispersion than that of Span-

ish vowels.

Thus the acoustic structure of Czech i-

vowels falls into the dispersion area of

Spanish e-vowels; the dispersion area of

Czech es and o-vowels partly cuts across

that of Spanish a-vowels; the dispersion

area of Czech u-vowel covers partly the

dispersion area of Spanish o-vowels.
Czech a-vowels thus reveal incorparably

higher Fl than their Spanish counterparts.

Hearing on mind that the resulting F1 and

F2 values are in any case result of an

overall configuration of the oral cavity

[fij generalizing the statement about

direct proportions between F1 and oral

cavity opening, and between F2 and front

articulation, we may suggest, especially

for teaching purposes, that compared to

Spanish the Czech vowel articulation is

more open; thus thus Czech i-vowels reach

the acoustic values of Spanish e- vowels,
etc.

Under certain circumstances, inaccurate

pronuntiation may hamper communication.

This fact is a sufficient reason for

maximal extension of both instructions
and practical drilling of Spanish vowel

pronuntiation in textbooks in preparat.

103.
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FAKTOREN DER PHONETISCHEN (WORT-)VERSTKNDLICHKEI1‘
IN DER FREMDSPRACHE (DEUTSCH)

URSUIA HIRSCHFEID

Herder-Institut dsr Karl-Marx-
Universit Leipzig 7022, D133

ZUSAIMENFASSUNG

Eim sxpsrimsntells Untsrsuohung dss Znssmmsn-
hangs von Art and Grad der Aussprachsabwsiohun- :
gen in dsr Frsmdsprachs und dsr Vsrstflndlichksit
dsr tshlsrhattsn Kuflsrungen bsim Muttsrsprschler
ist tfir sins Nsubsstimmung von Ziel und Inhalt
des Phonetikuntsrrichts von groBer Bedsutung.

1. DAS PROBLEI DER PHONETISCHEN VERSTKMJLICHKEIT
II PREIDSPRACHENUNTERRICHT

Portschritts in der trsmdsprachigsn Artikulation
und Intonation lasssn sich msist nur mit srhsb-
lichen Zeit- und Konzsntrationsautwand srrei-
ohsn. Es ist dsshalh wichtig, sin glsichsrmaBen
rsalistischss wis akzsptablss Untsrrichtszisl
tsstzulsgsn. Lshrprogramms orientieren inner
mutigsr aut sins "vsrstflndlichs Aussprschs".
Was gehfirt dazu? Ist phonetischs Verstfindlichkefl
- worm schon rsalistisch, errsichbar - auch

skzeptabel? Sollts man disssm Zisl nicht kri-
tisch gsgsnfibsrstehsn. wsnn man bsdenkt, daB man
sich such mit groBen phonetischsn Unzulfinglich-

ksitsn vsrstfindigsn kann? Es schsint notwendig

zu ssin, daa Phlinomsn "phonetischs Vsrstlindlich-
ksit" zundchst zu untsrsuchsn und in srtassen,
ssin Vsrhflltnis zur Korrskthsit zu bestimmen,
Faktorsn und Bedingungsn herauszuarbeitsn. .
lit Hilts zwsisr von mir vorgenommensr Untersu-
ohungsn muchts ich die Problemstik vsrdeutli-
chsn. In dsr srstsn Untersuohung gins ss um dis
Bsurtsilung dsr Aussprachs Dsutschlsrnender
durch luttsrsprachlsr. Dis phonetisohsn Lsistun-
gen von slt suslundisohen Studentsn dsr Hittel-
stuts wurdsn von tfint Phonetiksrn nach sinsr
Sksla von 1 (sshr gut) bis 5 (ungenfigsnd) bower-
tst. 150 deutschs Studsntsn nahmsn ihrs Ein-
schfitzung mit Hilts sins: Polaritfitsprotils vor,
due 15 lsrkmalspaars snthislt; sins davon betrat
die Vsrstfindliohkeit, dis Sksla reichts von ”sshr
gut verstflndliohfl (5 Punkts) bis "sshr schlscht
verstandlit (1 Punkt). Dis Untsrsuchung brash-
ts tolgsnds Ergsbnisss:
1. Zwischsn dsr phonetisohen Lsistung dsr Sprs-
cher and dsrsn Einschatsung durch dsutschs Hfirer
lflflt sich sins Korrslation nachwsissn. Bsi den.
lsrkmalsn "gut vsrstlndlich"/"sch1scht verstfind-
lich” betragt der Korrslationskoettizisnt 0,48.
2. Dis aus den Polaritfitsprotilsn-srrschnetsn
littelwsrts belegsn, daB Sprschsr mit siner
schlschtsren phonetisohsn Lsistung von der Je-
‘911180n Hfirsrgrupps tsilssiss als bssssr ver-
Btandlich singsschdtzt surdsn als.solohs mit
sinsm h6hersn Lsistungsnivsau. Dss ist sin Hin-
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ssis aut das komplizierts Bsdingungsgetugs, es

gibt ksin dirsktss, gradliniges Abhfingigksits-

verhdltnis zwischsn phonetischsr Lsistung und

Vsrstfindlichkeit .
3. £111 und dsrselbs Sprschsr wurds von ssin n

H‘drern ganz untsrsohisdlich bsurtsilt. in d r

Regal wurdsn mohrsrs Skalsnwsrte markisrt, 5.1“.

(bei tilnt von slt Sprsohsrn) wurdsn bsids Ex-
treme sngegeben, also "sshr gut vsrstlindlich“
und "sehr sohlecht verstlindlich". Dsr subjsktivs

Faktor spiel: sins groBe Rolls.
Wis man sisht, ist es sshr schwisrig and dare]:-

aua nicht unproblsmatisch. Xufisrungsn in dsr
Frsmdsprachs in Hinblick nut ihrs Vsrstfindlich-

keit zu benrtsilsn.
Das zwsits Experiment beschlittigte sich- nit don

Auswirkungen phonetisch tshlsrhattsr Kuflsrungsn.

Burch dis ersohwsrtsn. vom Gswohntsn sbwsichen-'
den Psrzsptionsbedingungsn kommt ss,.bsim Harsr
zu einsm srhtihtsn zsntralsn Ant-and. nu:- Vsrla-
gerung dsr Autmsrksamksit vom Inhalt ant dis

Form - und sonit nioht ssltsn zu Intonation-
verlustsn /1/ . In Experiment sollts'untersucht
werdsn, vie hooh dis Intormationsvsrlusts sind.
wsnn dis Aussprachs sinss Deutschlsrnsndsn nicht
sehr gut and nicht sshr schlscht, sondsrn "ver-
standlioh" ist. Zwsi laotisohs Studsnten, dsrsn
phonetischs Leistungen bsi 2.4 und 3.6 lagsn
(bswsrtst von tfint Phonetiksrn naoh dsr Skala
von 1 bis 5). lasen sinsn Sachtsxt, dsr van 3s
stws 20 dsutschsn Studsntsn sinmal sehart wards.

In AnschluB daran mufiten sis Fragsn zu den in

Text snthaltsnen Intormationsn besntworten. In

sinsm Kontrolltsst mit sinsm dsutschsn Sprsohsr

vurdsn max. 24 dsr 26 Fragsn richtig bsantwor-

tst (24 Punkts - 92,3 5). Der lsistungsstfirksrs
Sprecher verhalt ssinsn H6rsrn nu durchschnitt-

lich 17.1 Punkten (65.6 $). dsr lsistungssshwd-
ohsrs In 12.8 Punktsn (42,7 %). Dis nittlers
Standardabwsichung betrug bsim srsten 5- 2.1;
dis Spanns dsr riohtigsn Antwortsn rsichts von

13 bis 20. Beim zwsitsn lag dis Strsuuns bsi
3.5: es wurdsn zwischen 6 and 17 richtige Ant-'
worten gegebsn. Der Informationsvsrlust kann
sindsutig sut dis schlschtsn phonstilchsn Lei-
stungen zurUckgetfihrt wsrdsn. Bsi den HBrsrn
bsider Sprssher zeigts sich suBsrdsn sin deut-
liohsr Abtsll bei den Fragsn sum zwsiten Teil
dss Tsxtss; das zsngt daton. daB Autmsrkssmksit
und Konssntrationstuhigkeit nachlisBsn.
Bsids Experiments bsstatigsn. daB man "phoneti—
schs Vsrstandlichksit" nicht von vornhsrsin and
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ohne more Botrachtung nun Ziel des Prendspra-
chenunterrichta erklfiren dart. Es gilt aunfichet,
Begritt and Bodingungsgetfigo nu bostimnon und
schlioBlich Paktoren und Kriterien au ornitteln.
die die Voratandlichkoit betordern odor-booin-
trachtigon. diojonigen lerknsle dor Vokale and
Konsonanton tostzustollen. die tflr die Persep-
tion beeonders wichtig oind und nicht bzw. nur
bis zu oinen bostinmton Grad in ihrer korrekton
Realisierung beeintrfichtigt oein diirten. Devon
auogohend. unter Borflckeichtigung verechiedonor
anderer Antorderungen an oino akzeptable Ana-
sprsche. k6nnto das Ziol dos Phonotikuntorrichts
neu durchdscht worden. '

2. BEGRIPP UND BEDINGVEGSGEFUGE
Bein Verstehon von Spracho wirkon verschiedono
spraohliehe und auBorsprachlicho Konpononton. III
denen such die phonotische gehfirt. Sie wirkon
niteinander. orgfinzen sich. und Abwoichungen in
einon Bereich kannen von den anderen Beroichon
konponsiert werden. Auch phomtischo Fohler ken-
nen durch den Kontoxt auegoglichen werdon; pho-
notische Verstfindlichkeit kann nit artikulatori-
ochen und intonatorischon Abwoichungon erroicht
werdon. Diese Abweichungen bewegon sich in einon
Ioloranzberoich, der unso kleinor wird. 3e noni-
gor Entechlfisselungshilten anderer Art vorhanden
sind, d.h. Jo nohr der phonetieche Psktor iso-
liort ist. Die phonetische Vorstandlichkeit kann
eigentlich nur an lininalpaaron, Nonsena- und
Quasinonsenswtirtorn (Familionnnnen) fiberprutt
warden. Ian kann cine solcho KuBerung dann ale
phonetisch vorstfindlich bezeichnen, wenn ein Ha-
ror Lauto/Iautverbindungen/Lauttolgon and supra-
sognentale Ierkmalo akustisch so deutlich wahr-
nehnen kann. mm or sie als Roalisationen oinos
bestimmten Phonons/oinor Phonomverbindung/Phonen-
tolgo oder.einoo Intonono identitisioron kann.
Dabei nun oin bestinnteo Verhfiltnia zwiachon den
Grad der sprachlichon Korrekthoit, bezogen aut
das Phonemsyetom bzw. die atandardaprachliche
orthoepische Norm, und dor Verstfindlichkeit bo-
stohen. In der normnlon Komnunikntion 13': disses
Vorhdltnis won Sprechor nu Sprecher, won HBrer
nu Hfirer, won KuBerung nu KuBerung and won Situ-
ation zu Situation verschioden. Danit ist zu-
gloich dss Bedingungsgetiige sngedentet. durch
dao der Grad der Verotfindlichkeit bestimt wird.
In tclgondon noohto ich nur out einon dioser
Fektoron oingehen, nut die KuBorung, die won
Lornondon spezitiech gestort wird. Binige
Uberlegungen und Boobachtungen. auch ottono Pro-
blemo ooion zusamnengotaBt:
a) Supraaegnontslia
Akzentuiorung. Ilelodioiorung. Glioderung und
Rhythnisiorung sind orwiosonormaflon von horv‘cr-
ragender Bedeutung fl!- die Sprechauttaesung. Ab-
weiohungon in supraeegnentalon Bereich erechwe-
ren das Sprachverstohen, sie kflnnon - 3.3. in
Palle dor Akzontuierung - zur Bodeutungsvorfinde-
rung tuhron, sie wirken irritiorend und anen
negative Emotionon provozieron. Ungekliirt ist
Prago, ob.oegnentale odor supresegmentalo Pehl-
leistungon schworer wiogon, - wenn ouch vieloo
daraut hindoutot, daB dao Supraoegmentaledao
Segmentele fiberlagert und bspw. in IBrtorn nit
talschon Akaont die ‘lautliche Ebeno dor nouon
Akaontotruktur angepaBt/vorundert wird.

b) Segnontalie
Be wird sngenonnen. daB phonologieoho Pohler
(Systemversttfiee) die Verotfindliohkoit nohr be-
eintrachtigon ale phonetische Fohler (Nornver-
stone), cbwohl dee Problem nooh nicht oingohend
untereucht wurdo. Desgleichon wird in der Lite-
ratur die Prago autgeworten. ob vokalioche oder
’konsonentisohe Verstbflo schworer wiegen. In vo.
kaliechen Boroich intoroesiort nebon der Artiku-
lotionsprfizieion (Zungonhebung. Lipponrundung)
vor alien nae Vorhfiltnis von Qualit und Qua.
titiit, bei den Konaonanten die Portia-Denie-
Korreletion and die Artikulationsprfizision in
bozug out Artikulationeart und -stelle.
o) Struktur . ..
Bestimnte etrukturelle Eigenschatten dor AuBe-
rung wirken bogfinetigend bzw. bonschtoiligend
out ihro Voretflndlichkeit. Dazu gehfiron distri-
butionolle Gegobenhoiton, aber such die Silbon-
struktur. die Silbenzshl, die stellung der Ak-
zentsilbo, die Leutzehl dor Silbe und dos Wortes
dss Verhdltnis Vokal - Konsonant. Es epielt si-
cher auch oine Rollo, ob sich der gostBrte Lent
in oinor ekzentuiorten odor einer nichtekzontu—
ierten Silbe betindet, ob or in dor ereton,
swoiton oder dritten Silbo des Wortos vorkomnt
u. 3. Von Bedeutung iat waiter die Gob'rauchs-

'hfiutigkeit eines Wortes ocwie seine ZugehESrig-
koit nu senantiach und kommunikativ beetinmton
Katogorion (wie Namen. Zahlen, warter, same).

3. STAND DER EXPERIMENTELLEN UNTERSUCHUNGEN

Die phonetischo Voretflndlichkeit 1st Gogenstand
zahlreichor Versucho in der Logopadio und in (161‘
Tochnik. denen nan wichtige Einzolerkenntniase
ontnehmen kann. Sie lassen eich dodoch nur in
goringon Umtang out die Promdsprschenproblema-

tik fibertragen. Die Uraache datiir liegt 'in (101‘
grundefitzlich andoron Art der St'drung; es handelt
sich meiot um die Verandorung nur oiner odor nur
weniger Konpononton (einzelner Lento/LanteruPP”bzw. 'physikalisch-nkustischer Parameter) Zudem
ist der grammatische und semantischo Kontoxtmoist tehlortroi und eine zuverléisaige H11“-Diose Bedingungon eind bei dor Auttassuns d”phonetisch goeti'irten Frendspracho nicht 3039”“Die Pehler treton tilr einon nativon und naivonHoror unerwartet and uneystomatiech suf. Nab”d0? Phonetischon eind such alle anderon sprach-ebenen betrotten, so daB dor Kontoxt seine nor-nalo Funktion nicht ertiillon kann. Es gibt 0111konpliziertes BedingungsgetUge, ein Zusammen-
und Neboneinandorwirkon verochiedonor FaktorenoBieher wurde kein Meertam-on entwickolt. Bi“es koin linguistiechos odor komnunikationstheo-retischoe lodell. dse m ganzon dieaenisen Fak‘toren borflckoichtigt, die tfir die eprachlicheVerstandigung in Reelsituationen e)::tst.'ho:l<i°l=1‘151nd IZI. So ist es nicht vorwundorlich. daB 4"1::9rguchunesatand noch vallig unbotriedigondmtgrsalflunicht nu:- gegenautzlicho AuttaeaunswoEr obn: edlichos Vorgohon und wider-prfichlichohog: see an konstetieron sind, oondern d3” '91"zingerzgrrnhmon test aueschliefllich an!oino Bohr o nungon gorichtet waren und ott01 t schnale experimentelle Basis zusrund"8 98 wurde. Tiotor, konplexer in die Zusammfl‘""“drineon. versuchon u.s. larcuékove
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(1982) and Bonnert (1984), die bereits Zwischen-orgebnisse vorflttontlichten /3/. Von dor an Hor-
dor-Institut in Angritt genomenen reletiv broi-
ten Untersuchung seien in tclgonden orete Toil-
ergobnisso dargostellt l4].

4. UNTERSUCHUNG DER PHONETISCHEN WORTVERSTKND-
LICHKEIT

Um die wirkungeweiae dor verachiedenon phoneti-
echon Faktoron an ortasaon, nufl nan nunfichat an-‘
dere, situativo und kontextuollo Faktoren, so-
nantischo Hilton. auszuechalten versuchen. Ein
orator Schritt cur Untors'uchung der phonetischon
Vorotandlichkoit ist die Untereuchung der phono-
tischon Wortverstandlichkeit. Deshalb bildon vor-
wiogend Einzolwfirtor, won Doutschlernenden dor
littoletute geleeon/gesprochon, den Gogenstand
eLner umtsngroichen exporinentellen Untorsuchung,
an der otwa 50 auelandieche Studenten and 700
deutecho Borer beteiligt oind. Da die Datenaue-
wortung noch nicht sbgos'chlosaen ist. anon

noch keine Endergobniese vorgootellt-werdon. In
dioeer Untoreuchung kann es ouch noch nicht darun
gohen, Zuaammonhfinge nachzuwoiaen, daftir ist die
oxporimontelle Basie nicht broit genug, aondern
sio autzudecken, Abhfingigkeiten sichtbar zuna-
chen; Faktoren und Bodingungon tfir die phoneti-
scho Vorstiindlichkeit eollon getundon. Toleranz-
echwollen tur abweichendo lnutlicho und intona-
torische Roalioiorungen beatimnt. die phoneti-
schon Loistungen (oinschlieBlich der Akzeptabili-
tatsgronzo) durch Huttoroprachler oingeschfitzt uni
bowertet werden. Ziol soll eein, weitertflhrondo
Untersuchungen vorzuberoiten, erste Konaoquenzon
tfir die phonotiecho Arboit in Prendsprachenun-
terricht zu ermbglichen. Aut zwei dor Experimento
nachte ich nfiher eingehen. sio dienen dor Beatin-
nung oiner Reiho von Bedingungen und Faktoren der
phonetischen Vorstdndlichkoit.

4 . 1 o UNTERSUCHUNG SBEDINGUNGEN

a) Tostnaterial
Es wurdon do 52 zweisilbige Einzelwarter and Pa-
niliennamon (allee Teile von lininalpaaren)fiber-prim. 419 die in Doutechen wichtigston
Phonologischen Oppositicnen onthielton. Die vo-
knlischen Dietinktionen wurdon auflerden in 32
Logstcmon ortaBt. ‘
b) Versuchsporsonon .
In Experiment I waron drei nikaraguanische und
drei lsctische Studenten dor littelotuto die
Sprocher and 127 deutscho studenten (Jeweils
etwa 20 pro Sprochor) die Borer. In Experiment 11
wurde die Autnahmo oineo dor in Experiment I mit-
wirkonden Niknreguanor von 40 doutochen Hfirern
ebgohBrt, die aoht Gruppen A flint Personen bildo-
ten: a-Jfihrigo und 12-Jfihrigo (Schiller), 22-351:-
riae ($tudonton), 30-Jun-15. und 40-Jflhrige (Be-
rutetdtige), 65-3Hhrigo (Rontner), sowio _Phone-
titer und Sprachlohrer tur Doutoch ale Frendopra-
cho.
G) vereuchasblaut
In Experiment I lagon die llininalpaaro, von dons:
Jeweile ein Wort/Name von den Auolfindern out
Tonband gooprcchen warden war, don H6rorn vor.
Sio oollton nach oinnaligon Karon narkioron.

yelcheo Wort gesprochen wurdo. In Experiment II
kcnnte die Autnahne beliebig ott gohfirt werden,
on m (ohne Vorlage) nu notieren, welchee Wort/
welchor Nane verstandon wordon war. ’

4.2. ERGEBNISSE

Fur dao Experiment I laeeen eich boin gegenwar-.tigen Untersuchungastand tolgendo Toilorgebniaoe
noun:
1. so wurde angenonmon, daB die Studenten nit
der nuttersprache Spanioch autgrund dor grBBeronphonetio'chen Ahnlichkeit von Auogsngs- and Mel-spracho bosoer veretfindlich 31nd ale die Lenten.Das bostfitigto sich nicht. wio die tolgonde Te.-bello 1 noigt: (Fehlerrate in %)

iueges. Vokale Km
wtirter Nanen Logat. W6rtor Nenon

Jaot. 21,5 18.9 26,1 22 9 17 6 19 9open. 23,1 26,5 28,7 19:3 22:4 17:6
Tabello 1
2. Ein Vergloich dor Fohlerraton boi oinnvollon(worter) and oinnlooren Iaterial (Nanen) ergabnu:- oinen geringen durchschnittlichen Untorschiedvon 0,2 %. Ans Tabello 2 goht hervor. daB boidon Spaniachopreohigon die Ramon sugar beseervorsttindlich waron ale die war-tor. Auch in Be-roich der konsonsntischen Diotinktionen warendie Ramon inegesant gesehen besoor verstandlichals die warter, wfihrend es bei den Voknlen un-gekehrt war: (Fehlorrste in 7:) .

insgos. loot. span. Vokalo Konsonant.

Wbrter 21,0 18,2 24,1 22.5 19,9
Namen 21.2 19.2 22.3 26,5 16,3

Tabello 2

Der oinnvolle Kontext orwieo sich in dor Hegel
nicht ale Perzeptionshili’o.

3. Der Zueannonhang zwiechen dor Verlotzung be-
stimnter distinktivor Herkmalo und der Verstando I
lichkeit wird noch fiberpriitt. or sell exempla-
risch rm- /n:/ dargoetellt werden:

roelioierto Hortehler Bartehlor
Vsrianto ’ in % aboolut in % absolut

a: 22,2 4/18 11.1 2/18
a- 41.7 35/84 37.7 23/61
a 66.7 16/24 93.2 44/47

" steatlich" "Schahlor"
Tabollo 3

Auoh wonn des distinktive Morkmal, hior die
Quantitat, oindoutig (kurz odor lang) realisiortwurdo, troten nu einon nicht geringon Anteil
HUrtohler out; in den in Tabelle 3 dargestelltenBeispiel bei den Wort "staetlioh/etnttlich" nehrole bein Nsnon "Schahler/Schaller". DaB ouchkorrekto Roalieetionon taloch interpretiert wur-don, lioB rich in diesem Vereuch gonerell boob-achten, es hfingt zwoitolloo such nit dor durchoine Reiho woiterer Fehler verureochten ungo-wohnt klingendon Aueeproche dos goeanton.Wortoo
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bzw. Paniliennnmens susamen.

Bei der bisherigen Auswertung des Experiments II
ergaben sich folgende Teilergebnisse:

1. Zunfichst wurden die Pehlerrsten nit denen des
Experiments I verglichen. and war ffir den nib:-
reguanischen Sprecher, deesen Aufnshme in beiden

Bxperinenten verwendet worden war. Es zeigten

sich fin- das HUI-en nit and flu- dns Hb‘ren ohne
Vorlage gens unterschiedliche Resultnte:
(Pehlerrate in %)

insges. Vokale Konsonanten
larter Ramon Logst. WBrter Nnmen

I 20,5 17.7 29.3 10,4 21.3 16.3
II 52.3 39.9 75.3 46,6 48.3 55.3

sell. 4

Die nus Tabelle 4 ersichtlichen Unterschiede
when deutlioh, welchen EinfluB der gesttSrte
Kontert hat, der in Experiment I in schriftli-
cher Porn korrekt vorlng. so «138 diese SttSrungen
teilweise neutralisiert wurden. Bier werden such
die Unterschiede in der Perzeption sinvonen and
sinnleeren sprachlichen-lateriels deutlich,‘ bei
den Namen war die Fehlerrste sehr viel h8her els
bei den lartern. '

2. Bei der Uberprfirung der Harergruppen zeigten
sich gruppenspezifische Untersohiede in Grad der '
Yerstandlichbeit und in der tZshl und Art der
Substitute. Fur Iarter and Ramon ergibt sich hin-
sichtlich des Verstundlichkeitsgrades folgende
Enngfolge der Hlirergruppen: (Pehlerrste 111%)

1. Deutschlehrer 47,9
2. 40-Jfihrige 50,2
3. Phonetihsr 50,8
4. Studenten 51,0
5. 30-Jahrige 55.0
6. Rentner 55.4
7. 12-Jfihrigs 59.0
8. 8-Jfihrige 65.8

Darin IHBt sich ein Zusamenhang nit der mutter-
sprschlichen Kanpetenz erkennen. Die Annshme,
daB Mam-unset: in der Komunikation nit Annun-
dern sich sehr positiv euswirken wfirden. hat
sich nicht bestatigt - die die Testperson unter-
richtenden Lehrer and Phonetiker haben sie nicht
besser verstanden sls sndere. Diese Erfehrungen
wirken sich in phonetischen Bereich offensicht-
lien nicht so stark ens. Und sllgeneine Kmuni-
kntionsertshrungen. fiber die Premdsprschenlehrer
vertfigen and die ihnen sehr heifen, den Lernen-
den su verstehen, hunen in diesem Versuch nit
Einzelwbrtern nicht zun Tragen.

3. Alle Substitute wurden suf die erhslten goblie-
benen Leute and Lautmerhnsle hin fiberprfift, weil
Inn davon nusgehen kann. deB die fur die Perzep-
tion wichtigen lentliohen Strhkturen eich in
Substitut wiedertindsn. Bosonders dentnch wird
dns bei den Ibsen, weil die ssnantische Elmer,
der ang. ein sinnvolles Wort nu 'verstehen".
wegffillt. Bei den Veblen erwies sich die Quan-
titat, die in 96.9 S eller verstendenen Eamon
erhnlten geblieben 1st. sls'dns stsbilere lerk-
ml in Vergleich sur litat. die nin- in 46.5 %
sller Pane beibehalten vurde. Bin Innger/oftener
Voknl wurde also fast generell sls lenger/ge-

sohloesener eui’ggfest. ein kurzer/geschlossener
els kurzer/offener Voknl. Hebungsrichtung and
Lippenrundung erwiesen sich ebenrslls nls stsbil.
nit 96,7 bzw. 97,0 %, wenn substituiert wurde,
dnnn durch Vokale mit den gleichen lerknalen.
Bei den (prfivonlischen) Konsonnnten steht die
Artikuletionssrt sn erster Stelle (95.7 S). dam:
folgt die Artikuletionsstells (93.4 5); die
Portia-Lenis-Korrelntion blieb nur in 78.‘ % der
verstsndenen Nemen erhslten'.

Soweit nu einigen ersten Zwischenergebnissen.
In der weiteren Auswertung sollen die sngedeu-
teten Zusamenhange weiter geprurt. sollen
Faktoren und Bedingungen einbezogen werden. die
hier noch nicht erwahnt mas-den, es sollen Hie-
rerchisierungen vorgenommen and Signifiknnzen
testgestellt werden.

W

/‘l/ siehe z.B. G. Lindner, "HUI-en und Verstehen",
‘Berlin 1977. Rep. 5.3.; G. Reinhold, "Die
leflbsrkeit von reilleistungen bei der Ver-

_srbeitung gesprochener Sprnohe", in: Sprech-
wirkung, Unin-Hslle 1976, 60-63.

/2/ P. I. Knhl.." Die Erfsssung der nundlichen
Komnnikntionsfahigkeit in Premdsprechen-
unterricht". in: Kommunikntion in Europa.
huuurt u. a. 1981. 156-1730

/3/ R. Bannert. "Intelligibility of Foreign
6Ascent", in: Abstracts of 10th ICPS 1984.
00-

!. luoufikova, "Zur Errorschung der Einstei-
111118011 geburtiger Deutsohsprachiger nu ver-
schiedenen Vsrianten der deutschen Aussprl'
she”, in: Beitrfige zur Sprach'135°n‘°haft'Potsdam 1982, 131-147.

/4/ U. Hirschreld, "Zur phonetisohen Verstand-
lichkeit deutsohspreohender Ausllindor". 1n:
lissenschnftliche Beitrage der Univ. Hello

(1- Drmk).
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THE PROBLEM OF PHO

Y'V.

Department of Scandinavian La
University, USSR, Leningra

ABSTRACT

The present investigation of the
Danish stcd is based on recordings by
13 Danish speakers. Duration, F0, in-
tensity, formant frequences of the
stud-vowels has been compared with those

of the stcdless vowels. The stcd—vowels
are distinguished'from the stodless
vowels first of all by F0 pattern, than
by quality and intensity changes» It has

been found out how the stod-vowels are

perceived by the groups of subjects with

different level of Danish knowlegde.

A specific feature of the Danish pro-

sodic system is that unlike closely rela-

ted Swedish and Norwegian, there exists

stod in Danish, which is a dynamic sylla-

bic accent resulting in a brief vokal

folds compression or a complete closure

with an additional distinctive value.

The stcd may occur in a long vowel,

in a diphtong, almost in all sonorant

consonants, in / d / and only in a stres-

sed position. By many phonologists the

stod in Danish is considered to be phone—

mically distinguishing element. O.Jesper-
sen represented 400 minimal pairs distin-

guished only by presence or absense of

the sted. The stcd is commonly found in

monosyllables, but the majority of oppo-

sitions stad—word/stodless-word are di-

Syllabic words: ( eg ) lee ser [1 e?sar]—
(I) read, lesser 15:33:27 — reader. The
stod, however, here is not an independent

distinctive element, it plays only a se—

condary part in the system of express1ve

means of the language, because the diffe-

rences in these minimal pairs are obvious

from word order in the sentence. Danish

linguist A.Hansen pointed out that the
stod is not absolutely necessary for un-
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THE DANISH "STflD"

NETIC REALIZATION AND PERCEPTION
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derstanding Danish /1/.
Historically, the stod is correlated

with pitch accents of other Scandinavian
languages. While comparing Norwegian,
Swedish and some Southern Danish dialects,
one finds some similarity in opposition
of stod presence and absence in Danish
words and that of presence and absence of
pitch accents in the words of Scandina-
vian origin. For instance, a simple pitch
accent in modern Swedish is manifested in
a falling tone and a complex one in a
falling-rising tone. These accents were
replaced in the 13-14 centures by the
opposition stod-word/stodless—word, the
stod corresponding to the accent 1, the
absence of stod respectively to the
accent 2. .

The Danish stcd has always been in
the centre of word prosody studies. The
problems of its origin and realization
were inter rated in the works of R.Rask,
K.Verner, .Hjelmslev, A.Martinet,0.Jes—
persen and other linguists, but still the
Danish stcd evokes a lively discussion.

Formerly, the stod was considered to
be a complete closure, hence it was cal-
led "a glottal stop". S.Smith found that
a complete closure is as a rule rare, a
brief and intense innervation of the
expiratory muscles takes place. It ab-
ruptly initiates and briefly terminates
/2/. Two or three stod phases may be ob-
served: the 1st phase - regular oscilla-
tions, the 2nd phase - oscillations wea-
ken or disappear (in a case of complete
closure) and the 3rd phase is possible
when new oscillations appear.

Recent phonetic investigations have
shown, that there is great variability
in the phonetic manifestation of the
stod, produced by different speakers or
the same speaker in different words /3/.
The difference may be manifested in dura-
tion, pitch, intensity.There are several
ways of stod realization and the question
arises whether there are any common cha-

'racteristics of stcd and what helps us
to perceiVe these different acoustic
signals as stod.
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This paper is concerned with the
study of stcd, occuring in vowels. 800 .
Danish words and 96 sentences were chosen

for the study. Most words presented pairs
(with a long vowel and a stod-vowel) or
three words with a long, short and stod-
-vowel, so that the consonants, surround-
ing vowel under study were the same. Some
words were put into phrase constructions
of different length. Others were single
words, containing stod—vowels. 13 spea-
kers, students and staff members from the
universities of Denmark were recorded.
The instrumental and audio analysis were
taken up.

To study the perception of the Danish
stcd the combinations, consisting of a
consonant and a long vowel, a stod vowel
or a short vowel, were cut out of 45
words, performed by two speakers. These
combinations were then presented to 3
groups of subjects with different level
of Danish knowledge.

The curves of single words and
phrases with stsd vowel make it possible
to distinguish different types of stod
pronunciation: from the complete closure
to the curve with no changes.

Out of many stsd types 3 main types
seem to be pointed out according to 3
phases. Two-phased stod vowels prevails
in this material (69% for the isolated
words and 96% for the statements), while
there are 27% of three—phased stod-vowels
in the isolated words and only 2% in the
statements. The 2nd phase is likely to be
the stud itself, so it is produced in the
end of a vowel and seldom in the middle
(in a case of 3 phases). One-phased
stod-vowels, i.e. vowels with no change
in the oscillatory pattern (4% for the
isolated words, 2% for the sentences),
will be regarded further.

In our investigation the length dif-
ferences between long and stod-vowels
are not significant in almost all cases
(All the exeptions are single words).
The duration of the stod-vowel comprises
9 % of the long vowel in statements,84%
in single words.

The phase duration in the stod-vowel
follows next sequences: phase 1 takes
2/3 of the whole stcd-vowel (in a case of
2—phased stod-vowel); this length stret-
ches in from the 1st to the 3rd phase
(in a case of 3-phased stod-vowel), the
first one being the most long (50% or
so). With this in mind, the stod takes
1/3 of the whole vowel length.

Average F0 in the stod-vowel is
likely to be higher than that of the
stcdless vowel, the range of F0 changes
being wider in the stcd-vowel.

Stod-vowel can also change the funda-
mental frequency of the statement due to
its'frequency characteristics. At the
end of a statement amplified Fo may be
observed instead of subdued F0 because‘

of the stod in the last word. This kind
of amplification occurs, when a speaker
reenforces his vocal folds while produ-
cing stdd.

The intensity in the stod-vowel un-
dergOes various changes because such vo-
wel.has 2 or 3 phases. Besides these
changes, the intensity may be marked in
comparison With stcdless vowels. The hig-
her intensity in the 1st phase of a stod-
-vowel can influence the dynamic changes
in the statement.

F1 and F2 comparison in stod and
stcdless vowels revealed some quality
differences, though not very significant
ones. The stod-vowel may be described as
more open, front stod-vowels are a little
more retracted, back stod-vowels are a
little more advanced.

The prime importance in the research
is attached to the stod-vowels with no
visible changes in the curve.-Though the
group is small, its investigation is very
important, because a weak stod could be
heard during the listening-test in spite
of stod absence in the curve. These types
of stod-vowels have a higher Fo level'in
comparison with the stodless vowels,
whereas the average intensity, duration,
F1 and F2 do not differ.

Therefore, the main characteristic
feature of the stsd-vowel is the F0
change, as the sted-vowel in all cases is
accompanied with higher F0 and a wider
range of changes than the stsdless vowel
has.€evertheless there are some difficul-
ties in outlining the peculiarities of
F0 changes in the stud-vowel. Fo can be
falling and rising, more complicated
changes can be observed. Evidently, the_
determining factor is the change itself
and the average higher Fo of the stod-
rvowel, than that of the stzdless one.
The quality and intensity changes are of
minor importance as they don't always
take place.

The research of the Danish stud per-
ception by those informants whose native
language has different segmental and
suprasegmental features is believed to be
of use in the definition of specific and
universal perception abilities and in
picking the most effective methods of
training.

_ Russian students come across reat
difficulties in learning Danish vgwel
system both on articulation and percep-
tion levels. A student may hear no varia-
tions in native and foreign sound
patterns, here the sensory abilities of a
Speaker are misleading. When the articu-
latory basis of the.native language domi—
nates, the motor mistakes may take
place. A distinct boundary of these mis-
takes is the way for their improvement.

. lhe'Perception in its turn depends
either on the universal abilities of a
person (for example, an ability to orga-
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nize a word, to oppose vowel/consonant,

coarticulation) or an individual abili—
ties characteristic of the system of the

native language and formed under the in-

fluence of this language phonological

system (for example, op ositions of long
and short vowels, stod .

To study the mechanisms of the stod

perception in Russian class, to define
the perception connection with the level

of language knowlegde, to outline the

acoustic features, stimuli, containing

combinations of consonant and long, short

or stod-vowel were suggested for 3 groups

of subjects: 1) the 3rd and the 5th year

students of Danish department of Lenin—

grad State University° 2) students unfa-
miliar with Danish; 3) staff members of
the Department of Phonetics, unfamiliar

with Danish.
The listening—test in the 1st group

has shown that stod-vowels are identified

only in half of all cases by the 3rd year

and 5—th ear students (54% and 53% res—
pectively , "pure" long vowels are iden-

tified better (71% and 84%). Thus, the
stud is identified rather badly, though

the students can pronounce it. At the

same time they have difficulties, connec-

ted with the normal realization of the

stod-vowels in a coherent text.
The most "favourable” for identifica-

tion are vowels: [u? ] - 6%, [C27] -
6%, [.32] -12%, [21?] - 12% of errors.

Stod-vowels are often identified as

short ones, evidently, because of the

fact, that stcd-vowels in the coherent

text seem to be shorter than correspon-

ding long vowels. The duration of the

first vowel phase ( 2/3 of the total _
sted-vowel length) is that part which is
heard by the Russian subjects, when they

identify these vowels as short ones.

Broadening of the phonetic context

has improved the audibility of the stod

(only 22% of errors). The subjects in
this case were asked to identify words,

containing investigated stimuli. .

Thus the opportunity to appraise the

type of the vowel contact with the follo-

wing consonant influenced stad audibility.

A pause, an interval in the vowel, addi-

tional noise or a kind of creaky VOice -

all this can be the indication of the

stod for the Russian subjects. Particular

characteristics of the stsd-vowels (F0,

intensity, quality) evidently don't play

the leading role for these subjects.-

It was noticed at the same time that

in some stimuli, containing the short

Vowel, but cut out of the words, where

this short vowel is followed by the stod-

-consonant, the short vowel was identi—

fied with a stud—vowel in 76% of all .

cases. These errors can be explained in

such a way: the short vowel, followed by

the stnd consonant in the words of the

type hyld [‘hy10,] — elder, mild [m112/ -

30ft has usually the same average pitch
level and in many cases also intensity

level, than the stsd vowel in words of
the type hyl [hy?l] howl , mil [mi?l]
mile. Thus also F0 and intensity are of

certain importance for subjects, who knows

Danish.
The results of the perception tests‘in

the 2nd and 3rd groups shots that subjects,

who don't know Danish, but were only given

some information about stod,identify stod—
-vowels badly (64% of errors in the 2nd
group and 62% - in the 3rd).

The stod audibility is not always

high in the case when Danish subjects
are asked to identify the stsd. In the

investigation of P.Riber Petersen the
listening~test gave from 8 to 50% of
errors /4/.

The received facts should be taken
into consideration, when Danish is

taught. Though the most essential stod
characteristic is Fo, important are also
intensity changes, phase distribution,
quality differences. As an additional cue
for the stsd in the vowel the type of

contact with the following consonant must
be also taken into account.
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LBS'I'BACT

The concept of articulatory em t is d
in the context of teaching PL prgzugiatioéazzuedlearners with poor phonetic ability. Successfullearners are able to empathise with a variety ofsodels (even ones with voice sets radically dif-ferent from their own) or with a 'generalised'model. The underachievers are not so flexible: arandomly chosen sodel - even one that they findattractive - will not lead to a pennanent empathicresponse which can only be evoked by a suitablymatched voice set. Practical implications of this fact(or postulate) are considered.

IH‘IRODUCTICH

In this paper I am concerned with the r
tion training of FL learners whose phonefiznzgfiityis rated low because of marked foreign accent whichthey are (apparently) unable to drop. This cate.gory of underachievers does not seem to attract
either researchers or PL methodologists. SIA re-
search connected with pronunciation capability hasconcentrated (Justly or unjustly) on'the successfullearner (e.g. Guiora et a1./l/, Sutor /2/, Purcell/3/). FL methodology considers the problem margi-nal, which is not surprising in view of the generalinsistence on cost-effectiveness: pxgrammes devisedto improve the accent of underachievers imply lohours of extra work with uncertain results par-n8ticularly with learners past the critical dge ofpuberty. Moreover, while foreign accent weakens PLperformance, it does not, by itself, preclude suc-cessful canunication (cf.Brow-n: We all know 0-ple who have less than perfect pronunciation b5:who also have a magnificent and fluent control of asegozd languaget " /4/).

ope 0 demonstrate here that l
the poor learner may contribute “(£33533 0:by analysing the concept of articulatory eupattqtand (2) the approximation of TI. accent is not be:yond the learner written oxa's unteachable. Whathe needs, however, is not a multiplication of drill:nidlexercises admlnl‘ 'stered to his better-endowed ationtw" but a qualitatively different instruc-

My interest in the problem arose in
of my teaching a medial course oi“ phgtizgtgtPolish students of Fmglish philolog. Hy studentsare future teachers: their pronunciation should bedecent if they are to serve as models to their

pupils. But the examination boards of my Institute
are surely not alone in tolerating imperfect pronun-
ciation in candidates with high proficiency in
other areas. Since 'pronunciation capability and
overall proficiency in a given language are inde-pendent capacities" (More /5/), there are many
good, ambitious students whose accent remains their
weak point despite their strong “concern for pro-nunciation accuracy“ (Suter, op.cit.) and whole-
hearted participation in the remedial programs(individual sounds, intonation, stress, rhytin.weak foms, assimilations, etc.) and in the parallelguise in general phonetics and English phonolog.
the. s this - admitted]: small - group of students

t comands my inmediate interest. I hope, how-
ever, that the issues I intend to raise apply toother groups of learners as well.

ARTICUIA'PCHY BASIS m PI. PROHUNCIATION TEACHING

foreign accent results from the interaction ofmany factors. Knowing that the majority of tin”was attended to in our remedial course, I concen-trated in Iv earlier work on one factor that m‘33:: in our teaching: articulatory basis.“3 gig to Honiknan /6/, "where two lensing“ ‘1‘1:13:13 ; in articulatory setting, it is not possi-whilst“ igly to master the pronunciation of oneoth.r. s: aining the articulatory setting of th‘c e sunning this to be true, I described MdPgfid the articulatory bases of Elglish and‘1“:1, usozing Eonikman's parameters (plus state ofreporta(02 s: /7 ). That study was followed by Iof d as /e/ , in which I checked the adequacymaulezcriptions by testing the success of thea numb: cry training based on them. There "1"variabl: 0Lproc:dura1 errors and contaminatinsclear: :u my experiment”, but one thing Wthe additigefia in the experimental group. Vh° hadthe ”$113121 drills and exercises connected withachieved :1: of the English articulatory 158513than the gira- phonetic accuracy and naturslnfl'
augitory and post:::lpn:::g::.only by Standardis of :medial course the articulatory "nmwActusll cessity, an exercise in re-orientstion-optimalyti: was demonstrated by Xolosov /9/v fl"of 5 FL co to introduce it is the very beeinnineI ha" u'11:“ (artikulac'ionaya priorientiroVkB)-of the usean, over the years, to convince teacherll~especiall ness of such pre-orisntation exercisoavy for children, who respond more 2954113
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than adults to this kind of treatment. However, few

teachers are prepared to start a course by "making

faces” and my programme has elicited practically no
response in the teaching profession. .

For my part,I have continued to include the artic-

ulatory training in the remedial course, though

I have been careful not to administer it wholesale

to student groups since the time of the experiment.
The relative mean achievement of the experimental

group concealed individual differences. That was

riznvitable as 'in experiments we are limited to the

statistical averages of a group and not individual

factors" (Ochsner /10/), but he teacher in me re-
fused to acknowledge this. I was worried by those

cases which spoilt the neat picture of overall suc-

cess. Some students obviously did not profit from

the articulatory training which I devised and in a

-'mercifully small - number of cases their pro-
nunciation actually deteriorated. Their attempts

to reduce lip, cheek, and jaw mobility (which is
less pronounced in English than in Polish) produced
a peculiar “frozen“ lockJaw effect, with open vow-

els flattened and distorted. This overkill took

a lot of individualised instruction to undo. Since

then I have always tried to deal with the "hard

cases" on the on the individual instruction basis,

concentrating on the physical and psychological con-

ditioning of particular les‘.rners.That called for
inquiry into personality characteristics, notably

into the affective learner variable deferred to by

thepthm meaty. .

l

MATH! IN SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION STUDIES

The notion of empathy appeared in SLA studies in

the context of interaction between personality and

language behaviour. finpathy is a transactional

factor in the affective domain which has been de-

fined as “the projection of one's own personality

into the personality of another in order to under-

stand him better“ (Brown, op.cit.). Numerous
studies have attempted to show that there is a di-

rect relation between this ability “to put oneself

into another's head” and language learning suc-

cess: empathy is said to be a characteristic of the
good language learner (see Reves [11/ and works
quoted therein) and a valuable predictor of LL suc-
cess (Guiora and Acton /12/, but see Brown, op.cit.
p.109). or particular relevance to this paper is
the early research of Guiora et al./15/, which
investigated the relation between empathic capa-

city and ability to pronounce it SI. accurately.
The study demonstrated that high degree of empathy,

as measured by the Micro-Momentary Expression test

(m). is a predictor of authenticity of SI. pro-
nunciation. Enpsthy is described as related to the

flexibility (permeability) of language ego bound-
aries, which accounts for the ease with which SI.

pronunciation is assimilated before the age of pu-

berty. Since to speak 3 SL authentically is "to

take on a new identity", around puberty, when the
ego boundaries are firmer, this flexibility is

said to be drastically reduced and it is more dif-

ficult to "move back and forth between languages

and the prescnalities that seem to. come with then"

(Guiora and Acton, op.cit.). Empathic ability
Appears to vary not only globally with age but

also between individual speakers and under expe-

rimentally induced conditions (alcohol, hypnosis,
see Guiora and Acton, op. cit. )e

IMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH ON MAM son THE
TEACHING 01' FL PRONUNCIATION

Research on affective learner variables like
empathy (I should also add self-esteem, anxiety,
aggression, etc., which surely interact with
empathy), which influence TL pronunciation accu-
racy, helps us to understand how it happens that
the ability to acquire native-like pronunciation
varies when such factors as cognitive styles-,mc-
tivation, exposure to training are held constant
or are comparable across learners. The problem is
is that "if. indeed a high degree of empathy is
predictive of success 'in language learning, it
would be invaluable to discover how one could capi-
talise on that possiblity in language teaching...
One would need to determine if empat is some-
thing one can '1earn' in the adult years, especial-
ly cross-culturally" (Brown, cp.cit.p.lo9). I am
interested in these questions in so far as they
are related to the development of empathic capa-
city in the underachievers, but obviously there
are numerous other areas where empathy studies
are relevant to FL teaching. Let me refer to Just
a few of these. The phase-specific empathic ability
of young children manifests itself in acquiring
nativeolike pronunciation, when the FL is learnt
in its native environment ( actually $13). I doubt
whether this ability manifest itself so strongly
as a gruup variable when pronunciation is acquired
in a foreign country in the context of formal
instruction. Inddividual differences are sharper
than and the influence of the teacher as a pro-
nunciation model is of crucial importance (in my
experience young children usually get the worst
teachersl). There are other interesting questions
connected with pre-puberty pronunciation acqui-
sition (e. g. durability of early model-based habits,

later modifications, fossilization of infantile
habits in children who acquired a SI. in native en-
vironments and were later taught it as a 1‘1).

Guiora et al.(op.cit.) stress the drastically re.
duced ability to assimilate native-like II. pro-
nunciation after the age of 12. This bodes ill for
Polish learners who generally start to learn English
at the age of 15. And yet, if puberty contributes
in an important way to the completion of the arti-
culatory profile of a person in first-language
acquisition (see Birnbaum /l4/), should we exclude
the influence of this phase on the formation of the
correct In pronunciation profile, even in a formal
teaching programe? According to Birnbaum, "the
modification of the articulatory manners and pre-
ferences affecting these young people are more
radical, since they are deliberate, than the dif-
ficulties in imitation and pronunciation adjust-
ment encountered in early childhood" (op. cit.).
As teenagers are a model-seeking generation, res-
ponsive to fade and fashions, there are excellent
possibilities to capitalize on this in teaching .
pronunciation (but also great dangers, if unattrac-
tive, unimaginatively selected models are offered).

Let me now consider the problem from the point
of view of individual learners. Paradoxically, it
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is the higly empathic learners that are likely to
suffer failure in acquiring a native-like pro-
nuciation of a FL, if - as is too often the case -
they have an influential but inadequate s_ingl_g
early model to empathise with. Thus, many under-
achievers among my students are "hidden empathics".
Fortunately, they respond satisfactorily to the
remedial course and to articulatory basis training;

but why should they have to unlearn bad habits
and arrive at the native-like approximation so
late, when their empathic potential qualifies them
for much earlier success? They had the bad luck
of having fashhned their pronunciation habits
on teachers (very often good teachers) with
poor accent. Those teachers were recruited from
the ranks of the underachieving students: the
vicious circle is closed.

That the situation of the higly empathic learner
is generally not so dramatic as in the above .
account is due to the fact that successful language
learners are able to empathise with a variety of
models. Their empathic response - demonstrated
in terms of articulatory adjustments - is evoked
by models with voice sets radically diffennt from
their own. Their FL pronunciation profiles are
acquired throng: two strategies: (1) the choice -
usually deliberate - of a s' le, attractive
model (persona adoption), or 2) the elaboration of
a generalised model, resulting from the combined
influence of several models. Espathy in such
learners appears to generate aptitude for oral
mimicry and also to be connected with tonal memory.
musical abilities and certain perceptual qualities
which enable them to empathize with disembodied
voices on tapes and records, without the reinfor-
cing presence of visual cues.

The underachievers are much less flexible: a ran-
domly selected model — even one that they find
attractive - will not lead to a permanent empathic
response. Forcing models on such learners ends in
a sad caricature. The only way to ensure success-
m teaching is to find suitable models for the
learners to rely upon. I look for such models in
a principled way, acting on the assumption that
under-achievers must have at least a modicum of
empathic capacity, 1.9. ability to empathise with
models whose voice sets are similar to their own.
I refer to this type of empathic ability as
"articulatory empathy".

ARTICULATORY EMPATHY

Although I know a female Polish student whose
English pronunciation training was based solely
on the Laurence Olivier films and she indeed sounds
like the famous actor when she speaks Iihglish, I
would insist that imitating very remote models
(also age- and sex—wise) is to be avoided even with
good students. That is why the middle-aged, precise,
dignified voices regularly heard on records and
tapes of phonetic material are so exasperating to
the students in general, and fad—sensitive teenagers
‘in particular. While this is the question of teach-
ing materials rather than methods, it certainly does
have a bearing on the success of the teaching pro—
cess and cannot be disregarded.

The importance of well-matched models for pro-
nunciation struck me with full force in an anec-

dotal context. Over the period of some fifteen years
over twenty students have formerly been the pupil.

of the same teacher (from one of the Krakow secon-
dary schools). In assessing their pronunciation on
admission to the Institute I observed a certain re-
gularity: those whose pronunciation was poor did
not possess certain vocal charactistics of the
teacher (clear, high, precise voice, with a slight
glottalization). on the other hand, most of those
b11089 pronunciation was good shared these charac-
teristics and all of them clearly "inherited"
certain personal pronunciation mannerisms of the
teacher. In a few cases it was, in fact, possible
to guess whhh school they had attended because the
pronunciation profile of the teacher came through
very clearly.

These observations indicate, however, that in
talking about articulatory empathy it is not suf-
ficient to refer to the "voiceset' or "voice-quality"
understood as ”permanently present background pe'eson-
identifying vocal characteristic” which is "bio-
logically controlled" (Crystal /15/ but rather to
a person's "habitual mode of phonation" (Laver's

description), including the pausal profile, speech-
rate, and articulatory /permanent lip-rounding/
as well as pitch-related (drawling, clipping)
mannerisms. .

In In remedial work I have to use a fairly small
inventory of terms, which are, bf necessity, often
impressionfiic. I also make use of the set of 24
descriptive parameters proposed by Kelz /16/ for
the description of articulatory bases of lanmlages.
The teaching relies on improvisation to a large
extent and resembles psychoterapy more than any-
thins 3186. But it is not time-consuming and, more
importantly, it works. I hope to report on the
details of the training and on the framework that
underlies it after I have managed to give it
a more stabilised and efficient shape.

CONCLUSION

Ideally, a course intended to eliminate pronuncia-
tion inaccuracies and foreign accent in underachiev—
ers, should rely on a well—stocked library of‘
video-cassettes and recordings of phonetic teachins
materials made not by the usual ares-male-one-female
team, but representing different voice-types. But
the collection would be just as useful to them as
to all other learners. In fact, it is not altogeth-
er utopian to expect that at some point in the
future the teaching of FL pronunciation will bebased precisely on such model-oriented materials.

But today's underachievers cannot wait. It is for
them that I have undertaken a. "small scale inter-
vention" (Brown, op.cit.), without waiting forthe corroboration of large experimental desig18which I am unable to undertake myself. In any 055”if I relied on experimental evidence in my teaching:I would have to believe Purcell (op. cit.). who saysthat "classroom learning just does not seem to have
much to do with pronunciation accuracy" and 193"things as they are. Instead, being sympathetic to
hermeneutic rather than nomothetic mode of inquirysee Ochsner, op.c1t.) I have tried to use intui-

tion, common sense and experience to develop ateaching framework that works.
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TEACHINGPHONETICS FOR LINGUISTIC FIELD WORK
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Summer Institute of Linguistics
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14000 Mexico, D.F.,' Mexico

ABSTRACT

. This paper reports on a successful training program for
linguistic field workers, for learning to transcribe and speak
unwritten. languages. The emphasis is not only on
transcription, analysis and theory, but also on individual
production of the various sounds that the human vocal tract is
capable .of producing, which may be encountered in languages.
EmphaSis is placed also on controlling longer utterances with
proper pitch patterns, stress, and rhythm.

INTRODUCTION

Beginning phonetics courses are offered by the SummerInstitute of Linguistics (SIL) at the Universities'of OklahomaNorth Dakota, Oregon, and Texas at Arlington, as well as inEngland, France, Germany, Australia, Canada, New Zealandand in other parts of the world. Although the courses in thedifferent places vary in detail, the overall structuring andmethods are similar. I am reporting from my own particularViewpomt and experience.
Through the years many hundreds of students have takenthese courses and have done successful field work, includinglanguage learning, in exotic languages around the world. Thepedagogical approach has benefitted from feedback from thesefield workers, adding to the basic course design as originallydeveloped by Evelyn G. Pike. We have also made use of the2:2: l:xcltzllenltD suggestions from skilled British phoneticiansac o anie' ones ,

as more recent ones- and Westerrnann and Ward, as well

Some aspects of the course have been reported on inLanguage Learning: K.L. Pike, “Problems in the Teaching of IPractical Phonemics" [14]; George M Cow “Experiment with a Wire Recorder in TeachinganOeneIiéarllPhonetics" [3]; Eunice V. Pike, “A Test for PredictinPhonetic Ability" [9]; Frank E. Robbins, “A Ten Day Pro ran?of Preparation for Language Learning" [17]. g

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF .THE COURSE

. The SIL approach to teachin arti ' 'its theoretical base in KL. Pike ghonefilhiatFH],pgfigetihcsKhfisPike Phonemics [12], with additional input from later materialsof Abercrombie [l], Ladefoged [7], and others. It is designedto prepare- students for field work in unwritten minoritlanguages and for being able to speak those languages with a:little mother-tongue interference as possible. The methods canbe applied to learning any foreign language.

Emphasis is placed on the recognition and production of
all types of sounds used in languages, and on giving the
necessary flexibility to arrive at the specific qualities of sounds
in individual languages.

In addition to extensive drill on individual sounds,
emphasis is placed on awareness and control of the rhythm and
pitch patterns of longer segments of natural speech.
Conversations in a variety of languages are learned by mimicry
from tapes. Theoretical advances in understanding the larger
units in the phonological hierarchy come from Pike Language
in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of HumanBehawor, chapters 8 and 9 [15], and from Pike The Intonationof American English [13].

During the last segment of the course, students work witha native speaker of a non-European language, to determine thesound system from their own transcribed data and to learn tocarry on a conversation with the speaker in his language. Theyalso prepare and practice drills to sharpen their hearing and tohelp in sorting out the raw phonetic data.

MECHANICS OF THE COURSE

The 35 teaching periods are given over primarily to drill

sessions by small groups Of a maximum of ten students, togive the individual attention needed for mastering the material.
Teachers are r0tated So that students hear the voices of severaldifferent instructors.
phonirtlisérgitors' are mostly workers of the SIL with extensive

not yet worm?” m at 1““ °ne language. Those who have
time are assi l: the field, or who are teaching for the first
dictation in gne loan experienced staff member for checking

U .f Preparation for the class session. .
100 st:‘;e‘;‘:{t)’fm_the drill sessions for an enrollment of 80 or

briefing sessils ailhtated by detailed lesson plans and by daily
we have an oons or. the Instructors. At the briefing sessions

to check eachpggrunflty “0! Only to discuss the new lesson and

with each othe a? or a masmry of the material, but to share
classes Th r. c? thmgs that worked or didn’t work in 0‘”. e briefings constitute in-service training for theinstructors wh - ' 'alike. ’ ere we all learn, eXperienced and inexperienced

D . . _ .aily aSSlgl'mlentS, weekly testing, and material on tapeare $122136: ftohhelp the students master the material.phonolog andt e students are also enrolled in courses in
y grammar for a well-rounded introductory coursein linguistics. T , ,

Setting, [“15 the role of phonetics lS seen in its larger
\

Lectures are relative]_ y few in c ' i .sessions. They present so omparison wnh the d““me basic theory, and make use of the
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specialties of other SIL staff members. For instance, Kenneth
Gregerson lectured on tongue root function in languages of
southeast Asia. The students have. as a textbook Dictation
Exercises in Phonetics by Eunice V. Pike [10]. This is
supplemented by assigned readings in phonetic theory. The SIL
courses in the different locations differ as to what book is used
as a text. «

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

In each drill session a specific sound type is presented.
The presentation has three elements: theory, production of the
sounds, and ear training and transcription. Theory and practice
go hand in hand. Review, especially of the sounds studied at
the last class hour, is included to help fix the sounds in the
minds of the students.

Theory
During the nine-week time span of the course we cover

quite thoroughly the range of basic points of reference in
sounds. In addition to the theory presented in the lectures,
background theory including the physiology of speech
production is presented in the drill sessions as each new type
of sound is taught. The features which identify a sound and
make it contrast with another are emphasized. Students are
required to be able to illustrate these features by making face
diagrams of the sounds and by knowing the technical name for
each sound. Dynamic diagrams of strings of sounds, are
presented.

Some films are shown. One of the most useful for
beginners is“‘Velopharyngeal Function in Normal Speakers",
produced by Kenneth Moll (distributed by Bureau of
Audio-Visual Instruction, State University of Iowa), which
presents the action of the velopharyngeal mechanism by
animated drawings and by cinefluorographic \film sequences.
This film is an excellent way to show the students the action of
the velic and the coordinated movements of the organs of
speech. '

For other films which we have used from time to time see
Keller Instrumental Articulatory Phonetics [6]. I am indebted
to the University of Edinburgh for the stimulus for the use of
films in teaching phonetics, as well as for a broader
perspective in phonetics and for a background in experimental
articulatory phonetics. ‘ _

The videotape of K.L. Pike on phonetics [16] is
invaluable in giving an idea of the range of human speech
sounds, and techniques for flexibility. Also illustrated in the
videotape are languages with dynamic phonetic features very
different from those of English.

Production of Speech Sounds
There are two basic problems faced by the student in

learning to produce new sounds or to speak a second language.
One is to overcome the psychological barriers to making new
and different sounds which may sound very “queer" to him, or
which may turn out very different from the model thus making
him feel inferior or inadequate. The second is to overcome
interference from the mother tongue, ingrained habits which
are difficult to break and of which the student is not even
aware. '

In the very beginning of the course we try to deal with the
psychological blocks. The small classesand an atmosphere of

informality: help put the students at their ease and make

possible student-teacher intEraction. ‘In teaching the production
of specific new sounds, we have the~class repeat in unison,
mimicking the teacher, before having each student in turn try.
to produce the sound. This gives students a chance to try
making the sound before being called on individually.
Learning to laugh at oneself helps in the learning process.‘
During the group mimicry, the teacher listens critically,
commending good performance or making suggestions for
improvement. By the end of the class the student knows
whether he can make the sounds satisfactorily, or how to go
about working on their production.

To overcome interference from the mother tongue the
student needs to understand the differences between the new
sounds and those of his mother tongue, and be exposed to
extensive drill. In the context of SIL we have learned that we
need to give hands-on time to students to help them overcome ,
ingrained mother-tongue influences and help them master
sounds maximally different from sounds in their first language.
Students often have problems with ejectives and implosives,
for example, and in controlling vowel glides. They also may
have problems controlling sounds of their mother tongue when
they occur in positions different from where they occur in their
original language. English speakers have to learn to produce a
velar nasal initially'in an utterance even though they can do it
easily when it occurs syllable final.

For the mastery of individual sounds, we give in-class
help individually to the students as well as collectively in the
group mimicry. Wevemphasize learning by mimicry. If that
fails, we give suggestions on how the student could produce
the sound, going from the known to the unknown. Simple
nontechnical hints often work. To help the student produce a

bilabial fricative, for instance, in contrast to the labiodental
fricative he is accustomed to making, we get results-by saying,

“Grin and blow the hair off your forehead.” Many phonetic

exercises for pronouncing sound types are included in chaper 2

of Pike Phonemics [12]. We have gotten hints on how.to
produce sounds from Daniel Jones [5], Westermann and Ward
[19], Ladefoged [8], Smalley‘ [18] and others. Feedback from
staff members is an additional source of ways to help students

master sounds.
In addition to in-class help, tapes are made available to

the students. Students are encouraged to work in pairs, so that
they can help each other. Their progress is monitored through
weekly check-ins with a staff member, in which the sounds
studied that week are gone over with the student. Any sound'

not yet mastered is recorded for further work,‘ along with

suggestions on how to proceed to master the sound. .
For practicing sounds in context, frame drills of nonsense

combinations are assigned from time to time. Also a list of

words from actual languages, covering the sounds currently ,

being studied, is given to the students each week. The students

are subsequently given a production test on these words.

In teaching students to hear and control intonation, rhythm

and tone, we begin with exercises in English intonation. The

students are given a selection with the intonation, stresses and

pauses marked, and are asked to practice reading it until they '

can read it as marked. Meanings conveyed by different

contours are pointed out. If one is aware of what he does in

his own language, he can more readily recognize patterns in
another language. One lecture is devoted to what we term
speech styles, in which students are made aware of overall
phonetic features which may color a language and make it
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sound different from another or which may be contrastive
within a single language. Examples collected from field
experience are presented. Required reading is the article
“Articulatory Settings" by Beatrice Honikman.[4], which
emphasizes the importance of “shifting gears” in going from
the mother tongue to a new language.

For the mastery of longer utterances we have found
buildup drills helpful. Another valuable technique is tracking,
referred to as “shadowing" by LA. Chistovich in “Relation
between Speech Production and Speech Perception" [2] at the
Tenth International Congress of Phonetic Sciences. This rapid
imitation of speech, following along with a speaker a half
syllable behind, can be done silently or out loud and helps a
student get into the rhythm, pitch patterns, and speed of the
target language. _

To give the students practice in the mastery of longer
utterances, conversations in a variety of languages have been
recorded on tape. The students are assigned a different
language each week. They listen over and‘over to the phrases,
mimicking .until they can control the intonation, speed, and
rhythm. To facilitate the learning, each phrase of the
conversation is repeated on the tape about five times, with a
pause for mimicry between. each utterance; then the
conversation. as a whole is given. At the end of the week the
students are tested on their mastery of the conversation. We
have used such diverse languages as Chinese, lsneg
(Philippines), Turkish, Basque, Totonac (Mexico), Igbo
(Africa).

Ear Training and Transcription
Drills are those from Dictation Exercises in Phonetics by

Eunice Pike [10], with additional language materials which we
have collected from field members down through the years.

For each sound type, we begin with oral ear training,
contrasting the new sound with a similar known sound with
which the student would be most likely to confuse it.
Transcription practice begins with single-syllable difl‘erential
drills, contrasting the sounds just worked on orally. When the
students can distinguish the sounds in minimal contrast, harder
drills are given. Recognition drills are made up of nonsense
words containing the new 'sounds along with sounds studied to
date. Each lesson also contains drills of actual language words.
The drills are dictated by the teacher for transcription, then
students are asked to read back the words. Dictation tests are
given about once a week.

Tapes of controlled material by native speakers illustrating
specific sound contrasts are available for extra ear training.
These include Amharic, Finnish, Gugarati, Zulu.

APPLICATION OF THE TRAINING

The last segment of the course consists of an eight-day
linguistic field problem. Instead of classes, the student is
assigned a non-European language to work on.

The students are divided into groups of five or six to work
with the native speaker of the language. Staff members are
assigned to each group to advise and to encourage. Each
student is with the native speaker for three periods during the
day.

During the first period the entire group is together for an
assimilation session, in which material 'is elicited in'context,
learned and practiced as a conversation. Tangible objects to-
work with help make real the situations around which the

conversations are built. Writing is discouraged, but the phrases

are taped for later mimicry and practice. '

Each student has a period in which he can elicit material
for analysis and another period in which he is an observer

when another student is eliciting. The students are to learn
whatever they can about the sound system of the language
from their ownvelicited data. They write this up for their

phonology course and look for grammatical patterns for their
grammar course. '

The phonetics requirements are twofold. The students are
to construct 'drills which will help them in pronunciation or
which will help to sharpen their hearing. They are also to learn
enough of the language to be able to carry on a five-minute
conversation with the native speaker from materials learned
during theassimilation periods and practiced in their eliciting
sessiOns. On the last day, each student is asked to converse
with the language speaker, using props but nothing written.

SUMMARY

By small classes, individual help, extensive drill, and
carefully monitored student progress we try to give students an
understanding of the whole gamut of possible speech. sounds,
help them to make'and recognize these sounds, and help them
to have flexibility to reach shades of sounds not specifically
taught in class that they might come across in a language.
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XVIOJLIEJIVIPOBAHPIEI BBY‘IAIIIER C'I‘OPOHH HHOCTPAHHOI‘O HBHKA

B 11m OBY‘IEHHR

JIEHKA CHHPOBA HHKOBA

Karenpa ”Meromxxa", 0C0, CY "KJ’IHMEHT Oxpuncxn"
Codma, 1000, oyn. "Pycxn" n 15, arapnx

PEBEME

B naHHofi padowe npnaonzrca peaymh-

TaTH reopemnqecxoro n axcnepnmexwanbndro

nccnenosanna CHCTGM odyqna asyqamefi
CTOpOHe MHOCTpaHHOPO /pyccxoro/ 3333a.

MBHOKEHKE.

1. Hpngggn nocnegosaweaoro mage-

nmpoaaxma B meTogMKe MHOHsuqro odxgenna,

"IModaJLHaa" peqL HBHEGTCH OOIGRTOM moane-
nosaHnfi pana HayK, Komopue. B aaancnmocmn

or eBoero npenmema, cmpoar paaxqHe no-

cneAOBaTencne monenn, He onfimne mezny

codofi B cydopnMHaTnBHHe ornomennfi.nosromy

nonHoe ouncanne noaawnfi memonnxn nnoasuq—

Horo odyqeana CBflsaHO c yqOM pana mone-

nefi: nexarornqecxoro, nnHacrnqecxoro,
ncmxonnHacmnqecxoro, councnnnrancwnqec-
xoro, connonornqecxoro, ncnxonornqecxoro
n T.n., Kowopue npn BTOM Kacamwca nByx
paBHHX CMCTGM odmeHnfi, KOHTaKTMpymwnx B
npouecce odyqexnz. Honodnufi yqem pana MO-
nenefi npn nocwpoennn monenm odyqeaua uno-
Hauqnofi peqfi B mewonnxe MH HasuBaeM upnu—
ggnom nocnggosamenbfioro magennponaxna,no-
cnonbxy npn nocwpoennn monenn'odyqna
Bosmomex yqew pasHHx monenefi B pasxux-Kom-
dnnaunax,'M0mHo nocmynnponawb Teanc 0 He-
enunceHHocmn memonmqecxofi'monenm odyqe-
Hna sayqamefi cropOHe afloasuqfi peqn. Ta-

KnM odpasom, B mewonnxe peannayemca 0330
M3 OCHOBHHX nonoxennfi rHoceonormn - 0 MO—
nexnpymwem xapaxwepe noauaana.

2, dqme QOHeTnKe B memognxe

MHOFISH‘IHOI‘O OOY‘IGHMHSB COOTBGTCTBYJM C

HPHHIUHIOM IIOCJIBIIOBaTeJILI-IOI‘O monempoma

B Teopnn n npaxrnxe odyqenmz onenyem no-
nosomy oueHnTL pans n MGCTO nMHrBMcrnqec-
xxx monenefi 3Byqamefi cwoponn MHOCTpaHHOPO

Henna.06yqeflne QOHeTnxe nHo pacemawpn -
BaTL max npouecc npenonaaafina n nayqenna
onpeneeHofi monenn aByqamefi cwopoan nHo-

CTpaHHOTO Hanna B conocmaauennn nun BHe
conocraanennx c coomaeTCTBymmefi monenbm

,aByqamefi cmoponn ponHoro sauna. T.e. HIK-
HQICBflaflBaTL mean u conepxaane odyqeans

@onemnxe c @opmnpoaaxuem TOHLKO asnxosofi
/nnHacwnqecxofi/ Romnewennnu yqamnxca.

B paMKax yTBepnMBmeroca Baanmocsaaanfioro

odyqeuna aaM peqenofi neflTeflLHOCTE - ro-

Bopeanm, aynMpOBaHnm, qreHnm. nncsmeHHofi
peqn .- T.e. Kommyxmxamnnnoro nonxona B

nHOHqHOM odyqexnn, npodnemawnxa odyqe-

Ema QOHeTnxe He B COCTOKHMH oxaarmms BOB

'cwoponu npoasnenmz aByqamefi cmoPOHH Pequ'
3..Pnnomesa @onopeqesoro xapggwepg

odyqnfi sBngefl cwopone MHOHsuqfi peqfi
B CMCTeMe RommyggKaTmBHoro noggOga, Bnnfi
Hens odyqnfi asuxy B nonrowosxe K odme-
HMD qepes nocpencrao unocwpaHHoro asuKa
B pasHHx Bnnax EHTénfleKTyanLHOfi u npaKTM‘
qecxofi neHTenLHocmn, dasnpyacs Ha paaHHX
crpawernxx nonoxbaosanng asuxa KaK CPGE‘
CTBa B neaweaocwn, Hymxo odpaTuTLcfi K

’MHTePpHPOBaHHOfi npeseHTaumn maTepnanLHofi
crpyxwypu Hauxa n ee odmeCTBeHHoro QWHK‘
HMOHmpOBaHHH,x onxanenmm H3HROM,PeqHM
HOBGEGHEGM m KynLTypofi Hoceflefi HSHKa-
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Ha OCHOBB naHHofi neneaofi YCTaHOBKH, npmn—

umna HOCHGEOBaTeflLHOPO monennpoaaana n

KOHHGHHMM odyqefinfl "BupaanTeao " cwopo—

He peqn E.M.Haccoaa, Kowopym MOKHO "cod-

'paTL" Ha éase ero pador /1/,MH B nponecce

padomu Han yqedHHM Komnnexcom no pyccxomy

asuKy nus III Knacca donrapcxofi cpenxefi
mxonalnonomnn x padoqefi runomesa @0Hope—

qoro xapaxrepa odyqeunn aByqamefi cropo—

He MHOHqHofi peqn B cmcmeme Kommynnxamns—

Horo nonxona. OCHOBHue nonomeanx rnnore—

an oxenymmme: 1/ Peqb, Haxsmmaaca cnoco-

60M @opmnpoaanna n @opmynnpoaaana MHCHM

nocpencom Hanna, npencwannaem codofi
opynne. cpencmBo BHnonHeHMH Bcex Bnnoz

peqeaofi neamenbnocwn. B saaqnmnx ena-

nax peqofi neaTenLHocmn MOKHO BHEBHTL

"osHaqaeMoe", 1.9. KommyHnKaTMBHoe Hame-

peHne. m "osfiaqammee", npencwasnammee co-

dofi Quanqecxym/axycwmqecxym nun rpaaec-

Kym/ ero peaanaaunm./2/ ‘2/ BByvamax 0T0-
pOHa peqn sflxaemca noncncwemofi B cncweme ‘

peén n qepes Hee — B oncweme peqofi nex-

Tenbnocwn. 3/ BnywpeHHee nporosapnBaHme
Haxaemca odmnM nomxoémanonornqecxnm max-

TOpOM mexaHHBMos Bcex smnoa peqofi nea-

TenLHocrn. OHo xacaemca He TonLKo sByKo-

5030, H0 M nnwoaaunoaxoro oQopMHeHna pe-

qn. MexaHMBM peaxnmn Ha anoao npencraana—

8T codofi ennnym @yHKHMOHaJLHym cmgwemy,

odpasymmymca Gnaronapa saneqawneamm B

mosry Henocpencwaexuoro paanpamnmexx n

are ycwaoro n nnceHHoro cBona. TaKMM

'odpasom, B 118.1q Id B HPOIIGCCG ROMMYHI/llia-

TMBHO OpfleHTMDOBaHHOTO odyqenna asyqamaa
cropona peqn BHCTynaeT B enMHCTBe c upen-
cwaaneHMeM o ssyuannn /npn aIeKBaTHOM B0-
cnpmawnn peqn/, c rpawnqecxnm nsodpamenn-
eM eToro sByaufi B coowsewcnn c OPQOP
rpagmqecxmmn npaBnnaMM, a range 0 upen-
CTaBneHMeM‘od 3TOM rpa®mqecxom nsodpame-

HEM/Ha nncsme M npm qweHnn BCn n npo

0965/. Cqflwaemca, qro KOHKPGIHHG napamem—

PH shore ennHCTBa n cmeneHL ero Bupamefi-
. HOCTM odycnosneHH-cyannefi odmefimfi n co-

unanLHofi ponbm KommyHflKaHTOB. 3T0 ennu-

CTBO MK HaanBaeM @9HopequM xomnnexcom.

Gonopeqofi KOMHfleKC Od$eflflHfieT "osaaqan—

mne"=qerupex Bosmomnnx cuocodoa Bypaxenna

onpeneeHoro peqeaoro neficmBma B npouecce

peqesofi'negwexsnocwm. 4/ @onopeqesofi ROM-

nnexc - ocaoauafl ennHMua odyqenma mopme

MHOHsuqfi peqn n qepes Hee — cncweme @opM

npoasneHna annos peqofi neaTenLHocTn. 3T0

cannemenbcmsyem od awpndyrmnfiom xapaKTepe

@ouopeqesoro Remunexca. BHcrynaH B cwamyce

onepaunn OH anxaemcs ROMHOHGHTOM nmdoro

peqenoro neficrana, nmeeT cneunaecxnfi co-

CTaB B Kamnom Bnne peqofi neawenbnocrm.

COBOKYEHQCTL xapaxwepmcwnx sworo cocmaBa,

B sasucmmocwm ow HammonanLHofi aynnropnn,

odpasyeT B npouecce odyqna csoeodpaanym

noncncwemy B cmcweme OdyqéHflfi peqesofi nea-

TenLHocTn Ha MHOCTpaHHOM asuxe. sry cncwe-

my MK HasuBaeM @ouopeqenofi nogcncweMofi,
5/ @onopeqeaofi Remunexc peaxnsyewca B.nc-

nonHmTenLCKom SBeHe/ qacwn/ cwpyxrypu ne-

HTenLHocrHoro aKTa. 6/ Gonopeqesax nonem-

cmema sanaercx upenmerom odyqma @opme

npoasnea Bnnos peqofi nearanbnocmn/T.e.

TeM, qemy MH odyqaeM/. Hepes npouenypy OT-
dopa OHa upeBpamaeTca B conepmanme odyqe-

Hna B swofi odnacrn/ T.e. B MMHnmyM, ROTO-

pufi ecws To, Ha ocaoBe qero MK odyqaeM/.
Bce, qTo Kacaewcn 9T0r0_npenmewa odyqeanfi,
cocrannaeT npodxemawnxy @gggpggggggglyzf:

qms, 7/ Henpm @oxopeqesoro odyqennfi,nu-

finneHHofi Ha @one Kenn odyqnH MHOCTpaHHO-

my'asuxy Boodme. cqnwaem maxcnmanbaym cre-

HGHL paaTnz aanyanLHux ymennfi n Has

BHROB yqamnxca yowanaanmsams aneKBaTHym

03533 memny @opmofi n cozepmannem peqofi
neHTenLHocmn B paBHHX ee annax.w.e. memny

nx "oaaaqaeMHM" n "osnaqammnm".
OuncaHne @onopeqoro Romnnexca n @onope-

qoro mnHmmyma Ha HBHKG meTonnKn nHoasuq-

Hero odyqefina BOSMOKHO TonLKo B cmcweme

doxee odmefi Teopnn odyqmfi MHOCTpaHHOMy

aaaxy B paMKax Rommynnxawnnaoro nonxona,

qacwHHM cayqaeM Romopofi dynew Teopna @OHO-

Eeqesoro odygeHMfi. Ha HaCTOHmeM swane pa-

doqaa THHOTQBa @OHOpeqOPO xapaxwepa ody-
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qemm sBymmefi c'ropone nHoc-rpaHBOI-o £13m

nomemaeT HanpaBneIme memomaqecmx no-

KCKOB B odnacm odyqemm (Bjopme npom1em

Bmos peqofi neBTeJxBHoc'm. 3T0 HanpaBne—

Hue TpedyeT nepeocrmcnemm momma acnelc-

Ta odyqenm. Acnem odyqemm name}! OHTL

CBBaaH c HeKOTOpRMI/I xapamepnc'mxaml mm

noncnczremam memo uponecca oqerma pe-

qofi JIGHTeJILI-IOCTM, T.e. dam: mewomqeo-

Kofi, a He KaKOfi-do npyrofi, B MI. .71s-

rBMCTntxecxofi peanbnoc'rbm. C smofi Term:

sperms; HenpaBomeprmm mama monemze .3

Raqecm'Be acnema Ody‘IeHMfi "odytienne @0119-

Tmce'V a Tamee "odyqemie rpam-Iamxe",

"oqemxe .nexczme" M T.11-/. B COOTBGT—
01-31421 0 pamnqeamem JIImI-Bmcmqecxofl n

Romy‘HBKaTBBHofi Kormemermnn B KHOHBHEHOM

odyqemm onemew cqn'ramb "odyqem-ie (Imm-

Tnxe" acnemom nsyqemm onpeneJeI—Iofi JLTdH-

I'BLiCTIC‘IGCKOfi Ixionem/sByqamefi CTOpOHH/EHO—

CTpaHHOI'O sauna B conocTaBneHmn c coo'rBe-

TC‘I‘ByIflmefi MOJIeJILm pommro sauna, a (39030-

peqoe odyqezme - acnemom ody’qem-m BM-

naM peqofz .EGHTGJILHOCTIA B pamcax oncmeme

RomyHnKaTMBHoro nonxona. 13 01333171 0 STEM

stamens: Heodxomm y'rqeHBe Tepmnnono-

rmecnoro nopamca; monewnxa npenonaercx

n nayqaerm, y'CBanBae'rca, Bax cmcmema

aHaHBfi, @oaopeqax cmcwema OButaneBaeTca,

Kali cnc'reMa Ha‘BHKOB n ymemafi, efi odyqam.

Coornomenme npénc'raBneHHocm (gonemqecxofi
Id @oncpeqofi cnc'reM B onpeneJIeHHofi mone-

Jm odytxelma MHoc'rpaHHor-ay Haney mm Kamofi
HaIU'IOHalIbHOfi aymwopxm BaBncm' OT arena 14
new odyqermfi, o'r KOHTI’IHI'QHTa yqamaxca,

o'r cocrosrmx (ZJOHETH‘IGCKMX n @0H0pequx
nccneJIOBaHnfi. t{To Kacaewca odyqelma py'c-
enemy many-Kala uHoc'rpaHHomy Ha'HaCToameM
wane paaBBTI-la 249%a , B par-max Hay'q—
HOI‘O odocaonaamm KormyHBKawBHoro momma,
oqoxzumomr-aeewca ocwpafi HGOOXOJII'IMOCTB B
nepecmowpe mnmzmcmqecmx monenefi, mono-
JIBByeMBx m npesenwamn pyccxoro assum-
BOI‘O marepmana, c omofi CTOpOI-IH, n B TOM,
IITodH TG‘ZHO OflpeIIGJIHTL g’oymmxn padotw Hall

HsHROBHM maTepnanom B odmefi CBCTeme 06y-

qemm 14 ee coowomerme c uemm odyqemm.

4. QOHopeqoe 06311191411463 1: npenolma.

H146 Qoaemxn B III macce nei’zcymugefi‘cm-

{new odyqemm B donrapcxofi cpegmefi MFA-e7-

B oonrapoKofi openneii mKOJIe pyccxnfi Esme

nsyqaemca c TpeTLeI‘O macoa. TpeTm‘ix n Bew-

Bepmfi maccu otmwamcz Haqanbmu emauom

odyqemm 11 Ha pyccmifi £31m 0TBOMTCE 'I‘pli

T1.21021 B Henemo. B HaCTOFIIHGG BpeMH B CBfiald

c pecijopmofi oopBBOBaTeJILHofi CKCTBMH mew

pado'ra no Honofi cepnn yqednmcw. B STOM

1987 may yqenmcn In women Gym/T padowa'rb

no HOBOMy yqeommy mm VII macea. Cenbmofi .

mace flBJIfieTCH nomemmm maCCOM cpemiero

maria odyqemm, Roma Ha 33ml. OTBOMTCH

113a qaca B HGJIGJIIO.

BnepBue B HOBoi‘; cepzn y'qeOI-IBKOB pyocxoro

Hauxa mm opennefi 1111mm npenc'rameHa onpe-

nexermaa cmcmema' odyqemm BBywefi cmopoae

pyccxofi pe‘m. BBHBy HeHooTaTqoi/i paapa-

60m mnowean oponopeqoro odyqem-JB - OT-

ccma COHOCTaBUTeJILI-IHX onncanmfi @oaope-

qHx Kormexoon KONflIOHeHTOB Ron/mymmawn-

HOI‘O Mnnnmyma n camoro r/mmmyma -, a maze

o'rcyTCTBm conocmasToax mmmacmm-

max onmcaflnfi onpezleaxemmx (ponewmeoxmx

cnc'reM pyccxcoro n donrapcxoroashmw 0 T0-

‘mn speHm enmmx npzzamznoB, cymeCTBymym

cmcwemy memo oxapaBTepMBOBaTB Bax KOMIUA-

JIHTMBI-Iy‘lo n, B Hemou'opof: cmenemi, amem-

qecm. MB cqzzrraeM, omaico, q'ro nonodfloe

aBnem-xe memo HaaBaTB upomBopetmeM pocwa.

nocxonBKy Han swam-2 npoonemaml yme pacema—

e'rca. Kpome TOI‘O, B yqedHom Icormexce mm

In macca/3/ paooma B odnacm OBJIalIeHHfi
HaBHKaMB alleKBaTHoro oqbopmemm pyccxcof:
petm B GOJILIIlOfi mepe mmuBmxa 002103336 110-

Jxoxierma rnnoweau ciaonopeqoro xapaF-Tepa
OOY‘IGHM BBy‘Iamei/i c-ropone HHOCTpaI-IHOI‘O
HBHKa. Iviai'epman, KOTOpH‘Z 6w: 0TodpaH. OX‘
BaTHBaeT sByIm, ynapemae, sByKocotIeTaHm.

3BFEO—GyKBemme omHomem/m, MHTOHaHMIOs CM‘
Tamamzqecxoe ‘UIGHBHHG (Lpasu, TGMII, cm-zT—

HOOTL. CThJIB npOMBHooeHm. Kpome cymecTBY‘
mmx JIEEHI’BIECTK‘IGCKHX ouncamm (LoHemqec-
max cnc'rem pyccxoro 1-1 doxrapczcoro HBHEOB
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n onucaHnfi omndox donrapcxmx yqammxoa,

BHepBHe qTHBaflMCL cmaTncaecxne naHHHe

qaCTOTHOCTE CHOPOB, BByKOB m dyKB pyccxo—

:0 m donrapcxoro fl3HEOB/4/, a TaKBe pe -

synBTaTH aHanBBa nexcnqecxoro mnnnmyma
nufl donrapcxofi cpennefi mxonn n nflfl III

xnaoca. Bunn yBTeHH Taxme TeKCTOBofi ma-

Tepnan yqedHnKa n yPOBeHL BMHrBBCaecnnx

3HaHMfi, nonyqennux npu odyqennn ponnomy

HENRY. TaKMM odpaaom, dun onpenenen @030-

peqofi maTepnaa/anmyM/, Kowopufl ynasu—

Ban He TonBKo cnmcox 3ByKOB, Bax B nsBe—

CTHHX no STOPO Bpemenm @onewmqecxnx MBHM-

Mymax, HO yaHBan sByKo-oyRBeHHHe owne-

meHma, cmpyKTypy m MHTOHaHMm @pasn, a

TaKme amqan onpenenennufi op®orpa$zqec—

Knfi mawepnaa. T.e. npn COCTaBneHmn QOHO-

peqoro ronnmyma n npn ero paspabowxe

mTHBanacB CpKTypa-éouopeqoro ROME-

xeKoa.

BeCL mamepnan paspaoorafl B YCTHOM BBonHom

Hypce/ 9 ypOROB/, B HfiKfle"MH aaeM no-

pyooKn"/ 6 ypOKOB/, B Komnnexonom Kypce

"TOBopBM.EnTaeM.HnmeM.HrpaeM.“/36 ypOKOB/.

BBonBufi Kypc pacnpocmpanfiewca Ha @opmnpo-

BaHne afleMGHTapHHX HaBHKOB n ymeHnfi pe-

maTB onpenBBeHHym peqym sanaqy B paMKax

POBOpeHMfi n aynmpoBaHnfl. Eanee Bo Bcex

ypoxax odyqenmfl qTeHBm, paspadowaHHHx Ha

'3'H83‘COMOM JIGKCM‘IGCKOM Id no'remmanmo 3H3.-

KOMOM rpammawmqeoxom maTepmane, coqaeT-

CH padowa no @opmnpoaannm n oananeHnm

aByqamuM n rpaaecn odpasamn 0x03, ny-

TeM npousnecennfi CHOB, qweuna nx Bonyx,

pacnosaaBaHna cpenn cxonnux donrapcxnx,

CHMCHBaHMH n cnona BTeHna n nponaneceanx.

B paoowe no OBHaHeHHm aByKo-OyKBeHHHMM

0THOmeHEHMM nonoxbsymwcg cueumanLHaB yqeo-

Haa TeTpanB, maaTOQOHHHe aanncn, coupo-

Bomnommne HGKOTOpHe Bananna B Hefi, Haéop

GyKB n GHOB Baa qacrnqnofi yqeofiofi Tpc-

KPMHHBM, Hadop npennomeHBfi c yKaBaHBeM

ameHMB Tona npn qweumn n npoueaecennn.

Hpnmepu B TadnBuax K ypoxam HOBTOpeHflfl
Taxme conp0BomnamTCH EHTOHaHMOHHHM ROHTy-

PdM. Sadomofi aBTopOB yqedHoro Romanexca

(512L118. KOIufl‘JIyHIiKaTEBHaH II JII’iTIHOCTHafi MOTHER“

DOBaHHOCTL sanamifi IIO 0311836111410 HaBblKaMi/i

anemamoro odfiopmemm pyccxcofz pew/I. Ocos— .

HaHne anemeHTOB cnoTeMB nmaecwnqecxofi
RomneTeHfinn B eTofi OdfiaCTfl HBflfleTCfl onen-

CTBfleM @onopeqoro xapaKTepa odyqenna. a

He uonenanpaBBeHHofi paoown. HB-Ba orpann-

qHoro ooBema nonnana pnno npnBeCTn no-

npoonne npmmepu n nx aHanna.

B Bannmqenue Heooxonnmo OTMGTETL nenecood—

paBHOCTB paBBsfi @onewnqecnnx n @0Hopeqe-

BHX KCOHQHOBaHEfi B onenymmnx HanpaeHBHx:

1/ OnmcaHBe KOHTaRTnpymmnx B odyqnn @0—

Heqecxmx CHCTBM MHOCTpaHHHX HSHKOB 0 TO—

BKB speana énnnux HPHHHEHOB, B TOKEGCTBQH-

HEX cnomemax nonfiwnfi n TepmnHOB. 2/ Ron-

eTEEaHME rnnomeau QOHopeqoro xapaKTe-

pa odyqenna sByqamefi CTOpOHe MHOHBHqfi
peqn Ha OCHOBe aaxonqHofi Teopnn RommyHM—

KaTHBHOTO odyqna c yqOM npmunmna no—

oneBOBaTenBHoro monennpoBaHBH. 3/ Cosnaame

@onewnqecxnx n @OHOPGHBBHX MMHnmyMOB BBB

KOHeTHOfi HaEMOHaKLHOfi aynnwopmn, awana

u mean odyqenna, n BOHTeeHTa yqamnxca.
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fieccxceptcffmr’xctimalloadtasbeemusedty
variois vaiters in various lizgiistic fields. It
17:3 corisegiaitly rmived differing definitions
and reti’cds of caloilatian. It has not, however,
been applied to the teadiing of pronmciation. In
this paper are discussed several aspects of
functionalt lfimignhmylberelevant forthe
assessing o e r tive of
features of learners' MW serpental

Introductim__,.___.__
SW you are teadung English to foreign

studeits, matightsdiedule,withmspecialtime
for pramiciatim teadning,‘ writes Gillian Bram
[1] p.53. IWhidn of the following problems would
[’29t first? Discrimination of /e/ and /E/,

Heransuer: 'Wnentimeisshortitisprobably
mtwortbmilespaflingtimemteaching/e/and
fl/ if the studeits find thendiffioilt, but be
surethatfliesamdssubstimtedbythesuflents
are /f/ and /v/ sands which are acoustically
similarto/e/ani/é/anibearalwfwnctional
load in English (i.e. don't distinguish many words),
and not /s/ and /z/, which are acoustically very
different from /e/ and /E':/ and bear a much higher
functional load. '

Manywriters havemadeamealtothemtim f
flmctionalload (FL), andforvarimispirposeso
Weaver, the precise definition givai to the

has varied from writer to writer [2]. King
[3] p.831 writes that 'in its simplest expression-
fmctianalloadisameaoireofthenmberof I
mdnimitipairrsbvrvhich can be found for a given
oppos on. e geierally in .phonol
measure of thee which two My: is a
distinctive feature) do in keeping utterances apart
:mfdhOttvhsr words, a gauge of the frequency with

phonemes contrast in l
environments. ' a 1 possible

It isnotclearhoamnichtl‘nighthasbeen i
to the problem of definition by writers making ven
gppeal to ihtfi notion. For instance, we could

sagreew Brown above, inthatphonenessuch

:24 WW a rwas in when“; .. a.y can as s ire of
can carry FLs. ' pa which

King [4] p.7 proposes a fonmula for the
calculation of FL which 'is the product of two
factors: the first measures the global tact

frequencies of the no primates in the oppositim;
thesecondmeamtbedegreetovt‘idxthetm
angers com in all possible aivircrments,

. e environmt nears, mighly speaking, one
ptrnene to the left and right'. As Vadnek [5] p.65
pomts out. although eivirorneit is of obvious
iirportaice, King's definitim of this as cre
phoneme to the left and right should have been
stated in finer terms.

The main difference betweai King's fontulatim
andthoseofctha'writers is that it isbasedcn
conditional probabilities instead of being an
infomation theory apprcadn. Wang [6] (see also [7])
corpares four information theory measures of FL,
coicIudJng 'xncre important than the development of
a measure that is internally consistent and which
conforms to certain linguistic requirements is the
task of providing empirical justification for the
measure' (p.50).

'I‘he_valueofthecoxceptofFLhasbeen
recognised in other linguistic fields, including .
general descriptive linguistics [8], diachraiic
phonology [3], automatic speech synthesis and
recognition [9, lo] and spelling refonn [11]. It
has not, waver, been applied to the question of
language teaching. In this paper, I therefore wish
toexplorecertainaspectsofELwhichareofuse
in the teaching of prmmciatioi. This discussim
owes much to the ideas of Avram [12]. For
illustration, I shall deal in particular with the
following pairs of (RP) phonemes, which are often
conflated by learners: /i: 1; ts, ea; e, a; 3:. 0”
U:. u; p. b; 6. d; n. n: +1. d3/.

Cornilative ted: fr
In 3 OW, I give the cumulative

frequencies for these its of RP phon based on
the figures for oonnecptzd speech givenabgseS
E513]. Thus, for example, the cumulative frequenCY
aggirthe pair /e, e/ (11.05%) is calculated by

g the individual tact frequencies of 7.16% for
31/ and 3.89% for /a/. 0n the basis of these
a hl<lml'llations, we may then propose that a Pair Withis 0% curmlative frequency (e.g. /e, e/: 11-95%)
/ greater importance than one with a low (e.g-

19, ee/, 1.83%). That is, over one in every ten
vowels is either /e/ or /ae/, whereas under one in
every fifty vowels is either /Ia/ or /ee/- Therisks, as far as loss of-intelligibility is
concerned, of conflating /e, a/ may thus be
considered greater than those of conflating' /Ier 99/'
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W
These cumulative frequencies disguise the fact

that one member of a conflated pair may occur much

more frequently than the other. For example,

/l:, t/ have a high cumulative frequency (25.57%);

one in four of all vowels in connected speech is

either /1:/ or /I/. Given that a learner has

a vowel of the [i] type, it is, however,

four times more likely that this corresponds to

/1/ than to /i :/. The basic text frequencies are

21.02% for /I/ and 4.55% for /I:/. ,

, The closer to 0.50, the more equal are the

individual frequencies, and the greater is the

potential confusion to be caused by the conflaticn

of the pair. (The probability of themcre frequent

member is one minus the probability of the less

frequent); In this way, we may distinguish four

extremes:
(1) pairs with a high corailative frequency and

relatively equal probability, e.g. /6, d/,

(ii) pairs with a high cumulative frequency

but unequal probability, e.g. /l:, 1/, /n, n/,

(iii) pairs with a low cumulative frequency

but relatively equal probability, e.g. /Ie, ee/,

/+I. d3/, and .
(iv) pairs with a low cumulative frequency

and unequal probability, e.g. /:>:, 31/.

It would seem reasonable to rank them as above

in decreasing order of importance for learners

and teachers.

Occurrence and sti tisation in native accents

Whilst RP has gen used as the reference accent

in this paper, certain of the learners'

conflations are to be found in other native

accents. /u:, u/ conflaticn is widespread in

Scotland; /re, ea/ conflaticn is an increasingly

comm phenorenon in‘ New Zealand, the West Indies

and East Anglia; and./Er,‘d/ conflaticn is found,

if only sporadically, in the Republic of Ireland,

although it is heavily stigmatised. We may

conclude that listeners .are accustomed to making

the perceptual adjustment necessary for .

intelligibility of these conflations, but not

for the others.

Acoustic similarity
As Brown quoted above notes, acoustic

similarity between sounds is a relevant factor.

That is, /e, f/ and /6, v/ are more acoustically

similar than /6, s/ and /6, z/. For example, /e, f/‘

may be difficult to distinguish in bad transmission

conditions, as on a telephone line; listeners are

therefore already familiar with, recognising the

intended sound from context. an 'the other hand,

/9, s/ are more distinct, even on noisy telephone

111165; listeners are therefore unaccustomed to

realising that a misinterpretation or conflation

may have taken place. Comparable acoustic

Similarity‘is found between the nasal consonants

/m’ n, U/.

The structural distribution of phonemes

It is a phenomenon of English syllable'structure

that /n/ only occurs in syllables containing short

vowel phonemes (/r, a, A, 'o/). /n/, on the other

hand. occurs in syllables with either long or _ _

Short vowel phonemes. Thus, a learner who oonflates

/n, n/ will not be open to mismderstanding. all the

time; his conflaticn may only lead to confusion

where it occurs after a short vowel phoneme, since

guyoccurrence aftera longvmelmmistbe/n/not

I'] .

In similar vein, it is a feature of English that

stressed ward-final syllables do not contain short

vowel pl'memes unless they also contain a final

consonant. Thus, /bx+/ is permissible (bit), but

not */b1/. 1mg vowel phonemes are not s—ubject to
this constraint, e.g. /bl:/, bee. Thus, any vowel

in a stressed mid-final syllable without a final
consonant cannot be a short vowel phmeme.

Syllable structure constraints therefore limit

the potential confusion of conflated pairs (/n, n/,

/I:, r/) in particular enviroments.

lexical sets ,

We must not lose sight of the fact that phonemes

combine to create the actual mrds ofithe English

lexicon. 'Ihere are some which are not

contained in many words. For instance, Wells [14]

p.133 notes that the lexical set for the ptmeme

/u/ is relatively small — around 40 words. The

frequencyof this phoneme is a mere 1.95%, and

muldbeeven lowermreitnotforthefactflnat

this lexical set includes a number of words of very

frequent occurrence, such as 25;, @041, look, would.

The number of minimal BEES
simplest expression of the FL of a phonemic

contrast is the number of minimal pairs which this

contrast serves to distinguish. For some English

phonemic contrasts, there are plenty of minimal

pairs: for‘others, there are relatively few. For

/u:, u/, the only minimal pairs involving comm

modern words area,“ 11; fool, full; who'd,

hood; 'suit (if sum, soot. Mal

FEES are similarly scarce for /I , 37—a'nd /e, 6/.
Mismderstanding is therefore very unlikely to

occur for these contrasts and on this basis, we may

consider them to be relatively unimportant. The

following table shows the relative importance of

all the vowel and consonant contrasts introduced

earlier, in terms of the number of minimal pairs

exewlifying the. contrasts. The criterion has been

set, m1: arbitrarily, at 20 minimal pairs.

FeverthanZOpairscanbefomxiforthose

contrasts marked —, while over 20 pairs can be

found for those marked +. Minimal pairs for

consonants in word-initial position and in word—

final position have been calculated separately.

The number of minimal pairs belonging to the same

EEG-Of SE13
F0 owing on from the previous section, we may

note that although there are certain contrasts for

which there are several minimal pairs, sometimes

these minimal pairs involve few words from the

same part of speech. These pairs are therefore

unlikely to cause confusion in the context of a

sentence. For example, there are several minimal

pairs for initial /6, d/. However, it is a

phexnmenon- of English that words begiming with

/6/ are gramxatical words,_such as t_he_;, those, th ,

then," .TheyaretlmsxmlikelytoB—e‘coifus

33 can with the corresponding /d/ words, which

are virtually all lexical words, such as doze, d_ay,
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1 2 3 4

/I:, I/ 25.57% 0.18 + -

lie, 69/ 1.83% 0.40' -- +

la, a/ 11.05%- 0.35 + -

lo:, 01/ 3.28% 0,07 - _

/u‘:, u/ 5.57% 0.35 — +

Ip. b/ 6.34% 0.46 + + I -

I6, d/ 11.81% 0.42 - - +

In. n/ ' 13.72% . 0.15 * — -

HI. «13/ 1.46% 0.42- — - _ -

Column 1 = cumulative text‘frequency, expressed as
a percentage of the occurrence of all vwels,
or of all consonants.

Column 2 = probability of the less frequent member
of the pair.

Oolnmn3=whether20minimalpairscanbefound.
For consonants, this is given for word-initial
and word-final positions. * indicates that In/
does not occur initially in English words.

Column 4 = occurrence in native accents.

9e. delshh .
Consideraticm ought also to be given to the

fact that thefrequency of occurrence of members
of the closed'set' of grammatical words is higher
than for lexical words.

The number of inflections of minimal pairs.
One problem in counting the number of minimal

pairs relying on particular ptmenic contrasts is
theusewhichEnglishmakesof inflections suchas
the suffixes for plural, past tense, -_igg forms.
Thus, for enarmple, forthe Ira, ea/ contrast,
:everal‘: pairs take /z/, /d/St::ernd /m/ endings, e.g.
ear, are; sEa_r_, s 7 , stare. Whether
fiem be earn as separa—tE'n—Eninel pairs
ornotinthecalculatimofmisasarewhat
arbitrary methodological cmsideration. ' ‘

The frequency of members of minimal pairs
Minimal pairs for the English contrast /u:, u/

are scarce. A few examples exist, further to those
quoted above, but in which onemenber is of such
infrequent occurrence that the minimal pair can
hardly be said to have any importance. Thus, while
the /u/ words would, could, should, look may be
considered frequent, fl oorrespmding 7uz/ mrds
wooed, cooed, shoed/shooed, Luke are so infrequent
as to be almost contrived:

'I'hennmnberofcammcontextsinwhichthemenbers
of minimal irs occur .

It is also W'le to consider whether the
menbersofminimalpairsbelmgtothesame
semantic field or not, i.e. whether contexts can be
easily supplied in which both members of a minimalpair are plausible alternatives, both grammatically

and semantically. Such contexts are easily supplied
for English pairs such as fate, faith; trek, track;

, Shimmy; shin, chin; cheer, leer, Sutm‘
15 not poss' 1e for the majority of nunimal pairs
in English.

Conclusion ,
m,--'it should be clear that more
advanced analysis than a counting of the number of
minimal pairs is involved in the calculation of FL.

' Avram [12] sunmarises'this' point succinctly: 'if
we suppose that one opposition is illustrated by
ten minimal pairs and another by twenty, it does
not necessarily mean that the second opposition is
twice as important as the first. Starting from
minimal pairs, the successive application of
certain correctives is essential if we wish to
establish the actual value of an opposition more
clearly' (p.42).

(In the basis of the above observations on FL, we
may propose that the relative importance of the
phonemic RP contrasts discussed in this paper can
be ranked as follows, most inportant first: /p, b;
e, an; I:, 1:5, d; n, r); H, d3; u:, U'; re, 99;
oz, 31/.
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VOWEL SHIFT AND LONG-TERM AVERAGE SPECTRA
IN THE SURVEY OF VANCOUVER ENGLISH . 1

JOHN H. ESLING

Department of Linguistics
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Victoria, B.C. V8W 2Y2 Canada

ABSTRACT '

To investigate the relationship between long-term (voice

setting) and short-term (segmental) components of accent
in social varieties of Vancouver English, formant analysis

of digitally sampled vowels and long-term average spectral

(LTAS) analysis from context-controlled readings are com-

pared. Four contrasting patterns of vowel formant fre-

quency shift result for the four survey groups divided by

socio-economic index. LTAS peaks for UWC and UMC

subjects are significantly differentiated, paralleling con-

sistent vowel system differences between these groups.

Comparisons with articulatorily performed models permit
tentative identification of supralaryngeal settings corre-

sponding to each acoustic pattern. An explanation is

offered of the potential effect of long-term configuration
on the measurement of individual vowel formants.

SAMPLING AND SPEECH ANALYSIS

The objective of this research is to determine whether

socio—economic divisions of an urban linguistic community

can be distinguished on the basis of voice setting shifts as
well as in terms of differences in individual vowels.
Sociolinguistic data for acoustic analysis are drawn from

the Survey of Vancouver English carried out by Gregg et
al. at the University of British Columbia [1] and archived

at the University of Victoria, which includes tape—recorded
interviews with 240 native speakers of Canadian English.
Subjects chosen for investigation are 32 female and 32
male natives of Greater Vancouver, from the youngest of

the three age divisions (16-35) in the survey. Female and

male subjects are divided into four socio—economic groups

of 8 subjects each on the basis of social index scores

established in the original survey using the Blishen 8:
McRoberts [Z] occupation scale and other social indicators.

Group 1 represents low social index scores (Lower Working

Class), and group 4 represents high social index scores

(Upper Middle Class).

T0 cOmpare vowel clusters across the four groups, vocalic

nuclei are computed for two tokens of each of ten vowel

Phonemes for each speaker, from identical environments of

the Same text in reading style. Using ILS speech process-
mg algorithms to determine formant frequencies, 5P9“h
safnples digitized at 10K samples per second are analyzed

“5mg 12'POle autoregressive linear predictive coding [3].

e analysis results in 12 reflection coefficients (K's) per

frame (200 points/frame; 50 frames/sec). The K's are con—
verted to filter coefficients (A's) to represent the vocal

tract's filtering effects, and the filter response of the A's
in each frame is calculated and displayed in a spectral

array showing up to five resonant peaks (formants) in the
0—5000Hz range. The peaks' centre frequencies are calcu-

lated based on a -3dB shoulder and listed. Target vowels

are isolated from remaining speech data auditorily, and

mean F1,FZ frequencies are calculated and filed by group
for statistical processing and plotting. Follow-up vowel
measurements and data collection are now performed more

expediently on the Micro Speech Lab package developed in

the Centre for Speech Technology Research at the

University of Victoria on the IBM-PC microcomputer.

For LTAS analysis, a 45sec sample of continuous speech

for each speaker, from the same text used for vowel
measurements, is digitized with a PDP-ll time-series

data-capturing program. One long-term spectrum is com-

puted for each voice, using a main-frame program accept-

ing only voiced frames while excluding voiceless and
low-energy frames. Power spectra of non-overlapping
20msec windows at 50Hz resolution and pre-emphasis fac-

tor l are integrated to obtain final LTAS.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistics are performed on log—mean normalized F1,FZ

data for approximately 600 female and 600 male vowels,
respectively [4]. To compute distance between group
vowel clusters, principal component analysis and canonical

discriminant analysis are applied to the four female and

four male groups, with the Mahalanobis distance calculated
between each group. This yields a probability relating col-

lections of vowels to each other, first as complete vocalic

inventories by social group, then as individual vowel pho-

neme clusters by group.

A generalized squared distance measure is used to classify

Fl,FZ coordinates, as unknown test values, into one of the

four social groups, as, known reference cells. Vocalic

inventories of the four male groups are also compared with

equivalent vowels from texts performed by the author as
models representing contrasting articulatory settings. In

this case, test values are assigned to known reference

models to yield numbers of vowels from each group that

associate most closely with each model [5].

In LTAS evaluation, the same procedure is used to compute

probabilities and distance relating spectra in the four
female and four male groups, although statistics operate

'on unnormalized data. Male LTAS are compared with

LTAS of the articulatory models using generalized squared

distance to identify clustering patterns and to relate LTAS

shift to vowel formant shift.
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VOWEL FORMANT ANALYSIS

.17or female subjects, the complete vocalic inventories of
all four soc1al groups are significantly differentiated
(p<0.001), and a majority of individually compared vowel
phoneme clusters are also separated across socio-economic
group. The acoustic characteristics of each group's vowels
match the four corners of the two-dimensional vowel
space: Group 1 (high Fl,low F2); Group 2 (low F1,low F2);
Group 3 (low Fl,high F2); Group 4 (high F1,high F2). The
most coherent and best differentiated groups are groups 2
(Upper .Working Class) and 4 (Upper Middle Class), illus-
trated in figure 1. Linguistic contexts are identical; only
speakers vary by group affiliation.
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only 27% separate at the p<0.001 level. The anal '
indiVidual vowels positively separates male groups {3111‘
where all vowels differentiate significantly (p<0.001)
except /i/, but is not successful in separating the individual
25:2:a grpiups 1 Ian? 3. The rank order of socially best

ia e vowe s or male speakers is: c I A 0
/9/ /u/ /u/./.e/ /o/ /i/. The Spearman rank {arde/r /C</Jl‘l/‘e/la{
tion coeffiCient relating male and female rank orders
(rho=-.24) indicates that the two lists do not correlate,
suggesting that those vowels which function as salient
soc1al markers .for female speakers are not the same vow-
els that function as principal social markers for male
speakers in the same social classes.
tQne possible interpretation of the male order is that N
unctions as a pivotal vowel, virtually identical in all

groups, and that peripheral tense vowels /e/ and /0/ remain
:lli‘ijf‘te' or less the same across groups, while the majority of
fellerirtiigatoccurs on open or mid-open vowels. Greatest dil-

h 1°“ appears in the area of [I/ /e/ /A/ la/ M:
w ere a decrease in F1,F2 accompanies raising and backing
f" group 21 and an increase in p . .

' F 1 1
With nasalization for group 4. ’ .2 accompanies fron mg

LONG-TERM AVERAGE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

£:_LTASf.mlys‘-°’i 45-605ec of the 64.1 subjects' voices are
withPEi-“bflrred at SKHz and digitized at 10K samples/sec
removes DE wills}? accentuate frequency infermation

point f ' Digitized data are processed in 200 sample

to obt 12am? throngh a Hamming Window and FF‘I‘ routine

and suaint gmsec p°we' Spectral arrays. After unvoiced

acc0rd'en rames are 'emWed, a swept filter adjust

smoothlgg to expected harmonic spacing produces
sent th spectra accumulated in a single array to reprr

For arte' garage Yocal.“act l"aslmnse .of the utterance.

netic t m atory 'dentlfication, LTAS of three 40sec pho—

Sett' 6x35 pei‘brmed by the author using controlled voice
Closéngio esacribed by Laver [6] and Esling [7] are analyzed:

(DEN) r in Eng .(CLR)’ “1°58 jaw (CLJ), dentallzation

tion (NU? lem‘.‘ (RFTl’ Palatalization (PAL), uvuiarin-
(LAR) ’ Yelaf‘uatmn (VELh laryngo—pharyngalizatton

raised’l nasalizatlon (NAS). faucal constriction (FAUl
mean.sarynx (RI-4X) and lowered larynx (LLX). Root‘

resembiluarEd dXStanCe measiu-es indicate that each text
es more closely other texts with the same voice
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setting than it does identical texts with different settings.
Speaker recognition research corroborates that samples of

this length are relatively text-independent [8].

The first two formants of four settings, LAR, VEL, PAL,

NAS, parallel F1,F2 plots of survey data (see figure 2).

The first two dominant LTAS peaks (P1,P2) of these mod-

els also correspond to F1,F2 in their relative acoustic ori-

entation, but with Pl,P2 systematically lower in frequency
than F1,F2. Superimposing laryngo-pharyngalization on a

given text increases P1 and decreases P2, which conforms

with acoustic predictions for extreme tongue retraction

[6]; velarization produces an approximation of P1 and P2 as

for an [til-quality vowel; palatalization results in a system-

atic shift in mean spectral peaks as for an [i]-quality
vowel; and a nasal setting results in higher-frequency Pl, .
with attenuation in the magnitude of P1 relative to P2. In

evaluating LTAS data for Vancouver survey groups, it is
expected that group 1 will demonstrate high Pl,low P2;

that group 2 will demonstrate low Pl,P2; that group 3 will

demonstrate low Pl,high P2; and that group 4 will demon-

strate high P1,P2. The relative influence of each of the

first four LTAS peaks in distinguishing the social divisions
of the survey will also be determined.
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For female groups, LTAS data significantly differentiate

social group 1 from group 2 and group 2 from group 4

(p<0.01) as in figure 3, while other relationships show no

significant separation. Spectra are set to zero magnitude
at lOOOHz for comparability and to minimize the effect of
amplitude variation. Female LTAS data corroborate

socio-economic distributions of vowel formant data in that
groups 2 and 4 are separated by both measures. Due to the
presence of voiced obstruents in LTAS, frequencies are

predictably lower than for vowel nuclei. Relative F1,F2

orientations are preserved primarily in P1 values and not in

P2, as much of the difference between groups is therefore
present in third and fourth LTAS peaks.

Table l . Female vowel formant and LTAS means.

Fl , F2 (Hz) P1 , P2 (Hz)

Grouv 1(LWC): 631 , 1702 450, 1600

Group Mm): 477 , 1813 350 , 1725

G’WP 3(LMC): 552 , 2006 400 , 1600

Grow 4(UMC): 683 , 2039 550 , 1600

Male LTAS results are also successful in significantly dif-

ferentiating group 2 from group 4 and group 3 from group 4

(p<0.05). Other relationships again are not significant.

The relationship between F1,F2 values and LTAS P1,P2

values is clearer for male groups than for female groups.

Both F1,F2 and Pl,P2 for male group 2 are low, resembling

the predicted pattern of velarization, while F1,FZ and
P1,P2 for group 4 increase, coinciding with the shift pre-

dicted for nasalization. P1,P2 are systematically lower

than F1,F2, confirming that LTAS data include voiced

speech information which has the effect of lowering aver-

age frequencies.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

An articulatory interpretation of the acoustic differentia-

tion of vowels across the social scale of Vancouver English

is proposed which associates LWC vowel clusters with

tongue backing and lowering (laryngo-pharyngalization);

UWC with tongue backing and raising (velarization); LMC

with tongue fronting and raising (palatalization); and UMC
with tongue fronting and nasal voice setting. To quantify

these associations, male survey data a‘re compared with

equivalent vowel systems of four articulatorily modelled

settings which are included in the male normalization rou-

tine. The generalized squared distance algorithm takes the

four models as reference cells and forces tokens from sur-

vey data into one of the four cells. Internally, there is

considerable misclassification of vowel tokens among the

four settings, and the majority of survey values cluster

with the velarized model. However, classification of sur-

vey data differentiates significantly in the case of groups 2

(UWC) and 4 (UMC) and the VEL and NAS models as tabu-
lated below.

Table 2 . Assignments of male vowels by group

to model setting vowel sets (rounded %).

LAR VEL PAL NAS n

Group 1(LWC): 13% 68% 14% 5% 139
Group 2(UWC): 3% 97% 0% 0% 145
Group 3(LMC): 14% 67% 12% 8% 153
Group 4(UMC): 19% 56% 10% 15% 145

Totals: 12% 72% 9% 7% 582

These distributions reflect the same articulatory pattern

as female vowel clusters. Individual vowel phonemes clas-

sify primarily into VEL from group 2, and into NAS from

group 4. Chi-squared tests indicate that there is signifi-

cant evidence for an association between groups 2 and 4

and the four reference models LAR, VEL, PAL, NAS (3

d.f., p<0.001) and, furthermore, that the two groups are

significantly differentiated on the basis of assignment into

VEL, NAS (1 d.f., p<0.001). Broader interpretations of

these results depend on variables such as performance

conditions of the models and limitations of using only two

formants. Nevertheless, they permit identification of the

relative susceptibility of vowels to the shift from UWC to

UMC quality, reflected in the acoustic shift from low to

high F1,F2 values. '
LTAS data support conclusions reached on vowel formant

evidence. Tukey's test for variable effect is applied to the
four models, LAR, VEL, PAL, NAS, to assess the relative

influence of each LTAS peak. The result indicates that PI

is a better predictor of VEL or NAS than is P2. P3 is also

a successful variable in separating VEL and NAS settings,

and in separating fronting from backing. P4 does not dis-

tinguish PAL from VEL or NAS, but does separate it from

LAR, as does P2. This suggests that P3 adds information
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to P1, and that P4 adds to P2, Ihen LTAS..data are wed iii

addition to F152 to distingm'sh voices.

Statistical comparisons of male LTAS data with the 12

models indicate that the models as a set are significantly

differentiated from the four survey group (p<0.05)— The

gemralised squared d‘etance functim indicates high inter-

nalcoherence for eachsurveymadyieldssimilar

asociatiocs to those previously discovered by vowel fol-

mant analyst, namely the association of tongue-retracted

settings UVU, VEL with groups 1 and Z (LWCIUTC) and of

NAS, PAL with group 4 (UMC), shown in table 3.

Table 3. D’stance hetweenvoicesettizg

modelsandmaleVangouversocialgrotgsinVn.

1(LWC) um) 3(LMC) £1310

INTI 0.50 0.38 0.02 0.0?

V22. 0.5 1 0.23 0.00 0.23

LAR 0.05 0.06 0.83 0.0?

1.1.x 0.09 0.02 0.85 0.05

FAD 0.03 0.02 0.95 0.00

DEN 0.22 0.1? 0.32 0.29

CLR 0.31 0.16 0.02 0.51

CL! 0.32 0.09 0.01 0.53

11.3 0.09 0.19 0.12 0.59

REF 0.20 0.10 0.02 0.58

PAL 0.17 0.06 0.01 0.7?

NAS 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.97

Bearhaginmixxlthesignificantseparationcfgrmrgzm

fithatgro'qslandSarenotd‘stiquis'aedexcegtforoer-

tainmwelsandthatgrocg3LTASaremorecoherer-Jthan

grouplLTASasg-nwtstogroup3kgqlAlnsthe
treated circumspectl‘v. Asignment of 1721'. and URI to-

bothgrocgslmbontheotherhammsnficrfing

«Eeocetothemwelformantpmceduethttfiegrou;

occupy a different acoutic snace from group 4 (if not

fromgrolzp3lwithitsclosaasociatimtoXASardPAL

Desgite the single-sneaker limitations. of the performed

modelagproachtheasociatiorssggestedherearea

gosifive indication that sociolingu'sticaily obtained dialect

groups can be analyzed. differentiated ad tenta—

tively classified using both. vowel form 3:31:15": and

L'Z'ASanalj-‘s’stechniqces.

EFFECTS CK FCRlL-‘S‘l‘ 55.45m

Thereisevidminth’sstmiythatlazgtermsettigmay
inflxmce formant {my measzrement, mm; to
why vocaiic data values are cits: diffmslt to meas‘n-e-
Hansen 3: Engehretson [9L comparing spectrograghic with
linear prediction techniqms of formant analysis find that
'for fundamental freqmncies het‘eea 1’20 and 3203:. hath
methaé are amte to within Lfnroximately 1603.: for
bothfirstandsecondformants.‘ lheyfioohsevet'mt
formantfreqmnciescanbeohscoredhymas'fingtromthe
fundamaatal or by broadening of hantwfitfi.

ltmaybeeasierorhardertoaccnratelyrecoverthe
resumes of the vocal tract in the vowel sound.
wave depemfiagonchfective factorsszchasthefcn—
damental frequency, thedegreeof nasalization of the
vowehorthepositionofthearticnlators.

TheflSpeah-piciigroutfinemedm'schsvedto
mtermasifigpoélemsofjustth‘msort. Gram!
vowels nrodncegmatesthsofsecodfmrmitig
hasmallerunmheroftokasthatareaccegtahlefor

inclusion, and (perhaps not incidentally) in wider deviation

ofthetokensthatremain. GraspZistheeasiestgroupzo

meagre, with all formant peaks and bandwidths clearly

d‘stinguishahle, and has correspondingly the most coherent

set of formant values. Grmp 3 is also not difficult to

measure, but group 4
ance of an intermediate peak and widening bandwidths in

all vowels for the largest number of speakers both male

and female. This secondary, usually higher amplitude peak

overlaps in baniwidth with peak 1, and has therefore been

averaged into the computation of 1" 1 since it is distinctly

not asociated with F2. his phenomenon occurs only

rarely in other groups and when it does the voice demon-

strates prmotmced nasality. It seems likely, therefore,

that a generalized low back position of the articulators in
group 1, evident in the FIJZ values of retained vowels,

cacssadecreamnpeahto merge withanincreasing

‘51 peak for many tokms. The fronted and nasalized set-

tingdgrmpgimpliedhythedampedbut increasedval—

ms of P1 doe to the combined calculation, and the slightly

hfiervahrsofmwazklnotbeapparent ifthesesome-

that snectra'dy confusirg tokens had to be eliminated. In

thisway,theresultsofthissttflyhelp to "Bolatethose

cont-lotions of vocal tract resonance that are of lower-

term dzzration than mdividual vowels, and abo help to

identify how contrasting articulatory configurations affect

otter-me identical vowels.

Erna—“€23

[IIRGmgetalaAnmbandialect smveyoftheEnglhh
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from 2 Fourth International Conference 2 Methods B
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PHONETIC INVENTORY AND TABOO

ROBERT K. HERBERT

Program in Linguistics, State University of New York
Binghamton, New York 13901

The practice of linguistic taboo, i.e.
the avoidance of specific words because of
associations with forbidden or sacred
things, is well-documented. However, the
implications of taboo have not received
serious attention in historical studies,
especially historical phonetics. While it
is recognized that taboo may effect lexical
replacement and shift, the role of taboo in
explaining irregular sound correspondences
(in single words or sets) is an equally
important, though neglected, aspect of
taboo [5]. These two effects correspond to
the strategies open to a speaker when a
word is taboo: (1) replace the word with an
alternate (synonym, archaicism, borrowing),
and (2) modify the pronunciation. There is
yet another possible consequence of
Widescale taboo on the phonetic system of a
language, namely an increase in the size
and complexity of the sound system. Such
an effect is limited to situations of
extensive language contact where one
language provides the resources for
avoiding taboo words -- either a stock of
alternate vocabulary or new phonetic units
to be exploited in phonetic modification.
Given sufficient time and institutionali-
zation of such practice, these foreign
sounds may be incorporated into the host
Sound system. This paper explores this
role of taboo in the historical expansion
Of a phonetic inventory, using the dramatic
example of click incorporation in Southern
Bantu languages.

One of the most striking and well-
known examples of phonetic contamination
due to language contact involves the Bantu
languages of southern Africa. This group
of languages is typologically distinct from
the Khoisan languages that surround it in
most major features with the exception of
the regular exploitation of velaric
iBQrsssive consonants, i.e. click sounds,
within their phonetic and phonological
inventories. This feature is so pervasive
in these groups and so rare elsewhere that
th?se languages are sometimes known as "the

CIICk languages”, although this time is
solye—times reserved for Khoisan languages.
Clicks have been reported in various
languages outside Africa, but they do not

U.S.A.

function within normal phonology and the
number of oppositions never approaches that
found in southern Africa.

It is well-established that clicks are
not inherited elements in Bantu. They were
borrowed from Khoisan, probably Khoikhoi
(Hottentot). The Bantu languages most
affected by this contact include the Nguni
group and S. Sotho. The Nguni group is
subdivided into a number of language units,
including Zulu, Xhosa, Swazi, Ndebele.
This paper provides a new explanation for
the incorporation of such highly marked
units as clicks into the phonetic
inventories of S. Bantu, an explanation
that goes beyond reference to language
contact. Most documented cases of
phonetic/phonological influence due to
borrowing are confined to instances of
filling inventory gaps, restructuring of
constraints, etc. Apart from such
instances, non-native phonetic elements are
often subjected to loan phonology, i.e.,
elements from the native system substitute
for them. What sets the s. Bantu case
apart from others is the enormity and the
peculiar nature of the contact effects [4].
For example, it is estimated that one-sixth
of Xhosa words contain clicks. The vast
majority of these words are of demonstrable
or presumed Khoisan origin, but there are
examples of clicks substituting for
inherited Bantu consonants. Almost half of
the 55 consonants of Xhosa are almost
exclusively confined to the borrowed
vocabulary [4]; these are the non-inherited
consonants, indicated within parentheses in
the chart below.

b

p t (123 €31) c k (18‘) (a c b)
b a (6i €31) 3 9 (5?; E: 56)
pa tn (53h €3h) ch kn (3h ch 5h)

f s i s (x) h

z 3 (Y) ' fl
1 y

n n 0 (53 EB 5%)
m" (.n") (5%“ £21“ 52:“)
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An initial question concerns the

reasons for this widescale phonetic

influence of one language upon another.

The usual explanation has to do with the

taking of Khoisan wives by Bantu-speaking
males [2, 4]. According to this theory, 5.

Bantu males were polygamous, and the father

was only an occasional viSitor to his
families. The dominant linguistic
influence was therefore that of the mother.

Such intermarriage had a high incidence and
existed over a period of centuries. The
details of this explanation, in particular
the polygamy of Bantu males, are not
universally accepted, but all agree that
widescale and enduring contact must be
reconstructed. Oral history among several
Bantu groups relates the incorporation'of
Khoisan-speaking clans. _

A number of features have enshrined
the Khoisan-Bantu contact in the linguistic
literature. First, the majority of
borrowed sounds are clicks, which are
incorporated at three places of articu-
lation with a number of distinct qualities,
e.g., Xhosa exhibits 15 distinct click
sounds. The mere receptivity of a language
to such 'unusual sound types requires
explanation, especially in view of their
high‘ markedness value. Second, borrowed
consonants appear in inherited Bantu
lexical items. Cf. internal corres-
pondences such as Zulu kh:xh_ as in xhopha
'to hurt the eye' vs. ukhgphe 'eyelash';
gzth as in.-consa 'fall, drip, leak' vs.
ilithonsi 'a drop of liquid'. Lexical
reconstructions occasionally show the same
bizarre correspondences, e.g. *-§img >
- in 'to extinguish'. Commonly, both an
inherited Bantu form and a modified form
co-exist with differentiated meanings, e.g.
ghela:thela 'to sprinkle (ceremonially?):to
pour, pour out'. Third, the phonological
influence of Khoisan is confined to
consonant borrowing. The nasalized vowels
of Khoisan are not borrowed, and there is
no influence on canonical Bantu phono-
tactics: vowel sequences and word-final
consonants, both pervasive Khoisan traits,
are absent in Bantu. Finally, there is no
significant Khoisan influence on the very
distinctive and highly resilient Bantu
‘morphological and morphosyntactic systems.
Thus, if one assumes some intense brand of
bilingualism to explain the borrowing of
such a large number of exotic consonants,
one is hard pressed to explain the absence
of other significant influence.

A contributing factor in the
incorporation of Khoisan sounds into Bantu
phonetic systems must have been the very
distinct acoustic quality of clicks.
Clicks are perceptually sharp and distinct
as a class. The nature of the bilingualism
present in the contact situation (whatever
its details), the sharp quality of the
clicks, and the absence of any inherited
Bantu sounds with which they might be
easily matched are all factors contributing

' 'ncor oration.

to thiittie cgn be said with certainty
about the linguistic prehistory of southern
Africa, including the identity and nature
of the Khoisan contact languages. _Five

click types are found within Khoisan;

bilabial, dental, alveolar, palatal, and
lateral. No Bantu language displays more

than three, and only Xhosa and Zulu exhibit
a three-way opposition: dental,(prefi
palatal, and lateral. ln other Nguni
languages, the inventory lS reduced or
eliminated. The only non~Nguni language to
have acquired clicks is S. Sotho, which
displays voiceless, aspirated, and nasal
forms of the palatal click. It. is
generally assumed that S. Sotho acquired
only this one type, and there is no gum
reason to argue otherwise; other
demonstrable effects of Khoisan contact are
slight when compared with Nguni, e.g. in
borrowed vocabulary.

There is very good reason to believe
based on studies of "gene flow", that there
is no relationship between Khoisan
admixture (as a measure .of population
absorption) and linguistic borrowing.
Studies of gene flow are relevant only if
one assumes an prehistoric state of affairs
in which San physical types spoke San
languages. (Obviously, genes do not speak
languages.) Bantu languages spoken by
populations with little biological
admixture exhibit clicks, and POP‘Elation5
with extensive admixture speak click-less
languages, e.g. Kgalagadi. Tswana. Thusthe absorption of Khoisan pOPIflatmns
cannot in itself explain click
incorporation. There must be more to Q”
sociohistory of clicks than Beach's View
that "clicking is to some extafi
contagious" [l].

The most plausible explanation for the
peculiar results of this contact situatlon
refers to hlgnipha (also nlgnlgérhlonepha), customs observed by “armed
women with regard to their male relatives-
in-law (and sometimes the mother-in‘lavhespecially the father-in—law. In addit1°nto rules having to do with dress, accese t°
areas of the homestead, etc., hlgfluflflinvolves the avoidance of the names Of a
husband's father and other senior male
members of the male line. The cu5t°m
appears strongest and most extensive ammw
the Zulu and Xhosa, where it is n°t Tflythe individual's name that must be 3V°1dedbut also any of its composite syllables(except for suffixal elements)- Forexample, FinlaYson [3] discusses the caseofi a fihosa woman who must avoid, inggia a, t e names pike Nt]okwana, HABQ'Saki: she must not utter the syllables die
El JELLO! m: a! k—il Bi: Ila. A number 0distinct strategies are employed. to thisen :
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(1) deformation by consonant substitution

MM
idikazi ishikazi 'unmarried woman'
unina utsitsa 'your mother'
sam tyam 'my' (cl. 7)

(2) morphophonetic deformation by usana
intsana 'baby' (cl. 11>9)
usapho intsapho 'family'

In the above examples (2), the syllable is
avoided by a morphophonological change due
to noun class transfer.

(3) use of a semantically related word:
intsasa 'brushwood' > iinkuni 'firewood'
iswekile' 'sugar' > intlabathi 'sand'

(4) neologism
ukusaba 'to flee' > ukulimelela
ukusa 'to take to' > ukunawukisa

(5) use of an archaic or borrowed word.

Phonetic substitutions are relevant to
present concerns. This strategy is most
common when the initial syllable of a stem
requires avoidance. Only consonant
substitution is involved; there are no
cases where vowel substitution alone
deforms a syllable sufficiently.

The suggestion is advanced here that
the process of hlgnipha is the essential
part of any explanation for click
incorporation. There is no way to
understand the extensive (yet restricted)
Khoisan influence without recourse to some
peculiar linguistic feature of the
sociohistorical context. Specifically, the
claim here is that native (i.e. Khoisan)
phonologies provided Khoikhoi and/or San
women with a ready-made and "natural"
source for consonant substitution required
bY thipha. That is, a women.enjoying a
prohibition against uttering particular
syllables would look to her own phonetic
inventory in order to find alternates. 0n
the one hand, the substitution of a foreign
element such as a click is perceptually
salient and deforms the syllable
acceptably. On the other hand,.the use of
non-Bantu consonants for this purpose
precludes the possibility of homophony with
existing words. The existence of an
extraordinary phonetic inventory therefore
Served an important sociolinguistic
function.

, Several advantages derive from this
explanation. First, the presence of clicks
in inherited Bantu words is explained. The
Seemingly random substitution of a click
for an inherited consonant represents the
historical "fixing" of a hlonipha form. As
mentioned above, co-existence of an
inherited form and a hlonipha alternate
with semantic differentiation is more
common.

One striking fact not mentioned in the

literature is that there is a directcorrelation between the existence ofhlonipha in a language and theextensiveness of consonant incorporation.fllgnipha is most pervasive in the sameNguni languages that exhibit the greatestnumber of click types, i.e. Xhosa and Zulu.It is surely not accidental that thelanguages in which syllable avoidance ismost widely practiced are the samelanguages that have incorporated threeclick types and other Khoisan consonants.
Apart from Nguni, o is practiced
only by the S. Sotho, but it is less
extensiVe both in terms of the range of
individuals whose names must be avoided and
the rules of practice; Note that a single
click type occurs in s. Sotho. The
languages most closely related to S. Sotho,
viz. Tswana and N. Sotho, exhibit neither
click incorporation nor hlgnipha.

The proposed connection between
hlgnipha and consonant incorporation is
further supported by the nonclick
consonants that act as favored substitutes
in hlgnipha. Although no firm patterns
appear [2,3], two of the most common Xhosa
substitutes are :1 [c'] and d1 [3]; these
consonants are not reflexes of Proto-Bantu
consonants. The preferred status of these
sounds in algnipha is like the status of
clicks, i.e., they became established as
preferred substitutes precisely because
they did not occur in native Bantu words.
Also, in earlier times, these Khoisan
consonants did not themselves require
avoidance since they did not occur in Bantu
personal names.

‘ A fundamental problem in any attempt
to gauge the climate and mechanisms of
earlier hignipha as practiced by Khoisan
women is the lack of written records. The
linguistic and cultural prehistory of
southern Africa is an enormously complex
web of migrations, conquests, assimila-
tions, and diversifications. One can say
more about the current status of o ,
and it is clear that its strength is waning
through the area. The literature is full
of anecdotal reports of situations in which
individuals are forced to violate the
taboo. "The custom, once broken, steadily_
loses its peculiar power over the person
breaking it." [2] Urbanization and the
consequent weakening of tribal traditions
also contribute to the decline of .

The conclusion here is that clicks
(and other Khoisan consonants) may
originally have been restricted to a
supplementary vocabulary, i.e. a vocabulary
recognized as being outside of "normal"
language. However, over the course time,
this special status disappeared or was
blurred, and the consonants were absorbed
into the native inventory, leading the way
for lexical borrowings without the expected
patterns of loan phonology. As it is
impossible to assert anything about the
contact situation with certainty, it may be

n
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instructive to compare briefly this

proposed analysis with other cases of

linguistic taboo that have left lasting

imprints.
-

Simons [5] provides a comprehensive

survey of taboo in Austronesian languages.

The details on what is taboo and the

strategies of word avoidance vary from

language to language, but there are certain

similarities with the S. Bantu 'data.

First, in many instances, it is not only

the individual's name that is taboo but

also common words from which that name is

formed or words that "sound like" the taboo

name. For example, all Owa words sharing

the initial syllable with a taboo name must

be avoided. This parallels the use of

phonetic deformation in Bantu when the

offending syllable is the first root

syllable. Second, there are cases in which

specif is avoidance forms become

conventional. Such cases demonstrate that

inherited words can be replaced over time

by avoidance forms even when the replaced

'word is not universally taboo in the

community. In one instance, that of Muyuw,

19% of the basic lexicon was replaced over

a span of 50 years. Third, the effects of

naming taboos may be widespread indeed; by

some estimates, nearly two-thirds of the

basic vocabulary may be potentially taboo

(for various individuals) in a community.

It must be noted that although the

Austronesian examples testify to the

potentially considerable influence of word .

taboo, they are unlike the S. Bantu case in

that contact languages had broadly similar

sound inventories, and one does not observe

the restructuring seen in Bantu. The

necessary conditions for the S. Bantu type

of contact influence seem to include: (1)

intense language contact or bilingualism,

(2) radically different phonetic systems in ‘

the contact languages, (3) the long-term

practice of taboo. Situations in which two

of these three conditions obtain are not

uncommon, and they may result in

significant externally-induced change,

including an enrichment of the phonetic

inventory. However, it is claimed that ,the

three conditions must be jointly invoked'to

explain the very peculiar nature of the s.

Bantu case, i.e. the incorporation of very

heavily marked phonetic items and

relatively little influence elsewhere in.

linguistic structure.

Not all Khoisan words in Bantu are

forms. The claim is rather that

the practice of 1112111933 "primed" the

languages to be receptive to click

incorporation, especially if, as has been

traditionally maintained, children's main

linguistic influence was that of mm-

practicing mothers. The sociolinguistic

history of southern Africa is considerably

more complex than traditional accounts

(oral history and early ethnography)

present, but the extensive practice of

linguistic taboo has been underappreciated

in explaining the outcome of language

contact. The reconstruction of Socio-

linguistic prehistory in the area‘poses a

continuing challenge to linguists and

anthropologists alike.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reports results from an electropalatogr-
aphic study of coarticulatory phenomena in the spe-
ech of 2 speakers of Cambridge English. These are
alveolar place assimilation and /1/voca1isation,
which occur in connected speech (connected speech
processes or CSPs). The principal aim of the study
was to investigate the articulatory gradualness of
these CSPs and to determine the effects of speaking
rate and care of articulation on their application.
Assimilation is shown to function as a fast speech
process, strongly influenced by speech rate,
whereas /l/voca1isation is sociolinguistically
salient -- its application being more affected by
care than by rate.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Phonetic and Phonological Description

Both phoneticians and phonologists have been con-
cerned with the description of coarticulatory phen-
omena -- as phonetically motivated processes and in
terms of their description within a phonological
theory /1,2/. Connected speech processes (CSPs)
have been classified in terms of phonemic and allo-
phonic variation /3/. The former subsumes process-
es such as assimilation (a segment changes phonemic
identity under the influence of an adjacent segment)
coalescence (segments combine to form one segment,
yet retaining articulatory and auditory features of
bOth) and deletion. Allophonic variation includes
feature-spreading, lenition and reduction processes
(where segments fail to reach articulatory or audi-
tory targets in production).

This dichotomy however, implies that so-called
'Phonemic' CSPs may be discrete or categorical,
applying in an on-off fashion. In addition, the
fact that some CSPs may result in a segment's com-
1“? to resemble phonetically a different phonene
could be viewed as a matter of chance, depending on
the phonemic inventory the language happens to have.
A further difficulty is related to the problem of
discreteness. Some CSPs become phonologised or

A SOCIOPHONETIC APPROACH

PAUL KERSWILL

Dept. of Linguistic Science
University of Reading
Reading RG6 ZAH. UK

'fossilised' in the course of linguistic change,
leading to morphophonemic alternations which are al-
ways discrete. 'Fossilisation' then is the residual
effect of coarticulation after the factors condit-
ioning its application in connected speech have dis-
appeared. The'transition from processes motivated
by 'phonetic' factors such as speaking rate, care
of articulation and environment, to morphophonolog-
ical rules does not seem to‘have been studied in
any great detail from a phonetic point of view (al-
though results from experimental work on phonetic
motivation have been applied to the explanation of
sound change /4/).

1.2 CSPs as Sociolinguistic Variables
Sociolinguistic studies /5/ provide strong evidence
that sound change does not occur uniformly and im-
perceptibly in a language or speech community. In—
stead, two forms (older and never variants) of a
sound may co-exist within the community, not rand-
omly, but showing systematic patterning. This part-
erning is manifested as either i) linguistic diffen
ences between groups of speakersfldistinguished by
sociological criteria like sex, age, class) or bet-
ween individuals; or ii) style or register-bound
variation in an individual's speech or in the
speech of a group.
Kerswill /6/ found that the working-class vernacul-
ar English of Durham contains a number of CSPs
differentiating it from RP. Regressive voicing ass-
imilation ([laxg met] for like mg) and the delet-
ion of the final vowel of into-in the phrase into
the car are processes not found in RP- Alveol-
3?_place‘assimilation (giving [bxggai] for bad £21)
on the other hand, does not occur in Durham vernac-
ular though it is widespread in RP. The fact that
RP is used by some speakers in Durham while others
use a broad 'vernacular' or intermediate variety,
suggests the presence of a socially-stratified sys-
tem as a possible model of variation. Within such a
model, the CSPs mentioned function as linguistic
variables. In Durham vernacular, some processes
seem to be deliberately avoided in formal speech
styles as well as being less widespread in middle-
class speech, while alveolar place assimilation is
a prerequisite of the RP spoken in Durham.
One framework for investigating the sociolinguistic
salience of CSPs is the extent to which their arti-
culation is discrete or gradual: If a variable
with clear social differentiation thought to in-
volve discrete alternation (on the basis of careful
auditory analysis) is actually articulatorily
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its variants show intermediate

t would be reasonable to conclude

as both a linguistic variable and
gradual (that is,

articulations), i

that the process w

a phonetically-motivated CSP. . . '

However, for a CS? in the process of foSSilisation

to be sociolinguistically salient, one would expect

the auditory distinction between its application

and its non-application to he more marked than if

the CS? was a completely ‘natural‘ coarticulatory

process. Consequently, we would expect a tendency

towards auditory discreteness while the CS? is

still influenced by speaking rate and care of arti-

culation. But the actual articulation may contain

elements basic to both segments to differing deg-

rees. The hybrid nature of the gradual articulat-

ions contrasts with the discrete auditory percept.

He focus on the instrumental investigation of two

CSPs in Cambridge English: alveolar place assinil-

ation and Illvncalisation [7]. 9e attenpt to ident-

ify the effects of speaking rate and care, which

provide some insight into the nature of the inter-

action of phonetic and social factors influencing

CSPs. Alveolar place assimilation has been identif-

ied as a phonetically-conditioned coarticulatory

process in RP, and as a socially-stratified variab-

le in the Durham speech connunity. lllvocalisation

converts postvocaiic it] in prepausal and precons-

onantal environments into a nonsyllahic back vocoid

[r] or (rounded) 103. It has been identified as a

quite recent development in local southern variet-

ies of English [6] -‘ treated as an optional proc-

ess found in rapid casual speech, which may be inf-

luenced by non-linguistic factors like style, age

and class in Sorwich English [9].

2. ELIdOD

Two speakers of Cazbridge city English, aged 18

and 22 years, read a set of sentences designed to

elicit these CS?s. Since one possible index of

sociolinguistic salience would be the extent to

which a CS? is applied (both cocpletely and partly)

across a range of speaking conditions or 'phonolog—

ical styles' [10], the subjects were instructed to

read the sentences in four different modes, differ—

entiated on the basis of speech rate and care:

'slowly and carefully', 'at a nornal, comfortable

speed', 'as fast as possible, but carefully at the

same time' and 'as fast as possible'.

The sentences contained 17 positions where an alv-

eolar assimilation could occur, and non-assimilat—

ing environments as a basis for comparison. The

alveolar consonants were Id, nl. There were 10

opportunities for Illvocalisation, in preconsonant-

a1 and prepausal environments:

Assimilating environments: Control environzents:

BB lad_3assed; bad_place lab passed

Fleetwood_§ark “——

33 red_banner ebb back

DC bad_guy; shed_§ot; Rag—guide

ET bad car; good clothes; Craig couldn't

maid-inuldn't— ——

BX orchar§_5anage:ent;

retar§_gpticn

53 phone box

screen back

5! manmade.
.\*.< so? cceifort

Saab motor

handsome boy

creagLEack
h3343ayonnaise

wrong company

Hagg_£orner
SK Van Causeway

Ja§3§_gaught

ll/vocalisation environments: calls from; calls

upset; sold; told; well retard; wellg; tablsfi;

Castle}; ailson.

A 3-way classification for the analysis of the art—

iculation types on the electropalatographic (EPG)

record was adopted (see Appendix for illustration);

absence of assimilation/vocalisation: the EPG rec-

ord shows a complete alveolar closure at some

point during the articulation (score = 0);

partial assimilation/vocalisation: the record shows

. more lateral and/or alveolar contact than the

non—assimilating environment, but no complete

alveolar closure at any point during the artic-

ulation (score = l);

e assimilation/vocalisation:assimilationzthe
conplet

entical with the non-assimi-
record is either id

lating environment; or shows less lateral and/

tion: the record
or alveolar contact; /1/vocalisa

shows either total absence of lingual contact

for vocalisation, or contact characteristic of

back vocoids Ill, 12/ (score = 2).

Partial assimilation/vocalisation will not be ref-

lected as a uniform pattern of lingual-palatal con-

tact on the EPG record. An individual's record may

be marked by idiosyncratic articulatory patterns

and asymmetries, and at times obscured by articul-

atory environment [12]. Thus EPG analysis involves

interpretation (abstraction and normalisation) of

the lingual-palatal 'plan' of each subject. Partial

assimilations include instances of articulatory

'gradualness' as exemplified in the Appendix, but

EXCIUGE 400013 articulations.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Alveolar Place Assimilation

Table l: Xumber of occurrences of articulation

types across speaking modes (2 speakers):

Reading modes: slow normal fast fast

careful careful

T
complete assim. 8 16 27 24

partial assimu 6 6 5 i 7

non-assia. 20 12 2 I 3

Table 1 shows the number of articulation

types for both speakers across the four reading

conditions. It shows a large increase in the num‘

ber of assimilated tokens as the speaking mode be-

cones faster. This increase occurs at the expense

of non-assimilations, the proportion of partial

assimilations remaining quite constant across 31

nodes. Consequently, although there is a marked

shift overall, from frequent non-assimilation to

complete assimilation in faster rates, the appl-

ication of the process is by no means discrete.

This is indicated by the gradua1 articulations in

each mnée (which never fall below 141 of the total)-

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the sneakers' mean

aSSinilation scores with their mean soeakinz rate
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énzrialised duration for each speaking condition)
E a ing rate is expressed as a mean percenta e f

t e normalized duration for each mode g 0

Figure 1'. Comparison Of normallsed durations and

mean assnnllatlon Scores aCIOSS Speaking modes.
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3i:Eazpsipgieizef::tcomplite assimilations occurs
. . spea in modes. '

this profile, the possible effect of 2:5:ri2nfioio
izparable from that of speaking rate. Indeed comp-

e aSSimilations seem to be applied without refe—
rence to"care' of articulation, which might be —
pasted to reduce lenition of the sort involved iix
actfiaiip. A goss1b1e explanation is that speakers
'f y pai less attention to articulation in

ast, careful mode. Alternatively (since thi
cgpdition was tested after 'fast' mode) it is piss-
:es: gzizripiakegs'hhabituation /10/ t0 both the
to their actuainspzezhtask reduced their attention

:3 2:2; whether effects of rate can be distinguish-
readin Site of articulation, the duration of each
milatign each sentence was measured against assi-
kedl in scpies. (Because the sentences varied mar-
thenyits 3y able number, each was measured in ms,
the mean duration was calculated as a percentage of

malised in:ration of 4 readings, arriving at a nor-
ied . ex of duration.) The speaking rate var-

th considerably, by no means being isomorphic with

en:é:peaking conditions in all cases (so some sent—

'fast'ln dnormal mode are shorter than they are in

ainst n20 ei: Figure 2 shows mean scores plotted a—

id 1. rma ised duration (speaking rate). The sol-

ine indicates the distribution of assimilations
across five ranges of equal size.

Figure 2; - assimilation

—- /1/voca1isation
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slow SPEAKING R—ArE (1.) my

troundfthe mean normalised duration (100.3%) the
ZP:.01 articulation changes dramatically -- from

pogni:tea551mil:tions (scores below 1) to close to
_ ‘ aSSimi ations. This pattern. . sug ests that

speaking rate has a direct effect on thegdegree ofass' . . .imilation above a certain range. More important-
:yéazctual rate contrasts markedly with the rate
'pormzis intepd or'identify with the flags 'slow'
ion occ and fast . This suggests that assimilat1
certainu:stsppradically at lower rates, but once a

a e is reached, complete a ' ' '. SSimilations
seem to be applied almost without exception.

3.2 /1/vocalisations

Table 2: Number of occurrences of articulation
types across speaking modes (2 speakers):

Reading modes: slow normal fast fast
.careful careful

complete voc. 14 15 15 18

partial voc. 5 5 5 1

non-voc. l 0 0 l

In contrast with the distribution of assimilat'
acipss speaking conditions, which appears to b:ons
:: uenced by a speaker's actual rate of utterance

e comparatively low variation in the aonlicat' ’
of complete vocalisations suggests that s eaki 10“
rate does not have the same influence on Bl/vozgl—
isation. 'In particular, the frequency of com 1 t
vocalisations is consistently high in all 4 mgd: e
This uniformity suggests that vocalisation is a S.
CS? which is becoming phonologised, and is charact-
er;::1: of a range of speaking conditions including
tpon e 1c criteria like rate and care of articula-

There are some effects of rate and care however

The inCidence of partial /l/vocalisations is quite
conSistent across all modes except the fastest In

this condition, complete vocalisations increase at
the expense of partial /l/vocalisations indicatin
a possible tendency for speakers to apply vocalisag
tion discretely above a certain speaking rate Thi
might be interpreted as evidence that rate has a S
direct influence on the transition from gradual t
discrete application of this CSP. 0
However, as indicated in Figure 2 (ll/vocalisat'
represented by the dotted line), actual sneakinlon
rate 15 not isomorphic with the rate speakers bil-

ieve they are adhering to as complete vocalisat'
are by no means correlated with increasing rat ions
Consequently, some sentences' produced in 'f.
careful' mode are actually of shorter duration :it’
those in 'fast as possible' mode. If speakers c an
be assumed to be paying more 'attention' to s eanh
in terms of care of articulation in 'fast carzfei'
mode than in 'fast' mode, then it is reasdnableut
conclude that, with fast speaking rates care f 0
articulation may reduce the incidence of '0
ll/vocalisations. partial
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4. CONCLUSION

The comparison of the scores for /1/vocalisation

and alveolar place assimilation provides a partial

profile of CSPs with different functions within the

same speech community (see [13/ for a detailed ana-

lysis and supplementary evidence from an auditory

study). These processes contrast in the degree to

which they are influenced by phonetic factors like

speaking rate and care of articulation.

Assimilations apply gradually and not uniformly

across a range of speaking conditions. Speaking

rate appears to influence the application of compl-

ete assimilations, whereas their occurrence is not

markedly reduced by shifts to 'careful' modes of

speech.

Vocalisation, on the other hand, shows a tendency

to occur with a consistently high frequency across

all modes. The increase of complete vocalisations

in fast modes - not restricted by the criterion of

'care of articulation' or 'attention to speech' ——

indicates that Il/vocalisation is more affected by

care than by speaking rate.

These results indicate that alveolar place assimil-

ation functions as a 'fast speech process' directly

influenced by phonetic factors, whereas /1/voca1is-

ation seems to be a sociolinguistically salient CSP

in the process of fossilisation.
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APPENDIX: Palatograms showing articulation types

K: degrees of assimilation:

non-assimilation: M" M” mu

shed got
33

(score 0) 133
m:

partial assimilation:

(resrdual alveolar

contact) shed got

(score 1)

_ _ L MM Mu mu

total assrmilation:(score 2) -'

(no alveolar contact)

shed got

0011 NH 0015 0015 0017 M1!

B: degrees of /1/voca1isation:

non-vocalisation:(score 0)

well:

025? 026° 0251 0252 0:53 0:51 0215 °2M

..... .52
.0070. . 30 e. . “au- 1 r

...n.....“‘33...'°-°m $3333. .3333. 3353531 ':31 1 “3:331

partial vocalisatiom

(residual alveolar

contact) (score 1)

uellfi
uuuu

01“ 0187 om om om
..n I!total vocalisation

(no alveolar
contact score 2)

well}

023‘ 0237 02 023‘ ozu om w: ms 02“
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PERCEPTUAL DIMENSIONS OF LAUGHTER AND THEIR ACOUSTIC CORRELATES
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ABSTRACT

This study described the acoustic correlates of

two perceptual factors that were found to deter—
mine the recognition of laughter. 16 tokens of
laughter and a non—laughter control token simu—
lated by a Japanese male performer were presented
to 10 Japanese who rated the appropriateness of
the tokens to each of 12 labels of laughter.
A factor analysis of the appropriateness scores
yielded two factors that have been labeled pleas—
aflt—unpleasant and superior—inferior, respectively.
Correlation analysis of the factor scores and the
acoustic data showed that pleasantness vs unpleas-
antness has significant correlation with the long
vs short duration of the strong expiratory noise
that may occur at the beginning of laughter, and
with the large vs small rate of overall diminish—
ment of the vowel amplitude. Superiority vs inferi—
ority was highly correlated with the long vs short
interval between vowels, the high vs low F0 max.
or mean value, and the small vs large rate of over—
all vowel amplitude diminishment.

INTRODUCTION

People laugh for various reasons. Funny or 'incon—
gruous' situations have been considered to be the
most characteristic stimulator of laughter. From a
Communicative point of view, however, laughter is
most frequently a signal of the well—being and
friendliness of the person who is laughing. It may
also used either as a sign of superiority, a de—
vice to communicate contempt, or as a submissive
vocal gesture.
In most cases the situational cues help us to in—

terpret why a man is laughing. But we are also ca—
Pable of more or less inferring the reason for the

laughter by only listening to the sound. However,
very little is known about the acoustic correlates
0f laughter. '
In this paper I will first check the transmissibil—

ity of laughter content through the auditory chanL
nel, then describe the acoustic correlates of the
factors which account for the results of an audito—

Py recognition test on several tokens of laughter.

MATERIAL AND METHOD OF THE RECOGNITION TEST

A thirty year old Japanese male simulated a set of

laughters in an anechoic chamber imagining various
kinds of laughter in his mind. 16 tokens which

JAPAN 567

seemed to cover a wide range of laughter types
were selected from the recordings. These tokens
were used in an auditory recognition test along
with a non-laughter [hahahahaha]utterance as a con—
trol stimulus.
The auditory recognition test was designed to ob—
tain a perceptual characterization of the tokens
and to examine the extent to which the performer's
intent in laughter transmits through the auditory
channel. 17 cassette tapes, each containing more
than 50 repetitions of one of the 17 tokens, were
prepared and presented to 10 Japanese subjects.
The subjects were 20—40 years and 4 of them were
male. They were instructed to listen to each of
the cassette tapes through headphones as many
times as they needed, and to judge, in the first
place, whether the token was laughter or not. When
the subjects judged the token to be laughter, they
were then asked to describe freely the type of
laughter and judge whether it was spontaneous
laughter or forced laughter. After the judgment of
spontaneousness, the subjects were invited to rate
the degree of appropriateness of the sound stimu-
lus to each of the 12 Japanese labels of laughter
on a 3—point scale. A typical question given in

the questionnaire was as follows: "Do you think
that this is happy laughter? Please check one. /

No. Somewhat. Very much." When the subjects did
not judge the token as laughter, no more judgments
or ratings were made on that token and the next

token was presented to them. The order of the pre—
sentation of tokens was random and it was differ—
ent from one subject to another.

The 12 laughter lablels used in the test were ten—
tative ones. They were chosen by the present au—

thor from a list of some forty idiomatic or nearly
idiomatic descriptions of laughter collected main-
ly in a questionnaire of several university stu-

dents. An attempt was made to include labels which
could cover as wide a range of laughter as pos-
sible. Most of the labels used here consisted of

an adjective and a noun warai (laughter), or of a
compound noun whose last element was warai.

They can be translated as follows: /1/ happy laugh—
ter (ab. happy), /2/ laughter for funny situation
(funny), /3/ mocking laughter (mocking), /4/ ingr —
tiating laughter or friendly laughter (ingratiat—
ing), /5/ triumphant laughter (triumphant), /6/

boisterous laughter or heroic laughter (boisterous),
/7/ bawdy laughter (bawdy), /8/ laughter to cover
one'E-awkwardness or shy laughter (awkward—cover—
ing), /9/ self-deprecating laughter (self-deprecat-
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ing), I10] cold—hearted laughter (cold-hearted),

/11/ embarrassed laughter or uncomfortable laugh-

ter (embarrassed), and [12/ defiant laughter or

challenging laughter (defiant). Since many of the

labels did not seem to have equivalent expreSSions

in everyday English, the translations given here

are not necessarily 16C% accurate. In the follow—

ing discussion, however, I will use these English

approximation for convenience's sake.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Appropriateness scores of the tokens for each of

the 12 labels were calculated in the following man-

ner. Responses of maximum and medium favor were

given 1 and 0.5 points, respectively. Negative re-

sponses were given 0 points. Sums of these scores

across the subjects were then calculated and di—

vided by the total number of the subjects and

transformed into percentages. Tab.l shows the ob-

tained scores together with the spontaneousness

scores computed in a similar way. The performer's

intent is indicated by underlining. Note that a

token which was judged to be laughter by X% of the

subjects could at most obtain the score 'X' for

any of the 12 labels, even though all these sub-

jects judged it with maximum favor, because the

subjects who did not judge it to be laughter did

not make any ratings about the content of the

laughter in that token. The results of the free de—

scription and the spontaneousness scores will not

be discussed in this paper.

Transmissibility of laughter content through the

auditory channel

12 tokens out of 17 obtained favorable judgment as

laughter ()=80%) and 2 tokens registered very un—

favorable scores ((=20%). One of the two tokens

which were not heard as laughter was the non—laugh—

ter control stimulus (No.7 in Tab.1), and another

one was intended and judged to be laughter by the

Table 1

Recognition scores of laughter

Percent appropriateness of the labels to the tokens

label L s 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 a 9 1o 11 12
token
( 1) 50 50 35 §§ 20 25 1o 5 20 1o 5 10 10 20
( 2) 100 70 56 g; 35 20 5 o 40 so 20 20 25 20
( 3) 5o 20 16 15 so 5 40 39 o o 5 20 5 45
( 4) 100 40 25 29 30 g9 10 10 15 15 5 25 1o 20
( 5) 20 o o o 39 15 0 o 5 5 5 10 5 o
( 5) 100100 15 50 20 5 1o 20 5 10 1o 15 15 15
( 7) 10 o o 0 o 10 o o o 0 o 10 o 0
( a) 100 30 20 25 z; 10 25 5 15 o 15 60 o 55
( 9) so 20 o 5 7o 39 1o 0 5 15 30 65 25 35
(10) 90 7o 35 45 so 15 as 10 10 15 20 55 10 52

(11) so 30 15 35 §g o 50 25 20 5 15 35 5 50
(12) so 30 1o 5 5§ 35 20 5 35 25 40 no 45 2s
(13) so 50 25 40 55 5 g9 10 10 5 25 20 5 30
(14) so 20 15 20 20 59 10 o 5 25 20 25 35 5
(15) 100 50 40 5o 35 35 5 1o 5 20 15 25 25 20
(15) 100 100 99 35 15 10 20 do 15 20 o 5 10 25
(17) 50 1o 15 1o 15 o 10 5 o o o 30 5 20

L : whether or not the token expressed laughter

S : spontaneousness

performer. These two tokens has two unique acous-

tic characteristics: the respiratory noise between

vowel-like component was all voiced, and the range

of vowel amplitude change was very small.

Of the 12 tokens which were heard as laughter, 3

showed a strong agreement between the performer's

intent and the judged content by the subjects ()=

75%, No.6,8,16). They were two tokens of happy and

one token of mggkihg laughter. The happy tokens

were also judged to be fgngy. The mggkigg token

was also heard as cold-hearted. There was one

token (No.9) in which the judgment of the subjects

(mocking) opposed to the performer's intent and

perception (£3231).

These results show that it is possible, though not

always, to identify the content of laughter

through the auditory channel at least for happy

and mocking laughter. However, the results suggest

at the same time that there are individual differ-

ences in the way of laughing that might prevent

the hearer from detecting its real intent: funny

laughter for one person might be mocking one for

others. In other words, while there are individual-

ly independent expressions with respect to differ-

ent types of laughter, there is also room for the

individuals to express their feeling and attitude

in their own way.

Other types of laughter failed to be recognized

correctly. Some of them were given completely dif—

ferent interpretations by the listeners (e.g. No.

10, funny or happy and cold—hearted or mocking).

This may either be explained by the bad quality of

performance, or this may suggest that laughter it—

self does not necessarily have the function of com-

municating such intents. This may highlight the im—

portance of contextual cues. Moreover, the intent

of laughter may also be hidden intentionally. For

example, the intention of the person who laughs to

please someone on purpose is presumably to express

apparent happiness or friendliness regardless of

his actual disposition. In such a case it would be

only the artificiality of the laughter or the situ—

ational cues that could signal the real intent.

Anyway, we can conclude that the content of laugh“
ter is not always unambiguously encoded in its

vocal output. Facial expression and body movement
may provide cues to detect the laughter content,

although laughter is most characteristically mania

fested in the voice. At this point, however, we

cannot make any further assumptions about the rel-
ative importance of different channels in decoding

laughter content.

Perceptual dimensions of laughter

In judging the content of laughter, such pairs of
labels as happy and funny, mocking and 221923525359
and triumphant and defiant were used similarly-
This suggests that the two laughter—types of eaCh
pair are realized similarly. Evidently, the two
labels of each pair share a common psychological
meaning or 'factor'. Most likely, the judgment °f
the laughter content of the sound tokens was made
according to such underlying psychological fact°rs’
In order to extract such factors that determined

the listeners' strategy in judging the tokens in

terms or appropriateness to the laughter labels-
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the appropriateness scores were analyzed in a fac-

tor analysis.

Of the 17 tokens used in the recognition test, two

tokens, including the control token, were excluded

from the data set for the factor analysis, because

they obtained very unfavorable judgment as laugh-

ter ((20%).
Principal factor analysis using squared multiple

correlations for the prior communality estimates

yielded two major factors. These two factors to-

gether accounted for 70% of the total variance.

They were then rotated using the varimax procedure.

Fig. 1 presents the rotated factor loading pattern.

Both factors turned out to be bipolar. The first

factor has been labeled pleasant-unpleasant, be-

cause it loaded happy, funny, and boisterous on

one side and cold-hearted, mocking and self-depre-

cating on the other side. The second factor has

been named superior-inferior, because triumphant

and defiant were opposed to embarrassed, awkward-

covering and ingratiating. These two factors cor—

respond to the two fundamental psychological dimen-

sions of interpersonal behavior (loveohostility

and dominance—submission). Pleasant-unpleasant

is also the most important dimension in the recog-

nition of emotionss. It is labeled also as 2251-

uative or friendly—hostile.
As a final step of factor analysis, the factor

scores of the tokens were calculated for each of

the two factors.

Correlation analysis of the perceptual factors and

the acoustic variables

15 acoustic measures were defined and calculated

for each of the tokens and then correlated with

the factor scores. These variables consisted of 5

durational, 4 F0 and 3 amplitude characteristics

Figure 1

Rotated factor pattern

defiant

' o
triumphant

O
boisterous

. mocking funny

. cold—hearted .

cild|u_

happy

_ bawdy

Q C
self-deprecating

ingratiating

. . awkward-cover ing
embarrassed

as well as the first three formant frequencies.

Durational variables are: /1/ duration of the ini-
tial strong expiratory noise, /2/ duration of the
initial high F0 (500-1000Hz), /3/ number of alter-
nations of respiratory noise ([h]) and vowel,

/4/ mean duration of vowels and /5/ mean interval

from the end of a vowel to the beginning of the

next one (ab. mean vowel interval). See spectro—
grams for the variables /1/, /2/ and /3/.
F0 variables are /6/ the highest F0 value of the
vowels in the token (ab. F0 max.), /7/ the mean

of the vowel maximum F0 values on a logarithmic

scale (ab. F0 mean), /8/ the range of F0 movement
on a logarithmic scale, defined as the difference

between the highest and the lowest vowel maximum

values, /9/ the normalized F0 range defined as the

measure /8/ divided by the total duration of the
noise—vowel alternations in the token. Since the

vowel maximum F0 values monotonously declined from

the beginning to the end of the noise-vowel cycles,

this measure roughly correspond to the rate of

overall F0 declination. The pattern of F0 movement

during the noise—vowel alternations was not in—

cluded in the variables to be correlated with the

factor scores, because in these tokens it declined

almost monotonously from the beginning to the end.

Amplitude variables are: /10/ the range of ampli-
tude change in the token, defined as the difference

between the highest and the lowest vowel maximum

value, /11/ the normalized amplitude range of vowel

defined as the measure /10/ divided by the total

duration of the noise—vowel alternations, and /12/

the mean amplitude difference between the maximum

value of the fricative noise and that of the fol—

lowing vowel (ab. noise—vowel amp. difference).

Since in most cases the vowel maximum amplitude

diminished monotonously from the beginning to the

end of laughter, the measure /11/ roughly corre-
spond to the rate of overall vowel amplitude dimin—

ishment.

Formant frequencies are the mean values of steady

state portions (/13/ Fl,./14/ F2, /15/ F3).

Table 2

’ Correlation coefficients between 15 acoustic

variables and factor scores

acoustic Factor 1 Factor 2

variable

/ 1/ .646 " -.166

/ 2/ .148 .270

/ 3/ .135 .419

/ 4/ -.351 .469

/ 5/ -.157 .761 '9

/ 6/ , -.091 .570 '

/ 7/ . -.249 .558 '

/ 8/ .267 .051

I 9/ .425 -.290

[10/ .322 .090

[11/ .570 ' -.555 '

/12/ -.084 .511

/13/ -.102 ,445

[14/ -.348 .210

/15/ -.234 .507

' p(.05 " p(.01 H0 : r=0
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In tab.2 the correlations between the two sets of

factor scores and the 15 acoustic variables is pre-

sented together with the statistical significance

(H0: r=0). Since one of the tokens consisted of
only one vowel-noise cycle (No.9), it was excluded

from the calculation of correlation coefficients

for the variables /5/. /8/. /9/. /10/ and llll.

Acoustic variables which showed significant correl—

ation with the first perceptual factor (pleasant—

unpleasant) were /1/ initial expiratory noise dura—

tion (r=.646) and /11/ normalized vowel amplitude

range (r=.$70). These two variables were signifi—

cantly correlated with each other (r2350, p (.01).

The next highest correlation was found in /8/ F0

range (r=.425). but it did not result statistical—

ly significant.

The second perceptual factor (superior—inferior)

was significantly correlated with /5/ mean vowel

interval (r=.751), /6/ F0 max. (r=.570), /7/ F0

mean (r=.558) and /ll/ normalized vowel amplitude

range (r=—.555). /12/ noise—vowel amplitude differ—

ence (r=.Sll) and [15/ F3 (r=.SD7) had relatively

high correlation though they were slightly lower

than the significance level. Of these variables,

/6/ FDmax and /7/ PD mean (r=.951, p(.OOl), /5/

mean vowel interval and /ll/ normalized vowel am-

plitude range (r=—.571, p(.Cl). /5/ mean vowel
interval and /15/ F3 (r=.SSA, p $05). /7/ F0 mean

Figgzg 2

and /15/ F3 (r=.560, p 05). /ll/ normalized vowel

amplitude range and ’15/ F3 (r=-.659. P(

.05) showed significant inter—correlation.

These results suggest that the glggggntggss vs. un-

pleasantgggg of laughter was acoustically charac:—

terized in part by the long vs short duration of

the initial expiratory noise (42%) and by the large

vs small normalized amplitude range, i.e. the rate

of amplitude diminishment from the beginning to the

end of the noise—vowel cycles (32%). Since these

two variables were highly correlated with each

other, they accounted only for 44% of the total

variance. Even adding the normalized F0 range (/9/)

which showed the next highest correlation, did not

improve the R . On the other hand. the superiority

vs inferiority of laughter was determined well by

the long vs short interval from vowel to vowel

(58%). the high vs low maximum or mean F0 value
of the noise-vowel reiteration (32, 31% respective-

ly) and by the small vs large rate of amplitude

diminishment (31%). These three variables accounted

for 85% of the total variance.

The present results, however, do not ensure that

those acoustic variables found to be correlated

with the hypothetical perceptual factors are the

'real‘ perceptual correlates. A research using

synthesized stimuli will be necessary in order to

evaluate the perceptual effect of those acoustic

variables.

Wide—band spectrograms of a typical happy or funny laughter (No.16) and a mocking laughter (No.8)

(No.16)

., M” l"uztfl'h‘l‘ni ..g

9'“ w w my" a-... . .‘.« .',g vd, u.“woeoigi vi “nah 4

l 2

(No.8)

Mic-v.49 ‘,‘ iW-H‘é M

1: initial expiratory noise

2: high F0 portion

3: noise—vowel alternation
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DES MECANISMES DE CONSTITUTION DU CONTOUR MELODIQUE DANS
LES QUESTIONS "GUI-NON" EN FRANCAIS

MICHEL NIKOV

Faculté des lettres classiques et modernes,
Universite de Sofia, 1000 Sofia, Bulgarie

RESUME

La communication étudie les rapports en-
tre la visée communicative, la perspective
tonctionnelle et la structure mélodique
des questions "oui-non"en francais moderna
La visée communicative s'exprimant par le
concours de moyens intonatifs et lexico-
grammaticaux,on se penche sur les rapports

entre ces deux types de moyens expressifs.
Outre les rapports bien connus,décrits par
Pechkovskij, certains types de questions
francaises fournissent un exemple d'inter-
action que l'on pourrait appeler "1e prin-
cipe de solidarité".

INTRODUCTION

Des études expérimentales récentes (1) té—
moignent qu'il convient (du moins pour
certaines langues) de rechercher des
traits intonatifs de la visée communicati-

Ve (2,pp.22-25)(ou modalité d'énonciation
(3,P-145))dans trois dimensions,notamment,
dans l'organisation mélodique, temporelle
et dynamique de l‘énoncé. Ces recherches
mettent plus particiliérement en valeur
1e role de la structure temporalle - re—
Sultat du fonctionnement en temps réelAdu
mecanisme de production de la parole.Meme
sous cette optique, 1e parametre deafre-
quence fondamentale continue a apparaitre
comme le principal fournisseur de traits
intonatifs pour la distinction des inten-
tions communicatives du locuteur. Des re-
cherches bien connues ont, d'un autre

°°té9 prouvé u'un models théorique de
l'intonation destiné, dans une optique
plus moderne, a servir de point de depart
a une procédure expérimentale) peut etre
établi a partir d'observations auditives,
Portant exclusivement sur la mélodie.Dans
ngtre cas, ces dernieres ont été complé-
tees par l'observation visuelle d'environ
mills intonogrammes. Plusieurs de nos hy-
POtheses ont été confirmées en outre par
les témoignages d'auditeurs d'origine
francaise. .
Nous nous sommes posé la tache de recher-
cher les mécanismes par leSquels 1a visee
communicative oontribue a la constitution
du contour mélodique dans les phrases in—
terrogatives francaises.

La présente étude porte sur la large ca-
tégorie des questions "oui-non". Nous les
avons choisies pour la diversité qu'elles

présentent aussi bien sur le plan du con-
tenu que sur celui de l'expression. Nous

avons apprécié, en particulier, la possi-
bilité d'étudier les manifestations de
l'intonation dans des phrases soit dotées,
soit dépourvues de marqueurs lexico-syn-
taxiques de l'interrogation.

LA VISEE COMMUNICATIVE DES ENONCES

Nous entendons sous visée communicative
cette composante du contenu de l'énoncé
qui lui est conférée par l'intention com-
municative du locuteur. Elle est conforme
au but que celui-ci a poursuivi en proje-
tant d'exercer sur l'interlocuteur une

forme particuliére d'influence (4.PP.156-

157). L'idée que la visée communicative
est une structure complexe du contenu

n‘est pas neuve (5). Une analyse en con-

texte peut révéler ses composantes. Nous
présentons ci-dessous les résultats d'une
telle analyse; nous l'avons réalisée dans
le but de subdiviser la large classe des

questions "oui—non" on categories commu-
nicatives plus étroites. Ayant consulté
plusieurs ouvrages,Vnous nous sommes pen—
ché sur l'intention communicative de lo-

cuteurs qui ont posé des questions "oui-

non" dans environ mille contextes (ex-

traits d'oeuvres de la littérature fran-
gaise cu "piqués sur le vif" au cours' de
contacts de l'auteur avec des Francais).
Le tableau 1(voir a la page suivante) re-
fléte notre démarche. L'analyse nous a
permis de définir 13 critéres de classi-
fication (leurs numéros figurent a l'ho-
rizontale, en haut, au milieu du tableau).

Voici ces critéres:
1) le locuteur pose la question dans

l'intention d'obtenir une reponse (ce cri-

tére s'ap lique a toutes les "vraies"
uestions ;

I7'N6us ne mentionnerons que les noms de
quelques-uns de leurs auteurs: Bally,Ch.;
Bliznitchenko,L.;Chéviakova,v.;Jespersen,

0.;Kingdon,R.;Pankratz,G.;Pilipenko,0.;Pi-

naiéva,V.;Poukelis,V.;Reingand,P.;Restan,
P.;Talandene,M.;Teriochkina,L.;Travkina,A.
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tableau 1

2) le locutsur est informé a un degra qui
lui permat de formuler‘ una suppoSition;

l'interlocutear devra la confirmar ou la

qu'il a correctement compris ces paroles;
11) 1e loouteur si ' _ _
qu'il s'intérasse a un detail precis con-

fie avec insistence

nier; cement l'action qui fait l'objet de la

3) la locuteur est informs a un degra qui
lui permet de considers: la reponse "oui"

et la répcnsa "nan" comma egalemant pro-

bables; “ ’

4) la locuteur est informs a un degra qui
lei permet de considers: l'uns des daux

:épcnses opposées comma nattemant plus tion;
probable qua l'autrs; .
5) us disposant d'eucune information cer— son

taine, la locutaur fait porter lZinterro—
gstion sur l'ensemhle da l'encnoa inter—
rogatif:
6) le locuteur fait porter IFinterrogsti-
on seulement an: certains elements, is
l'énoncé, disposant pour les entree ele-
ments d'une information uil jugs suffi-
sezte; ‘ '

7) le locuteur interroge sansyse Ireferer
obligatoirement at d'una fagcn spacifique
an contexts precedent;
8) le locztsur introduit dans le dialogue
un nouveau sujet do conversation;
9) la locum u: demands des precisions an
as referent a a:.fait ézance precedemment;
10) represent partiallemant on dens leur
ensemble les paroles de l"'te:locutenr,
l'euteur de la question as fait confirms:

digne de :01 (soit qu'il la _
comma particuliarement importanta, scit
qu'il éprouvs 1e doute).
Le tableau 1 présente de haut an has 163
11 categories de questions 'oui—non" d9nt
notre corpus do contextes attests l'exls‘
tence. Les résultats de l'analysa ds leur
visée communicative sont présentés sous
la forme d'una metrics do traits distinc-
tifs. Les(+)indiquant, de gauche e droite’
les crittres de classification, valables
pour cheque cate'gorie. s: considers-3"
cheque critere comma une corposante Slm‘
ple do Is visée communicative (comma 'une
Signification communicative). on °bttentuna description analytique de cette visée
P0“? cheque classe. Una signification 95*
cuneideres cheque fois comma la plus ca-
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conversation - il oppose l'objet de son
attention a tout le.rasta, qu'il signals
comma dénué d'intérat;
12) la locuteur signifie avec insistence
qu'il s'intérasse a une action entre que
cells qui fait l'objat de la conversa—

13) la locuteur signifie avec insistence
informationdésir d'obtenir une ‘

considers

ractéristigue pour une classe donnée; elle
est signal a par un caractere gras (+9.

LE ROLE DE LA PERSPECTIVE FONCTIONNELLE DE
LA PHRASE

Salon notre point de vue, le contour mélo-'
dique d'un énoncé est constitué d'un cer-
tain nombre de proéminences plus cu moins
importantes; dens cellas-ci se réelisent
des tons a configuration différente qui
remplissent différentes fonctions.Les tons
des syllabes inaccentuées reliant las tons
proéminents; suivant la langue et la frag-
ment de la chains parlée, ils fonctionnent
on non comma des éléments linguistiquement
partinents. Il en découle qua les rapports
entre la visée communicative de l'énoncé
et la forma de son contour mélodique ne
sont pas directs. Nos observations nous
ont mené a la conclusion que les maca-
nismes de constitution de ce contour doiv-
entAsa décrire an den: temps: il faut ren-
dre compte,‘dans un premier temps, des mé-
canismes grace euxquels un type particu-
lier de viséa communicative conditionne
une distribution caractéristique des proé-
minences le long de la chains da l'énoncé;
dans un deuxiame temps, on décrira les mé-
canismes qui permettent a la visée commu—
nicative'de conditionner 1'apparition dens
des proéminances déterminées da tons
configuration caractéristiqua.
La th orie de la perspective fonctionnella
de la phrase, exposes dens lee ouvrages da
J. Firbas(6),(7),(8) nous proposait un mo-
dels élaboré de la distribution des proé—
minences prosodiques dens l'énoncé. Voici
lqs.principales raisons qui nous ont déci-
de a l'appliquer en tent qua methods a la
premiere étaps de notre analyse intonatfle:
a) J. Firbas décrit un models do distribu-
tion du dynamisme communicatif a plusieurs
degres - modale perfectionné qui, d'apres
HOUS. promettait de rendre plus fidelament
cQmPte de la nature des phéncménes; ‘b) 11
decrit las rapports qui reliant dens
l’énoncé la distribution du dynamisme com-
municatif A cells du poids prosodiqua,nous
fournissant da 1a sorte le "pourquoi" de
la distribution des proéminences;c)il fait
des observations sur la perspective fonc-
tionnella des phrases interrogatives qui
nous ont été extremement profitables.
La premiere étape ds notre analyse intona-
ive se fonds sur 1'hypothése suivante:

.3 “visée communicative d'une question
'Oui-non“ dépend étroitement de la situa-
tion (extra-linguistique) et du contexts
(linguistique,dialogique) précis dens
lesQuels se concrétise l'intention commu-
nicative du locuteur;“ d'autre part, la
meme situation at 1e meme contexts exerb
cant des contraintes sur la perspective
fonctionnelle da l'énoncé interrogatif at

15. sur la distribution des proeminen-

ces prosodiques. Ce qui permettait d'es-
pérer qua l'existenca probable de rapports
étroits entre le type do visée communica-
tive d'un énoncé et.la distribution carac-
téristiqua des proéminences prosodiques_
dens celui-ci'peut s'expliquer, compte te-
nu de la structure accentuelle de la lan-
gue donnée, par la théorie de J. Firbas.

CONCLUSIONS

Fauta de place, nous n'exposerons que nos
conclusions générales.
I. Le premiere étape de notre analyse a
prouvé que la models de Firbas est appli-
cable au fren ais. Les proéminences pro-
sodiques ant t6 dans la plupart des cas
produites par nos informeteurs francais
et percues par nos auditeure a cours des
tests on ces points de la cha a parlée
ou 1'analyse théorique préalable permet-
tait deles prévoir. (Cetta analyseparmdt
cheque fois da la visée communicative .de
l'énoncé, étudié dens son contexts, pour
determiner la distribution du dynamisme
communicatif parmi ses éléments et pré-
voir la distribution appropriée des proé-
minences prosodiques).
L'impcrtance relative des proéminences
indiquée par les auditeure n'était pas
tmfians cells que la theorie prévoyait
(nous examinarons ca problems ailleurs).
Firbes montre pour l'engleis qua lastmc-
ture prosodique ne signals pas dans tous
see details la distribution des degrés da
dynamisma communicdtif parmi lee éléments
de l'énoncé. Caci s'avera encore plus'wnn
pour-la francais, langue dépourvue d'ac-
cent da mot, qui opera au niveau prosodi-
ua avec des fragments relativement plus

etandus de la chains parléa.
Notons en conclusion que la premiere pub
tie de notre analyse semble porter appui
a l'effirmation da Firbes qua las méazns-
mes qu'il a découvsrts sont valables au
moins pour l'ansemble des langues indo-
européennes.
II. Nous accordons une attention plus
grands ale deuxiame partie de notre ana-
lyse. Alors que la distribution des proé-
minences prosodiques manifests des ten-
dences interlinguistiques bian prononcées,
1a configuration des tons qui se réalflxnt
dens ces proéminences semble varier consip
dérablement d'une langue e l'autre. I1 ne
nous semble pas possible de pouvoir affir-
mer event verification qua ces tons appe-
raissent dans la chains parlée des diffé-
rantes langues sous l'action de mécanis-
mes semblables. Les mécanismes dont nous
parlons ci-dessous sont valables pour les
questions "cui-ncn" en frangais.
D'apres nous, 1a configuration du ton in-
terrogatif pertinent, utilise dens cheque
catégorie communicative de ces questions .
dépend étroitement du degré maximal dedy-
namisme communicatif qua peuvent attaindre
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les énoncés de cette catégorie.

L'analyse de la perspective fonctionnelle

nous a mené a la conclusion que selon 1e

degré de dynamisme communicatif (DC) [qui

leur est propre, les onze categories etu-

diées ici peuvent se répartir en trels

groupes:
- le remier englobe les questions "oui-

non" a degré de DC relativement bas,dites

"neutres" - celles—ci ne dépassent en de-

gré de DC les énoncés assertifs que parce

qu'elles expriment une incitation, adres:

sée a l'interlocuteur, a confirmer ou ’a

nier une supposition (il s'agit des cate-

gories I,III,V,VII de notre classificati-

on); (nous laissons de coté, comme peuim-

portante a cette étape de l'étude, 1a
question de savoir si les classes menti-

onnées ci-dessus se distinguent les unes

des autres par le degré maximal de DC que

les énoncés qui les composent atteignenfl.
— 1e deuxiéme groupe comprend les questi-

ons dites "demandes de confirmation" dont
le degré maximal de DC pent etre gualifié
de "moyen" dans le systeme étudi - dans
ce cas, le sujet parlant ne fait pas qu'

inciter l'interlocuteur a fournir une ré-
ponse - il lui suggére aussi, avec une

insistence plus ou moins grands, 1a ré-
ponse qu'il s'attend a recevoir (catego-
ries II,IV,VI et VIII de notre classifi-

cation);
- le plus haut degré de DC est atteint,
pour des raisons bien connues, dans les
uestions "oui—non" de deuxiéme instance
categories IX,X et XI de notre classifi-

cation).
Les tests auditifs et l'examen des into-

nogrammes nous ont permis de conclure,
d'autre part, que dans les questions"oui-
non" en frangais se réalisent deux mélo-
démes "interrogatifs": 1)le ton ascendant
[J](doublé dans certains types d'énoncés

vpar le ton t‘l(l'"écho" de P.Delattre))et
1e ton ascendant-descendant Ufl.
Le ton ascendant est un trait distinctir
des uestions neutres a has degré de DC
(categories I,III,V et VII);1a,aincidence
de ce ton soit avec la syllabe accentuée
de la forme verbale (oaté orie 1) soit
avec la syllabe finale (categorie 2) est
un autre trait, qui assure la distinction
des véritables questions neutres totales
de leurs homologues partials.
Le ton ascendant-descendant est caracté-
ristique pour les questions "oui-non" a
haut degre de DC (les demandes de confir-
mation et les questions de deuxieme ins-
tance). L'analyse intonative portant uni-
quement sur la mélodie ne nous révéle
donc pas de traits intonatifs, permettant
de distinguer ces deux categories. 0n re-
marque cependant ue les questions de
deuxieme instance qui figurent armi les
questions neutres - tableau 1 conti-

ennent obligatoirement un marqueur lexi-
co-syntaxique de la question neutre-"est-
ce que" ou l'inversion du pronom-sujet,a.

lors que dans les questions neutres a has

degré de DC (c.I,III,V,VII) ces marqueurs
sont facultatifs et le second se fait rare

en francais moderne. La combinaison obli-

gatoire du ton [A] avsc "est-0e que" ou 1'in-

version du pronom—sujet est done un pro.

cédé qui permet d'éviter l'interprétation
des questions "oui—non" de deuxiéme ins-

tance comme des demandes de confirmation

(dans ces derniéres, "est-cc que" et 1'3»
version du sujet, porteurs de la signifi-

cation de q. neutre, n'apparaissent jamns)

Si l'on se penche maintenant sur 1'inter-

action des traits intonatifs et lexico-sga
taxiques dans les questions "oui-non" en

francais, on remar uera dans les différan
tes classes 1e Eons onnement de mécanis-
mes différents:
— dans les questions neutres a has degré

de DC se manifeste le "princi e de substi-

tution" de A.M.Pechkovskij (9 ; ainsi,la
présence dans la question de "est-0e qud'

rend 1e ton [J], porteur de la meme sign-

fication, redundant - raison pour laquelle

ce ton n'est dans ce cas utilisé que facul-
tativement dans la derniere syllabe;
- 1e propre des questions des categories

IX,X et XI - 1e contrasts de deuxieme ins-
tance - est signalé toujours par le Ions-

tionnement conjoint de deux traits formela

de différente nature ("est-ca que" + let;
UV ou l'inversion du pronompsujet +ceme

me ton); ces deuz traits, pris a part9937
priment des significationsfidifrérentes,$1
bien qu'utilises dans un meme énoncé, 115
n'entrent pas en rapport de substitutnm

(l'un ne s'efface jamais 'au profit de l'an-
tre); ils fonctionnent en solidarité,comme
les deux composantes obligatoires d'un 91-

signifiant complexe - c'est ce que ‘ nmm
tavons appele "le principe de solidaritéu
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THE ROLE OF SENTENCE INTONATION IN SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION OF NORWEGIAN NEGATIVE DECLARATIVES

Thorstein Fretheim

University of Trondheim

ABSTRACT

It is demonstrated how a particular model
of intonation-syntax interaction will
account for the ways in which Norwegian
sentence intonation affects one's under-
standing of the relative semantic scopes
of negator and quantifier/adverb in negative
sentences with straight and inverted word
order. The central prosodic unit referred
to in this study is the Intonational Phrasa
which is an immediate constituent of the
largest intonational unit.

STATING THE PROBLEM

The data with which I am concerned are
spoken utterances of Norwegian sentences
containing two semantic operators, one of
which is the negation marker ikke (or en-
clitic 'kg) and the other one a quantifier
or a time or frequency adverb. or. English.

(1) It didn't happen often.
(= It happened seldom)
We didn't find many.
(= We found few)

If often and many are preposed, the scope
relations are reversed. The operator to the
left takes priority over the one to the
P}Sht. While often and many are NEG-INTERNAL
(1.e. inside the scope of n't) in (1) and
(2), they are NEG-EXTERNAL‘IE (1')and (2').
(1') Often it didn't happen.
(2') Many we didn't find.
Substituting a time adverb like esterda
for the frequency adverb of (1)- 1' : it is
possible to get a NEG-external interpreta-
tion of the adverb even in (3) where the
n?gat0r precedes it. (This is hardly possflie
With often in (1) or many in (2).)
(3) He didn't come yesterday.
(3') Yesterday he didn't come.

A falling nuclear tone on come followed by
a low rise on esterda faVours an inter-

DFEtation 0f (3) that makes it synonymous
With (3'). All other intonation patterns
c0mmunicate that the adverb is supposed to
be in the scope of not.
The corresponding types of scope assignment
in spoken Norwegian are mental tasks that

(2)
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rely rather more on the employment, and
recognition of intonational devices. An
adverb/quantifier may be NEG-internal even
if it is placed to the left of the negator
in the linear syntactic string of words.
Conversely, an adverbial operator may be
NEG-external even if it is located to the
right of the negator, provided a specific
intonation structure is assigned to the
sentence. The rules according to which a
Norwegian adverb/quantifier is understood
to be NEG-internal or NEG-external will
have to refer to properties of intonational
as well as syntactic form.
In our discussion of relative semantic scope
determined by the interaction of word order
and the intonation structure of utterances,
we shall refer to the following three pairs
of sentences.

(u) Han kom ikke i gar.
(He didn't come yesterday)

(4') I gar kom han ikke.
(Yesterday he didn't come)

Det skjer ikke ofte.
(It doesn't happen often)

(5') Ofte skjer det ikke.
(Often it doesn't happen)

(5)

(6) Vi fant ikke mange.
(We didn't find many)

(6') Mange fant vi ikke.
(Many we didn't find)

The intonation structures that we are goirg
to impose on these syntactic structures all
share certain important features. They all
contain one very prominent rising pitch
accent movement- at a fairly early point in
the utterance.

THE INTONATION MODEL

Cruttenden, in his textbook on intonation
[1], distinguishes between intonation langr
uages, pitch accent languages, and tone

languages. He classifies Norwegian and

Swedish as 'predominantly intonational
languages' in which 'a limited number of
words are distinguished by tone alonet
His remarks on Norwegian and Swedish prosody
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are unfortunately marred by his expressed

belief that one of the two word accents,

the so-called Accent 1,is somehow 'the com-

mon accentual pattern', and that Accent 2

has a much more limited range of occurrence

than Accent 1. Cruttenden shows a lack of

appreciation of the fact that any assign—

ment of pitch accent to a word form in a

Norwegian or Swedish utterance entails the

use of one or the other of the two opposing

word accents. The pitch contours determined

by the word accents are always present in

spoken signals, and they are phonologicalh

distinctive quite independently of their

differentiating morphological function.

The actual number of minimal pairs whose

members are distinguished solely by word

accent - say a limited number like five

hundred, or a larger number like five or

ten thousand - is quite irrelevant if the

issue is whether Norwegian and Swedish are

tone, pitch accent, or intonation languages.

It has no bearing on the structural relatiom

between pitch profiles determined by word

accent and the pitch profiles that make up

the global intonation patterns of utterances

In East Norwegian, on which the present study

is based, there is no neutralisation of the

word accent distinction in any environment.

The two paradigmatically opposed pitch pro-

files can actually be said to shape the

various sentence intonation patterns of

East Norwegian to a large extent" The word

accent dichotomy is an invariant phonologi-

cal feature of accented words in actual

utterances. Not even tonal 'perturbations'

caused by the global intonation structure

can ever modify the fixed pitch accent

contours of Accent 1 and Accent 2 for any

specific linguistic purpose.

In the West and the North of Norway, where

accented syllables are associated with high

tone (Accent 1) or a rise to high tone

(Accent 2), there is definitely a distinct—

ion between a rising and a falling NUCLEAR

tone, but in the East (including the capital

Oslo), where accented syllables are low—

pitched (Accent 1) or gliding down to a F0

minimum point (Accent 2), there is no nucle—

ar tone in the proper sense of the term,

and rising vs. falling intonation only phws

a subsidiary role, in a small subsection of

the intonation system. It is fair to

describe the essence of the East Norwegian

intonation system as being encapsuled in a

specific structural property of the prosodic

FOOT unit (i.e. the stretch of syllables
from one accented syllable up to, but not

including, the next accented syllable of

the segmental chain). Any foot is assigned

either the plus or the minus value of the

binary tonal feature of [iraised peak] (the
term 'raised peak' being due to Ladd [2]),

Morpholexically a foot encompasses a whole

word, just part of a word, or a sequence of

words. Phonetically it is mono- or polysyll-

abic. No matter how extensive or how short
a foot is, it consists of two parts, one

in which the intonational distinction be-

tween [-raised peak] and [+raised peak] is

realised and one inwhich word accents occur.

Let us refer to a [+raised peak] foot as a

FOCAL foot, and a [—raised peak] foot with

only a moderate, or even noneXistent end-

peak as a NONFOCAL foot. The foot contours

of Figure 1a and b display Accent 1 melofies

before the dotted vertical line, and focal

and nonfocal accent, respectively, after

the dotted line. Figure 2a and b show the

corresponding Accent 2 patterns.

Figure 1bFigure 1a fleet—l

Figure 2a Accent 2 Figure 2b

That part of the F0 curve that appears to

the left of the dotted line is intonation-

ally irrelevant, and the part that appears

to the right of the dotted line is word-

prosodically irrelevant.

Observe that scholars like Selkirk [3] and
Nespor & Vogel [A] use the term 'foot' Wl’Ch
a meaning that differs from the meaning

attributed to Norwegian feet in the presem

study. 'Clitic groups' necessarily contain

more than one syllable. My foot contains 9

syllables (with the monosyllable as the

minimum foot), and, for that matter, an
indefinite number of unaccented wordsafter

the accented word, which is an obligatory
element of the foot. For me, a given clflic
group is either equal to, or smaller than
the foot in which it appears. For the abme-
mentioned authors, however, a foot 15.3
unit below, and the clitic grOUp a unit
above the word level.
In Garding's model of intonation developed
Principally for Swedish [5], overall sent-

ence intonation patterns are generated
independently of the local highs and lOWS
of the Swedish word accent melodies.
Matsunaga [6] considers_it necessary to
separate accent from intonation in Japmws%
a pitch accent language. Accent and intonf
ation are treated as independent coocculTing
prosodic systems. I am arguing that_EaSt
Norwegian (word) accent and intonation
should in fact not be viewed as mutua11y
independent. The intonational distinction
between [+raised peak] and [—raised peak]
in East Norwegian involves the presence V3-
absence of a £5 pitch movement in the
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latter part of a foot. These are features
of the sound wave which are clearly dictated
by the fact that you go down in pitch when
you move from a foot F. to F. , that is,
when you produce the East Norwegian word
accent in the initial part of F.+ . In West
and North Norwegian where the wor accents
are associated with high pitch, [iraised
peak] coincides with the word accent reali-
sation in the initial part of the foot.
Hence, where East Norwegian has intonation-
ally significant pitch movements up to a
raised peak, West and North Norwegian—have
intonationally significant falls from a
raised peak.
The exact length of‘a Norwegian foot can be
ascertained quite easily due to the two‘
contrasting word accent melodies appearing
early in the foot. Because the word accents
are so easy to perceive for the (native)
listener, the word accent melodies in foot
contours, which are associated primarily
With the accented syllable heading the foot,
have an important function apart from the
leXical one. They also function as juncture
markers for prosodic feet, and the tonal
structure of the foot is of paramount im—
pOrtance for Norwegian sentence intonation.
A raised foot—final peak is an important
Juncture marker, too. The turning—point
where the pitch starts to drop from a focal
peak marks the boundary between two INTON-
ATIONAL PHRASES (IPs). In East Norwegian
intonation there is a phonetic difference
between PRE-focal and POST—focal in the
cat€gory of nonfocal. Pre—focal feet pennit
a mild tonal upglide after the F0 minimum
p01nt in the foot. Post—focal feet are
generally quite even and low in pitch after
the F0 minima, and successive feet after a
gocal IP boundary usually exhibit a marked

0 declination, both through minima and
HEla. The systematic phonetic difference
between pre-focality and post-focality
Drov1des evidence that nonfocal feet before
End after a particular raised, focal peak
S?10ng to the same larger intonation pattern.
aince pre—focal and post—focal foot profiles
boihln complementary distribution, they are
tor ghonologically nonfocal, but the audi-
non? lfference between those two types 0f
idengggi foot may ease the listener's
re r l ication of the locus of a focal peak
I gheienting the end of an IP.
abov: % refer to the intonational category
(IU he IP as the INTONATIONAL UTTERANCE
IPs b. An IU can contain from one to three
an IUut only two focal feet. The final IP nu
a foc made up of three IPs may not include
Cons'a foot at the end, and when the IU
ma ists of two IPS, the later one may or

Y hOt terminate in a focal foot.

INTONATIONAL PHRASES AS INFORMATION UNITS

Differences i
directly on t

utterances.
Specified as

n intonational phrasing bear
he information structure of

For any IP ending in a foot
[+raised peak] there is a

corresponding FOCUS DOMAIN in the surface—
syntactic representation of the sentence.
Terminal symbols of surface phrase-markers
are enriched with the feature [+raised peafl
if they head a focal foot in intonation
structure. (Cf. Selkirk's concept of 'intai-
ated surface structure'.)
I shall propose the follow' '
definition of the concep%ngf0pgggfiéonal
domain':

A focus domain is the highest syntactic
node up in the syntactic tree from a
given instance of [+raised peak] assiged
to a terminal symbol, which
i) dominates no other instance of

[+raised peak], '
and
ii) dominates no symbol to the right of
(i.e. temporally succeeding) the symbol
specified as [+raised peak].

There are certain weaknesses pertaining to
this definition but it will work in the
context of the present study.
I assume that Scandinavian main clauses
should be represented syntactically by a
phraseamarker in which there is an XP node
to the left and an S'nodeto the right:

SH

XP”””":;:::::§L\\\\‘

CO P I NP’II”’S‘\‘\\‘VP

In declaratives,the KP pOSition is filled
by a subject (coming from NP under S) or a
nonsubject (coming from soEEWhere within
XE under S). COMP is filled by the finite
verb of the sentence.
I also assume that there are certain FOCUS
INTERPRETATION rules applying to focus-
domains of the surface-syntactic structure.
One rule says, if there are two focus dmains
both of which are part of S', then the finfi
one is a RHEME and the last one a THEME.
On the other hand, if XP is one focus domain
and the other one is §T_or part of S', then
the former is a theme and the latte? a
rheme-

Thus the syntactic focus.domains (hence-
forth FDs) associated with IPs of IUs are
considered to be the smallest information
units in a discourse. FDs comprising the
whole S"exemplifyBRON3FOCUS as described
by Ladd [7~J and others. In Norwegian the
contrary phenomenon of NARROW FOCUS is a
result of splitting the IU into two or three
IPs by assigning [+raised peak] to prosodic
feet that are not utterance—final.

NEG-INTERNAL AND NEG-EXTERNAL THEMES

Let us return to the main topic of this
paper, and to the sentence pairs of (M)—

(”'), (5)-(5') and (6)-(6').
If you assign focal accent to the pronomin-
al subject of (A) — Han kom ikke i gar -
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you have thematised the subject, intonation-

ally as well as syntactically, and a later

focal accent will coincide with theIhematic

syntactic element sometimes referred to as

the information focus of the sentence

or the item with the 'highest degree of

communicative dynamism (CD)' in Firbas'

sense. The following three distinct IUs

contain the same number of IPs and display

the same basic type of theme-rheme structure.

(I am using a self-explanatory labelled

bracketing notation where focally accented

words are written in capitals.)

(7) < < (Egg-kom) ) ( (lKKE-i) ) ( (gar)))
IUIPF IP F IP F

(8) ( ( (gig) ) ( (KGM—ikke-i-gar) ) )
IU IPF IP F

(9) ( ( (Egg) ) ( (kom-ikke-i) (GXR) ) )
IUIPF I? F F

Though all three versions are negations of

the proposition rhe came yesterday‘, they

do not answer the same questions. The under—

lined words constitute syntactic phrases

which are separate focus domains according

to the definition of focus domain offered

above. (7) is an example of 'phrasal nega-

tion', which means that there is a positive

CONVERSATIONAL IMPLICATURE, namelyThere were

others who did come yesterday, attached to

the negative statement, an implicature that

is lacking in (8)/(9). In (7) the scope of

the negator ikke includes the thematic FD

in the 3g pOSition. Similar things can be

achieved in English by means of one tonal

nucleus placed on he and another on not:

HE did NOT come yesterday. Ikke is focally

accented in (7) in order to underscore the

negative polarity of the statement. The

denial of the proposition rhe came yesterdafl

is the only directly conveyed new informatkm

in (7). In (8) the finite verb, 53m, carries

focal accent for a similar reason. Here the

rhematic FD dominated by S' isthe COMP node.

That FD includes the negator, because any

occurrence of unaccented ikke is verb—enclit—

ic, even if it retains its segmentally full

form. The verb gets focal accent in (8) for

the same reason that the negator got it in

(7). It is made accentually prominent for

modal reasons, and there may be no 'contrmm-

ive stress' involved here. There is, however,

one interesting functional difference beneen

assigning POLARITY FOCUS [8 ] to ikke and

assigning it to the verb. Focal accent plamd

on ikke links the negator with some other

FD 1n the sentence in such a way that we

readily interpret the syntactic material of

that FD as a phrase which is inside the

scope of ikke - a NEG-INTERNAL phrase, and

in our example (7), a NEG-internal theme,

the subject hag. When it is the verb that

carries focal accent in order to highlight
the (negative) polarity of the sentence, we

tend to understand the semantic scope rela-
tions differently. Now the scope of ikke is

generally taken to cover no syntactiE_items

to the left of the negative operator, and

the subject 2% of (8) is therefore a NEG-

EXTERNAL theme.

Suppose we retain the polarity focus on the

verb/negator in sentence (u) but assignfo-

cal accent to the Av i gar ('yesterday')

instead of the subject. The actual denial

will again,be the new information conveyed

in the speech act, and focal accent on 1km

may still be felt to connect the negator

more closely to the succeeding thematic FD

i gar than in the alternative version whem

kom gets the focal accent. And indeed, it

i§_possible to interpret the FD i gar as

either a NEG-internal or a NEG-external

theme if ikke is the focussed polarity firm,

but only the NEG—internal interpretation is

possible if the focal accent is on 59m.

Preposing the Av, as in (M'), we find a

potential meaning difference between knting

polarity focus be carried by the verb orby

the negator, but this time (10) is the am-

biguous structure and (11) the unambiguous

form which only admits a NEG-external in-

terpretation of the phrase i gar.

(10) ( (i (GXR-kom-han) ) ( (iKKE) ) )

IUIP F IP F

(11) ( (i (GAR) ) ( (KOM-han-ikke) ) )

IUIP F I? F

The pair (5)-(5') contains a frequency Adv

- ofte - where (H)-(H') had a time Adv.Tw

only difference between (5) and (M) is that

with a frequency Adv it is impossible to

get a NEG-external interpretation of a

sentence-final theme even if there is fowl

accent on the verb. (5') differs markedly

from the English sentence Often it doesnot

happen, where often is NEG-external regard-

less of the intonation employed. The theme

0fte in (12) is ambiguously NEG-externalor

NEG-'nternal, depending on the context.

(12) ( ( (OFTE-skjer-det) ) ( (iKKE) ) )
IUIP F IP F

If the accent' is shifted from ikke to ski.“

ofte is outside the scope of negation, as

in the English translation.

Our decision to distinguish NEG-external

from NEG—internal themes is strongly supj

ported by data like (6)—(6') where a quantl'
fier - mange (‘many') - interacts With.the

negator. When mange is in the XP POSitlon
and receives focal accent there—is a clear

cut semantic difference between therwgfiM"

in-focus version, which means either EEBX.E§J§3313

find or We found few (:not many), and the verb-1W

focus version, in which mange only has the forner

reading with a NEG-external theme.
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TYPES OF SEMANTIC RELATIONS
BETWEEN INTONATION AND LEXICO-GRAMMATICAL MEANS (LGM) OF LANGUAGE

V.I. PETRYANKINA

MOSCOW PEOPLES' FRIENDSHIP UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL LINGUISTICS

ABSTRACT

The report generalizes from the results
of a long-term investigation carried on
by the author. This research is based on
the material of languages belonging to
different morphologo-syntactical types.
The general problem is outlined as "The
interaction of intonational and lexico-
grammatical means of language", the par-
ticular one being "The establishment of
the types of semantic relations between
intonation and lexico-grammatical means"
with regard to the character of distri-
bution, opposition and the amount of se-
mantic meaning. The relations holding be-
tween intonation and lexico-grammatical
means are typified oriented on "deep"
interpretation of intonational facts
their presentation at the abstract level
irrespective of details. These types of
semantic relations are regarded as lan-
guage univereels .
The analysis of the types of semantic
relations such as semantic harmony, sa-
meness, inclusion, overlapping, excluskn
is designed to disclose purely intonatio-
nal semantics.
Theoretical assumptions are based on the
experimental data obtained by means of
auditory and electro-acoustic analyses
and processed with the computer.

Different types of semantic relations-
hips holding between intonation and LGM
can be established taking into considera-
tion the character and amount of seman-
tic meaning, the character of opposition
and distribution, their interrelation
and interdependence.
Intohational and LGM in the flow of
sPeech may stand out as semantically one-
directional possessing in their meanings
some common semantic elements and multi-
directional, those not having common se-
mantic elements. The former are classi--
fied as being comparable presented in all
their varieties depending on whether they
coincide or do not coincide in meanings,
the latter - as being incomparable.
This Opposition comprises intonation and

LGM as two objects knit together in such
a way as their general meaning can not
represent one object without representing
the other, that is to say, the members of
the opposition form a single unity. The
analysis of the semantic features of ob-
jects under comparison discloses their
different oppositions, being realized in
the flow of speech.
The following types of semantic relation
between intonation and LGM seem to be most
essential: semantic "harmony", the rela-
tions of sameness, inclusion, overlapping,
exclusion.

The relation of "semantic harmon " between
intonation and IKE. I. "Semantic Harmony"
Is relevant for semantically one-directio-
nal relations between intonation and LGM
when all the means merge entering into an
integral unity and without diminishing
functional value of each other make up a
single semantic whole. Intionational fea-
tures being constant, and to a lesser ex-
tent dependent (or independent) on the
context.
This type of relationship between intona-
tion and LGM is clearly traced in the ut-
terances, formed on the basis of sentences
of different typical meaning, and, hence,
different semantico-syntactic structure

1 .
Observing intonation with reference to its
"harmony" with LGM resulted in what has
proved to.be essential - a syntactic hie-
rarchy of classes of sentences being dif-
ferent as to the correlation with diffe-
rent types of the process of thinking.
As it is known, the whole domain of what
can be manifested in sentences is divided
into two different classes: the class of
thoughts and the class of facts and evens.
"Thoughts are the products of rational,
analysing and generalising activity" (2;
320). Facts are all that is becoming the
property of our consciousness through
immediate observation and perception,
"sensual perception of reality at the
speech moment" (3; 144). Accordingly dis-
tinction is made between two kinds of sen-
tence (4; 139 u np. ): erce tive (finer
new. Mesa ascent.) an log cally mediat-
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arama - nomop. Bonra - pens).
igséging the heterogeneous level system-

of language means used to express cogfi _

tive power of consciousness the hypg ke

sis is adduced that the forms of t? n1-

ing, on the one hand, at the emper ca

level of cognition, and, on the other

hand, at the level of logical analys s

and theoretical generalisations, having

different linguistic forms are differen-

tiated intonationally which is condition-

ed, in first turn, by the nature of ac;

centuation. The sentences containing a

verbal result of mental operations on t e

signifier denoting in particular notions,

laws, categories, and also such mental

operations as comparison,ncontrasting,

logical classification etc., are shaped

by means of two-accented intonation,

each of the predicative components - sub-

ject and predicate are said to be accen-

marked.
iggghtually-articulated intonation of the-

‘se utterances is opposed to unarticulat-

ed one-accented intonation represented by

'sentences of the perceptive type verbally
reflecting phenomena, facts, features,_

links of denotations being observed in
world.

Eggiaccented/two-accented intonation in

addition to LGM is a formal indicator of

such interrelated language features sett-

ing off sentences to different categories

as temporal realization of predicative—

ness, namely, localization/non-localiza-
tion in time, attachment/non-attachment to
a speech moment and also abstractness/
concreteness of an action, state or event.
Cf.:Mfie donbao - a concrete single state
of mind of a person, experienced at the
moment of speaking; Qafika - nrnua - a con- .
stant feature, abstracted from a definite
place or time.
Thus intonation being one-accented or two-
accented is one of the intonational fea-
tures which is in full accord with LGM of
the classes of sentences differing as to
character of reflecting phenomena in the
real world and its correlation with dif-
ferent types of the process of thinking.
2. In case of intonation formed by means
of accentuation there seem essential two
closely connected features of intonation,
i.e. the degree of prominence regarding
accents and the presence/absence of a pau-
se between accents which correlates with
the semantico-syntactic structure of the
utterance concerned (in its predicative
minimum and out of context).
In sentences of the perceptive type the
absence of a carrier of the predicative
feature - (Xononso), its diminished seman-
tic significance (it is not an agent) -
(Mega anodmr), inability to stand out as
an expander of the word-predicative at the
intonational level correlate with the ab-
sence of accentual prominence and a grea-
ter semantic significance of the predica-
tive component correlates with the percep-

it as a semantic centre and a

:§i§a§ie bearing the sentence stress (33)

but with a greater degree of expresive-

ness than the neugri} SS. The types of .

accent ation: 3 (Mesa 656T npoxs),
( ) is (linear reds. Kononno). These ut-
terancEs are likely to be treated as
contexually,independent, global, bearing

unarticulated notion which is reflected

in accentual-intonational unarticulate-

ness and in the absense of a pause bet-

the com onen s. .

ggelogicallypmediated syntactically two-

member sentences the degree of expressi-

veness of accents and connected with it

their articulateness/anarticulateness on

syntagms depends on semantic significan-

ce of each of the components and langua-

ge means designed to render them.

The striking contrast can be feund with

two-member noun patterns, having the mis-

ning of the qualifier of the subject ( n
the type: Bonra - pens), where the pre-t

sence of both the components being rela -

ed to each other as parts and the whole

is obligatory. Intonational articulate-

ness on syntagms correlates with the ab-

sence of morphological and syntactical t

links between the components, independin

status of the subject, its inability a

the syntactic level to be a subjugate e

enlargement on the redicative, the paus-

(at a zero juncture) is intensifying conf

trast between the components§,Th% type 0

accentuation is as follows: , I ,2
In articulated syntactically two-member

utterances the components being close y

connected there exists lexical, morpho-

logical and syntactic concordance. Thef

subject is likely to be the expander 0
the predicative and there is no pause -

between the comp ants. The type of :0
centuation is: San?. It holds true, or
instance, for the utterances based on
sentences with isosemic patterns hav n§_.

the typical meaning of an action chars

terizing the subject (inns paOOTaDT .e -
the operty of the subject.(Bona 38M P
3aeT§msnd the like. ~ w
Thus, different degree of accentual psen-
minence of the components and the preeem

ce/absence of a pause between them : r-
to be the manifestation of semantic :m_
mony between intonation and lexico—Sr re-
matical structure of the sentence theom-
fleetion of close links between the calue

ponents depending upon the semantic V
of words expressing them. en-
3. We can also see differences in accnceg
tual-intonational structure of utter:heir

formed on the basis of sentences in'h1ch

1325§EEEZE°E-isosemic patterns in w (P
Here and fuitfiir: (S) - subject, - nu?

predicate ( ) - zero subject, ( e of
tral 33% it ) SS with a greater desre a
°xPr°531V°n°593 (—) - element bearin8c_
prim??? stress, 0') - absence of an 8
cent; // - pause.
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nouns in conformity with their preposi-
tional-case forms and categorical-seman-
tic content stand out as a typical nomi-
nation means regarding the features of an
object (in a set with adjectives, numera-
1e and adverbs): Hanson - s sanxamax.
Two-accented intonation of these utteran-
ces wit the syntagmatic division of the
type: ‘T, is distinguished from two-
accented Intonatign without the syntagma-
tic division - S _ solely by the presen--
cc of a pause and from two-accented, two-
member nominal sentences having the m -
ing of the qualifier of the subject _ _
by a smaller degree of accentual expr s-
siveness of the predicative components.
Such are the cases with a division on
syntagms in predicatively connected pat-
terns consisting of two noun-forms exclu-
ding a notional verb from the structure
( a ama - n3 noma monenefl), in non-verbal
patterns admitting formal verbs which do
not render any information but some sty-
listic colouring and "omitted" due to re-
dundancy (Tea'rp - as snow. Tearp sa-
XO T03 Ha nnomann . ' .

Dueugo the fact that the combination of
word-forms in these cases is sufficient~
to form predicative minimum intonation in
itself does not render any relevant in-
formation and is in semantic harmony with
LGM forming the general semantic essence
of the utterance.
The relation of sameness between intona-
tion and BUM. This type of reIation Is
relevant for the cases when intonational
and LGM are semantically equivalent to
each other the two entities having the
same meanings and being equivalent in
their distribution.
Thus, a rising intonation used to shape
predicatives in interrogative sentences
and LGM, namely, the expressing of the
predicative by an interrogative pronoun
or an adverb are semantically equivalent,
i.e. each of them is likely to convey the
meaning of a question.
Full substitution of intonation and LGM
1n a context without any detriment to its
sense takes place, for instance, in those
languages in which the meaning of the
communicative design of the utterance is
rendered either by means of intonation or
LGM, i.e. there formed a zero opposition
the members of which are equivalent in
distribution (for instance, in the langu-
age of Banana the particle "we" may re-
Place a rising intonation in any position
at the text). In the Russian context
which comprises information constituting
a great amount of the speakers' know-
10 go the meaning of a uestion has been
minimized to the that o a word represen-

9 by an‘interrogative pronoun or an ad-
verb.intonation of a question does not
Work and the ”compensatory law" is opera-
ive. Nevertheless, due to a specific cha-

racter of categorical-semantic meaning of

words-predicates interacting with intona-
tion complete semantic subsistution does
not occur (the semantics of pronominal
or non-pronominal questions is diffe-
rent); In case of the least dependence
on the context and the absence of conte-
xually formed knowledge and, accordingly,
a great amount of information required
pronominal and non-pronominal questions
are characterized by identical intonatio-

;na1 forms of semantically meaningful
parts of a text. Therefore, intonation
and LGM as the opposites are not equiva-
lent as far as the amount of meaning and
distribution are concerned.
The relation of inclusion. This type of

. re a on 5 common y cum in cases when
intonation and LGM are semantically one-
directional and the meaning of one of
the components represented as a carrier
of an additional semantic feature is con-
tained in a wider scope of meaning creat-
ed by the other component. Those may be,
for instance, the relations between the
intonation of a question with the mean-
ing of problematic or categoric reliabi-
lity of epistemic modality and formal
means for expressing modal meanings (par-
ticles, paranthetic and modal words, gra-
ding a degree of certainty on the part of
the speaker in the truth of the utteran-
ce: hardly possible assumption, hesitant
assumption, assumption with doubt in
plausibility of the fact required etc.),
thus, introducing a degree of assumption
into the suppositional meaning.
There_formed the so—called preventive
opposition based on the presence/absence
of an additional semantic feature where
the LSM-are presented as a marked member
of the opposition which is richer in so;
mantic features (it includes the meaning
of supposition plus an additional meanhg
- the degree of supposition (or assump-
tion). But because of a narrower amount
of meaning in the given marked member of
the preventive opposition it is more re-
stricted in terms of distribution and on
this ground any guestion formally indi-
cating the degree of reliability is li-
kely to be replaced by the question the
modal meaning of which is rendered sole—
ly by means of intonation (to add that
intonation does not depend upon the pre-
sence/absence of LGM), that is to say,
the distribution of the unmarked member
of the opposition includes in it the
distribution of the marked one. Opposi-
tion with included distribution reflects
the relation of compatibility of the
amounts of meanings (the notion of sup-
positional modality includes a notion of
any of its varieties).
So there exists an inversely proportio-
nal dependence between the amount of se-
mantic meaning and the amount of distri-
bution. The relation of inclusion also
manifests itself in the interrelation of
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intonation correlated with the expression

of subjective evaluative modality and LGM

for expressing it.

WThis ”P" °’re a on o s prov e a intonational

and LGM are semantically multi-directio-

nal being related to each other as incom-

patible opposites and there appears a new

"average" meaning between the amounts of

meanings of the components.
This phenomenon can be observed, for in-

stance, in utterances whose semantic

structure combines both the meaning of

exhortation expressed by either a gramma-

tical or a lexical form and the meaning

of uncertainty that the exhortation would

be performed (realized) and, hence, the
stumulus to a verbal reaction (whether .
the speaker is able to perform this ac-
tion), expressed by a rising intonation.
The main representative of the group of
stimuli evoking a response is a question
(syncretically combining the elements of
intellect and volition) which enables as
to speak about concurrence in such utte-
rance of the meanings of exhortation and
a questio : requests - Egspemfiie nocuor-
en, xyps ? Honor-fire ; offers -
omre nocuo'rpe ? K we ; invi-

tation -\He 1:01 we noraanes TL. [Ipnxo—
nfire room; advice - He mime no
Beqefigm and the like.
As t e opposites - intonation (as a ge-
neral semantic feature) a stimulus to a
speech reaction and LGM differentiating
between semantic meanings are different
but equal in rank features they are rela-
ted to each other as equippolent. Their
distribution does not fully coincide and
is correlated with the degree of intensi-
ty of exhortation: the greater the degree
of intensity the more definite is the
speech context in which exhortation is
as t to a de inite performer (C .: He xo—
'1 re noroso rs? - He pasrosép afi're.
- He paaros panama).
The relation of exclusion. This relation
IE'relevant for the cases when intonatiofi
nal and LGM are semantically multi-direc-
tional, when the meanings they represent
are remote from each other having no
common elements and being in disjunctive
opposition.
With their interaction in producing the
general semantic effect the dominant role
is played by intonation:,KaK MOXHO MOH-
qars! (Henna woman ). Xo em up (in
the sense of"Hnoxofi npyr” ,BOT
(in the sense of "Kornre lemurs Hymn-
Ha?" - in a bookshop).
Intonation (as well as true sense) are
actualized in speech situation. Since the
members oftthis gpposition do not have
common con e 8 he are in'c m
gistribution to each other. 0 plementary

e ypes o semantic relationshi
-

ing between intonation and LGM argsrggigd.
ed as language universals. The disclosure

of them makes it possible to establish

regular connections between the charac-

ter of realization of intonation in its

interraction with LGM in a context,the

character of opposition of interrelated

means in different positions in the

text, their semiotic relevancy/irrele-

vancy.
Semiotically relevant is considered to

be the orientation on the functional

actualization of a speech signal for

the distinctive function of intonation

which is opposed to semiotically irre-

levant purely intonational function of

identifying the utterance.
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Kacpenpa «bonanza:
Ilenammecm morn-yr
m.B.I/I.Jleuu3a
Mocnaa,CCCP.II9435

PEBXME
BHJIGJIGHH (poaonomqecxn peneBaamHe

npocomqecxue xapax'repnc'rm, cnoood—
OTBWG .mmepeaunam Bapnauron no-
dymlem, yc'ranomeim 3mm 91x neflctb
B

BCTYIUIHIME
Marianne naronononmecxofl @yammn

npocomecm napame'rpon npemxonaraew
paspemeane neaxoro pzna nonpocoa. cm-
3ammx c npoduxemofi Bunenem nasapn-
an'rmx n Bapna'rmmux npocomecm
openers n crpymypmn ocodeuaocrm
nx pamsamm, coo'rnerc'rsymmm nape-
zxaqe more an mxom 3118q. 110mm—
Ra nsyqeam aroro Bonpooa Ha marepu—
axe nodymmm Bucxasnaaamz 110330-
ma pemm. Hexowopue 38.11am. massag-
mm c mayqex-meu (bymctmouamuofi Ha-
rpyaxn npocomqecm xapamepucrmc B
coauamm rpex Bapnaaron nodymemm:
npmcaaazma. cone'ra, npocsdu. Budop ra-
Rofi ymepcauaofi n comm-ammo?!
Karempmx Kan nodymeane 08838.8 c men,
we Oucrpoe n npanmuoe nexompoaa—
fine nodmemm Henoamoxuo 693 nayqeam
Ex napnamsuux n nanapnaumux npocozm-
qecm xapam'epnc'rmc.
depoa npooomqecmx 1m epearopon m-
110m Bapnam'a n m: @yaxunoamaon Ha-
rpysmz. a Tame m onpenanem soau
mnycrmofi Bapna'rnaocm npocomecm
xapamepnc'rm: Ramoro aapnaa'ra 5906x0-
mo 6mm nposec'rn axcnepmearmao—
(Poaermecxoe ncIemBaHne o memo nu-
neJxemm nexcymnx n aenenyumx, mommi-
aux n nepeueuaux enemmecm 14 He—
onemmqecxmc npocomqecxzx apnsaaxon.
B matron padowe no.1: Benymm napamer—
paw uoamaamca npocozmqecme xapax're-
Pnc'rmm, penenaa'mue m paImIezma
TOI‘O mm more Bapzau'ra nodymem.
Henewmn meg napame'rpu, npmm-
Manme yqacme B coanaam Bapnaa'ros n
nx KOHEPSTHHX pemaatmfl. no He 9-
BaH'ae m nx membepemmamm. 6W6
n Rename napaue-rpu mom OHTI: IIO-cream I: nepeuenm. 11pm 9mm 0mm
n TOT ace npocomecm napamerp B on-
aux Bapnan'rax moxer Bucrynan. m ne-

BHKBJIGHEH Ha"

IIP OlII/I‘IECKVIX
HOBYlU/ITEIIH-Igg M0-

CKOX WOIWIECKOH PE‘M

KAPMHBMAXNNPE‘I

Rachenpa moor HHHX 333x013
Ilenamme nacwn'ryr
m.B.M.JIema
MocRBa,CCCP,II9435

pemeaaufi, B npymx - Rax noc'rosmmfi. 11011
nocronammm napamerpam nonmamcn napa-
merpu, noropue npucyrcrnym B Bapnam-ax
dea nameneanfi, a Bapma'rzmme T6, Koropae
moryr nameHm-scx B saancmoc'm or .116c-
qecnoro Hanonaem, rpamamqecxofi c'r
rypu 11 13mm axcrpwmamncmqecnu
TOpOB. Cnermcimecme napauerps - 9% x3-
pamepnctmm. npzcymxe ammo aromy Ba-
pnaa'ry, B To spew: Kan Hecuernwnqecxne
m nanapnaa'rsme npnaaamx W08 06m-
m: m ncex Bapuaa'ros nodymem.
PEBYJILTATH WWAJIH-IOI‘O

MCGIIEIIOBAIMH
Ariana I20 manomn c nodym'rensnmm

cmmxmm noxasan, qwo m nocxem'emx
rpex BapPIaHTOB nodmeanfi xapamepan cue-
m’mme aadopu npocomuecmx napame'rpon.
Jim: npmaaam - qe'mpe 139mm necrosis-
HEX napaue'rpa (Hanpameane .uamem oc-
aoanom T032. 3 upanmepaon qacm, Ha-
npamenne muzem u 0656M ocaosnoro 1-0—
Ha B ape, OKOpOO‘rB nponaaecenna (ppasn,
nomaamm mepaoro Tana) . rpm 159mm
nepemeaaux napame'rpa (mcmmm ro-
uamm yposeab. Tommi asoa (Impa-
BH 1 mommaax I‘pOMICOG'I’B . .7333 3936”-
m noc'romaux napame'rpa (normsam
mommaom n mmmnom romaom
ypoana Jrozcaamaa momma n max--
Manao rpomcoc'm . M}; 003313 xapamep-
no time rpex new}: nocroaaaux napa-
Me'rpon (aanpameaue mannemm ocaonaoro
Toaa B upenmepuon qacm, 0658M 00303-
aom To a 13 wipe, malccmamsm Tommi!
YWBBHL , HHTH 39mm IIGPGMGKHHX npoco- .
mqecm xapamepucmm (Hanpamesme man-
xem ocuonaoro roaa B wipe. roamm
manasoa @paau. maxcmmaaa rpomcocws,
cxopoc'rb npomaaeceam (bpasu. noxamaa-
m smepaoro rosa) , may]: HBBBWX no-
croanaux napame'rpos (noxaamaam maneu-
MaJmuom u rmmmnom roamaom ypon—
Rafi. nomaam maxcmaJmHofi Id MKHEMSJIB"
Hofi rpomcoc'rn) . Hpocsda mee'r 0mm Bew-
1m now-05mm napame'rp (Hanpameane
mama ocnonaom Toaa n npenmepaofi
qacrn) . mean, 139mm nepemeamix npoco-
mocxnx xapamepncrmc (Hanpameane man-
:zem 14 06W ocuozaoro row 13 snipe.
maxcmaumufi 103mm YpOBBHB (ppasu, 1'0-
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5mm manason @pasu. uanomamnaa

rpomcoeTL, OKOPOOTL npone eoemm Qpasu,
nonannsarmn anepaoro Tone , maa Hegem-
uxnx noo'ronanux napame'rpa (nomam
mommaom n unmannom mamnom
ypomm, noxamsatmn uanezmamaofi n un-

mansnofi rpomxoom no @paee). K ne-
onermfgnqeomm mm nnapnaarm npnena-

ream memo owueem 0mm Begum necro—
aamm napame'rp - unoxonsnnee .Imnxeune

oouozauoro Tana B npenmepnon new no-
omem. a name we nenem'ume no-

oronaaue npoeommecxne xapamepnorm.
K onenmpntxecm npnsnanau omocsrroa
aanpeanenne namenm 1 ocean ooaon—
KOI'O TOHa B nape, rel-1mm yponeah n

roamm manaaoa @pasu, nanommaaa
rpomcoo'rs. oKopoe'rs nponsaeoennn @paan,
nomaaum anepnoro 'rona. so Qpaae.
Snonepxmen'ranmnfi anemia nonaean, no
son xapamepno'rm mom snowman 3
pasnnqm Konpe'rnnx peanneamx '20 m
aeoonm'ao enermqmecxne, TO Ran concen-
renbao onermqmqeoxne. Bonene'rnne ann-
nam exorpwmamomeom (bemopoa n
nexomco-rpamamecnofi o'rpymypu. Oma-
K0 aaeop nannnx napamerpon Boerna dyne'r
aeoonmao onennqmqeem m Wm
Bapnaura. Cnenosarenbao, M0330 roBopm'I.

o seamenononnennn n Beamoxomneaoam
0 one na 91' npyrm.
“Paemgn gqewseaaom ooo'rase na-

eopa npooonnqeom xapamepno'rmc Ramm—
m Bap'yzama n pasnnm amneaoo'rn nan-
noro n3 napame'rpon npenonpenem semi
nanornm napnaa'ron 3 none noeymrensuo-
on :21 sorry nx nonyo'rnmofi Bapnawmaaoown.
exonepmea'ranm marepnan nan 303-
monaoo'rb menu onemmne 3031i nan-
o'rnns penenaammx npooomeoxnx xapan-
Tepnomn Tpex Bapnan'ron noeym'remmix
c'rmynos o pamqaofi nexomco-rpma'm-
qeonon e‘rpywrypofi. Ilpmcaaanne meow BH-
ooxnfl nnn openanfi mom/1mm renam-
mm yposenb, mnpomm manasoa Qpasu,
donsmofi nnn epenanfi od'beu mommem
none. 13 nnpe, Bueomm m openmo max-
ommm rpomcoers. oonsmyn GKOpOO‘rL
nponaneoem Qpaau. Cone'r weer open-
m manomaammfi remnant panama,
opennnfi mamm manaaon pass.
m opemmn oeeem oononaoro mesa B snpe.
3133mm m opemmn manomnyn rpom-
noon, eonmmo m opemmn oxopoenxggo-
neaeoem pass. IIpoobea mee'r BHCO
m cpenn maxcmaJmmfi Tonmmfi ypo-
Beats. yam, opemfi mpoxnfi wonansaufi
manaaon @pasn, M , openmm. 6011;511:011
oe'sen oononnoro 'roua B mp6. Imam,
opennm), Buooxym manomanm rpom-
xoo'rs Qpasu, many», opennm, consume
CROpOO'rL nponaaeoem Qpasu. Connema-
neane Bapnan'ron noxasunae'r. n'ro oaman
:50a zone. nepeceqeam npooomeoxnx
napame'rpon y npoobd. oaman manaa - y
npmcasannfl. 3aaaemnan Bapna'rnnnoou
B nepnom enynae oemome-ron npeo

em amoxmoaanaom Han nomqeem n Bone-

ggm Boeneflc'mneu. Bonn nefio'rnna mm

113 Bapnanron pacnnmanarn, anexn n qae'rnq-

no nepeoenamoa. B nea'rpe nonn noeynm-enz-

acorn nefienym' nanapnanrnfle npooome—

one xa 'repno'rm, Bnnonamme miter-pn-

W mm n odeemwnme Bapnanm 13

none no ymmenaoorn. Ha neaepnn nonn

nanomen aeoonmao n ornoon'rensno enema-

qgnqeoxne npooonnneoxne xapamepno'rm, BH-
nonamme omenopaannnnrenbnyn (Immune n
mmepennnpymme Bapnan'rn. IIonon enemaqgn-

qecxnx npocomeonnx npnanaxcon peanneyer-
on nepea eno'reuy onnosnnnfi. tlame Boero
rpanwanunx. Handonee perynnpno npoene-

memos onnoanmm Tam: npooonnnecxnx
na e'rpon nan Toaanmnn yponeah 12: means-

manaeoa Qpaen. 06w oenonaoro none.
B 31193. WOWHaK rpomcoo‘rs. Cmnu,
oonepnanme mepa'rnenue erpymypu, mom-r
0’e qnenanm donnem nonmeema rpm-
anbanx onnoennnn. new nemepamnae no-
emennn. a 33am name oremeornmsoa
o rem nnn npyrm Bapnaa'rom. Bepom'no. one
came 0 rem, two npoeonnqeonne opene'rBa
mam omoaanpameaaoe o nexomo-rpama—
Imeomm opene'mamn nefie'rnne B nepnou _

onynae n pasaoaanpesnennoe BO BTOPOM. K03

nea'rpannn manomnoro 'mona onnoan
onooodornyew eonee nemomy pacnoaaaeanm
Bapnan'roa. Hpeno'rasnne'rea npanouepnm ro-
BOPWL‘B 0 non. q'ro pameme Bapnaa'ron
Ha nepnqgepnn nponoom'r npooomneonmn

npnsaamun oamoeromenbao. a B nempe no-
n are pasrpannqeane 303310350 TOJIBKO o
onopofi Ha nenomco-r mneonnn Roa-
renew. 31:0 emaaao o new. are B none no-

dymemaoo'rn Haemnae'roa 1113a Janna enac-
nmnn: MWPOBHeBafi n Baywpnypoenenan3_
Mexypoaaeean onaonmm mama M30100
pasneu neKomo-rpama'rnqeom erpyK'r‘JP.
Bupanamux nooymenmgm monansaoorb. n
'rpem Chapman: Beaumone cum 0 mm upo-
oomeonnx openers (onuonanpanneagar}é _
paeaoaanpesneaaon n momeaoa'ropnon) HY
rpmposaenaa npooomqecnan onaoamma 131:!-
31321113. enowpasmamomeonmn @am‘opemn.
paeaooépaeueu nexonKo-rpema'rnqeom
eepym'yp n Haonoennem amotmoaamno—mo-
mean omenxon. Memponnenaa 1: WWW“
yponaenan enaonmn - manna nao'rmo
ne Icpemammeon. Mewponaenaa 6130
Ha eron name Boero. Roma noeymemf‘
Han nmaarmn xemneaon e'r Hemepa'rnn-

113'?) {Dow HOOMem. ny'r nyponnenaa r'
Epocomeorcaa onaomma na anon. KO
113. npn Bupanennn omoro n3 BapnaHTOB 50"
(imam. aanpxmep, npmcaaannn 53.
on pasnnqune nomenaaxmn npooomqecm
cpenons. Haneonee nasal-mm npn 3312833“;
npnnaaanna Beamosauennemm Komdnfiaim
m onaaamob: Tommi! yponenbfi 1‘03
mm manaaou n rpomcoen, 0 came one '3-

3“: ‘1 GKOPOOTB nponaneoem Qpasn n 0
an oeaonnoro Tone. B an - 0 1111511011. E?
HPK Bflpaxeunn eone'ra a eonee peKyppe
HHME' Baamoxomnencnpymmmn npooonu‘le‘
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cnmm Hado 6m: Toaanmun Benz,
2: TOHaJIbHHg manaaon (pgasn, c ofiggfi
CTOPOHH, rpemcoo'rb n o pen oononnom
Toua B snipe - o npymfi-. Hpn peannaatmn
npocndn neamuoeamemmmnox npooomn-
necmn napamerpamn onaaanncs, c 011-.
30% CTOPOHH. Tonansaufi yponeHL K To-
aansunfi manaaon (ppaeu, c npyrofi -
rpomnoe'rs’, oxopoen, nponaaeoeunn (ppaen,
1113143931219 1: ocean: OCHOBHOI'O 'rona B an-

0

Hanna enonepmenransnom noeneno-
Baum noanonxm- cnena'rb Bnnon o TOM,
q'ro y noeynneanfi npn Bay'rpnyponae-
Ben onaonmmn ooneraemoon, npocomne-
omx xapan'repno'run n o'renem, nx ena-
mmoc'rn npn Bupaneann npmcasanm.
eoae'ra n npooben paannqaa. are, one-
Bmmo, 13 nepnym oqepenb, 013338.30 o
Qyuxmoamao-cemaa'rnqeom xapame—
pom nooymeanfl. Cnenoea'renmo, memo
smears, qro npooomm He TOJILKO or-
gamer npamamqecxnfa xapamep no-
meanfi, no u weer oBon saxoaomepaoe-

on, noseonmoume 1m epeannpoean Ba-
pnaam noemueanfi. pocoqecnne xa-
pan'repnomm, coanasae ro'r m not:
Bapnasu- noeynnennn, Beam/Ionefie'rsy-
m. nononana nnn Romneaenpyn npyr
npyra. 21 H6 amen pesynyra'rom me-
xammeoxoro cymnnpoaaam. Bndpanaufi
B Romperaon peqeeofi onwamm mBopa-
mm as pane onnoumnqaux pasaoyponae—
33x openers Bapnaa': ofiopwneam noeyx-
nemm npnanaa Haneonee omno Boanefi-
ornona-rs Ha napmepa. sacraan'rs em
Bunonnms yoraaomcy r0130 ere. 0113a-
xo npoenema npooonnqecxo onuoamm
npeennnafiao enema 1: cream pm: 3&-
na~1, xoropne mom our}, pemeuu 'ronmo
Ha oonone enemanbanx ancne memen-
Ho-zme'rnqeonnx noenenosann . Hansen-
mero noonenonanm 'rpeeye'r Tame 'reo-
no consent-toe o enaoammen meme
maomsnaqaoe'rn nauxonux emanu. Moone-
nonanne naaaux mean maee'r Kan 'reo-
pernqeoxoe. Tax 71 npan'rnqeexoe saaqe-
une. Tan. Hanpnmep. consume mono nom-
enuatmfi npooomaqeoxnx xapax'repnemm
1193 Bnpaneann nnaaa rpex Bapnauron
“Odmexnfi annaercn BaJKHHM onopmm no-
noxeaneu npn oeyneam naronamm nooyn-
ueflflfi. a npaannbaufi 3360p 112:!a nom-
enaannn n uaeopon moron omecrnea-
HEM momearom npn coanamm onrmamsaofi
a exrnnaoo'm ere Boanefiernm. Yule-
1109. Keppex'raoe nononbaonanne salmo-
BEDK opener]; Bcex yponaefi nae'r 303M03-
avers onena'rs pews 60.2133 Bapasn'renbaofi
H nefie'rnenaofi, a anpeca'ram Oucrpo n
Hgammmo nexoxmponan. rm {roame-
Hnfi- R‘Imneane BapnaTHBHHX n unnam-

aaraux npocozmqecxnx openers, KOTOpHe
name names npn'mflofi npocomqecKOfi
cuaoanmm n maomafia‘moc'rn, name no-
SBOJIHT npomoanpoea'rs n paapaOO'raTL
Poms-meantime npaBnna m monennpo-
seam: KOMHHOTBPHHMK cpenomamn amena-

rnqecxoe pacnosnasaane penn.

3W

Rename exonepnmearaao-Qonernqe-
exoro anannaa cannemensernymr o TOM,
nee noeynneane annaeren nonnoemauwnq-
HEM n paerpannqeane ere Bapnaaron npo-
noxonnr Kan e nomombn Beanmonefiorena
o rpammarnqecnnmn n nexcnqeoxnmn openr
ornamn. wax n npoconnnecxnmn openorBa-
mn oauooronwensno. OnHaKo nomenanpo-
BaHHoe ynorpedneane Boex neuxonnx
openers H6 annxeron naduroqaum n Bane!
n donee nerxomy fiaonosaasaanm Bapnaa-
won noeynnennfi. odynnrensaufi nanapnanr
oeeennaxer He TonLKo onnoponaoorb rpam-
mamnneoxon crpyxrypn (aanpnmep, nmnepa-
one). nnn onnaaxosan nexonqecnan oQopw-
neHHoors, HO n onpeneneaane nurerpnpy—
mmne npooonnqecxne napamerpu.

B none nodynnwensaoorn Haennnamm-
on nBa Bnna cnnoanmnn: mexyponaenan
n Bayrpnyponaenaa. Xapexrep nodyxneann
onaaunaer onpeneneaaoe nnnsane a ne-
repmnanpyer ooqeraemoors npooonnqeoxnx
xapanrepnornx n orenenb nx onseaoorn
Kan npn aayrpnypoeaeaofi onuoanunn, wax
u npn mexypoeuenon.

Boe Benymne n HeBenymne npooonnne-
oxne openersa naxonxwon B paennnaofi
orenean sannonmoorn or nenonqeoxnx n
rpammarnqeoxnx xapaxrepnownx. Tax, npn
nupaxeann paennqanx runes nodyxnennn
can nefiomeynw oeunno onaoaanpanneaao
o nexonqecnnmn n onneaanpaanenao n
pasaonanpannenno o onaraxonqeoxnun xa—
pagwepnornxamn. flpn onnoaanpaaneaaom
Beaumonenownnn npooonnneoxne openoTBa
He TOHLKO aeeHnnpynm TEHH noey3r
neann, £0 E yonnnsamm nx Bosnefiorane,
odnernaa nx npannnsaoe nexonnpoaanne
anpeoaramn. Hpn pasaoaanpaaneanom
Beaumonefioeann npooonnqeexne epenorea
enoeodornynr canon» enaranonqecnon
maoroaaaqnocrn n nnémepeannannn rnnoa
nodynneann. Cnenenarenbao. npnannn
aamean A.M.nemxosonoro, @opmynnpyemufi
onenymmnm oopasou: "q noaee expans-
ao xaxoe—nneo cnaraxcnqeonoe aHaqze
unero rpammarnqeonnmn epenorsamn. rem
enaeee moxer ears ere narcaanzoanoe
Bupaneane annorb no nonaoro nonesao—
Beann) ... [I]. Ha marepnane noeynne-
anfi peannayercx Tonsno naornqao. a
nmeaao. npn pasaoaanpanneaaom Beaumo-
nefierenn cnaeaxcnqeonnx n npooonnqe-
oxnx openoTB.

TaKEM odpasom. none nodynnrenh-
Hon monanbnoorn npenomaanner ooeon
odmym enoremy, xeropaz oxnarnnaer n
ynopanoroqneaer non cononynxoowb Bap
pnaaroa noeynneann. npn erom npoene-
xnnaeron onpeneneaaan nepapxna orac-
meann "nenrp — nepnmepnn . Kannnfl ‘
Bapnau'r. 00 email c'ropomi. xapame—
pnayer are none, a B oosoxynaoown can
odpaaynr nuanexrnqecxn ennaym onoTe—
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my. Bsamoneficrsae n' asmoaasncmocrs
— Bo'r npoueocu. KO'l‘OpHS npoansusam'
cnc'reuy now: nodym'remaaocm. Cnenona—
wanna, M0830 ynepuan, q'ro Bapnama-
me n nanapuaa'mme xapamepncrm upo-
com (:0c maneqecxoe ema-
crao n coomocmca Kan emmaoe z oo-
mee, adcrpax'moe n Romperaoe n nom-
aamca mama saxoaam Kan nepexon Ro-
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'npo'msonoaoxuocren.

Jimepa'rypa

A.M.flemoncxmz. Bonpocu meromn pon-
HOI'O Kama, mamncmca mermnzcmca.
Momma. 1930 .
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IPLES OF PROSODIC PROMINENCE FORMATION OF WORDS
PRINC . IN RUSSIAN UTTERANCES

Tatiana Nadeina

De artment of Philology Moscow State University
P ' Moscow, USéR, 119899

ABSTRACT

In this paper the necessity to distinguish
between two functionally different types of word
prominence in an utterance is grounded. The
first type is neutral sentence /syntagmatic/
stress which performs constitutive and delimita-
tive functions, and the-second type is sentence

- accent which is related to semantic side of the
utterance. Experiments on perception showed that
relationship between the sentence accent and ne-
utral sentence stress is not that of complemen-
tary distribution and can be realized in one sy-
ntagma lsentence/ simultaneously. Among functi-
ons of the neutral sentence stress a function of
expression of word semantic value is not includ-
ed, it serves as a means of syntagma phonetic
organization and speech rhythmization.

INTRODUCTION

In works on Russian intonation a point ofView put forward in works by L.V.Scherba beco-mes more and more widespread. In conformityWith it two functionally different types of wordprominence in the utterance are distinguished,namely, neutral sentence stress and sentencesense accent. '
The neutral sentence stress is obligatoryin a syntagma /or single-syntagms sentence/ andis assigned to its final word thus performingconstitutive and delimitative functions. Thisstress is independent of Specific semantic rela-

tions in the utterance and serves as a means of
intonation segmentation and Speech rhythmization-The second type, the sentence accent, diff-ers from the first one in that it is realized in
8 Sentence under only these conditions, when itis determined by a context, communicative inten-tion of a speaker etc. A place of the sentenceaccent is not fixed, it can be placed on anyword in a sentence. There exist various diffe—rent terms for this type of word prominence -se-lantic, logical, contrastive, rhematic etc. Thus
It 1|'Plies that the sentence accent depends onthe semantic side of the utterance.

In works by T.M.Nikolaeva 'the necessity of
Strict distinguishing between neutral sentence
3tr°ss /SS/ and sentence accent /SA/ 15 groun-ed, since functionally they are heterogeneous
Phenowena: "The SA is a textual communicative
Phenomenon and the SS 4 an intrinsic intonationPhenomenon" (I962. p. 9).

This conception is not, however, generally
accepted. In works on functional syntax and se-mantics by soviet and foreign scholars as wellas in works on intonation, there is no distingu-
ishing between functionally different types ofword prominence in the utterance. It is conside-
red that any word prominence depends on diffe-
rent semantic relations. That's why in theseworks the term "sentence stress" designates bothneutral sentence stress and sentence sense ac-
cents.

We consider sentence accent pattern to bethe result of the simultaneous realization offunctionally different devices of word prominentce, namely, the neutral sentence stress /SS/ andthe sentence accent /SA/. At the prosodic levelthe sentence accent pattern is realized in dif-ferent degrees of prosodic prominence of wordswhich make up the utterance.
To give prove to the proposed point of view

the following questions were considered:
I. How do the SS and SA in the utterance corre-
late? Are they realized simultaneously or does
the SA neutralize SS?
2. Is a word, which has the SS in the absence of
the SA in the utterance,the point of information
focus? In this case, is the degree of prosodic
prominence of a word related to its semantic va-
lue?

We tried to find answers to these questions
by applying to speech competence of native spea—
kers and analysing mechanisms of perception ofprosodic prominence of words in an utterance and
mechanisms of interpretation of semantic value
of words in a text as well.

I

The question of relationship between neu-tral sentence stress and sentence accent in aRussian utterance is treated differently by sci-entists that accept functional difference ofthese types of prominence. Some scholars consi-
der that there exists a possibility of their si-multaneous realization in a sentence. For examp—
le, in the paper by L.V.Zlatoustcva /1963/ it issaid that sentence accents "are always realizedwith the sentence stress and in some cases—theyoverlap the sentence stress but don't neutralizeit" /p.106/. T.M.Nikolaeva also believes that
"the presence of a greatly prominent word at the
beginning /of a sentence - T.N./ does not mean
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beginning /of a sentence - T.R./ does noznzgzz

that the final part of it lacks cgtheipscien-

Prosodic prominence"/I979. 9-105/- hate logical

tists, on theioontthrysentizzz stress, makes"neutral zes e

itzeizalizaticn impossible'/I.Panov,I979,;.::{;
We think that one of the methods 0 £10“

ving this problem is the study of pegoep ti-

mechanisms of word prisodicbgro:i::n::1tzr:: of

e s and revea ing 0 cc

12533;: of a degree of word prominence is
co.

the ubzeizzerpret the motion "a degree if w:;d

prominence" as its prominence in regard o o 0‘

er words in the utterance. An important aspzwo

of this notion is its consideration from

”m" °‘ "°" ““2"u°"’§?‘3¥2.23§2".§£§fistimate o va ue
:zizte::,eand subjective which shows their pez;
ception by native speakers. In confer-13y Ide-
this a degree of objective prominence an ad‘s.

gree of subjective prominence of words are,
this a er.

tingufizhig pgeparin: the experiment we proceed—
ed from the notion that when the sentence acc-
ent pattern is perceived, a man take: into :2:
count different information - segment o, {:0
die, syntactic, semantic as well as extra 1ngu:
istio context. Since first of all we were nie
rested in the role of prosodic information n
word prominence perception, and in order torna-
utralize the effects of other enumerated ac—
tors perception of words out out from sentences

'68 “Thizzfgord sentences with identical synta-
ctic pattern Isubject + predicate with a depen-
dent word form/, with different word order.and
with different place of contrastive sentence
accent in them /sentence initial, gedial 29‘
final position/ composed of words: iris, ir a,
Irina, kupit served as experimental material.
Choice of words was stipulated by the desire to
achieve maximum phonetic homogenuity of vowels,
in order to avoid differences in intensity, du-
ration and fundamental frequency which are cha-
racteristic of vowels of different phonetic

qualigzéh sentence was read with two kinds of
intonation: narrative and interrogative /gene-
ral question/. The total number of realization
of experimental sentences constituted 72 items.
Each sentence is characterized by two prosodic
variables: I/ type of accent pattern - sentence
accent of the first word /designated as 81/, of
the second word /SZ/, of the third word /53/;
2/ type of intonation - narrative or interroga-

tlve.Th° basic experimental sentences were se-
gmented into single words which were used to
make up 4 tables containing 50 different reali-
nations of one and the same word /out of this
sample only 36 realizations were examined/ sin.
gled out from all possible sentence positions.

17 subjects without special phonetic trai-
ning /studonts of philologic department/ took
part in the experiment. Their answers were re-
garded as speech behaviour of native speakers.

Technique of determining the degree of word
1 2 ence

sub altithe :zztzss of perception test the sub-
jects were first given all the basic experime:-
tal sentences and they were informed about t e
principles of their construction. Then they we-
re asked to listen to the experimental word ta-
bles and to decide for each word whether it was
accented in the basic sentence or not. t wzs
assumed that the degree of coincidence of su
jects' answers /accordins to which all thed
words could be divided into two sets - accen e
and non-acoented/ could be used as the estimate

tive rominenoe.
for '8;dt::hg::is ofpthe obtained results a co-
efficient of word subjective prominence /K/ was
calculated as a relative number of subjectsTfio-
nsidered the word to be accented /in %/. tie“
according to K—values the degree of subj:c fvs
prominence /P/ was assigned to words in t :0 2
llowing way: Pal, if 0 € K <30%; Ps2, if
=5 K <37053 P53, if K :5'70%.

Results 1 f word subjec-he results of calculat on o
tive grominence /PV in sentences of considered
types are presented in the table I /mean vs no
for each word in every sentence position/.

Table I

Types narrative,sent. Interrogat. sent.
of

sen- Ist w. 2nd w. 3rd w. Ist w. 2nd w. 3rd W
tences

2 0SI 2,67 I I7 I 67 3.0 1.33 .
52 1,33 2:5 1:53 1,0 3,0 2.3;
$3 1.33 1'17 1.67 I. 33 1'0 O

It is clearly seen that 1“ sent°n°°sd';§¥sentence accent on the first or second '0r de
and 52 types/ the third word has a greater I:-
ree of prominence than an unaccented one. der
testifies to the fact that in sentences un11y
consideration the final word is prOSOdilt ofmarked and it can be regarded as a resu
the neutral sentence stress.

Thus. values of word subJe°five promineggfin the sentences show that at the level od Bord
cepticn a distinction between an accente tress
and a word having the neutral sentence sords
may exit within one sentence. In other ' unithe SA and SS "are realized simultaneously The
the former does not neutralize the latteritsofconclusion is proved as well by the resgnatinsthe experiment which consisted in 95‘ in fluthe degree of word objective prominence
analysed sentences. rdTechnique of determining the degree 02.12—-
objective prominence ofThe technique of determining the d°f§°§.g.word objective Prominence in a sentence r590,
ed on the results of the study in the oglrcsr
which the relationship between value‘ ° grit!dic Parameters of a word and the degree
subJeotive Prominence were analysed- i anal?The study was preceded by ”oust ¢interiorsis of basic experimental sentences- nalysrams and widebend spectrograms were 8
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and the following parameters were determined:1/ word total duration /T/; 2/ stressed “vowelduration /t/; 3/ word maximum intensity [peakvalue/; kl'Ft-maximum of a stressed vowel./Po/;5/ difference in maximum and minimum Ft-valueswithin a word, we'll call it further bandwidthof F. /AF‘o/.
We studied correlations between the valuesof above numerated prosodic parameters and wordsubjective prominence /K-coefficients/. The re-sults of the analysis showed that the Kecoeffi-cients correlate only with duration values andfundamental frequency. In our test values ofword intensity do not correlate with coeffici-ents of word subjective prominence.0n the basis of the results there are rea-sons to believe that perception of the promi-nence is based on the estimate of absolute va-lues of prosodic parameters which are comparedwith some threshold values. If we assume thatthe threshold value of a pros

regard to which a word is considered to be hig-hlighted,is its mean value in all realizations,then we can sigle out three gradations of apara-star's /Q/ objective value.. They are asfollows: 031 if the observed value of the para-meter is less than the mean one minus thresholdvalue 8 3 0-2 if the observed value of the pa-rameter is in the interval of the mean one plus-sinus g 3 Q=3 if the observed value of theprosodic parameter is.more than the mean oneplus 8. Critical values of 8 for duration pa-rameter are about IS centiseconds and 20 ha forP. /it is in conformity with earlier publishedexperimental data/.
‘Comparison between Q-values of differentparameters and P-values showed that what is im-portant for prominence perception is not a fi-xed set of Q-values of prosodic parameters buta complex estimate of objective prominencewhich takes into account their summary value ina word. Close correlation between summary valueof prosodic parameters in a word and the degreeof its subjective prominence is revealed.
0n the basis of the obtained results webelieve that the degree of word objective pro-minence can be calculated as a sum of values ofits prosodic parameters /Qs/:

Q8 - Qt + QT + QR. + QAFb
In this experiment four prosodic parame-ters were taken into account. Each prosodic pa-rameter may acquire Q=I,2 and 3, -that's why Qsvaries from 4 to 12.

Results
In conformity with the proposed technique

degrees of word objective prominence in the se-
ntences were calculated. Table 2 presents meanValues of word objective prominence /Qs/ in ty-
pes of sentences under consideration /mean va-
lues for each word in every sentence position/.

Let's take a look at table 2. One can see
that the degree of objective prominence of theinal,word in sentences of types SI and SZ/bothnarrative and interrogative/ is greater thanthat of the other unaccented word. This testi-fies to prosodic marking of the final word thfl‘13 caused by the neutral sentence stress.

Table 2
Types Narrative sent, Interrogat. seat.of
sen- Ist w. 2nd w. 3rd w. Ist w. 2nd w. 3rd w.tences

SI 8,3 4,5 6,7 11,5 5,7 7,882 6,2 8,0 7,5 7,5 11,0 '9,053 5,3 4,0 10,2 6,8 6,0 11,5
Thus, the results of the experiments car-estimate the degree of subjectiveand objective prominence of words in three—wordsentences with contrastive sentence accent de-monstrated that the SA doesn't neutralize theSS: the final word in the sentences with the SAin a non-final position is prosodically marked,highlighted. This prominence is perceived byauditors /under specific conditions of the ex-periment/, and is proved by objective values ofprosodic parameters.

The neutral sentence stress and sentence/sense/ accent are not in complementary distri-bution, and thus they can be realized simulta-neously in one syntagma /sentence/.

2.
The other important question is whether aprosodically marked, highlighted word is apoint of information focus and whether the pro—sodic prominence of a word is related to itssemantic value.
It is generally accepted that by means ofthe sentence accent in the utterance the mostimportant words which have a definite semanticvalue are highlighted. Often such words arepredicted by the preceding context, by word or-der and accompanied by expressive particles.However, in the case of utterances with no SA/with neutral content/ one can't deny- the factthat words which make up the utterance have di-fferent semantic values and different degreesof prosodic prominence. The question of whatfactors determine the prosodic prominence ofwords in the utterance in the absence of the SAwas in the focus of our study, in the course ofwhich the correspondence between the prosodicprominence of words and their semantic value ina text was examined.

5 short newspaper texts with an averagevolume of about 100 words where the sentenceaccent occured rarely were used for the expo—riment. The texts were read by 8 speakers-mem-bers of the staff of the philologic department/4 men and 4 women/.
Technigue of determining semantic valueof words in text

The semantic value of a word is understoodas its role in conveying the information comp-rised in a text. In order to determine the se-mantic value of words an approach which presup-poses an appeal to speech competence of nativespeakers- was chosen. The following procedurewas used.
'20 subjects were given written equivalentsof texts and three successive tasks were set:I/ to reduce the volume of a text by crossing
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out some words, maintaining the number of sen—-

tences and not violating coherence of the text

so that the main /from the standpoint of a sub-

Ject/ intonation of the text is left intact;

2/ to underline in the text words and word com-

binations which should be included into summary

in order to reproduce its content in detail

some time later: 3/ to give the summary of the

text in one's own words. According to the re-

sults of answers of the subjects each word of

the text can be characterized by a set of three

features arbitrarily called' "redundmce" /A/,

"inportance" /B/, "richness of content" /0/.

Estimate of the- semantic value of words

was carried out in two stages. At the first

stage a coefficient of word semantic value /S/

was calculated by the following formula:

S = A + B + C, where A - a relative number of

the subjects consideredthe word to be "redun-

dant", B - of the subjects considered the word

to be "important", c - of the subjects conside-

red the word to be ”rich of content". The cal—

culated S-values can vary from —I to +2.

At the second stage according to numeri-

cal S-values and a combination of A, B and c
features the semantic value All was assigned to

words in the following way: 8:0 if S 6 0;

ifs>0 and if 3:0, 1tc:o; 3:2 if0<S

and Aso but 8,0150; 3:3 if S > I but 3,0;40.

Technigue of determining the degree

of word prominencegl texts
The degree of word prominence in texts was

analysed in its subjective aspect, i.e. from

the point of view of its perception by native

speakers. Records of texts read by 8 speakers

were presented to the subjects /II students of
philolcgic department/. In the process of audi-

tion of the texts they were asked to divide se-

ntences into syntagmas and to highlight the '
most prominent word in each sentence.

Based on the results of the audition test

the degrees of prominence calculated .from the

data of all Speakers and auditors in conformity
with the technique reported in the first part
of the paper were determined. It should be no-

ted that for the convenience of comparison of

the semantic value 'indices with word prominence

estimates we introduced the index P=0 in case

K30.

B=I
<1

Results

The study of correlation between different

indices of semantic value of words and degrees

of subjective prominence of these words demons—

trated that words with maximum semantic value

/R=3/ can be characterized by the following de-

grees of prominence: Ed, on the average, 312%
of cases, P=2 - II,8% of cases, P=3 - 53% of
cases and can't have a degree of prominence P=0.

At the same time words characterized by the ma-

ximum degree of prominence /P=3/ can have any

semantic values with approximately equal proba-

bility: 11:0, on the average, 15.6% of cases,
R=I - 30.7% of cases. 51:2 - 22% of cases and
8:3 - 3I,7% of cases. '

The data show that in the texts the rela-

tionship between the degree of prominence and

semantic value of words is one-sided: words of

maximum semantic value have a tendency to be

prosodioally marked. However, the reverse 1;

not true: maximum prominence of a word does not

necessarily indicate maximum semantic value,

The main reason for this asymmetry lies in

the fact that in texts the degree of word pro-

minence is mainly determined by the mechanism

of neutral sentence stress which is realized on

the final word of a syntagma irrespective of its

semantic value. 0!: this account one ought to

expect that the degree of prosodic prominence

of a word depends on its position in regard to

syntagma boundaries. ,

Our results show that for words of minimum

semantic value, if they are placed at a syntag—

ma boundary, the frequency of prominence values

P=3 increases up to 115%. For words of maximum

semantic values the frequency of values P=3

constitutes 95% if these words are at a boun-

dary and 35% if they are placed in the middle

of a sentence.
The results prove that the most essential

factor which affects the degree of prosodic

prominence of a word is its position in rela-

tion to syntagma boundaries. In this case word

prominence is determined by the effect of' the

neutral sentence stress. Thus, words of maximum

semantic value in a text are not always proso-

dically highlighted but only in cases when they

are under "favourable" sentence conditions.

Hence, the expression of semantic value of

words in a text is not the function of the SS.

SUMMARY

The obtained results give an answer to the

questions that were considered in the first and

second parts of our study. .It was showed that

the relationship between the SA and SS is not

that of complementary distribution and that

they can be realised simultaneously within one

sentence. If the SA is a means of expression of

word semantic value, then the neutral sentence

stress~ serves as a means of syntagma phonetio

organization, intonational segmentation and

rhythmization of speech.
The sentence accent pattern which is rea-

lized in different degrees of word prosodic

prominence is determined by two functionally

different Iechanisms - the neutral sentence

Stress /whioh highlights the final word of 5

syntagma/ and the sentence /sense/ accent, the

Place of which is not fixed.
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FUNCTIONS OF ACCENT PROMINENCE IN SPEECH

TATIANA SKORIKOVA

The Pushkin Institute
of Russian Language
Moscow, USSR, 117485

ABSTRACT

A new method of intonational ana-
lysis is presented with two communica-
tive directions in View: text -9 into-
nation (a word's accent prominence as
effect of text parameters) and intona-
tion —9 text (accent rominence as a
text-formation factor .

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays linguists have evidently ceased
to limit accent prominence (AP) to some
single language phenomena — be it an in-
tonation pattern,a category of definite--
ness/indefiniteness, significance, cont-
rast or emphasis of the utterance /1/.
Now one is inclined to consider AP as a
multi-aspect object of study, which has
to do with the semantic framework of a
text rather than with semantic meaning

0f isolated utterances. Hence,AP may be
ranked together with general categories
0f covert grammar of text thus helping to
reVGAI interdependacy of text constitu-

ents, i.e. text -+ intonation (AP as ef-
. feet of certain text parameters) or_into:

nat10n‘_, text (AP as a text-formation
factor).
The analysis of the intonation of immedi-
ate oral speech seems worth-while for both
StUdying the speech-production mechanism
and context-bound regularities of AP.
In the present paper special attention is
Paid to the functions of AP in spontaneous
monologue of a scientific character (leo-

tures, reports, etc.). Oral scientific
text is characterized by specific accent
markers, i.e. words whose AP serves to
intensify the communicative message of '
the utterance /2/.
His public verbal event being limited-in
time, the speaker has to use a specific
text-production program which should pro-
vide (besides some cognitively relevant
information) argumentation (to convince
the audience) and modality (revealing the
speaker's attitudes). The study of AP's
role in pragmatic constituents of a text

‘ may thus involve a number of particular
tasks, such as analysis of AP in notional
or synsemantic syntactic constructions;
syntactic position of AP in the utter-
ance, text-formative functions of AP de-
pending on the kind of texts and so on.
Our approach to AP problems calls forth
the role of the speaker himself. In the
course of speech the attitudes of the
speaker are-not inflexible nor intention-
ally static: "...the speaker's point of
view is constatly sliding like the camera
man's objective thus exposing the object
from different angles” /3,p.155/. Can we
relate the changing semantic role of a
word in speech continuum to the word's
AP? To answer the question we'll first
delineate our theoretical departure po-
sition. A
L.A.Gogotishvili /3/ distinguishes three
subsidiary pragmatic sense components
which are usually fixed: point of view,
attention focus and discourse pivot.
Point of View is determined by the direct
ness (speaker —9 hearer); hence,we have
two positions that of the speaker (=1),
and that of the hearer (=You).
Attention focus is some semantic compo—
nent of the situation chosen as centre
for all the other components. Various
authors connect the focus with the rheme/
theme notion having the prosodic corre-
late on the surface structure of the sen-
tence: "...rougly speaking, the presence
of a pitch accent correlates with a focus
(and thus with "new information"), while
the absence of a pitch accent indicates
he lack of focus (or "old information")"
4,p.200/. We assume that AP should have
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more ingenuous semantic interpretation:
it may highlight, in particular, Within
one and the same utterance, old as well

as new components of sense which become
significant for either the speaker or the
hearer at a given moment. Hence, using

the term "attention focus" we stress the
role of AP as a text component /5/. .
Discourse pivot is a certain intentional
position commited by either the speaker

or some generalized social opinion. Our
main postulate comes as follows: all the
pragmatic sense components mentioned abow
are prosodically manifested on the acous-
tic . level in the form of AP of some 1e-
xical elements. Now we'll discuss the
idea in detail using Russian adjectives
and adverbs: as we showed elsewhere /6/
.attributive words and word combination

prove to be good lexical material to stu-

dy the role of AP in a nexus of meaning,

purposes, motivations and other compo-
nents of a text.

Point of view

Speaking of AP's function to indicate
the direction of message orientation (on-
to the speaker or onto the nearer) we
should note that it is posessed by dif-
ferent classes of lexemes in quite dif-
ferent degrees. That's why it seems
fruitful to analyze general and particu-
lar properties of various lexical clas-
ses with the view of their different
ability to AP.
utterance formation is allegedly a mul-
ti-stage process beginning with the emer-
gence of some vague semantic concept,
then going to the creation of the logical
and structural plan and finally producing
lexical and phonemic contour. If this mo-
del holds true then there should be three
groups of words which bear the greatest
semantic load and hence are prone to AP:
a) prop words carrying the message of the
utterance; .
b)deictic words supplying structural and
content support to the spoken chain;
c) modal and quantifying words. .
AP words can accordingly have the func-
tions of nomination, communicative mes-
sage (or text formation proper) and mo-
dality.
Distributive analysis shows clearly that
different classes of words differ both
in the intensity of AP and in the fre-
quency of appearing in functions (a-c):
accented nowns are mostly nominative;
verbs, adjectives and adverbs fall main-
ly into the second (communicative mes-
sage) function whereas modal function is
performed by predicative words (1.9.
verbs, adjectives and adverbs of speci-
fic semantics).
To evaluate the agility for AP we intro-

duced index i =NAP , where AP

is the number of cases when the

word (group of words) was found in accent
position and NAP - the number of cases
of non—accent positions in the texts of
special type /7/. .
Unlike terminolo ical adjectives whose
1 lie near to 0 0,37) words denoting
attitudinal meanings have the highest
values of i: adjectives denoting negative
attitude have i = 3,3; those denoting the
highest degree of some property have
i a 2,2; adjectives denoting positive
attitude, intensifiers and modal words
have medium 1 - values (0,69, 0,59 and
0.57 accordingly).
As might be expected adverbs are very

much similar with adjectives: they have
a strictly limited number of high 1 -
value words; there exists positive cor-

relation between frequency of a word's

AP position and its total text frequency;
adverbs with high i - values show much
common in semantic features with their
adjective counterparta.Within both ad-
jectives and adverbs there are groups

of words which are especially apt to AP.
These include: 1) words with high text-
forming potential (pervyj, vtoroj, odin,
drugoj, etc.); 2) words having attitu-
dinal or intensifying function in the
text (osnovnoj, susestvennyj, boPshog,
iskluciteInyj, neobyknovennyj, pravi no,
presto, vesma, ocem, sovershenno, vsegda,
voobfib, etc.); 3) words denoting casual
resultative and some other relations

(novyj, poslednij, ocerednoj, bliZa shiio
Sledujusij, protivopoloinyj, obra nyj.
togda, teperg sejéas, poetomu, zdes,
etc. .
Accented adjectives and adverbs are often
characterized by extremely wide range 0
semantic values and by high degree of
semantic generalization which enables
their use in deictic function (1.6. func-
tion of direct or~inderect reference to

the Preceding or following context).
To sum up, the high 1 - value words
usually possess presuppositional and de-

ictic properties. The more distinct are
the word's attitudinal semes (orienta—
tion towards the speaker) or its deictic
sense (orientation towards the nearer).
the greater would be its AP ability.

Attention focus

BY Changing the attention focus the ”
sPeaker can direct the hearer's "view
to various aspects of his message thus

bringing home sense pivots. In dealing
with the attention focus one should
coincide AP with the word's semantics
and context.
Different meanings of a word have dif‘
ferent AP abilities. The degree of
0f a given meaning depends on the Pre‘
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sence (or lack) of elements that make
this meaning explicit. Let's consider
a group of possessive adjective proua
nouns as an illustration. This class of
words is fre uently used to express the
notion of I gauthor) in the text /8/.
In Russian scientific style tradition
$1 'we' often stands for jg 'I'. Nash
our' has the highest value of i in the

group (inash' 0’44’ lvash'your" 0’22;
imoj'my" 0,11). It's worth mentioning

that gash has the widest range of mean-
ing among the words of the group in
question:
1) 'moj' (my, the speaker's);
2) 'moj i vash' (my and the hearer's);
3) 'nash' (belonging to us). The first
meaning usually has no AP whatsoever;

the other two have much higher values

inashg' 0'41; ihash ' 0'50)‘
Meaning 2 ('moj i vash') is coincident
with the moment of the speech act. In
the course of public speech the speaker
draws attention of the audience to this
or that item trying to get them share
his medidations and to make them part
and parcel of the verbal event. The
meaning 'moj i vash’ is introduced onto
a given audience by additional aids of
the context, such as: 1) tautological
word combination nash s vami (e.g. s
tocki zrenija néshej s vami raboty...;
nashe s vami zasedanije posviaseno vop—
rosu...) 2) inderect appeal to the hear-
er to follow the speaker's we of think-
ing (e.g. nu vot esli vozvra 'atsa /k
néshej klassifikatsii tipov norm/...);
adverbial modifiers of time which refer
to the moment of speech act (e.g. Ia du-
maju Etc teelesoobrazno v nashih dis-
ggisijah / segodn'a / i savtra obsué

use). '

Meaning nash has no additional support
from the context (e.g. takogolroda ra-
bOta / ne provodilas’I ni v nashej ru-
Sistike / ni / voobs’e vteelom). That's
Why AP of nash3 is not so forcible in
sPeech continuum. V
Analysis of a number of meanings in AP
Position indicates that there exists in-
verse correlation between frequency of
meaning's AP and the degree of its con-
textual markedness: less text-bound mean-
inss have higher values of i. As to the
deSree of AP forcibility it is directly
dependent on whether the context contain
elements reinforcing the meaning in some
Way or anothers'the more is the meaning
in need of contextual support the more
forcible it is marked on the prosodic
level.

Eigcourse pivot

The change of discourse pivots in a
scientific oral monologue does not coin-

c

cide with the change of the speaker's com-
municative behaviour (as is usually the
case with dialogues). Hence, the text of
a monologue calls for greater amount of
specific markers both to distinguish
stages in the speaker's communicative
strategy and to outline content and struc-
tural parts of the text in the course of
speech. It is here that AP undertakes its
text-forming functions. For example, a
group of adverbs with markedl forcible
AP (dafshe, teperfl zdes', sejgas, ocen',
ves'ma, sovershenno, vsegda, voobse, etc.)
have proved to possess the following text
loads: 1) promotion of the information;
2; reference to the message that follows;
3 pointing to the previously mentioned
fact; 4) stressing the actual moment of
speech; 5) intensification of expressive
means of the utterance; 6) logical empha-
sis on some fact. '
Within these one can Easily distinguish
three groups of adverbs with different
function loads: a) text-forming elements;
b) intensifiers; c) agents of time actua-
lization. . ,
In the adverbs mentioned above the word 5
semantics is fused with the semantics of
AP and their contextualload is assumed
in the form of a few typical function and
sense combinations: 1) promotion of the
information + reference to the forthcoming
message or stressing the actual moment
(e.g. darshe, teper'); 2) pointing to the
previously mentioned fact + reference to
the messa e that follows (e.g. poetomu,
togda); 3? intensification + logical em-
phasis on some fact (e. . ocen', ves’ma,
sovershenno, vsegda); 4 logical em hasis
+ intensification (e.g. voobs'e); 5 point-
ing to the previously mentioned fact +
time actualization (e.g. zdes'); 6) time
actualization + logical emphasis (e.g.
sejéas).
The sense load of the element in AP posi-
tion attains the greatest functional sig-
nificance at the moment when a discourse
pivot is changed. It seems worthwhile to
enumerate the possible lexical variants
of most frequent AP words within different
discourse pivots and to try to correspond
the AP words to a set of means which serVe
to carry out the sense in oral scientific
speech.

CONCLUSIONS

We've discussed some important functions
of AP in oral speech stressing the bidi-
rection character of the text-forming
process (textehe intonatiOn).

fragmatic components of the utterance are
singled out particularly when the change
of points of view, attention focus and
discourse pivots take place.
The discourse pivot (making explicit the

functional goal of the message) is respon-
sible for interdependence be ween AP and
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various stages of the utterance-formation

-process. It also determines spatial and

temporal limits of the message and cont—

ributes to text formation. In this case

the text is regarded of paramount import-

ance, the task being to find texhal loads

of speech elements in AP position (text

‘9”).

The attention focus corresponds AP with'

a word's semantic and elements of the im-

mediate context rather than with text pa-

rameters. Here we have the reverse direc-

tion (AP -9 text), whose function is to

orient the hearer in the speech conti-

nuum. Further analysis of AP in this res-

pect may contribute to reveal semantic

potential of words in AP position.

The point of view involves speaker/nearer
parameters. It is responsible for a ge-I

neral accent contour of the utterance,

including AP which helps explicate the

speaker's position and AP which takes
account of the hearer's needs. Hence,

this component functions as a bidirec-

tional text-forming mechanism (text<—>

intonation).
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I/IHTOHALIHOHHbIE CPEIICTBA AKTyAaoro ‘MEHEHHSI
PyCCKMx HPOCTbIX HPEIUIOXEHI/IPI

BAH HAOIIEHB

I] HeKHHCKHH HI/IH
1331311131411, KHP

PESIOME

MaTepHaJI Hccnenonoo—pyccxaa perm, aarIHcr: COBCTCKHX

max-ropes. 3a,:LaHa: ycraHonHm BnHXHHe CHHTarmaTqcxoro

cocraaa Ha aKTyaaoc HneHeHHe npennomeHHx (Aqn) , mm-

m-me AllI‘I Ha Hx HHTonauHOHHmH KOHTyp; xapaKTepI-me

‘lepI HHTOHaHHH mm BupaxceHHa A‘Jl'I; COOTHECCHHOCTB

HHTOHauHOHHOFO Bupamemm TCMBI HpeMbI c THnaMH HHTo—

HauHOHbIX KoHcyKuHH. BuHBneHa SaBHCHMOCTB HHTOHauHH

or cHHTarMaTHHecxoro COCTaBa, nopsmKa 1'6b H peMbI,CPI-

TyauHH, cemaHTHHecxofi H rpaMma-qecKoH CpKTyp npen—

HomeHHH. 3KcnepHM<zHT BbIHOIII-ICH Ha c0HorpaQ>e//xay-7800.

AKTyaaoe ‘U'ICHEHHC peHH npencraBnHeT cofiofi cemaHTH-

x{emu/xii: acnex'r aHanHaa peuH. 0H0 HBJISICTCK Tamxe KommyHHxa-

THBHO-d)yHK'.lHOHaJIbIM aHanHaoM. l'IpH nomomH aKTyanbnoro

HneHeHHx peHeBoe Bucxa3uBaHHe nenHTcn Ha HaCTH: Temy H

PeMy, mm naHuoe H Hoaoe. Mu nonbsyemcx aHfiTBIMH TCDMH-

HaMH: Tema, pema. I

AKryaaoe llIICl-{CHHE Bbxpamaercn npemne acero nopnnxom

cnoa H uacmuaMH. B yCTHoH pCHH ouo BCCI‘Aa nonyqaer csoe HH-

TOHauHonHoe o¢opmneHHe. OnHaKo memny HHTOHauHOHHHMH

CD€ACTBaMH H aKTyaJIbIM ‘UICHCHHCM Her romnecrna H Towel-o

coomerc-rann.

3KC1’I8DHM6HTaJIbIC ,naHbe nonrsepmnano'r: ax'ryaaoe

'meHeHHe OJLHOCHHTaI‘MHbIX npegnoeHH nonyqaer sumoe HHTO-

HauHOHHoe BupameHHe, MHorocuHTarMHbIe IIPEJIJ‘IWKCHP”I T310”

Haxomr npocoaecxHe cooraercmuu a aKTyaJlOM
. ,

HAHB XVHXAIZ

(PaKyJIMeT P51
11 I'IeKHcHH I/II/IH
Bsfiuann, KHP

HneHeHHH.

Bxcnepnmemu noxa3anH1a 'UIEHeI-IHH pyCCKHX npejmo-

)KeHHfi Ha Temy H pemy. nonrora aayKoa cpenH HHTOHauHOHHHX

KOMHOHeHTon Ha nepBHH nJIaH He Bucrynaer. Cymec-rsyer MHenHe:

nonrona BByKOB DCMH Bcera ,llOflm, q TeMH. 31'01‘ 33mm:

crpanaer ynpomeHHocrmo. Honrora anyxon BceH ‘laCTH peMu B

cpeAHeM He éonbme, q nonrora anyxon nceH Hacm rem; K

TOMy me Hafimonaxo'rcs: cnya, Kama cpennecrarHcqecKHH na-

paMeTp neaHHm cnoroa H3 HacTH pemu eme KopOHe (CM. Ta6n.).

cnepnmenr noxaaan, ‘{T0 I‘JIaBHHM KOMHOHCHTOM Harm-1a-

HHOHHHX openers a axryanbnom qneHeHHH npennomeHHH Ha

TeMy H pemy CJIy)I(HT BHCOTa anyxon: Mexmy menoooH nayx

Hacrefi Haémonae'rcz samerHoe naueHHe: Cnenyer paanHHaTb He-

3aBHcHMI>IH BapHaHT npezmoxcemm H 3aBHCHMhIH.

He3aBHCHMHH BapHaHT 0603Hav-1aeT npezmoxceHHe, Koropoe

cpaBHHTeao caMOCTOHTeaO ccmaH'qecxH H c-rpyx'rypHo B

Opl: 0T KOHTCKCTa. Hanpnmep, Ken¢epeHuHfi/npononmae1‘cn.

Ha ynHue/npoxnanno. Hepsme Ham-H H3 naHHux amue 1113611110-

)KeHHH nanmo'rcx Temofi, a Bropme — peMofi. TOH Ha ynapHOM

cnore l'lOCJ'IBILHCI‘O cnona H3 TCMH (-peH-,-y-) nonnnmaercn. Ton

Ha 3ay11apnux cnorax TOFO me cnona H3 TeMH(-uHH, -nHue)

HaqHHaer HcanaTb. H menonHKa n3 DCMbI npozzomxae'r 31-0

HHCXOAZLLICC Asmxennu CM. CXCMH 1, 2 ). TaKHM 06pa30M coma-

erca BHZLHMOC npomsonocrannemie menonHKH TCMH meno-

mme peMbl. Ha cxemc B MCJIOILHKC TCMH H pemu HaGJnonaeTcx

peaxoe naAeHHe. I/Imeuno 3T0 nporHBonocraaneHHe nae-r n0HHM3-

HHC C HOMOLLLLIO aynuaaoro BOCHDHHTHH, “TO npezzcraanner
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‘ITO MCJIOAHKI B “ROTH T¢MH

HPHBHMBCT IOCXOMmyD (popuy, I B Inc-m DCMH —- nucxommyn.

fl

._._
In at maul-0min In”! nun-ununummnc

l

cxcua 1 Koudaenenunx npononxaercx.

lumnmmcuwnmmmmm

l

cxema 2 Ha ymme npoxnanno.

B pcuenofi npaKmKe neno o6c1'onr ropaano cnommi

nape-moron paanooopaanne nn-ronamaounue Konrypu._ flpHMCDI

Lfimonofi qenoneK/oxo
1

5935111059 mgofl (cM. cxemy 3).TOH

I

cxema' 3 Mononofl qcnonex oxommn cpenflmc unto"?-

n uacrn pcMhl cinepnoro enora peaxo nanae-r, 060311:a rPBfl‘

“y "‘3‘” “"0“ H Demon. OAHaKo, menozmxa seek new pm“

“My“? "CMC-Vlenoaa'renbuo HHCXOAflmyIO (popmy. 310 0T""'

van-ca 01‘ Aauuux nume npumfion. B npumepe (CM- “my 3)
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man as pemn “oxomnm’ n ‘cpenrebn’ macro! cnon nocxomuuni

n nucxonnumn roan. J'Inms 3 new nuronaunonnoro nenrpa

xenon-ma cranonmcn oxonuar'enmo uncxonnmefi. Cnenyer ome-

rnn, no u n taxom cnyuae BHCOTR _snyxon 3 ynapnux cnonx

nepnux nyx calm: as Inc-m peMH emu-r nee-nun mm: a

opener-mu c yum-um moron nocnennero cnona as new menu.

npnuepu pasuoocpasuux nuronannounux mac: uwomum rem,

pew: M0330 npononxu'rb (cu. cxeuy 4).

"0 m In '0» In m 1” In no .000

I

exam 4 Mile gunman ue'r.

CDCAH aanncnmnx napnau'ron, KOTODHC

l

oemanmuecxn

H_ cyKTypno ne camoc'rox'renbnfl n He momnnponauu a OTpH-

Be or xom-excra, paannqmo-rcx nna cnyqan: unnepmponanuan

KOHCTPYKnnn n nopMamnnaa noncrpyxuml. B nnnepmponannofi

K'Mic‘l'llytuum pema npemnecnye'r reme, u nuronauflounun nen'rp

Hflxonurcx n nepnofi qac'mfipcmoxcenna. B TIKOM cnyvae untena-

unonnufi Konryp npnofiperaer conepmenno anon xapaxrep. Ton

3 “Denueu'rponofi uacm nocxomu' nepx. a n canon nmouann-

WHOM llCHTpe 10H nanaer anus, H 3 uacm rem: coxpanaercn

91° Hflcxonamec Hanpaueflue. Hanpnmp: PI 3 maraazmc / npo-

-.l‘."_'.‘fl§°- H cwlfli_ngo_§91_x_>_x_gercn: (cM. exam: 5, 6 ).

Mfllomlxa n vac-m remu npuocpe-rae-r ponHyno qaopmy HIICXOAfl-

“"0 Mama-um. HraK n aymlanbuom nocnpnamu odpasye'rca

‘lerxaa, no pesxo ormwawmanc: or npenunym'ux npezulomeflnn

”an“ Nefluy pemamn n Teuamn. ( cp. cxeMH S n 2, 6 u l).

'HYJKHo occGo nonqepxnyrb onmque' 'raxux Hunep-rupoaau-

tx K°HCTPYKmm npemomenhfl or Hofiua'rnauux Konc'rpyxuuh

SGBHCHMOI'O Inna OAHOCHHTRI‘MHHX npemloaxennfi. Cp. aMCp:

PI torn/Gym! xanyc-n-mx (cu. cxemy 7 ).

o

a.

” 0 “P9 In i A n O\ \__.
m .-

Iu no no 900 u. 50. 709 It. 30. I... nee Inc an

I

cucxa 5 H n uarasnne npoxnanno.

m

”I!

5... ‘9V y¥,_
' \% n_n_

It. I” In no no u- ". In In nu nu nu u“ I"! an MG

1

cxema 6 PI coGpanne npononmae'rcx.

I'll

in
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I00 I00 509 5.. 5.. ‘0. 19° '99 .W I... “

. J

cxena 7 PI Toma Gyne'r KanycTHHK.

Anannanpya 3c: oily-Ian aKryaaoro ‘UIEHCHHH MHoro—

ennnrnnux npennomeunfl MH npmuml K ausony, no aKTyanb-

Hoe unencune 065mm coonercnye'r unenemno cunrama-m-

‘IcOMy; I‘pannua manly remofi )1 p040»? HMEHHO H ecrh pyGexc

nayx can-ram.

lh-o Kacae-rcn nmonauuoanoro Konrypa, T0 gene 06—

crom' "rams: mm mm onuocumamnux npennomemm. To ecu

menonmea' n nae-m Tenn BOCXOAHI‘ aaepx, a xapaKrcpHofi

Hep-Ion menommu 3 uacru peMH aannetca Hucxonnmee Hanpa-

wenue (an. exam: 9, 10). Pesxoe nancuue mummy mayml
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cnnramamx COSAECT y enymuenefi nneua-rmne‘ anryaabuoro

‘IJICHCHHfl pe-m. Cnegye‘r oGpa-ul-n manning nanno num-

uaunonuoro xonrypa pcmi, n KOTOPOM oapasye'rcx c1301 )1e-

ofipaanu (popMa. Oua 06mm) naunnae'rcx c nepnoro yAapnoro

enora cnona pen}; (cp. cxeuu 8, 9) . Roma ympnouy cnory

IICPIOI‘O cnona DCMH npenmecnylo'r neynapl-uie CJIOI‘H, T0 OH]!

nponsnocucn c uncxonmau Hanpanneuneu roman. cxeuy 9).

9 W

"3-. 5 \°, ‘0 " It,\ \, /\ V ,\

.. . .. 4“ A... ._m_. . _._.__._._.
.u m ”-0.“. mn- maunm-munnnn-n-n—aln

I
I

cxema 8 Ha cneny/none'renn nncru.

.u u. m u. m u- m IO. 3-- an no an an minus-no..- mg

l I

cxema 9 Ceronua BeqepM /np3m-IH'~IHHfi Gauxe'r.

061;q B pyccxofi pc‘m ucn'rp nu’ronaxmonuofi Kouc'rpyxuuu

crou'r Ha nocnemleu cnonc peMH. Onflako, n sanacnmocm or

paaflux ccman’mqecxux n CpKTypHHX d>akropon uen'rp PIK

nepcxozmr Ha npeAunymloxo uoanumo. Tonga n unronanuonuufi

Kom-yp nocne uen-rpoaoa uac‘ru ptl Hamcnnerca, x012 ofiuxee

Hanpanncnue Menonnxn ace eme coxpausc‘rcs.

P13 cuaaafluoro numc‘ MH momeM npm‘h‘fl K aaxmoue-Hmo, Irro

Toma nupamacrcn ucxmoqurenwo B Bocxonalueu Hanpamenna

MCJIOAMKH, xoropag mouse? pcanuaonancg Km: HR -3, HR -4,

mm MK 6 (cm. cxeuy 10),V-uo pema npoamaercu n npnnunne

C HHCXOAIIILHM Hanpamefluem MCJIOAHKH. CCJIH nocne peMH He

' cnenylo'r npyrue cnmamu. Pena numb non. magnum cemau.

Inecxux, smonnonansno-sxcnpeccnnnnx (ban-ropes npnofipcram

nocxonmmo (popmy PIK.

cxeMa 10 Ham c naMu cane“ y mops H plaza“ noronu.

Mu nunnnram cncnyxomne uonoxccmm:

——AK-rya.ubnoc ucnenue nccma nmccr cnoc nn'ronaun-

onnoc nupamcxmc, KOTODOC coanacr ayananwoe nocnpnxme

14 12mm oGpaaoM cnocoficnye'r ycncmnomy nponeccy KOMMY'

nuxaunn.

-—'-I‘pamma Meqy much u peMOfi ppe'AcrapneHa 3

peaxom naAeunn nepaofi qacm menozmxn. 3necb paanuqamcx

Illa cnyllaa. B nefi'rpanbnux noncrpyxunax menonnxa n qacm

1cm: con-mo nocxomu', a n uacm pcMH HHCXOAHT. B HHnePTH'

DOBaHHHX Konc'rpyxunxx c ucmpgnofi uac‘m menomma HaqHHaeT

yxe nucxozunb, n 3 query: pcMH x-Iponomxae'rca sro axonxmee

nanpannenae.

—Ec Toma npencraaneua 3 onnocnmxnom cnone.

K°T°P0€ l'lpm‘ou He npnotSpe-raer cemaa'mqecKoro neca, 4'0 0H8

moxe'r Tepfl'l‘b cnoficrnennufi en unronaunonnufi KOBTyp 1’1

“PHCOCAHHaTbca K nocnenyxomefi 3a Hefi pcmc, oépaByiI 051“”

BOCXOAfiuLec Hanpamenue MenonnKu.

—B unorocnmamnux npeAnomennax aK-ryauwoe une-

Hennc coornercrnycr quencumo unronaunonnomy. I‘Paflwa

”“l “M” ~14 Pcmofi u ecu. rpam. mqly AByMfl CHHTaI‘MaMH-

—B Munrocnmamnux npejmomcrmflx MeJIOJJLHKa B “39‘

TH TCMH ncema peanuaye‘rca a nocxonnmem HanpaBJIeHHHJPW'

cmueunou 3 HR -3,-4,-6. Menozuma B qacm pcMH 05““0

npoannaercz a axommem Hanpannennnn B sanncnmocm 01‘

ceMnx-rmqecxnx H smounonanLHo-sxcnpeccunuux ¢3KT°P°B HH-

ronaxum mom" npnoépecm n nocxoxmmylo (IJOPMY-
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BHMHHME AKTYAHLHOFO QHEHEHMH HA MHTOHAHMOHHOE OQOPMKEHMEPYCCKOFO HAGTHOTO BOHPOCA

REINHARD WENK

Sektion Slawistik ,
Humboldt-Universitfit zu Berlin
Berlin, DDR 1086

PEBDME

AKTyaBBHoe dHeBne onpenexaerHSHTpIpOBaHHOOTb menonnqecxoro Koxrypagyccxoro qacrnoro Boupoca.
saBncOCTn or Hafllqlfi HOBHX axemen—TOB /kpome BonpoceBBHoro cBa/ nByx-ueBTpOBHfi KOHTYP upOBBBBeTCB Taxme B B0-npocax Oes smounonanbnofi oxpacxn.

AKTYAflLHOE QHEHEHEE BOHPOCOB

Hpexne q nonofirn K nayqexnm BJHHHEHaxryanbnoro finenexng Ha KHTOHaHHOHHOE,opMBeBne BHCKa3HBaHnH, Ham Hana onpe-nexuwb, qTo MB GyneM HOHKMaTL HOB " aK-TyaBLHBM qneHeneM ", Beflb , e 15 newTomy Kazan T. M. HBKOBaeBa I, 54/ HH-cana: " AKTyaHLHOB qxexexne, npencTaB-eHoe B OOBpemeHBofi xmxacrnqecxofiTeopnn - 3T0 xoxrnomepar pasaHBx non—xonos K rereporeBnBM BBBKOBBM BBneHMBM,passennanrb n OHMCflTL KoropHe, MOBeTOurs, nacrano BpeMH."flBe xonnennmn axryaBBHoro dHeHzB, uny-mne eme or Maweanyca /cp. 2, 23/, anmexao nncrnnxuna ” Tema " /o q rOBo-
pnrca/ - " pema " /qTo FOBOpHTCH o TeMen nncrnflxunfl " H3BeCTHOG " /" naBHoe "
- " HOBoe ", OOBBmBBcTBoM flMHPBECTOB ce-
POHHB yme paannqamwca, B Tpedyewcs, qro—
6H Baywanocb coownomenne memny HHMH,
lamp. /3, 45/, /4, 67/.
H0 nus aroro nno Oyner onpenexnrb BeeKomnonenru aKTyaflBHOFO qneHeHnB. B TO
BPeMH xax " naBecruoe " n " BoBoe " MOB—uo onpenennTB no BexcnqKOMy COCTaBY nKOHCKTYaHHK /bnpamnBaeTcx, qro K3BSCTHO
nun HOBO nflfi anpecaTa/, onpenexeaneI! TGMH 01 MK II p6MH II He Tait yx HpOCTOO

Hpennaramrcx pasBBe TGCTH c " unrepent-
HHMH " BonpocaMM Mflfi c ompnnaHHeM. Ho
pnfiocrn Haqnnamrcs ram, rue npoOveTca.
HpMMeHHTB wanna Tecru x KOMMYHHKaTHBHOMY
Tnny " Bonpoc.". Benn aKTyaflbHOGWHJEHe-
Hne npnanaercg aBepcaaHM HBBeHBeM o
5. 44/, T0 cpenca nnfi”oflpefleflefinfi erKOMHOHGHTOB nonxnu @ynxunoxzponawh B M

Kamnom Bauxe n B xaxnom KOMMVHKKaTHBHg
Tune. Hoaromy MB nymaeM, qTO xax Vfigf p—
canbaoe axryanbxoe unexegne Banoflgg "
snarb nmenHo nncrnnxunm KBBGCT
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" HOBoe ". MMeHHo B STOM gaannqenzn co-neflcTByeT MHTOHaunB /5, 5 /. Ho sTofi BK-xoromnn mane, HOTOMY qTo ee xomnonenruHe cnmqamT ar npyra: n " BOBoe " MO-xeT OBTB yme " MSBeCTHHM ". Hosrony MMnpnnann n HpMMeHHeM KOHnenunm axTyauBroroquenennx xax xOMMVBBKaTBBBo-nparmarnqec-xoro qnenexnn, penno eHBym nnHacozREP B. Xamrxa /g, ISO , H paaaaeM cne-nymmne Rounonenru: -I. " MaBeCTxoe " / B CMHCJe " nsBeCTHo "n OBHOBpemenHo " He HOBO "/
Cmna 0THOCHTCH

- anemenru, KOTOpHe nsnecrnn TOBBKO He-cpencrseHHBM npOBVBOMBHaBBeM,- BxemeHrB, KOTOpHe OBHOBHaqHO HMMIKHH-' OBaHH.
2. HsBecTBoe HOBOS " /B OMce " 3—- Becrno B OBHOBpeMeo " HOBO "5Cmna amqaeM
- oOmensBecrHBe snemeHTH /HBBeCTHHe n-Hanxexxocrbm x KnaccaM nun yxnxaTH ,7 aneuenrn, KOTOpHe KSBeCTHH Toao n3cyannn,
e anemeHTB, KOTOpHe HeonHoaxaq Human-unpOBaBB,
- anemeuru, KOTOpHe.CHOBa yHOMnxamrca' nocae BBona npyrnx enameHTOB.8. " HOBoe " /B CMHCfle " HenaBecrno " nqnfibépémenxo " HOBO "/. Cmna OTHOCHTCHBce enemeHTu, ynomnxammnecx BnepBBen ROTOpHX H8flbafl BBBeCTK an n3 KOH-Texcra, HM n3 CMTyaHflH.Kax vme ronopnxocs, Bce 3TB snemenru MCK—xo onpeneBMrB no KOHCBrvaunn B, momerOHTB, can orpaxawr Te Tpn pasBBe crenennCMMCJOBOK BamHOOTn, KOTQpHe neran B ocxo-B ncc e OBaB fi M. .‘3;_38/f H K V TOPCYeBofi /Op. 7,

Ho B ornnqne OT E. XaQTKH n GOJBmMHCTBa
npyrnx HKHTBECTOB'MH - Ba OCHOBe nccneno-Bannfi T. M. aonaeBOfi /8/ - Be amqaeMB axTyanLBoe qneHeHne aeHna axneHTHoroBynexenna, noromy qTO HX cemaHaecxoepaannqze - xaBo nonararb - Boxxno OTpaPBarbcx n B HHTOHauMOHHOM xoawype: BBB BH-pamennx aKHeHTHOPO BuneneHnB aMeHflmTOfi 'npyrne MHTOHaHHOHHHe cpeBcTBa,=q BBBBHpameHna aKTYaflLHOPO qxexexna. 3T0 cpas3v Be Bnnxo /Be Hee: cxumno/ n3 HpMMepOBT.'M. aonaeBo ;'" H npomy Bars MBe naus-rO." - " H npomv naTB MHe nanBTo"/é Be..//cM. 8, 39/. B STOM coodmennn MH orpaBn—aaeMOB npoOBemaTnxofi qacrnux BOHpOCOB
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Oea axnenTnoro BHneneHnn.
Ecnn Ham nonxon x axTvanLHomy nnenennm
nanneTca nommynnxaTao-nparMaTnnecn,
MK nonnnu TaKnM xe odpasoM onpenennTb n
CYTB naCTo Bon ocoa. Bananas naCTnun
BOHpOC, ronopnmn pacnonaraeT on enenen—
HHMK osenennnmn, Tonbxo onnofi nu opmannn
y nero neT, KOTO yn on aamenneT nonpocn—
TenLnHM cnosou. TnM oTnnnaeTcn monanb-
Hoe ncxonnoe nononenne roaopnmero 0T Toro
npn nooTanonxe oomero nonpooa. norna on
BupanaeT c on He no e HOCTL B TOM, o qeu
on onpamnB eT, CM. 59;. Tan Tynxnno—
nanLnHM onpenenenneM qaCTnoro nonpoca mu
0Trpannnn3aeM ero 0T npyrnx Bnnon " BO-
npoca c BonpocenLHuM cnoaom ", xax ne-
pecnpoc, HOBTopeHne Bonpoca-npn 0TBeTe n_
T. n.
Ho npennoxennofi eme m. Bannn xnaccnmnxa-
unn /IO, 48/ none pasnnab odmne n nac-
anne naCTHue nonpooH: " B neM neno? ",
" HTo onyqnnocs? ”, no " KTo Bumen? ".
Mcxonnoe nononenne roaopnmero npn n00Ta-
nonne aTnx nByx paaHOBHnHOCTefi naCTHoro
Bonpooa Bannn, vnasns?n ma caon npnmepu,
onncunaeT Tax /IO, 48 :
nun oomnx qaCTnux nonpocoa - "... snamT,
qTo qTo-To nponaomno, no He anamT, qTo
nmenno..",
nnn naCanux qaoTxHx Bonpocon — "...ana—
nT, qTo KTO-TO Bumen, HO He snamT, KTO
nmenno..". OxasuBaeTcn, QTO m.
cnoen xnaccnénxaunefi pasnnqaeT pasnoe no-
xonnoe nononenne ronopnmero /cnpamnBam-
mero/, a no pasnoe aKTvanbnoe qnenenne,
npn nonomn KOTOpOPO roaopnmnfi coanaeT nn—
Qopmannonnne npennocynxn nan OTBeTa y

eoaTa, T. e. cnpamnnammnfi npennonaraeT,
nTo B caoem nonpoce B nannon noncyannm
aneTca ESBBCTHHM nan HOBHM nnn nsBeCT-
nuM nonxm nun anpecaTa, n COOTBeTCTBeHHHM
odpasoM omopMnneT ero HHTOHaflKOHHHME open-
CTBaMH. B aTOM cnncne Kano 0TBepraTb mne-
nne T. H. HOMTeBa, qTo B naCTHOM Bonpoce
0TcyTCTByeT anTvanLnoe qnenenne; HOTOMY
qTo nKooH aKTyaflMBMpOBaHHHM anemeHTom HB-
nneTcn Tonbxo nonpocenLnoe onono /II,
2II/. CnnonpeMenHo monno VCTaHOBETB, nTo
Knaccnmnxannn Bannn He 0TpanaeT aKTvanL-
noro nnenenna n HOSTOMY He TonnTca nnn
ananxaa nnTon nonnux openCTB aKTvaaoro
Tunenennn. CM. 9/. nonnman n npnnnman ax-
Tvanbnoe qnenenne xax xOMMVHnKaTnBHo-
nparmaTnnecxoe nnenenne B maneCTnoe, n3—
BeCTHoe Hoaoe n Roses, ME npnxonnM x npv~
romv xpnTepnn nnn paannnennn aanonnnno-
oTen naCTnoro Bonpooa, KOTOpH nmeeT ana-
nenne nnn nx HHTOHaHMOHHOPO o®opmnennn,
a nmenno: ConepxaTcn nn B naCTnom nonpooe,
'xpome nonpocenLnoro cnona, eme maneCT-
Hue Hoaue n/nnn HOBHe nan anpecaTa ane-
meHTH? BaCTnue Bonpoou, nun KOTopux nano
0TaeaL Ha aTOT Bonpoc nonoaenLno, mu
nasnsaem " oooomammxmn ". a ooTansnue -
" npOCTHME ". TaKnM odpaaom, Egggggg
naCTHHe Bonpocu conepxaT maneCTnue ane-
MeHTH n Tonbxo onnn nonnfi sneMenT /Bonpo-
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cenLnoe onono/, a'ggggggygng, xpome ne-
ro n MSBSCTHHX anemenTOB - MMHKMYM eme
onnx noanfi nnn HaneCTHHn Honun snemenT.
Tax nan nonue n HBBeCTHHe HOBHe enemenTn
MOTyT asnnnaTLcn no cnoemy BHTOHauXOH-
nomy opmnennn. nano nnn namnx uenefl BBS-
CTn eme onny paanosnnHOCTL qaoTnoro BO-
nooca, 0Topas 0TnnqaeTcn TeM. qTo, xpome
/fionoro BOUpOCKTefiBHOPO cnona n HSBSCT-
nux anemeHTon, B neM conepnaTca.Toao
KBBSCTHHG uosue anemeHTu /nnn MMHEMVM
onzn/. Tanon Tnn cTonT Ha rpannne menny
cooomammnmn u HpOCTHMM naCTHHMK Bonpocann,
n noaTomy MH ero HaaunaeM " mennanbnum .
BonpocenLnue cnona, KOTOpHe nponsnoc-
on He B Hananbnon nosnnnn, mu caaeM BH-
nenneMHMn - onn HaxonaTcn Bne aBTOMaTKBM-
ponannon nosnunn, cp. /I2, 29/. /IB. I84/
- n noaTony ncxnmqaeM Taxne nacrnue Bo-
npocn n3 naHHoro cooomennn. B me naflbflux
naCTo Bonpocax / nHTonannonnoe oiop—
Mnenne aaBMc B snooxofi cTeneHn Toao
OT Toro, Kan ronopnmnn onennBaeT'npenno-
cunxn nan 0TBeTa y anpecaTa, T. e. oT To-
ro, nOMHnT nn on eme Tv CTaBYD nnéopmaunm.
KOTOpYD on paflbme nonvnnn. oaTomv Tanne

npoaHmTcn B peqn nnn B Topme npOCToro
nnn B Topme coodmammero.

HEHM M METQHH HAmETO MCCHEHOBAHMH

B paMKax nccnenOBaHnn nHTOHaunonnux
CpGRCTB RAH Bupaxennn aKTvaflLHCTO QHGHG-
HKfi B CHaBHHCKHX qaCTHHX M odmnx §0fipocax

BMH Endpann n3 npaMH A. H. lOBa anon"
22 qB B donbmnx KOHTeKCTaX. OHM ounn 3a—
nnoanu Ha neHTy B nadopaTopHHx venOBnnx
4—mn nnxTopamn-Hocennmn pvocxoro nauxa
B noncyannnx, a HOTOM nonBeprnyTu avnfl-
Topcxomy anannav. 7-II avnnTopOB HPOC”V‘
mnBann Bce peannsannn QB, VCTanaBnnBan
- 6e3 xonTeKoTa: KOMMVHnKaTnBHoe HauepeHHe

n smounonanbnym onpacxv, rnaBHoe vnape-
fine, pnTmnnecxoe nneHeHne, ao n JPY‘
rne Bannwe CHOBa Bonpoca,

- c nonTeKoTom: npaBnnLHOCTL menonnxn. HO’
anunn rnaBHoro vnapexnn, MHTOHaHMOHHOPO
OQOPMneHnn npvrnx Bannnx cnos n Bnpane-
nne amounn. . ‘HaHHHe 9Toro afiannsa dunn OOpadOTaHH CTa-

THCTnecnn meTonaMM, B peaynLTaTe.nero
MH nonvqnnn nnTepecnne Hadnmnenna. ROTO'pumn ME orpannnnBaemon a 3TOM coodmeHflH~

PEBYHBTATH AYHKTOPCKOTO AHAHMBA

I' B “PHHHTHX avnnTopaMn, T. e. npannnsno
MHTOaoBaHHHXv Deannaaunnx ncnnTveMHe
agflBann Ha aHKeTax, qTo onn BocnanMa-
nu rnaBHoe vnapenne "
- B npooTnx QB Ha nonpocenLHOM cnone.- B coo am nx QB H Ha BonooceJIbHOMcn‘os‘e'Jq. Tao . I7 ‘‘2. B coodmammnx QB avnnTopn B donbmnHCTBe
cnvnaen cnumann " rnannoe vnapenne " HanoonenHeM nonom enemenTe B Encxasunannn.

n ooTux QB Taxofi Tennenunn neT./Tfid- 2. nvxonon napameTp " ocooeHHoe BHEBIe‘

’1Jenna B aynnTopcnnx 0TBeTax naeT nan
ananornqnyn naany. Ho 3 eon naTyeMHe
Hepenxo vxaannamT Ha nBa nan name Tpn/
Taxnx Bunenennn B QB. a nmeHno '
- menbme Boero B npOCTHX QB,
- snameHaTenLHo name B cooomammnx q§§Ta6.3/
nonannnmmee OOflbmHHCTBO coodmammnx ,
KOTOpHe avnnTopH xapanTepnsv nBa nex-
TpaMn, nueeT nx Ha nonpocenLnom cnone B
Hanansnofi nosnnnn n na nocnenneM HOBOM
anemeHTe.
Eme donee onnoanaqno aTa Tennenunn x
nnyxnenTpoaooTn.npoannaeTon, ecnn coenn-
naeM Bee aynnTopcxne ouenxn. KOTOpHe MO-

.PYT VKaBHBaTL Ha MHTOHaHHOHHHfl HeHTp, a
nmenno onenxn no cnyxonnm napameTpaM
" ocodennoe Bunenenne ", " rnaBHoe yna—
penne " n " nnpo Bonpoca ", n paceman-
BaeM nx B 0THomeHnn x nonpoonTenbnomv '
cnosv n x nocnennemy Honomv anemenTy nnn
- B HpOCTH7 QB - x nocnennemy HBBeCTHOMY
anemeHTy. Hpn STOM yxaaannne napaMeTpu
Bcex peannsaunfi onennnanncs onnnM n TeM
ne qncnou aynnTopos. Ted. 4/
4. Ha nBa nnTonannonnux neHTpa YKaSHBaDT
n menonnqecxne xapaKTepECTMKH cooomammnx
QB noxa Tonbxo no cnyxonnm Ha6nmnennnn
aBTOpa, KOTopnn npocnymnB Bce peannsa-
nun c nononnHHofi CKOpOCTLD . B coodman—
mnx QB vnapnnn cnor BonoocenLnoro cnona,
T. e. nepBoro HOBOFO anemeHTa, nponsno—
ccn Ha cgennem.y§onne /MH pasnnqaeM
nnsnnn, H8 TpaflBHH , cpenxnfi n Bnconnn .
VpOBHH/. Cnenymmne cnorn OCTamTcn na STOM
vponne no upenynapnoro cnora nocnennero
HOBOPO anemenTa, 0Txvna nannnaeTcn HMCXO—
nnman menonnxa. Bnaa, Ha BTOpOM neHTpe
¥n0Tpe6nneTcn nHTonema KOTOpVD E. A.
pnsrvHOBa HaauBaeT " fiK—I ". Taxvm meno-

HHKY MH anecs vcnonno HasnBaeM " neaM
TKHOM ".
B penxnx cnvqanx HeKOTOpHe aynnTopH npn—
unnn n axo eesocxonxmyn.menonnxv co-
Odmanmnx QB Tnn BTopon/. Torna BTopon
ueHTp xapaxTepnaveTcx nOTpeonenneM HH-
Tonemofi no odpasuy ” M§-4 ', a cnorzlmen-
IV neHTPaMM - nanenneM Tona. Ho qncno 0T-
Bepranmnx onenox ropaano Bume, q v nep-
Boro Tnna. -
qRCTO nncxonnman menonnx o oaM nenTpOn
Ha BonpocenLnom onone ?TKH TpeTnfi/ Y
COOdmanmnx QB nponnnneTcn n npnnnmaeTcn
aynnTopaMn nononbno penxo, Torna Kan 3T0T
Tnn npennoaaeTcn n ame BC ro npnnnMa-
eTCn nan npooTnx QB. inao. 5
Pacnpenenenne menonnnecxnx THHOB no npo—
CTHM n coodmammnm QB oqL anamenaTenbno
asnnaeTca.
. MsBeCTHHe anemenTu menonnnecxn BOOOme

He xapaKTepnsymTcn, T. e. anxaxnx UPGR-
VflaPHHx.nnn saynapnux /xopomo cnnmnmnx/
HETepBanos He HaOnmnaeTcn. Haodopo'r.-eC-7m
Kane ronopnmnfi nonvoxan Taxne menonnqec-
xne xapaxTepncTnxn nnn HBBeCTHHX anemon-
TOB. aEKMTOpH 3T0 caann HenpannbOH
menonnxofi.

3BGCTHHG nosue anewenTu npn vn0TPedfleHVM

nepBoro Tnna o®opmnnnncs no YCMOTpeHHD
ronopnmero: ecnn on cnnTan nx nasecTnumn
nnn anpeoaTa, He Gnno HnKaKnx nHTepBanon,
a ecnn on nx oaan HOBHME, upoannnoL
manenbxne nnoxonnmne, nHorna n Bocxonzmne
upenynapHHe nHTepBanH.
6. MHTepeonyn naany menonnqeoxoro o®opM-
nennn monHo dune HaOnmnaTL v mannanbnux
BB: Ecnn ronopnmnfi HSBeCTHHe HOBHe ane-
MeHTH cnnTan HSBGCTHHMM nnn anpecaTa, on
o¢opmnnn'MennanLHun HB.Kax npOCTofi,.T. e.
aneuenTH naBeCTHHe Honne menonzqeoxn HH-
nax ne xapanTepnaoBannob. A ecnn on nx
caan HQBHMH, Taxon nonpoc nonynnn meno-
nnqecxvn Topmy o nBvMH ueHTpamn no meno-
nnxe nepBoro Tuna.
7. Bee peannaannn Ounn oneHenH aynnTopaMH
n no svonnonanLHOCTn. B nx 0TBeTax nponB-
nnmron nae Tennennnn: _
- Y npocTux QB nBvxueHTpoaoe o®opmnenne

ynaaHBaeT Ha amonnonanhnvw oxpacxv,
- v cooOmaax n Mennanbnux QB Taxoe

o®opmnenne Gonbme Boero Bocnp nnmeeTcn
Kan-amounonanbno ne oxpameHo. Tao. 6/

BHBOEH

PeayaaTu n nadnmnennn namero /npenBapn-
TBKBHOPO/ aynnTopcxoro anannaa POBOpHT
B nonbsy Toro, nTo axTvanLHoe qnenenne
qaoTHoro Bonpoca /npn ncxnmqennn anneHT-
noro Bunenennn/ Kan B npyrnx nsnxax, Tax
n B pyccxou nsnxe annaeT Ha HHTOHaHMOKHOG
o®opmnexne Taxoro BHCKaBHBaHMH.
Hpoowye qaCTHue nonpocu nonaauBamT Ten-
nenunm K onnouenTgonomv KOHTVpV. npnq
3T0T KHTOHauHOHHH neHTp HaxonnTon Ha
ennnoTBenHOM HOBOM anemeHTe, T. e. Ha BO-
npocenLHOM cnose. B 3Tcfi pasHOBnnHOCTn
naCTHoro nonpoca BTOpOfi neHTp /Ha MSBeCT-
non aneMenTe/ nponnnneTcn TonLKo Torna,
xorna BypanaeTcn amonnonanbnan onpaoxa.
Cooogamgne naCTHue BonpOCH n eTenv Ha
nByxuenTponun KOHTVP, KOTOpH. xapanTepn-
sveTcn neaM HeHTpOM Ha BonpocenLnom
cnose B Hananbnofi nosnrnn n BTOpHM nex—
TpOM Ha nocnennem HOBOM anemeHTe, npnq
Tonsxo Ha sTOM BTopOM neHTpe nponanneTcn
nHTonema, a nmenno EHTOHeMa KOMMYHKKaTHB-
noro Tnna " HOBBCTBOEaHHe " c THCTo a-
xonnmefi menonnxofi. TaKnM oooasoM. nnvx-
nenTposnn nouryp aaeTca xgpaxTepMCTnxof
He Tonsxo naCTHHx nonpoooa c aMohnonanL-
not oxpacxofi, op. /I4, 32/. HefiTpanLHue
n smonnonanbno onpamennue VECTHHB nonpocu
c nByMH neHTpamn pasnnqamTcn. no—Bnnnmomv,
vnOTpeOnenneM paanux HHTOHeM nMeHHo Ha
BTOpOM nenTpe.
MennanLHHe naCTHHe BOHpOCH MOPYT peannso-
BéTScn nnn Kan HpOCTHe, nnn nan cooomam-
mue. 3T0 aaBnc 0T Toro, Kan ronopnmnfi
oneHnBaeT ocnenomneHHooTL anpecaTa} na-'
BeCTHHe HOBHe anemeHTH MOPYT OHTL eme
aKTvaaumn B ero naMHTn nnn HeT. Yn0Tpe-onenne nBvxneHTponoro nonTvpa Tonna, ROP-
na HSBECTHHG Honne anemenTn oaamTcs Ho-Bumn, n onnouenrponoro KOHTVpa, xonna 3THanemenTu cnnTamTcn ESBBCTHHMM, nonnpennaeT
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THE PHONOLOGICAL COMPONENT OF LANGUAGE COMPETENCE:-SPEECH PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION IN ONTOGENESIS

A.M. Shakhnarovich

Institute of Linguistics,
Academy of Sciences, USSR
103009, Moscow, K-9,
Semashko st., 1/12

The phonological component of linguistic
competence is considered. Experimental
results concerning the comprehension of
sound text are shown.

In psycholinguistic research of
sPeech ontogenesis, quite a few aspects of
language competence have been studied so
far. The competence in question is under-
stood as the hierarchically ordered system
(OOHStruction) which represents, in gener-
alized, reduced and specific way, the
overall language system. Since in the
language competence components and rules
are distinguished, the former correspond
to the linguistic levels, while the latter
fonstitute a system of "commands". The
'OOmmands" prescribe that the speaker
should use the given, functionally signi—
ficant element, for meeting the communi-
cative requirement in the reapective com-
munication environment. So far the lin-
guists' attention has been focussed mainly
at the lexical and grammatical components,
the semantic component being insufficient-
1y studied. The latter is, however, the
basic, hierarchically predominant part of
the structure. Finally, the phonological
ph°net10) component has been almost

1Snored.
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Moscow State Institute of
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Speech in children comprises specific
system of elements accompanied by parti-
cular rules of using these elements. Mere
phenotypical resemblance of speech ele-
ments in children and in adults will be
insufficient for claiming the respective
genotypical similarity or relationship.

In the peculiar system which is the
starting point for the formation and deve-
lopment of man's linguistic capacity, much
importance is given to the phonetic compo-
nent. This is natural, for the system men-
tioned seems to comprise, at the primary
stages, phonetic and semantic components
only. As for the expressions resembling
the grammatically marked elements, these
are actually grammatical from the formal
viewpoint, for they are related to the
denotational reality and are characterized
by a specific combination of meanings.
Speech ontogeny starts with the child's
primary orientation in the external speech,
and therefore, first developmental stages
are bound, psycholinguistically, to the
phonetic word perception (subtle morpho-
nological distinctions being initially
ignored). The constancy of phonetic word
perception is ensured by the formation of
certain standards, these making up the
basis for the phonetic component system.
The standards get enriched through the
child's work at the phonemes in word, for,
as D.B.E1'konin put in, he manipulates
the phonemic just as he acts upon material
objects. Initially, distinct pronunciation
can be reduced in the distinct articula-
tion of inflexions only, which testifies
to the child's orientation to the sound
word. Alongside with the orientation in
speech perception medium, the system of
standards is enruched due to the develop-
ment of child's cognitive activity. Thus,
filled with new cognitive content, per-
ception standards emerge as part of the
system designed to quality the child's

*euvironment. Meanwhile. in the SpeeChproduction domain, the relation of the
sound word with the real world semantics
is tested and refined.

The major route that speech activity
develops by in the formation of gener— '
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alized ideas of the language reality facts.

Phonetic generalizations being the goal,

the first stage in distinguishing the

sound form of the inflexion (and later of

morpheme) and relating its meaning to some

aspect of material world. The relation

established, both perception and cognitive

standards are enriched; therefore, the

orientation is stepwise transferred to

other parts of the word. .
Hence, the second stage in the pho-

netic component formation is initiated.

that is the formation of generalized con-

ceptions correlated to the sounding mor-

phemes which are viewed as derivative'word

components. This stage proceeds mainly in

the speech production domain. Here the ac-

quistion of grammatical meaning starts, '

accompanied by the semantic development of

the derived component and of the overall

lexical item. .
However, speech ontogeny researchers

note that certain words acquire quite

early the utterance status and, therefore,
obtain specific intonation marking. Into-

nation parameters are "tested" rather

early and are also due to perception and

then to production. Generalized intonation

regularities are included further in the

phonetic component of language competence.

Prosodic development is most evident

in two-word utterances; the transition to

these characterizes a specific stage in

the overall process of speech development.
Early intonation standards are rather so-

phisticated and advanced; sometimes it is

the intonation contour that outranks the

.semantics of the components. The transi-

tion to bi— and multicomponent utterances

is followed by the acquisition of logical
stress. This phenomenon seems to be beyond

the phonetic component limits, for, in—

cluded in the general set of communicative

rules it should belong to the semantic
component.

The development of speech perception

and production is directly related to the
formation, advancement and enrichment of
the phonetic component of language com-
petence. This component is realized .
through a set (system) of specific phonetic
perception standards and rules selecting
the appropriate elements for meeting the
communicative requirement. The development
and enrichment of the lexical meaning is
ensured both by the child's practical/com-
municative activity and by the acquisition
of phonological generalizations to the
delimitation, recognition and distinction

of the word. This process is essentially
bound to the development and enrichment
of the morphological meaning, too. The

sound shape of the morpheme is related,
directly or indirectly, to the respective
aspect of the real world. Thus the basis
for presxriptive formational and derive-
tional rules is laid, these rules belong-

ing to the grammatical component (or, to

be more precise, to morphological subcom-q

ponent) of language competence.
At the later stages of the child's

.development. speech perception is deter-

mined by a richer and more complex system

of standards; the standards are further

formed and enriched in practical and com-
municative activities. The phonetic come

ponent can be said to acquire its relative-

ly full shape at the stage of adequate

discourse perception.
The problem of discourse (cohesive

text) perception is related to the_issue

of acoustic signal determination principle.

Some scholars view perception as the step-

wise successive process. Another view,

which we adhere to, is that man memorizes

relatively much information at once, pro-

cessing it parallelly, quite in accordance

with the text/discourse hierarchical
structure. Psycholinguistic experiments

show that, in speech understanding, the

delayed decision strategy is commonly used.

At the lower level which is that of pho-

nology, zero decision is made and means
for making the final decision are reserved.

The final decision is thus postponed to
the end of the sqpnding reflexion /1/.

Establishing meaningful elements in

the speech flow segmentation, and.minimal

meaningful elements in particular, is a

most challenging task. Let us assume that

speech information is processed by the
"dissecting" and intergrating techniques,

with "key meaningful points" playing
crucial role here. Then the main problem

is eliciting major sense fragments and/or

blocks functioning in the perception of
oral text/discourse.

At the perception level, the major
units of meaningful segmentation are taken

to be syllable and phonetic word'(rhythmic
structure). The Syllable is defined as the
structural sequence of sound-types formed
by the vowel sound'types /2/. "The data
available show that the phoneme, being the
necessary element in word recognition and
construction, is "deduced", in some cases,

due to the processing of more or less ex-

tensive context" /3/. In our opinion..8uch
context can be rendered by the syllable
and by the phonetic word, the latter de-
fined as a group of syllables united by 03°
word-stress. In the phonetic word the
kernel and the periphery are distinguished.
The kernel is related to the stressed syl-
lable, including sometimes pretonic syl-
lables too (especially the first prestress-
ed). In the rhythmic structure strong and
weak Positions are often recognized; the
stressed syllable can be considered the
nucleus of the strong position'/1/. Which
is highly relevant for the points made in
this study.‘

' Thus, the hypothesis was advanced
that thQ Perception of sounding text/dis?
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.course should presuppose discrete segment-
ation in meaningful units. The hypothesis
predetermined both the technique and plan-
ing of the experiment in which text per-
ception and understanding in children were
studied.

A number of experimental series were
undertaken, the-subjects being preschoolers
in a Moscow kinder-garten. The study of
speech in children allowed us to follow
speech processes in their evolution.

Numerous works show that the acquisi-
tion of Russian morphology in children is
based on the development pf orientation in
the sound shape of words. Primarily the
child is guided by the general sound pro-
perties of the morpheme, and it is only
later that he begins distinguishing sepa-
rate phonemes in it. Thus the child's
original vocabulary comprises root words
rather than items consisting of separate
sounds. This implies that the child seg-
ments out syllables both in hearing and in
speaking. Therefore, in experiments with
children we take syllables and rhythmic
structures as perception pivots. In an

‘experiment made by our colleagues /3/, in-
tuitive syllabation was employed. This
technique seems most promising since it
allows the research to take into account
the specific speaker's peoperties, say his
age, etc. In our experiment intuituve seg-
mentation of the ongoing speech by meaning-
ful units is employed.

' Other experiments have shown that syl-
labation in 4,5— and 6-year-old children
differs from the respective process in
adults. A suggestion has been made that it
could be explained by some ontogenetic
interference of property phonological and
morphological factors. It can be also pro-

Posed that syllabation skills are unstable,

changing with the child's acquisition of
his first language.

Our experiments also test.the child's
ability of intuituve segmentation of the

aeound text by phonetic words (rhythmic
structures), and the rules of this segment-
ation. The above mentioned facts taken
into account, the hypothesis is formed,
according to which the rules of text seg-
mentation by rhythmic structures in child-
ren differ from the respective rules in
adults. Children's perception and under-
standing is tested on texts differing in
the functional style and structure; be—
sides, the dependency of the understanding
on Structure; perception and understanding
deVelopmental skills are investigated.

The experimental data have been pro-
ceased and analyzed by comparing the
actual content and intonation structure of
the Sample text on the one hand and the
sub.‘Iective content and intonation structure
mOdelled by the subject in the reproduc—

10h, on the other. Content segmentation

as made by a professional announcer has

been compared to that in children, who
acted intuitively. The degree of simi-
larity between the respective structures

testifies to the acquired level of the
text understanding. Besides, it helps us
reveal some intuitive rules of text seg-
mentation by meaningful components.
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ABSTRACT

New aspects of sensory and motor
theories of speech perception are dis-
cussed. The possible mechanisms of con-
stant speech perception by grown-ups as
well as mechanisms of stuttering are
proposed. In addition, the role of
babble-speech for ear-development is
analysed. Finally, the results of expe-
rimental verification and computer tes-
ting of a new sensor-motor theory are
reported.

There exists a number of theories
of speech perception. The well-known
of them are sensory (G.Fant, M.Halle,
R.Jakobson) and no or (A.Liberman,
F.Cooper, L.Chistovich) theories. But
the interest to the verification of
these theories is dicreasing recently.

We suppose that there exists a
false opinion fiat an speech signal in-
formativity in these modelswmstaken
into account (N.Zagoruiko). Here we
offer a new sensor-motor theory of
speech perception which explains the
mechanism of speech perception by
grown-ups and by children. It also ex-
plains the formation of sam les percep-
ion of speech units by a child during

the latent interaction of audio-speech
and motor systems.'

Sensor-motor theory differs from
other theories known recently according
to the following theses.

Thesis 1. The invariant characte-
ristics of speech units are not present
in a common acoustic signal. They appear
only on the first stage of speech pro-
cessing after the signal normalization
in audio-speech system.

Nevertheless a new informational
characteristic is present in this acou-
stic signal, making the speech recogni-
tion invariant. This characteristic
reflects the speech unit variations.

A man analyses and memorizes these cha-
racteristics at an early age. Thanks to
this new information a grown-up recon-
structs an initial signal from distormd
one during the recognition. Only after
this process the reconstructed signal
is compared with the sample. We confirm
that speech units differ in manner of
variation (AV-description), but not
only by their motor program (y-descrip-
tion). Ay-information forms an addi-
tional characteristic axis. Recognition
in audio-speech system is realized with
the help of Ay-description but without
the y-description itself.

Thesis 2. The information about Pr°'nounciation variation of speech units
is memorized in the audio-speech syStem'but not in a motor one according to a
motor theory. Finally, the distortion
model of articulation s stem is formed
in the audio-speech system.

Thesis 3. A child can not reveal
the variation rules of a'speech signal
listening to the s eech of grown-u .
The acoustic signal is an indefinite
function, which is formed by a countless
multitude of a small number of argument
combinations, i.e. speech commands.Therefore speech of grown-ups is not
used for learning the speech unit varia-
tion rules. Only elementary signal va-
riations not the combinational ones
are used by children for memorizing-
Only directions of variations notthe‘zone of variations (S.Dzhaparidze,I.Zimnyaya) are informational for memo-
rizing. -

Hence a child must reveal these
rules indirectly. To learn the articu-
lation distortions in the speech of
grown-ups he imitates these distortions
n his own motor-speech s stem.Thesis 4. The repetit ons of sounds

in babble-speech (e.g. va-va-va,ba-b8'b3'
ma-ma, pa-pa) are the acoustic signals’Which reflects child's imitation ofarfir
culation distortions. These repetitions
in babble-speech (i.e. iterations) are
initiated by child's audio-speech EVStem'but are accomplished in the motor system
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according to its degrees of freedom. In
the state of motor system jumps are initi-
ated. We think the iteration of the type
"va-va" reflects such jump on the acoustic
level. Child's auditory system perceives
and analyses the multitude of iterations
in his own babble. Finally this system
accumulates the information about the di-
rection of all elementary Jumps. In this
process a pair of acoustic signals, not a
-single one, becomes informative.

Thesis 5. The information about arti-
culation distortions is mastered by a
child in his early childhood only, but
later it is used by him constantly.During
the recognition this information enables
him in the sensory system to modulate the
multitude of motor work divergences and
to realize the selective fitti of the
input signal to the sample. Dur ng this
fitting the statistical information about
signal variations enables a child to dis-
cover the most probable track in which ree
alizi distortion took place. The de ree
of additional information depends on he
probability of track-fitting of input sig-
nal to sam 1e, but not on the fact of
their fitt ng. We confirm, that after his
sensory learning the motor system is not
necessary for recognition.

According to the sensor-motor theory
a child forms sound image of a speech unit
in his audio-speech system in three snaps.
During the first stage a child perceives
the pronunciation of a word or a syllable
articulated by grown-ups. He listens to
many separate realizations of a speech
uni all forms its average sound sample.
In the s eech of grown-ups the child hears

distorged to a small degree realizations
of a speech unit. Therefore they are
8r°uped with little dispersion about an
average value. During the second stage a
child adopts the skill of pronunciation
0f speech units, the samples of which was
formed in the auditory system. As a remflt,
1n the speectotor system the motor
8amPlea of speech units are formed. The
thesis about the existence of the third
stage is new. At this stage the sensory
sYstem receives information about the mo-
difications of those samples, which were
formed in it. A child listens to the ite—
mideas of his own babble—speech. The de-
ve1°pment of iteration mechanism in the
babble period consists of several sub-
StESGS. At the first one the child exer-
cises the articulation of samples. Here
the development of babble is going through
without ear participation. Therefore this
Substa e is presented in the babble-speech
0f dea children. During this period the
nb°rn Program of articulation exercises

under cinesthetic control is realized
v'BeltYUkov). Therefore at first the

child's babbles are realized without ite-
gfitions in any acoustic situation and not
tnly in stillness. At the next substage
he Child's ear begins to control the

aOunda of his own babble. The auditor-V

system adopts a single babble syllable
which is pronounced at this moment. Next
moment the system stimulates the repeated
pronunciation of this syllable. This-sub-
stage is absent in the babble—speech of
deaf children. 0n the contrary, by the
children with ear perception the phenome-
non of autoecholaly is developed. This .
phenomenon is realized in stillness mafn—
1y. The babble sounds are combined into
iterational chains (va-va-va). However
~the autonomous mechanism of program re-
peated triggering is gradually formed in
the motor system. After that this mecha—
nism generates the iterations itself with-
out ear participation.

The variation imitation in the motor
5 stem becomes ossible just at this pe-
r od. The direc ion of possible sample
variations starts to be coded in double
iterations. To our mind, the iterations'
mechanism, that is formed with child du-
ring his babble, is kept then with grown—
up in the blocked state for the whole rue.
This mechanism can manifest itself again.
One of these manifestations is the clo-
nical form of stuttering and Lee effect.
Besides the iterations' mechanism promohm
indirectly that word-iterations (mamma,
papa) take the main place among the first
child's words in many langua es.

There are some confirmat one of sen-
sor-motor theory. One of them is the fact
of infringement of ear development by a
child caused by the blockade of the
babble stage during the speech develop-
ment. The blockade of listening to itera-
tion in this period is manifested in the
underdevelo ment of the phonematic ear of
child (V.Beltyukov).

We have conducted some special re—
search of child's babble-speech, the re-
sults of which prove sensor-motor theory.
Firstly, the results.received, that
babble iterations are realized during
stillness mainly. Secondly, they reveal
that double iteration of a syllable is
most widely spread. Thirdly, it is shown
that sound iterations diads are double
triggers of one and the same motor-prog-
ram. And at last, our results illus ra e
that iterations in the form of diade
exist in the babble of children speaking
different languages.

0n the basis of sensor—motor theory

a new explanation of babble function in
speech ontogenesis can be given. The the-

ory explains also sound ontogenesis dis-

sociation in the child from the point of
view not onl of his speech development

(V.Beltyukov{, but of his phonetic
ear too.

A corresponding mathematical model

has been built for the presented theory.
This model allows to test new algorithms
of teaching and speech recognition in
computer experiments on natural speech,
to use them in the existing automatic
speech recognition system.
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ABSTRACT

. In an earlier study we found that serun hormone
binding globulin was the most significant pre—
dictive factor for pubertal voice change among
andrenal hormonal factors in a puberty group of
boys aged 13—16 years (p<0.05). In this study
we have compared the results with the ones of a
group of girls in puberty. The aim was to get a
possible understanding of the central biological
phenomenons for the regulation of voice in puber-
ty in a better way. The voice parameters were
phonetograms and fundamental frequency treasured
with 2000 electroglottographic circles in con—
tinous speech. They were compared with puberty
stages, adrenal hormones and sex hormonal chan-
ges in boys and girls from 8-19- years 'of age.

INTRODUCTION

We know very little about the central regulating
proteins for voice change in puberty. The trans-
port mechanisms for sex hormones may be involved
(1,2). We have tried to examine the serun hor-
mone transport globulin to find out whether it
can predict the voice change in puberty not on-
ly in boys but also in girls.
We know that this transport globulin does fall
in both sexes at time of puberty and a better
mderstanding of the globulin might illucidate
the central regulation of voice at a whole. (3,4).
Children at a singing school were analysed with
voice phenomena and normal pubertal development
together with androgens and oestrogens. There-
after a statistical analysis was carried out to
confirm the function of the transport globulin.

'MATERIALANDMETHOD

97 children, 47 girls and 48 boys with trained
singing voices from 8-19 years of age in a sing—
(131:1scgoollwefi- inciuded in the study with ran-

ze se ec on 0 an e l
schoo_ 1 class. qua group in each
The voice paraneters included flmdanental fre—
quency with a computer program based on analyzing
2000 consequtive electroglottographic circles (5)
in a reading situation of a balanced text, IPA:

£69213;

Biostatistical Dpt.
Statens Seruminstitut
2300 Copenhagen S, Dermark

book, the northwind and the sun and phonetograms

(6) with areas extracted in cm2 on a standard pa-
per. A coversion factor to' dB x Herz was 1 cm2=32
dB x Herz.
Blood examinations for androgens and oestrogens
together with somatic examination were carried out
on the same day in each child, before noon and
3—6 days after 1. menstruation day‘ where menarche
had taken place.
The measurings of androgens and oestrogens were
made at The Hormone Dpt. of Statens Seruminstitut.
Logarithmic transformations of observations were
required to obtain normal distribution. Data were
investigated by One-way analysis of variance and
correlation coefficients were calculated comparing
all parameters. Multiple regression analysis of
fundamental frequency in a reading situation and
the lowest tone in the phonetograms with home
values age and stage of puberty as independent _
values was carried out.

RESULTS

The change of the iundanental frequency With age
is seen at fig. 1. - together with the tone range
in semitones in the phonetograms from where 315°
the lowest tones and the areas were extracted-
In table 1. the geometrical mean values for some
voice parameters, puberty phenomena and "1935”ings
of hormones are seen devided in three age @0t-
In table 2. coefficients in boys estimated from
multiple regression of fllndamental frequency de—
pending on hormone values, age and stage 0f puber-ty after reduction of independent parameters are
seen.
We have found a correlation coefficient for 561““
hormone binding globulin in girls in relation ‘30
menarche of —.93, which means that serum homo"ebinding globulin in this study has a predictivevalue for menarche. In table 3. the beSt sets Ofdescribing variables for the logarithm to W‘1 mental frequency in nmning speech in girls areshown taking into account that relations are dif—
ferent before and after menarche.

DISCUSSION

We have made an analysis of voice (fimdanantal
frequency in continuous speech and phonetogramS)’

Se 70.3.1

pubertal stages and androgens together with

oestmgens and found that the transport globulin,
serun hormone transport globulin, was a signifi—
cant predicting factor of change of fmdamental
frequency in puberty in boys in an puberty
stage group 2—4 with a significant difference
from zero by multiple regression of p<0.05. We
have found the change of boys voices to happen
at 14,5 years age at the same time as the serum
hormone transport globulin is reduced. .
In girls in puberty the change of fundamental
frequency was not significantly related to the
globulin, but serum hormone transport globulin
showed a correlation coefficient of: r—0.93. to
menarche. When the girls were devided in two
groups before and after menarche, several para-
meters had significant relation to the change of

fundamental frequency in running speech in puber—
ty, before puberty: Bight, log (E1504) p(0.001.

and puberty stage p<0.05. - after menarche:
log(variation of flandanental frequency in running
speech) p(0.001., time after menarche: p<0.01.
and age p<0.05. ' -
Of course it has been difficult to set fundamental
frequency in speech in relation to traditional pu-
bertal biological changes. Taking time of begin-
ning of menstruation onto account together with
serun hormone binding globulin the fmdanental
frequency change in puberty possibly could be pre-

. dicted in puberty. One advantage out of many might
be to be able to predict to singing teachers in
the famous boys choirs the time of sopraneos loos-
ing night, or changing timbre from child to adult.
Much information of biological central regulating
factors of voice can be found in studies of pu-
berty also because the psyco—social factors do

not influence this time of life to the same extend
as later on.
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Table 1.

Geometric means of voice 'parameters, pediatrical measures and puberty

hormone differences of 3 grOups of ages, (boys and girls).

Age 8.6-12.9 13-15.9 16-19.8

Numbers of be s/girls 19/18 15/12 14/11

Fundamental fiequency in speech (Hz) 273/256 184/248 125/241

Variation of fund. freq. (semitones). 3.7/3.2 4.8/4.2 5/5.2

Total tone transf. (semitones) 34.4/23‘ 37.5/30 41.4/38
Lower tone (Hz) 158/166 104/156 72/145

Middle tone (Hz) 435/429 321/409 254/413

Phonetogram area (cm?) 19/17.3 28/21.8 34/283)
(1 em2 = 32 dB x semitone)

Hi t (cm) 143/144.5 157/160 181/165

Wegght (k8) 34.4/37.8 56.9/53.0 68.6/64.4

Pubic hair (stage) 1-3/1-4 1-5.5/2-5 5-6/4—6

Testis volume (mltr.) 2.3 13- 20
Mamma development (stage) 1-4 2-5 5

SHBG n mol/1 134/160 66/132.5 45/122.7
DHEAS ' n mol/1 1400/3210 4100/3700 5900/7200

Delta 4 androsten dione n mol/1 1.44/0.59 3.28/1.7 3.43/2.5
Total testosterone n mol/1 0.54/0.50 10.5/0.76 18.9/0.94
Free testosterone n mol/1 0.007/0.006 0.14/0.008 0.33/0.009
Dihydro testosterone n mol/1 0.18/ 1.21/ 1.57/
Oestrone p mol/1 /57 /104 . /123
Oestradiol p moi/1 I73 /135 /108
Oestrone sulphate p mol/1 /732 /1924 ' /2343

Table 2.

Coefficients estimated from multiple regression of F0 depending on six hormone
values, age and stage of puberty after reduction of independent parameters.

Number Stage of Geometrical mean values Coefficient
of boys puberty

R F0 age i SHBG age log SHBG
Hz - nmol

18 1 274 10,5 141 0.0002 0.010
11 2-4 219 13.5 91 -0.0016 0.501*
19 5-6 129 16.9 42 -0.0014 0.005

48 Total -0.0033' 0.171'

Mean values of the'remaining parameters accordin Ito u in'.
* Coefficient is signigficantly different from zerg (p<6585). g
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Table 3.
'4“

The best sets of describing variables for the logarithm of fundamental fre-
quency in continuous speech (F0) calculated for the whole group and for the two
subgroups classified by menarche.

All girls* Pre-menarche Post-menarche

Variable Variable Variable
P-value of P-value of P-value of
t-test t-test t-test

Weight 0,066 Height 0,001 Age 0,033
Log (Tone range 0,042 Pubic hair 0,022 Time after 0,008

, in speech) (stage) menarche
Log (E1) 0,054 Log (EISou) 0,001 Log (Tone range 0,001

in speech)
Log (EISou) 0,043 Log (androst) 0,068

SE of estimation 0,034 0,0166 0,0288
SD of log F0 0,037 0,0300 0,0409
F-test P—Value 0,0443 0,0006 0,0036

Correlation coefficient SHBG, r-0.93 to menarche
* n=37 with all relevants measurings.
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pathoioglque.

IIIITL‘J'EHI Il‘Til'w I
I. I I. “"II~I “-1

;. c-tuo- cu tvmore vocahoue oc- SUJets attemts oe

trouofes prior. tones a 6933 e’te entreprtse par

oius=eurs auteurs. essenttellement cans Ie cas oe

oatnologles Cu larvnx.

#:c-us nous :ntéressons mus oarticuherement aux

:rouoies hes a un :Jlsfonctlonnement o'u systéme
nervaur centre: tel-5 au‘on oeut les rencontrer

Che: les sojets oarmnsomens
oes Darla. samens a été décritea.La Vida: 6'35 ma

par 39 oluoart J's auteurs oe Ia htte'rature comme
one vow: co faiole antansite L‘alteratlon du ttmbre
a auss: are fresuemment Signalee er. l'élevatlon du
roacsmsrnal est égatement classmue ([3],[6])
Lanalvss cornoortanr u .e compara.son surets
rerszc.-.ns.'su}.ts ma aces. a com éte comolétée-oar

-.E- 3.410%".3 mar aysnt ta (snsigne de parla-

Le corous est constitue ce deux la/ tenus et de
x ' . ues a "mterteur ces mot-s suwants :

HAHTIZn A

Lat-cramm- “Image at Parote" e!
Laboratolre do Phonettdue (URL?
Umversne Parts 7
2 Place Jussieu 75005 PARIS

(HEM-I "Jug: -:
INSEW U3 'Prn-swtoore e'.
F'atnologle Cerebral?
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r’kaRe/, lfaml, Ilegal, Ibananx‘, Ibananz, i3aze:,'

xgaRgarIsml, ,I’Iasoafia Ikuppapje/ et mazw

L‘ensemble des Iocuteurs. tous do. sexe mascutm,

est constitue de dlx sujets témoins et étx sujets
oarkmsomens.
Tous ces sujets ont prononce les dix mots. Pour

has voyeHes tenues, l'analyse porte sur swx

locuteurs parkinsomens (PK) et sent locuteurs

témotns en voix "normale" (NX). En votx "tattle“
(FA), quatre personnes ont prononce les deux /a/
onus amst que tes six premiers roots de la lasts.

1"1ETHQ‘I 2E
Rapoeions brievement la method? empiovee o‘éja
décrlte dans un precedent arttcle ([1]) . Ies
enregrstr’ements sont numérises a 15 kHz et Uh
calcul de transformée de Fourier ramde (FFT) est
effectue avec une fenetre de Hanning de 512
oomts (32 ms; dans la partle centrale oes
voveHes. Les spectres sont enswte normahses oar
rapport a leur outssance totale.
Ces spectres, presentant des "pics" et des

"valle'es" dans les mémes regions. ont ete owrses ’
en‘stx classes dont 195 homes correspondent a la
freQuence moyenne oes mmima Wt, -m-

ctasses ex c2 03 (:4‘ c5 aci-

Fréouence 60 375 H25 187‘ 3000 4500
er: 6 (5

H2 375 HA; “3": 7.0.3:; 451-“ 7....

Nous avons egalement ream-9 (’99
soectrooramrnes en oanoe Iaroe dune Dame ‘3”
corpus (cf fig H - leur observation conf‘rm‘? men
la raololte c-t I‘exlstence tiaraoowaie 0‘?
transmons orusoues oercues a loner”? Cr-‘P-f '95
Dart Insomons ([5])

" De fa't. la oart‘e statue Ines vov-z-Hes esr. souvefit
"6-S- Drevc- c-t has formants dummies a locahser
Dc- mc-ma. I'arthwlatzor- oes consmnes oaralt
3536-: Immense-l
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£19. ; i-oeczrom-ammes ou mot 13.9129t 5 q - sure: temmn. a :1.

Par; answer.

Co's spectrogrammes. faute oe oouvotr fourmr oes

ra'iESUi‘C-S sores. nont pas ere exolmres et toutes

ies"mesures mmquees CI-dessws ont‘ done ete

oetermmees a norm oes soectres

DES,“ TAT‘E

Une premiere analvse a conswste a warmer 51 la

mole articulatmro (or com: to ttmore 09 la voyelle

Ia!) ataxt owe-n attemte oo non Le tableau

CI-oessous mmoue ou‘elle test ouusou'on r-e
oe‘ceie aucur-e oxfference trnportante oanstla

”Fauence oes formants oarmt les trots groupes oe
swets. auss: men pour Ies voyelles tenues oue

Dour les x‘a/ sxtués a I'mrerleur oes mots (cf

rabieau It .

a p a . p a

9'5 590 so $45 :95
mo lass 6'?- moo so
vs 1509 120 2445 :05

. 335. - 3505 1:5

T “ _ a n a p O

"Emu-D .

F1 , 5.5.5 as. as: PF 5425 “1"-
:4 mo 10%. mo {7o 1-230 ‘30
F3 2500 no 2575 180 2555 205

LH 3530 “95 ‘ “3‘0 330

Wuflwenne ex ecart-woe oes freauenoes des formants
F‘ .5 F4 er. voix normals et fat” Is at one: Xes F'arkmsontens clans
les mots (en haul) at. 195 vwenes tenues (an has)

Les variations obser'qées entre tes .la/ des mots
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at 19$ 13/ tenus. en nartrcuher sur les formants l

at 2, se retrouvent do tacon tdenttque (Jams 195

trms populations et le' test t do Student effectue

our ces mesures montrent que les differences

entre vmx "normale" d'une part et vow. "farble" ou

pathologlque d'autre part ne sont jamats

Signtftcatwes

Le tableau 2 mootre au contratre que la Dmss‘aoce

oe ces formants vane seion Ies vow:

NX PK

Ina/(mots) p a II

F0 100 :4 H2 3
Fl 9| IS- 79 20
r; 70 18 S4 16
F3 52 1'! 36 t5-
F4 39 $9 27 I3

muggy] Movenne at ecart-tvoe dos oulssances en GB du men

at ca; formanta Che: ‘aes témoins at has Parkinsomena

_ tnot‘ma‘fl'sées sur ce“e du F0 temtnn) .

M‘me-st tes ecarts-types sont importants et done

has moyennes a prendre ave-c precaution, or.

constate c-e facon assez nette une puissance plus

elevée the: tea Parkinsomens q-us ChE-Z tes

tot-moms clans te pic du fondamenta! at par contra

pius basse dans tes pics formant'iques (cf fig. 2).

log

=
2

to
160! 350. a H:

EL: spectres au mot minors! a g. ; sujet tern-om. a o. .

Parkinsomen

Ces r sultats vont étre ‘onftrmes par I'etuoe ca

ta repartition Ge 13 puissance des classes C! ‘ £6

défimes cl-oessus.

‘Les tableaux 3 et 4 synthéttsent toutes les
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mesures prtses et le resultat du test t de Student

tapparle dans la mesure ou posslple) effectuees

gur les palres votx "normale'Vvotv. "fa1ble"

(NX/FA), votx "fatbleVParkmsomen (FA/PK) et

temom/Darkmsomen (NXIPK)

la/ NX1 NX2 FAI PKI PKZ

(mots) 11 o p a p a p o p

CI 2920 1520 2740 1330 4800 1620 4210 1300 4560 2760

C2 2397 325 2942 746 2016 785 2578 898 2529 92.5

C3 1649 616 1617 546 1014 424 1067 512 1000 522

C4 1244 3-31 1314 530 948 430 879 316 907 413

CS 974 480 971 644 664 297 711 485 741 531

£6 309 282 41 I 465 471 126 510 122 496 236

[a] NX} NX4 FAZ PK3

tenus p a p a p a p a

C1 3-110 1-170 2450 1590 5920 1710 4900 900

C2 3168 1007 3909 1161 1640 1252 2625 77‘

C3 1 106 380 1369 477 782 405 991 382

C4 962 326 1 I 10 449 572 275 532 148
C5 1 1-12 709 977 688 521 291 435 222

C6 204 155 161 128 502 279 431 208

.gpleau :- 1 'ioyanne et eoart— type In la puissanoe par classa.

Ialtenus: 11x3: 4101:. NX4: 7101;. FAZ: 41m. PK}: 6101:.

{aft mots l/FAI FAl/Pkl NXZ/PKZ

out 21 77 181
t ‘5 t S t 5

{'1 5.851 "' 4.695 NS 5.591 "'
2 «1,796 ’ ‘ ' 2.566 " -’.305 ' ‘ '

ca 41.77] '1" 0.451 NS 4.301 - . -
£4 4.377 ' ~0.750 NS -5.824 ' ‘ '
'35 -2.903 ’ ' 0.423 NS -2.643 ' '
£5- 2.420 " 0.766 NS 1.561 NS

;' . tehus NXE.’FA2 FAZ/PKS NX4/PK3

1111 7 17 2?.

t '5 t S t S
C1 5.6” "" -‘.558 NS 4.":"3 "'
C2 -3.24l ' 2.124 " -3.156 "('
c3 -1 .502 119 1.149 NS ~22S3 "
:41 «1.61 1 " " -0,400 13 -4.C-83 ' ' '
CS -2 3f1" NS 4.1.738 NS -2.503 ‘
£6 452-9 ’ ' 4.653 113 4.003 ' ' ’

was?) 4 Resultats ales tests as oomparaison des‘ populations.
vmx "normals‘/v01x-"fa1ble". vow. "fatble"/Park1nst1hlens.
votx “normale”.‘L‘aasoniens.

gQHHENTAIRE
Chaoue classe CI 3 CS conuent respectivement le

_.:’a/aesmots NX1: 6motsx4loc. NXZ: 10x10. F111: 6x4. PKI: 6x10. PKZ: 10x 10

pttch F0 et les formahts F1 a F4 La putssahce oe

ces classes reflete donc l'1ntens1te globale des

harmomoues Sttues cans 1e vmstnage de chacun
oes plcs pr1nc1paux du spectre

La c0mpara1son entre temmns en voix norma1e et
parkmsomens a perm1s de mettre en evidence que

la pu1ssance des classes C2 3 C5 chez les Dremters

est tou1ours superteure a celle des you. de
Darkmsomehs. au contra1re 0e celle des classes C1

at C6. tou10urs 1nfer1eure. De plus, 11 y a one

1nver51on oe pente dans la partte passe cu spectre

pulsoue la pu1ssance en C2 est plus elevee que

celle 0e CI (cf ftg 3 et 4)
Par contre, l‘hypothese ou‘on a fa1te rJ'une

modtftcattoh 0e la repartmon de la putssance du

spectre lree chez les Parklnsontens a une

otmtnutton 0e l'1nten51te vocale est confirmee par

la stmmtude entre vmx "fatble" et vow. de

Darkmsomen. Eh effet, qu‘tl s'agtsse de roots ou de

\oelles tenues, 11 n‘y a pas de atfference

stgnu‘tcattve entre ces oeux populatvons

Cependant la pmssance en C1 est sehstblement

.01l 1211019 chez les seconds et donc. la pente flu
spectre plus ratde. La ratson oe cette dtssemblance

pourratt etre trouvee dans 'uhe legere otffereoce

011119113116 vocale entre les. vow "famles" deg

su1ets hormaux et les vow oes Darkmsomens

putsoue lop. satt par allleurs, oue le spectre 0U

s1ghal glottue est d'autant plus ratde que la VOW

est moms mtense ([21,14])

On a evtoemmeht conftrme ou‘tl existatt une,

dtspartte 1mportante entre vow "normale" et v01.y
"fatble" les. d1fferences sent tres s1gmftcatwe€~

Dar example dans les mots Les classes C1 21 C3 (Jul
cohttennent l‘essehttel oe l'mt‘ormatton [ant sur la

source sonore oue sur le Umbre du phone realtse

h' oht r1eh oe comparable : chez les temotns, peu
d'eherg1e en. C1 et beaucoup en C2; sttuatton

Inverse cue: tes votx "fatbles" Les classes

sutvantes presentent des o'wergences mom?
1mportantes

Cecl est moms Vf‘a1 dans les voyelles tent"?3
pmsque, s1 la mfference reste 1moortante DOUF ‘3
premtere classe, elle s'estompe Gan? tout le r9519
flu spectre Sans cloute. la cause r1011 étr‘?
rernerrhpp 0.21113 19 13112 que DBNGF «fa1b1pment-.

pour les 31,1195 temoms n'egt pas naturel do”:
0‘1110'9 a maltnser et ce d'autant olUS QUE '3

voyelle est accentuee Cepenoant, 1e hombre peU

eleve o'1tems amt 1nc1ter a la prudence quant a une
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quelconoue interpretation.
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L111}; Putssance par classe dans les r'a/ ales mots pour les trots

qroupes de suiets.

15105200

1:- 6000
l 1

‘J :- 50001

"5. m .1000} l O ”X":
I

3 f soot- l 1 0 FA:

2 i 2000 1 I p13

IS 1000
L é l

e :- (‘- .

‘ c1_ 52 «:3 _ ca cs cs
Classes

F1? 4 ?uissanoe par classe. dans les /3/ tenus pour les trols

groubes de sujets

31‘ 1a pente du spectre est a peu pres parallete de

c2 a C5 entre les divers sujets, elle es‘ par contra

tres differente d'un groups a l' autre entre C1 et C2

dune part at C5 et C6 cl autra part Comme le

mantra le tableau 5-, ce phenomena est ampltfié

encore sur les voyelles tenues

NX FA F" 11.

za/t mots) -
CZ/Cl 1,07 0.42 0.59

136/05 0,42 0 .71 0 .67

13/ 1811115

02/01 1.60 0 .23 0 .53

136/05 0.16 0.96 0.99

ham Rapport des pmssances moyennes oes classes

adiacen-«2302.101 91.06/05 pour les trots grOupes Ge eutets.

£2115: 11mm 1
Le calcul par classes (3 'est-a-dire par banoes de

freque. .ce fixes, semble fourhlr up Don molce de-
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descrtptlon du tlmbre des su1ets parktnsontens

Cependaht, 11 taut l'uttltser avec precauttort

compte tenu cles vartattons non neghgeables; dans

' la populatton temotn (vo1r les ecarts-types1. " .

11 est en tous cas plus ftable oue la putssance des

formahts pm est souvent trop fatble pour en fa1re

une mesure correcte et QUl necessue la oetectton

prealable, pas tou1ours atsee et de plus 1nut1le

pmsque hon pert1nente, de ces formahts

On a pu conf 1rmer que certatnes caractertsttaues

spectrales de la vow parlee. des Parktnsomehs

etatent hees a la dlmmutton d'lhtenstte de

l'emtss1on vocale. On peut dlscuter ou mec'amsme

de cette d1m1nuttoh d'tntenstte msut‘t‘tsance

resptratmre (Stgnalee par certams auteurs) et/ou

rtgtdtte (ratdeur‘) des cordes vocales et des

muscles larynges ten faveur oune telle .rtgtdtte

platde auss1 l'elevatton du fondamental)

Les donnees actuellement recuellhes soot

msufttsantes pour evaluer les consequences

possmles d'une rtgtotte de l'apparetl arttculatotre

supra-glott1que= On notera cepenoant la realtsatIOn

tormant1que normals 0e 13 voyelle Ia/ Une etude

ulterteure devra1t env1sager les memes mesures

sur o'autres voyelles
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ATAXIC DISARTHRIA

E.N. VINARSKAYA. T.I. BABKINA

Maurice Torez Moscow State Pedagogical Institute of Foreign Languages -

‘ Ostozhenka 38. Moscow, USSR, 119034

ABSTRACT

0n the basis of phonetic and experimental-phone-

tic study of cerebellum or ataxic disarthria three
syndrome variants related to local lesion of (1) ce-

rebellum vermis. (2) intermediate and lateral cere-

bellum zones, (3) right cerebellum hemisphere. have
been singled out.

It is well known that local lesion of the cerebel-
lum and its conductive systems cause disorders in
the fluency of speech and disprosody. Furthermore.
speech becomes slurred [1,2,3,4,5,6.7|. Instrumental
phonetic studies of disarthria which began in the
middle of the 20th century have dealt mostly with
cerebellum or ataxic disarthria. According to the
data obtained [52, it is characterized by the fol-
lowing symptoms in order of their diminishing sig-
nificance): inaccurate consonant articulation; ex-
cessive or weak prominence of stressed syllables;
irregular slurred speech. vowel distortion, a shrill
voice, increased sound and pause duration. voice
monotony. even voice loudness and slow tempo of
speech.
Our study of cerebellum disarthria was carried out
with patients of three nosological groups. They com-
prised 5 sclerosis disseminata patients, 6 patients
with local neurosurgical cerebellum diseases and 6
patients with degenerative cerebellum diseases. The
total number of defective speech reactions studied
was 8.039. Speech investigation included the date
obtained using the auditory method of phonetic ana-
lysis as well as the results of experimental phone-
tic study of speech using oscillography and intono—
graphy (The instrumental part of the investigation
was carried out in the Laboratory of Phonetics,
headed by A.P. Belikov in Maurice Torez Institute
of Foreign Languages.). The patients were given the
following tasks: to prolong vowels. to reproduce
string of CV syllables. rhythmic syllabic structu-
res with different stressed syllable positions, sen-
segroups of different communicative types and sense-
groups with different logical stress positions.
Our observations confirm the data, according to
which cerebellum disarthria is caused by the same
phenomena of adiadochokinesia, dismetrics, asiner-
gia and intentional tremor that are observed in ex-
tremities motor disdrders. Speech discoordination
is one of the most perceptible symptoms of local
cerebellum deficiency.
First of all note should be made of speech tension
which is an outcome of discoordinate work of cer-
tain muscles, when sumultaneous innervation of ago-
nists and antagonists takes place and when on the

contrary. functional sinergists don't work simulta-

neously. Typical of discoordination causing speech
tension are cases of syllable prolongation and si-
multaneous unchanged or even increased syllable re-

duction.
Motor speech discoordination involving time delay
in switching the innervation of certain muscles
over to the innervation of the antagonistic ones
(adiadochokinesia) brings about slowing down of

speech tempo. It is easily percieved by ear and be-

comes more obvious in experimental phonetic studies.

There are also regular instances of speech monotony
when all speech segments are pronounced in averaged
voice register; insufficient loudness variations.
when all the segments are equally loud or equally
low; averaged vowel tambre accompanied by low deg-
ree of contrastivity between A-, M- and Y- vowels
in word stressed positions; absence of. or on the
contrary. excessive reduction of unstressed syllab-
les and absence of tempo variations.
Defective prosody make the speech of cerebellum pa-
tients slurred. not articulate enough, i.e. disar-
thric. Disprosodic slurred speech is must characte-
ristic of sclerosis disseminata patients and those
Wlth systemic degerative cerebellum diseases. Some-
times it was registered in spontaneous speech. some-
times in reading texts. but more often in special
phonetic tasks.
The results of our research make us doubt if slur-
red and disarthric speech in local cerebellum 1e-
sion necessarily involves brain stem structure le-
Sion.
A characteristic symptom of cerebellum disarthria
is failure in speech fluency which is generally
termed as "scansion". Scansion (Lat. "scando" - me'
asured SPGeCh) denotes metric recitation with verse
emphasized rhythmic structure |8.9l. But can we say
that cerebellum Patient speech resembles recitation
and is measures? Their similarity seems to be ra-
ther vague: abnormal speech has no metric organiza-

tion, its hYpermetric prominant elements are irre-

gular. they are marked by discord and a variable
SEt of the means used(sometimes it is durations.
sometimes laudness. sometimes pitch, voice quality
or a combination of several means). Therefore. de'
:;2;"9 cerebellum speech as “scansion” is not cor-

Prosodic disorders make cerebellum speech phoneti-
Célly non-normative. Non-normative features are .
first 0f ell traced in quantitative characteristics

°f prosodic Parameters that are not appropriate Or
the given situation: increased duration of stress-
ed and unstressed syllables in rhythmic structures:
increased vowel and consonant duration, a higher
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degree of loudness and melodic expressiveness of
speech, etc. These disprosodic features, especially
when in discord with each other (e.g., syllable du-

ration increases with a simultaneous increase in
its qualitative reduction) make the speech not only
tense and not distinct enough, but also abnormal in

view of the given speech situation and context.
Secondly, cerebellum discoordination can lead to a
situation when prosodic parameters of phonetic

units no longer correspond to the aim of the speech

act. When asked to reproduce a string of equally
stressed syllables in a maximum fast tempo the pa-
tient arranges them in rhythmic structures; trying

to reproduce an affirmative sensegroup the patient
uses a wrong melodic structure and changes it into
an affirmative one; using melodic means of sense
emphasis instead of dynamic ones the patient dis-
torts the logical structure of the utterance.
Taking into account the prosodic disorders describ-
ed above. we can single out three variants of cere-
bellum disarthria. Most significant for the first
variant was tense and slurred speech accompanied by
voice tremor in pronouncing continuant vowels, a
low.degree of loudness though without scansion. The
patients found it more difficult to repeat phone-
tic tasks after the investigator rather than to per-
form the task with the help of a speech instruction.
The degree of disarthria worsened considerably in
ortho-clinostatic test: the results of all the
tasks were worse in sitting position and even more
so in standing position as compared to lying posi-
tion. This first variant of disarthria was most vi-
vid with a female patient with cerebellum vermis
lesion (the group of patients with degenerative ce-
rebellum and conductive systems diseases).
The second variant of cerebellum disarthria was re-
gistered in the majority of degenerative celebellum
cases and sclerosis disseminata cases that are caus-
ed by a bilateral dificiency in intermediate and 1a-
teral cerebellum zones. First and foremost the syn-
drome brought about disorders in speech fluency
(syllable - to syllable and scandent speech) which
were accompanied by slow tempo of speech. frequent
increase in voice loudness and inaccurate produc-
tion of Russian prosodic norms.The patients were
worse at repeating neurophonetic tasks, made more
errors than in performing the tasks when assisted
Wlth a speech instruction. Disarthric syndrome wor-
sened under ortho-clinostatic test conditions.
The third variant of cerebellum disarthria observed
in our material, was typical of the neurosurgical

9F°UP of patients with unilateral lesion of the
right cerebellum hemis here which is functionally
related to dominant le t hemisphere of the cerebrum.
It was revealed in slow, slurred. tense, syllable-
to'syllable. monotonous speech. No intention in the
prolongation of vowels was observed. Speech loud-
ness was often normal. The characteristic feature
Was the use of prosodic speech norms. The patients
were better at repeating the phonetic tasks than at
their realization according to the speech instruc-
tion. which made these patients significantly diffe-
rent frun those of variants I and II. Ortho-clino-
Static tests yielded negative results.
“Ere are‘grounds to believe that this variant of

cerfibellum disarthria is caused by difficiency in
Afe lateral zone of the right cerebellum hemisphere.

fecting the motor programmes of the secondary as-

sociative praxic cortex, generalization of
which are formed under the influence of language
phonetic norms, pathalogical cerebellum affects of
this kind cause particularly severe prosodic disor-
ders in spontaneous speech. These disorders dimi-
nish when the patient produced an utterance trying

to imitate the investigator's speech patterns.
In all the three groups of patients task complica-
tion aggrevated disarthric disorders. In utteran-
ces of automatic character as in counting to 20, .
week days ennumerating and so on, motor speech ata-

xia was observed only with 3 patients; in reciting,
characterized by regular prosodic structure. motor
speech ataxia was more frequent (8 patients)
though had a mild form; In reading and retelling
prosaic texts where the prosodic structure is less
regular. motor speech ataxia had a higher degree;

, in experimental-phonetic tasks performing motor
speech ataxia had the most severe form and was re-
gistered with 15 patients out of the 17 examined.

The variants of cerebellum disarthria outlined in
our investigation and the structural - functional
considerations discussed call forth a further accu-
mulation and analysis of the factual material. How-
ever, we can say even at present that phonetic and

experimental studies contribute to the diagnosis
of cerebellum local lesion and widen our knowledge
about the cerebellum functions.
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PHONETICS or STUTTERING
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ABSTRACT'

Articulatory and acoustic records of the
speech of severe stutterers, mild stutt-
erers, and nonstutterers were measured.
Although severe stutterers spoke more
slowly when fluent than other subjects,
they did not significantly differ in
the first few glottal pulses of voicing,
their coordination of lip/jaw movements
with vocal fold positioning for voicing,
in kinematic relationships between displ-
acement and velocity, nor in proportion-
al segment durations as measured from
sound Spectrograms. stuttered samples
were aberrant in all measures, but the
normal phasing of lip/jaw and vocal fold
movements remained evident during tremors.
Findings from this study fail to support
a temporal motor deficit theory of stutt-
ering.

‘ INTRODUCTION _ '

since no one understands exactly
what is happening when someone stutters,
much less what originally caused it,
theories of stuttering appear, disappear,
and reappear with the passing of time.
At times, the psycho-social aspects of
stuttering are emphasized, at other times
the biological motoric aspects of it are
emphasized, and at times it is viewed
primarily as learned behavior. some .
theorists view stuttering as a problem in
self perception (Harrington, 1987), while
others view it as a deficient timing
mechanism for speech (Van Riper, 1973;
Perkins et al.1976; and Kent,1984). One
view holds that stuttering is part of a
continuum of fluency ranging from a high
degree of fluency to the high degree of
disfluency evident in the speech of
severe stutterers (starkweather, 1987).
Another possible View is that normal
disfluency and stuttering are discon-
tinuous representing an abrupt change in
speech mode.

BORDEN

Haskins Laboratories '
270 crown st.
New Haven,ct. 06511
USA

What can we learn of these things by

examining the phonetics of stuttering,
the articulatory and acoustic correlates

of speech ? A popular View of stuttering

at the present time is that stutterers

exhibit motor deficiencies of the speech
production systems even when they are
perceived to be fluent by listeners.

Evidence to support the motor deficiency

View includes slower speech rate, slower
speech reaction times, and slower
articulatory movements in the fluent
speech of stutterers than in the speech
of nonstutterers (See Bloodstein, 1983
and starkweather, 1987 for reviews).

METHOD

We have collected and analyzed a
large amount of data on severe stutt—
erers, mild stutterers, and normal
speakers performing a task of repeating
numbers 4253 and 3425 until speech was
fluent. Articulatory and acoustic anal—
yses were performed. To perform the
articulatory analysis, respiratory,

(laryngeal, and supralaryngeal (lip/jaw )
movements were inferred from recordings
made from a pneumograph, an-electro-
glottograph, and an optical tracking
system. Velocity changes were derived
from the movement waveforms. The artic-
ulatory analysis included temporal a
measures, kinematic measures, and
qualitative inspection of voice
initiation indices. Temporal measures
included speech rate, duration of
movements, times from onset of movement
to peak velocity of the movement and to
v01ce onset, and cross—system (larYn9e317
lip/jaw) intervals between corresponding
onsets and peak velocities. Kinematic
analysis involved plotting relative '
velocity by displacement measures.
Qualitative inspection of electro-
glottographic waveforms of voice
initiation was performed on both fluent
and stuttered samples.

For the acoustic analysis: sound
spectrograms were measured for voice
ONSEt time (VOT), duration of the stOP'
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gap, and duration of the vowel in the
utterance 'two’ /tu/ in the context
'425'. Consonant/vowel ratios and stop-
gap to VOT ratios were computed as well
as the proportions of time taken within
the mean total utterance duration for the

stop—gap, VOT, and vowel segments.

RESULTS

Our results generally support a view

of stuttering that goes against the

currently popular notion of a motor

timing deficit underlying even the fluent

speech of stutterers. Our data suggest

that although the speech motor system is

vulnerable to breakdown, that breakdown'

.is an abrupt change in the mode of

speaking, discontinuous with the fluent

speech of the same speaker. This is not

to deny the presence of covert

stuttering. We see evidence of stuttering

in.some samples perceived to be fluent.

When speakers are truly fluent, however,

they do not significantly differ from_

nonstutterers on several critical artic- .

ulatory dimensions:(l.) initiation of

voicing as determined from analysis of

the first few glottal pulses according

to the EGG signal, (2.) coordination of

lip/jaw movement with vocal fold posit-

ioning: for all subjects there is close

coordination between lip/jaw opening and

vocal fold adduction for the vowel, and

(3.) relationship between the kinematic

features of displacement and velocity

(Figure l); normally, increased displ-

acement is correlaated with increased

velocity. Further, there is no signif—

icant difference between groups for three

acoustic characteristics: VOT, consonant

to vowel ratios, and segment durations as

a percentage of total utterances times.

Although severe stutterers are slower

than normal in speech rate aand thus

exhibit longer vowel and stop—gap dur-

ations, normal acoustic relationships

among segments are maintained (Figure 2)
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and vowel segments than nonst

There are some, significa
differences between the fluent fitterances
of the severe stutterers and those-of thnonstutterers. All of the articulatory e
and acoustic_measures that significant1
differ from normal are positively Y
correlated with speech rate. Severe
stutterers, unlike the mild stutterers
are slower in speech rate than the I
nonstutterers. The slower rate is

ere significantly slower for
utterers. Proportionally,

the stop-gap
there was no difference.

xiii??? 1" Certain articulatory
exhalat§' lenger §1mes between onset of

lip/jawlon and v°1°e onset, between

onset a°§enlng f0! the vowel and voice

Openin 2 in the duration of 1ip/iaw
rate f2 0: the Utterance ’five’. Slower

reflectgdthe sever? Stutterers is also

significantgycigtaln acoustic measures:
‘ n _ . s

anfi vowel duration step gap duration
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We were impressed, however, with the
evidence that despite the slowed speech
of some stutterers,~their fluent speech
maintains its proportional relationships
in the acoustic signal and preserves the
coordination between the movements of the
lip/jaw system and the positioning of the
vocal folds for voicing.

For stuttered samples, of course,
all indices, temporal, kinematic, EGG
traces during voice initiation, and
spectrographic measures are highly
aberrant. The kinematic relationships
between displacement and velocity
changed during stuttering tremors
with higher velocities per unit of
displacement (indicating a stiffer
system) than.for fluent samples. Voice
initiation according to EGG patterns
reveal an abnormally gradual rise in
amplitude to effect continued vibration
upon release of a stuttering block. Other
qualitative differences between stuttered
and fluent samples were that whereas
fluent voicing gives evidence of a
relatively stable open phase and more
gradual opening, voicing upon release of
a stuttering episode reveals a sharper
opening and a brief, less stable open
phase. This may indicate a stiffer than
normal system. Highly ritualized patterns
used to break the blocks were observed.
an indication of the cross-system coord-
ination that can occur during the most
uncoordinated' moments of stuttering,

two severe stutterers who demonstrate
Simultaneous and phase related tremors
of the lip/jaw system and of the vocal
folds also show that throughout the
tremors, the lip/jaw opening phase of
the tremor is coordinated with the vocal
fold adductory phase of the laryngeal
tremor. These actions are appropriate
for vowel initiation, although voicing
failed to occur or was aborted upon
each trial (Borden et al,l985). Finally,
sPeCtrographic measures of stuttered
SamPles show significantly longer stop-
gap durations, vowel durations, and voice
onset times (VOT) than normal (especially
when the block occurred upon the release
0f the stop). .

_ When we inspected data for
tvidence of continuity between the
lnltlal disfluent utterances and the
fluent utterances across the 10 or more
§?Pet1tions, we found instead evidence of
siscontinuity, a step function that
NeParated fluent from disfluent samples.
0; did we find a fluency continuum

2°1n9 from normal speakers to mild stutt-
{ers to severe stutterers. Rather, the

@116 stutterers, when fluent, were indist-
ézguishable from normal, while the severe

slgtterers, when fluent, were notably
Prewer in their speech, although they
se Served proportionally normal acoustic
nements and normal articulatory coord-
ation across speech motor systems.

DISCUS§ION .

These findings may not generalize

to all stutterers; they await further

data for verification. The significantly

slower rate that we found for severe

stutterers, as well as the articulatory

and acoustic indices found to be correlat-

ed with the slow rate might be interpret-

ed by some theorists to support the idea

of a temporal motor deficit that is hard-

wired into the speech motor system or

possibly a fault in the temporal

programming of the systems. The evidence,

however, of normalized acoustic relat-

ionships in the speech and of normal

articulatory patterns, especially the

high degree of lip/jaw coordination with

the larynx force us to reject a temporal

.motor deficit explanation. The slower

speech of the severe stutterers may

simply reflect a technique acquired for

avoiding increased tension in the speech

mechanisms. The problem may not lie in

timing mechanisms but in the tension

settings of the muscles. During the

fluent speaking mode, the settings may be

appropriate, but during stuttering

episodes, the settings may be out of

balance across muscle groups cooperating

for a certain function. Especially

vulnerable to disruption are the settings

required to position and tense the vocal

folds appropriately for voicing.
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ABSTRACT

Here follows the discussion of the most
interesting problems wich are indicated by
the results of phonological subtests of
the Multilevel Linguistic Test proposed to
90 stutterers being treated at the Speech
Pathology Center in Moscow.5tutter,can be
‘interpreted as a new distinctive feature
inherent to stutterers' "dialect".Its exis-
tence is cbnnected with the changes in
the syntactic and the semantic levels.Stut-
ter can be compared with the slip of tongue
in the frame of timeespace planning model
of stuttering.Certain features of the dis-
order are similiar to child language and
aphasia.

0.In the last years the problem of defini-
tion of the stuttering phenomenon has been
widely discussed in the literature(see,e.g.
/1/).It seems however that the linguistical
'diagnosis' for stuttering(i.e. the study
of the functions of levels of stutterers'
language system) is more important.

'As it was shown in /2/,/3/ and in some
other reports,stutterers evidenced serious
disturbances in the scene analysis/synthe-
sis and its description,in the functional
description of objects,in composing,storing
and producing complex phrases,in completing
long phrases and other semantic and syntac-
tic difficulties.Bilingualism and language
interference are to be considered as cau-
sing particular troubles in the patients.
1.As the above listed difficulties seem to
affect the principal levels of language
structure,the study of morphological and
phonological means in stutterers turns out
to be decisive in testing the hypothesis of
the particular dialect(or few ones) that's
created in the process of the developement
of the disorder. .

The hypothesis implicates the following
problems: '

a) One can (preliminary) observe that,at
least partialy,the stuttered sounds are li-

' kely to be compared with the sounds of lan-
guages that are 'exotic' for the given spea-
ker.From that point of view in stutterers'
speech the new 'phonetical' features ap-
pear(such as 'aspiration','emphatisation',
'prolongation‘ and some others - cf./4/).

The sounds,when stuttered,are 'marked'(and
'unmarked' in the fluent pronounciation -
cf. the data of /5/).These features could
be described(because of different degrees
of laryngeal participation - cf./4/;another
aproach in /6/) as Trubezkoy's "correlati-
ons of second degree"/7/.

b) At the same time the stutterers' active
vocabulary is narrowed(among others my pa-
tients could not recall/use such words as
NEW,HEAT,COMFORT,SUCCESSFULL,TO UNITE,TO

COMPLETE,SALESMAN,TRUNC,etc.).The smaller

size of active vocabulary can be one of
the reasons that the patients fail to pro-

duce examples of the minimal pairs for

certain distinctive features(§—§,G—K and
others) even if the investigation continues
‘for a rather long period(till two days;
the subtest often ends up with the pati—

ent's refuse to continue any kind of lingui
stic testig - the difficulty compared only
with the subtest for making-up the long
phrase).

c) Phonetically different performancemn
one hand,and the failure to produce exam—

' ples for minimal pairs,on the otherlget
stuttering phonology close to the child
phonology (cf."cortical immaturity in stat”
terers" discussed in /8/).To some extent:
stutterers are to be considered as being in
the phase of language developement that was
described by Jakobson as "oubli des phona-
tions" /9/: children confound the sound
pairs (in stutterers' case the difference
is not 'phonological') but can distinguish
them in audition.

A case study can illustrate the thesiS-
Nastya,4:5(yrs:mos),Russian speaking young
girl,began to stutter(according to her no-
ther) at 2:2.Stutterings were mainly blocks
and prolongations.At the same period:She be
gan to learn by heart the passages from
the poems that were read to her and recite
them without stuttering.The intensive stUt’
tering lasted for 5 months,then,sudden1Yr
the amount of stuttering drammatically de-
creased.At about3:10 she started telling
herself rather long nonsense texts.At 4
her texts became meaningfull,and interjec'
tions( 50 To SPEAK,LORD, etc) appeared.

The investigation started when she was
4:3.The phonetical subtests designed per—
sonally for her were the following:
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Q.Instead of saying /DOM/('home') I say
/TOM/('volume').That's the language the
fox speaks.How do you think he will say
/BAR/('bar')? .
A. ---- -
Q.(the first question repeated)How will he
say /TAM/('there')?
A./ZABOR/('fence').
Q.Instead of IDOM/ the fox says /TOM/,in-
stead of IBAR/ he says /PAR/('steam‘),in-
stead of [TAM/ he says /DAM/('I'll give').
What will he say for /POL/('floor')?
A.'I don't know .;. yet '(exactly 'after'
Jakobson!) ' -
Q.How will the fox say /SAD/('garden')?

. A.'/SAD/ will be /SKAF/'(pronounced as
lixAF/ as she had sigmatismus lateralis;it
can be preliminary supposed that the tongue
position,3ust like in aphasics,is connected
here with certain brain processes).

Q.Intstead of /SOL'/('salt') the fox says
£893é6§?7 Wilt' hehsay /BO§'{£'paén')?

. - s w en you a an some—
thing is painfull on the asphalt'.
Q.(the question repeated) -
2.i{??L'/ - it's when it's /BOL'NO/('pain-

u .
g.(the question repeated) What will he say
or /ROL'/('role')?

A-'/R0L'IK/... /KROL'IK/('roller' - 'rab-
bit'ce answer shows that the kid under-
stood that she was supposed to change only
thelfirst sound of the word;she tried to do

ater in her NAMPA for LAMPA ;the on-
1y idea she could not get was how the sou-
nds were related;is her faVour for semantic
:szzfiiiziogs instead oftphgneticvchanging

en ency n s u erers. .
She confounded /R/ and /L/.At first she did

?i:q:::fe::s:‘:a:h:2 finishes: {as
She asked me what will I say for /KRASKI/
S Paints').I answered /KLASKI/.She reacted:
l/KRAS/ - ha-ha - it's like /KRAS/(normal—
sgh/KgAs/'grade') - where you study in the

co .
The case is interesting because she must be
gggfiidireghas the high-risk infantithough

Y 6 number of her stutter ngs s
:ifizizrzmall.§ny:ayéthe comparison Eetzfien

s a e e
PrOblem for gurihér iniggglgtgi.
Z'ThOUQh the question of the loci of stut-
tering had been put up long ago /10/,it
Still remains not quite clear(see,e.g./11/)
thgi a working hypothesis one can assume

3:)The stuttered word differes from the non
uttered one not only phonetically.but

With its value on the other levels of lan-
guage structure(especfllly in the semantic
:iPeCts).The supposition leads to the con-
1 “SiOn that the stutter per se is the va-
13a 0f the distinctive feature(0r few ones)
qu the stutterers dialect.The study of the

eStion is complicated by the fact that
StUtterers sort of speak the 'normal' lan-
guageithat's one of the reasons for their

speech changing under different conditions
(cf/12/;cf.,also,the orientation of the pa-
tients on various clichees and standards,
such as the speech of TV announcer ,etc.).
b)The stuttered word differes from the non

stuttered one because of its different po-
sition in the speech sequence,that is,there
are certain positions that tend to be'stut-
tered more than the others (apart from the
classical "first three words”/11/ my cli-
ents tend to stutter on every 4th,8th and
so forth,word of syntagm and on the conjun-
ctions of complex phrases).Various rela-
tions in which the stuttered word takes
part are arising the problem of time-space
planning of stutterers speech(cf./13/).
The problem along with the slow,slurred
speech of stutterers,the changes in the in-
tonation patterens and often phonetical er-
rors ressemble very much the features,des-
cribed by Alajouanine in the patients with
the/damages in the frontal lobes of brain

14 .
3.The problem of time-space planning may
help to link the stutter in its various ap-
pearances with the slip of tongue(that,as
the stutter,appears under certain condi-
tions in the fluent speech as well as in
aphasia).The two principal kinds of the
slip - perseveration (/NE NEDO/ instead of
/NE NADO/ - from the atient V119) and an-
ticip tion(/POSLE SLU BY V ARMIJQ JA POPAL

NA LE ENIE V MOSKVQ/ - instead of /... V

ARMII .../ - from the patient K12) may be
interpreted in this model.as the stutter,ex
tended in time and space symmetrically aro-
und some "nucleus"(it is interesting,that ,
according to 18/,stutterers perseverate
less than the normal speakers - maybe,be-
cause some part of their perseverations
converts into stutters).It seems that in
the normal speech sequence there are cer—
tain places for pauses,correspondingito the
“nucleus"(as it was stated in /15/,based-on.
the different kind of testing,'the'true're-
lation is between natural pauses and stut-
tering").In the cases of stuttering certain
restrictions for the distances between pau-
ses seem to appear.Not contradictory to the
model seem be the linguistic analysis of
slips /16/ as well as the phenomena of word
and syllable repetitions(where,"nucleus" be
ing stable,the sphere of its influence is
extended).The time restrictions data are al-

so indicated by the results of syntactic

subtests.Maybe,the interjections(LEMME SEE)

appear exactly on the margins of these time

intervals.That is supported by the fact

that the 'embolus" can be meaningless(/PI/

in the Cheremiss patient) or can consist of

the words from foregn languages(i.e. Rus-

sian ITAK/‘so' in the Armenian patient),

thus carrying no but temporal function.
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DYSPHASIA (SPEECH DISTURBANCES), CAUSED BY THE
FUNCTIONAL STAMMERING (Phoniatric aspects )

IRAIDA KRUSHEVSKAYA
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Stammering is a result of the func-

tional variations in the central

nervoua system, influencing the motor

mechanisms of respiration, phonation

and articulation. The study of bio—

mechanisms of the process of speech-

and voiceformation will add the new

facts for the correction of the

existing methods of the rehabilitat-

ion of the patients with functional

stammering.

The functional stammering is related to
the constitutional disturbances of the
9Peach, and not being independent disease
is considered a symptom in quite a number
sf diseases of the central nervous Sys-

em.
Stammering is a result of the functional
Variations in the central nervous system,
influencing the motor mechanisms of res-
piration, phonation and articulation.
According to the data of Zeeman, up to

0% of stammering children have inherited
dysphasia from the parents. The reason of
Stammering in these cases may be the con-
genital constitutional deficiency of mo—
tor mechanisms. By origin it is customary
t0 distinguish two types of functional
stammering: stammering, which appeared in

he Period of development and posttrauma-
0 stemmering.

In View of the fact, that voice—speech
Process depends on the activity of respi-rat?PY. phonator and articulator organs,

6 convulsive conditions of that or this
Part of the organs cause the correspond-

ing form of stammering. For example, the
convulsion of respiratory muscles deterb
mines difficulty of inhalation or exhala-
tion which causes the interruption in the
process of voiceformation. Pharyngospasm
leads to the intermissions in voting.
Spasm of muscles of the articulator sys—
tem impedes the formation of phonemes.
Potention of the respiratory, phonation
and articulatory muscles is characteris-
tic for hyperkinetic form of stammering.
According to the data of chronaximetry -
chronaxia of the buccal muscles achieves
0,15 m/sec.
Relaxation of muscular tension is typical
for the buccal muscles lengthens from
0,4 to 0,5 m/sec.
The function of the closed throat ring
may be violated in such cases and air will
pass through the nose during the pronun-
ciation of mouth sounds.
Sometimes, the disturbance of breathing
of stammerers may be strongly pronounced
and noticeable for the people surrounding
them. During the observation of the func-
tion of external r s iration of such a-
tients the usage of the thoracic respira-
tion was typical for childhood and adult
age. As a rule, stammerers have asymmet-
ric breathing that is the left and right
sides contract asynchronously, as evi-
denced by the contractions of diaphragma
during roentgenoscopy. The number of res-
piratory movements per unit time is not
constant, during paroxysm it becomes so
frequent, that sometimes it achieves para-
doxical figures. These features are accom-
panied by acceleration of expiration
phase, which may be here interrupted by
inhalation. The disturbance of breathing i
at continuous stammering takes place not
only during the phonation process, but
during the condition of rest. The isola-
tion of the mouth cavity from the naSal
one with the closed throat ring may be
incomplete at reduction of muscular ten-
sion, air may penetrate into the nose,
that creates difficulties during the pro—
nunciation of the explosive sounds.
The absence of air in the mouth cavity
negatively affects the articulation. The
movement of the articulatory muscles is
sharply limited. One can notice that the
violation of the peasibility to make the
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simplest movements with the tongue (as

its raising upwards and lowering), the
displacement of an angle of the mouth to

the right and to the left, it droops.

The paralysis of the corresponding

muscles is not discovered in this posi-
tion.
The speech is monotonous, colourless,

deprived of melodiousness, the artificial
drawl of the vowels only emphasizes these

qualities. When examining speech one
should pay Special attention to stresses,

appreciate the words from the point of
view of grammar and syntax. ,

The disturbance of the function is expres-
sed in constantly repeated strong comp-

ression of the vocal folds. The data of
endoscopy ascertain in such cases the

dilation of the blood vessels, stasis of ‘

blood flow and also the parts with vari-
cose vessels on the mucosal internal edge

of the vocal folds, the vestibular folds,

in the subfolded zone. During the long—

term laryngospasms the mucosal membrane

becomes stagnetely hyperemic, the dystro—

phiy changes develop with the deaf of

surface layers of epithelium. In such

cases the mucosal membrane may thicken,

hypertrophy, more often hypertrophic

laryngitis, keratosis, pachydermia and

others organic diseases of the vocal

igéggding to the preliminary data of
electronic laryngostroboscopy it is dis-

covered, that in cases of strong comp-

reSSion of the larynx the vocal folds may

come one oter another, traumatizing the
mucosal one, the rhythm of oscillation of

the vocal folds is asynchronous, the
amplitude is inconstant. In such cases
the larynx moves up, down and forward.
The voice becomes firm, explosive, the
attack of the sound is hard.
Motor hypertonus leads to the development
of hyperkinetic dysphonia, spastic apho-
n a.

In case of hypotonus the symptoms of hypo-
kinetic dysphonia are developing, that is
a reverse Symptom. The flabbiness.of the
vocal folds and the absence of motor
movements in them ( the data of electro—
nic laryngostroboscopy) create the im-

possibility of voiceformation.
SharpAtension and compression of the vocal
folds as well as their flabbiness are
noted only during an attack of stammering.
The study of biomechanisms of the process
of speech— and voiceformation will add
the new facts for the correction of the
existing methods of the rehabilitation
of the patients with functional stammering.
,It is known, that the intellectual people
can conceal stammering much better, where—
as the mentally deficient and psychopatic
persons manifest their ailment in an
expressed form. '
Our data on the treatment of neurogenic
dysphonia by the method of acupuncture

are used with regard for an individual

corresponding approach, which is typical

for hypo— and hyperkinetic forms in the'

whole complex of rehabilitative measures.

Timely successful rehabilitation, imple-

mented, eSpecially in childhood will

allow determine without limitation the

labour orientation of these patients

whereas at adult age it will raise their

labour ability, increase the labour po-

-tential of the country. ,
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A TECHNIQUE FOR THE PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION OF STUT'I‘ERING

JONATHAN HARRINGTON
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Edinburgh, Scotland.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a phonetic transcription system that
has been developed from an auditory, spectrographic and

electrolaryngographic analysis of the production of stuttered

speech by 36 adult stutterers and an electropalatographic study of

stuttered speech produced by 2 adult subjects. The system enables
the transcription of both 'repetitions' and 'prolongations' and
provides some guidelines for their distinction. In the final section,
a description is given of some of the characteristics to which the
production ofstuttered speech seems to conform.

1. INTRODUCTION ‘

One of the main advantages of the development of a
' phonetic transcription system for stuttering is that it enables the

classification of stuttered speech which may in the past have been
obscured by the usage of ill-defined terminology As Wingate [1]
has noted, some of the more common terminology includes:
repetitions, prolongations, interjections, part-word repetitions,
word repetitions, phrase repetitions, blocks, blocking, blockades,

silent‘blocks, hard contacts, forceful attacks, spasms, broken

“Wis. revisions and incomplete phrases. Cutting across this, there
is also 'tonic' and 'clonic' stammering and stuttering and
yariations thereof, including 'primary clonus‘, 'tonoclonus',
clonotonus‘ and 'initial tonus' [2] [3]. In a phonetic transcription,

auditory impressions are componentially analysed in terms of a
finite set of articulatory parameters with recognisable acoustic
correlates: therefore, confusion which may result from the welter
of labels referred to above is to a large extent eliminated, since

their inclusion is not necessary. At the same time, since a

Phonetic transcription has articulatory referents, it can provide a

c0nvenient bridge between an auditory impression of stuttered

Speech and an empirical analysis using physiological or acouStiC
techniques_

The transcription system reported in this paper is based on

the. Production of around 800 stuttering disfluencies produced by
36 stutterers and transcribed by a trained phonetician. A full list
Of the transcribed material is given in [4], ,

2. METHOD

36 adult, male and female stutterers all attending speech .

the"apy clinics around Edinburgh and Cambridge were recorded in
a SOund treated recording studio. Two gold-plated. surface

electrodes from a Fourcin electrolaryngograph were secured with

a band around the subject's neck at the level of the thyroid

' cartilage. The electrolaryngographic signal was stored on channel

2 of the Revox A77, channel 1 being used for the audio signal. The

subject read the first two paragraphs of the Rainbow Passage and ,

avoided, as far as possible, the use of any 'techniques' to improve

fluency which may have been learned at speech therapy clinics.

Following the Rainbow Passage, the subject relaxed for at least

five minutes while the next recording was prepared in which the

experimental design was the same as above. In addition,

connecting wires were fed from a Tektronix TM 504 frequency

generator to a pair of headphones worn by the subject in the

recording studio. The subject was asked to read a list of 200

monosyllabic words one at a time following the offset of a 1 kHz

tone from the frequency generator. The stimulus was activated by

the experimenter following the production of each word by the

subject and was designed to prevent coarticulation across word

boundaries.

For the electropalatographic recording, two subjects, one

male, one female, were selected from the population of 36

stutterers. In choosing the subjects, it was necessary to ensure

that the majority of their disfluencies were realised as some form

of lingual-palatal contact. An upper plaster cast impression was

made for each subject and from this an acrylic palate containing

62 silver electrodes extending as far back as the junction of the

hard and soft palate. These two subjects read the same list of 200.

monosyllables described above; in addition, a Reading L'niversity

electropalatograph [5] connected to a Commodore 3032 computer

was used at a sampling rate of 100 Hz to store the palatograms as a

function of time.

3. PHONETIC TRANSCRlPTlON SYST E M

3. l Syntagmatic Analysis

A subsequent analysis of the transcription suggested that

disfluencies can be classified into four broad types:

( } ’ '

(1) [0] [sin] (2) [I] [I] [In]

(3) [I n Iin] U) II“ ““1

The first type of disfluency, which does not bear any phonetic

relationship to the target syllable (mean), is sometimes referred to

as an interjection: the production of pause filling sounds such as

'er', 'um' are included under this category. When such interjections

are produced, they have been transcribed phonetically (as far as

this is possible), and a brace notation has been placed above the

transcription. ln (2), the disfluency is realised as two [m] segments.
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Two criteria have been adhered to in this type of transcription.

First, the duration of the [m] segments of the disfluency is

approximately the same as the duration of [m] in the target

”syllable. Second, after the production of each [m] of the disfluency,

there may be a pause of several seconds, in which the subject might

exhale and inhale. If this kind of transcription has been used, the
clear segmentation of the separate [m] segments using acoustic

techniques should always be possible. In (3), the [m] segments are
also of approximately the same duration as [m] of the target

syllable but they are transcribed inside the brackets to indicate

that the duration between them is negligible. Spectrographic and
laryngographic analyses of type (3) disfluencies show a succession
of similar 'events' which often cannot easily be segmented. In the

laryngogram of the disfluency in Figure I, realised as
[n n n n n n n], it is possible to detect by eye the repetition ofa

similar pattern 8 times, but the boundaries between successive
repetitions cannot be easily determined.Another characteristic

II (ISO) : llw) II(I55) "(153) I20”) - llllfl) Illli!) unto)

500 ms

FIGURE 1: Laryngogram of a series of [n] repetitions (target syllable no). The
estimated number of periods for each repetition is shown above the
laryngogram; the number in brackets, adjacent, shows the corresponding
duration in milliseconds.

feature of type (3) disfluencies is that the duration of the repeated
segments tends to be approximately equal. In- Figure l for
example, each 'segment' appears to consist of either 11 or 12 cycles.
In the spectrogram in Figures 2 of a disfluency realised as
[ph ph ph ph ph] (target syllable piece) the duration of successive
[ph] segments varies betweeen 172 ms and 185 ms.

r—Hrl-«lw
l 200 III I

Tillie

FIGURE 2: Audio wave (digitised at 16 kHz, low—pass filtered to 8 kHz in AUDLAI1
on a MassComp MC-SOO) of four [ph] segments (target syllable piece). The
durations of the (our [53"] segments (closure and aspiration) are 172 ms, 181 ms,
185 ms and 172 ms respectively.

Unlike type (2) disfluencies, the vocal organs do not return to a
neutral position between successive segments.

A transcription of type (4) has been used when the
disfluency is realised as a prolonged section of the prevocalic
consonant(s) of the target syllable and is continuous with the
vowel: the duration for which the segment is produced is indicated
impressionistically by the length of the bar.

3. 2 Paradigmatic Analysis

In the preceding section, some rules were specified for the
realisation of the disfluency as either [X] [X] [X], or [X X XI or
[X X] in which [X] is usually phonetically similar to part of the

prevocalic consonants of the target syllable. In this section, the
discussion will focus on a detailed evaluation of [X] itself and is
applicable principally to [X X] disfluencies which were more
common than the other two.

In the transcription system to be developed below, the
convention is adopted that those attributes which, in auditory
terms, are relatively invariant throughout the production of the
disfluency are transcribed below, and at either end of, the bar.
[in—"R designates therefore that an [ml quality pervades the
disfluency. Variations away from this constant auditory
impression are transcribed as symbols, or diacritics, at various
points above, or below, the bar.

3.2.1 Laryngeal Analysis.

The majority of disfluencies in the analysed corpus were
either voiceless throughout, fully voiced or produced with a
prolonged glottal stop: (5) - (7) show the transcriptions which have
been used for these three laryngeal settings in the hypothetical
disfluent production ofa [w] initial syllable:

(5)fl (6) W w (7) “’7 W
0 0

While it was possible to classify almost all of the disfluencies as
either (5), (6) or (7) above, a detailed auditory and laryngographic
analysis showed that either of the three phonatory settings could
fluctuate to a different short-term setting requiring a transcription

with a different symbol of diacritic. If this fluctuation is both

audible and very short in duration, then a + symbol is used at a
relevant point above the bar, the appropriate symbol or diacritic
being transcribed below the + and bar. Thus the production

correlate of (8)

+

(8) w w

is a prolonged voiced labial-velar approximant with a sudden
fluctuation to creaky voice at the point marked by the + symbol;
furthermore, this fluctuation occurs about half-way into the
prolongation, as indicated by the position of the + relative to the
onset and offset of the prolonged continuant. By analogy, (9) ' (11)
are interpreted as follows:

+ + + +

(9) w w (10) w 'l w (ll) w 1 w
' o o

0 0

. 1 ‘
In (9) . the prolonged continuant is voiced, except for two short
intervals of voicelessness at the points marked by +; in ”0’ and
(11): the prolonged continuants are voice’lgss and voiced
respectively except for a brief production of [w'Il at the Pom“-
marked by the +.

In the transcription of stuttering disfluencies, it is often
necessary to indicate changes in the phonatory setting which SP3“
an interval of time longer than the momentary change WhiCh
corresponds to the + S.Ymbol. In this case, the interval is marked
by two vertical lines on the bar, as in (12) and (13):
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n(12) n o 2 n (13) ~ :

In (12), the voiced alveolar nasal is produced continuously, except

during two intervals: in the first, a voiceless nasal is produced (for

the impressionistic interval indicated by the vertical lines);

production of [n] subsequently continues un’til the next interval

marked by the vertical lines in which [n7] is produced; the
remainder of the disfluency is produced as a fully voiced [n]. In

(13), as in (12), a voiced alveolar nasal is produced continuously

except for two intervals, one at the beginning (alveolar nasal with

creaky voice) and one at the end (voiceless alveolar nasal). It is also
possible to include + symbols within an interval of I I. In (14),
for example,

|+ +I
(14) s ‘2'. S

the disfluency is a prolonged voiceless alveolar fricative. For the
interval between the vertical lines, the disfluency becomes voiced
and, in addition, the onset and offset of the voiced interval are
creaky, as indicated by the diacritics beneath the + symbols.

I

3.2.2 Supralaryngeal Analysis.

The transcriptions in (15) and (16) (target syllable cap) are
used to describe two different kinds of repetition:

+
(15)[kh khap] (16) [IT—Rx "api
In (15), the first [kh] has the same phonetic characteristics as [kh]

of cap. The transcription in (15) may correspond to what is
habitually referred to in the literature as a stuttering repetition.
The term 'stuttering repetition' is applicable to disfl uencies of type

' (15) because a section of the prevocalic consonants is repeated
Once (01‘ several times, usually at approximately equal intervals,
as in Figure 2). In (16), the back of the tongue is raised to the
velum forming a complete closure for an abnormally long
duration. But in addition, this closure is punctuated by a release
and turbulence at the point marked by the +. Apart from this

momentary release, the closure forms a continuum, making the
d‘sm‘encl’ inseparable from the target syllable. It is quite possible
that the release in ( 16) is involuntarily caused by the
COllnteracting forces of high intra-oral air-pressure and an
abn‘fl'mally tense tongue-velum contact. If intra-oral air-pressure
contln“ally increases during complete occlusion, a point may come

When the driVing force of the former overcomes the resistance
(rm-”9d by the closure. In this case, the aerodynamic power may
Orce a gap in the sealed tongue-velum contact, and this would

result in a brief interval of frication. '

d' f] It. is often the case that the release and frication in

918 uencles 0f W139 (16) are very short in duration. Figure 3, for
Xample, ShOWS releases which are so short that they are visible ons

.Dectrograms as a series of vertical lines that correspond to
I‘epeated burst onsets.

ir
7'_ 3

6"” fl

5—- . r

4_. ‘ ll ‘ l

.-.e 1 'l 3
— 1 .

j..- l ' l ll
_mflflLJuhl-nflmmhlmmohil l" “-0:

W
FIGURE 3: Spectrogram (300 Hz analysing filter) of a series of burst releases
(target syllable to); two such releases occur at an interval of approximately 3 ms.

In order to distinguish these much shorter releases from those in
(16), a single point is transcribed which corresponds to each

release, as in (17):

++ h

(11) k-- kap

Characteristic of many disfluencies is an increase in

approximation between active and passive articulators probably

caused by excessive tension throughout the vocal tract system, as

suggested by Dalton & Hardcastle [6]. The closer approximation of

approximants and fricatives resulting in a stop—like production is

very noticeable in several subjects and the electropalatographic
data often showed a considerable increase in the surface area of
lingual-palatal contact in disfluently produced stops and
affricates, as shown in Figure 4,

59 0170 0171 on: . on: oneone 01

00000000 00000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

00 . 000 000 000 000..000 000--°°°,°°°--°°°
DOD 000 000 .m0 000..000 “..000 (DO-.0“)

O..... 00 O ... 00 (Luna) 0.....00 0..... 00

0:94 039: 03% 0:97 0390

00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 000.0000

FIGURE 4: palatograms (sampling rate 100 Hz) of a prolongation of an affricate

closure (target syllable Jew). Palatogram 168 occurs 210 ms after the onset of the

closure; the increase in surface area of lingual-palatal contact (0 designates

contact) is apparent from palatogram 392 (2 .45 ms after the closure onset).

The progressively closer approximation of disfluently produced

continuants can be transcribed in the following two ways:

(18) 9 st t (19) a t t

(18) corresponds to the production of a prolonged alveolar fricative

which then became a prolonged alveolar stop at the location of the

first It] segment; in (19), the onset of the disfluency is an alveolar
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fricative; thereafter, the degree of approximation gradually

increases until a stop is produced. in (19), therefore, the closer

approximation of the articulators is gradual, whereas in (18) it is

comparatively abrupt.

‘Although the disfluency was most often realised as a

section of the prevocalic consonant(s), occasionally there is a

'deflection' in the disfluency towards the vowel target. Thus,

medially in a prolonged [n] continuant, for example, a vowel-like

production might be audible which is very short in duration. A

detailed acoustic and electropalatographic analysis of such

vowel-like productions, reported in [7], has shown that they can

consist of the entire acoustic vowel onglide of the corresponding

fluently produced syllable, but not the acoustic vowel target. A

spectrogram illustrating this phenomenon is shown in Figure 5

below.

“iii

F, iii)!

{'1‘ INI)! 'l
"(Ii Iii

l

(l
u
r)

| ...... |
FIGURE 5: Spectrogram (300 H: filter) of the offset of a prolonged [.4] continuant

and the onset of reel. At the offset of the prolonged continuant, F2 rises less

steeply to around ‘I kHz compared with the F2 transition from [J] to [I] in reel

whkhrisestoatargetollfikflz. '

The presence of the acoustic vowel onglide, or part of the acoustic

vowel onglide, can be indicated by using the relevant vowel as a

. diacritic, as in (20):
4

——

(20) ,n . n

4. CONCLUSIONS

An examination of a large corpus of stuttered speech [4]

has shown that it is possible to make certain generalisations about

the phonetic characteristics of disfluencies, at least when

stutterers produce monosyllables in isolation: as far as possible,

the design of the transcription system has been based on such

general phonetic properties. '

As discussed in more detail in [7], a stuttering disfluency

can consist of any part of the syllable from its acoustic onset to the

end of the acoustic vowel onglide (i.e., the acoustic vowel target

and post-vocalic consonants are never realised as part of the

dislluency). For the great majority ofstutterers, part of this section
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of the syllable is prolonged in time. 'Prolonged in time' means that

the dynamic change in shape of the supralaryngeal tract is

minimal and that the disfluency is (in the majority of cases) either

voiceless or realised as a glottal stop throughout its production.

There are some, but less frequent, cases when the disfluency is

fully voiced or produced with creaky voice from its onset to its

offset. Disfluencies of type (2) and (3), in which an entire section of

i g the prevocalic consonant(s) is repeated, are possible, but they are

less frequent than type (4) disfluencies.

Characteristic of very many.disfluencies seems to be a

boost in the level of tension in the vocal tract system which may

cause both the closer approximation of active and passive

articulators (examples (18) and (19) and Figure 4) and some stop

releases ;(examples (16), (17) and Figure 3). A more detailed

empirical analysis is necessary to enrich this data.

Finally, it is possible, although comparatively rare, for

part of the vowel to be realised during the production of a

prolonged section of the prevocalic consonants (example 20); in

such cases, the audible vowelslike sound is. very brief and an

acoustic analysis shows'that the formant transitions 'bend

towards', but never attain, the acoustic vowel target.
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NOTES

1 . . . .For clarity, diacritics are transcribed a little further below}

the segment level than is usual to indicate a phonatory settinfl ’

that is maintained throughout the disfluency (e-E‘ (1°)v in which
the entire disfluency is voiceless, as opposed to (9), in “’hkh two
brief intervals of voicelessness occurs medially in the disfluencyh

' See Terry M., Hiller S.. Laver J., & Duncan G. (1936) The

AUDLAB interactive speech analysis system. IEE internatio'wl
conference on speech input/output: techniques and applicatiom'

Conference publication 258, 263-265.
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THE AUDITORY MODELLING DILEMMA. AND A PHONETIC RESPONSE

ANTHONY ELADON

Phonetics Laboratory, University of Oxford
41 Wellington Square
Oxford. 0X1 ZJFO U-K.

A. A DILEMMA IN CURRENT AUDITORY MODELLING

In recent years, results in psychoacoustics

and auditory physiology have become
routinely available to speech researchers.
Numerous computational models of peripheral
auditory processing have been published,
some being only partial models, but some,
including those by the following authors,
being rather more complete (see the
Blomberg et a1. review [5], papers by
Cohen, Divenyi, Lyon, Seneff in [14],
Dolmazon and Boulogne [9], Cooke [6]-)

mver, at the time of writing there are
many uncertainties about what should go
into an auditory model for speech
Processing. Different models will result,
depending on how the investigator views
such matters as the following:
(a) which of the many reported psycho-

PhYsical effects the model incorporates
(a partial list could include a tonality
sca1e, frequency masking and resolution,
tsmporal masking and resolution, satura—
tn. equal loudness curves, total loud—
ness, lateral suppression, combination
toneS, retention of phase information);

(b) which of the physiological findings it
seeks to replicate (such as phase-
locking, adaptation to a steady-state

9?9931, recovery, probabilistic neural
€1r1ng. onset/offset asymmetry, efferent
Intervention, interactions at various

( Stages of the auditory process);
C) whether it is safe to extrapolate to
Speech signals, from data of the above
types obtained mostly with simpler
StiNUIii and if not, what modifications
to make;

(. parameters of these models which are
Intended to be variable (e-g- timé

eyindows . bandwidths) ;
Parameters which are empirically vari—

ible because we do not yet know what
( slues they shou1d haVei

v design considerations (more functional
ersus less so, 'more data reduction

Versus less).

In all Of these general ways, including the

Sy 4.1.1

extent to which they have taken specific

account of speech) published auditory
models reveal considerable differences.

As if this indeterminacy were not itself
enough of a nuisance, there is also a

multiplicity of answers to the question of

methods of evaluation of such models. One

method is to use an auditory model to

preprocess the signal at the front end of

an automatic speech recogniser, and to

consider the model to be improved when the

recognition rate improves. This brings

with it the enormous variable of the

recogniser characteristics themselves, for

which there is no foreseeable standard. An

alternative possibility is to calibrate our

auditory models against human perceptual

data, such as confusion matrices,

perceptual distance judgements, recognition

against noise, etc. The main problem here

is that there is an acute shortage of such

data; but problems of language bias and

task differences also add to the difficulty

of interpretation. Finally, since almost

all auditory models presuppose a

calculation of distance between a stored

reference pattern and an incoming candidate

signal, there is the open question of a

distance metric.

Putting together all these uncertainties,

the researcher is confronted with a

dilemma. It is that, at the current stage

of knowledge, we are- faced with more

variants of auditory models than we can

ever possibly test experimentally: and

yet, if we do not test the models, there is

no way to identify a better model and know

when progress has been made. The essence of

a modelling exercise is to advance by

successive testing and refinement.

Inevitably therefore we need to identify

some factors to help limit the search among

candidate auditory models. Some expedients

which may assist in this task include:

* cost, computability .

* best guessing .

* functional overlap

* limiting the objective
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* improved data on the auditory processes
* improved knowledge in speech perception.

Further elaboration of these possibilities,

and of individuals' answers to them, could

form a worthwhile discussion issue at this

Congress. Our own personal decisions are

implicit in the Appendix, in which we

briefly sketch the current implementation
of an auditory model at Oxford.

B. ONE RESPONSE: SPEECH PERCEPTION

Meanwhile in this paper we concentrate on
two strands of research, illustrated mainly
from our own work, which can contribute to
constraining the search among auditory
models. The first, anda more familiar,
exercise involves trying to refine existing
knowledge about speech perception. There
is of course nothing new in that, as a
research programme. However, the strategy
we wish to advocate adds to that position,
by suggesting that advances in speech
perception research can, when cautiously

intepreted, help us to infer (or, more
realistically, to state speech-based
preferences about) properties of auditory
analysis which might underlie the findings.
We reason back from these findings, as it
were, so as to shape our expectations about
an auditory model for speech.

l; Diphthongs

Consider diphthong sounds, for example, as
a test case for dynamic auditory modelling
of speech. We know that confusions between
steady—state vowels and diphthongs are
rare; the spectral change in diphthongs is
somehow auditorily salient. And it 'is
quite well established that there are
auditory mechanisms (e.g. neurons in the
cochlear nucleus and inferior colliculus)
which respond specifically to a change in a
stimulus. However, it is possible to
imagine more than one way in which the
auditory system might assign importance to
this particular kind of changing signal.
We can formulate the issue as a speech
perception experiment: are diphthongs
perceived in terms of their endpoints, or,
irrespective of the targets achieved, in
terms of a constant rate—of-change?
Several authors have addressed this issue
experimentally, but in our opinion (see
[1]), inconclusively.

In our presentations of diphthong stimuli,
which had been artificially cut back in a
variety of ways, and when offered a good
range of possible transcriptions. of the
diphthong quality, our trained listeners
consistently responded in terms of the
endpoints actually achieved (and not the
rate-of-frequency-change). Moreover. when
listening to diphthongs whose transitional
interval was excised completely, 100%
identification was maintained, and the fact

that there was an instantaneous spectral

jump in these edited_diphthongs was hardly

noticed at all. At the same time,

listening to stimuli consisting of the

transition alone (in running speech, but

without the early and late steadier—states

of the diphthong segment) led to many

confusions.

From these studies our first conclusion had

to be that "the one thing the ear is not

doing, during the transitional part of a

diphthong, is estimating the spectral shape

change over time" [1, p.152]. Instead, the

data were interpreted as suggesting the

following role for spectral change in the

auditory processing of diphthongs (and

perhaps other speech sounds as well).

Recall that, whether the spectral change in

a diphthong lasts 100 ms or (artificially)

0 ms, it suffices to tell the listener that

the sound is diphthongal in quality. The

auditory role of spectral change in a

diphthong may therefore be, first, as a

weighting flag, alerting the system to

assign extra distinctiveness to the current

stimulus (because it contains spectral

change); and second, as a temporal pointer,

designating temporal regions of the signal

(here, the adjacent endpoints) which the

system should' inspect more closely for

their spectral content.

What do these interpretations mean for a
physiologically—based auditory model? Some
evidently quite appealing parallels can be
drawn - for example, with peaks in neural

discharge rate, with adaptation and with
recovery in the auditory nerve. Such data
show that, when spectral change intervenes,
adapted fibres may recover leading to an
enhancement of contrast in the adjacent
segments (cf. [8]). On the other hand.
other prospective model components would
fare less well: lateral suppression. f?r
example. We might be justified 1“
inferring that modelling this behaviour
would not be productive in the case of a
diphthong transition. This is because
lateral suppression would predict a
frequency—sharpening effect, whereas our
findings seem to confirm the other View
(cf. [10, 17]) that when listening to
rapidly changing signals, the frequency
analysis of the ear is much coarser than
otherwise.

3; Laterals

Lateral consonants have been another focus
of our recent interest. It turns out that:
in a limited way which is however
reinforced from other speech data, laterals
shed light on the question of auditory
integration (versus resolution) Of
frequency. We (Bladon and Burleigh)
recently manipulated lateral consonant§l
both in isolation and in a CV context: 1“
respect of several variables including the
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width (from 0 to 5 Bark) of an antiformant-
like notch in the spectrum. A l—Bark
notch, see Figure l, which is typical of
what regularly occurs in production
samples, was essentially undifferentiable
from no notch at all. Consistent with
other experiments on fricatives, this
finding suggests that the auditory .filter
for speech ”smoothes over" a typical
lateral consonant's spectral 'notch. Our
experiments were not very sensitive, but a
JND for notch width in the region of 2-4
Bark was indicated. The straightforward
notion of psychophysical critical band
(corresponding to a resolution of 1 Bark)
13 DOt, it seems, an appropriate model. A
.wider-scale integration is operative.

Could the lateral's antiformant be detected

instead, at least when adjacent to a vowel,
by temporal auditory mechanisms, such as
Enhanced onset/offset of discharge in
certain auditory channels? Our results
revea1ed not: notches remained barely
detectable, and one can only surmise that

the notch is not salient enough (in a word

Such as "law") to survive temporal masking.
°“r_exPeriments went on to suggest that the

a“alt-0W 'signature of lateralness relies
instead on grosser characteristics such as
transition duration and overall Amplitude
envelope.

The. COncept of a-wider—scale (>>l Bark)

a“diary integration, for speech sounds,

W111 1“ due. course merit some further
attention. We shall return to it at a
later Stage of the next section, in which
we address a second methodological response
to the modelling dilemma.

C. A RESPONSE FROM LINGUISTIC PHONETICS

A second way of limiting our testing of
auditory models is by virtue of the objec—
tive we set. One well established
objective, which underlies much of the
philosophy of our model given in the
Appendix, 'is to use it for pre—processing
the signal supplied to an automatic speech
recogniser. . But that is not the objective
we wish to pursue here. Suppose instead as
an interesting objective, that auditory
modelling should. equip us better to
understand the auditory constraints upon
language systems and language use.‘ After
all, speech is designed not only _to be
spoken but also to-be heard. It turns out
that this fact can be inferred to lie at
the basis of a whole gamut of properties of
sound-systems, their long-term structural
trends, distinctive features. and aspects
of sound change. »

These inferences, and the explanatory value
they have for linguistic phonetics, have
been fleshed out elsewhere, [2]. Generali-
sing from them to the theme of this paper,
it can be said that sound-system properties
show evidence of long-term influence from
two main kinds of auditory behaviour: one,
the asymmetry in auditory representation of
energy onsets (which are disproportionately
more salient) versus offsets; and two, the
wide-scale spectral integration mentioned
earlier. ' ' -

The inclusion of'onset/offset asymmetry in
an auditory model for speech processing
seems well justified by numerous linguistic
examples. ' Summarising [2], there are
various instances of unaccounted direction-
ality in phonological behaviour which
could be due to the.stronger representation

of auditory onsets. For instance, phonolo-

gical nasalisation of vowels spreads very

commonly onto a preceding vowel (as it did

in the history of French), but only rarely

onto a following one. Lateral consonants

can vacalise (as in Cockney ”field") but

commonly do so after, and rarely before, a

vowel. The rarity of aspiration after (but

not before) a vowel, 'as in word-final /h/
or in preaspiration, is another often-noted

directional asymmetry.. In all these cases,

a general tendency to spectral energy

offset is what characterises the rare

occurrence: 'whereas the common member

contains more of an onset. All the cases

(as well as others, such as patterns of

syllable consonant formation) could well

have this auditory foundation.

Now to pick up the earlier reference to the

bandwidth of auditory integration. The

limited: evidence of the lateral consonant

notch can be supplemented very consider-

ably, so as to show that much of speech

behaviour, especially the long-term organi-

sational properties of sound systems, is
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consistent with an auditory resolution as‘

wide as some 3.5 Bark. The psychophysical

evidence for this idea, it must be said, is

still not large; the linguistic evidence,

however, is mounting.

If we suppose, then, that two vowel

formants are integrated into a single

auditory percept when they are less than

3.5 Bark apart, a number of interesting

observations follow. Syrdal and Gopal [20]

showed how the vowels of American English

partition into categories, defined by

formant integration versus resolution,

which align impressively with the

distinctive-feature classification of these

vowels into grave/acute, diffuse/compact.

The same kind of partition applies if we

reanalyse, in Bark-scale integration terms,

the Lehiste data [13] for /r,1/ of American

English, see Figure 2; and likewise,.
I . n
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Figure 2. Liquid consonants of American
English, their F3-F2 distance plotted

against their F2'-F1 distance (both in
Bark). Each data point is one male (of

6) in one context (of 15).

though not shown here, if we reanalyse in

the same way the fricative spectra of

Polish reported in [12]. In a, nutshell,

the identification of certain sounds in

language (probably those with a strong

spectral pattern), seems to be favoured, on

a long-term basis, if they maintain

boundaries some 3.5 Bark apart.

Space limitations here do not permit the

other examples of this kind to be elabo-

rated in detail. In brief. though, the

assumption is of a 3.5 Bark band of

spectral integration, within which formants

will be clearly integrated, outside which

they will be clearly resolved, but if

falling near the boundary formants will be

auditorily less distinct, hence perhaps

disfavoured in language and unstable.~ In

these terms, it becomes possible to

understand that there could be an auditory

motivation for several properties of vowel

systems.. One such is the under-population,

whether in actual languages or in computa-

tional simulations of vowel systems, of the

"close" region of vowel space. Another is

the dimension of "brightness", often noted

to be a' consistent reality for 'naive

listeners;, and a third is the auditory

dimension of "rhotacised“. We can also
understand the strong disfavouring, in

languages, of "interior“ vowels. Finally,

if -we imagine vowel space to be a juxta-

position, in (perhaps) three dimensions, of

zones of auditory integration/resolution,

then 'we can understand further general

properties such as 'that the number of

height distinctions in back vowels is
rarely more than the number in front

vowels. All of these‘pbservations follow

from the same basic assumption mentioned at

the start of the paragraph; all can be

appreciated, with a little patience, from

the (rather conjectural) diagramming of

cardinal vowels, Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Cardinal vowels visualized in a
three-dimensional Bark space defined by .
whether there is integration or resolution of
their various spectral peaks, within a'3-5
bark band. Primary cardinal vowels as solid
hnes, secondary ones as dashed fines.

O

In' sum, this demonstration brings home
quite forcibly how an auditory model of the
identification of -.yowels in actual
lanQFages may well need to incorPorate
speCifics which are not typical 0f mOSt
psycho-physical models on offer todaY’
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In addition, some components of existing
models may need to be emphasised at the
expense of others. To further refine those

models, as phoneticians, we may have to

resort to the circularity of picking out
persuasive trends in the very data we want
an auditory model to explain, as a way of
focussing the forbiddingly large search
space. .

APPENDlX: CURRENT OXFORD AUDITORY MODEL

Our current version of auditory modelling
routines is built on the foundations of the
vowel model used by [4], extending it to
include important aspects of the auditory
processing of dynamically changing events.

The model is a modular piece of analysis
and display software, written in C to run
under Unix on a Masscomp 5500 computer with
array processor and high-resolution colour
graphics system.

The modules which are currently available
are outlined below, with skeleton comments:
for a fuller description, see [3]. For the
honing and encoding of the algorithms in
question we are indebted to C. deSilva.

1; Middle ear transfer function

Two alternatives are embodied, following
[7]. with some simplification. One
alternative relates the pressure at the
eardrum to the displacement of the stapes.
and has essentially the form of a low-pass
filter; the other, a stapes velocity
function, resembles a pass-band filter with
broad skirts.

(a) Displacement function (normalized to
unity at 0 Hz):

2 4 0.5
( 25.0 / ( 1.0 + t (25.0 - 6.0 t ) ) )

(b) Velocity function (normalized to unity
at its maximum): '

2
20.892593? t

2 4
1.0 + t (25.0 - 6.0 t )

Where t = frequency in Hertz/1500.

2;.EESSESPCX conversion to the Bark scale

:28 conversion from Ithe physical Hertz
tozle- 0f frequency to the Bark scale of

alltY or perceived pitch is accomplished
(y the following formula from Traunmuller
unpublished):

26.81 h
Bark = - 0.53

2
1960.0 + h

,lhere h is the frequency in Hertz.

' 2; Pres. conversion to the ERB-rateiscalet“‘ _.--_ __ __. ________ -'T"

This is intended as an alternative to the
Bark scale, or more strictly, a compromise
among several different suggested scales of
tonality. The conversion from Hertz to
ERB-rate is accomplished by the formula
from [15]:

- k + 0.312
ERR-rate = 11.17 log + 43.0

k + 14.575

where k is the frequency in kiloHertz.

3; Frequency smearing

Spectral masking effects are modelled by
convolving the spectral values in linear
units with a function derived from [18]:

10.0 109 15.81_+ 7.5 x - 17.5 :2
1 + x

where x = 0.474 k (in Bark), and k is a

scaling factor which enables a selection of

different -3dB bandwidths for this

function, according to the relationship:

k=l.429046/required —3dB bandwidth (Bark).

2; Essihsl sesssae
spectral values, 3, scaled in linear units

of pressure are converted to decibels by~

the familiar relationship:

dB = 20.0 log(s)

é; Equal-loudness curves (phons)

The equal-loudness curves of [16], Table 8,

Appendix 4, are used to convert decibel

values to phons. These curves are used

principally because‘ of the wide range

covered, 0 to 15000 Hertz. The phon values

are determined by substituting the spectral

values in decibels into quadratic functions

whose coefficients are functions of the

frequency.

1; Total loudness (sones)

Loudness levels in phons are converted to

total loudness values in sones by the use

of the loudness indices given in [19] Table

I, interpolating when necessary. Below 18

phons, loudness is approximated by:
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As an alternativa to the preceding,

2.884

sones = ( phons/4O )

g; Enhancement of spectral change

Two alternative models (8 and 9 below) are

being explored, each of which incorporates
some enhancement of the input signal at

instants of rapid spectral change - [ll],

Divenyi in [14]. In the simpler implemen-

tation, enhancement of spectral change is

carried out by adding, at each frequency

point, a multiple of the rate of spectral

change at that point. The formula used is:

o(h.t) = i(h,t) + a [i(h,tg) — i(h,t-l)_]

where:
i(h,t) is the input spectral value at freq

h, time t.
o(h.t) is the output spectral value at

freq h, time t.

a - is a user-controllable sharpening

(= change enhancement) factor.

2; Neural adaptation/recovery effects

it is
possible to combine some change-related
enhancement with other properties of
auditory nerve behaviour, specifically

neural adaptation/recovery effects. They

are modelled by combining a filter which

models exponential decay to an equilibrium
'level with one whose output is related to

the derivative_of the input.

four parameters: (i). equilibrium output
level, that is, the steady-state output of
the filter when the input is identically
zero; (ii) adaptation time constant,.which
represents the time taken for the output to
decay to l/e of the difference between its
initial value and the equilibrium value;
(iii) recovery time constant; (iv) input
response factor, which determines the
amount to which changes in the input are
reflected in the-output. The formula has:

The model has

c.o(h,t-l)+(l-c).y0+r[E(h.t) _ i(h,t—lz]

where:
i(h,t) is the input spectral value at

' frequency h, time t.

o(h.t) is 'the output spectral value at
' 'frequency h, time t. .

yo is the equilibrium output level.
r is the input response factor.
0 is related to the time constants as

follows:

interval between spectra
c = exp -

ad/rec time constant

[1]
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AN OPTIMUMPITCH PROCESSING MODEL FOR SIMULTANEOUS. COMPLEX TONES

Adrianus. J .M. Houtsma and John. G. Beerends

\
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5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

ABSTRACT

An extension of Goldstein’s Optimum Processing Theory is pre- a '
sented which can account for pitch perception behavior for si-
multaneous complex tones. The essence of the theory is that all
aurally resolved stimulus frequencies are transformed into inde-
pendent Gaussian random variables with a. variance that depends
only on the frequency- of each partial. A central processor is as-
sumed to use its prior knowledge about the number of simulta-
neously present tone complexes and the proper parsing of the
observed random variables to find the respective fundamentals of
the best fitting harmonic templates. In a series of pitch iden-
tification experiments for two simultaneous two-tone complexes
with diotically and dichotically distributed partials, some model
assumptions and their consequences were tested. It was found _
that (l) the processes of estimating two simultaneous (missing)
fundamentals are to a large extent independent, (2) that the cen-
tral processor tends to group the partial percepts on the basis of ,
common fundamental and not on the basis of ear input, and (3)
that pitch identification performance degrades only noticeably if
none of the stimulus partials of both tone complexes are aurally
resolved.

INTRODUCTION

The problem .how we perceive the pitch of complex‘tones has
[Sept psychoacousticians busy for more than a century. In par-
ticular the problem of the so called “missing fundamental”, a
well Percept that corresponds with the fundamental frequency
0f a harmonic tone complex while that complex actually has only
pvertones, has been the. object of many experimental and theoret-
ical studies. Various pieces of important empirical evidence and
theories to account for such evidence have been brought forward '
by Seebeck [1], Ohm [2], Helmholtz [3], Fletcher [4], Schouten [5]

““4 Békésy [61- -.
MON recent experiments by Plomp [7], Ritsma [8] and Houtsma
"1d Soldstein [9] have progressively shown that the real cause of
[:9 missing fundamental” phenomenon must not be sought in
[ELPe'FPht-Bral, but rather in the central part of the auditory sys-
of ~ he new experimental evidence has led to the formulation

hmme new central pitch theories, of which the Virtual Pitch
acids? .Of Terhardt [10] and the Optimum Processor Theory of
Vel em [11] are the principal variants. These theorieswere de-

Oped "1d quantified mostly on the basis of pitch perception-
fllta obtained with isolated complex tones or short sequences of
"1d! tones. ' .
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In music, especially in the Western hemisphere, we usually deal
with harmonic or polyphonic sound patterns in which either a
melody is accompanied with chords or several melodies are played
simultaneously against one another. This poses the interesting
problem how our auditory system is able to perceive two or more
simultaneous pitches when it is acoustically exposed to a cluster
of harmonics that belong to several different tone complexes. The

- same problem actually occurs when one tries to track the prosodic
contours of two simultaneously spoken sentences or, more realis-
tically, when one tries to follow the pitch contour of one spoken
sentence against a background of other speech. Although both
central pitch theories mentioned [10,11] are in principle able to
cope with this problem, this has never been worked out specifi-
cally or tested against systematic empirical data. ' >
In this study the Optimum Processor Theory of Goldstein will
be extended and tested with experimentally obtained pitch iden-

tification data for two simultaneous complex tones. The model

extension will be treated in Sect. 1. Descriptions of the experi-

mental procedure and the results are given in Sects. II and III.

Computer simulations of model performance are discussed in Sect.

IV, and conclusions of the study are presented in Sect. V.

I. EXTENSION OF THE OPTIMUM PROCESSOR THEORY

In Goldstein’s Optimum Processor Theory [11] and in a latefex-
tension of that theory [12] it was assumed that :
l. the complex tone input in both ears is spectrally analyzed and

only frequency information of sufficiently resolved partials is kept;

phase and amplitude information is discarded;
2. independent Gaussian random variables rg, of zero mean and

with variance depending on frequency only, are added to each re-

solved frequency to form the noisy frequeny codes 2; = f.- + r.-;

3. a central processor rank-orders all noisy frequency codes from

both ears and performs a maximum-likelihood estimate of the

best-fitting harmonic numbers and fundamental of some underly-
ing harmonic complex-tone template. -

This model, which was originally formulated to describe percep-

tion of a single pitch from a single complex tone, can easily be

extended to accomodate identification tasks of pitches from simul- '

taneously sounding complex tones. In this study we will focus on

the task of identifying two fundamental pitches in an acoustic

stimulus that comprises two simultaneous two-tone complexes, .

each one having successive harmonics. Extension of the model to

other cases, e.g., three or four simultaneous two-tone complexes

or two simultaneous multi-tone complexes, is, in principle, not

different but may be computationally more complex.
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Suppose now that the acoustic stimulus consists of four frequen-

Ciest f1 = mfor, I: = ("1+ l)f01, f3 = "for, and f4 = ("4’
l)foz, and that these frequencies are all peripherally resolved by
the auditory system. The frequencies {1 through _f4 are then
transformed into four independent Gaussian random variables :1
through 24, having means of f1 through f4 respectively, and stan-

dard deviations 0(f1) through a(f4). If we denote a(f,) simply
as 0;, the likelihood function to be optimized by the processor is
given by the expression: ,

' _ 2
LUnfsJd = m.exp[—%]. (l)

i _ z _ 2

_ 2
etPl (35;???)1

Maximizing Eq.(l) is equivalent to maximizing the log-likelihood
function: '

AlinfzJaJd = -(—£1—;—,f1—)2 — W_ (2)

.. _(¢s - fa)z _ (14 - 1'4)2
cg . a} I

In interpreting this log-likelihood function, the knowledge the pro-
cessor has about the make-up of the stimulus and the task to be
performed becomes very important. We will fist discuss the case
(A) in which the‘ processor has full knowledge of the fact that
there are two two-tone complexes, and hence two pitches to be
found, as well as knowledge of the correct parsing, i.e., of the
correct harmonic interpretation of each observed input 2;. We
will then discuss another case (B) where the number of complex
tones present is known, but the correct parsing is unknown to the
processor.
Case A. When the number of fundamental pitches to be identified
and also all parsing information is available to the processor, it
‘makes the following substitutions in Eq.(2): V

. fi = filfor _ (3)
I: = ("f'l'llfor

f3 = M0: I
I4 = (fi+l)foz-

and maximizes the expression-with respect to the (lower) har-
monic number estimates rim and it and the fundamental pitch
estimates in; and fog. Because of the statistical independence ,
of the input variables'zg, the first two terms and the last two

terms of Eq. (2) can be maximized separately. The two indepen-
dent fitting procedures, each one identical to the one described
by Goldstein [l 1], yield the optimum harmonic-number estimates
fit and ii as well as the fundamental pitch estimates in; and fog.
The probabilities PrIr‘h = k] and Pr[ii = I], with k and I being
integers, are discrete probabilities which can be computed from
the stimulus frequencies I.- and the fixed and known frequency
coding noise function a(f,~), and the fundamental pitch estimates
are given by the expressions:

- _' [z /fiz]’+[z /(fiz+1)l’ '
1’“ " W ' ~ (4)
- _ [zs/fiI'Hn/(r‘wnl’
f” ” “bani/(an) '

The probability density functions of the estimates for and fog are

nearly-discrete functions with the main modes at [01 and fog, the

correct fundamental estimates, with probabilities Prlr‘h = m] and

Pr[ri = n] respectively. Correct identification of the two pitches
therefore boils down to two independent correCt identifications of

the respective lower harmonic numbers In and n.

Case B. When. the processor only knows the number of funda—‘

mental pitches to be identified, but does not have any informa-

tion about the proper parsing of the input variables a, it tries;

in principle, all possible interpretations of the as which are, in
this case, 24'permutations. In practice, only the following three

permutations are relevant in most cases because of simple'ordinal
properties of the input variables and their possible interpreter

tions:

(4) (b) (6)
f1 = filial . f1 = fife: f1 = filial
f2 = (m +_1)f01 f2 = fifoz ‘ f2 = fifoz .
f8 = M02 is = (fit + 0/01 f3 = (7‘1 + l)foz
f4 = (a + lilo: f4 = (a + 1)}... r. = (in + 1)}...

Group (a), of course, represents the correct parsing, but the inter-
pretations of (b) and (c) may result in a larger likelihood function
value and therefore in a better fit on a given trial because of the

noise in the variables 23,-. Interpretations (b) and (c) will almost
always. lead to incorrect pitch identifications, however. We will

refer to such mistakes as parsing errors.
It is far from clear whether or not the extension of the Opti-
mum Processor Theory as it has been described so far offers a

realistic account of human pitch perception for situations of si-

multaneous complex tones. Some particular questions remain to

be answered. Are the fundamental estimation processes for each

complex tone in a chord really independent ? Does the processor -
actually have knowledge of the correct parsing and interpretation
of the perceived partials, or can such knowledge be externally
supplied 7 When two partials of different complex tones have ex-

actly or almost the same frequency, are they both unavailable to
the processor because they are peripherally unresolved, or is some

frequency information still transmitted to the processor ? These
questions are investigated in the following set of experiments. '

II. EXPERIMENTS

Musically experienced subjects performed a series of pitch iden-
tification experiments with two simultaneously sounding notes,
each note made with a harmonic two-tone complex. One complex,
representing the lower note, comprised the frequencies f1 = "lion
1': = (m + 1)]‘01, the other complex representing the higher note
the frequencies f, = nfm, f4 = (n + 1) log. The respective fun-

damentals for and f0: were both elements of the note set (do,
re, mi, fa, so} or, equivalently, the frequency set {200, 225, 250’
267, 300} Hz, and could not be the same on any given trial. Both
lower harmonic numbers m and n were independent random inte-
gers beteen 2 and 10. Note durations were 600 ms and intensities
were 20 dB above threshold, with 30-dB SL broadband noise as
a general masking background. Sound stimuli, which were con?
puted and, stored on a Philips P857 minicomputer, were played

'back through a 2-channel, 12-bit D/A converter and presented
through headphones to the subject who was seated in a sound"
Insulated chamber. The task of the subject was to identify both
“multaneWSlY perceived (missing) fundamentals for and for 0“
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each trial by pressing two out of five buttons on a response box

in any temporal order. There was unlimited response time, and

each response triggered presentation of a new trial after a brief

fixed delay. ,

Four stimulus conditions were investigated. In condition 1, which

was diotic, all four stimulus frequencies f1 through f4 were pre-

sented to both ears. In condition -2, which was dichotic, one note .

(comprising the frequencies f1 and f2) was presented to one ear,

while the other note (with the frequencies f3 and I.) went to the

other ear. In conditions 3 and 4, which were also dichotic, the

frequencies of both notes were split up between the ears. In con-

dition 3, one ear received [1 and f3, while the other car received

I; and [4. ln condition 4, one ear received f1 and I4 while the

other car received I; and f3.. "

Since there are ten different combinations of two notes in a to-

tal set of five, and since there were 9 x 9 = 81 different harmonic

representations of each two-note combination, there was a total of

810 physically different stimuli and a total of 10 different response

categories. Each of these stimuli was, on the average, presented

six times to each of four subjects, for a total of 4500 identification

trials per subject for each stimulus condition.

III. RESULTS

The raw data of all experiments consisted of a record for each trial

of the presented fundamentals fm and fog, the lower harmonic

numbers m and n, and the subject’s two responses Ru and R...

A response (Rn) could be an identification of the perceived
fundamentals ([01, fog) or (fog, [01), since the order of pressing
the response buttons was arbitrary. . '
To obtain some insight in the perceptual independence of the iden-
tification processes for each of the two simultaneous notes, the raw

data were processed by two different methods. In the first method

all trials were counted for every (m, n) combination where both

for and fog were identified correctly. The results of this way of

counting yielded half-matrices of ‘percent correct’ scores, Pc(k, I),

for each subject, in which k and l are integers representing the

harmonic numbers (m,n) or (mm). They are half-matrices be-

cause of the built-in symmetry around the main diagonal, which

makes both halves of the matrix mirror images. In the second

method only the correct identification of one of the two simulta-

neous hotes was considered as a function of both (lower) harmonic

numbers but regardless of the identification response to the other

note. The resulting score, designated as Pc(k|l), represents the
PBI'centage correct identifications of [01 for k = m and 1 = 7|. 88
well as thencorrect identifications of fog for k = n and l = m. The
total count for each subject yielded full 9x9 matrices.
Both processed data matrices Pc(k,l) and Pc(k|l) can be used to.

find an underlying processor performance function Pr[lc = k], the
Processor’s probability of correctly estimating the harmonic order

°l any complex tone. This was done with a minimum chi-square

Wins Procedure which looked for those Pr[li: = k] functions that
provided the most likely account of the empirically obtained data

matrices Pc(k,l) and Pc(k|l). The details of this procedure, which
also involved some assumptions about the decision process for the
Paniwlar experimental paradigm that was used, are discussed in
3 recent publication by the authors [13].-

Thefun‘il'ims Prim = k] derived from the matrix Pc(k|l)and.

Pl'zlk = k] derived from Pc(k,l) are shown in Fig. la-d as tri-
angles and squares respectively for the experimental conditlons 1

through 4. One can show that, if Pr1[k = k] > Pl’rik = kl for 10w

' values of k and Pr1[k = k] < Pr2[k = k] for large values of k, the
two fundamental pitch identification processes are mutually de-
pendent in the sense that the perception of the more salient pitch,

i.e., the one represented by the lowest harmonic numbers, inhibits

correct perception of the less salient pitch [13]. Figure 1a~d shows

that in condition 2 only subject JH noticeably exhibits this effect

of mutual dependence of the two identification processes, but in

conditions 1, 3 and 4 all subjects except MZ seem to show a fmall
amount of mutual dependence.
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02468100.246810
lower harmonic number .

Fig. 1a. The processor’s probability of identifying the correct har-

monic order of a complex tone. The harmonic order is shown on

the abscissa. ’li'iangles designate.Pr1[k = k], squares Pr2[k = k].

Computed from data of condition 1. . .
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Fig. lb. Same as Fig la, but computed from data of condition 2.
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Fig. 1c. Same as Fig 1a, but computed from data of condition 3.
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Fig. 1d.- Same as Fig la, but computed from data of condition 4.

From either probabilityfunction Pr1[k = k] or Pr2[li .= k] one can
now compute the model’s variance function a(f) which represents
the frequency coding noise and is its only free parameter. A set

of those sigma .functions is shown in Fig. 2. The functions were

computed from the averaged Pr1[k = k) and Prz[k = k] functions-
obtained from the experimental data of dichotic condition 2. The

o(f)/f functions have the typical U-shape which was also found

in an earlier study [11], and have also the same general magnitude. '

The low-frequency. slopes of these functions, however, are much

steeper than the average slope found in that earlier study. We

think this is caused by an over-estimate of 00') at low frequen-

cies in the present experiments. Partial frequencies below 1000

Hz, with fundamentals limited between 200 and 300 Hz, could

occur only for very low harmonic numbers where identification is

close toiperfect and occasional mistakes are more made through
carelessness or poor attention than through insufficient salience

of pitches.
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.Fig. 2. Model variance or “noise” functions'a(f)/f computed

from the averaged functions Prl and Pr: shown in Fig. lb.
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In order to examine the influence of spectral interference on pitch

identification performance, all 810 different stimuli were mapped

on a frequency-difference measure d, defined as:

d=\/d¥+d§. ' ' . (5)
where d, represents the smallest frequency difference between any

two harmonics and d2 the next smallest difference in the total

four-tone stimulus. Stimuli were grouped‘on this d—scale in bins

of 5 % and, in order to limit the general degrading effect of high

harmonic numbers on pitch identification performance, only stim-

uli were included having lower harmonic numbers m and n of 5

or less. Percentages correct pitch identification of both fundap

mentals as a function of d are shown in Fig. 3a for experimental .
conditions 1 and 2. Under diotic condition 1 values of d below

10 % imply that the partials mf01,nf02 as well as the partials

(m+ l)f01,(n + 1)foz must have interfered with one another

because of limited frequency resolution in the cochlea. Under

dichotic condition 2 such interference was not possible because

potentially interfering partials went to different ears. Figure 3a

shows that only for the lowest d—values, between 0 and 5 %, there

is a noticeable difference between the scores of conditions 1 and

2. The figure also shows, however, that performance for diotic

condition 1, although degraded, is still well above the expected

chance level of 10 % correct, Similar results were obtained with
the data from conditions 3 and 4. They are shown in Fig. 3b.

IV. MODEL' SIMULATIONS

The data presented in the previous section show a general perfor-
mance deterioration with increasing (lower) harmonic numbers m
and n, and also a dependence of performance on the the presen-
tation conditions 1 through 4. The data still provide insufficient

_ Information, however, about the relative contribution of parsing
errors compared with errors caused by interference of partials or~

mutual dependence of pitch identification processes. To study the

influence of parsing errors in more detail, a computer simulation

exPeriment was performed with the model discussed in Sect. 1.

To simulate each subject’s performance, the a( f )/1‘ functions de-
rived from the data of condition 2 were substituted in the model

to sPecify the exact amountof noise to be added to each frequency
cOniponent of the simulation input. For all 810 stimuli 25 compu-
tations were made (with new noise samples added to partials each

time) Of the maximum log-likelihood function of Eq. (2) without
knowledge of the correct parsing, as outlined in Case B of Sect. I.

Sl(Illllations were made on” a Vax 11/780 computer. 'Those stim-
llll for which the correct parsing was always obtained were put

in a stimulus subset PNS (parsing-non-sensitive). The remain-
"18 Stlmuli, for which (occasionally) the likelihood function came

. Wt maximum with the wrong parsing, were put in the subset PS

(paFSing‘sensitive). With the subsets PS, PNS and also with the

:nme set PS+PNS, the simulation experiment was now repeated

or all f0111' stimulus conditioris (1 through 4) and with substitu-
. tion of the appropriate a(f)/f function obtained from the data of
:fhpfiasrtic‘ular subject under that condition with stimulus SUb‘
knowled' Simulation was done with the use of Eq. (3), implying
of all 24ge of .the correct stimulus parsing, and with SUbSt‘t'Utwn
imp] i POSEuble permutations outlined under Case B of Sect. I,

as all :3 the absence of this knowledge. The results, “Pressed
and ;> rcentage correct identifications of both fundamentals (01

for 02' pooled over all values of m and n: are sh°w‘_‘-‘,“ Fig'
stimulus conditions 1- and 2. For each of the three Stim‘
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0
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_H . . .
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E . .a, 40
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‘0

Fig. 4. Measured (solid lines) and simultated performance lev-

, els with (dashed lines) and without (dotted lines) knowledge of

stimulus parsing. Columns PS are for the stimulus subset that is

prone to parsing errors, columns PNS for the subset that does not

induce such errors, the central columns for the entire set. Left: ‘

diotic condition 1; right: dichotic condition 2.

nine (sub)sets, the solid line represents the actual performance

of the subject, the dashed line the performance level simulated

with parsing knowledge, and the dotted line the level simulated

without this knowledge. For the PNS-subset one expects all three

performance levels to be identical. The fact that this is not ex-

actly the case is 'not a truncation effect in which the number of

experimental and simulated trials was smaller than required by

the Law of Large Numbers, but represents a small uncertainty

about the details of the simultated decision strategy. Qne also

observes that for the subset PS and for the entire stimulus set

PS+PNS the performance level of all subjects (solid lines) is much

closer to the performance level simulated with parsing knowledge

(dashed lines) than to the level simulated without that knowledge'

(dotted lines). This is true for dichotic condition 2 as well as for

diotic condition 1. Results similar to the ones shown in Fig. 4

were obtained for stimulus conditions 3 and 4. This finding is

important because in the diotic condition 1 no explicit parsing

information was supplied to the subjects, and in conditions 3 and

i 4 an explicit attempt was actually made to supply them with false

parsing information. If this wrong information had been used by

. the subjects, their performance would have been at chance level,

which was easily shown by simulation. Actual performance was

well above chance level for those conditions, however, as is evi-

dent from Figs. l‘c,d. The empirical and simulated results tell

us that subjects somehow do have a fairly accurate knowledge of

the proper interpretation of the various stimulus partials in the

percept of simultaneous complex tones, but that this knowledge

is not obtained on the basis of ear input. It is probably obtained

on the basis of experience with the harmonies of the stimulus set

and a general. tendency to group perceived partials holistically on

the basis of common fundamental. Something similar was also

found by Deutsch [l4] and Butler [15] who used entirely different

musical paradigms.

‘ ' Sy 4.2.5 ‘ 329
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V. CONCLUSIONS

From the experimental and simulated results of this study the

_ following conclusions are drawn:

1. The task of identifying two pitches when exposed to two simul-

taneous complex tones is separable into two pitch identification

processes which are to a large extent independent. The small

amount of mutual dependence that is sometimes observed tends

to support the notion that the more salient pitch, represented by

lower-order harmonics, is processed first and interferes with the

processing 'of the less salient pitch. This mutual dependence of

the two processes, small as it may seem, is largely responsible for

the degradation of performance when going from dichotic candi-

tion 2 to diotic condition 1 and finally to dichotic conditions 3

and 4.

2. Information of the correct parsing and interpretation of per- I

ceived stimulus partials is, to a large extent, available to the cen—

tral pitch processor. It is independent of the manner in which

partials are distributed between the ears. This is consistent with

other results on simultaneous-melody perception in the litera-

ture [14,15], and with informal observation of ordinary musical

practice in which both ears are always exposed to all partials of .

simultaneously-playing musical instruments.

3. Interference of spectrally close partials has a surprisingly small

effect on pitch identification for two complex tones, at least.as

long as either tone is represented by harmonics of sufficiently low

order. Although it is known that high-order harmonics of a single

complex tone do not contribute much to fundamental pitch sen-

sation [9] and are as such not available to the central processor

[11], it now appears that aurally non-resolved harmonics belong-

ing to different tone complexes are not entirely discarded. They

may instead be transformed into a single (noisy) percept that can

be used more than once by the processor when filling in the vari-

ables of Eqs. (1) or (2). This idea will be investigated further in

a future study.

4. The human central pitch processor appears not to be hard-

wired or specifically programmed for one particular way of pro-

cessing stimulus tones. [On the contrary, its processing algorithm

appears to be quite cooperative and interactive with the task it

has to execute.
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'ABSHHKT

This study investigates whether binaural signal

detection is improved by the listener's a priori

knowledge about the interaural phase relations. We

measure binaural masked thresholds and vary the in-

teraural phase of masker and test signal randomly

within the same measurement. A comparison of the

results with experiments applying a fixed binaural

configuration shows no significant differences. The

results allow an examination of different model

predictions in relation to the simultaneous proces-

sing of signals with distinct interaural phase re

lations.

INHKIDCTHX]

Speech perception in background noise is to a

large extent dependent on the function of the bi—

naUral hearing system. This fact can be tested qua—

litatively by occlusion of one ear in a typical

"cocktail-party" situation and, more exactly, by

liStening teSts in a‘defined acoustical condition.

A quantitative measure of the noise reducing abili—

ty is <liven by the Binaural Masking Level Differen-

ce (BMLD), the threshold difference between monau—

ral and binaural signal presentation. Binaural

thresholds depend on the interaural parameters

(time and level differences) of the background

(masking noise) and the test stimulus. Similar to

monaural experiments, only the interaural parame—

ters Within a limited frequency range around the

teSt frequency contribute to the masking /1/. .

The ’eXPeriments in this study investigate a spe-

CifiC binaural aspect of signal detection. This

aSPeCt Shall be explained by a short discussion of

“’0 models for binaural signal processing proposed

by mrlach /2/ and Colburn /3,4/.

In the Equalization and Cancellation (EC) theory

/2/, binaural unmasking is explained by mathemati—

cal operations, which are performed on the acousti-

cal inputs to both ears in order to reduce the in-

tensity of the masking signal. In a first "Equali—

zation" step the maske'rs from the left and the

right ear are adjusted to each other by internal

transformations of amplitude (by attenuation) and

time (by delay). These transformations are accompa-

nied by‘ errors, described as amplitude and time

jitter. Therefore, the subtraction of the two adju-

sted masking signals in the second step does not

totally cancel the masker intensity. For most in-

teraural phase relations, however, this binaural

processing leads to an increased signal—to—noise

ratio, which is directly related to the lower bi-

naural masked thresholds. The transformations are

performed on the peripherally bandpass filtered

signals within a critical band. In the description

of the theory, it remains unclear whether this:

system is able to apply distinct transformations

simultaneously.

The "auditory—nerve—based model'I from Colburn

/3,4/ differs from the EC—theory by including a de-

tailed description of the peripheral transduction

process from acoustical waveforms to neural activi-

ty. In the central part of the model, the synchro-

nous neural activity is measured for pairs of fi-

bres from the left and right acoustic pathway ha-

ving identical best frequency fi and a specific in-

ternal time delay 11. This part of the model can be

described as a two-dimensional pattern of coinci-

dence detectors with internal delay 1 and best

frequency f as the two dimensions. For a fixed fre-

quency fi' the coincidence values along the r-axis

represent an estimate of the cross-correlation
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function of the input to the right and the left ear

within the frequency channel i. From the activity

within this two dimensional pattern a decision va-

riable is derived, which can be used to calculate
binaural masked thresholds /4/. As all coincidence

detectors analyze the input signals simultaneously,

different internal delays (corresponding to diffe-

rent Equalization transformations in the EC—theory)

can be applied even within the same frequency chan-

nel simultaneously. ,

The experiments described in this paper were

performed to test the differences' between the two

models in this point. Weused a binaural masking

noise with distinct interaural phase relations in

different frequency regions. Thus, according to the

EC-theory, the optimal binaural processing strategy .

had to be different for different test signal fre-

quencies. By introducing uncertainty about the test

signal frequency and phase, we could test whether a
priori knowledge of the interaural phase relations

is advantageous for the listeners, as it would be

predicted by the EC—theory.

MEI'I'DD

ratus ' _

The experimental setup for measuring binaural

masked thresholds is shown in Fig.1. The experi-

ments were controlled by a 16 bit microcomputer TI

980A, which also generated the sinusoidal test sti-'

muli. They were converted to analog signals by

means of a 2 channel 12 bit D/A-converter at a
sampling rate of 5 kHz, low pass filtered at 1 kHz
and attenuated. The dichotic noise masker had a

steep transition of the interaural phase difference

from‘o to n at 500 Hz. This masker was generated

digitally and stored on magnetic tape. Computer

controlled gate switches were used to turn the

noise on and off at the appropriate instants of

time. The masker was low pass filtered at 25 kHz '
and presented at an overall level of 75 dB SPL.

. Masker and test signal were added with the appro-

priate interaural phase relations and presented to

the subject over headphone (Sennheiser HD 44) in a

sound insulated booth.

Threshold Procedure

Binaural masked thresholds were determined with

an adaptive 3 Interval Forced Choice (3 IFC) proce-

dure. The 500 ms noise masker was presented in

three sequential intervals separated by short

breaks of 100 ms. In one randomly chosen interval,

the test signal was added to the temporal center of '

the masker. In the main experiment, the test signal

had a duration of 20 ms including 5 ms linear

ramps. After each trial (a group of three inter-

vals), the subject had to specify the number of the
'interval containing the probe tone. The level of

the test signal was changed adaptively following a
two-down-one—up rule /5/. After two subsequent cor— I

'rect responses, the level was decreased by 1 dB, -

after each incorrect response, it was increased by

the same amount. In the beginning of the measure— _

ment, the level was lowered after each correct re-

sponse untid the subject first failed to specify

the correct interval. The threshold value was fi-

nally_calculated by averaging the signal level of '

the 15 trials that followed the second lower tur-

ning point of the signal level. Each data point in

the figures is based on at least four such measure-

ments. Five subjects aged 23 to 30 years
participated in the experiments.
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Fig.1: Experimental setup: (1) 16 bit microcomputer
TI 980A; (2) 12 bit D/A converter; (3) low Pass
filter Krohn + Hite, 48 dB/octave; (4) manual atte-
nuators; (5) two channel white noise, stored on
magnetic tape, (6) computer controlled gates; (7)
sound insulated booth; (8) response box; (9) 12 bit

AID converter.
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Frequency_and phase uncertainty

To introduce uncertainty about the test signal

frequency and the test signal phase, the threshold

procedure was modified in the following way: Within

one measurement, the thresholds for two different

test signals were determined usinglthe’ adaptive

3 IFC procedure. For each trial, one of the two

signals was randomly chosen with probability 1/2.
The two signals differed in frequency and interau-

ral phase difference. The frequencies of each pair
of signals were chosen symmetrically around 500 Hz,

e.g. 450 and 550 Hz or 200 and. 800 Hz. The phase

difference was always opposite to ‘the noise phase

difference at that frequency, e.g. u for the lower

test frequency and 0 for the higher test frequency.

Thus, the subject had no prior knowledge about the .

frequency and interaural phase of the test signal

in the next trial. The level adjustment for either

test frequency followed the algorithm described
above and the measurement was completed if for both

signals the number of 15 trials was reached.

EXPERIMENTS
Influence of test signal duration on the BMLD

In the first experiment we investigate the BMLD
pattern for the masker with frequency varying in-
teraural phase difference. To define the interaural
Corditions of our experiments, we use the notation
COmmon in binaural psychoacoustics: N and S de-
scribe noise masker and (test) signal respectively,

the interaural phase differences are given by in-

dlces (0 indicates in-phase, u antiphase presenta—
t10n). In addition, we introduce the notation No

f0! the masker with phase difference 0 below 500 Hz
and Phase difference 1 above 500 Hz. By inverting
0D?- Channel'of this masker, the components below
500 Hz are in antiphase and the components above
500 Hz in phase (Nno). '

In Fig.2, we demonstrate the effect of the in-
teraural Phase step of the masker for a 250 ms S,

ta“ Signal. Open and closed symbols respresent the
BMLD Values for Noon and NW masker respectively.
The Continuous line gives the values for a masker

with fixed Phase difference of 0 at all frequencies
(No)- The step of the interaural masker phase -.
Strongly influences the binaural thresholds between

S.
:: a.an 5_ o . _

.
0". o o 0'... 00°00 o o o-

l l I l . 1 l l

200 300 400 500 600 700H2800

Frequency

Fig.2: BMLD of a 250 ms test signal in the configu-
rations N013: (o) and “nos: (0). The continuous

line shows the NoS BMID. The arrow marks the tran-

sition of the interaural phase difference of the

masker at 500 Hz. me subject. . .\\

dB I II I l l ‘ I I
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1' 1 1 i 1 l 1
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Fig.3: Same as Fig.2 for a 20 ms test signal.

400 and 650 Hz. A detailed analysis of this BMLD

pattern leads to the conclusion that the masker

cross-correlation averaged over the critical band

at the test frequency is the crucial factor in this

experiment /1/ . As this correlation variies between

+1 and -1 for test frequencies .close to 500 Hz, the

BMLD of the test signal also variies by about 15

dB. At test frequencies well apart from 500 Hz, no
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influence of the phase transition is observed and

the um and Nw maskers have the same effect as the

No masker. _

In order to test the influence of test signal

duration in this detection task, we repeated the

same experiment with a 20 ms tone (Fig.3). The

slope of the data in this figure is the same as for

the 250 ms_test signal in Fig.2. The slight in—

crease of the BMLD for the shorter test signal con—

firms the observations in other binaural configura—

tions /6,7/. The broadening of the transition range

may be due to the widening of the test signal spec—

trum. '

Generally, the presence of two spectral masker

ranges with different interaural phase relations

which would require different processing strategies

in the view of the EC- theory, does not hamper the

binaural system. Even for a short test signal of 20

ms, the maximal amount of binaural unmasking is

reached at test frequencies well apart from 500 Hz.

Influence of frequency uncertainty on diotic masked

thresholds

In the previous experiment, the test signal al-

ways was presented at a constant frequency within

03 I I I I I I I
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5'- . :
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Fig.4: Binaural masked thresholds of a 20 ms test

signal in the diotic configuration Hose. 0 fixed

test signal frequency, 0 uncertain (one out of two)

test signal frequency. Values for 5 listeners and

their means. i

one measurement block. To determine the importance

of this a priori information, we introduced uncer-

tainty concerning the test frequency by the algo-

rithm described above. Both test signals and the

masker were presented in phase (Nose condition).

In Fig.4, the results for uncertain frequency

presentation (0) are compared to threshold values

for fixed frequeny (o). The uncertainty has only a

slight influence on the masked thresholds, the ave-

raged difference between the two experimental con-

ditions amounts to 1 dB.

In this experiment, the subjects are obviously

able to concentrate on different frequency regions

simultaneously without strong reduction in sensiti-

vity. If the number of alternative frequencies is

‘ further increased, a monotonous rise of the thre-

sholds is observed /8/.

Frequency and phase uncertainty in a dichotic de—

tection task _

In the following experiment, we apply the uncer-

tain frequency algorithm to a dichotic condition.

In this case, the frequency uncertainty is accompa-

nied by an uncertainty about the optimal binaural

processing strategy. The .masking noise is in phase

at frequencies below 500 Hz and in antiphase at

frequencies above 500 Hz (Non). The low—frequency

test signal was interaurall‘y inverted (5,): the

high—frequency signal was in'phase (So). Thus, 'the
two test frequencies correspond to the two diffe-

rent binaural conditions Nos;I (low-frequency sti—

mulus) and ao (high-frequency stimulus). For com-

' parison, we determined the binaural thresholds for

fixed test frequency in the same binaural condi-

tions.

Fig.5 shows the results of three listeners for

fixed (o,a) and randomly chosen (o,l) test signals'
For all subjects, there is no significant differen-

ce in the threshold values of the two measurements-

Aiditional experiments in other binaural conditions

confirmed this result: The binaural unmasking pro-
cess is not influenced by uncertainty about the in—
teraural phase of masker and test signal.,
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DISCUSSION

The results Presented in Fig.5 emphasize the

f°11°Wing conclusions: The detectability of short

test Signals presented randomly in different criti—

cal bands With different interaural phase relations

Is as good as for fixed signal parameters. As we
assume that an adjustment of the optimal processing

Strategy is “0t Possible within the short test sig-

nai duratiOD, one could argue that the ear uses a

pn°ri information about the different binaural

Conditions. This a Priori knowledge could be aqui—
l‘ed ‘ . .

1n the beginning of the measurement, as the two

teSt Signals are presented clearly audible. It
2::lih:etstored as different processing strategies

No frequency regions of interest.
talltZZYSt’ this way of reconciling our experimen-

S With the ideas of the EC theory does
not . _

h°1d 1f the two signals are presented within

20 _' l I I I I _

dB 3 ‘ 8 °
15 — ’23. _

O

E 10— 2" “as: ”' H_
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Fig.5: BMLD of a 20 ms test signal as 5 function of

frequency. Masker N01, test signal at frequencies

below 500 Hz 5: (0,0), at frequencies above 500 Hz

So (u,l). Open symbols: Fixed test signal frequen-

cy. Closed symbols: Uncertain test signal frequen-

cy. a) to c): 3 subjects.

the % critical band. For the test signal pair

500 Hz 51/ 500 Hz 50, the optimal strategy has to '

be subtraction of the two channels (for the S‘sig-

nal) and addition for the So signal. Thus, dif-

ferent strategies are necessary according to the

test signal phase. As the binaural system reaches a

significant BMLD in this condition, it must be ab—

le to apply different transformations instantane-

ously within the same critical band.

This outcome of the experiments is much more

compatible with cross-correlation models of binau—

ral interaction /3,4,9—1l/'. In these models each

binaural stimulus leads to a specific two-dimensio-

nal excitation pattern (cf. introduction). Test

signals with different interaural phase relations

excite different places along the t—axis. Uncer-

tainty about test signal frequency and phase re-

sults in uncertainty about the exact place of exci-
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tation within this cross-correlation pattern. Our

results emphasize that uncertainty about interaural

phase (one dimension within the cross-correlation

pattern) has the same (negligible) effect as uncer-
tainty about test signal frequency (the other di-

mension, cf. Fig.4). In the same way as. in monaural

hearing the listener can concentrate on different-

freguencies simultaneously, he seems to be able to

concentrate on different interaural delays in bi-

naural hearing. Therefore, the a priori information

about the interaural parameters does not further

improve the detection of binaurally presented sig—

nals.
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Abstract

Speech research and psycholingustic research

into spoken language comprehension have a

common interest in the processes of acoustic— .

phonetic analysis. This paper argues that this

common goal should be reflected in a common

research programme, integrating together the

questions and the techniques of the two

disciplines. Without .such an integration,

neither discipline can expect to achieve adequate

answers to its characteristic questions.

Introduction

A fundamental goal of the phonetic sciences is to

Characterise the ways in which the acoustic

Burns] is mapped onto an acoustic-phonetic level

of mental representation. This objective is

subsumed within one of the major . goals of

exPerimenta] psycholinguistics -- namely. to
characterise the mapping from the speech signal

onto a level of meaning representation. But
despite this intimate inclusion relation. there has

been surprisingly little direct contact between

the two disciplines. Research in phonetics has

I)?“ only limited attention to the wider context.
Within which the processes of acoustic-phonetic

anall'Sis presumably operate. By the same token,

PSYCholinzuistic research into spoken language

c"’"lpI‘I-ihensiion has tended to' neglect the

FOmI-‘lexities of the acoustic—phonetic input and
its analysi‘s.

This 'bidirectional indifference is doubly
Surprising when we consider just how strong the

1h.tawelml'Nience must be between the. two

dlficiplines at the point where their interests

directly. converge: that is, at’ the interface

between acoustic-phonetic and lexical processes.

From the phonetic perspective, the emphasis,

naturally enough, is on the computation of

acoustic-phonetic representations from the speech

input. From the psycholimzuistic perspective. the

extraction of meaning depends upon access to the

mental lexicon. and this in turn depends upon

the ability of the system to map the speech input

onto mental representations of lexical form via an

acoustic- phonetic representation.

In other words, both disciplines are closely

concerned'with one and the same representation

—- what we label here as the input representation

-— mediating between the speech signal and the

mental representations of lexical form. The goal of

this paper is to demonstrate that it is both

necessary and possible to investigate the

properties of this representation from both

perspectives. We want to show, on the one hand,

how the input representation, and the processes

mapping it onto the lexicon, are constrained by

_the signal and its acoustic-phonetic analysis. and,

on the other, how the input representation and

its construction are influenced and constrained

by the target lexical representations, and by the

properties of the language in general.

Research in our laboratories over the past three

years has been guided by this dual

perspective, aiming at the development of a

unified picture of the early stages of the speech

understanding process. The following sections

give an overview of some of this research. In the

first part. we will focus on some ways in which

'the properties of the speech siznal constrain the

input representation and lexical access,' and on

the consequences of this for the theoretical

assumptions that have been used to justify the

separation of acoustic-phonetic issues from "the

lexical. level._ In» the second. we will discuss

research into the processing structure of the
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interface, focussing on the directionality of

information flow within the system. In the

concluding section of the paper we will turn to

some research into the role of the listener's system

of phonological knowledge in mediating the

relationship between the signal and the lexicon,

and the consequences of this for the input

representation.

The speech signal and lexical access

The conventional division between psycholinguistic
research into spoken word recognition and phonetic

research into speech analysis is based on the

assumption that lexical access is largely insulated
from the detailed properties of the speech signal
and the way it carries information over time. This

assumption in turn depends on a number of

further assumptions about the properties of‘the

speech processing system. The most important of
these —- as we argued here four years ago (9) ——

seem to be the following.

First. one must assume that there are two distinct
levels of perceptual representation computed

during speech analysis. These correspond,

respectively, to an acoustic—phonetic level of

analysis and to a lexical level. Secondly, one must

assume that the properties of the acoustic—phonetic
level, and of the processes that map from the

speech signal onto this level, can be determined
solely with reference to phenomena internal to this

level. and without reference to the role of these
processes in providing the basis for -a further
mapping onto the mental lexicon. Thirdly -- and
most crucial for the psycholinguistic neglect of the
speech signal -- there is the assumption that the.
representation generated at the acoustic-phonetic
level (the input. representation) is highly
abstracted from the detailed 'properties of the
input to the acoustic-phonetic processor. In fact,
psycholinguistic research into lexical access has

standardly been conducted on the assumption that
the input to the lexicon is a string of phonemic
labels, and. indeed, that this is also an adequate
characterisation of the properties of lexical form
representations.

In this part of the paper we will argue that this'
cluster of assumptions. is false. The detailed

properties of the speech signal, and of the way it

carries discriminating information over time, are

tracked' faithfully and continuously at the lexical

level. The psycholinguistic problems of lexical
access and selection cannot be isolated from the
problems of acoustic-phonetic analysis.

The salient feature of the speech signal, considered
as an information channel. is that it is based on a
continuous sequence of articulatory gestures, which

result in a continuous modulation of the signal.
Cues to any individual phonetic segment are
distributed across time, and, in particular, they
overlap with cues to adjacent segments. This means

that the speech signal is rich in what we can call
partial information -- that is, anticipatory cues to
the identity of an upcoming segment. As the

listener hears one segment, he will also hear

partial cues to the identity of the next. '

An example of this is the presence of cues to the
place of articulation of a word-final plosive in the
formant structure of the preceding Vowel. Thus,

in the word scoop, the lips may move towards
closure for /p/-during the vowel, while in scoot
the tip and body of the tongue are brought
forward to form closure for the /t/. Both

movements. conditioned by the place feature of the
consonants, produce differences in the formant

frequency patterns towards the end of the vowel.

The question we have asked in recent research is
whether this type of partial information is made
available at the lexical level. How far is the on-line
process of lexical access, and selection sensitive to
the continuous nature of information transmission
in the speech signal, and to the availability of
partial information as it accumulates over time? To
the extent that such sensitivity can be
demonstrated, then the separatist assumptions we
listed above seem to fail. .lf word candidates can
be accessed and identified on the basis of partial
information about the identity of a sound segment:
then this. causes fundamental problems for the
claim that the speech input is. mapped' ONO
representations of word-forms.in the mental lexicon
in terms of complete phonemes (or units of a
similar or larger size) '
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we have investigated this question in a number of

studies,carried out in English, Bengali, and Dutch

(4, 7, 11, 12), which have used the speech gating

task to trace the temporal microstructure of

acoustic-phonetic uptake during spoken word-

recognition. We foCus'here on the English studies,

looking at the uptake at the lexical level of partial

cues to word—final place and voice. in CVC

monosyllables (11,12).

These were experiments in which listeners heard

gated fragments of CVC’s, drawn from pairs

contrasting in place (like scoop/scoot) or in voice

(like log/lock). The words were presented in

increments of 25 msec, focussing on the 125

milliseconds leading up to the closure of the vowel.

Gate 0 in Figure 1 repreSents the gate at which

the vowel terminated. The subjects were required

at each increment to say what they thought the

word was, or was going to become. ‘
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PM the Place contrasts, which here involved CVC’s

ending in voiceless plosives and matched for

fI'eillK-IY‘ICY. partial information as to place 'Of
articulation is conveyed by the chansimt spectral

Properties of the vowel as it approaches closure.

The question at issue was whether this would

affect lexical access and selection, as reflected in

the subjects’ responses at each gate. Is. then

their responses should start to diverge before

vowel closure (i.e., before Gate 0), and certainly

before they hear the plosive release, falling some

80-100 msec after closure. The results. summarised

in Figure 1, clearly show this early divergence,

with a strong preference at Gate 0 for the word

with the correct place of articulation.

For the voicing' contrasts (involving pairs like

rip/rib and dog/dock) we were asking similar

questions, but looking now at a durational cue -—

vowel length is a powerful cue to voicing in

English. In the gating task, listeners hear the

vowel slowly increasing in length over successive

gates. Our question was whether they could

exploit this, information as it became available.
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Figure-2: Lexical responses to pairs of CVC’s

contrasting in voice. The correct responses are

cases where the subjects respond with the member

of the pair with the correct vaice (e.g.. dock).

incorrect responses "are cases where they respond

with other member of the pair (e.g.. dog).

Turning to Figure 2,,where Gate 0 again represents

vowel closure, we see that after an initial period in

which voiceless responses predominate. listeners

successfully discriminate voiced from
start to e vowel
voiceless words as soon as ,the length of th d

starts to exceed the durational criterion. (aroun
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135 msec from vowel onset for this particular

stimulus set).

What we find. then, in Figures 1 and 2, is clear
evidence for the immediate uptake of accumulating
acoustic information. There do not appear to be

any discontinuities in the projection of the speech
input onto the lexical level. The speech signal is
continuously modulated as the utterance is
produced, and this continuous modulation is
faithfully tracked by the processes responsible for
lexical access and, selection. As the spectrum of a_
vowel starts to shifts towards the place of
articulation of a subsequent consonant, this is
reflected in a shift in listeners' lexical choices.
which becomes apparent about 25-50. msec before

closure. As the duration of a vowel increases, the
listener produces lexical choices that reflect these
changes in duration, shifting from voiceless to
voiced as the durational criterion is reached and
surpassed. at about 50—75 msec before closure.
There is immediate use of partial durational cues,

just as there is immediate use of partial spectral
cues.

Lexical processing is clearly not insulated from the
detailed properties of the speech signal.
Psycholinguists interested in the temporal
structure of the speech understanding process
cannot ignore the variations in information flow
that stem from the continuous modulation of the

'incoming speech signal. By the same token.
research into the properties of acoustic-phonetic
processing will have to acknowledge the direct
relevance of its subject-matter for processes at the
lexical level.

The processing structure of the interface

We turn now a different perspective on the
properties 'of the interface between acoustic-
phonetic and lexical processes. This involves the
structure of the interface viewed as an
information-processing system. If we are talking
about different levels of analysis during speech
processing. and discussing the flow of information
between these levels. then we need to'specify the
directionality of this flow, and to determine the
contraints on how information at one level can

affect processes at another level. Is information-
flow strictly "bottom—up", in the sense that
information flows in one direction only. from the
speech signal, via an acoustic-phonetic processor,
up to the lexical level. Or does the system allow
for "top-down" effects as well, in the sense that
information at a higher level can feed back to
lower levels and directly affect the outcome of
these lower level processes.

We have seen in the preceding section how the
time-course of lexical access and selection is
determined by the properties of the signal and
its‘ on-line acoustic-phonetic . analysis.
Information originating in the sensory input flows
continuously in a bottom-up fashion to drive lexical
processing. The further results of these gating
studies (11. 12) looking at the effects of at least
one lexical variable (the frequency of occurrence of
the word being heard), suggest that the bottom-up
(sensory) input has the priority in determining the
outcome of lexical access and selection. Although
word frequency did have an effect. with subjects
initially tending to respond with more frequent
words (for pairs of words where we explicitly
contrasted frequency). the scope of these effects
was severely limited. In particular, frequency only
affected lexical processing under conditions where
the available sensory information was sufficiently
ambiguous or indeterminate to allow a choice
between one or more alternatives.’ But these
effects dissipate immediately as , soon as more
determinate bottom-up information became available.

This processing asymmetry between the importance
of bottom-up and top—down processes is in
apparent conflict with a strong current trend to
assign an important role to top—down information-'
flow during speech processing. on this type/Of/
account. decisions about the content of the sensory
input (i.e. the identity of segments) are affected
by expectations coming from higher levels of
processing. In effect. the perceptual output 01’

'the mechanisms of - speech perception are
assumed to vary as a function of the lexical
context in which the speech input occurs.

Evidence for top-down information flow comes
from a variety of sources. including studies of

phonetic catesorization and phoneme restoration.
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Phonetic categorization (for example, the

identification of stimuli falling at different points

along some acoustic—phonetic continuum) has been

claimed to be influenced by the lexical status of
the item bearing the phonetic segment. In one

such study (6) the voice onset time (VOT) of

stimulus initial stop consonants was manipulated

to construct a voicing continuum. These
stimuli were chosen such that the lexical status of

each stimulus changed from a word to a non-word,

as in dash/tash, as a function of the voiced or

unvoiced character of this initial phoneme.

Subjects were asked to make a forced

phonetic choice (i.e. between /d/ and /t/). It was

found that the lexical status of the item led to a
shift in the location of the phoneme boundary

along the VOT continuum. in the direction of word
rather than non-word responses. This result was

interpreted as showing that the perception of the
identical speech sound can differ depending on its
status at the lexical level -- whether it forms a
word or a non-word.- '

The phenomenon of phoneme restoration has also
been taken as evidence for a contribution of the
lexical level to phonetic processing. Listeners

lyrically report that an utterance sounds intact
even when a part of it has been replaced by an
extraneous noise. According to Warren (13). this

ability to restore the missing speech sound
shows that the perception of speech is

mediated by higher levels, via a top—down
Processing link.

A major weakness in this type of evidence for top-

down Perceptual processes is that it ignores the
t“‘I’OI‘III- properties of the proposed top-down

information flow. In fact, it is critical to determine
When tfill-down information first becomes
(available to influence processing. and whether this
Influence operates quickly enough to affect the
sentinuous and immediate bottom-up analysis. The
lmPOPl-ance of temporal variables in controlling
information flow in lexical processing can be seen

In. a more recent .study (2) of phonetic

Fategm‘ization. where time constraints were
mtmduced. When subjects were required to

make $1398d phonetic decisions, a lexical
effect was found only for slow responses. but

disaI’Peal‘ed for fast ones. This suggests that a

certain amount of time, or more precisely - a

substantial amount of acoustic information - needs
to accumulate before the lexicon can exert its
influence on the bottom-up analysis. The critical
question arises whether this top-down influence
comes into play before the bottom-up analysis has

been completed. '

We have conducted a number of experiments

investigating the temporal properties of these

proposed top-down lexical effects, in order to

determine whether lexical constraints do in fact

influence on—line processes at lower levels of

analysis. We will present here a sample of this

research (for more details, see Frauenfelder, Segui.

and Dijkstra, this volume).

To trace the time-course of lexical effects, we

selected words containing phoneme targets to be

detected in different positions in the words.

These targets occupied four different positions

with respect to the words' uniqueness points (word

onset, before uniqueness point. after uniqueness

point, word offset) -- for an example set. see Table

1.

Table 1

' Examples of Monitoring Stimuli

WORD NONWORD

ITEM ONSET Pagina Pafima

BEFORE UP jaPanner joPammel

AFTER UP olymPiade arimPiako

ITEM OFFSET bioscooP deoftooP

The Uniqueness Point (UP) is defined as the point

at which a spoken word becomes uniquely

identifiable. going from word-onset. Nonwords

were created by changing one or more segments in

the original word. while keeping the target’s local

phonetic environment as constant as possible.

The dependent variable that we measured was

the subject's latency to detect a prevmusly

specified phoneme target. The difference In these
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position in :matched‘ words and. nonwords was
taken to provide a measure of the ,lexical
contribution to the phoneme . detection process.
Figure 3 shows ‘ these differences between
words and nonwordl . as a function. of. target

position. -
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Figure 3: Mean differences between targets in
'k'rotds and non-words as a function of target
position.

There are significant differences between words
and nonwords. but only after the UP. This
suggests that the lexicon exerts itS‘effect on
phoneme detection responses only at a point in
processing ”where just a single candidate is still
compatible with the sensory input. Listeners have
already accessed full lexical information and have
available the entire phonological description of the
word (10). This severely limits'the potential .role of
top-down lexical effects in speech processing. If

_there ‘is a top-down influence on lower' level
processes -- and there has been some dispute as
to whether phoneme detection tasks tap a sub-
phonemic lexical level at all. (e.g., 1)-— then these
effects seem to come into play only after the bulk
of the bottom—up processing has been completed.

'This defeats the potential processing function of
'top-down effects in theories like TRACE (8). where
top——doWn information—flow to the phoneme level has
the effect of tuning the responses of phoneme.
nodes as a function of their lexical environment.

Phonological aspects of the interface

We have spoken - so far about the" relationship
-,between the. acoustic-phonetic analysis of the

speech signal, and the processes of‘ form-based
lexical access and selection. We now turn briefly to
the_ potential role of .phonological factors in

‘ determining the character‘offthis interface. ’

Research in, acoustic-phonetics and in‘lexical access
‘ typically assumes a fully transparent relationship

between the signal and the lexicon - that the
’speech signal makes information available and that
this information is straightforwardly mapped. onto '

'representations of lexical form. In fact,- the
listener’s system of phonological knowledge may
mediate this relationship (3 ,5), with consequences
for the interpretation of the signal which are not
deducible from the properties of the signal alOne.

We see this, for example, 'in recent research that
reveals‘ phonologically. based assymetries in the
lexical interpretation of cues in the speech signal.
These are studies looking at the perceptual
consequences of vowel_ nasalisation (457,11).
contrasting languages like Bengali, where .nasal is
distinctive for vowels, with languages like English,
where' it is not. 0

For English listeners, the presence of nasalisation
in a vowel is an unambiguous signal that they' are
hearing an oral consonant followed by ' a nasal
vowel. But' for Bengali listeners, where
phonetically equivalent vowel nasalisation holds

-both for nasal vowels preceding oral consonants
and for oral vowels preceding nasal consonants,
the presence of nasalisation is ambiguous. What
one sees, however, in a gating task carried out
with Bengali listeners (7), is a very.strong bias to
interpret nasality as signalling the underlying-
marked value [+nasal] for the language. They
interpret nasalisation as signalling the presence of
a' nasal vowel followed by an oral consonant --
the exact opposite of 'the interpretation of the same
acoustic feature in a language like English. This
choice of the Bengali listeners is only explicable if
one takes into account the structure of their
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'feature, then the absence of nasalisation

phonological systems. It is not explicable just in

terms either of the signal, or . , of the

representations of lexical form, taken on their own.

A different kind of asymmetry in the interpretation

of nasalisation i7,ll,12), is a' difference in the

signal value of the presence as opposed to the

absence of nasalisationf When a vowel is nasalised

in English, this has a; strong effect on lexical

choice, ruling out word-candidates where oral

vowels are followed by "oral consonants. The

absence of nasalisation, in- contrast, seems to have

.weaker effects, and does not prevent listeners from

- selecting CVC’s ending with nasal consonants.

This asymmetry may reflect the status of the nasal

feature for vowels in English. Because-English has

.no nasal vowels. it is likely} that the abstract

specification of English vowels does not include.the

feature [nasal]. This means ,that when an

unnasalised vowel is being heard, there is nothing

in the abstract representation of lexical items

ending in nas'als' that could’ exclude» these as

possible responses. If a vowel ”has no nasality

cannot

be a discriminant property of the input. In
contrast. when" the vowel is nasalised, this is a

positive cue to- the' status of the following

consonant, and is treated as_euch by the listener.

These are only preliminary investigations of some

asymmetries in the interpretation of acoustic cues

at the lexical level. . But if we are correct in

“Heating that the ‘ formal. properties - of

PhODOIOKical representations can help determine the

lexical interpretation of the speech input, then this

has important implications for how we should
investigate the properties of the acoustic-phonetic

pro-9955i“! space within which the listener accesses

the mental lexicon. We are arguing. then, "0t 5““ '>

f°r an. integration of the questions and the
techniques of speech

psy°h°lin§m§ti05. in studying 'the interface

between acoustic-phonetic and lexical processing,

but also for the full engagement in this enterprise

0’ the associated linguistic disciplines. ‘

' 11) llarren. P.. t Harslcn-llilson, 11.1).

research and Of '
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ON THE PREDICTION OF PHONEME RECOGNITION BY THE HEARING IMPAIRED
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ABSTRACT

A review of recent research on psychoacoustic
correlates of subnormal speech recognition by
hearing-impaired listeners reveals a confusing
diversity of results. This may be due partly to
the use of recognition measures that derive only
an overall score of percent phonemes correct or a
signal level for a criterion percent correct pho-
nemes. A set of studies is described in which
this problem is approached by scoring the
correctness of perception of specific consonant
features, such as voicing or manner, for correla-
tion with related psychoacoustic capacities, such
as discrimination of vowel duration, discrimina-
tion of the rate of formant transition,‘and modu—
lation detection. The availability of cues to
consonant features is controlled by processing to
degrade selected cues in the test syllables
and/or by selection of listeners with limited cue
reception. Fairly useful correlations were found
from the point of view of predicting feature per-
ception differences among individuals.

INTRODUCTION

The past decade has witnessed increasing
interest in the relation between impaired speech

~recognition and basic psychoacoustic performance,
such as auditory resolution of intensity, fre-
quency, and time. Knowledge of such relations
could contribute to our understanding of speech
processing at the cochlear level; when substan--
tial speech/psychoacoustic relations are ‘found,
the similarities between the psychoacoustic
assessments and analogous physiological measures
of audition enable inferences to be drawn about
the auditory analysis of speech. A more prac-
tical intent of these studies. is to identify
measures that might predict speech recognition
performance more effectively than traditional and
current audiological techniques. However,
whether for predictive purposes or to gain more
basic knowledge, relations between speech/psycho-
acoustic performances have yet to be firmly
established due in part to the diversity of
findings throughout investigations thus far. The
variability in results is apparent among some of
the more recent studies.

Haggard et al. (1986)[11 found that the pre-
dictiveness of psychoacoustic tuning curves (PTC)

and pure tone sensitivity for speech performance
in noise was affected by the frequency response
used for speech presentation. For a flat
response, tone thresholds and abb eviated PTC
measurements (Lutman and Wood, 1985 2]) at 2 kHz
were each similarly effective in predicting
speech performance. For a rising response, ade-
quate predictions for speech performance required
both tone thresholds and PTCs. The speech
measure was a speech identification test from
which an overall score was obtained for correct
consonant recognition.

. Of the audiometric and psychoacou tic
variables measured by Lutman and Clark (1986)13 ,
threshold sensitivity at 2 kHz was the best pre-
dictor of, although only moderately related to,
speech performance in noise of 23 hearing-
impaired subjects ranging in age from an to 72-
Subject age also showed some predictive value for
speech performance. While frequency resolution
and gap detection at 2 kHz were moderately
related to speech performance via simple correla-
tions, they lacked uniqueness as predictors of
speech performance via multiple regression. The
index of speech performance was the signal-to-
noise ratio, determined adaptively, that yielded
about 70% correct word identification.

Using a similar speech performance index
Stelmachowitz et al. (1985) ”I measured recOgni-tion of monosyllabic words in noise and corre-lated the S/N ratio for 75% correct with impairedsubjects' frequency selectivity, as indicated
from psychoacoustic tuning curves. (These curvesplot the levels, as a function of frequency. ofnarrow-band remote maskers that just mask a pPObetone, of, 2000 Hz in this study). Frequencyselectivity values derived from the curves were
found to Predict the speech recognition -level
with correlations on the order of .65 in the
broad-band noise and .70 in the low-pass noise;
combining various selectivity parameters
accounted for 68% and SW} of the variance,
respectively.

Lamore et- a1. (1985)[51 tested 32 severely/profoundly hearing-impaired adolescents f0?audiometric and _psychoacoustic performances;which were analyzed relative to the speech recep-tion threshold (SRT) and maximum word discrimina-tion scores in quiet. (SRT is the lowest speechlevel or, speech-to-noise ratio at which thelistener Judges meaningful speech to be at least50$ correct.) Between the two speech measures:
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the SRT showed somewhat better relations to the

auditory measures than did the word discrimina—

tion scores. Of course, the SRT showed the
highest relations to pure tone threshold sen-

sitivity (.83 to .92). At least moderate rela-
tions were seen between the SRT vs DL for

frequency and for critical ratios measured with
low and mid frequency tones (correlations were
.57 to .76). These same auditory measures
yielded the highest correlations to word discri-
mination scores in quiet. Measures of amplitude
modulation for white noise and temporal integra-
tion generally manifested poor relations to the
speech performances.

Dreschler and Plomp (1985)[51 related various
audiometric and psychoacoustic variables to
speech perception in quiet and in noise for 21
hearing-impaired subjects from 13 to 20 years of
age. The measure of speech perception was the
SRT for sentences (Plomp and Mimpen, 1979)[7 .
Speech perception in quiet was best predicted by
the amount of loss, as represented generally by
the mean audiometric tone thresholds, and speci-
fically by the SOD-Hz threshold. In contrast,
audiometric variables had little power for pre-
dicting speech perception in noise, which was
best predicted by measures of gap detection and
the critical ratio--believed to reflect
indirectly the frequency resolution capabilities
of the ear. These psychoacoustic measures
accounted for about 70% of the variance among the
subjects' hearing for stfiech in noise.

Preminger and Wiley (1985) tested consonant
recognition in quiet and PTCs for 3 pairs of two
subjects each matched for audiograms showing
either flat, low-, or high-frequency losses.
Within either subject pair of low- or high-
frequency losses, the subject with poorer con-
sonant recognition manifested a more abnormal PTC
in the frequency region where the loss was
greatest. Hence, pure tone threshold sensitivity
appeared to show less association with consonant

_recognition than did 'frequency resolution.

Dorman et al. (1985)‘91 related identification
for synthetic, burstless lga/ in a /ba, da, ga/
continuum to 2 kHz tone thresholds and frequency
Selectivity of aged listeners who generally
showed reduced perception for /ga/. The optimal
tokens of Iga/ contained F2 starting frequencies

near 2 kHz. While a moderate relation to lga/
identification was found for 2 kHz tone

thresholds, a lower relation occurred for the
measure of 2 kHz frequency selectivity versus

‘/SE/ identification.
With few exceptions (6-5., Dorman. 1985M;

Preminger and Wiley, 1985‘8 ), a common element
- am°n8 these studies of psychoacoustic versus

SpeeCh performance is the representation of
8beach recognition by a total performance score.
which is then analyzed for its relation to
PGYchoaccustic performance. Such global scores
are gross measures of speech recognition and do
not reveal the particular acoastic patterns in
39690h that may be imperceptible for a hearing-
1mPaired listener. Among the temporal and
Spectral cues available for use in recognition of
Phonemes, the hearing-impaired listener may rely
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exclusively on: one type of cue, because other
cues are imperceptible. For example, in distinc-
tions of final consonant voicing, some of our
listeners seemed to depend primarily on the vowel
duration cue since their reception was reduced
for consonant constriction cues or spectral cuis
in tPe vowel. offset (Revoile et al., 1982!10 ,
1985 111). If a listener's speech perception is
limited to use of only certain cues, such infor-
mation would seem relevant to correlational ana-
lyses of speech and psychoacoustic performances.

Underlying the effort to relate psychoacoustic
performance and speech recognition is the assump-
tion that psychoacoustic discrimination for a
particular type of stimulus is associated with a

'similar mode of auditory processing for speech
recognition. Yet few attempts have been made to
examine given auditory abilities in relation to
the use of particular types of acoustic patterns
involved in speech recognition. The

speech/psychoacoustic relations may be more
easily determined if speech recognition is
measured according to each of several classes of
cues that contribute to phoneme distinctions, for

example, temporal cues, dynamic spectral cues, or.
static spectral cues. Relative to these classes,

then psychoacoustic performances for analogous

stimuli could be examined (as well as for the
more traditional types of psychoacoustic stimuli
used for this purpose). The psychoacoustic per-
formances found to relate most highly with the

speech measures may be those that used acoustic

stimuli resembling the critical speech-cue pat-

terns.
A study modeled after this approach would test

consonant recognition according to articulatory

features using stimuli altered to contain only

one type of cue per feature category. Thus,

recognition of a test consonant would depend only

on the perceptibility for the listener of the

single available cue per stimulus. The stimuli

used to test psychoacoustic performance would be

selected according to the dominant acoustical

domain of the critical cue. For example, in a

study of VOT use for voicing perception of ini-

tial stop consonants, a temporal measure of

psychoacoustic performance would be indicated.

In our investigations of speech perception by

the hearing impaired we have employed cue-

degraded spoken stimuli to determine the cues

used by hearing-impaired listeners for consonant

recognition. Listeners are tested with different

conditions of cue degraded nonsense syllables,

among which' the different redundant cues have

been progressively eliminated. When a listener s

performance declines significantly for a given

condition of cue deletion, then it is apparent

that the absent cue is important to perception.

The following text describes three experiments

in which the relations were examined between

psychoacoustic performance and consonant recogni-

tion, where both were measured by stimuli thought

to require similar types of auditory processing.



VOWEL DURATION DISCRIMINATION VS USE FOR
CONSONANT VOICING IDENTIFICATION

Some hearing-impaired listeners with
severe/profound losses may rely predominantly on

' the vowel duration cue to distinguish voicing
perceptiont f r' word-{1T1 consonants (Revoile et
al., 1982 1985 11 ). In an experiment on
enhancemen of the vowel duration cue (Revoile et
al., 1986 ), we used stimuli representing a
range of vowel durations to test recognition of
final fricative voicing for severely/profoundly
hearing-impaired listeners (N=25).

Method. For each of the syllables lbaEs/,
/ba¢z/, /b£¥L fl, lbaavl, ten different spoken
utterances were selected from a larger pool of
stimuli to vary systematically in vowel duration.
The vowels of the /baas/-/baef/ utterances ranged
from 21” to 298.ms, and of lbaez/-/baav/, from
277 to 412 ms.

Identification of the utterances was tested
via single-interval trials in which a listener
chose a response from among the h syllables plus
lbae/, displayed on an answer box. No feedback

. of correct responses was given. Voicing percep-
tion, was scored across all four fricatives
(errors for place of articulation were ignored),
yielding a percent correct score for each of two
blocks of 40 utterances. These tests were admi-
nistered at the end of the experiment on vowel
duration cue enhancement. _

- The stimuli used to test vowel duration
discrimination ranged from 200 to H75 ms, in
steps averaging 10 ms. The stimuli were composed
of iterations of a single pitch period that had
been extracted from a typical test syllable.
Duration discrimination thresholds were measured
adaptively via 2A/3IFC trials in which listeners
chose the longer stimulus relative to two iden-
tical reference stimuli of 197 ms, each.
Correct-answer feedback followed each trial.
About 32 trials were presented to reach
threshold, which was taken as the smallest dura-
tion difference yielding 70% correct responses.
About 5 threshold measurements of-vowel duration
discrimination were obtained per listener
throughout the experiment.

All stimuli were presented to each listener's
better ear at a comfortable level, established
via an adaptive procedure at the beginning of
each test session. A computer controlled 'all'
procedures. Stimulus events during trials were
signalled to the listener by flashing lights on
an answer box. . -

Results. Final fricative voicing perception
fon the listener group averaged 68% (S.D.:17.3)
and ranged from 35% to 98% among the listeners.
For discrimination of vowel .duration, the
listeners' mean jnd was 36 ms (S.D. = 2H.5) rela-
tive to a 197-ms reference vowel. Among the
'listeners the jnds ranged from 17 to 89 ms,
however about 3/4 of the group obtained jnds
smaller than the mean.

A multiple regression analysis was carried out
to examine the relations of various auditory
measures, including vowel duration discrimina-
tion, to final fricative voicing perception.

cue.

While the zero-order correlation (simple 5) of
vowel duration discrimination versus ‘fricative
voicing was modest (-.41) relative to the other
variables analyzed, the third-order partial
correlation (-.37) re vowel duration discrimina-
tion equaled that of the 250 Hz tone threshold,
which showed the highest zero-order relation to
the . fricative voicing scores (-.87).

The similarity among listeners for discrimina-
tion of vowel duration may account for the barely
moderate relation of this measure to final frica-
tive voicing perception, for which a fairly con-
tinuous distribution of scores was found. This
continuous distribution was partly due to the
inclusion of some listeners who could use cues in
the vowel onset to distinguish final consonant
voicing, in the absence of the vowel duration

It is possible that the relation between vowel
duration discrimination and use of the vowel
duration cue for final consonant voicing percep-
tion is too categorical to be well described by a
regression model. That is, some criterion level.
of vowel duration discrimination may be necessary
to support the use of the vowel duration cue.
However, discrimination ability beyond that cri-
terion -level may. be unrelated to cue use.
Supporting this idea is our finding that u of the
5 listeners who performed at chance level [(5511
for voicing perception, were also those who

'showed the poorest vowel duration discrimination
(jnd >57 ms) among the listeners overa11.'

TRANSITION DISCRIMINATION VERSUS USE FOR
.GLIDE MANNER PERCEPTION' '

' ‘For many persons with hearing impairments, the
difficulties they experience in speech recogni-
tion may be related to deficient reception for
formant transitions in speech. There seems to be"
no research that has attempted to test a-given
group of subjects for their ability to discrimi-
nate transitions, as well as for their use of
transitions for consonant perception. In this
study we examined hearing-impaired listeners both
for their usé‘of transitions for consonant per-
ception and for their discrimination of tran-
sitions that were generated to simulate those
present in the spoken syllables containing the
test consonants.

Method. Perception-was assessed for the ini-
tial phonemes of the Syllables lwaek, jnk, bask.
gak, daek,ak/. For each syllable, 6 different'
utterances (male talker) were tested. A block of
36 utterances was tested at least 5 times for
each listener, according to the procedure
described above for the study of vowel duration
cue use.

The listeners were 21 impaired- and 6 normal-
hearing students at Gallaudet. The mean .5, 1. 2
kHz threshold- average was 84 dB HL 'for the
impaired group, and ranged from 64 to 105 dB HL-
All listening was done monaurally (better ear)
with the stimuli presented at the listeners' com-
fortable levels. The normal-hearing‘ listeners
were presented the stimuli at 75 dB SPL-

Among the other measures obtained were discri-
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mination thresholds for different continua of

synthetic transitions that varied in either fre-

quency extent or duration. The stimuli were two-

formant signals, (parallel resonance synthesis)

designed -to resemble -the transition. charac-

teristics of the velar glide and stop consonants

in the /j3£k/ and /gazk/ syllables. Thresholds

were assessed using 2A/3IFC trials, with sub-

sequent feedback, in an adaptive procedure. In

tests for discrimination of transition duration,

the transition - frequency‘ extent . was held

constant; the duration 3 threshold" obtained

‘corresponded to the just-longer duration of tran-

‘sition.that could be discriminated relative to a

reference stimulus with a stop-like duration of

.the transition. For discrimination bf'transition

frequency extent, the threshold was the minimum

transition frequency extent that could be discri-

minated relative 'to, a steady state formant.

Results. Results are reported here for one._

measure each of transition duration discrimina- .

tion and of transition frequency extent discrimi-

nation. For both transition frequency extent ’

and. transition 'duration discrimination, per-

formance by the hearing-impaired group was poorer

than that seen for the normal group. In the test

for transition duration discrimination, the
hearing-impaired group required a transition that

was 123 ms in duration in order to distinguish.

the difference relative to the 70 ms reference

stimulus. In comparison, the normal group could

discriminate a shorter duration transition of

about 100 ms relative to the 70 ms reference.

Transition frequency extent was-discriminated

relative. to a steady state reference. The

hearing-impaired group required‘an F1 transition

of over'100 Hz to discriminate its presence rela-

tive to a steady state stimulus.‘ The normal-

hearing listeners discriminated an F1 transition
of less than 50 Hz relative to,the steady state. \

Percent correct perception is reported only

for the glides cf each repetition of a block of

utterances, per listener. _Mean perceptibn of

Slide manner (place errors ignored) for the

hearins-impaired group averaged 73%, while mean

Phoneme perception was about 601. (Note that the
normal-hearing group perceived (week/ and_/J39k/I
syllables with 100% accuracy.). “ .

The results for glide manner perception ~for

the /33¢k/ and /w3ek/ syllables were analyzed
relative to the disorimination results for tran-

31tion duration and transition frequency extent.

Pearson product moment-correlations for lwaek/ .
versus discrimination of frequency extent and of

transition duration, respectively, were --27 and

--23, and for /jaak/, —.u5 and -.59-(2(-05)- The
. direction .of' the .correlations was negative f°r

each _ana1ysis indicating. generally that the
hiSher the glide manner score, the smaller'the.

freQuency extent or duration of transition that
could be discriminated.‘ ” '

The size of the coefficients obtained between
transition discrimination and /jaLk/ perception,
both greater than -.uo, reveals that transition

‘discrimination was moderately .related to manner

perception for the velar glides. In other wordsh
the discrimination abil_ity".fdr the‘tra'nsition
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, and Plomp (1913)

- stimuli tended to indicate how well a listener
would perceive manner perception for the velar
glides. This suggests that the listeners' abili-

. ties to use transitions for velar glide manner
perception appears somewhat related to their abi- '
lity to discriminate glide-like synthetic tran-

,sitions. 1.

AMPLITUDE 'MODULATION VS INTERVOCALIC CONSONANT

' IDENTIFICATION

Finally, as an adjunct to several speech per-

ception studies, we have obtained some data on

the detection of amplitude modulation at very low

rates by our hearing-impaired listeners, an

interest stimu ate? in part by the work of Festen

13 . Within the] context of a
continuous utterance, relatively rapid spectral

and temporal variations must presumably-be pro-

cessed to 'support consonant perception. For

instance, static spectral shape cues to stop IIHI

sonant identity (Blumstein and Stevens, 1979)

which are usually present for initial consonants

in CV or CVC syllables spoken in isolation, can

be absent or less salient for intervocalic stops

in longer utterances. This places a greater bur-

den on the listener to process transition and/or

spectral change cues _to. consonant identity.

Thus, the rationale _for these studies was the

possibility that a measure like the amplitude

modulation threshold, because it involves pro-

cessing amplitude variations in time, might be

more representative of a listener's ability to

perceive intervocalic consonants than more static

‘ ivit measures. ' , ,

senahile piior work has used modulated broaibgnd

noise ‘(e.g., econ and Viemeister, 185815) ,

[1 ' Lamore et a1. 1985 ' we
E§5§b§se3923 tones, somehimes in a tone complex,

and have concentrated on modulation rates between

u and '12 Hz. 2 These very ~low 'rates are of '

oth because they fall within the area

625:;Szhngi sensitivity to sinusoidal. amplitude

modulation, and because they correspond to the

region of.tempora1 variation most as ogiated gith

dynamic'speech events (Plomp, 1984 ). ‘ our

Hertz is a- typical syllable rate for conver-

sational speech; a rate cf twelve Hertz falls in

‘ the range of more rapid fluctuations that may be

f formant tran-
associated with-the detection 0 ‘

sitions. That is, the rapid rise and fall of

amplitude within a single auditory "channel as a

formant passes across that channel is similar in

" aelength to a 12-Hz 'modulation rate.

. .These data were obtained from 9

11522323: who, with other subjects, were involve:

in a study of speech enhancement_that requ zed

identification of stop consonants in LPC VIIObIe

speech.' The speech stimuli were three-sy a d.

nonsense utterances of the form /BCV19/ .an

Jame/in which v .=- (li/, /a’/, /u/), and C;

' /k/ /b/, /d/, /g/). The tokens, ori—
éihéllnroduced by'a male talker, were analyzzgv

and then resynthesized with an‘ LRC voco te

program. ' They were identified in separl‘aSS

listening 'tests for the Ivoiced and vgicid:n_

stops. ‘. In 'addition to the stander
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tification tasks, the' listeners' modulation
thresholds were measured for detecting several AM
stimuli. Four AM conditions were used, all with

a carrier frequency of 1029 Hz. For three con-
ditions, the carrier was modulated at a rate of 4
Hz, and for the fourth condition the modulation
rate was 12 Hz. Two of the 9-Hz modulated tones

were modulated sinusoidally, but differed in
duration (500 ms versus 1000 ms). For the third
H-Hz modulation condition, the carrier was modu-

lated by a square wave. In the following, these
conditions are labeled SN4 (”-32 sinusoidal

modulation), 304 (”-82 square wave modulation),
SNHX (H—Hz sine modulation extended in duration
from 500 to 1000 ms), and SN12 (12-Hz sinusoidal

.modulation). v
The procedure was a 3-interval task, similar

to those described above, in which depth of modu—
lation was varied adaptively in discrete
logarithmic steps to locate the listener's
threshold for detecting the presence of modula-

tion.
Results. Table I presents the thresholds

obtained from each listener for the various sti-
mulus conditions, three-frequency pure tone
threshold averages (PTA), and average percent
correct stop consonant identification (ID) scores
for .consonants in either stressed syllable
Initial, or Final position, and Combined.

The modulation thresholds varied over a range
of about 25 dB and were generally well correlated
with both the pure tone thresholds and-with the
identification scores. For example, the correla—
tion between PTA and SNHX was -.636 while the
correlation between PTA and combined ID score was
.572. The measure most strongly related to con-
sonant ID score (3;.890) for these 9 listeners
was their threshold for detecting 9-Hz sinusoidal
modulation in the extended-duration AM stimulus
(SNHX). Under regression analysis, the rela-
tionship between SNHX threshold and Combined
identification score was significant [F(1,7) =
16.81; =.0096]. Once this variable was

included in the regression equation, no other
variable produced a significant improvement in

the prediction. ,
These results suggest a, moderately strong

relationship between AM detection thresholds and
intervocalic consonant identification, however,
they must be considered with caution. First, it
is clear from the regression analysis that
variance associated with AM threshold is not
independent of .that associated with the' three
frequency averages. Secondly, the correlations
here benefit from the small number of listeners
and relatively wide range of hearing loss they
exhibit: ”had our population of listeners been
less diverse, or our population of sentences more
diverse, weaker correlations would likely have
obtained. Finally, it is worth mentioning that
the LPC vocoding process used in this experiment
may be thought of as adding noise to the speech.
Consequently, the identification measure here is
actually similar to a speech-in-noise test.

SUMMARY

Prediction of speech recognition abilities on
the basis of auditory discrimination capacities
should be tested using stimuli that represent the
speech features which are cued by the particular
acoustic differentials of the psychoacoustic
'discrimination tests. The potential application
of this approach was tested in three studies
using psychoacoustic measures of 1) duration
discrimination, 2) rate of formant transition,
and 3) detection of amplitude modulation to be

' correlated with recognition, respectively, of
stop voicing, glide consonants, and intervocalic
stops. The 'results yielded generally modest
correlations suggesting that much additional
research is required prior to the successful
development of a predictive relational model bet-
ween psychoacoustic characteristics of impaired
hearing and phoneme perception.

Table l. Three—frequency (.5. 1.0. 2.0 kHz) Pure Tone Averages (PTA). Hodulstion
Detection Thresholds (dB re 100 percent modulation). and percent correct
consonant identiiication scores in syllable Initial position. syllable
Final position. and Combined. See text tor modulation conditions.

Subject PTA su12 su4 594 su4x Initial Final Combined
51 72 -25.0 -15.9 -39.9 -22.1 43.55 39.17 ' 41.42an 55 —25.3 -23.5 -29.0 -27.5 50.99 52.53 55.51ca 70 —41.1 -28.1 -33.2 -34.o 75.55 73.05 75.51a: 50 -2a.4 -25.7 -25.5 —29.4 53.52 74.13 55.52HK 57 —25.5 -2o.4 -34.3 —24.5 72.43 55.53 59:03HE 50 -25.3 -24.5 , -29.5 -25.7 45.05 35.01 40.05an 75 ~15.2 -12.7 ~23.5 -15.4 35.05 34.52 35.44Pc 43 -32.7 -22-L -32.5 -32.9 73.04 59.55 71.30an 75 —20.5 -15.9 -19.5 —15.5 45.75 43.59 44.50

Heen 54.2 -27.4 -21.2 -3o.1 -25.7 55.57 _ 55.32 55.95
5.0. 10.5 7.0 5.0 5.0 5.2 15.50 15.79 15.72
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[2]

[3]

In]

[51

[51

_ _m

[81
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COOPERATIVE AND INTERACTIVE MODELS OF HEARING

' . AN INTRODUCTION " .
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Since the days of Ohm. Seebeck and Helmholtz,

we have gained great insight into the
functioning of the peripheral auditory system

of man (and many other species). We finally
begin to understand even Tartini's (1740)
"terzi suoni" as a nonlinear byproduct of
active mechanisms in the inner ear.1

Highly sensitive physical measurements led to

the discovery of "Kemp echoes“ and oto-acoustic

emiSsions. Combined with intracellular (hair

cell) recordings and other physiological
triumphs. the resulting insights have taught

us what we have suspected all along: the

mechanical resonators'in the inner ear (von
Békésy's traveling waves as seen in post mortem

specimens) are but prefilters for delicate

active processes to build on. Only thus can we

understand the astounding sensitivity of our

ears (close to the detection of random molecular

motion) and their great frequency resolution
(almost--but not quite--violating Heisenberg's

Uncertainty Principle).

Psychoaooustic research has likewise made great

”strides in decades past and has contributed

enormouly to our understanding of hearing. _

Mathematical models of auditory functions have

had another heyday--and some models have even

clarified our thinking-about the ear.

While most stimuli used in hearing research have

been of the nonspeech kind--the familiar tones.

clicks and hisses in.a veritable carnival of

poste, pre-, and simultaneous masking paradigms,

,pulsation thresholds, loudness estimates etc.--a

considerably corpus of knowledge using speech.

or speech-like stimuli has also been built up.

1- Not surprisingly,'these "amplifiers" involve

bio-molecular processes--what.elee could go

nonlinear at basilar membrane "excursions"

smaller than 1 Angstrom, the diameter of'the

hydrogen atom.
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These experiments have taught us much about subtle

interactions between the time and frequency domains

and much else that is important for speech

perception. ‘ -

However, there remains a large white area of

unexplored territory, located somewhere between
these two continents explored by past research

using speech- and nonspeech-like stimuli. Numerous
experiments beckon us to enter this noman's land to

discover properties of the auditory system that

arekpre-speech and'yet transcend previous nonspeech
wor . ‘

Why is it that a vibrato ("frequency modulation“)
imparted coherently to the individual components
of a tone complex will tend to fuse these tones

into a perceptual whole? Indeed, what are the

physical parameters in complex stimuli that will

lead to perceptual fusion on the one hand and. on

the other hand, permit the separation of different

"voices" (including those of musical instruments

and other nonSpeech signals).

Why is masking of a tone pulse influenced by the
coherence ("phase stability") of the masker
hundreds of milliseconds before or after the

'maskee [1]? What kind of temporal integration is
at work here?

Considerable integrative capabilities of the human

ear for nonspeech stimuli have also been observed

in the frequency domain, both regarding gross
spectral features ("formants") and s ectral fine

structure ("pitch). A recent model [2] addresses

the-latter problem. but much remains to be
explored on spectral shape integration and timbre
perception. '

In this context, we might consider also the
subnormal speech of hearing-impaired speakers as
another kind of prespeech. Certainly, the results

of research on recognition of such "speech“ are
confusing. to say the least,.in terms of present

'. psyChoacoustic understanding [3].

33, 4.6.1

The perceptual correlates of phonetic features
and their relational properties [4] are another
important subject that needs to be explored
further in the arena of cooperative models of

hearing.

Another area of concern is the interface
between acoustic-phonetic analysis and lexical
processes. W. D. Marslen-Wilson and U. H.
Frauenfelder. in their contribution to this
Symposium [5] argue strongly for integrating
the methodologies of acoustic-speech research
and psycholinguistics.

One of the strongholds of cooperative auditory
processing is the human binaural system and we
welcome a contribution with exciting new results
to this important topic [6]

Itis hoped that the present Symposium, in
addition to auditing exciting new results from
its participants, will provide a forum for
focusing on those cooperative and interactive
aspects of hearing that have been hitherto
largely ignored. Wish that Tallinn will provide
a strong stimulus in our search for new and
revealing auditory stimuli!
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' Abstract

The view taken in this paper is that the apparent variabil-

ity of the acoustic correlates of phonetic features is reduced

if these correlates are described in relational terms. That

is, the acoustic properties are specified in relation to the

spectral and temporal context in which they occur. We

present a number of examples of vocalic and consonantal

features for which there appear to be advantages in speci-r

fying the acoustic correlates in relational terms. ’

1. Introduction

Some acoustic attributes of speech sounds produced by dif-

ferent speakers and in different contexts show a great deal

of variability. This variability is especially evident if the

properties are specified in terms of absolute measurements ' I

such as the frequencies of spectral prominences, times be-

tween acoustic events, or amplitudes of particular regions

in the frequency-time representation of speech. The view

taken in this paper is that much of this variability tends

to disappear if the properties that constitute acoustic cor-

relates of the phonetic features are defined in a relational

sense. The term relational is taken to mean that an at-

tribute at a particular frequency and time in the speech

stream is specified in relation to the context in frequency

and in time in which this attribute occurs.

2. Three frequency regions

In what follows, we shall consider examples of acoustic

properties of classes of speech sounds that appear to be

described most naturally in relational terms. The descrip-

tions are usually in terms of relations between spectral

prominences or periodicities at a particular point in time,

or relations between spectrum amplitudes in particular fre-

quency ranges in adjacent time regions. These relational

properties will refer to spectral characteristics that are ob-

served within broad regions of the audible frequency spec-

trum. In identifying the properties in different broad fre-

quency regions, we are implying that the sound can be

processed in the auditory system in different ways in these

frequency regions. That is, we are assuming that the ca-

pabilities of the auditory system for processing sound in

these frequency regions may be different, although we rec-

ognize that some aspects of the processing are common

to all frequency regions. The edges of these frequency re-

gions are not well defined and there may be some overlap

between the regions. Before discussing in detail examples

of the various relational properties, we will review briefly
what the different basic frequency regions are, and what
are some of the bases for selecting these particular regions.

The lowest frequency region extends up to about 800 Hz,

and usually encompasses the frequency range of the first

formant for adults. Within this frequency range, the fre-

quency resolution as defined by the critical bandwidths,

or by the bandwidths of the psychophysical or physiolog-

ical tuning curves, tends to be independent of frequency,

and is less than 100 Hz. The shape'of the tuning curves

is more orlless symmetrical in this range and there are

no low-frequency tails on the tuning curves [1] The time
resolution is poorer than it is at higher frequencies, as ex-
pected on the basis of the narrower frequency resolution.

Above the low-frequency region, the critical bandwidths

increase with frequency, and the tuning curves are charac- '

terized by low-frequency tails. That is, the auditory filters

in this frequency range can respond to low-frequency en-

ergy in the sound if it is sufficiently large. The time resolu-

tion at these higher frequencies is good, and the auditory Z.

filters respond within a millisecond or two to an abrupt

increase in amplitude.

This high-frequency region is divided into two parts. The

lower part, which we call the midfrequency region, encom-

passes the normal range of variation of the second and

third formants for vowels. The bandwidths of .these for-

] mants for vowels tend to be narrower than the bandwidths

of the auditory tuning curves in this midfequency region.
Within both the low- and midfrequency ranges, there tends
to be synchrony of firing of individual auditory-nerve fibers
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to pure tones and to the frequencies of the first three for-

mants for fibers whose characteristic frequencies are in the

vicinity of one of these frequencies [2, 3, 4].

At much’higher frequencies, probably above 3000 or 3500

HI, the frequency resolution is much poorer than in the

mid- and low—frequency range. The synchrony of firings

of auditory-nerve fibers, either at their own characteristic

frequencies or at the frequencies of nearby spectral promi-

n'ences, is much less evident in this frequency range [2].

The frequencies of the formants for vowels do not con-

tribute significantly to vowel identification at these fre-

quencies. Spectral energy in this frequency range con-

tributes primarily to the identification of particular con-

sonant features, and the important aspect of the auditory-

nerve response is probably its strength rather than the

temporal characteristics of the nerve firings [5]. There are

only about 5 critical bands relevant to speech processing in

this high-frequency range, out of a total of about 22 such

hands when they are spaced in such a way that one critical

band separates adjacent filters.

3. Some relational properties for vowels

3.1 F0 contours

In describing the fundamental frequency (F0) variations

intone languages, it is common to use labels such as high,

Mid, and low tones. These labels are generally consid-

ered, however, to apply in a relational sense. A vowel with

a high tone, for example, is regarded as having, at some

point within the vowel, a maximum in F0 in relation to

the F0 in nearby regions, either within the same vowel or

Within adjacent sonorant regions. Thus in a monosyllabic

word with a high tone, the F0 is higher near the midpoint

of the vocalic nucleus than it is near the beginning and end

0i the vowel. The value of F0 depends, however, on the

individual talker, as well as the position of the vowel in the
sentence unless the word is spoken in isolation. A listener

Presumably interprets this concave downward contour as

was Qualitatively different from a contour that is falling

0.! is concave upward. When interpreting F0 contours, a

listener seems to be examining F0 at one point in time in

{elation to F0 at other points—that is, the listener is mak-

mg use of relational properties. Experiments have shown

that the range of frequency variation of individual tones

Ina tone language (Mandarin) can be reduced drastically

Without modifying their perceptual integrity as long as the
Canton:- shape is preserved, i.e., as long as the relational

”Fem of the contour are maintained [6]. 'Thus F0 con-

tours PYOVide examples of acoustic properties that need {to
be defined in relational terms.

3.2 Relations bets'veen formant frequencies

Experiments of Chistovich and her colleagues [7] have sug-

gested that some aspects of the auditory processing of a

vowellike sound with two spectral prominences are quali-
tatively different depending on the frequency spacing be.

tween the prominences. This conclusion is based on exper-

iments in which subjects are asked to match a vowellike

sound with an adjustable single spectral prominence to be

similar in quality to a two-prominence test stimulus. When

the spacing between the two prominences is less than about

3-4 Bark, listeners tend to adjust the frequency of the -

matching stimulus to be between the frequencies of the two

prominences of the test stimulus. For a greater spacing, a

best match is obtained when the frequency of the match-

ing prominence is equal to one or other of the prominences

of the test stimulus. Our own (unpublished) experiments,

using slightly different stimulus characteristics, have led to

results that are consistent with those of Chistovich et a1.

Syrdal [8] has applied this concept of a critical formant

spacing to an examination of the analysis and perception

' of vowels in English. She has shown that back vowels tend

to have an F2 — F1 difference that is within or close to this

critical range, whereas for front vowels it is the F3 — F2

spacing that is less than 3-4 Bark. One can conclude that

vowel perception is based on a relational property among

the spectral prominence: for the vowel: the second formant

in relation to the first, or the second formant in relation

to higher spectral prominence—usually F3.

3.3 Breathy vowels

A different kind of relational property has been shown to

distinguish between breathy and nonbreathy vowels in lan-

guages that use this feature contrastively. The amplitude

of the fundamental component of the vowel in relation to

the spectrum amplitude of the first formant is greater for

breathy than for nonbreathy vowels [9, 10]. The percep~_

tual relevance of property has been shown by Bickley [10].

While a quantitative specification of this property, valid

across all vowel heights, has yet to be developed, it is clear

that it is the relation between the amplitude of the fun-

damental component and that of higher components that

contributes to the identification of the breathiness feature.

3.4 Formsnt‘contours

When a vowel is produced in the context of consonants,

the formant frequencies usually vary with time through-

out the vowel, and there may not be a time interval in

which the formants remain relatively fixed. Several exper-

iments have compared the identification of vowels charac-

terised by time-varying formant frequencies and those wrth

steady formants [11, 12, 13]. A general outcomeof these

experiments is that the identification of a vowel wrth time.
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varying formant frequencies cannot be predicted from the
formant frequencies sampled at a particular point within
the vowel such as the midpoint or the point where one .
of the formants reaches a maximum or a minimum value.
Identification of the vowel is dependent on the entire con-
tour. Preliminary data of Huang [12] and of Di Benedetto
[13] suggest that the processing may be different for the
first formant (i.e., within the low-frequency region defined
above) and for the second formant. When the first for-
mant (F1) has a concave-downward shape, the equivalent
vowel height is that of a steady vowel with a lower F1
than the maximum F1 on the contour, i.e., the listener
extracts some kind of average frequency from the contour.
The F2 contour tends to be identified with a steady vowel
for which F2 is beyond the maximum or minimum F2 on,
the contour, particularly when the contour is concave up-
ward. Again we can conclude that the listener interprets
the extreme values of the formants in relation to the for-
mant contour preceding and following these maximum or
minimum values.

4. Some relational properties for consonants

4.1 Acoustic correlate of sonorancy

A consonantal segment with the feature [+sonorant] is
characterized by continuity of the spectrum amplitude at
low frequencies in the region of the first and second harmon- -
.ics—a continuity of amplitude that extends into an adja-
cent vowel without substantial change. This property is a
consequence of the fact that there is essentially no obstruc-
tion to the airflow in the airways above the larynx. The
vocal folds can therefore continue to vibrate in a normal
manner, so that the low-frequency amplitude in the radi-
ated sound remains unchanged. The perceptual salience
of this low-frequency continuity has been examined in a
limited way through experiments in which the spectrum
amplitude at low frequencies was manipulated in the con-
sonant region of a synthetic consonant-vowel stimulus (uns
published research of SE. Blumstein and K.N. Stevens).
This manipulation resulted in a continuum in which the
consonant was heard as a prevoiced stop at one end and
a nasal consonant (either [In] or [n] in two different con-
tinua) at the other. The [+sonorant] nasal consonant was
heard when the amplitude of the lowest spectral promi-

nence in the consonant was equal to or greater than the
amplitude in the same frequency region in in the adjacent
vowel. When the low-frequency energy in the consonant
region was weaker, listeners tended to hear the consonant
as a stop rather than a nasal. The correlate of sonorancy
appears to involve a relation between the low-frequency
spectrum amplitudes in the consonant and vowel regions.

4.2 Acoustic correlate of anteriority ,

A consonant with the feature [-anterior] is produced with
a constriction at some point along the vocal tract posterior
to the alveolar ridge. When'the constriction is located in
this region, the lowest front-cavity resonance of the vocal
tract will usually be either F2 or F3. Such a consonant
will have a spectrum that contains one or more spectral

. prominences in the midfrequency region as defined in sec-
tion 2 above. The acoustic correlate of [-anterior] is that
the spectrum amplitude of at least one of these promi-
nences is approximately the same as the amplitude of the
spectral prominence at the same frequency in the adjacent
vowel. That is, there is continuity of the spectrum ampli-
tude for one or more spectral prominences at the release
of the consonant into the adjacent vowel. The evidence
for this property relating midfrequency spectrum ampli-
tudes before and after the consonant release is derived
from acoustic analysis .data and from perceptual experi-
ments with synthetic consonant-vowel stimuli [14, 15, 16].

In separate perceptual experiments with stop and fricative
consonants, the amplitude of a spectral prominence in the
consonant region was manipulated and listeners were asked
to identify the consonant. Results for the fricative exper-
iment have been described previously [17]. For the frica-
tives, the stimuli at.the ends of the continuum'were /§/
([-anterior]) and /s/_ ([+anterior]), whereas for the stops
they were /g/ and /d/ or /k/ and /t/ [16]. In all cases,
the [-anterior] consonant was heard when the amplitude

_ of the midfrequency spectral prominence in the frication
noise wasequal to or greater than the corresponding peak
at the vocal onset, whereas the [+anterior] cognate, was
heard when the noise peak was weaker. It is suggested,
then, that the acoustic correlate of (the feature [-anterior]
can be described as a property indicating the relation be-
tween spectrum amplitudes in the frication noise and in
the vowel.

4.3 Acoustic correlate of' coronality

Consonants that are classified as [+coronal] are often de-
scribed as having a spectrum that rises with increasing
frequency, so that there is substantial energy in the spec-
trum in the higher-frequency range (as defined in section
2 above) [18, 19]. Acoustic analysis of a variety of step,
nasal, and fricative consonants, together with some limited
perceptual experiments [15, 17, 20], have led to a revised
formulation of this property in relational terms. The prop-
erty specifies that the high-frequency spectrum amplitude
in the vicinity of the consonantal release should exceed the
high-frequency amplitude observed after the onset of the
following vowel. The spectrum at the release is regarded
as a spectrum that would be represented in the peripheral.
auditory system in the sense that it is governed by the
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frequency resolution and adaptation characteristics of the

peripheral auditory system.

' ' cation of the acoustic correlate of [+coronal] as

Eli-3:521:31 property involving changes in high-frequency

energy is supported in part by the results of perceptua ex-

periments in which the high-frequency spectrum amphtude

of a burst is manipulated in synthetic consonant-vowelsyl-

lables [20]. Except for this high-frequency energy, the spec-

trum of the burst had no major prominences. The'conso-

sent was identified as an alveolar stop (i.e., having the

feature [+coronal]) when the high-frequency'amphtude of

the burst was within about 5 dB of the high-frequency _

amplitude at the onset of the vowel (assuming neutral for-

mant transitions). If one takes into account the overshoot

in the response at the auditory nerve following an abrupt

onset, this burst amplitude might be expected to yield a

high-frequency response at onset that equals or exceeds the

response in the following vowel. When the high-frequency

spectrum amplitude of the burst was weaker, the conso-

nant was heard as a labial. We conclude that the feature

[+coronal] is based on a relational property, this time in-

volving the high-frequency spectrum amplitude in the con-

sonant region in relation to that in the adjacent vowel.

‘ 5. Concluding remarks

The examples that have been presented here could be ex-

Panded to ipclude a variety of other acoustic properties.

These examples provide support for a view that some ad-

vantage might be gained if the acoustic correlates of pho-

netic features were expressed in relational terms, partic-

ularly relations between acoustic events at nearby pomts

in time. For the most part, these relational properties are

130173n manifested in the listener’s auditory pathway at a

level somewhat higher than the level of the auditory nerve.

The representation of the speech stream at the level of the

auditOry nerve, however, provides a first step in the series

of transformations that ultimately lead to the relational

PmPerties from which phonetic features can be derived.
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ROMAN JAKOBSON AND THE SEMIOTIC FOUNDATIONS 0F PHONOLOGY

Henning 'Andersen

University of Copenhagen

Thispaper focuses on aspects of Roman

Jakobson's theory of phonology which ‘

have had very little impact on contem-

porary phonology, but hold promise for

its future development. Four specific

contributions are mentioned: (1) the

semiotic. analysis of distinctive fea-‘

tures; (2) the delineation of the con-.

tent categories of phonic signs; (3)

the understanding of.language structure

as a system of diagrammatization; and

(4) the relation between code structure

and phonetic regularities in messages.

:l‘hesec'ontributions form the semiotic
foundations of phonology.. '

0; .The title' of this panel discussion
holds an implicit, but obvious invitation

tolook back over the development of mod-

enuphonology and to assess the relation-

Hup between Roman Jakobson's work and the
course this development followed. '

But the topic of this session does not

Ilave‘to be understood as an invitation on-
,1, to look back.
inkeeping with Jakobson's undaunted for-
Wfilrd-looking spirit to examine the rela—
Ufinship between his work and contemporary

PFOROIOQY with a view to the future. One
mlt ask whether there are still import-
:gt lessons we can learn from this great

elllaCher and look to see if there are el-

orenfs _Of his understanding of phonology

rea n81ghts of his which, ‘for whatever

to Slims. were left unexplored and remain

the ;; explOited, and which might enrich
toIcom‘e’.elc,>pment of phonology in the years

. This is the tack I have chosen for
this brief presentation. . 5
Jami? Phonological enterprise, in whidh

Very 13°“.q the prime mover, from its
proneSglnnings in the 1920's was a three-
“W ih‘research program aimed at describ-

mugese Phonological patterns of the lan-
ogy of :f the world, establishing a typol-

°°Verin nown Phonological systems, and un-
. sue% the universal laws that underlie

, ex Pho SYSf—ems. Trubetzkoy's Grundztige

Egfii£_g2lgg;g can be read as an interim
“Hts alLthis progect, for it sums up re-

-a11th c 1eved by the mid—thirties along
ese three lines of research.

It.‘would indeed be more-
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Jakobson early saw that the question

of phonological universals was the most

important task on the agenda. And from

his programmatic statement at the First

International Congress of Linguists (é!

1:3ff.) to‘ The Sound Shape of Language

(1979), he made th s task a central top c

' in‘ his scholarly work.
It is perhaps not surprising, in view

of this research emphasis'of his, that he

came to be understood as an advocate of

the description of all sound patterns in

terms of universals. This understanding,

though, is a misunderstanding in several

respects. . .

In the first place, universals and de-

scription are categ‘orially distinct. Uni-

versal phonology is concerned with the

.species general laws‘ that constitute the

phonological aspects of our faculté de

langage and explain the relative uniform-

ity of all phonological systems. Descrip-

tive phonology, on the other hand, ‘is con-

cerned with the given language particular

sound pattern, which must be grasped as a

' synchronically constituted part of a cul-

tural tradition, fulfilling a multitude of

functions in a given community. -A.sound

pattern is like all other parts of a 1111-.

guistic code a product of history. In .the

individual, it is a technique which has

been acquired through an interplay of na-

ture and nurture. As a social code, how-

ever, it is a system of historically

transmitted, voluntarily imposed semiotic

conventions. The description of such

patterns is an entirely different under-

, taking from the‘ explanation of their rel-

ative uniformity.
In the second place, even though

Jakobson. can perhaps be faulted. for per-

mitting this essential distinction to be

' blurred in some. of his writings, there is

no doubt that he himself had .a constant

and clear conception of the obJect of de-

‘ scription, of what a sound pattern is, as

distinct from the laws the;; govern phono-

- i a1 3 stems (cf. gag: . - ' .

.109 go Jaiobson a sound pattern was first

and foremost a sort of ideology. that is,

a system of signs constituting social val-

ues (SW 1:9). As such it forms part of a

cultur—a-l— pattern, that allfencompassing

ideology through which members of a comma
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nity cognize their world. This conception
was the basis of the parallels he drew be—
tween phonological markedness and the a—
symmetrical relations observable in other
paradigms of cultural values, which may be
equally culture specific, be superficially
similar, but organized differently in dif-
ferent cultures, and be equally subject to
revaluations in the course of history (cf.
Trubetzkoy 1985: 161f.).

It is not difficult to see here a con-
tinuity of thought between Saussure and_
Jakobson. Jakobson acknowledged this con—
tinuity many times (e.g. gfl 3:312 and
especially §fl l:743ff.). '

The structuralist conception of phoe
nology as a system of signs constituting
social values served as the major premiss
for Jakobson's consistent efforts to grasp.
the sounds of language in semiotic terms,
to illuminate the phonic side of speech as
a system of semiotic systems embedded in
culture. It is reflected in his writings

‘on all the fields he contributed to in
which the role of phonic elements is cen—
tral, from descriptive linguistics to lan-
guage acquisition and aphasia, to poetic
language, and to the relatibns between
linguistics and other sciences.

The Saussurean inspiration led Jakob-
son to two important advances. One was
the semiotic analysis of distinctive oppo-
sitions, first presented in lectures in
1939 (sw 3:280ff.) and in 1942 (1978,
especially p. 59ff.). The other was a
gradually elaborated identification of the
categories of content expressed by phonic
signs. His acquaintance with the ideas of
C.S. Peirce led him to an explicit under-
standing of what it means for a system-to
be structured. His work in poetics, fi-
nally, led him to an understanding of the
relation between.code and messages which
is crucially important for phonology. Let
me pass these four points in review.

1; In 1939 Jakobson contrasted the
minimal units of phonology with other lin-
guistic signs and determined that the dis-
tinctive features, or, as I will call them
here, the diacritic opposites, that serve
to distinguish and identify the signifi-
ants of Segmental morphemes are signs in
the Saussurean sense, that is, comprise a
signifiant and a signifié, but differ rad-
.ically from all other linguistic signs:
:(1) they have no specific signifiés, but
Esignify mere otherness of their referents,
the signifiants of morphemes; thus they
are all systematically synonymous; (2)'un-

_like all other linguistic signs, which are
-defined and form oppositions in terms of
their signifies, the diacritic opposites
are defined and form oppositions on the
basis of their signifiants.

‘The first of these characteristics iS'
essentially related to their function:
without such purely diacritic signs, the

rich inventories of content signs of human
languages would be impossible. Their syn-
onymy, again, facilitates the maintenance
of communication through sound change. By
their second characteristic they are——in
Saussure's well-known phrase-—oppositive,
relative and negative. Hence they can re-
main invariant despite differences among
speakers in vocal tract configurations.
This relational character also makes it
possible for them to serve as a conceptual
carrier wave for a variety of categories
of other phonic signs.

The fact that diacritic opposites are
defined and form oppositions on the basis
of their signifiants entaiIS'that a phono—
logical theory that treats them as mere
names, without regard for the substance in
which they are manifested, is essentially
meaningless, as Chomsky & Halle very suc-
,oinctly showed (1968:400f.).

. Also, since the diacritic opposites
have no positively defined phonetic signi-
fiants, the language specific implementa—
tion rules that specify their realization
cannot be captured by rewrite rules of the
now customary kind. To conform to their
nature, the linguist's rules will have to
transform diacritic oppositions into sound
differences.

Jakobson repeatedly spoke about the
systems of diacritic oppositions as struc-
tured, but had little to say about the
variability of such structures (cf. §fl l:
709, 1979:166). However,.there are enough
indications of variability in the ranking

'of diacritic oppositions in different lan—
guages to make this a fruitful basis of a
systematic phonological typology (cf. An-
dersen 1975), and to hypothesize variabil-
'ity in ranking to account for synchronic
variation (cf. Andersen 1974, Gvozdanovié
1985) and to explain major types of phono-
logical drift (cf. Andersen 1978).

g; In 1929 Jakobson defined three
classes of phonic signs (SE 1:20).

The analysis of 1939 determined that
these differ by the character of their
signifies. (1) The "stylistic" signs be?
long to the category of "content signs",
which includes lexical and grammatical
morphemes; Jakobson exemplified them with
some of the kinds of pragmatic signs to be
mentioned below. (2) The signifiés of the
diacritic opposites, as mentioned, refer
to the signifiants of segmental morphemes.
(3) Contextual variants, finally, are
phonic signs whose signifiés refer to the
signifiants of diacritic opposites.

Such a semiotically based classifica-
tion yields a principled basis for delim-
iting and subdividing the field of phonol-
ogy. It could be defined as the study Of
systems of «diacritic oppositions only;
thus gfl 1:20. It could study the systems
of phonic signs_under (2) and (3) above;
thus Sfl 3:297. But it could also encom-
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pass all phonic signs with social value.

In.his later works Jakobson tended to—

wards this, the widest possible under—

standing as he repeatedly emphasized the

interdependence of the all the parts-of

the over—all code, the consequent impossi-

bility of describing any part of it in

isolation, and in particular, the import-

ance of consistently analysing speech

sounds in regard to meaning. .

From the point of View of their signi-
fiants, all three classes of phonic signs

are clearly inseparable. One can recog-

nize the-primacy of the diacritic oppo-
sites, which are- constitutive of artic-

ulate speech. They can be conceived of as

a carrier wave, as I suggested above, and

the other kinds of phonic signs as "epi—

_signs“ which deform or refract ideal pro-

jections of the_diacritic oppositions into

sound differences. But in speech none of

these signs occur separately. And already

in the intended audible output, which de-
termines a speaker's articulatory imple-
mentation of his messages, and against
much he monitors his proprioceptive feed-
back, signifiants of all three classes are
superposed. '

' The analysis of the signifies of the
“stylistic" phonic signs remained very
sketchy in Jakobson‘s writings. His fa-
mous paper on "Linguistics .and' poetics"
(1960) defined a number of generic catego-
ries of pragmatic content, which are ob-'
viously in part expressed by phonic signs
and which encode language particular cat-

,egories of emotive, aesthetic, conative,

phatic, and referential content (cf. gw
1:295). They refer to elements of the
communicatiVe situation' and thus are
shifters (cf. gfl ll:131f.). .

In 1979 Jakobson pointed to some ge—
neric categories of societal phonic signsl
With which a speaker adjusts his pronun-
ciation, in accordance with the norms of
his Speech community, to give expression
to socially defined categories of status
and role (1979:42). Such phonic signs
sYmholize the speaker's relation to his
sPeech community and/or his addressee(s).
Jflumson insisted on the distinction be—
tween these symbolic signs, which refer to
mfltural categories, and the pure indices
PrOPEIIy termed physiognomic (Bfihler 1978:
2?“. which facilitate speaker identifica—
t1°n (Cf. Andersen 1979).

The extent to which pragmatic and so-
al signs may be encoded in the use of
rltic_oppositions and allophonic vari-
9 ls obvious, and‘Jakobson early em-
ized the necessity of examining all

ciet
diac
atio
phas

“WEe classes of signs in their interre-'
iztions in explications of phonological

an“ ‘e-g-r E 919, 216)_.
One of Jakobson's lasting contri-

blitions to the st d f h 10 ‘ was thedEmOnstr _ u y o morp o g]
ation that when morphological
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analysis is carried through to an adequate
depth, the incidence Of combinations and/
or concatenations of diacritic opposites
in grammatical morphemes can be seen to
mirror relations of meaning in the gram-
matical pattern of the language.

The tendency for vowels to be special-
ized for grammatical content in the Sem-
itic languages was mentioned in 1929 (gw
1:9) as an example of what Jakobson later
called the "sense-determining function"ofi
diacritic opposites. Later studies of the
interaction between the phonemic and gram-
matical aspects of language (cf._§fl ll:
103ff.) cited numerous further examples of
such specialized utilization of complexes
of diacritic opposites for‘ features of
grammatical content in various languages,

,most convincingly in the detailed analyses
of the inflectional patternsr of Russian
and other Slavic languages (e.g., Sfl'll:
115ff., 119ff., 143ff., 148ff., 154ff.,
184ff., 198ff.). -

The semiotic basis for this is the

."inverted" character of the diacritic

signs (gfl l:286ff.). Their signifies
('otherness') serve to distinguish more

pheme shapes; but _by the substance of

. their signifiants they serve to identify

morpheme shapes. Relations ramong com-

plexes of diacritic opposites can conse-

quently be used to reflect relations among

the signifiants of morphemes.r . _

The theoretical generalization im-

plicit in the above-mentioned morphologic-

al studies was made explicit only in 1965

(SW II:34Sff.), when Jakobsbn arrived at a

PEirEEan characterization. of language

structure as essentially a “‘system of

diagrammatization', patent and compulsory

in the entire syntactic and morphological

pattern of language" (SE 11:357). _

Several kinds of diagrammatization can

be distinguished. (1) By their perceptual»

dimensions diacritic oppositions are asso-

ciated with, and diagram, other perceptual

dimensions. This is synaesthesia _(cf.

1979:188ff.). (2) Thanks to Similarities

between perceptual dimensions and other

experiential dimensions, complexes of dia-

critic opposites can be used to form icon-'
. . . ta-

ic (in Peircean terms: imaginal or me

phoric) lexical signifiants such as ono—

matopoea and ideophones (cf. 1979:179ff.)i

(3) Their direct association with 1ex1ca

content in “word affinities" (cf. 1979!

' ' but is in
195ff.) may be partly imaginal, _

any case essentially diagrammatic, partial

identity of signifies being reflected by'a .

partial identity of signifiants. (4) Most

of the diagrammatic relations between

' ' ' hich were
rammatical meaning and sound w _

gevealed in Jakobson's morphological

studies are of this last-mentioned type:

but to these must be added (5) the morpho

phonemic alternations, which form diagrams,

indexing signifiants and/or signifies of

contiguous morphemes.
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The great variety of diagrammatic re-
lations in language awaits a thorough
analysis. But Jakobson's contributions
offer us a key to an understanding of lan-
guage structure, which can be used to dis-
close in explicit terms the integration of
phohology with the content systems of in-
dividual languages, the interplay between
meaning and sound in historical phonology,
and eventually the universal determinants
of these interrelations between linguist-
ically formed sound and sense.

A; The analysis of contextual varia-
tion forms a lacuna in Jakobson's investi—
gations of sound patterns. He did not go
beyond his understanding of 1939 that
allophonic variants refer to the signifi-
ants of diacritic opposites (cf.§W 1:469
and 1979:42). .

The reason for this neglect is con—
sistent with his Saussurean understanding
of the linguistic sign, which does not ac-
knowledge the need the specify the syntac—
tics of each linguistic sign. At the same
time this neglect may be related to the'
absence in Jakobson's thinking of the fun—
damental distinction between language
system and language norms (cf. COseriu-
1952).

It is in fact a question of phonolog-
ical norms whether, say, flatted conson-
ants in a given language are realized as
labialized, retroflex, or pharyngealized,
and whether a given five-vowel system is
normally realized in one or another of
several ways in a given community (cf.
Vysotskij 1967). Similarly it is a ques-
tion of norms whether and to what extent a
given diacritic opposition is contextually
suspended (the distinctive opposites being
deleted in specified environments), and
with what non-diacritic features complexes
of diacritic opposites must be expanded
before they are realizable in speedh.

It follows that any individual sound
pattern must be described as a system of
diacritic oppositions conjoined with a
historically established set of phonetic
norms, expressible as rules of implemen-
tation. 'Phonological typology must con-
sider not just systems of diacritic oppo-
sitions, but also the diverse norms of
realization attested in different .1an-
guages. for each system type. Universal
phonology must determine the freedom with
which one and the same system type can be
conjoined with different phonetic norms
and the universal limits of this freedom.

From a semiotic point of view,.how-
ever, Jakobson's theoretical advances
offer a good basis for the systematic'in-
vestigation of contextual variation.

First, variation rules expand complex-
es of diacritic opposites with subsidiary
phonic signs that act as.indexes, pointing
to the context to which they have been as-
signed. The importance of these "auxili-

ary-sociative" signs for communication
was recognized and repeatedly emphasized
by Jakobson (cf. gy 1:469, 1979:42).
They are the semiotic counterpart of
morphophonemic alternants.

Secondly, variation rules produce dis-
tributional patterns which carry informa—
tion about the system of diacritic opposi-
tions. Note that the mere fact that dif-
ferent phonetic values are in complement-
ary distribution is a sign that they do
not form a diacritic opposition: comple-
mentation diagrams the absence of opposi-
tion. Furthermore, by assigning different
non-diacritic values to different contexts
variation rules correlate non-diacritic
values with (complexes of) diacritic op—
posites according to an apparently univer-
sal 'principle, gig in such a way that
marked values are assigned to marked cbn—
texts, and unmarked to unmarked. This
principle, by which equivalences in mark—
edness are diagrammed by contiguity rela—
tions, was 'first discovered by Jakobson
(1960) and by him held to be characterist-
ic of the peetic function of language.
However, it has been shown to be a much
more general principle, in evidence when-
ever a value system is manifested_syntag-
matically (Andersen '1987). The phonetic
co-occurrence relations thus codified in
variation rules are the phonological coun-
terpart of the lexical and morphological

' systems of. diagrammatization which were
mentioned above. .

Finally, since the phonetic norms as a
whole are established by convention, they
serve to symbolize the speaker's alle-
giance to the socially or geographically
defined cemmunity for which the given set
of norms holds (1979:42).

E; To most phonologists today, prob-
ably, Jakobson is known primarily as the
initiator of the search for phonological
universals, the scholar who more than any-
one else contributed to the modern under-
standing of the dependence of phonology on
the innate capacities which are man's by
nature. There seems to be a growing
awareness among phonologists that there is
a great deal more in language particular
sound patterns than is accounted for by
such universals. In turning our attention
to these idiosyncratic aspects of phonol-
ogy, we need not turn our backs on Jakob—
.son. On the contrary, his view of a sound
pattern as first and foremost a system of
signs with social value and his substan—-
tive contributions to the elucidation of
the character of these signs and of their
interrelations offer a fruitful orienta-
tion and effective conceptual' tools for
future work in phonology.
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TOWARDS A CALCULUS OF INTONATION CONTOURS FOR
SENTENCES OF ARBITRARY SYNTACTIC COMPLEXITY

E.V.Paducheva

Dept. of theoretical foundations of informatics,lnstitute
of scientific and technical information
Moscow, USSR, 125219

ABSTRACT
Rules are proposed which describe co-

occurrence restrictions for tone units in
acceptable intonation contours of senten—
ces and thus generate intonation contours
for sentences of infinite length and syn—
tactic complexity.

INTRODUCTION
Roman Jakobson more than anybody else con-
tributed to formation of modern phonology
in its present shape, having characterized
the phoneme as a bundle of distinctive
features; having raised the problem of the
laws of combination of phonemes; and in-
troducing the notion of protracted dis-
tinctive feature as a supersegment charac-
teristics of a word overcoming phoneme
boundaries, of. protracted feature "vois-
ed" in the initial combination of conso-
nants in Russian vzdrognut’ or protracted
feature "voiseless' in the initial conso-
nant combination in vstreca. Though Roman
Osipovich payed relatively less attention
to prosody than to segmental phonology,
the subsequent development of phonology
proved his ideas in prosody to be stimula—
ting for researchers of different schools
and trends. '
Those who study prosodic aspect of a sen—
tence usually presume that it is suffici-
ent to describe main functional "blocks"
of intonation - tone units, — which_cha—

racterize relatively simple and short sen—

tences: the problem of synthesis of these

blocks into sequences which really occur

in linguistic activity,when the speakers

generate utterances of considerable com-

plexity,is left aside. meanwhile the utte-
rance in a natural language can have theo-

retically infinite length and cooccurrence

of tone units in grammatically correct
sentences is governed by sufficiently so--
phisticated rules. The problem arises -
to delimitate these rules.

INTORATIOH COHTOUR OF A SENTENCE

We accept an assumption - perhaps, a bit
simplifying, that intonation structure of
a sentence, i.e., its intonation contour,

can be represented as a well formed sequ-

ence of tone units. This amounts to say—
ing that a tone unit is supposed to be an
elementary segmental unit of.intonationr
here is no generally accepted intonatio-

nal transcription for Russian. In our
transcription we shall use the following
symbols. Raising tone (IK-3 according to
'[l]) is symbolized by /. Symbol 1 denotes

‘ accent - in the sense of [3], i.e. a fall
of the base tone on the stressed syllable
of the word, but not a glide; cf. the ac—
cent on the word k_ogd_a in the. sentence
Kogda' 93 priedet? uttered in.a context
where the fact of his arrival has already
been mentioned. Falling tone \ (IK—i ac-
cording to [1]) marks the end of an indi-
cative statement independent of the its
textual context. This tone unambiguously
expresses the main phrasal stress of the
sentence. Falling tone, at least phonolo-
gically, is not a primitive - it is rath-
er a conflation of two features: accent
and the indicator of the completion of
the utterance. Thus, (1) resents a mini-
mal pair: the question (a contains a
pure accent, while the statement (b) - an
accent in combination with the indicator
of completion: .
(l) a. On napiset/fi ili pozvonit'?

. b. On napiset/: ili pozvonit\.~
The accent can be conflated with the indi—
cator of noncompletion; this combination
is Simbolized as t (in terms of [1] it is
1Ke4 , and is used to mark either a con-
stituent or a syntactically completed sen-

' tence which alludes to a specific textual
context of such a type as can be introdu-
ced by an adversative conjunction, cf. A
X§§\/ggg bilet?<<With the tickets of all
the rest everything is in order); Pokatal-
alga, i xvatit b<the other should also
have an opportunity). '
There are contrastive tones corresponding
to the raising and to the falling tone;
they are symbolized\as fl and h . Exact
pionetic characterization of the symbols
used in transcriptidn is here irrelevant'for concrete details of. [l], [2]. ’
The borders between tone groups are indi-
cated by a dotted vertical line I. The

'symbol of the tone is placed after the
word which constitutes the intonation
centre of the tone group. More exact indi-
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cation (e.g., marking the stressed syll-

able) is not necessary for our purposes.

mm analysis of a sentence into its tone

groups is slightly obscured by the so

called binding of accents, described in

cf.: ‘

ggg’xakujur knigu‘ ty citaes?
(3) Kudar ty polozil Bulgakova‘? _

We assume that sentences like (2) cons1st

of a single tone group with two centers,

while in sentences like (3) two tone
groups can be delimitated.

It would be natural to suppose that each

tum group must have its own phrase ac—

cent. But for convenience of marking cor—

relations between intonational and syn-

tactic structure of a sentence it is pre—

ferable to make also use of unaccented

tmm groups. Thus in sentence Posredstven-

gm} poet: by; éaxovskoj its second main
constituent can be considered a separate

tmm group. Besides, if we cannot afford

oftmaccented tone groups then the theme

of a sentence (i.e. a component of its to-

pic-comment articulation) usually Will

notconstitute a separate tone group, as

his sentence 9n xudoinik\.-Some by no
means relevant intonational distinctions

wfll not be reflected in our transcrip-

timnjust because they are besides the

ponn - such as tempo and register dis-

thmtions which allow to express the ac-
cmm characterizing a constituent as a

Mmle in contradistinction to the accent

of a word, see [2]; different degrees of

remmtion of unaccented words described

in C3] are also ignored.
It must be underlined that.many types of
smuences allow for variation of intona—
tim1contours,and it is not claimed.that

the transcription proposed is the only
one possible.

A BRIEF SURVEY or LlTERATURE
hm idea of a generative grammar for in-
tonation contours was first suggested by
N.Chomsky and M.Halle [3], but with seve-
ral simplifying assumptions, of. in this
connection [4] with references to some
earlier publications. Thus, of all para-
nmters characterizing intonation only the
strength of stress (alternatively, the
deErees of reduction) was taken into con—
sideration. Meanwhile intonation contour
lsdefined by a far more rich complex of
prosodic features (the pitch; tone fall-

Ines and tone raisings; the accent; tem-
po etc.), and it is reasonable to try to
Smmrate the complete configuration of
sudxfeatures. As for the strength of the
Stress, there are no more than two de- _'
grees of it which are meaning-differenti—

ating: the original mechanism of word
:tress reduction depending on the dePth

“Alsyntactic embedding (the so called
As: ear stress Rule) proposed in [3], pres

pposes theoretically unlimited scale of
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such degrees, but these distinctions are
rather phonetical than phonological by na—
ture (i.e. they are automatical and not
specifically meaning-differentiating).
Besides, it was assumed in [33 that into-
nation, let alone contrasts, is predicted
by the surface syntactic structure of a
sentence. But this hypothesis must now be
rejected, - indeed, there are at less
three groups of arguments that contradict
it.
Firstly. The resulting intonation contour
is influenced not only by the surface
structure but also by the deep structure
of a sentence.
Secondly. Intonation contour of a senten-
ce is to a certain extent predicted by

prosodic properties of its words, i.e. by
its lexical composition and not by its
syntax. And the effect of the lexical com-
position does not always amount to con-

trasts. Thus, personal pronouns in Russi-

an are normally unstressed,no matter wnat

their syntactic function is, and acquire

stress only in a marked context, as, e.g.,

the following: Qagég/ ysgggl mgpla\ yi-
diat X Oblomove:, govorja, gig is £33 li-

co/i'napisal s sebja\. Among particles _

one are always unstressed (like ;, -taki,

me), the other always stressed, at least
.—

-in one.of their meanings. Besides, many

particles are capable of predicting the

stress placement in words With which they

are connected, cf. [5]. QuaSi-synonyms

razve and neuéeli are known for their pro-

sodic differences [6]: the former induces

the intonation of a question, and-the lat-

ter - of a statement. There are also non-

auxiliary words with idiosyncratic proso-

dic pro erties. Thus, Russian adJective

redkij in one of its uses) calls for em-

phatic stress inside the noun phrase that

contains it; usually this noun phrase

must occupy the initial pOSItion in a sen-

tence: Redkaja\ ptica: doletit d9 ggfiosg—

redinyl- Redka’a ara sapog\ £2 pro c —

la cerez EEE—rfikigf—Inalogously for the
adjective razny‘: Raznyjet lJudi_Zivut pa

ostrove'; Razny‘et byvaiut slucagnostil.

Limited capacities to occupy thematic po-

sition in the topic-comment structure usu-

ally characterize words with negative and

quantifitory meaning. Example (1) shows

that thematic position rejects words With

T 've meanin : _ ..

(Z afine dostatogno/i vasego raskaJaniJa\.

IIa'ne nedostatocnol: Vasego raskaga—

ni'a\.
KedostgtOCno must bear main stress, i.e.

it must have a falling and not a raISing

tone. Here are some examples With quantie

fiers (see also [7], P. 127):_ i _

(2) a. Castaja pricina boleznil. — pro

studa. _ I

b. *Redkaja pricina bolezni/« — pro—

' studs. . . 5\

(3) a. Casto/i on prixodil zapolno .

' . ‘Redko/i on prixodil zapolnoé\-
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(though Izredka/fi 23 prixodil‘zapolnoc).
(4) a. Nedavno/( on vernulsja\. -

b. *Davnol: on vernulsja\.
(5) a. Inogdal: on sel peskom\.

b. *Vsegda/fi on sel peskom\.
(6) a. Bol’sinstvo/ ucastnikovi bylo\-za-

njato v pervom akte.

b. *Men’sinstvo/ ucastnikcv tbylo\
zanjato v pervom akte.

Cf. also an example from [8], p. 289: in .
sentence Snegu malo vypalo the verb is
obligatory unstressed. .

Many adverbs bear obligatory contrastive
"stress, cf. Naprasno\ ty staralsja (*fige
prasno/ {31 staralsja\); Tscetnot :stal

by 12 gig skryvat’! (*Tééetno/g stal by
is gig skryvat’\). The word ran’se (in
one of its uses), is on the contrary, in:

variably thematic: Ran’se/ 123 by; vse da
mracen\ (*Ran’se\-gn by; vsegda mraéeng.
The main stress on ran’se is possible on—

ly in the presence of a particle: L33
ran’se\ 22 by; vsegda mraéen.
And thirdly: linear—intonational structu-
re has its own semantics,which is in many
respects independent both of syntax and

of lexical composition of a sentence; hen—

ce the notion of a communicative paradigm

constituted by a set of sentences with

he same array of lexemes and syntactic
structure, which_differ from each other
in their linear-intonational structure.
As the semantics of the topic-comment
structure is closely connected with a pra-
gmatic context, usual semantic distinc-

tions caused by variation of tone place-
ment (cf. Ivan poedet y Kievt; Ivan oe-
det‘ y Kiev; Ivanh poedet y KieV).can be.
EEEqm anied by quite specific ones. Thus,
in a U menja ostalos’\ nemno'o vremen

dlja osmotra goroda and (b) g menja osta-
los' nemnogo\ vremeni dlja osmotra goroda

semantic opposition is nearly that of an-

tonymy. See also example (7):_
(7) a. Domal: Ivana net\.

b. Doma xleba\ net. . ~

For (b) the contour Doma/I xleba ngt\ is
practically excluded, but by purely prag—

matic reasons. In fact, the semantic con-

tribution of a contrastive theme to the

sentence meaning is very rich: it enrich-

es the meaning of a sentence by an impli-

cature which, in this case, can be worded

as follows: 'And for other places it is

not so' or 'And about other places noth-

. ing is known'.E7], which is quite sound
for (a) but trivial and meaningless for
(b). ‘ '

And the last example of a pragmatic compo-

nent in the intonation meaning. 9f. sen-

tence Sledujuscaia/ stancija: - ovenigo-

rod» pronounced with this intonation By

an announcer in a suburban train. This in-
tonation must be treated as a flagrant er-

ror. Indeed, in the situation described

the adversative context, which is alludedh

by lK—4, makes one think that this announ-

cement will be followed, in due time, by
an analogous announcement concerning the
station which goes after Zvenigorod. But
this espectation fails, because Zvenigo:
rod is the last station of the railway.

AN OUTLINE OF THE CALCULUS

The set of all intonation Contours can be
enumerated with the help of a calculus of
the following shape. Suppose that all ele-
mentary contours are given, which charac- M
‘terize syntactically non-extended senten-
ces or constituents consistin of one or“
two tOne groups, of. contour %\) in Nastum
ila vesna\; raising-falling (RF) contour

(/{\) in Keramika/ :- gtg krasivo\; con-
tour (\ (U) in Posredstvennyjh poet 12y;

. Saxovskoj. More complex contours owe their
existence to the fact that elementary con—
tours (or, more exactly, syntactic consti-
tuents with elementary contours) are in-
serted in a context with a given tone cha-
racteristics. Thus we arrive at rules of
substitution which generate more and more
complex contours from the simplest ones.
Rules of substitution may, certainly, re-
fer to the context, as is natural for a
context sensitive phrase structure gram—
mar.
When we try to substitute some intonation
contour for a tone group in a certain cone
text the following situations may arise:
'l) substitution is impossible, i.e. the
sequence of tone groups which is the re-
sult of the substitution does not corres-
pond to any acceptable intonation contour;
.2) substitution is possible but_a) the
substituted contour must be transformed
in a special way; b) the context must be
transformed in a special way. Presumably,
only such transformations are allowed

'which do not change the topic-comment se—
mantics conveyed by intonational means.
We hope that a finite set of rewriting
rules of the type described above will
constitute a model enumerating well form—
ed intonation contours. Though only sub-
stitution rules have generative power,
prohibitions deserve attention as well,
for they explicate useful cooccurrence
restrictions. '.

EXAhPLES OF SUBSTITUTION RULhS .
Rule i. RF-contour (/:\) when inserted in
a position with inherent raising tone,
must be transformed into a subcontour
(11/); in other words, the former main
stress after substitution becomes-a secon-
dary stress and the former secondary
stress becomes a mere accent. 1n examplesbelow a is an independent sentence; in bthis very sentence is put into an embedd-
ed position;
(1 a. Eavtra/g poloZenie izmenitsja\.

o. asll zavtra': poloZenie izmenit-(?) gJa/:_Ja vam soobscu\._ a.' erevgannya lubok'pocti iscez/
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a mednyj prisel-v upadok\. ,
b. Kogda derevjannyj lubok poéti is-‘

éez', a mednyj prisel v upadok/ {,
voznik lubok iz medi staroobrjad-

‘ cev .
(3) a. étoby pereexat"v stolicu/ 2,-on
- soglasen na Zertvy\. ,

b. Ctoby pereexat v stolicu' : on
soglasen/ na zertvyl?

(4) a. Keramika/ 1- etc krasivo\.
b. Keramikalg — eto krasivol?

(5) a. Muzyku/{ on ljubit\.
b. Muzyku': on ljubit/? ,

(6) a. Posle spektaklja/i pozvoni\ mne.
b. Posle spektaklja"lpozvoni/ mnel!

‘ (request) '
(7) a. Na\nej byla belaja suba/ ti sljap-

ka . ‘
b. Na nej byla belaja subal Ii sljap-

ka/?
(8)a. 2n priedet v ijule/ (ili v avgus-

e\.
b. Esli on priedet v ijulel} ili v

avguste/, on esce uspeet.
(9) a. Ivan/} Zivet v Kazani\.

b. Ivanl: zivet v Kazani/} , a ja v
Syzrani\.

(10)a. V novom zdanii/: budet biblioteka\.
b. V ncvom zdaniil Lbudet ta biblio—

teka/,: kotoraja ran’se byla v
podvale\.

Itis clear from these examples that the
trmmformation which RF-contour undergoes
isindependent of syntact c construction
ltbelongs to - it may be coordinative
gram, subject-predicate combination, ad-
verbial modifier + extended sentence etc.
Equally-inessential is the nature of the
cmmtruction which delivers a position
wifllan inherent.raising tone - it can be:
Prflmsitive modifying sentence;ageneral
mwstion; the first component of a com—.
pound sentence, an utterance with the il-
10mfi1onary force of request; a sentence
Wifila restrictive modifier, as in (10b),
etc-Thus it is clear that tones may in-
Eeract directly with each other without
nmn intermediaries_as syntax or meaning.
(' .
“WStltuted RF-contour may belong not to.
?lindependent sentence, but to a consti-
$§nt, Cf- 29m otdyxa/i stoit BE beregu'
fi¥l\ and 223 otdyxal: , kuda my poedem/{,
110‘“ E.m reki.
sBile-lanows that raising tone cannot

and syntactic embedding. '
flfls 2. dF-contour when embedded into a
£22310? with inherent raising tone can
0 Oneptified into a contour consisting
Hm int one group with a raising tone -

e onation centre corresponding to
ohm? ace of the former falling tone. In
°0ne Oifis, two tone groups can merge in-

invfaé e former secondary stress hav-
5 ed away and the former main stressav - ,tm;?8 been transformed into a raising

(1 .1) a. Voprositelvnaju/ intonacija :otli-

caetsja ot predupreditel’no'\.
b. Voprositel’naja intonacija gtlida-

etsja ot predupreditel’noj/ itol’-
:g\bolee vysokim registrom golo-

(12) a. Ivan/: zivet v Kazani\.
b. Ivan Zivet v Kazani/ I, a ja v

‘ Syzrani\.
This rule does not generate any new con-
tours but it capture .one of the most im4
portant regularities behavior_of intona-
tional constituents in such conditions
when their hierarchy becomes more compli-
cated.
521g 3. If in a RF-contour the raising
component is not obligatory (as, e.g., is
the case in a coordinative group), it can
be transformed, in a position with inhe-
rent'raising tone, into a subcontour
(/:|). Thus in (13) utterance a is intona-
ted in accordance with Rule l,§nd b — in
accordance with Rule 3: _

_ (13) a. Kon"junkcija P&Q istinna'i, esli
P i Q istinny/:, i loZna/, esli P
i Q lozny\. -

b. Kon'junkcija P&Q istinna/L, esli .
P i Q istinnyl, i 102na/:, esli Pf
i Q lozny\. ‘ -

In (14) the end or the first of the two
conjoined clauses is marked by tone », as
if it were a separate sentence;
(14) Idet napravo/l - pesn’v zavodit}, na-

levo/ :- skazku\ govorit.
Rule 4. RF-contour can be inserted into a
position with an inherent falling tone
non contrastive); if it gets into the

context of a raising tone on the left,
this raising tone can be replaced by to-
ne :
(15) a. Rano utrom/i Petja otkryl kalit-

ku\
b. Rano utromv (Petja otkryl kalit-

ku/fi i vysel na luZajku\.
Replacement of a raising tone by an ad;
cent is also possible: Teatr by; zakryt'},
tag Egg truppal: uexala 22 gastroli\.
Rules 2 - 4 reveal a general tendency of
language to avoid sequences of identical
tones; of. the impossibility of *Qg aye-
%gn I, 939 Pavel/ {nag pomoZet\. Example
from [1]) where such sequence is allowed,

requires explanation: Pojmannyx ptic/ Egy—
derZivajut 22 karantine/ :i oéen’ xoroso
Eggm;§t\. Even accent, which is the most
neutral of all types of phrasal streSs,

allows for repetition only under very sfie—
cial conditions, of. an example from E2 :
1y 1 Telavi'{ kogda' poedete? where the
sequence of identical tone groups is con-
ditioned by a split word order.
There are, though, clear cut syntactic ex-
ceptions to this regularity; thus, apposi—
tive construction, on the contrary, is
based intonationally on tonal repetition

of the preceding stressr
(16) a. Ostal’nye razmestilis’ nemnogo

podal’se\:, na drugom beregu re-

ki\.
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b. Yemnogo podal’se/{, na drugom be-
regu reki/i, razmestilis’ ostal'-
nye\.

Yet contrastive tone is not repeated by
an apposed phrase: Takojfl 22 {cudak\ },
vas Vanjal.

PROHIBITED SUBSTITUTIONS

i. RF-contour cannot be inserted into an
unstressed position after a contrastive
tone:
(1) a. Ja scitaju, éto Whorf/: byl ling-

vistom osobogo\ roda.
b. *Ja znaju\ 1, cto Whorf/: byl ling—

vistom osobogo\ roda.
In such position RF—contour is simplified
int? a contour with two accent; thus,
lb =$ 22 znaju\, 232 Whorfl b 1 lingvis-

22m osobogol roda. Cf. also: T3¥Tko 32/
prekrasno:, 222 ser’ezno\ and £2 tol’ko\
tol prekrasno, 222 ser’ezno'. .
ET Contrastive tone groups allow of no
syntactic embedding; they are confined to
inde endent sentences, thus belonging to
the so called main clause phenomena:
(2) a. Da, Ja kot\; no ljudi inogda takfl

nevnimatel’ny.
b. Ja ne znal/, cto ljudi tak\ nevni-

matel’ny.
Specific tone on tak disappears in the em-
bedded position. EEHtence Vernulis’\ nasi
ggljaki, being embedded, sounds unnatural:
*Nesmotrja 22 32,.222 vernulis’\ nasi g2-
1jaki...; of. also: Kogo/ 22 tol’ko 22
s raSival\ but “£2 dumaju, 222 koao/ 2n
ol’ko 22 sprasiva1\.

Prohibitions 1 and 2 taken together pro—
vide an explanation to the fact that a
sentence cannot contain more than one con—
trastive tone (of the same direction).
Thus, sentence (3) is not well formed be-
cause it combines two contrasts:
(3) *Jasno, cto imenno étot\ smysl: pere-

daetsja predloZeniem (a)I:, a ne (b)\.
Moreover, contrastive falling tone func-
tions as the main sentence stress; thus,
if there is another candidate for the
post of the main stress bearer in a sen-
tence, a conflict is bound to arise:
(4) *On ni s togo mi 5 sego/: vzjal da i

rasskazal\ mnegdovol’no zamecatel’nyj
slucaj\ (Turgenev).

(5) *U2 on_dostaval\} - dostaval! iz—za
pazuxilskomkannoe pis’mo na imja Ob-
lomova\.

Syntactic and lexical peculiarities of
these sentences create conditions for pre-
posed, and thus contrastive, accent; whi-
le final noun phrase, being indefinite,
also longs for the position of the main
stress bearer. Though contrastive stress
is usually treated as a phonetic phenome-
non, it seems that contrast cannot be
identified on purely phonetic grounds:
means of expression for contrast are
scarce and disparate (9.3., in [1] it is
mentioned that contrast can be conveyed

by strengthened word stress or by more
distinct pronounciation of phonemes. Con—
trast is definitely opposed to its absen—
ce only when it is confirmed by structu—
ral'or semantic factors. 0n the other
hand, phonetic means must be quite expli-
cit if without intonation fhe intended
meaning will be lost, cf. — 2 sbeiavsij
2y; gag dvorov ' celovek? - Kakoe dvoro-fli gamer? Etc 2x aid—6 :12 t_al.<o_e_ __bolWoemosennicestvoTV_Sbeialfl 22 22212:...
n22\ : it is contrast that transforms
this sentence into an identity statement.
Tone group bearing the main stress (in
particular, contrastive stress) can easi-
ly change its place in a sentence if the—
re is no other contrasts in the same sen-
tence. If there are, then removel of a
contrastive tone group from its final po-sition destroys the communicative structu—re. Example: Loé’fl {- religiia rabov'{ ixozjaevt. Pravda\,'22g svobodnogo belove-gal. For the second sentence underlying—word order and intonation are as follows:E25 svobodnogofl éeloveka‘:- pravda\. In-deed, svobodnyj celovek is the theme of:hls segtence, andda contrastive one, be-ause 1 is oppose to rab i xoz'aevafrom the first sentenceT—E%aE—i%_th§rheme, also contrastive, for it is oppos-ed to.loa’ in the first sentence. Empha—tic preposition of the contrastive rhemedestroys this structure: communicative
meanings which were expressed explicitly
by the underlying word order in the re-sulting sentence are only guessed due tolexical associations. -
We may add now that Roman Jakobson's favo-rite 1dea about iconic character of langu-age works in the sphere of word ordermuch better than with intonation: fallingand ra1s1ng tones give way to one anotherin intonation contours without any directrelation to the meaning of the utterance.
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. ON THE TONAL AND PROSQDIC. ACCENTS OF THE BALTIC SEA AREA

Kalevi Wiik
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The language area that can be called I first give an inventory 'of the main-
th’e Baltic Sea Area. includes three main types of-tonal accents of this area'- NGXtgroups of languages: Scandinavian, Baltic, I give the geographic distribution of the
and Finnic. One phonetic feature that seems main tonal and prosodic types. ThirdJ-YI Ito be more or.less common to many of these consider the origin of the various types-languages is the "singing" quality of It is my purpose to present a more or lessspeech; four of the languages are gener- uniform explanation for the rise of theally considered to be tone languages with 'st¢ds in Danish and Livonian and the tonalthe Opposition between two tonal accents accents in Swedish and Norwegian. I also(Norwegian, Swedish, Latvian, and Lithua? give an explanation_ for the rise of thenian) , while two of them (Danish and Livo- Estonian and Livonian syllable gradationnian) are st¢d languages. Even in those with the various tonal curves associatedlanguages that are not tone or st¢d lan- with the strong and weak grades. Finally Iguages (e.g. Estonian and Finnish) there ‘ ponder on the influence that the languagesare dialect differences that can be ex- of this area may have exerted on each other;

plained by referreing.to tonal curves. Many of the dialect differences can be ex-

plained by language contacts.


